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A TALE OF TWO TIMES: PREACHING IN THE LATTER AGE 

OF THE DHARMA1 

Jamie Hubbard 

Summary 

Sharing a cyclical cosmogony with other Indian worldviews. Buddhism is or¬ 

dinarily thought to be unconcerned with specific historical events, looking instead 

towards the individual transcendence of temporal becoming as the goal of religious 

practice. One counterpoint to this prevailing attitude is the tradition of the decline of 

the dharma, premised upon the historical uniqueness or specificity of Sakyamuni’s 

teachings and an attendant eschatological consciousness of temporal distance from 

the time of the teacher and his teachings. Interestingly, the Lotus Sutra presents both a 

transcendent and historically unique interpretation of Sakyamuni’s lifetime. Nichiren, 

among others, attached importance to the historical specificity of Sakyamuni and his 

teachings, and hence understood the Lotus Sutra to demand attention to‘the preaching 

or evangelical spread of the true teachings. 

\ 
\ 

L Introduction 

A. Linear and cyclical time 

Long held assumptions dictate a fundamental difference between 

Western and Eastern notions of time and history: whereas the former 

are linear and finite, giving human history a particularistic reality and 

even urgency, the latter are cyclical and infinite, rendering human 

history, and hence human action — ethical action — within that his¬ 

tory inconsequential. The Judaic messianic tradition and its Christian 

refiguration as eschatological promise/fulfillment are taken as superb 

examples of the linear orientation, premised as they are on one-time 

1 This paper was originally presented at the Third International Conference on 

the Lotus Sutra (Tokyo, 1997) and I am grateful to Geene Reeves and Jan Nattier for 

their comments; portions are also drawn from my forthcoming work on the decline 

of the dharma and developments in Chinese Buddhism. 
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events that erupt into human history and change it (or end it) for¬ 

ever, teleologically and inevitably moving to a final perfection. This 

eschatological promise of final perfection is contrasted with a cycli¬ 

cal Indie cosmogony that renders the notion of a final end to world 

history meaningless, lost to the greater significance of cosmic repe¬ 

tition. In this vision there is no final end to history, no world telos, 

and, therefore, ultimately no progress at all. We should note that it 

is the fate of humanity qua society that is seen to be at stake here, 

with the Western, linear vision of time functioning as a theodicy that, 

based upon the belief in a perfected and final future, engenders as 

well the specifics of a forward-moving and historically specific soteri- 

ology through which it may be or must be effected. More importantly 

for our purposes, however, is the ethical importance attached to hu¬ 

man action in such a “one chance only" view of history, an emphasis 

that is lacking in a transcendent or existential view of time. Thomas 

Altizer, for example, has been one of the strongest advocates of the 

need for a historical reading of Judeo/Christian eschatology, for in 

a spiritualization of the revolutionary impulse of that view of time 

“Jesus is detached from history and viewed as an ‘existential’ Word” 

and thereby “faith ceases to be rebellion and becomes, instead, either 

escape or submission” whereas “genuine Christian existence must be 

directed to a rebellious attack upon the ‘realities’ of profane exis¬ 

tence, and it is to just this attack that Jesus’ ethical message calls the 

disciple” (Altizer 1961: 102, 110-111). 

B. The eternal return 

The Indie approach, on the other hand, as Heinrich Zimmer char¬ 

acterized it decades ago, is exactly individual and transcendent rather 

than social and historical, leading to a “fundamentally skeptical atti¬ 

tude toward social progress.” He writes. 

This viewpoint (of world history] from on high is not to be shared by the chorus 

of actors, by the gods and demons, engrossed by their roles, but is achieved 

through the supreme aloofness of the ascetic renunciation of Siva, and through 

his attitude of spiritual indifference. To reach this perfection of his, is. among 
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men, a privilege reserved for single, outstanding individuals, saints, ascetics, 
and yogin, who transcend the May& of phenomenal existence by their own 
efforts; but the world-process as a whole is not meant for a gradual progress 
toward perfection. It is the peculiar glory of Western idealism, with Christianity 
broadening into progressive humanitarianism, to have conceived such a goal, 

and to foster an ardent faith which embarks again and again, after each setback, 

on its quest for collective perfection (Zimmer: 168). 

Perhaps the most well-known proponent of this contrast has been 

Mircea Eliade, whose comparative studies of cosmogony and escha¬ 

tology ted to his elaboration of the “Eternal Return,” a primitive view 

of time and history characterized by cyclical accounts of the countless 

beginnings and ends of world time. To these “countless beginnings 

and ends” he contrasts an “innovation of the first importance,” the 

Judeo-Christian doctrine of a singular beginning, linear progression, 

and a triumphal endtime which represents the forsaking of “the cir¬ 

cular Time of the Eternal Return [to] become a linear and,irreversible 

Time... [that] also represents the triumph of a Sacred History” (Eli¬ 

ade: 64-65). 

On first reading one is tempted to simply identify the many 19th 

and early 20th century Euro-centric constructions that inform this 

understanding, including an evolutionary or teleological view of his¬ 

tory/humankind with Christianity the developmental highpoint, an 

historical positivism or realism, and a somewhat facile Weber-esque 

view of the “East” as embodying an otherworldy form of asceticism 

that precludes finding meaning or value in worldly participation and 

social development. Still, and in spite of the many alternative read¬ 

ings that have been offered of this generalization (e.g., the myth of 

eternal return breeds equanimity and optimism not resignation and 

despair, Judeo-Christian eschatological thinking has also “suffered” a 

transcendental inversion, the postmodern West is likewise freed from 

historical positivism and linear history, etc.), by and large the general 

scheme of linear time and world-historical eschaton versus a cyclic 

cosmos and transcendent, ahistorical salvation, with its various nu¬ 

ances. has been upheld (King: 177, 181; O’Leary: 29-30). Altizer, 

for example, one of the few Christian theologians to give Buddhist 
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eschatological thinking serious and sympathetic consideration, con¬ 

cluded that even the Zen negation of “Buddhist trancendentalism... 

[that] fully parallels the radical Christian negation of transcendence” 

represents “a form pf ‘apocalypticism* in which nothing actually hap¬ 

pens, in which there is neither world- nor self-transformation** (Al¬ 

tizer 1970: 229-230). Similarly, the Buddhologist Roger Corless has 

written that, 

History is an academic discipline that has developed in the western hemisphere. 
The western hemisphere has been strongly influenced by the Abrahamic tradi¬ 
tions (Judaism, Christianity, and Islam) and their conception of time as something 
created by God in and through which God manifests himself. On this view, time 

is meaningful. It has a beginning and an end, and the end is a goal, so that there 
is development, a progressive achievement of the goal... History as a secular 
discipline has many of the features of the Abrahamic tradition’s view of time.,. 
the assumption that time is meaningful and that development is real does not 
seem to have been given up by even the most radical critics of the philosophy of 
history. Buddhism, on the other hand, sees things as changing over time, but it 

does not see things as becoming more meaningful as they change. Change, for 
Buddhism, is a primary characteristic of cyclic existence (samsara), and history 
is just a lot of change. All that we can say about history, Buddhistically, is that 
as time goes on we get more of it (Corless: xix). 

Buddhism is thus likewise seen to be concerned with individual 

liberation to a timeless truth in which sequential time is overshadowed 

by cyclical recurrence and the historical past by the predicted future 

appearance of the Buddha Maitreya, whose appearance is yet so many 

billions of aeons in the future as to render it meaningless in terms 

of current events. Thus Buddhists, following the cyclical model and 

lacking a world-historical eschaton, are seen to define the end of all 

things not as a consumation of world history but rather as individual 

liberation from it, as with Zimmer’s Siva. Winston King, for example, 

sums up this attitude in comparison with the “world-shattering events” 

of Western eschatologies, noting that Buddhism, 

points to the individual-existential situation as being more truly eschatological; 
i.e. as having to do with the truly ultimate [Nibbana]... Nibbana was essentially 

non- or super-historical, available limitedly in even the worst ages... It has 

essentially nothing to do with historical events but is human being face to face 
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with Ultimate Ineffable Being, a state that fully and finally transcends historical 

and cosmic event, and individual life and death (King: 182). 

C. Specific time in Buddhist history 

Leaving aside for the moment the validity of the overall general¬ 

ization as well as the prescriptive evaluation of Zimmer and Eliade, 

we can of course find any number of traditions, persons, and histo¬ 

riographies within Buddhism that would seem to present, at the very 

least, minor counterpoints of concern for specific and social histori- 

cism to the overall theme of recurrance and individual transcendence 

if not a fully world-historical eschaton. The Kdlacakra (“Wheel of 

Time”), Jien’s Gukansho, the dispensationalism inherent in the “Three 

Turnings of the Wheel,” the various Buddhist national narratives, and 

other examples may be cited in this regard. Another such counter¬ 

point is the Buddhist tradition of the decline and/or demise of its 

own teaching, a tradition that is often considered to parallel Judeo- 

Christian eschatological thinking. Indeed, the stories that relate these 
traditions, most of which are patently ex-post facto descriptions of 

actual events cast in the form of prophecies, evince a strong concern 

for specific history, linear timetables, the location of historical figures 

within those linear chronologies (usually as well a means of locating 

oneself within the same chronologies), and, most conspicuously, a 

great concern for the temporal relationship between the present time 

and the past time of the historical Buddha. 

Unlike the cbsmic and cyclical schemes of multiple, coexisting 

Buddhas the teaching of the decline of the dharma is concerned nei¬ 

ther with recurring events nor grand visions of etemality but with 

the declining fortunes of the unique teachings of a singular historical 

figure brought about not by the inevitable and relentless progress of 

the cosmos but by specific and avoidable human failings, and, most 

interestingly, human failings of the Buddhist community. Rather than 

being dwarfed by the greater significance or ultimacy of the cosmic 

cycle, the individual’s location in temporal relation to Sakyamuni, the 

Buddha of our historical time, thus takes on a special urgency. Hence 
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’ too successively distant ages were seen to require different “dispensa¬ 

tions” of the dharma so as to accord with the times of the practitioner, 

an idea fundamental to the Pure Land tradition and one which ren¬ 

ders temporal change important indeed. Concluding her overview of 

the many Buddhist traditions of its own decline, for example, Jan 

Nattier argued that, at least in these traditions, “the question of 'what 

time it is’ has mattered, and at times has mattered very much, to a 

substantial proportion of Buddhist believers” (Nattier: 141). Indeed, 

Nattier has argued that the overall context of the decline tradition is 

analogous to that which inspired the prophets of the Hebrew bible, 

whose sharp social and religious critiques surely comprise one of the 

great sources of socio-ethical thinking. 

D. The decline of the dharma in East Asian Buddhism 

In East Asia, however, a curious change occurs: on the one hand, 

the a-historical, cosmological and cyclical traditions of innumerable 

Buddhas of the past, present, and future give rise to the imperative 
for historical change found in the messianic and apocalyptic Mai trey a 
movements.2 On the other hand, the more historical traditions of de¬ 

cline are refigured in such a way that the decline is understood to 

be existential rather than historical, and essential or constitutive of 

human experience rather than acquired and hence avoidable or alter¬ 

able. Thus, perhaps representing the culmination of this trend, Shinran 

wrote in the thirteenth century that the decline of the dharma was a 

matter of existential reality for living beings in the age of the true 

dharma as well as the age of decline, and, more recently, the Ky¬ 

oto School philosopher Tanabe Hajime discussed the decline of the 

dharma in terms of a “constitutive evil” of humanity; both require the 

saving power of the dharmakaya, a timeless and transcendent truth 

represented, notably, by the Buddha of Immeasurable Life. Although 

2 See, for example, Daniel L. Overmeyer, Folk Buddhist Religion: Dissenting 

Sects in Late Traditional China (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1976) and 
Alan Sponberg and Helen Hardacre, eds. Maitreya, The Future Buddha (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1988). 
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this shift perhaps represents a return to what Winston King referred 

to as the “more truly eschatological” concern for the transcendence 

of the “individual-existential situation,” a return to th^ "true” em¬ 

phasis of the Buddhist tradition (similar to Zimmer’s transcendent 

view of the Hindu tradition), it can also be seen as analogous to the 

transcendental inversion that Altizer has criticized in Christian escha¬ 

tological thinking. If this is indeed the case, does this also validate the 

view of Buddhism as, in the end, unconcerned with linear time and 

world-historical eschatologies, and, by extension, contributing to that 

oft-noted lack of social and ethical consciousness in the Buddhist, es¬ 

pecially East Asian Buddhist, traditions? And where does the Lotus 
Sutra, conspicuous in its emphasis on the cosmic and infinite yet also 

giving rise to some of the more socially activist Buddhist traditions, 

fit into this scheme? I believe that the answer to this question lies 

in its equal emphasis on the decline of the teachings of the histori¬ 

cal Buddha, an emphasis expressed as an imperative to preserve and 

spread those teachings, in short, the imperative to preach, an impor¬ 
tant but little-studied aspect of the Buddhist tradition.3 In order to 

better understand these issues, let me briefly outline the origins of 

the decline tradition before turning to the way in which this tradition 

was incorporated into the Lotus Sutra. 

II. The true ciharma and its decline 

A. Not the transcendent truth that disappears 

At many points within the Buddhist tradition we find a dynamic 

tension between the rhetoric of an unbounded, a-temporal truth (dhar- 

mata) and the representation of that truth as the teachings of a his¬ 

torical person, and it is within the latter, that is, within Buddh-wm, 

the vicissitudes of the teachings in the world, ’that the tradition of the 

3 Some recent articles that deal with this topic include Mahinda Deegalle, “Bud¬ 
dhist preaching and Sinhala Religious Rhetoric: Medieval Buddhist Methods to Pop¬ 
ularize TheravSda” in Numen, Vol. 44 (1997); Andrew Olendzki, “Mission and Di¬ 
alogue: A Paradox?” in Buddhist-Christian Studies, Vol. 17 (1997). 
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true dharma (saddharma) and its decline takes shape. Thus we should 

note from the very beginning that it was never the dharma conceived 

as the causal uniformity of'all things (dhammata) that was believed 

to decline or disappear. As is well known, that will remain the same 

whether the tathagatas were to arise or not to arise (Woodward, Part 

II: 21). Hui-yuan (523-592), for example, lamenting the lot of the 

Buddhist church at the hands of Emperor Wu, states, 

This is the fate of our time... it is truly lamentable that we are unable to 
attend [the Buddha-dharma] at this time, but the truth of the Dharma cannot 
be vanquished! I ask that you virtuous ones please understand this and not be 
overly grieved (T #2060, 50.490c). 

This is more important than has usually been recognized, for it 

directs our attention to the lived tradition of the teachings as the 

locus of the timeless, ahistorical truths that more often are the focus 

of doctrinal study. That is to say, rather than the essential truth of the 

dharma per se it highlights the importance of the teachings, and the 

spirited rivalry *over who maintains the correct teachings are at the 

core of both the production of the decline traditions as well as their 

later sectarian use. 

B. Origins of saddharma 

L Nikaya Buddhism 

All religions that stem from the vision, charisma, and leadership 

authority of a historical founder face a turning point after he or she 

passes away and is no longer directly available to determine matters 

of doctrine and practice among the followers. Buddhism was no ex¬ 

ception to this rule, particularly in light of the fact that Sakyamuni 

refused to appoint a successor, declaring instead that the dharma was 

to guide the community after his passing. Thus the years following 

Sakyamuni’s passing saw any number of occasions on which ques¬ 

tions of interpretation of dharma arose, quickly leading to codified 

versions of institutional rules and teachings, and the tradition also 

preserves stories of the various councils and other means whereby 
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the community sought to preserve those authoritative teachings. It is 

in this context of the time following the historical Buddha, then, that 

the question of preservation and interpretation becomes important, 

and it was quickly seen that, all other things considered, conserva¬ 

tive literalism offered a formidable means of accurate preservation 

and propagation of the dharma. By “conservative literalism” I am re¬ 

ferring to a resistance to change any portion of the accepted canon, 

including, as we shall see, the language and literary forms as well as 

the content. 
In addition to councils and other forms of canon-creation, one of 

the means whereby the early Buddhist community attempted to secure 
this conservative literalism was through the rhetoric of the decline or 
even disappearance of the saddhamma (Skt. saddharma), the “true 
dhamma” or the “good dhamma.” Although saddhamma can simply 

mean a good or auspicious thing (as, for example, in the “seven sad¬ 
dhamma” of faith, shame, appreciation of consequence, learning the 
teachings, vigor, mindfullness, and wisdom), in the context'of the de¬ 

cline tradition throughout the Pali literature it is used to indicate the 
teachings that must be,safeguarded and which will be lost without due 
diligence. In other words, saddhamma is used to refer to the authori¬ 

tative teachings (pariyatti) in contradistinction to mis-inteipretations, 
false attributions, mis-quotes, and other deviations from the proper 
and accurate transmission of the teaching, and it was argued that lack 
of attention to this proper transmission of the saddhamma would lead 

to its disappearance. 

The Ahguttara-Nikaya, for example, tells us that we must guard 

not only against those who would fabricate the word of the Buddha 

(buddhavacana) from whole cloth, that is, those who would claim “as 

utterances of the Tathagata, what he never said or uttered, and he who 
denies what was said or uttered by the Tathagata,” but also against 
the one “who proclaims as already explained a discourse which needs 

explanation (neyattha), and he who proclaims as. needing explanation 
a discourse already explained (nitattha)” (Woodward vol 1: 54).4 

4 Cf. T #2, 592c-593a. Ron Davidson, in “Standards of Scriptural Authenticity” 
^Chinese Buddhist Apocrypha [Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1990], 294- 

Another sutta from the Ahguttara-Nikaya that shows a concern for 

even literal orthodoxy warns against “the wrong expression of the 

letter (of the text) and wrong interpretation of the meaning of it,” 

which would lead to the “confusion and disappearance” of the true 

dhamma, for “if the letter be wrongly expressed, the interpretation 

of the meaning is also wrong.” On the other hand, “if the letter be 

rightly expressed, the interpretation of the meaning is also right” 

which leads to the “establishment, the non-confusion, to the non¬ 

disappearance of true Dhamma” (Woodward 1951, vol. 1: 53). Here 

we are clearly (and quite “literally”) told that it is the letter of the 

law and not the spirit (“interpretation of the meaning”) that is of 

central importance in the preservation of the dhamma.5 The section 

on the confounding of the saddhamma from the Ahguttara-Nikaya 

similarly warns that a careless attitude towards the hearing, mastering, 

contemplating, ?analyzing, and practicing the dhamma would lead to 

its disappearance (Hare vol. HI: 132).6 The order — hearing and 

mastering first and practice last — clearly indicates the priority of 

orthodoxy relative to orthopraxy. It is somewhat ironic, of course, 

that, as in the writings of the New Testament, the concern for accurate 

transmission of the true teachings actually indicates the existence 

of differing interpretations, differing visions, and no doubt differing 

transmissions. Although there are other traditions, doctrinal deviation 

and dissension within the sangha is by far the most conspicuous threat 

to the preservation of the saddhamma in the early texts; no doubt the 

97), notes that the complementary attitude is that the dharma is more than the literal 

words of the Sakyamuni Buddha, and encompasses all that is spoken from the vantage 

point of the truth per se (dkarmatd) or that conduces to its realization, including the 

teaching of previous Buddhas as well as his enlightened disciples. Still, the tendency 
has been to try to validate teaching by somehow or another giving it the legitimacy of 
the more literal meaning of Buddhavacana (Robert A. McDermott, “Scripture as the 

Word of the Buddha,” Numen, 31 [July 1984] 30-31; see also Davidson, 303-305). 
5 The countervailing attitude is found in the Buddha's weLl-known injunction 

against formalizing the language of the dharma, preferring instead, for example, 

regional dialects (Davidson: 292-293). 
6 See also Hare: 180-181, 239-40; Woodward 1951, vol. IV: 49-50. 
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teachings of the emerging Mahayana were among those new teachings 

and interpretations targeted by the rhetoric of decline. 

2. Mahayana 

Just as the nikaya rhetoric of the decline of the dharma was really 

an exhortation to preserve the dharma and never meant to indicate 

that the teachings were actually gone, the Mahayana appropriation of 

that rhetoric remains fundamentally a rhetoric of doctrinal legitimacy; 

it functions not, however, by arguing that the decline can be staved 

off by hewing to a conservative orthodoxy but rather by claiming that 

its own doctrines are not only superior in truth value but uniquely ef¬ 

ficacious in the “latter days” (pascimakala) after the passing of the 

Buddha.7 The first step to the eventual use of the decline motif as 

legitimizing a new “dispensation” of the dharma was the Mahayana 

transformation of the terms of its deployment. That is, while the Ma¬ 

hayana continued the strategy of claiming a literal form of orthodoxy 

(buddhavacana) for their traditions and texts (for example, the story 

of Nagarjuna's recovery of the Perfection of Wisdom texts), they also 

re-figured the decline'motif in such a way as to change its meaning 

from a time when the dharma would be gone or supplanted by false 

dharma to a time when its own superior dharma would not merely 
still be available, but, as proven precisely by its persistence, tested 

and certified in its superiority. 
No doubt aware that the most common chronologies of decline 

described the time of their own activity and likely sensitive as well 

to the charge of creating “new” or “counterfeit” dharma, we find that 

one of the rr.osr prominent uses of the decline motif in the Mahayana 

is as a “proof metaphor” to stylistically indicate its own superior truth 

value in such a time. Self-conscious in its reaction to the conservative 

nikaya attempt to preserve the tradition, this strain is both highly 

7 It might be more accurate to say that the Mahayana texts, perhaps self-con¬ 

sciously, include a move to argue their legitimacy not only upon their literal claim 
to the status of buddhavacana but also upon their claim to better represent truth 

(dharmatd) per se. 
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specific ("this text is the saddharma and will be uniquely efficacious 

in such troubled times”) at the same time it claims the high ground of 

the universal, hearkening more to the truth per se or dharmatd than its 

historical encapsulation — like the truth-body (dharmakdya) of the 

Buddha himself, the word of the Buddha is ever available to those 

who will but listen. The Vajracchedika, for example, in speaking of 

the “the future time, in the latter age, in the latter period, in the 

latter five hundred years, when the True Dharma is in the process 

of decay”8 exhibits little concern with such a period as a historical 

time of declining capacity: “Even at that time, Subhuti, there will be 

bodhisattvas who are gifted with good conduct, gifted with virtuous 

qualities, gifted with wisdom, and who, when these words of the 

Sutra are being taught, will understand their truth” (Nattier: 31, 57). 

The Vajracchedika speaks of the “latter five-hundred years, when the 

True Dharma is in the process of decay” only as an opportunity to 

contrast its own continued efficacy. It thereby co-opted the topoi of 

the nikaya rhetoric, asserting its superiority based not simply on a 

claim to represent literal and historical orthodoxy (buddhavacana) 

but also on truth value and hence relevance even in a time of decay, 

a dme for which the “Hinayana" had already prophesized their own 
lack of efficacy.9 

8 See also Nattier’s discussion of the Sanskrit and Chinese variants of this phrase: 
33-37, 91-94, 106 n. 111; other texts of the Prajndpardmita corpus which use substa- 
nially the same formula include The Large Sutra on Perfect Wisdom (trans. E. Conze, 
Berkeley: University of California Press, 1975), 328 (minus the reference to “the lat¬ 

ter five-hundred years”) and the Suvikrdntavikrami-Pariprcchd Prajhdpdramitd-Sutra 

(ed. by Ryusho Hikata. Kyoto: Rinsen Book Co., 1983), 124 (Chinese translation 
565 by UpaSQnya, T #231, 8.23 lb). 

9 The Pratyutpannabuddhasammukhavasthiiasamadhi-sutra even claims that it 
will disappear until the latter period of decay (Paul Harrison, The Samddhi of Direct 

Encounter [Tokyo: The International Institute for Buddhist Studies, 1990], 96 ff)! 
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III. Transcendent and particular time in the Lotus 

A. The Immeasurable duration of the True Dharma 

The functional origins of the term saddhamma were not lost on the 

redactors of the Saddharmapundarikasutra, a text which extols the 

most inclusive ideal of the Buddhist tradition at the same time that 
it is passionate in asserting its own status as the “true dharma” (sad- 
dharma) and “sole vehicle” (ekaydna). Similarly, the Lotus combines 

a distinctly cosmic and cyclical view of the universe with the same 

sort of specific and apologetic perspective found in the Vajracchedika. 

The former outlook, that is, the perspective of the eternal return, is 

found in the many references to twenty minor kalpas of the True 

Dharma followed by twenty intermediate kalpas of the Semblance, 

or forty kalpas of each, or thirty-two kalpas of each, etc. and, of 

course, in the central teaching of the unmeasurable lifetime of the 

Buddha.10 

O Mahasthamaprapta, the life-span of the.Buddha Bhismagarjitasvararaja was 

as kalpas equal to forty myriads of hops of nayutas of sands of the Ganges 
River. The true Dharma abided for kalpas equal to the number of particles 
in Jambudvipa. The derivative Dharma abided for kalpas equal to the number 
of particles in the four continents. After having benefited the sentient beings, 
the Buddha entered parinimaifa. After the extinction of the true and deriva¬ 
tive Dharmas, there appeared in this land another Buddha who was also called 
Bhismagarjitasvararaja,... In this way there appeared two myriads of kotis of 

Buddhas one after another, all of whom had the same name (Kubo and Yuyama: 

267-268). 

Although not in the same place or even in the same context as _ 

its references to the two periods of True and Semblance, like the 
Vajracchedika the Lotus also speaks of the time “after the TathSgata’s 
final nirvana, in the latter age, the latter period, the latter five-hundred 
years, when the True Dharma is in decay.”'1 The Chinese translation .11 

10 Eg., T #262, 9.20c, 21a, 21c, 29c, passim. ‘ ” 
" Skt: tathagatasya parinirvrtasya patcime kale paicime samaye paScimayam - 

pancaSatydm saddharma-vipralope vartamana, from Saddharmapundarika-sBtra, 

edited by U. Wogihara and C. Tsuchida (Tokyo: SankibO Book Store, 1958), 241. 
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by Kumarajiva even uses the term "mo fa’’ or “final dharma,” possibly 

the first occurrence of the term.12 

. Given the use of the two periods of the dharma and the presence of 

decline motif, many are tempted to see the Lotus Sutra as a primary 

source for the tripartite schema of decline that became so influential 

in Japan (that is, the three periods of the True Dharma, Semblance 

Dharma, and Final Dharma). Although, as discussed below, I do think 

that it contributed greatly to the “hermeneutics of orthodoxy” so much 

a part of the decline traditions, we need to be very careful in assessing 

its contributions to the chronological orderings of decline. That is, its 

usage of the two periods of the dharma are more likely drawing on 

the cosmological traditions than the topos of decline, which explains 

why the settings in which the periods of the True Dharma and the 

Semblance Dharma appear are so exaggerated (myriads of millions 

of kalpas, kalpas equal to the number of atoms in the continent of 

Jambudvipa, etc.). Thus too the cyclical nature of these descriptions, 

in which, after the two periods of a Buddha’s dharma, a Buddha of 

the same name will appear, as many as “twenty hundred thousand 

myriad’s of kotis of Buddhas,” of the same name.13 Finally, and most 

telling, none of these cyclical descriptions are of the duration of the 

historical Buddha’s dharma, whereas the instances of the decline mo¬ 

tif are typically represented as the decline of Sakyajnuni’s dharma 

(Nattier 85-86). 

Further, although the Lotus presents a clear two period scheme in 

which the Semblance Dharma follows and is, at least chronologically, 

distinct from the period of saddharma, which is also chronologically 

distinct from the lifetime of the various tathagatas (which, interest¬ 

ingly, adds up to “three periods of the dharma”), there is no sense 

here of a qualitative difference between the periods. The Lotus Sutra 

does not speak of the two periods in terms of decay or sequential loss 

of capacity, rather, as Nattier has shown, this use of the Semblance 

Dharma indicates precisely that period after the death of the Buddha 

12 T #262, 9.37c. 

13 Eg., T #262, 9.50c. 
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when his teachings were available, hence “it refers to the real and 

ongoing presence of the saddharma" (Nattier: 86). But even this is 

not the real point of this topos: the two periods of the dharma as 

described in the Lotus Sutra are rather related to the grand cosmic 

drama of the Buddha's immeasurable lifetime, the basic theme of the 

sutra, and not the theme of decline.14 In a manner typical of Indian 

rhetorical style, the Lotus bolsters this drama with incomprehensible 

numbers (such as “immeasurable, innumerable thousands of myriads 

of millions of kalpas”). Given that the periods of True Dharma and 

Semblance Dharma (saddharmapratiriipaka) are not used in the same 

part of the text or same context with the “latter 500 yea.s” when the 
True Dharma is in decay isaddharma-vipralopa) it is not unreasonable 

to assume that we have two entirely different strands of the tradition 

coming together in the same text. Aside from the textual evidence 

that the two represent different topoi, there is also a rather glaring 

doctrinal inconsistency in the notion of a period of the destruction of 

the dharma following the Buddha’s extinction or final nirvana, given 

the Lotus Sutra's insistence that his final nirvana was but a fiction and 

his lifetime in fact is immeasurable. We can thus conclude that the 
trope of the two periods represents the eternal return or the transcen¬ 
dent view, whereas the decline motif represents a concern for linear 

and unique history. What, then, is the practical thrust of that concern 

for linear and specific history? 

B. The destruction of the True Dharma: Saddharma-vipralopa 

Although the Lotus never became a major source in the early Chi¬ 

nese development of the decline tradition, it is filled with reference 

to decay, the “latter 500 years," and the like in the context of doctri¬ 

nal persecution, concern for teaching and conversion, and a polemic 

14 Even in China it seems that the settings and descriptions of the two periods 
in the Lotus are much too far beyond a sense of history to inculcate any sense of 
historical or social foreboding, as the Lotus is not mentioned in the standard lists and 
encyclopedias of decline texts such as the Fa yuan chu tin, which lists over fifteen 
references to the decline but makes no menuon of the Lotus (T #2122, 53.1005 ff). 
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assertiveness about its own message, and it is in this that I believe 

we can see the significance of its use of the decline motif. Of course, 

the most obvious example of this is the co-opting of saddharma for 

the title of the text itself (Hubbard, 1995: 124-125). That is, much 

like the Vajracchedika, the Lotus uses the theme of the decline not 

in order to wail and bemoan the sad fate of the true dharma but 

rather as an opportunity to assert the importance of the hearkening 

to true dharma (albeit redefined), particularly in such a period. Thus, 

according to the text, due to the power of the sutra itself there will 

still be those who will gain innumerable merits and enter into nirvana 

if they but receive, hold, preserve, and transmit it.15 In this way, and 

as with the earlier traditions, the rhetoric of decline is deployed in 

the Lotus not to condemn moral decay but rather to assert its own 

importance. Indeed, if we examine the specific instances in which 

this trope occurs, we find that virtually all references that make use 

of the terms of the decline tradition (i.e., the “age of decay,” “evil 

age,” “five defilements,” “latter five-hundred years,” “latter age after 
Sakyamuni’s parinirvana,” and the like) are accompanied by some 

sort of declaration of the continued efficacy of the Lotus, a vow to 

spread and teach it even in such a period, the abuse that its defenders 
can expect to face in such a period, the merit that will accrue from 
teaching it, etc.16 Broadly speaking this rhetorical context can be di¬ 

vided into three types, though there is considerable overlap among 

them: 1) the merit of preserving the Lotus Sutra in the latter age and 

the virtues of those who do so; 2) how to preach the Lotus Sutra in 

the latter age; and 3) the faults of those who reject the Lotus Sutra 

in the latter age, typically mixed with the merits of accepting it. It is 

also interesting that those portions of the Lotus generally thought to 

13 E.g„ T #262, 9.10b (Chapter 2), 31a (Chapter 10), 38c (Chapter 14), etc. 
See Jan Nattier, ‘The Candragarbha-sutra. in Central and East Asia” (Ph.D. thesis, 
Harvard University, 1988). Appendix 2 for a complete list of all references to the 
‘‘latter age” in the various versions of the Lotus. 

16 Similarly, in the Mahdparivirv&na-sutra use of a seven-hundred year timetable 
of decay, “Though certain moral failings (especially on the part of the monks) are 
mentioned, issues of doctrine are given greater attention” (Nattier, p. 39). 
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be the earliest (i.e., chapters 2-9) contain no references to the decline, 

which predominate in the middle layer, suggesting that the decline 

trope was added during the process of expansion as a means of en¬ 

couraging those who had come under fire for preaching the original 

text.17 This fits in well with my thesis that the central message of 

the decline trope is the preaching of the dharma, for as Shiori Ryodo 

notes, the dominant theme of the middle layer of the Lotus (where 

we find the majority of references to the decline) is to “emphasize 

the command to propagate the Lotus Sutra in society as opposed to 

the predictions given in [the earlier chapters of] the future attainment 

of buddhahood by the disciples.*’18 Let us look briefly at some ex¬ 

amples of each category, and then consider the effect that this had 

on Nichiren, perhaps the most famous disciple of the Lotus Sutra 

and one who certainly took seriously its message of decline and the 

attendant need to preach its truth. 

1. Virtues of preserving the saddharma in the latter, evil age19 

Know that anyone who. preserves the Lotus Sutra 

Is an ambassador of the Buddha 

Who feels compassion for sentient beings. 
Those who preserve the Lotus Sutra 

Were bom here in this world. 

Withholding themselves from the pure land 

Out of their compassion for sentient beings. 

Know that such people are bom 

Where and when they will. 

They are bom in this evil age 

17 I am indebted to Jan Nattier for pointing this out to me. 
18 Shiori RyOdo, “The Meaning of the Formation and Structure of the Lotus 

Sutra," in George J. Tanabe, Jr. and Willa Jane Tanabe, eds. The Lotus Sutra in 

Japanese Culture (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1989), 31. 
19 For further examples of the virtue of preserving the true dharma. see also 

T #262, 9.3la (Chapter 10), 34a (Chapter 11), 37a (Chapter 14), 37c-38a (Chapter 

14), 38b (Chapter 14), 39c (Chapter 14), 46a (Chapter 17), 51b (Chapter 20). 54b 

(Chapter 23), 61b (Chapter 20), and 62a (Chapter 18). 
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To extensively expound the highest Dharma. 
Such expounders of the Dharma should be revered 
With offerings of divine flowers, perfumes, 

Heavenly jeweled clothing and exquisite celestial jewels. 
Those who preserve the Sutra 

In the evil age after my parinirvdna, 

Should be paid homage with palms pressed together— 

Just as one pays homage to the Bhagavat. 

T #262, 9. 31a (Chapter 10); Kubo and Yuyama; 161-162 

Bhagavat! If there are those who preserve this Sutra in the corrupt and evil age 

of the latter five hundred years, I will protect them and rid them of their heavy 

cares, make them attain happiness and allow no one to strike at them through 
their weaknesses. 

T #262, 9.6 la (Chapter 28); Kubo and Yuyama: 321 

2. Teaching the saddharma in the latter age20 

After my passing into parinirvdna, during the latter five-hundred years, you 

must spread it far and wide on the Jambudvipa Continent and not allow it to be 
destroyed... you should protect this Sutra with your transcendent power. Why 
is this? Because this Sutra is good medicine for the ills of the people on this 
Jambudvipa Continent 

T #262, 9.54c (Chapter 23); Kubo and Yuyama: 289 

3. Rejecting the saddharma in the latter age21 

If in the latter age there is anyone 

Who preserves this Sutra, 

I will dispatch him to the world of humans 
To cany out the Tathagata’s task. 
If throughout one entire kalpa 

20 For further examples of the exhortation to spread the true dharma in the latter 
age see also T #262, 9.37b (Chapter 14), 37c (Chapter 14), 38b (Chapter 14), 38c 
(Chapter 14), 39a (Chapter 14), and 5 lb (Chapter 20). 

21 For further examples of the retribution for rejection the Lotus in the latter age 
see also T #262, 9.10b (Chapter 2), 36b (Chapter 13), 36c (Chapter 13), and 62a 
(Chapter 28). 
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There is anyone with erring thoughts 

Who always disparages the Buddha 

With an angry complexion, the consequences of 

His grave errors will be incalculable. 

If there is anyone who speaks 

A hostile word even for an instant 

About those who recite and preserve this Lotus Sutra, 

His fault will be even greater. 

T #262, 9.31a-b (Chapter 10); Kubo and Yuyama: 162 

In the evil age of the corrupt kalpa 

There are many fearful things. 

People possessed by evil spirits 

Will scorn and slander us. 

But we shall wear the armor of patience 

Because we trust and revere the Buddha; . • 

And we will persevere under these difficulties 

In order to teach the Sutra. 

\ T #262. 9.36c (Chapter 3); Kubo and Yuyama: 193 

Clearly, then, the primary use of the decline motif in the Lotus 

Sutra is to argue for the need to preserve and spread its message, 

that is, an exhortation to the preacher of the Lotus. The evil, latter 

age is not, of course, the only context in which upholding and teach¬ 

ing the Lotus Sutra is extolled — indeed, this is one of the major 

themes of the scripture. As I have earlier argued, “This reminds us 

that, together with Christianity and Islam, Buddhism is a missionary 

religion, and the role of the preacher as missionary [dharmabhanaka] 

is indeed forcefully argued throughout the Lotus Sutra. Thus, too, we 

should remember that... the primary function of upaya is discovered 

in the preaching activity of the bodhisattvas,” that is to say, offer¬ 

ing the gift of the dharma (Hubbard 1995: 127). Given the earlier 

use of the decline motif to argue for a more conservative orthodoxy, 

its re-deployment to justify the new dispensation of the Lotus must 

represent a deliberate strategy of accommodation. 
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IV. The evangelist Nichiren 

Nichiren was one who clearly embraced the import of the Lotus 

Sutra's combination of the rhetoric of decline with the mission and 

virtue of preaching the true dharma. That is, although the Lotus Sutra, 

as with Mahayaha scriptures in general, may have appropriated the 

tradition of the decline in order to assert their own orthodoxy or 

truth value in such an age, for those like Nichiren who came to 

believe that they were actually living in the predicted age of the 

final dharma (as the latter age had come to be understood. Chin, mo- 

fa, Jap. mappo), the issue was more pressing, and on this issue the 

Lotus is forceful: during the period of the latter dharma the practical 

imperative is none other than that of the dharmabhanaka, the preacher 

of the dharma, specifically the preacher of the true dharma of the 

Lotus Sutra. For Nichiren, the logic was easy: the supreme practice 

of the Mahayana generally is that of the bodhisattva, and the supreme 

gift of the bodhisattva is the gift of the teachings, the gift of the 

dharma. By Nichiren’s time, however, there were many interpretations 

of the dharma contending for the place of saddharma. As Jackie Stone 

has put it, “Nichiren's search for a teaching valid in the mappd era 

stemmed from a desire for objective truth. Contention among rival 

Buddhist sects — exemplifying the Ta-chi-ching’s prediction of an 

age when ‘quarrels and disputes will arise among the adherents to 

my teachings’... awoke in him a resolve to discover which, among 

the so-called ‘eighty-thousand teachings,’ represented the Buddha’s 

true intention and could benefit people in the last age... Eventually 

he concluded that the Lotus Sutra, and none other, represented the 

pinnacle of Shakyamuni's teachings” (Stone, 44). 

Envisioning himself to be doing the work of Visistacarita, leader of 

the bodhisattvas that spring up from the earth to take charge of “exten¬ 

sively teaching” the Lotus after Sakyamuni’s final nirvana, Nichiren 

took personally the commission to propagate the Lotus during the 

latter days of the dharma. In view of the historical specificity of the 

decline tradition, it is also significant that Nichiren understood that it 

was because the bodhisattvas from under the earth had been personal 
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disciples of Sakyamuni in the past that he entrusted the propagation 

of the Lotus to them in the latter age and turned down the request of 

the numerous other bodhisattvas (Watson: 174). So too his stress on 

the historical Buddha as the refuge for this age rather than Amida or 

other cosmic Buddhas. His sense of the importance of the specific, 

linear time in the development of Buddhism is also clearly seen in the 

Senji Sho, ‘The Selection on Time,” in which he narrates the history 

of Buddhism from Sakyamuni to his own day in the context of the de¬ 

cline of the dharma. As he writes in the opening sentence, “One who 

wishes to study the teachings of Buddhism must first leam to under¬ 

stand the time” (Watson: 183). His conclusion, of course, is that in the 

latter age of the final dharma the propagation of the Lotus Sutra was 

the supreme path, albeit a difficult path. Nonetheless, and for Nichiren 

this was the important message of the Lotus, to give the gift of the 

dharma and establish sentient beings in truth is the ethical imperative 

at the core of the true dharma, even if it means abuse and vilification: 
< 

I am fully aware that if I do not speak out, I will be lacking in compassion. I 
have considered whicfccourse to take in the light of the teachings of the Lotus 
and Nirvana sutras. If I* remain silent, I may escape harm in this lifetime, but 
in my next life I will most certainly fall into the hell of incessant suffering. If I 

speak cut, I am fully aware that I will have to contend with the three obstacles 

and the four devils. But of these two courses, surely the latter is the one to 
choose... Persons like myself who are of paltry strength might still be able 

to lift Mount Sumeru and toss it about; persons like myself who are lacking in 
spiritual powers might still shoulder a load of dry grass and yet remain unbumed 

in the fire at the end of the kalpa of decline; and persons like myself who are 
without wisdom might still read and memorize as many sutras there are sands 
in the Ganges. But such acts are not difficult, we are told, when compared to 
the difficulty of embracing even one phrase or verse of the Lotus Sutra in the 
Latter Day of the Law. Nevertheless, I vowed to summon up a powerful and 
unconquerable desire for the salvation of all beings, and never to falter in my 

efforts. (Watson: 79). 

For Nichiren, the advent of the latter age or the final dharma meant 

none other than a re-doubled effort to disseminate the true dharma, 

and he saw this mission precisely as the ethic of the bodhisattva, the 

mandate to save all beings through the gift of the truth. In this, I 
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believe, he was accurately reflecting the historical specificity of the 

decline motif, both in its original form as a polemic of orthodoxy 

and in the manner that it was employed within the Lotus Sutra as an 

injunction to preach the true dharma, 

V Conclusion 

I have discussed the decline of the dharma in the Lotus Sutra as 

intimately related to what I consider to be one of the main themes of 

the Lotus, the propagation of the dharma and the missionary activity 

of the preacher of the dharma, the dharmabhdnika. I have also tried 

to give a more general context for this discussion by contrasting a 

linear sense of time fraught with unique historical meaning with a 

more cosmic cycle of eternally recurring events, and have touched 

briefly on the ethical import typically ascribed to each. In this con¬ 

text the decline of the dharma is seen to be an example of a linear 

“eschatology” in which great concern is given to the specific history 

of 3akyamuni*s teachings and their continued existence in the world. 

In neither the early use of this tradition nor in its later Mahayana 

incarnation was it ever taught that the dharma was really gone, rather 

the decline was always used! to exhort fidelity to a particular version 

of the true dharma. This theme is well represented in the Lotus Sutra, 

in which virtually every instance of the decline motif is accompanied 

b} a reference to the True Dharma, the merits of upholding and prop¬ 

agating it, how to teach it, or the dangers of ignoring or slandering it. 

In these instances the True Dharma is not understood as transcendent 

truth but rather the specific truth of the Lotus Sutra.22 The cosmic, 

cyclical scheme of numerous Buddhas existing in numerous worlds, 

22 The same specificity of the Lotus is seen its use of upaya, in which the Lotus 

itself is never considered upaya, but rather the unsurpassed truth; this is quite different 
from the more thorough-going use of upaya in, for example, the Vimalakirti-sutra, 

in which the doctrine of nonduality renders all utterances of the Buddhas equally 
provisional and equally upaya\ ultimately, of course, this leads to the “thunderous 

silence of Vimalaklrti” as the only possible “statement” of nonduality; cf. Hubbard 
1995: 124. 
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appearing in countless and eternal succession, is also found in the 
Lotus, replete with reference to different periods of their dharma, and 
is thus often seen as related to the decline of the dharma, especially 

in the form of the three periods of the dharma (true, semblance, and 

final). However, the cyclical trope in which the two periods appear in 

the Lotus has been shown tc^be thematically and textualiy unrelated 
to the linear progression of the decline motif. I have also suggested 

th?f Nichiren read the decline theme of the Lotus not in terms of this 
theme of eternal return, but took the point of the rhetoric of the decline 

of the dharma to be specific and historical, to be in fact an exhortation 
to the accurate preservation and transmission of the true dharma, and 
to that end he worked tirelessly throughout his life. Nichiren was, 
no doubt, an evangelist: a person whose profound encounter with the 

message of truth in the Lotus Sutra converted him to a messenger 

seeking to bring the good news to all humanity. This tradition, then, 
is one in which a transcendent approach to time is thoroughly me¬ 
diated by a concern for unique and specific history and individuals. 
More generally we could perhaps also say that it is this more linear 

sense of time, closely tied to the declining fortunes of the teachings 

of a particular human being and the difficulties that await those who 

would disseminate his teachings, that inspired Nichiren to make the 

link between the troubles of the predicted last times, his evangelical 

mission to establish the true teachings, and the peace and prosper¬ 

ity of the nation (rissho ankoku That is to say that for 
Nichiren the ethical imperative of the bodhisattva in the latter age, the 
imperative to preach the true dharma, was linked to social concord as 

well. The vicissitudes of Nichiren’s attempts to establish a peaceful 
nation are well known, as is the fact that in the late twentieth century 
it is mostly Nichiren-based movements that lead Japanese Buddhist 
organizations in any sort of social activism and international peace 
activities — groups such as the Rissho Koseikai, Nipponzan Myohoji, 
and Soka Gakkai.23 Finally, then, we could ask if this drive to social 

23 For a study of the relationship between the ideas of peace, individual moral 

cultivation, and national mission in Japanese new religious movements see Kisala 

1996. 
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activism on the part of contemporary Nichiren-derived movements is 

in any part due to the fact that Nichiren himself drew his evangelical 

inspiration not from the cosmic and cyclical sense of dme in the Lotus 

Sutra, the time of “eternal return,” but rather from the linear sense of 

time and distance from the founder equally found in the Lotus Sutra. 
The answer to this question, however, must await yet another time. 
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THE POLITICS OF PURE LAND BUDDHISM IN INDIA 

Galen Amstutz 

Summary 

Pure Land Buddhism achieved its primary influence in East Asia because it sup¬ 

plied a nonmonastic, autonomous source of religious authority and practice to middle 

elites in those cultural regions. In contrast Pure Land failed to achieve any success 

in India. The explanation for the marginalization of Indian Pure Land is proba¬ 

bly sociopolitical: Pure Land teachings tended to bypass not only the authority of 

the Hindu brahmins, but even the authority of Buddhist renunciate orders. Indian 

social history did not produce any significant middle elites concerned with such 

non-gurucentric religious authority. As a result, Buddhist India did not produce any 

innovations in the up&ya of religious institutionalization in Buddhism. 

The Politics of Pure Land Buddhism in India 

In the last millenium the most widespread form of Buddhist mythos 

in East Asia has been Pure Land Buddhism. Although this fact has 

irritated western-oriented Buddhological scholarship, Pure Land was 

a natural development of an Indian religious environment. 

The Nature of “Devotional” Pure Land - 

I Buddhism began with an ancient Indian Sramana model sharply 

defined by the myth of S&cyamuni. The tendency towards the mythic 

hegemony of monasticism in Buddhism—which applies as much to 

Mah&yana traditions as to early (Nikaya) traditions—was fundamen¬ 

tal. Nevertheless, as the Buddhist tradition began to diversify in the 

Mahayana movement, one of the first variations was the teaching 

about the Pure Land. 

As written artifacts, the two principal Indian Pure Land sutras pre¬ 

senting this story appear to be part of the Ratnakuta collection, the 
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earliest Mahay ana literature in India.1 The texts which were after¬ 

wards central in the East Asian Buddhist tradition included the Wu- 

liang-shou ching (The Larger Sukhavati-vyuha, T 360 and others) and 

the A-mi-t’o ching (Smaller Sukhavati-[amrta]vyuha, or AmitSbha- 

vyuha, T 366). A third work which became standard in East Asia, the 

Kuan wu-liang shou-fo ching (Kuan-ching) (T 365), was composed 

either in Central Asia or China but is consistent with Indian treatments 

of the SukhSvati-vyfiha mythos.2 A fourth work, the Pratyutpanna- 

sutra, was also contemporaneous and concerned meditations on the 

Amitabha Buddha. 
The original Amitabha sutras were composed around 100 CE dur¬ 

ing the Kushan regime in northwest India (perhaps Bactria or the 

Kabul valley) in Gandhari, a Prakrit language of northwest India and 

central Asia which was in use from about 300 BCE to 300 CE.3 
The Pure Land narrative which survived from this period to spread 

into East Asia, especially the description of the Pure Land realm it¬ 
self, was probably the product of a deliberate compositional effort to 

assemble the most interesting and persuasive motifs from Buddhist, 
Hindu, Greek and Iranian sources to arrive at the most superior pos¬ 

sible vision of a “paradise.” The idea of the Amitabha Pure Land 

was probably “ingeniously, and with great care, invented” by Pure 

Land followers using mythic ideas including the cakravartin (great 

king turning the wheel of dharma), Uttarakuru (Buddhist cosmologi¬ 

cal geography), devalokas (realms of the gods) and stfipas, with the 

elements of material imagery symbolizing religious enlightenment.4 

The principal sutras were only a part of a larger field of Pure 

Land imagination which included a number of writings and a num¬ 

ber of other bodhisattvas who were identified with the past lives of 

Amitabha. References to Amitabha’s Pure Land and recommenda¬ 

tions about rebirth there as a goal are found in a variety of texts even 

where Pure Land is not the main object of attention. Amitabha turns 
up in over one-third of the translations of Indian Mahayana texts in 

the Chinese canon, a total that comes to more than 270 pieces.5 A 

generic concept of SukhavatT was widespread.6 On the surface, such 

literary evidence suggests that Pure Land myth had been integrated 
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into early Indian Mahayana practice and cult organization by 200 

CE,7 although the exact sources, conditions and extent of the original 
Amitabha cultus are unclear.8 

Although it has been held that Pure Land represented a pseudo- 

Buddhist reflection of some kind of Indo-Iranian theism,9 Pure Land 

was definitely a product of Buddhism, especially of the ancient ideas 

of the bodhisattva and the vows of the bodhisattva or Buddha. The 

ultimate aim of all Pure Land teaching was the eventual attainment 

of Buddhist nirvana, not the transitional rebirth in a paradise.10 Pure 

Land developed logically in MahSyina literature in India. Stage one 

seems to have involved the idea, which emerged soon after the death 

of £§kyamuni, that many other Buddhas had existed in the past; this 

soon .became linked to the idea of future Buddhas. The appearance of 

these past and future Buddhas on the mythic stage universalized and 

made more flexible the idea of enlightenment. Stage two followed 

when, mostly as part of the Mahayana movement, Buddhist cosmol- 

ogy was expanded and inflated well beyond the idea of past and future 
Buddhas, so that it included not only an indefinitely large number of 

Buddhas but also an infinitely large number of realms and universes 
in which Buddhas operated.11 For some followers, the karmic power 

of these transcendent “savior” Buddhas and bodhisattvas become the 

focus of attention and merit and merit transference was sought from 

them. In stage three, the specific Amitabha Pure Land mythos be¬ 

came established. In stage four, a range of practices associated with 

the Pure Land orientation appeared. At one extreme, the practices 

could be the preserve of religious specialists, involving the shaman- 

istic vision quest and resembling tantrism (visualization-based Pure 

Land practice was associated with a class of Mahayana samadhi texts, 
most importantly later the Kuan-ching). At the other extreme, how¬ 

ever, Pure Land teaching could also be interpreted as a teaching for 

nonspecialists at a far lower level of expectations, the ritual affiliation 

(possibly) involving something as simple and mundane as recitation 

of the name of the Buddha. (In the final stage five a critical com- 

mentarial tradition became attached to Pure Land, but this probably 
occurred entirely in China.)12 
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The underlying concepts of Pure Land were typical of Mahayana. 

the distinctive feature was that they set up a strongly “dualistic or 

bipolar relationship between the human realm of ignorance and the 

ideal realm of enlightenment. The Pure Land was an abode of Bud¬ 

dha (Buddha-ksetra). From the standpoint of the individual seeking 

religious liberation, the Pure Land served as a karmic transit zone. 

“Rebirth” in Amitabha’s Pure Land (i.e., karmically shifting one’s 

stream of consciousness to a realm near the Buddha) merely moved 

the transformative changes which might (ideally) be undergone by a 

renunciant specialist in this world to another place and a future time 

where such changes might be more accessible. The Pure Land did 
not have the substantial epistemological character of any heaven; it 
manifested both enlightened and unenlightened phases, and did not 

“exist” any more than any other region of reality characterized by the 

Buddha’s consciousness. 
Key, however, to Amitabha’s Sukhavati was the vagueness and 

openness of the presupposed conditions according to which human 

beings could direct their religiosity in order to be reborn in (karmi¬ 

cally transferred to) the environment of this Pure Land when they 

ended their earthly biological spans. Almost any degree of attention 

to the Buddha would enable rebirth in Sukhavati. Beings needed only 

to set their minds on Amitabha, cultivate “roots of good,” and plan 

for achieving enlightenment there. Even beings that had not done 

well over their lifetimes in attending to the Buddha could achieve 
rebirth with Amitabha if they just directed their thoughts that way on 

their deathbeds and experienced a vision of Amitabha; even a single 

sincere thought might be sufficient. Thus the language of the original 

sutras collapsed all degrees of practice and attention into a nondis- 

criminative wave of hopeful good will. The sheer broadness of the 

path that led into the Pure Land became the rhetorical center. 
Pure Land is routinely described as “devotional.” Yet any rhetori¬ 

cal isolation of a devotional Buddhism as if it were a category sep¬ 

arated from (and subordinate to) “normal” Buddhism is a misrep¬ 

resentation. All Buddhism is devotional. It deals with experiential 

transformations which in all cases pose ideals empirically exter 
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nal” to the starting status of the devotee. In the earliest stages Bud¬ 

dhism posed the experience of Sakyamuni as a mythic ideal external 

to the individual followers. The actual ongoing physical presence 

of the Buddha was presupposed in the sacred installations of me¬ 

dieval Indian monasteries.13 In the Mahayana movement depictions 

of the ideal merely became multiplied, broadened and abstracted. The 

movement may even have grown out of the visionary experiences of 

small scattered groups which were afterwards perpetuated by initia¬ 

tory lineages.14 Mahiylna devotionalism involved elements of the 
tantric, the shamanic quest and the arts of clairvoyance; it may have 

shared with other Indian traditions a historical wave of “visionary 

theism” which affected religious imagination in all of north India.15 
Presupposing multiple aspects of “Buddha,” later Mahayana in In¬ 

dia integrated philosophy, meditation, a hierarchical ritual monastic 

system, and personal contact with concrete deities who provided ac¬ 

cess to supernormal powers and effects along with prajnS.16 The texts 

of BhSvaviveka, a sixth century Madhyamaka thinker, show that the 

concept of emptiness and the concept of the Buddha were insepa¬ 

rable, and to “see” the philosophical idea was the same as seeing 

“the Buddha.” Emptiness was associated with a specific form of 

sensory perception, and visual power yielded concrete visions of the 

Buddha s physical form merged with intellectual understanding in a 

single philosophical and devotional event.17 Bhavaviveka described 

phases of his Buddhist practice quasi-physically as “palaces,” just as 

pilgrims such as Hsiian-tsang encountered the Indian Buddhist reality 

of emptiness in the physical form of landscape, sacred sites, stupas, 

relics, monastic persons, supernormal events, superknowledges (ab- 

hijnS), concrete manifestations of the Buddha, and visions. °Out of 

this combination of self-reliance and dependence on Buddhas and 

bodhisattvas arises the special “irony” characteristic of the more so¬ 

phisticated,Mahay ana literature, in that to be truly independent is to 
realize one’s dependence on others, especially spiritual beings mani- 
festing emptiness.18 

Such a merger among visionaiy experience, the monastic experi¬ 

ence, Mahayana philosophy, the Amitabha Buddha, and the variety 
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of possible goals held out by “Pure Land” practice was demonstrated 

in the Pratyutpanna-sutra, a text preserved mainly in Tibetan and 

Chinese. This text propounded visionary contact with Amitabha for 

the purpose of furthering one’s goal of becoming a perfected bod- 

hisattva in this world. Unlike the Sukhavativyuha it did not deal 

mainly with the goal of rebirth in a transitional Pure Land, but it 

did present the Amitabha meditations in terms of the Perfection of 

Wisdom literature.19 
Technical terms used to indicate relations with the Buddha of 

the Pure Land included buddhanusmrti (remembering the Buddha), 

prasada (purity), and adhimukti (directing attention); these were re¬ 

lated to the generic Indian term SraddhS (entrusting, giving one’s 

attention).20 The meaning of Sraddha was nonspecific, conveying 

broadly the idea of participation, engagement, praxis, or more elabo¬ 

rately, participation in any ritual and symbol system which‘aimed to 

lead the mind into contact with a higher reality.21 Even in Pali texts 

the term (saddha in Pali) does not have one precise meaning, but is 

used in various contexts to indicate a whole range of engagement 

or serious encounters with Buddhist practice.22 Indian commentators 
on tathagatagarbha thought (which pushed to an extreme a monistic 

rhetoric in Indian Buddhism) placed a high value on terms such as 

Sraddha to describe enlightenment.23 The usual translation into En¬ 

glish for these terms has been “faith,” but against the normal English 

semantics based on Christian or Near Eastern religious associations 

the term is misleading. 
Pure Land practices in India remained closely tied to the vision¬ 

ary experience characteristic of religious specialists.24 It is likely that 

the terms given above for “thinking" about the Buddha or “directing 

attention” to him originally meant some sort of visionary experi¬ 

ence (even if it were open to non-monastic people without esoteric 

lineage requirements).25 The relevant sutras mention the cultivation 

of good deeds,26 but they also mention deathbed visions and dream 

visions.27 This socially open, but still vision-oriented, experience is 

what Pure Land entailed up until approximately the early T’ang pe¬ 

riod in China. Only at that point did the nonvisionary practice of 
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reciting the Buddha’s name with low levels of expectation begin to 
achieve any importance.28 

nphus, most of the original management of Pure Land “devotional- 

ism” occurred in the monastic context.29 This phenomenon was true 

not only for Pure Land, but for the host of other Buddhist deities 

and practices. (Descriptions of the visionary relationship between 

this world and the Pure Land as “dualistic” are easily misconstrued 

without this understanding.) The differences between popular Pure 

Land devotionalism and monastic practices of Pure Land devotion- 

alism were merely matters of intensity, expectations and access. As 

Pure Land evolved later in China, the popular tradition would main¬ 

tain somewhat lower (albeit serious) expectations in exchange for a 

sense of almost universal access; the monastic level would preserve 

somewhat higher expectations in linkage with the monastic tradition. 

Although no commentarial material survives which indicates that in 

India the Pure Land language was philosophically elaborated in the 

same way as the rest of Buddhist language, Chinese and Japanese 

scholars have always assumed that the Pure Land texts were already 

backgrounded in India by the same philosophical considerations as 

the rest of MahSySna tradition. At the same time, as in some other 

MahSySna texts such as the Lotus Sfltra, the text’s attention is so far 

focused away from philosophical issues per se that such presupposi¬ 

tions have to be gathered from context.30 

Pure Land's Weakness in India as a Concretely Operant Tradition 

Despite the textual evidence from the sutras, the practical strength 

of Pure Land as a working tradition in India at any time is doubtful.31 

Some stone foundations for an Amitabha image dated 104 CE from 

Mathura are the only archaeological record of an exclusivistic Amita¬ 

bha Pure Land practice. Epigraphical evidence from Sanchi from 

the seventh century mentions Amit&bha, but only in connection with 

verses praising Avalokite$vara. Archaeologically speaking the orig¬ 

inal, non-tantric Amitabha practice in India appears to have been 

narrowly confined to the KusSna period (ca. 50-200 CE) in northwest 
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India, after which it faded. It exerted no influence elsewhere in India 

and even in northwest India it had no influence during the subsequent 

Gupta period.32 The diaries of early Chinese pilgrims to India do not 

refer to Pure Land; the earliest and final mention is in the report of 

Hui-jih (Tz’u-min, d. 748), who began his India pilgrimage in 702. 

Hui-jih claimed that Indian teachers told him to pursue Pure Land 

as the quickest means of seeing the Buddha, and he is supposed to 

have had a Pure Land vision during his sojourn. However, Hui-jih’s 

account is probably unreliable because of his own Chinese Pure Land 

biases. When he returned home, he became one of the major Pure 

Land teachers in the later Tang period.33 
A distinct sociopolitical history, the issue which becomes crucial 

in China and Japan, is obscure in India. Practically nothing is known 

about the circumstances of social production and reproduction of the 

texts. There is no evidence that Pure Land led to the formation of dis¬ 

tinct communities with an unusual character. Generally, scholars have 

searched in vain for substantial evidence that Indian approaches to 

Buddhism deviated significantly from the basic, renunciation-oriented 

3akyamuni mythos: even where some Buddhist communities of an 

alternate character “lay” existed, they did so on a “lay bodhisattva” 

basis which was closely tied to monasticism,34 Only the most frag¬ 

mentary anecdotal evidence suggests that Pure Land teaching might 

have been associated ytith creating a Buddhist mythos of a new social 

character.35 

Some evidence suggests conflicts between monastic and nonmonas¬ 

tic groups in India based on differing uses of the Pure Land texts. 

Criticisms made in the Pratyutpanna-sutra—against an alleged ma¬ 

terialist understanding of a visionary buddhinusmrti experience and 

mere desire for a fortunate rebirth—seemed-to indicate attacks on 

the Sukhavativyuha goals. The monastic Pratyutpanna stressed the 
emptiness of the vision of Amitabha, with all the attendant philosoph¬ 

ical language. In contrast to this the Sukhavativyuha’s encounter with 

Amitabha was said to be depicted as an “actual” event, taking place 

primarily at the moment of death and indirectly associated with the 

supernormal powers and attributes of beings in the Pure Land.36 The 
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two sfitras may represent differing approaches to the ideas of bud- 

• dhSnusmrti and buddha-darsana correlated, respectively, with more 

monastic and less monastic factions of Indian Mahayana. 

Pure Land was associated with tathagatagarbha theory and related 

ideas about the inherent universal liberation of beings, and the Yo- 

gScSra text Ratnagotravibhdga ends with an invocation to Amitabha.37 

However, associations between tathdgatagarbha and Pure Land did 

not mean that the two kinds of mythos agreed on practice. The Yo- 

gacSra text Mahiydnasamgraha displays polemics against Pure Land. 

Apparently Pure Land had been institutionalized to some extent in 

Mahdydna practice and cult before the Yogtcdra synthesis, so that by 

the time that Yogddira emerged the Amitabha tradition har grown so 

popular (at least in some locales) that the mythic-devotional figure of 

$dkyamuni (who represented monastic ideals) had been in some cases 

relegated to the margins of Mahayana attention. In response, already 

before the time of Asanga (the chief thinker associated with Yogacara) 

a movement had arisen to defend $dkyamuni against Amitabha.38 The 

tenth chapter of the Mahdydnasamgraha tried to subordinate a variety 

of diverse practices (including the Pure Land practice and Amitabha) 

to the unified Yogdcdra interpretation. Like the Pratyutpanna, Yo- 

gSe&ra thinkers were apparently concerned that the Pure Land ap¬ 

proach and its “dualism” might result in practitioners’ thinking that 

AmitSbha and the Pure Land were somehow substantially real entities, 

something that might be clung to in an illusory quest for security.39 

The Yogacdra argument was intended to deny the practical legitimacy 

of some popular interpretations of the Pure Land.40 

Such bits of evidence show early friction between a monastic de- 

votionalism and a somewhat more popular devotionalism, played out 

as a contest between the mythic figures of Sakyamuni and Amitabha. 

This anticipated the later friction between Ch’an/Zen rhetoric and 

Pure Land rhetoric in China and Japan. Just as in the Mahayd- 

nasaipgraha, monastic Ch’an/Zen would later try to coopt popular¬ 

ized Pure Land and depict it as an inferior form of Sakyamuni’s 

teachings.41 
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What is beyond doubt, in any case, is that from an early stage 

the Pure Land mythos flourished only outside of India. The strong 

connection between Pure Land and non-Indian groups to the north and 

west of India must be interpreted in terms of this Indian disinclination 

regarding the Pure Land variant of Mahayana.42 

Some Relevant Features of Bhakti 

Pure Land Buddhism was philosophically not related to bhakti 

traditions in Hinduism, and the social profile of bhakti became quite 

different from that of Pure Land in India. However, both grew out 

of the same civilization, and a look at bhakti helps illuminate the 

relationships which might exist between religious rhetoric and society 

in India.43 

The basis of Hinduism is an idea of Ultimate Reality called Brah¬ 

man. The relevant religious practices usually emphasized ascetic 

renunciation and the achievement of power through various kinds of 

sacrifice. Hinduism inherited from pre-Aryan India a long indige¬ 

nous tradition of meditative asceticism (muni-yati cults); when this 
tradition was assimilated to Aryan brahmanical religion involving 

rsis in the Upanisadic period it resulted in the classic brahmanical 

myth of the search for transcendence culminating in the renunciant 

hero. The classic renunciant was closely associated with monistic 
religio-philosophical language. The teachings were expressed in the 

Vedic literature, received their classical formulation in the doctrines 
of Sankara, and were otherwise immensely developed in brahmanical 

speculation in India. 

Nevertheless, bhaktic, or “devotional” versions of Hindu religiosity 

also made their appearance at the earliest stage. Bhakti religiosity 

assumed that the relationship between man and the ultimate reality 

was not based on an undifferentiated monism, but rather entailed 

a “dual” structure, expressing both differentiation between man and 

Brahman on the one hand and active interrelationship and communion 

between them on the other. Bhakti can be described as bipolar, dyadic 
or personalistic because the significance and differentiation of the 

individual vis k vis the Ultimate is taken as a serious issue. As in the 
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case of Buddhist Sraddha, the assumptions of bhakti do not translate 

easily into English or any European language. Crucially, bhakti and 

Brahman do not contain the epistemological or ontological meanings 

of the creator God of Near Eastern traditions because they refer to 
the Upani§adic sense of the ultimate. 

Historically, the energies of bhakti apparently came originally from 

outside the brahmins' Aryan ruling class, reflecting the interests of 

indigenous peoples in retaining tribal or local deities, although bhakti 

and brahminism were eventually inseparably blended. Because of 

the brahminical flexibility, bhaktic versions of Hinduism also became 

immensely complex.4 

The formal synthesis of brahminical philosophy and the bipolar 

structure of bhakti began with certain of the Upanisads, became overt 

in the BhagavadgM, and emerged most prominently in the Vaisnava 

traditions, which had the strongest tendency to assimilate to brahman- 

ism and to seek self-justification through the generation of Vedantic 

doctrines. Most Vaisnavas regarded R^minuja (eleventh century) as 

the culmination of Vedantic bhakti theology. Where Sankara had of¬ 

fered a monistic interpretation of the Upanisads, Ramanuja developed 
a bhaktic version. This analysis (viSistavaita Vedanta) has been un¬ 

helpfully translated as “qualified nondualism,” but the real sense of 

vi$i$ta is “differentiation:” “(contingent) differentiation in a ground 

of nondual brahman.” Brahman is supreme above all, but several 

types of knowledge are separately real, including nonsentient matter 
and sentient but finite/ignorant human selves. Thus human conscious¬ 

ness establishes “dependent” relationships with its Ultimate matrix, 

because it is discriminated or differentiated—if only contingently— 

from that matrix.45 In any case Ramanuja's ideas had nothing to do 

with a simple “devotionaiism.” 

Vi$ista arguments about the existential and logical differentiation 

of the human from God/brahmah naturally developed into existen¬ 

tial questions of practice, because the more clearly God the matrix 

was differentiated from the human, the more questions would arise 

about how the human side could bridge the gap and to create out 

of human powers the communing relationship with the ultimate re- 
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ality. The debate developed in greatest complexity in the two south 

Indian wings of the Sri Vaisnava tradition, Vadgalai and Tengalai. 

Traditional teachings had required bhaktiyoga, a complex religious 

method tied to brahminical styles of education and practice, includ¬ 

ing knowledge of the Vedas and Sastras, lifetimes of meditation and 

ritual practice, and finally the antimasmrti or final remembrance of the 

Lord at the conclusion of the biological span. This restrictive view 

was gradually altered in the medieval traditions such as PancarStras 

and Alvars, and attention was directed to certain writings attributed to 

Ramanuja in which the emotional “surrender” elements of the bhakti 

teachings are stressed rather than the philosophical analysis.46 For 

some of the teachings prapatti (surrender, radical grace, devotion, 

yielding to God) was in theory open to all, regardless of birth, edu¬ 

cation or even worldly ability, needing none of the ritual accessories 

(angas) of brahminical bhaktiyoga. Prapatti could thus be understood 

as an independent upaya towards salvation.47 

The two Srivaisnava streams maintained different views on the 

relative value of prapatti and bhaktiyoga and on the proper relation¬ 

ship between them; the main question was the residual validity of 

bhaktiyoga48 The more radical was the Tengalai school, associated 

with the teachings of Pillai Lokacarya (1264-1369). Pillai took the 

position that strictly speaking, the grace of Brahman (in this case man¬ 

ifested as the goddess 3ri or Laksmi, consort of the supreme male 

deity Narayana) was all that was needed to achieve liberation.49 Bhak¬ 

tiyoga could be abandoned at the time of the realization of the soul's 

utter dependence on the Lord. Self-effort and self-purposive practices 

were only provisional and ultimately at odds with the soul's true na¬ 

ture of dependence on the Lord. The scriptural requirements of ritual, 

wisdom and devotion were both ideal but in the final analysis also 

unnecessary. Since, in fact, the traditional brahminical requirements 

could not logically have any causal force toward liberation because 

the human is totally dependent on God, the only reason they would 

be performed, especially after surrender to God, would be to please 

God and to provide witness to the grace of God. Tengalai teachers 

gave priority to the devotion represented by the Alvars, epics and 
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puranas, and preferred a relatively informal rhetoric based in popular 
oral religious life.50 

In theory such medieval developments of Indian bhakti, both in 

south India and in the related sant tradition of north India, could have 

sharp political implications, as summarized for example by A.K. Ra¬ 

manujan; 

.. .bhakti religions like Viraiaivism are Indian analogues to European protestam 

movements. Here we suggest a few parallels: protest against mediators like 
priest, ritual, temples, social hierarchy, in the name of direct, individual, origi¬ 

nal experience; a religious movement of and for the underdog, including saints 
of all castes and trades (like Bunyan, the tinker), speaking the sub-standard di¬ 
alect of the region, producing often the first authentic regional expressions and 

translations of inaccessible Sanskritic texts (like the translations of the Bible in 

Europe); a religion of arbitrary grace, with a doctrine of the mystically cho¬ 

sen elect, replacing a social hierarchy-by-birth with a mystical hierarchy-by¬ 
experience; doctrines of work as worship leading to a puritan ethic; monotheism 
and evangelism, a mixture of intolerance and humanism, harsh and tender.51 

Relevant Similarities of Bhakti and Pure Land 

Bhakti Hinduism and Pure Land Buddhism are both counterintu¬ 

itive from classical Near Eastern theistic religious perspectives. Both 

possess underlying theories of knowledge which (while quite distin¬ 

guishable from each other) when compared to traditional Western 

thought are nonfoundational and process-oriented. In this underly¬ 

ing flexibility, both Hinduism and Buddhism stand in contrast to the 

historical concreteness, linearity, and epistemological realism which 

characterize Near Eastern traditions. The flexibility of the theories 

of knowledge yield a different attitude to textuality and mythmaking: 

while neither tradition has been unaware of texts which might be ap¬ 

pealed to as ultimate reference, it is easy to understand the textual 

corpus as something expanding and renewable. This allows a large 

literature with a plethora of mythic characters, stories and technical 

philosophical terms which all make potential authority claims. In 

both Hinduism and Buddhism, the relative openness of theories of 

knowledge gives scope for a rich admixture of folk religic.i and an 
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accomodation to the coexistence of multiple religious motives. Reli¬ 

gious purism is rare; indeed, if it appears at all, it is primarily in a 

politically-driven context. 

Both Hinduism and Buddhism were originally oriented to Sramana 

ideals, and because of these roots in the ascetic traditions of religious 

virtuosi, both have revealed a strong mainstream tendency to concen¬ 

trate political power and authority in religious experts,32 The original 

focus on Sramana ideals has consequently meant that the Indian tra¬ 

ditions have been confusing, and apparently contradictory, when they 

have seemed to double-back on themselves and to display a bipolar 

(dualistic or theistic) structure which superficially resembles the Near 

Eastern traditions. Both bhakti and Pure Land variants of Hinduism 

and Buddhism have diverged eventually from the pure monistic pre¬ 

sentations derived from their Sramana cores by making explicit the 
bipolarity of experience. Depictions of the human religious predica¬ 

ment for both have* involved tensions between the human reality and 

the religious ideal; pure monism has been regarded as a form of spe¬ 
cialized religious rhetoric that does not represent the complexity of 

experienced religion.33 Both reflect the ancient problem of the “leap” 

between different dimensions of experience which recurs explicitly 
or implicitly in all Indian traditions.34 

By making bipolarity explicit in a new way, the inherent tendency 

of both bhakti and Pure Land traditions was to equalize the status of 
human aspirants and to reduce the need for mediating authority. Par¬ 

ticularly when devotional theory shifted in the direction of prapatti or 

radical grace, traditional understandings of religious mediation were 

interrupted. Bipolarity encouraged a shift towards a language rein¬ 

forcing individual persons as independently religiously empowered. 

Differences Between Pure Land and Bhakti 

This is not to argue that bhakti and Pure Land shared anything 

more than these loose similarities. The underlying experiential, tonal, 

emotional and philosophical dimensions remained sharply different.. 

Even where Pure Land practices superficially resembled tantric ones, 

involving shamanic techniques of visualization, still 
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i. .it is striking how—compared to the Bhagavadgit2—the Pure Land texts man¬ 
age to divorce visualization from devotion: the saving Lord remains impersonal 
and distant, a power to be tapped by vision and recitation, in a cool and dazzling 

ecstacy rather than in a genuine encounter of the human with a divine other.33 

Polemics between Buddhistsand £aivas in medieval south India 

recorded in the literature of the bhakti movement show the two tradi¬ 

tions became polarized in part because of the underlying incompat¬ 

ibility of their religious messages. Saiva bhakti was concerned with 

affective encounters with Deity that often involved possession by the 

god and altered states bordering on madness; ecstatic dance, music 

and verse were the favored forms of communication. Bhakti placed 

a tremendous emphasis on literal, concrete manifestations of deities 

at particular sacred places at which power was made immanent This 

kind of religiosity was remote from the cool control of mind and 

body imagined as the ideal in any form of Buddhist practice.56 

Pure Land was also a more purely Buddhist product than bhakti 

was a Vedantic product. It was probably hybridized consciously out 

of a variety of sources. Because Pure Land was not the product of 

preexisting popular strains of local religion which pressed their claims 

into the consciousness of renunciant specialists, it was simpler, more 
idealized and more abstracted than the varied and fragmented bhakti 
traditions. 

Crucially, however,.the historical sociopolitical butcomes of bhakti 

and Pure Land ideas in India were fundamentally divergent. Bhakti 

became the de facto mainstream presentation of Hinduism in the last 

millenium or so. In contrast, Pure Land Buddhism seems to have 

failed quite remarkably in India to gain any sort of long-term foothold 

(even taking into account the relatively small population of Buddhists 

in India at any time). Yet there certainly existed a theoretical potential 

for doctrinal evolution broadly parallel to that of radical bhakti, i.e., 

a vi$i§ta-style analysis, with its combination of existential realism, 

philosophical sophistication, and potentially popularizing politics. 

One explanation for failure is that is was mythically easier to 

marginalize the role of bipolar presentation in Buddhist traditions. 

Compared to Hinduism, Buddhism began even more unambiguously 
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with a sramana model sharply defined by the myth of Sakyamuni; 

thereafter the specialist model of Buddhist practice was not chal¬ 

lenged, as in the case of bhakti traditions, by popular energies origi¬ 

nating from outside the system clamoring to be recognized in terms 

of the elite specialists of the system. Monastic Buddhism was vigor¬ 

ous, and it dominated Buddhism much more than any single mythic 

format dominated Hinduism. The bipolar mythic structure of Pure 

Land remained clearly subordinate to the mythic model of emulating 

Sakyamuni. 

However, even monastic Buddhism in India eventually lost power. 

Why, when the monastic movement began to weaken in India, did 

Buddhist energies not simply shift to Pure Land approaches? Are 

there some logical or internal features inherent in the tradition that 

blocked Pure Land Buddhism from exploring the political and exis¬ 

tential interests that encouraged a bhaktic or vi$i$ta approach? 

No such barriers are logically apparent. Therefore the most plau¬ 

sible hypothesis is the overall politics of Buddhism’s relation to 

Hinduism. All Buddhism in India—even in its ordinary monastic 

forms—had trouble competing with later Hinduism. Scholars have 

not agreed on the reasons, but an argument which fits (especially in 

relation to Pure Land) is that Buddhism’s main threat to Hinduism 

in India was not philosophy and not even surface social pragmatics 

(Buddhism in practice did not completely reject vama), but rather 

something more fundamental: the unsuccessful root challenge that 

the Buddhist mythos and its ideals offered to the brahminical vision 

of life-stages (dramas) and the vama worldview. It is a possibility 

that in ancient India, for some centuries after the ASokan imperial 

sponsorship of Buddhist institutions, the brahminical vision was ac¬ 

tually put on the defensive. However, after about the first millenium, 

the rise of bhakti conclusively overcame Buddhist culture. Bhakti was 

a powerful synthesis of the matured political and economic interests 

of later premodem Indian society, which could incorporate the pop¬ 

ular attachment to the gods while situating itself Vedantically under 

the religious authority of the brahmins and supporting the vama/jati 

system’s programmatic social expectations.57 

Buddhism had no means of responding to later premodem Indian 

society’s increasing need for social authority and caste articulation 

which was as effectively synthetic as bhakti (Buddhism’s strongest 

gambit was the tantric gum-based traditions).58 This noncompetive- 

ness was especially true for Pure Land. Normal Buddhism was al¬ 

ready somewhat marginalized as a non-brahminical tradition. Pure 

Land, which could potentially' detach itself from monasticism and 

gum-based authority, could thus also detach itself from the'vestiges 

of vama influence that continued to cling to those forms of organiza¬ 

tion. The key historical fact is that no ancient and medieval Indians 

wanted, or were able, to pick up such possibilities.59 

Bhakti did not seriously challenge the structure of vama society. 

Leveling politics do not appear in the BhagavadgM, for example, 

which although it was about bhakti was also a highly brahminical 

text concerned with the preservation of social structure. Vaisnavism 

associated with RSmSnuja remained strongly brahminical. Even in 

the more radical versions of 3rivaisnavism, prapatti tended to be as¬ 

similated to brahminical ritual: the tradition was resistant to allowing 

the teachings to subvert the dominant authority relationships of In¬ 

dian society. In the Tengalai school, the theory of ignoring caste was 

honored far more in the breach than in the ritual observance.60 Long 

term developments in the sant traditions were similar.61 

Hindu religiosity has been thoroughly dominated by religious vir¬ 

tuosi, their special religious communities, and patronage by central 

political authorities (often with cosmological wholistic visions about 

the central role of themselves in a unified cosmos). The insistence 

on maintaining a cosmologically fixed social structure in God’s fluid 

world may be one of the central paradoxes of mainstream Hindu re¬ 

ligious thought, but the more privileged elements of a society did not 

see the differentiations of social reality as a problem. Nothing was 

more characteristic of India than the “harmonization” (i.e., undiffer¬ 

entiated submersion) of all philosophical and religious perspectives 

into the basic caste cultural politics of the society and the economic 

and political interests managed by caste agreements. The theoretical 

political implications of bhakti idealized by Ramanujan had little ef- 
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feet on the underlying politics of Indian society up to and including 

the twentieth century. Bhakti did not succeed in introducing real so¬ 

cial alterity into Hindu society.62 Renunciant and bhaktic versions of 

the traditions were never allowed to separate into truly independent 

institutions with independent social agendas, as would become the 

case with major parts of Chinese and Japanese Pure Land Buddhism. 

It was because of the evolution of such middle-elite interest groups, 

who were able to insist on supporting socially-open interpretations of 

Pure Land, that the direction of Pure Land would become so different 

in China and Japan. Obviously, then, the Amit&bha cult depended for 

its flourishing on its contact with the non-Indian world, and the only 

directions where Pure Land Buddhism could succeed were beyond 

the authority structures of Indian society.63 

The Limits of Indian Buddhist Up&ya 

Pure Land has a low reputation in Western scholarship partly be¬ 

cause of Westerners* orientalist interest in exotic (i.e., monastic and 

monistic) religious forms, but also because in a straightforward his¬ 

torical way it failed politically in Indian culture. However, under¬ 

standing this failure in a more insightful way has implications for a 

view of Buddhism as a whole. 

On a purely theoretical basis (and in view of the flourishing of 

Hindu bhakti doctrines and the success of the Shin tradition later in 

Japan) there is no reason why a sophisticated bipolar or “bhaktic” 

version of Buddhism could not have evolved in India. The non- 

renunciant and bipolar approach made at least as much sense in a 

Buddhist Mahayana context as in a Hindu one.64 Traditional Indian 

Buddhism was in practice as much interested in the lived practical 

coexistence of the realms of ignorance and enlightenment (and the 

problems of mediating between them) as it was interested in formal 

analytical problems set by the parameters of Buddhist philosophy. 

A great deal of the teaching “work” of the tradition was carried by 

the implicit, but absolutely essential, mythic and institutional “devo- 

tionalisms” and “dualisms” of deity-belief systems and of rituals and 
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stories, which were taken to be the sine qua non of Buddhism in most 
of its history. 

But no Indian Buddhist equivalent of Pillai Lok&charya ever ap¬ 
peared. Despite the gradual decline of monasticism, somehow the 
Buddhist tradition’s devotionalism remained allied with semi-monastic 
orientations or tantric lineage orientations. Somehow its practices of 
contact with spiritual beings allowed Indian Buddhism to ignore com¬ 
mentary on a variety of authority problems of the kind that preoccu¬ 
pied the prapatti teachers. What is certain in any case is that while in¬ 
tensive technical discursive attention in Indian Buddhist thought was 
turned to abstruse problems of perception and language, practically 
no theory was devoted to the “political” practices of the “upaya of 
institutions,” in which Buddhists were actually immersed up to their 
necks. Somehow Indian Buddhism engaged in little or no systematic 
theoretical discussion of the prapatti problem or the problem of the 
“leap,” and the conventions of monasticism or lineage in Buddhism 
were,rarely if ever systematically questioned in the traditional Asian 
context of Buddhism outside of China or Japan. In short, the Indian 
experience left significant gaps in the Buddhist theory of up&ya. 
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tioned, astrology and magic were criticized, extremes of asceticism were avoided, 
right livelihood was practiced, overanxiety about life and death was avoided, animal 
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sacrifice was abjured, and so on. (See John C. Plott, A Philosophy of Devotion: a 

Comparative Study of Bhakti and Prapatti in Visiftavaita and St. Bonaventura and 

Gabriel Marcel (Dehli; Motilal Banarsidass, 1974), pp. 253-258.) 
51 A.K. Ramanujan, trans., Speaking of Siva (Baltimore: Penguin, 1973), pp. 53- 

54. See also Karine Schomer, “Introduction: The Sant Tradition in Perspective,” 
in: Karine Schomer and W.H. McLeod, eds. The Sants: Studies in a Devotional 

Tradition of India (Berkeley: Berkeley Religious Studies Series, 1987), pp. 2. 8, and 
John Stratton Hawley and Mark Juergensmeyer, Songs of the Saints of India (New 

York: Oxford University Press, 1988). 
52 Of course, within the Indian setting Hinduism and Buddhism had different 

foci. Hinduism was inseparable from the vama system and its assumptions about the 
special cosmic role of brahmins in mediating religious power. Classical Buddhism 
rejected the concept of the inherited brahminical priesthood, but partly substituted 
in its place the monastic sangha, which tended to achieve a similar cosmological 
mediating role and linkage with temporal political power. (See Stanley Tambiah, 
World Conqueror, World Renouncer: A Study of Buddhism and Polity in Thailand 

Against a Historical Background (Cambridge: Cambridge University Pre$s% 1976).) 
53 If the ordinary world, and our own persons, are already subsumed in the higher 

reality, how is it that our human experience is painful and flawed? Pure monistic 
positions are also paradoxical on a strictly logical basis. A great deal of effort in 
Hindu monistic philosophical'.thought was devoted to devices to explain away the 
apparent contradictions of experience, as in Sankara's concept of maya and multiple 
levels of reality, but in practice such a recognition of the bipolarity of experience 

amounts to a bipolar doctrine anyway. 
54 Karl H. Potter, Presuppositions of India’s Philosophies (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: 

Prentice-Hall, 1963), pp. 236-256. In fact, monisms smuggle bipolar structure into 
their overall patterns by means of institutional dyadism: monk-versus-lay relation¬ 
ships, or guru-and-disciple-versus-non-initiate relationships. Bipolar structure could 
be thus fixed in an opposition of specially authorized and legitimated social roles. 

55 Beyer, p. 340. 
56 Glenn E, Yocum, “Buddhism Through Hindu Eyes: Saivas and Buddhists in 

Medieval Tamilnad,” in: Slater, Peter and Donald Wiebe, eds. Traditions in Con- 
tact and Change. Selected Proceedings of the XTVth Congress of the International 

Association for the History of Religions (Wilfred Laurier University Press, 1980), 

pp. 143-162. 
57 Arvind Sharma, Thresholds in Hindu-Buddhist Studies (Calcutta: Minerva, 

1979), pp. 64-82. Strong, p. 173 has noted that some Chinese Buddhist reactions to 
Confucian accusations against Buddhist unfiliality had antecedents in Indian Buddhist 

reactions to identical brahminical attacks. 
58 Interest in Buddhism was fading even before the Islamic invasions physically 

destroyed monastic centers in northern India. Perhaps the brahminical system was 
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better able to meet the lay people's need for ordinary ritual services (life cycle and 

crisis rites) whereas in Buddhism the emphasis of the lay role was on donation to 

institutions. Another argument holds that Buddhist identity tended to become fuzzy, 

for lay involvement in buddhism blurred monasticism (especially as compared to 

the Jaina tradition) and Buddhist doctrines such as those about bodhisattvas were so 
flexible that they were vulnerable to assimilation by bhakti. (Padmanabh S. Jaini, 
“The Disappearance of Buddhism and The Survival of Jainism: A Study in Contrast,” 
in: Narain, A.K., ed. Studies in the History of Buddhism (papers at International 

Conference on History of Buddhism at University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1980), 
pp. 81-91.) 

39 Strangely, ancient Buddhism probably began with an urban base and even made 
its initial appeal to merchant classes. See AX. Basham, 'The Background to the 
Rise of Buddhism,” in: Narain, A.K., ed. Studies in the History of Buddhism (papers 
at International Conference on History of Buddhism at U of Wisconsin, Madison, 
1980), p. 17; Narain, A.K. ‘Toward a New History of Buddhism,” in: Narain, A.K., 

ed. Studies in the History of Buddhism (papers at International Conference on History 

of Buddhism at U of Wisconsin, Madison), pp. xv-xxxi; see also Trevor Ling, The 

Buddha: Buddhist Civilization in India and Ceylon (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 
1973). 

60 5rfvai$navism was saturated with normal brahminical authority elements. The 

teachings were mediated by guru-based teacher-disciple networks. The achOrya 

and the initiation he provided remained crucial and lineage organization essential. 
Women were still discriminated against Even for Tengalai brahmins, ritual ob¬ 

servance was exactly like that for other Hindu brahmins, although in principle the 
Schirya could come from any caste. See K. Gnanambal, “Sriaisnavas and Their 
Religious Institutions,” Bulletin Anthropological Survey of India, vol. 20, pp. 97-187 
(July-Dee 1971); Kadambi Rangachariyar, The Sri Vaishnava Brahmans (Madras, 
1931); Patricia Y. Mumme, “Rules and Rhetoric: Caste Observance in Srivai$nava 

Doctrine and Practice” Journal ofVaifnava Studies, vol. 2, no. I, pp. 113-133 (Win¬ 

ter 1993) and “The Evolution of the Tenkalai Understanding of the Ac$rya: Teacher, 
Mediator "nd Savior” (Unpublished paper from the International $rivai$iiava Con¬ 
ference, Bombay, December 1988-January 1989). On Ling&yat assimilation into 
brahmanicai patterns see William McCormack, “On Lingiyat Culture,” in: Ramanu¬ 
jan, Speaking of Siva, pp. 175-187. 

61 The Kabir panth (“sect”) should in theory have been the most socially reformist 

because of the relationship to Kabir, but see David N. Lorenzcn, “The Kabir Panth: 

Heretics to Hindus,” in: David N. Lorenzcn, ed. Religious Change and Cultural 

Domination (Mexico City: El Colegjo de Mexico, 1981), pp. 151-17t; Lorcnzen, 

“The Social Ideologies of Hagiography: Sankara, ThkarSm and Kabir,” in; Milton 

Israel and N.K. Wagle, eds. Religion and Society in Maharashtra (Toronto: Univer- 
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sity of Toronto Centre for South Asian Studies, 1987), pp. 92-114; and Lorenzen, 
“The Kabir-Panth and Social Protest,” in: Schomer, ed. The Sants, pp. 281-303. 

62 The historical situation here is of course extremely complex; the arrival of 

Islam, which offered Indians a way out of the caste system, may have historically 

preempted certain developments in bhakti and also by rallying Hindus around Hin¬ 

duism prevented more internal diversification. 

63 Viz. Machida, pp. 20, 38-39. 
^ Hinduism essentially dealt with the ultimate quiescent power center at the heart 

of creation, a set of metaphysical and religious notions psychologically allied to the 
goals of the renunciant who learned altered states of consciousness allowing with¬ 
drawal deep into noncognitive reaches of the mind. Hinduism tended to expect that 
this power center could not be truly fully experienced by anyone except a meditator 
or specialist, although non-meditators could interact with the periodic release of ac¬ 
cumulated power, especially through contact with deities in darfana or in possession. 
(See, e.g., Wendy Doniger O’Flaherty, Asceticism and Eroticism in the Mythology 

of Siva (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1973).) Buddhism, on the other hand, 
dealt with the ultimately interrelated nature of all phenomena, a goal not essentially 
defined by withdrawal from ordinary phenomena but by an ongoing state of more 
fluid participation in them. In Buddhism, meditation aimed not to accumulate power 
but to open the mind to the world of interdependence. In short, the nonrenunciant 
approach has been in most respects actually more intelligible for Buddhism than for 

bhakti. 

BOOK REVIEWS 

STEPHEN a. Geller, Sacred Enigmas: Literary Religion in the Hebrew 
Bible—London: Routledge, 1996 (VIII, 224 p.), ISBN 0-415-12771-8 
(cloth), £40.00. 

Among the new methods used in biblical studies, literary approaches, psy¬ 
choanalysis, and feminist readings figure prominently. Until recently, these 
approaches were generally believed to supplement, rather than supplant tra¬ 
ditional .historical-critical ones. However, what no one has suspected even 
a decade ago, many adepts of biblical studies have now opted out of his¬ 
torical approaches believing, as they do, that there are not enough hard 
facts available to warrant the historical enterprise. Just attend any biblical 
studies conference in Europe, North America, or Israel, and you will find 
yourself in the turmoil of the relevant debates. Some of Geller’s papers 
could well have given the impression that his interest is with “the Bible as 
literature” rather than “the Bible as history." However, the present collec¬ 
tion of essays puts the record straight: Geller, and with him the biblical 
department of New York's Jewish Theological Seminary, is still interested 
in history. Geller belongs to those who, far from exaggerating the his¬ 
toricity of biblical traditions, stir a middle course between “too much" and 
“too little” history. The historical frame into which he sets the seven pa¬ 
pers of the present collection is vaguely (but sensibly) the one which orig¬ 
inated “next door,” i.e., in Columbia University’s department of Ancient 
History where, until recently, the late Morton Smith was the dominant fig¬ 
ure. With Morton Smith (and, of course, Julius Wellhausen) Geller believes 
the book of Deuteronomy to provide the biblical canon with its leading 
voice, and that this book’s insistence on the exclusive worship of one de¬ 
ity originated ultimately with the prophets. While Deuteronomy pushes the 
idea of God’s transcendence to its limits (as Geller ably demonstrates in 
his careful reading of Deut 4), the priestly authors aimed at subverting the 

Deuteronomic rationalism by rescuing as much mystery as was still possible 
(see Geller’s chapter on the “blood cult"). Geller emerges as an interpreter 
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79 For example, Nicolas-Antoine Boulanger, L'Antiquit6 dtvoiUe par ses us¬ 

ages (1766), Constantin-Fran^ois de Volney, Les Ruines des empires (1791), and 
Charles-Fran9ois Dupuis, UOrigin de tous le cultes, ou Religion universelle (an III 
[1795]). See Joscelyn Godwin, The Theosophical Enlightenment (Albany: SUNY 

Press, 1994), 33-37. 
80 See Godwin, Theosophical Enlightenment, 37. 
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CONTRADICTION AND THE MERIT OF GIVING IN INDIAN 

religions ;T ■ ' ■ -»* * *, 

Summary 

TORKEL BREKKE 

* The gift has been an important focus of research on Indian sociology and religion. 
However, almost all research has been confined to the Hindu tradition. I believe we 
can shed new light on religious giving if we focus on common themes in the main 
religions of the sub-continent In this article I look at the textual traditions on giving 
in Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism. My thesis is that these traditions share basic 
contradictions in their ideas of giving. There is, firstly, a contradiction between the 
gift as a sacrifice and a charitable gift and, secondly, a contradiction between the 
merit associated with giving as originating from the qualitites of the recipient and 
from the intendon of the donor. These two contradicrions are interlinked. Initially, 
they seem to threaten the institution of giving to the religious renouncer. If giving 
can be perceived as an act of charity where the merit accrues from the right intentions 
behind the act, there is no more reason to give to the renouncer than to anybody 
else, However, it seems that the contradiction also has been used to make giving to 
renounces a priori meritorious. When the gift is perceived as a sacrifice to a worthy 
monk the merit accrues from the qualities of the recipient, but when there are no 

S>.: 
’ Gifts to Brahmins have been'the focus of scholarly work on Indian 

religion, especially in anthropology. The most puzzling character of 

the gift in an Indian setting is its ambiguity. Several writers have 

pointed out that the Brahmin is reluctant to receive gifts. Manu 
has a long list of hells with telling names — “Excessively burning”, 

“Crushing”, “Iron Spike”, “Forest of Sword Leaves” etc.' — that the 

unlucky Brahmin must visit if he were to accept gifts from the wrong 
person.1 The trouble with the gift for the Brahmin is that it forms un¬ 

wanted bonds of dependency vis-i-vis the king, M. Mauss observed 

in his classic study.2 But it is more to it than that. From the recipient’s 

point of view the gift is potentially poisonous. The gift contains impu¬ 
rity, according to the writers who followed the Dumontian paradigm. 
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Heesterman argued that the Brahmin officiant in Vedic times took 

over the death-impurity of the patron by accepting gifts, but that this 

role was fundamentally changed through the individualization of the 

ritual.3 J. Parry says that the Brahmins of Benares become living sew¬ 

ers as they receive the death-impurity of mourners conveyed in the 

gift.4 The poison in the gift is really irauspiciousness (na£ubh), says 

G.G. Raheja in an important challenge to the Dumontian sociology 

of hierarchy based on impurity (a^auca).5 Thus, new generations of 

sociologists and anthropologists showed that Mauss had been unable 

to account for the uniqueness of the Indian gift because he did not 

grasp the peculiar metaphysics of impurity or inauspiciousness. 

In volume 44 of this journal A. Michaels embarked on a critique 

of these writers “in an attempt to partially rehabilitate Mauss/’6 He 

wished to question the prominence of theories of impurity by com¬ 

paring the Gastric theories of giving (danadharma) with the. theories 

of greetings (abhivadanadharma). Greetings, so his argument went, 

make bonds of dependency and may convey defilement just like gifts. 
If it really is the defilement of the gift that makes it so problematic, 

then similar rules and reservations should have developed for greet¬ 

ings. The fact that they have not — greetings are, on the contrary, 

always reciprocated — goes to falsify the theory that it is defilement 

which makes the gift troublesome. Instead, Michaels suggested, the 

gift is not returned and barely accepted because both recipient and 

donor strive towards an otherworldly attitude of altruistic generos¬ 

ity which is an ascetic virtue. It is not clear to me, however, that 

the ascetic spirit with its questioning of earthly possessions, which 

Michaels sees as the background to religious giving, actually can be 

ascribed to the most important donors: the merchants, townsmen and 

common people supporting Brahmins and monks. The householders’ 

donations do not imply soteriologicai concerns. On the contrary they 

are motivated by a desire for merit which is, strictly speaking, a this- 

worldly currency. Giving away possessions in order to earn merit 

is a perfectly rational activity. I do believe, however, that Michaels 

is right in drawing attention away from the metaphysics of the gift 

and towards the motivational basis for giving. This will also be the 
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general approach of the present article. Furthermore, I believe, as 

Michaels also pointed out, that in order to illuminate these aspects of 

giving we need to devote more attention to non-Brahminical sources. 

A very substantial part of what has been written on gifts in Indian 

religion is exclusively concerned with gifts to Brahmins. I believe that 

we would get a better understanding of the ideology that surrounds 

gift-giving in India if we realize that there are common themes con¬ 

tained in the texts — I am primarily concerned with literary traditions 

— of different religions in the sub-continent. There is a tendency in 

the research on Indian religion to ignore such common themes. I be¬ 

lieve that this tendency is detrimental to our understanding of impor¬ 

tant topics. Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism have a lot in common. 

They share a general world-view where ideas of rebirth, karma, merit 

and moksa are central concepts. For example, as I will discuss later, 

the idea of merit-making was essentially the same among donors of 

Hindu, Buddhist and Jain affiliation during the late Gupta period. 

Many writers seem to be afraid to violate the uniqueness of any one 
tradition by making general conjectures. Of course, local differences 

abound and should receive due attention by ethnographers and his¬ 

torians. But the common themes should not be ignored either. Here 
the historian of religion has an important function in the study of 

India. By choosing an approach where fundamental ideas are com¬ 

pared across the boundaries of specific religious traditions we may 

be able to illuminate puzzling issues of scholarship from new angles. 

Gift-giving is such an issue. 

It is already clear, then, that this article is a statement of method in 

the study of religion as well as an attempt to add to our understand¬ 

ing of the religious gift in India. The thesis I wish to put forward 

here is that the world-view shared by the traditions of renouncers 

in India — Brahmins, Buddhists and Jains — contains fundamental 

contradictions which threaten to surface in the ritual of giving and 

receiving. As became clear from the brief references to some of the 

earlier research this general statement is not original. To be more 

specific, there are two contradictions I wish to discuss here. Firstly, 

there is a contradiction in how the relationship between the giver and 
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the recipient is perceived. On the one hand, the gift is seen as a sac¬ 
rifice and the renouncer has taken the place of the gods on earth. On 
the other hand, it is seen as a charitable gift and the renouncer is a 
beggar. Secondly, there is a contradiction concerning the fundamen¬ 
tal ethics of giving. On the one hand, the qualities of the recipient 
are thought to determine the merit of the gift. On the other hand, 
the intention of the giver is supposed to determine the merit earned. 
These two contradictions are interlinked. They may threaten to un¬ 
dermine the relationship between the renouncer and the householder. 
If it is the intention behind the gift that determines its results for 
the giver there is no reason to distinguish between different types of 
recipients. Why, then, should anyone give to the renouncer? On the 
other hand, these contradictions seem to have been used creatively to 
invest all gifts with merit. When the gift is seen as a sacrifice the 
excellent qualities of the recipients are in the foreground. When the 
gift is seen as charity it is the good intentions of the giver which are 
highlighted. The good qualitites of the recipient ensure the merit in 
an act of sacrifice whereas the bad qualities of the recipient do not 
affect the merit in an act of charity. Gifts are never in vain if the giver 
can switch between the two alternative merit-making mechanisms as 
he pleases. 

Gift-giving in Indian religion could be broken down and analysed 
in at least five parts. This is what the two main Jain traditions tend to 
do. They distinguish between the recipient (pStra), the giver (dStf), 
the thing given (datavya, dravya), the manner of giving (danavidhi) 
and the result of giving (danaphala).71 wish to illuminate the rela¬ 
tionship between the recipient and the giver. Therefore, I will limit 
my study to these two factors. I will refrain from going into the meta¬ 
physics of the thing given and engage in discussions about whether 
the giver gives part of himself in the gift and what sort of substance 
or quality may be conveyed. 

My main material will be some central works on giving in Buddhist 
and Hindu literature: firstly, Pali Buddhist texts, like the Khand- 
hakas of the Vinayji Pitakas, the Dakkhinavibhangasutta and the : 
Petavatthu; secondly, the DharmaSastras, the Dharmasutras and the 
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Anu&sanaparvan and the Bhagavadgita of the Mahabharata; thirdly, 
I will-look at some ideas about giving in Jainism mainly through sec¬ 
ondary material. I will also use inscriptions to some extent and draw 
on relevant ethnographic material. By looking at these tacts I only 
wish to illuminate the contradictions mentioned above and I have no 
intention of presenting an exhaustive analysis of the vast Indian liter¬ 
ature on giving, a survey of which can be found in P.V. Kane’s study 
of the Dharmaiastra literature. 

The Giver 

'-v Firstly, I will take a brief look at the giver in a Buddhist setting. In 
theory, the members of the Saqigha are superior to the lay person in 
every way and they deserve unconditional respect and support The 
lay’person’s potential power vis-d-vis the monks is suggestive of the 
ambiguous nature of their relationship. The Buddhist literature in 
Pfrli has a number of different accounts that show how lay people 
have been in a position to influence not only individual descisions of 
the' monks, but the whole structure of the Buddhist Saqigha.* This 
power derives from the monks’ dependency on the support of the laity. 
For instance, in the Mahlvagga X there is a story about a monk of 
Kosambi who is suspended for a certain offence. The monk does not 
accept his punishment and a group of monks takes his side against 
the group that has suspended him and a dispute arises in the Saqigha. 
There are attempts to solve the dispute within the Saqigha, and the 
Buddha is drawn into the problems, but-the matter is not settled un¬ 
til the lay-followers of Kosambi also flex their muscles against the 
Saqigha. They decide to put pressure on the trouble-qiaking monks 
by withdrawing all their respect and offerings. From the Pali litera¬ 
ture it is clear that this kind of pressure from lay people had to be 
taken seriously. When in Mahavagga 1.43 (MV from now) a thief 
goes forth among the monks, people talk negatively about this.9 The 
Saqigha is forced to react to the criticism from the laity because they 
are materially dependent on them. In MV II.2 the monks gather on 
the fourteenth, fifteenth and eighth days of the half month. People 
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come up to them to hear Dhamma but the monks sit in silence. Peo¬ 

ple get angiy and ask how the monks can sit in silence like dumb pigs 

(mugasukhara). To meet the negative feedback, the Buddha orders 

the monks to recite Dhamma. In MV 1.25 monks go begging wrongly 

dressed and they are greedy and eat in an unbecoming manner. People 

react to their bad behaviour, and because of their negative reactions 

the Buddha allows preceptors. In MV 1.32 the monks behave badly 

when their preceptors go away or die. They are subject to critisism 

and the Buddha allows teachers in order to meet the criticism. In 

the MV II monks walk around during all seasons including the rains, 

trampling down crops and grasses and destroying many little crea¬ 

tures. People react to this and as a consequence the Buddha makes 

rules for life during the rainy season. This sequence of events is 

repeated again and again in the Khandhakas with the standard phrase 

“People looked down upon, criticized, spread it about, saying-: ‘How 

can these recluses, sons of the Sakyans.. .etc.’” 10 The point is that 

there appears from the Pali texts to have been a constant pressure 

from the laity on the monks to behave according to the rules. The 

tension between givers and recipients also seems to be a prominent 

feature of Theravada Buddhist sociology of modem times. To per¬ 

sistently serve a class of human beings as semi-gods and watch them 

live in luxury and ease while oneself toils in the fields must lead to 

ambivalence towards the monks, M. Spiro observed about Buddhism 

in Burma.11 
It is clear that the giver has certain powers vis-a-vis the recipients 

in Indian religions. Communities of renounces are dependent on the 

society for their subsistence and the householders or lay people are in 

a position to withdraw support if the recipient does not satisfy certain 

criteria. On the other hand, the giver too must have certain quali¬ 

ties. Texts on giving from the Hindu, Buddhist, and Jain traditions 

emphasize that the person who gives alms must have the correct atti¬ 

tude towards the recipient. The Digambaras have established a set of 

qualities that should be present in a worthy giver of gifts. These are: 

faith (Sraddha) which means confidence in the results of the donation, 

devotion (bhakti) which means love for the virtues of the recipient, 

contentment or joy in giving (tusti), zeal (sattva) in giving, disin¬ 

terestedness or lack of desire for worldly rewards (lobhaparityaga), 

patience (ksama).12 The Svetambaras have several different lists of 

qualities in a giver. Among the qualities given by one such list, in 

the Tattvarthabhasya, we find the word aparibhavitva. This word 

is from the root pari-bhu which carries meanings like be superior 

to, subdue; despise etc. Williams translates aparibhavitva. with ab¬ 

sence of condescension towards the recipient.l3 In other words, the 

giver should have a frame of mind where he does not think of him¬ 

self as superior to the recipient. The condescension which naturally 

arises in the charitable donor towards the beggar would undermine 

the structure of the relationship between monk and lay person if it 

were allowed to exist and be expressed. 

Why does the giver give gifts? Indian religions share a belief in 

rebirth. When a living being dies, some part of it does not disap¬ 

pear with the physical body, but is reborn in a new state. If one has 

acquired merit, in Pali puhha, one is reborn as a human being or as 

a god in a world of gods, devaloka. If one has acted badly and not 

acquired merit, one is reborn as a lower life-foim or in a dreadful 

hell. Therefore, it is important to earn merit. In Buddhist texts there 

is often said to be three ways of doing this: dana, giving, sila, good 

conduct and bhavana, contemplation. Each of these is a puhhakiriya- 

vatthiiy a thing which leads to merit. Admittedly, the issue of merit 

is not always explicitly brought out in Buddhist material on giving. 

S. Paranavitana has collected over 1200 inscriptions in Ceylon made 

between the 300 B.C. and 100 A.D. registering donations, often of 

caves, to the Samgha. Here donors give their names and often their 

relation to a member of the Order. However, no mention is made 

of the desire to make merit. If they say anything at all about their 

motivation the donors simply state that they give gifts for the bene¬ 

fit of the Samgha.14 Respect for and devotion towards the Buddhist 

Samgha is undoubtedly an important motivational factor. Still, it is 

reasonable to say that the idea of merit-making is the metaphysical 

foundation of such donations. 
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The giver gives in order to acquire merit. Acquiring merit may 
lead to a favourable rebirth. However, in order to attain salvation 
in a real sense, one must, firstly, be reborn in the state of a hu¬ 
man being, where neither pain nor pleasure is too overwhelming to 
contemplate salvation, and secondly, follow the right practice. This 
cannot be done as a householder. The Buddha said: “Vaccha, there is 
no householder who, without abandoning the fetter of householdship, 
on the dissolution of the body has made an end of suffering.”15 To at¬ 
tain Nirvana one must first of all become a monk or nun.18 However, 
says the Buddha, a very large number of householders have gone to 
heaven on the dissolution of the body. In the numerous inscriptions 
recording grants of land to Brahmins during the late fifth century the 
merit acquired from the gifts are thought to “erect a ladder leading 
to heaven (svargasopinapankti).”17 Another standard phrase accom¬ 
panying grants is that the donation is given for the increase of the 
merit (putjya) for mother, fatherland self and in order to obtain a 
reward (phala) both in this world and in the next18 Often grants of 
land are thought to dnsure sixty thousand years in heaven for the 
giver, but merit is never thought of as leading to complete salvation. 
Against the ethics of merit and favourable rebirth stands the path of 
the uncompromising salvation-seeker. Whereas the lay person needs 
to do good acts, the ascetic aims at doing nothing. The essential 
question of what doing nothing really means is answered in different 
ways by different religions in India. Through some form of ascetic 
practice the monk or renouncer can stop the influx or generation of 
new karma and get rid of karma which has been accumulated from 
earlier action. To the ascetic merit is basically no better than demerit 
because both des him to satfisara. The medieval Jain author Kunda 
Kunda said: “A gold fetter binds a person, as much as an iron one. 
Similarily good or bad deeds performed bind the souL”19 

Let us look briefly at some Jain ideals of giving to illuminate die 
difference between the ethics of the lay person and the ascetic. It has 
been noted that there is a paradox involved in the way that Jains 
practice the danavrata, the vow of giving.20 When ostentatiously 
donating costly gifts, wealthy Jains seem to be breaking the vow 
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of aparigraha, non-attachment to worldly possessions, J. Reynells 
suggested.21 K.R. Norman has picked up this topic and tried to show 
that no paradox is involved.22 There is no canonical injunction against 
giving openly, he says. One could also point out that several promi¬ 
nent Jain authors have listed ostentatious giving as the practice of 
a good layman. As R. Williams has shown, this is the case. In 
Digambara classifications of giving, done or datti, the concept of 
samadatti, gifts to equals, is one type.23 According to the medieval 
Jain; teacher Jinasena, the celebrated author of the Mahapurana, sama¬ 

datti is the giving away of gifts such as land, gold, horses, elephants, 
chariots and daughters to a recipient who is equal to oneself in terms 
of status and piousness. Another medieval Jain author, Alidhara, 
distinguishes between gifts that are made for the sake of one’s well¬ 
being in a future life and gifts that are made for one’s well-being in 
this life. To the last category belong the flashy gifts such as gold, 
hordes, elephants and daughters.24 The distinctions between almsgiv¬ 
ing and ostentatious giving are not clear-cut. There is no reason why 
an ostentatious act of giving should be less meritorious as long as 
the giver has the qualities that are required; among which are, ad¬ 
mittedly, disinterestedness.25 Hemacandra, who sets the standards for 
3vet£mbara iravakdeara with his Yoga&stra, also seems to prescribe 
a certain degree of lavishness. If one does not sow wealth openly 
and constantly one cannot achieve the right conduct, he says.26 As 
J.E., Cort has pointed out, it seems that we can get a deeper un¬ 
derstanding of Jain giving if we realize that there is an alternative 
ideological framework that centres on well-being and balanced living 
in society, including, of course, piousness and almsgiving, rather than 
isolation and mokfa.71 

Giving produces merit for the giver. However, in some Buddhist 
texts we are told that it is possible to transfer to others the merit which 
is earned by giving to the Sarpgha. This is illustrated by the story 
of Nanda in the Petavatthu. Nandi was the wife of the householder 
Nandasena who lived in a village not far from Savatthi. Nanda was 
irreligious' and disrespectful toward her husband, and when she died, 
she was reborn as a peti, an ugly and suffering ghost One day 
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Nandasena meets the ghost who had been his wife in a previous 

life. At first, the widower does not recognize his beloved behind the 

terrible appearance of the peti, but when she tells him her story, he 

wishes to lead her home and give her food and clothes and let her 

see her children. However, Nanda knows that her husband would not 

be able to help her in a direct way. 

"What is given by your hand into mine does not profit me. But as regards the 

monks, who are abounding in the moral precepts, free from passion, and learned, / 

Regale them with food and drink and transfer to me the benefit of the gift Then 

I shall be happy, blest in the fulfilment of all desires.”28 

Nandasena follows-his wife's advice and makes abundant gifts 

to the monks and transfers the merit to Nanda. As a result she is 

able to come out of the world of petas and join her husband and 

enjoy food and wear clothes. The practice of merit transference 

clearly contradicts the Buddhist theory of karma which says that an 

individual is totally responsible for all his acts and must bear their 

consequences alone. One's fate after death cannot be influenced by 

others, according to canonical Buddhism. 
It is the same for Hindu cosmology. According to Manu: “A 

living creature is bom alone and alone he dies; he alone reaps die 
benfits of good deeds and the consequences of bad deeds.”29 Still, 
we find the practice of merit transference abundantly documented in 

Hindu sources. We have a large number of inscriptions from the 

late fifth century or the late Gupta period, collected by J.F. Fleet, 

recording grants of land to Brahmins. The motivation behind the 

donations are often explicitly stated and are essentially the same as 

in Buddhist and Jain sources. One Maharaja Hastin has recorded a 

number of grants of land to Brahmins and he always gives the same 

motivation for doing so: he wishes to increase the merit of himself 

and of his parents.30 The Maharaja Jayanatha gives the same reasons 

for giving grants of land to Brahmins. It is for the increase of his 
own merit (svapunyabhivrddhaye) and for the benefit of the feet of 

the Lord (Bhagavatpada), i.e. Visnu. One Dhanyavisnu says that he 

has built a temple to Visnu the Boar in order to increase the merit • 

of his parents.31 One Matrcheta says that he has built a stone-temple 
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to the Sun in order to increase the religious merit of himself and 

his parents. But religious merit can not only be transferred over one 

generation. Almost all the records of grants of land to Brahmins state 

that the merit which is produced by a gift of land is not exclusive 

to the original donor but is shared by all his predecessors in so far 

as they do not reclaim the land, in which case they go to hell for an 
extended period.32 

The Jains have always insisted that acts and their fruits are exclu¬ 

sively the responsibility of the individual. In the words of the tenth 

century dcdrya Amitagati: “Except for karma earned for oneself by 

oneself, no one gives anything to anyone.”33 According to P. Jaini, the 

Jains have been able to keep out practices that contradict the individ¬ 

ual idea of karma such as Srdddha and transference of merit.34 Why 

did the practice creep into Buddhism? It has been suggested that 

the transference of merit in Theravada Buddhism was a borrowing 

from Mahayana doctrine where bodhisattvas can save others by their 

enormous store of merit.35 According to R. Gombrich, however, the 

practice of merit transference originated out of emotional needs to es¬ 
cape the responsibility of orthodox karma doctrine. By transferring 

merit one could improve the situation of dead relatives, and one's 
own state after death could be influenced in the same way. When 
dead relatives received merit, they were thought to say thank you; 

anumodati. Orthodox writers wished to integrate the practice with 

the laws of karma. They said that in reality no merit was transferred 

and the dead did not give thanks; they simply rejoiced in the good 

deed. Anumodana meant rejoicing not thanking.36 However, the or¬ 

thodox solution does not necessarily destroy all hopes that one can 

influence the karma of others. When one can rejoice in the good 

deeds of other people to the extent that one is reborn as a god, what 

does it matter that one cannot really give gifts of merit? This seems 

to be the attitude among many Theravada Buddhists of today. 

The Recipient 

The first lay-followers of the Buddha were the two merchants Tri- 

pusa and Bhallika who chanced to pass by the place where the Buddha 
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was sitting right after his enlightenment When Tripusa and Bhallika 
presented the Buddha with food, it was for their welfare, benefit and ' ; 
happiness for a long time (dirgharatram arthaya hitaya sukh&ya) says l 

the Catufparifatsutrct. Moreover, the Buddha accepted the alms for | 
the welfare of beings (hitaya praninam). When receiving alms, the | 
Saipgha does the favour of giving the laity the opportunity of earning 
merit. Under special circumstances, the Saipgha may refuse to ac- !■ 
cept the alms of a lay-follower. In Cullavagga V.20 the begging bowl 
is turned upside down on the lay-follower Licchavi Vad<jha, and he 
is suspended from eating with the Saipgha. He has lied about the 
chastity of the venerable Dabba the Mallian and the Buddha decides 
the proper reaction. It is Ananda who informs the transgressor about • 
his punishment.37 The Buddha has decreed that if a layfollower is 
possessed of certain bad qualities, the monks should, turn the beg¬ 
ging bowl on him, in other words, they shall refuse to accept alms 
from him. This means that he cannot earn merit, and one cttn easily 
imagine that it also means social disgrace. Evidently, the turning up¬ 
side down of the begging bowl on a layfollower was quite a penalty, 
for when Ananda told Vaddha about the decision of the Saipgha, the 
poor man fainted and fell on that very spot. Fortunately for the Lic¬ 
chavi, the Buddha allows the monks to turn upright the bowl on a 
lay-follower.38 

The renouncers, whether Hindu, Buddhist or Jain, often seem to be 
under some sort of obligation to accept the gifts presented to them. 
In order not to accept there must be some fault in the giver- or the 
gift that makes the giving valueless or harmful. The opportunity to 
give is at the same time an opportunity to invest in the future for the 
donor. What is given is thought to increase manyfold either in this 
life or in the next. In the Hindu DharmaSastra literature as well as in 
the AnuSasanaparvan there is often some sort of association between 
what is given and what is received later as a result of the gift If one 
gives a lamp, one may get good eyesight in the next life; if one gives 
a pair of sandals, one may get an excellent vehicle for travelling; if 
one gives food, one will get to eat in the world beyond; if one gives ■ • 
the gift of non-injury to beings, one will enjoy excellent health etc. 
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. Gifts are investments, and their interest rates may be extremely high, 
. ;if we aie to believe Brahmin and monk writers. . 

p Buf'inspite of fire obligation to receive gifts, a recurring theme in 
1 the behaviour and the ideology of the recipient is sin initial unwill¬ 

ingness to accept Here we touch on the fundamental ambiguity of 
the institutionalized giving. Marcel Mauss observed: 

, , “The recipient puts tiimsetf in a position of dependence vis-Wis the donor. This 
is why the Brahmin must not ‘accept’ gifts, and even less solicit them, from 

’ the king, and would demean himself if he did anything other than take gifts.” 
sif O^auss 1993: 59). 

For. the Brahmin the gift is dangerous to accept, Mauss says, be¬ 
cause of the bonds that are established in the gift The same danger 
is found in Buddhism and Jainism. The monks do not solicit gifts, 
they only put themselves in a position where it is convenient to give 
them food. There is a constant need to maintain the fiction that the 
Brahmin, the ascetic or the monk is not dependent on the house¬ 
holder and that the asymmetry in the relationship between giver and 

'recipient is the natural thing. The recipient reluctantly accepts what 
is offered as a favour to the giver. Laidlaw observes that for toe Jains 
toe giving to toe renouncer does not really take, place. By denying 
that supatradan, gift to toe good recipient, is a dan, toe householder 
frees toe renouncer from any dependency.39 

We saw that the giver is expected to possess certain qualities. The 
same is toe case for toe recipient In his exposition of toe Saipgha toe 
great Buddhist writer Buddhaghosa explains that a gift is something 
given with thoughts of toe next world.40 The wish and the possibility 
of . aquiring merit for the next world by giving to monks is toe basis 
.for toe institution of almsgiving. The idea of the Buddhist monks 
and the Saipgha as a field of merit (punnakkhetta) is found in a 
.number pf Pali texts, both canonical and post-canonical. In toe Pafika 
Suttanta toe Buddha says that the Order should be respected and 
revered and given gifts and homage; it is toe world’s unsurpassed field 
of merit41 Likewise, in toe Sarigiti Suttanta the Saipgha is described 
as toe world’s unsurpassed field of merit.42 In the first story of the 
Petavattou toe field of merit embodied in one monk, provides the 
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opportunity to achieve a good rebirth in a seemingly mechanistic 

and straightforward manner. Here the elder Moggallana sees a thief 

who is about to be executed. In order to save him from rebirth in 

hell, the monk approaches the thief and accepts a gift of sweetmeat 

and water from him, and because Moggallana is an unsurpassed field 

of merit the thief is reborn in a world of gods. According to the 

Petavatthu, the Buddha explained how this is possible in the following 

manner: “Like unto fields are the Arhans; the givers are like unto 

farmers; resembling seed is the gift; from this is produced fruit.”43 

Buddhaghosa explained the meaning of the concept of field of merit 

in his chapter on the -Samgha.44 He says that the Samgha is called 

The world's unsurpassed field of merit because the Samgha is a place 

where the merit of the world can grow. Just as the field where the king 

or his councillor sows rice or barley is called the rice or barley field 

of the king, in the same way the Samgha is a field for the growing,of 

merit. The Jains also have the idea of the Order of monks as a field of 

merit. According to R. Williams the early Jain author Haribhadra uses 

the term ksetra in this sense twice in his Dharmabindhu.45 The great 

medieval writer Hemacandra enumerates seven kfetras in which the 

layman should sow his wealth. These are Jain images, Jain temples, 

Jain scriptures, monks, nuns, laymen and laywomen. 

The lay person can sow deeds in the field of merit, but the quality of 

the soil determines the harvest. In Theravada Buddhism the qualities 

of the recipient of a gift are often said to determine the merit that 

the gift produces for the donor. For a gift to be efficient in terms 

of merit, the monks should first of all be of pure, conduct There is 

also the idea that the longer a person has been a monk, the greater 

is the merit produced from giving him alms. The Cullavagga IV 

is concerned with questions of purity and dignity of the Saipgha 

in the eyes of monks and lay-people. For instance, one story tells 

about a group of monks who are constantly offered inferior food by 

householders because they are newly ordained and of little merit 

One day these monks go to a meal and the householder giving the 

meal makes them sit on the porch and gives them only broken rice 
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and sour gruel. Naturally, the newly ordained monks are not happy 
about their treatment. ' 

According to the Dakkhinavibhangasutta the Buddha distinguished 

between gifts to individuals and to the Samgha.46 Gifts to individu¬ 

als (patipuggalika dakkhina) are of fourteen types. The first type is 

to a Tathagata and the last type is to those who have been reborn 

as animals (tiracchanagata). Between these two extremes there are a 

number of different individuals to which one may donate.. Gifts given 

to those reborn as animals increase a hundredfold, whereas a gift to 

a Tathagata is meritorious beyond expression. The same hierarchy of 

recipients and merit are found in modem Burmese Buddhism. The 

feeding of a hundred dogs is equivalent in merit to feeding one human 

being, the feeding of one lay person is equivalent to one novice, a 

hundred novices equals one monk etc.47 In the Dakkhinavibhangasutta 

donations to the Samgha are of seven types. These are distinguished 

by three criteria: whether the Buddha is the leader of the Samgha 

or the donation takes place after his death, whether one gives to 

the whole Samgha or only to parts of it, 'and whether it is given to 

monks or nuns. Never is a gift to an individual of greater fruit (ma- 

happhalataram) than a gift to the Samgha as a whole. But, says the 

same text, gifts can be given by worthy donors to unworthy recipi¬ 

ents because the gift is purified or hallowed (visujjhati) by the giver 

(dayaka). Even if a gift is given by an unworthy donor to an un¬ 

worthy recipient, it is still fruitful, says the Buddha. Here we are at 

the heart of the ideology of gift-giving. The Dakkhinavibhangasutta 

uses the contradictory ideas of merit-making to show that gifts are 
meritorious under all circumstances. 

In Jainism there have been different opinions on the question, but 

in general Jains use a fivefold classification of recipients set out by the 

medieval writers Amrtacandra, Amitagati, Vasunandin and A^adhara. 

In their list the best recipient is the Jain ascetic, the next best is a Jain 

layman who is on his way up the scale of religious realization which at 

some point ends in monkhood, the least satisfactory recipient is a non¬ 

practising layman who has the right belief, a poor recipient is a person 

of righteous life but without the right belief and the wrong recipient 
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is a person devoid of both right belief and good conduct.118 Another 
important Jain author, Somadeva, has a list of different recipients 
based on what aspect of the religion they specialize in. Astrologers 
and specialists in practical sciences is one type, orators and debaters 
and writers is another type etc. 

A similar hierarchical order of gift and merit is found in Hinduism. 
Mann says “A gift to a non-priest yields the basic (reward); to some¬ 
one who says he is a priest, double; to a teacher, a hundred thousand 
(times); and to one who has crossed to the far shore of the Veda, end¬ 
less (reward). For a small or great reward for a gift is obtained after 
death according to the particular qualities and the amount of faith of 
the recipient.” 49 This is a basic theme in the Dharmaiastra literature. 
The Yajnavalkyasmrti says that both asceticism (tapas) and learning 
(vidya) must be present for a person to be worthy of a gift. A person 
who lacks either must not accept donations.50 Right learning and right 
conduct seem to be two general qualities that should be present in 
the recipient of a gift in, Hindu thought. Manu says that a king must 
ascertain the presence of’ieaxning and virtue (Srutavrtta) in an ascetic 
in his realm. If these qualities are present, the king must protect him 
in every way, like a father protects a son.51 When the king has confis¬ 
cated the property of criminals, he may choose to give it to a Brahmin 
who is possessed of learning and virtue (Srutavjttopapanna).52 Like 
the sower who sows seed in barren soil reaps no harvest, so the donor 
who gives the offering to someone ignorant of the Rg Veda obtains no 
fruit.53 Manu has long lists of those who are unworthy of offerings.54 

In the Mahabharata Bhisma tells Yudhi$thira that a priest of the sac¬ 
rifice (rtvij), a family priest (purohita), a teacher, a disciple, relatives 
and kinsmen can be considered worthy of worship and honour if they 
are furnished with learning and virtue (Srutavjttopasamhita).55 Other 
important qualities in a recipient, according to Bhisma, are absence 
of anger (akrodha), truthfulness in words (satyavacana), non-injury 
to beings (ahiqisa), self-control (dama), sincerety (aijava), absence of 
malice (adroha), absence of pride (natimana), modesty (hri), patience 
(titik$a), asceticism (tapas) and tranquility (£ama). A person who has 
these qualities is considered to be the right recipient (patra).56 The 
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; I quality of ahufisa is often said to be a necessary quality of a worthy 
recipient of gifts in the Anuiasanaparvan. Non-injury to others is 
associated with one’s own health.57 Moreover, the accepting of gifts 
is surrounded by a number of rules. If one accepts gifts without ob¬ 
serving these,rules, it will have disastrous consequences. “If he does 
not know the rules regarding the law for accepting material objects, a 
wise man should not accept (gifts), even if he is fainting with hunger. 
An ignorant man who goes about accepting gold, land, a horse, a 
cow, food, clothing, sesame seeds and clarified butter is reduced to 
ashes, as if he were wood.” 58 

Spiro says that the Burmese have reversed the relationship between 
donor and recipient in that the merit in giving derives from the spir¬ 
itual qualities of the recipient, not from the qualities of the donor.59 
As we have seen this is no reversal or innovation, but is an 
aspect of the idea of giving in Buddhism, Jainism and Hinduism. Per¬ 
haps the most telling examples of this are found in stories in Buddhist 
literature where thieves and murderers are reborn in heaven because 
they give gifts to prominent members of the Saipgha. 

Sacrifice and Charity 

From the above we may conclude that there is a large number 
of rules pertaining to the giving and the receiving of gifts in THian 
religion. But there also emerges a fundamental ambiguity. On the 

.one hand, the gift is a sacrifice and the giver has an obligation to 
perform it If the monks or the ascetics, who have taken the place 
of the gods on earth, refuse to accept the gift, it has negative conse¬ 
quences for the donor. On the other hand, the renouncer is a poor 
beggar who is completely dependent on the charity of householders. 
As T. Trautmann has suggested, gifts can be imagined in two fun¬ 
damentally opposite ways. On the one hand, the gift can be seen as 
going upwards to superior beings. On the other hand, it can be seen 
as going downwards to dependants.60 

The paradigmatic action in the Vedic worldview was the sacri¬ 
fice, yajfia. The most important sacrifices were complex and time- 
consuming. The relationship between the long and the priest, between 
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the sponsor and the sacrificer, was likewise the paradigmatic social 

relationship in ancient India. The Purohita functioned as the alter ego 

of the king in Vedic religion, H. Oldenberg suggested.61 Through the 

merit acquired by the correct performance of the Vedic sacrifice the 

sacrificer made for himself, in addition to worldly benefits, a loka, 

in the Atharvaveda often called a sukrtarn loka — the sphere or con¬ 

dition of those who have earned the rewards of well-performed rites 

— or a sukrtasya loka — the sphere of ritual and religious merit.62 

The substantive sukrtam denotes the merit, the positive results of the 

correct performance of the sacrifice. 'This idea runs therefore in the 

ritual sphere of Vedism parallel with — or it is in this sphere the 

predecessor of — what in later times when the doctrine of transmi¬ 

gration has fully developed is, with a derivative of the same root kr-, 

called a man’s good karman.. .”62 Thus, in Vedic religion correct rit¬ 

ual was the means to make merit This would soon change, however. 

When the idea of transmigration and repeated death was fully devel¬ 

oped the idea of complete release from the cycle of rebirth came to 
be the ultimate soterioiogical goal and at the same time the Vedic 

sacrifice lost its significance. Perhaps around the middle of the first 

millennium B.C., there took place significant'changes in the concep¬ 

tion of the sacrifice. The Mundaka Upanisad attacks the Vedic ideas 

of ritual. “Deeming sacrifices and gifts as the best, the imbeciles 

know nothing better.”64 However, wise people know, as the Kau§itaki - 

Upanisad says, that when one breathes, speech is offered in breath 

and when one speaks, breath is offered in speech. “It is because they 

knew this that people in ancient times refrained from offering the Z 

daily fire sacrifice.”63 The fire of the Vedic sacrifices bums inside the 

ascetic and it is there that the real sacrifices are performed. The as- „ 

cetic. samnydsin, is one who takes the sacred-fire from the hearth and ^ 
places it within himself. “By placing the sacred fire within himself, . ~ 

a twice bom person should adopt the life of mendicancy,” says the ^ 

Samvartasmrti.66 ■ _ - 
With the rise of Buddhism and Jainism the real sacrifice came to be , * 

the gifts to the order of monks instead of the traditional Brahminical -r 

rituals. In the Kutadantasutta the Brahmin Kutadanta approaches . ? 
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the Buddha to leam about sacrifices. The Buddha tells him about 

bloodless sacrifices. Almsgiving and the building of monasteries are 

much better in terms of merit and easier to perform than the traditional 

sacrifices of the Brahmins, the Buddha asserts.67 This idea is also 
found in Hindu thought. Manu says “What is offered as an oblation 

in the mouth of a priest is better than daily fire sacrifices; it is never 

spilt, dropped or destroyed.”68 But how can the giving of food to 

religious specialists be a substitute for sacrifice to the gods? Marcel 

Mauss believed that in almsgiving humans have taken the place of 

the gods. But, as he also observed, the giving of alms has a double 
nature: 

“Alms are the fruits of a moral notion of the gift and of fortune on the one hand, 

and of a notion of sacrifice, on the other. Generosity is an obligation, because 

Nemesis avenges the poor and the gods for the superabundance of happiness 

and wealth of certain people who should rid themselves of it"69 

We have moved our focus to another aspect of gift-giving which 
has been little commented on in connection with Indian religion: 

charity. This topic is often met with in the DharmaSastra literature. 
The Atrismrti prescribes chanty thus: “He who gives food during 

famine (durbhiksa); he who gives gold in a prosperous time (sub- 

hik?a): and he who gives water in a forest fares gloriously in the ce¬ 
lestial regions.”70 The Samvartasmrti says: ’“By an intelligent person, 
seeking his own well-being, these gifts and others should be 

specially unto the poor, the blind and other distressed persons.”71 

Giving for charity has a long tradition in Jainism. The practice of 

giving to the needy regardless of religious and social affiliation is 

karunaddna, the gift of charity. The medieval Digambara writer Va- 

sunandin says that one should give not only to monks, but to the very 
young and the very old, the blind, the dumb, the deaf, strangers from 

another land and to the sick.72 Asadhara, another medieval Digambara 

writer, prescribes the giving of food, water and medicines regardless 

of faith. The greatest of all medieval Jain authors, Hemacandra, 
also says that charity should be practiced toward those who have 

fallen into evil circumstances.72 The karunaddna found in Jainism 

is closely related to another important religious vow of the religion, 
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the ahimsavrata, the vow of non-violence, and to the abhayadana, 

the gift of no-fear, which is an important aspect of ahimsa. The 
Yajnavalkyasmrti lists the gift of no-fear (abhaya) among gifts that 
makes the giver happy (sukhi bhavet).74 The Haritasmfti prescribes 
the vow of abhaya, non-fear, towards all beings for the person who 
is about to become a samnyasin,75 The Brhaspatismrti precribes the 
protection of life (jivarak$aga). Beauty, prosperity and good health 
are the fruits of ahimsa, it says.76 

The Daksasmrti says that the nine sacred works are giving food to 
the manes, the deities, human beings, the poor, helpless, the ascetics, 
the father, the mother and the preceptor.77 In other words, the gods, 
the ascetics and the poor are all essentially in the same boat because 
they depend on charity from humans who have wealth to give away. 
According to Manu, danadharma is divided into sacrifice and char¬ 
ity, it is aiffikpaurtika.78 In his commentary on Manu 4.5 Me'dhatithi 
says that a gift given through compassion (karuna) cannot be counted 
as part of danadharma,79 Such remarks suggest that the experts on 
dharmas&tra had problems with integrating the different strands of 
thought that came together in the giving of gifts. The blending of 
ideas of sacrifice and charity can be found throughout the literature 
on giving. In the beginning of the AnuSasanaparvan Yudhi§thira asks 
Bhi$ma where one finds the greatest fruit; in the sacrifice or the char¬ 
itable gift. What gives the highest reward; that which is given on the 
sacrificial platform (antarvedyam) or that which is given out of kind¬ 
ness (anrSamsatya or -ta)? However, Bhi$ma refuses to distinguish 
between gifts and sacrifices. He says that by doing an act of giv¬ 
ing (danakarma), one must think of oneself as performing a sacrifice 
(ista).*° The Apastamba Dharmasutra is explicit in its identification 
of gift-giving and sacrifice: 

"This reception of guests is an everlasting (Srauta)-sacrifice (yajfla) offered by 

the householder to Prajapati. The fire in the stomach of the guest (represents) the 

Ahavaniya, (the sacred fire) in the house of the host represents the G&rhapatya, 

the fire at which the food for the guest is cooked (represents) the fire used for 

cooking the sacrificial viands (the Daksinagni).”81 
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The Apastamba DharmasOtra continues with a detailed account 
of symmetries between the different parts of food-offering and the 
sacrifices/ The different actions during the meal given to a guest 
have exact parallels in the differeut actions during the sacrifice, just 
like the three fires of the sacrifice have their parallels in the fires of 
the stomach of the guest and the fires in the house of the host 

’ “Food (offered to guests) which 4 mixed with milk procures the reward of an 
Agniftoma sacrifice, food mixed with clarified butter procures the reward of an 

’ Uktbya, food mixed with honey the reward of an Atiritra, food accompanied by 
meat the reward of a Dvida&ha, (food and) water numerous offspring and long 

, < life.... When be gives food in the morning; at noon and in the evening, (these 
gifts) are the Savanas (of that sacrifice offered to PrajSpati). When he rises after 

his guest has risen (to depart), that act represents the Udavasiniyi 4t> (of a Vedic 
sacrifice). When he addresses (the guest) kindly, that kind address (represents) 
the Dak$ipA When he follows (his departing guest, his steps represent) the 
steps of VifQU. When he returns (after having accompanied his guest), that (act 

‘ represents) the Avabhjtha, (the final bath performed after the completion of a 
, , sacrifice.)”*2 

The sacrifice and the giving of food are identical in terms of merit. 
The same idea is found in the Vasi${a DhannasQtra, but here the body 
of a Brahmin is the sacrificial fire. When food is offered in die mouth 
of the Brahmin, this is the same as giving the sacrificial victim to 
the flames. UA Brahmana is a fire.”*3 Again we 'are given a long 
list of parallels and symmetries between the gift to a Brahmin and 
a sacrifice. The body of the Brahmin is the altar, his mouth is the 
Ahavaniya fire, the fire in his abdomen is the Gfirhapatya fire, and 
file Dak$inagni is in his navel, the sense Organs are sacrificial vessels 
etc.*4 Manu also says that the mouth of a priest is the fire in which 
one should offer sacrifices.** The AnuSasanaparvan 152.19 says that 
a Brahmin is a god and the Satapatha Brahmana says that there are 
two kinds of gods: those in heaven and the Brahmins. Sacrifice is 
divided in two: oblations to gods and fees to Brahmins.*6 

The blending of sacrifice and charity is seen in practice in Afoka’s 
accounts of his own work for the propagation of dharma. In the fifth 
rock edict of Kalsi Aioka says that he has established a completely 
new office in his state; that of the Mahamatra. The MaMmatras are 
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occupied with promoting dharma and in charitable work throughout 

the kingdom.87 In a number of rock-inscriptions A$oka lists support of 

sramanas and brdhmanas together with support of the aged and other 

types of charity, like kindness to slaves and non-injury to animals.88 

We can also see the blending of these ideas in inscriptions recording 

grants of land to Brahmins in the Gupta period. One donor says that 

the wealth (dhana) formerly given to Brahmins is like the remains 

of offerings to gods (nirmalya).89 For this reason no good and sane 

man would take such wealth back and we may infer that this is the 

reason why the discontinuation of a grant is associated with extreme 

accumulation of demerit. 

In conclusion, there are two different strands of ideas connected 

with the religious gift in Indian religion, both Hinduism, Buddhism 

and Jainism. On the one hand giving is sacrifice. The giver is a 

humble servant whereas the recipient is a god or, in a gods place, an 

ascetic, who is deserving of gifts and does the devotee a favour by 

accepting. On the other hand giving is charity. The recipient is a 

poor beggar who must be kept alive by the wealthy householder. 
. i 

Merit and Intention 

The sacrifice, especially in the Buddhist and Jain ideologies, be¬ 

came the ritual giving to the order of monks or nuns and this giving 

was essentially the same as charity. It was the intention of the giver 

that was the important aspect of giving because the intention pro¬ 

duced merit. The ethic of intention is prominent in the major Indian 

religions. The locus classicus for this ethic is the BhagavadgitS where 

Krsna tells Arjuna not to worry about his acts as long as his intentions 

are right. But the Bhagavadgita does not escape the contradictions 

inherent in the ideas of giving. On the one hand it emphasizes inten¬ 

tion. It applies the ontology of the three gunas to both sacrifice and 

almsgiving and in both activities it is exactly the same qualities that 

distinguish the sattvika from the rajasa and tamasa.90 In the sacrifice 

the desire to taste its fruits is the heart of the matter and, likewise, 

in giving alms it is the expectation to get something in return which 
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determines the quality of the act. When something is given in order 

to repay somebody or in order to enjoy the fruits of the act (pratyu- 

pakarartham phalam uddifya va) then the act is of rajasa quality. On 

the other hand, however, the Bhagavadgita sees the sacrifice as the 

hub of a reciprocal relationship between gods and men. Gods and 

men sustain one another. In return for sacrifice the gods give the food 

of one’s desire (istan bhogan), while if you enjoy their gifts without 

giving anything in return you are a simple thief.91 For the. Buddhists 

the basic causes of kamma were greed, hate and delusion; lobha, 

dosa and moha. “Monks, there are these three originating causes of 

action. What three? Greed, hate and delusion,” says the Buddha.92 

To free oneself from the entanglements of kamma one must strike at 

the mentality of the actor. It is the intentions of the actor which is 

the motor in the continued production of kamma and of continued 

existence. This is also the case with giving. As regards the laity and 

their wish for a favourable rebirth, it is not the giving of alms in itself 

which is meritorious and produces fruits, but the intention behind the 

acts, says the commentator Dhammapala.93 In Jainism, the nature of 

karma is radically different from that of Buddhism. Still, it is the 

mentality behind the act that determines its results. For the Jains it is 

the passions that make the soul receptive to karma. The passions — 

anger, pride, deception and greed became a standard set — work as a 

kind of glue on the soul to which the substance of karma can stick.94 

Karmic dust would still be drawn to the soul but would not stick to 

it were the soul not moistened by the passions.95 In the words of the 

sixth century author Jinabhadra: “For it is the intention which is the 

deciding factor, not the external act.”96 

But if this were the case, a lay person could theoretically give any¬ 

thing to anyone and earn merit as long as the intention behind the act 

was right. Why should anyone donate to monks, nuns or Brahmin 

renouncers when they could earn their merit anywhere else? There 

were two ways in which the religious specialists could argue that giv¬ 

ing to them would be more meritorious than giving to anyone else. 

Firstly, they could say that there is a quantitative difference between 

the gift to the religious specialist and any other person. All living 
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beings would theoretically have a place on a scale of merit where 
the monk is on the top end. Secondly, they could say that there is 
a qualitative difference between giving to a religious specialist and 
to any other being. Hie first of these two solutions is based on the 
assumption that there are certain qualities in the recipient which deter¬ 
mine the efficiency of the donation. We have seen above that this is a 
common view in Buddhist Pali literature and in the ethnographic data 
on modem Theravada Buddhism as well as in Hindu Dhannalastra 
literature and medieval Jain texts on giving. The second of the two 
solutions is based on a fundamental difference in the motivation of 
the giver. Medhatithi on Manu IV.5 says that the real dana and prati- 

graha, giving and accepting, does not include donations made out 
of compassion.97 J. Gonda has summed up this view thus: “What is 
given out of pity or sympathy is not, the same authority observes, 
conducive to transcendental results, because it does not fulfill the 
conditions of dana.”98 In Ceylon, R. Gombrich was told by Buddhist 
monks that there are two kinds of giving: that which is motivated by 
respect (gaurava) and.that which is motivated by pity (anukampava). 
The first variant is exemplified by a gift to the Saipgha, the second 
by a gift to a beggar.99 The first, of course, is the best in terms of 
merit. Among Jains of modem Jaipur the ideas of intention and the 
qualities of the recipient are mixed up to make a heterogenous list of 
gifts (dan).100 There are five types of gifts, the Jains say. These are: 
1. the gift of fearlessness, 2. a gift to a worthy recipient, 3. a gift 
given out of compassion, 4. a gift given out of duty, 5. a gift given to 
earn fame. Laidlaw observes that the classificatory principles that un¬ 
derlie this list are divergent. The most important kind of gift, the gift 
to a worthy recipient, either a Jain renouncer or an idol, is classified 
according to the recipient, whereas the three last gifts are classified 
according to the motivation of the giver. The principles producing 
merit for the giver are completely different in the two cases. On the 
one hand there is the quality of the recipient, on the other hand there 
is the emphasis on intention. We may note that Hemacandra distin¬ 
guished between gifts motivated by devotion (bhakti) and compassion 
(dayaya).101 
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. In practice, both of these solutions contradict the basic assumption 
'. that tbe lnteotioo behind the act determines its' fruitsrTheoretically, 

1 that tire fundamental difference of giving to religious specialists on the 
'[one hand and giving to any other being on the other arises only from 

the difference in motivation. However, in the cases I have encountered 
the explanation of the difference always involves references to the 
qualities of the recipient. The ethic of intention clashes with the 
theories of merit-making. ' 

I have looked at two sets of ideas about action and retribution which 
are fundamental to the world-view of Indian religions but which are 
incompatible. This incompatibility surfaces in the act of almsgiving. 
On the one hand we have the belief that the intention behind an act 
of giving determines its merit On the other hand there is the idea 
that there is a graded or radical difference in terms of merit between 
giving to members of a group of religious specialist on one side and 
to all other beings on the other. The philosophy that classifies re¬ 
cipients according to merit is an ideology serving the interests of the 
religious specialists. The aspiratons to domination of this class rests 
on this ideology. If people do not believe in the special merit of giv¬ 
ing to the renounces, the renouncer will not receive alms. This has, 
of course, been clear to monks and Brahmins and they have worked 
to keep the ideology alive and gloss over its clash with the ethics of 
intention. By this I do not mean to say that they themselves have 
not believed in their ideology. Applying the theories of Anthony 
Giddens we can identify two main ways in which the ideology of 
the religious specialists gives legitimacy to the social structure of the 
relevant societies.102 Firstly, the ideology of the religious specialists 
represents its sectional interests as universal ones. By assuming a 
subordinate position and giving the religious specialist alms the giver 
really serves his own interests according to the teachings of rebirth 
and merit-making. Secondly, the ideology denies or transmutes the 
existence of contradiction in their world-view by splitting the inter¬ 
ests of the religious specialist and the householder into two different 
spheres. The householder should try to make merit by giving alms. 
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whereas merit-making is not in the interest of the religious specialist. 

Neither is the monk really interested in the wealth bestowed on him 

by the householder. The values of monkhood and householdership 

are incommensurable. Consequently, contradictions do not exist and 

conflict should not arise. As Dumont observed the gift is an exchange 

of material objects with no real value for spiritual goods.103 

Conclusion 

I started the article by saying that there is a common ideology 

surrounding the gift in .the main religious traditions of India and that 

we should try to understand this ideology across these traditions. I 

also said that there is a tendency in the study of Indian religions 

to shun generalizations across different traditions even though Hin¬ 

duism, Jainism and Buddhism share a fundamental world-vievv which 

is sometimes best understood through a comparative approach. 

The thesis of the article was that there is a common ideology 

of the gift in the Hindu, Buddhist and Jain traditions and that this 

common ideology contains two fundamental contradictions. The first 

contradiction concerns the imagery of gift-giving. On the one hand, 

the gift is seen as a sacrifice. On the other hand, it is seen as an 

act of charity. The second contradiction concerned the motivation for 

giving. On the one hand, the qualities of the recipient determines the 

merit achieved by the gift. On the other hand, it is the intention behind 

the giving which is important. These two contradictions go together. 

If the giving is seen as a sacrifice, the qualities of the recipient are 

naturally the focus of attention. If the gift is charity, the intention of 

the giver comes to the fore. These contradictions may, theoretically at 

least, undermine the relationship between renouncer and householder. 

However, it is interesting to note that these contradictions also can be 

used to interpret all gift-giving in a positive way. In times when there 

are no worthy recipients the pious layman can earn merit by giving 

with the right intention, according to Theravada Buddhist ideology. 

In the future there will be monks in yellow robes who are of bad 

conduct (dussila) and of evil disposition (papadhamma) who will be 
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given gifts for the sake of the Samgha, the Buddha says. Even then 

the gift will be of immeasurable worth.10'' The Dakkhina vibhangasutta 

concludes its exposition of gifts by listing possible combinations of 

worthy and unworthy donors and recipients. When the worthy donor 

gives to the unworthy recipient great fruit grows from the act The 

giver purifies or hallows the gift (sa dakkhina dayakato visujjhati), 

it is said. When the unworthy donor gives to the worthy recipient 

great fruit grows from the act. Now, the recipient purifies the gift 

(sa dakkhina patiggahakato visujjhati). When the unworthy donor 

gives to the unworthy recipient there is great fruit although the gift is 

hallowed by neither. We must suppose, then, that it is the act in itself 

that is meritorious in this case. Finally, when the worthy donor gives 

to the worthy recipient the donation is, of course, fruitful. The giver 

always has a choice, it seems, between focusing on the qualitites of 

the recipient or his or her own right intentions. Giving, then, becomes 
meritorious a priori. 
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LUC BRISSON, Orphee et I'Orphisme dans I’Antiquite greco-romaine. Col¬ 
lected studies series, 476 — Aldershot: Variorum 1995 (viii + 301 p.) 
ISBN 0-86078453-3 US $87.50 (pbk.). 

Among recent studies on Orphism which have followed the discovery of 
new evidence, a special position must be accorded to the reflections of Luc 
Brisson. He has dedicated numerous essays to the later Orphic literature, 
but above all he has attempted a comprehensive interpretation of the Orphic 
phenomenon which, while still considering recent contributions, has not 
abandoned the rules of an acquired prudence. These essays, spanning an arc 
from 1985 to 1992, are now collected in the volume Orphee et I’Orphisme 
dans I'Antiquiti grico-romaine, preceded by an introduction which traces 
their unitaty theme. 

The guiding thread of the book is the attempt to put the surviving frag¬ 
ments back into the context that is rightfully their own, in the conviction 
that they obtain coherence only in terms of the philosophical system in 
which they are embraced, notwithstanding the antiquity that it is possible to 
recognize in this or that element. * 

As is well-known, the bulk of the direct evidence on Orphism comes 
down to us from the later Neoplatonists. It was a natural tendency of the 
Neoplatonists to read Plato in a theological key and to base the validity of 
their reading, whenever possible, on illustrating Platonic expressions with 
quotations from the Orphic poems. Hence, Brisson points out the risk for 
someone who attempts to read Plato in the mirror of possible Orphic in¬ 
fluences “to interpret Plato beginning from an already Platonized Orphism” 
(P- 5). 

Nevertheless the discovery of the Derveni Papyrus, which has established 
the dating of some elements of the Rhapsodic Theogonies to the fourth cen¬ 
tury B.C., has re-opened the question that long seemed to have been closed 
with the sceptical critique of Wilamowitz and Linforth (cf. on this subject 
the recent Studies on the Derveni Papyrus, ed. A. Laks and G.W. Most, Ox¬ 
ford 1997). The dating of the Orphic Theogonies is once again fundamental 
as a key in which to read numerous Platonic passages, and more generally. 
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PREDECESSORS AND PROTOTYPES: 
TOWARDS A CONCEPTUAL HISTORY OF THE BUDDHIST 

antarAbhava* 

Bryan JarE Cuevas 

Summary 

The Buddhist Sanskrit term antarabhava refers quite literally to existence (bhava) 

in an interval (antara) and designates the temporal space between death and subse¬ 

quent rebirth. It is apparent that, among the early schools of Buddhism in India, the 

status of this intermediate existence inspired considerable controversy. However, in 

spite of its controversial beginnings, the concept of the antarabhava continued to 

flourish and to exert a significant force upon the theories and practices of the later 

Northern Buddhist traditions. Questions concerning the conceptual origins of this 

notion and its theoretical connections with earlier Indian systems of thought have 

received little scholarly attention, despite a growing popularity of literature on the 

subject of death in Buddhist traditions. In this essay the possible links between 

the early conceptual systems of Hinduism (the Vedic and Upanisadic traditions) and 

Buddhism are examined to determine whether certain theoretical developments in 

Hinduism may have contributed to the emergence of the Buddhist notion of a post¬ 

mortem intermediate period. The conclusion is drawn that the early Buddhists, in 

formulating a concept of the antarabhava, borrowed and reinterpreted elements from 

Hindu cosmography and mythology surrounding the issue of postmortem transition. 

Death is perhaps best understood as the interval between dying 

and being dead, between a process and a condition.1 In this sense 

death is an intervening moment and, in many cases, construed as a 

transition, a passage between states rather than a mere cessation or 

an ‘experiential blank’.2 As a transitional event (the most dramatic of 

its kind), death has “all the properties of the threshold, the boundary 

between two spaces, where the antagonistic principles confront one 

another and the world is reversed’’.3 The threshold marks the border 

between two territories, between two worlds; the point of passage 

from the familiar to the foreign, from inside to outside, or from 

outside to inside. To cross the threshold is, therefore, to enter a new 
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space, a new state or condition. It is often said that in passing over 

the boundary one wavers for a length of time between the two spaces, 

captured in a ‘limbo’, unfixed and vague. This moment of ambiguity 

together with its obscure symbolic and spatial dimensions defines 

the ‘liminal’ experience4 and best characterizes the event of death. 

Indeed, in many societies death is understood as a transition from 

one state to another and is often associated with beliefs concerning 

the existence of a prolonged postmortem intermediary period.5 Such 

notions are certainly found in early Indian Buddhist literature,6 and 

traces of related notions can be uncovered in the numerous texts that 

make up the vast corpus of Brahmanic and Post-Brahmanic Hinduism. 

In early Buddhism, the temporal space between death and the next 

birth is given the name ‘antarabhava’ and is believed to be inhabited 

by ethereal beings composed of subtle types of the five aggregates ' 

{skandhas).1 These transitional beings, called gandharva?,: are said 

to wander for several weeks in search of their next place of birth.. 

Often, the term antarabhava is used interchangeably to refer both 

to the postmortem state of transition and to the subtle entity that. 

exists in such a state. Although the status of the antarabhava, as 

Wayman has demonstrated, inspired considerable controversy among 

the early schools of Buddhism in India,8 it apparently did not even 

exist as a concept in the Hinduism of that period (first century CE). 

Does this fact suggest that the antarabhava notion was a uniquely 

Buddhist innovation, that such a concept emerged and flourished in 

isolation within the theoretical confines of Buddhist cosmology? If 

so, how might one explain Buddhism’s appropriation of the Hindu 

gandharva as its postmortem transitional entity? I am willing to 

accept that the term antarabhava was perhaps a Sanskritic neologism 

coined by the Buddhists to refer quite literally to an existence (bhava) 

in between [antara), but I am not as willing to concede that the 

concept behind the term was not already prepared for by the earlier 

Vedic and Upanisadic traditions.9 In this paper I will attempt to locate 

and highlight those specific conceptual developments in Hinduism , 

that may have contributed to the formation of the Buddhist notion 

of antarabhava as both a state and an entity, here identified as a 
l 
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gandharva. In the process, my focus will be concentrated around 

Vedic and Upanisadic. notions of the manes (pitr), specifically their 

spatial positioning within two distinct cosmological schemes and their 

symbolic associations with the moon, Soma and (re)birth/fertility— 

elements that also correspond to various mythic representations of the 

Hindu gandharva. As a point of departure we must first consider the 

role of sacrifice and its symbolism within the Vedic and Brahmanic 

ritual traditions as detailed in the early textual sources. 

Bodies, Vehicles, and Pathways: The Vedic Sacrificial Model 

As a literary corpus, the Vedas are traditionally understood to 

be ‘collections’ (samhitds) of ancient revelatory knowledge, initially 

transmitted orally and later in written form. The oldest collection 

of these wisdom verses is the fig Veda (fiV), composed ca. 1400- 

1200 BCE and consisting of ten ‘books’ (mandalas)—;six ‘family 

books’ (books 2-7), containing hymns collected and transmitted by 
a different lineage of ‘seers’ (rsi), and four later books, including 

both the collection devoted entirely to Soma (book 9) and the book 

of esoteric and philosophical speculation (book 10),10 It is this latter 

cycle which provides us with specific insight into the Vedic concep¬ 

tions of death and the potential destinies of the dead. In order to 

gain an understanding of the conceptual dynamics fueling these early 

speculations, it is crucial to review the essential components of the 
Vedic world view. 

The Vedas operate within a sphere of reality organized into three 

distinct planes: the macrocosmic realm of divinity (adhidevata), the 

mesocosmic realm of the ‘sacrifice’ (adhiyajna), and the microcos- 

mic realm of the individual (adhyatman).“ The intervening level, the 

‘sacrificial’ plane, constitutes the realm of ritual activity, the fulcrum 

of the entire Vedic system. The ‘sacrifice’ is, therefore, the threshold 

event, the pivotal moment, between cosmos and human being; it con¬ 

nects the disconnected, orders chaos, and integrates the disintegrated. 

As a result of its symbolic and spatial positioning, the sacrifice 

can be understood from either a macro- or microcosmic point of 
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view. From the former standpoint, the sacrifice is Puru$a, the cosmic 

being, who is also known in later Vedic sources as Prajapati. This 

primordial giant (Rg Veda 10.90) is both the victim of sacrifice and 

the deity to whom the sacrifice is dedicated. The dismemberment 

of the cosmic Purusa/Prajapati effects the creation of the universe, 

which is to say that through the primordial sacrifice ‘matter’ passes 

from macrocosm to microcosm, from cosmos to human being, it is, 

thus, an anthropogonic event.12 
From the viewpoint of microcosm the sacrifice, as ritual act, is the 

human individual. Through his ‘death’ (either real or simulated via 

substitution), cosmic unity and order (disrupted as a consequence of 

Purusa’s sacrificed body) is created and sustained; a movement in 

reverse from microcosm to macrocosm—the true cosmogonic act. 

However, because the creation of one always requires the disintegra¬ 

tion of the other, the sacrifice must be forever re-enacted, In other 

words, each sacrifice repeats every other sacrifice; a perpetual cycle 

that when projecting forward always reflects back to the first sacrifice. 

The myth of Purusa’s dismemberment announces what was done in 

the beginning; the ritual repeated by the individual assumes responsi¬ 

bility for reconstituting the primordially fragmented universe. “With 

the sacrifice the gods sacrificed to the sacrifice. These were the first 

ritual laws”.14 
The Vedic understanding of ‘natural’ death, as Lincoln has so care¬ 

fully demonstrated, involves the idea of a transmutation of matter 

from bodily to cosmic form; the life-breath (dsu) ‘entering the wind, 

the body ‘entering’ the earth.15 This “material translation from mi¬ 

crocosm to macrocosm” is viewed as a ‘ last sacrifice that all human 

beings perform, in which their very bodies are offered up to ensure 

the continued existence of the universe”.14 However, in the cremation 

hymn (RV 10.16), Agni is asked not to consume the body entirely, •' 

but rather to convey the deceased to his paternal ancestors (pitr) after 

the flames have done their work: “When you cook him perfectly, O 

knower of creatures, then give him over to the fathers. When he goes 

on the path that leads away the breath of life, then he will be led 

by the will of the gods”.17 The implication is that something other 
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than the body is led by Agni to the realm of the fathers (pitrloka). 

Is a vague distinction being made here between body and ‘soul’? 

Perhaps, but as Keith has rightly observed, “it is not altogether easy 

to derive from the Rg Veda a precise conception of the nature which 

was attributed to the spirits of the dead”.18 Nonetheless, I do feel that 

the existence of a ‘soul’ or ‘spirit’ is indeed being hinted at in these 

verses,19 especially in light of a later passage which states that the de¬ 

ceased will assume a new (ethereal) body presumably in order to join 

his ancestors: “Let him reach his descendants, dressing himself in a 

life-span. 0 knower of creatures, let him join with a body”.20 And, 

in a earlier hymn, we read: “Unite with the fathers, with Yama, with 

the rewards of your sacrifices and good deeds, in the highest heaven. 

Leaving behind all imperfections, go back home again; merge with a 
glorious body".11 

This notion of a separation from the material body and the adoption 

of a new ‘body’, with which the deceased ‘travels’ to the sphere of 

the manes, introduces an early variation of a theme present in later 

(Buddhist) concepts of postmortem transitional experience—that at 
death the soul, ‘spirit’, or ‘mind’ of the deceased (termed gandharva 

in some contexts) acquires a subtle body, and with it moves through 
an intermediate space between his/her former and future condition 

In the context of Vedic presentations, this ‘liminal’ body is given no 

distinct features; yet we can surmise that it is at least associated with, 
if not entirely composed of, wind/air.22 

The two expressions met with most frequently in the Rg Veda 

concerning the deceased’s ‘spirit’ and, by direct connection, his/her 

subtle body are dsu (life, breath) and manas (mind). The latter term, 

despite frequent references in Vedic sources,23 did not achieve con¬ 

ceptual maturity until it was further developed in the Upanisads. In 

light of this, the significance of manas, mind, will not be consid¬ 

ered at this point. Here, we are interested, however, in the term dsu. 

Keith suggests that the dsu, though not explicitly identified with the 

breath, seems to have been based on the notion of the breath as the 

clearest and most “visible sign of life and intellect”.24 The dsu is 
what separates from the material body at death and enters the wind 
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(the breath’s macrocosmic alloform): “May your eye go to the sun, 

your life’s breath to the wind”.25 Later, the term atman (breath) is 

the more common expression of the ‘spirit/soul’,26 as in Atharva Veda 

8.2.7: “Go thou to the sun with thine eye, to the wind with thy soul 

{atman)''}1 Based on the homologous relationship between the breath 

and air,28 it is not difficult to see how the ‘spirit’ {asu, atman) of the 

deceased, and his/her transitional body, might be understood as being 

both composed of and contained within the wind itself. It might also 

help to recall that in traditional Indian cosmology the wind is believed 

to occupy the mid-space between earth and heaven, the intermediate 

atmospheric realm (antariksa). The scenario can thus be summarized 

in the following manner: due to certain homologous associations, the 

‘spirit’ and the breath are collapsed into a more or less impalpable 

substance, which is then conceived of as some ‘entity’ that, having 

left the material body, assumes an ethereal body and ‘bevels’ the 

intermediate space between earth and the realm of the fathers. 

It is true, as Knipe observes, that these early Vedic models do not 

offer concrete notions of a full-fledged postmortem intermediate be¬ 

ing, since the belief is that “a complete new body awaits the deceased 

in heaven”.29 Evidence of disembodied ‘souls’ (preta) and transitional 

journeys through dangerous liminal realms does not appear signifi¬ 

cantly until rather late in the Vedic period, when such ideas begin to 

fully emerge in the ritual texts (kalpasutras).30 However, the language 

of some of these early Vedic hymns cannot be so easily ignored. In 

these hymns, we find explicit references to such ‘threshold’ notions 

as passage along death’s ‘highway’,31 union with bodies that travel,32 

or wandering ‘spirits’.33 Perhaps O’Flaherty is correct when she sug¬ 

gests that, in this formative period, the poets were simply trying out 

various notions of an afterlife.34 At any rate, it is important to un¬ 

derstand that the Vedas do provide a model, though often vague and 

ill-defined, of postmortem transition, of the deceased’s passage from 

this world to one beyond; this transit is effected via the mechanics 

of sacrifice (cremation), a topic to which we must now return. 

At the heart of the Vedic sacrificial system lie the extensive rit¬ 

ual discourses known as the Brdhmanas. Composed in the early 
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centuries of the first millennium BCE, these texts interpret and ex¬ 

plain the underlying significance of ritual performance. They do not, 

however, describe what occurs in the ritual. Rather, they provide 

commentary on the reasons for, and specific consequences of, the 

proper performance of ritual activity and speech. Central to these 

explanations is the doctrine of symbolic and numerical equivalence 

{sampad, samkhyana)-, that is, the sacrifice is understood in light of 

an elaborate system of homologies (bandhu) between all the compo¬ 

nents of the universe. Through knowledge of these correspondences, 

the sacrificer is capable of ritually controlling the cosmos. Such a 

principle is mythically substantiated in the story of Prajapati’s vic¬ 

tory over Death, described in the Jaiminlya Brahmana 2.69-70.35 I 

bring up this notion of equivalence and control only to point out 

the substantial role attributed in the Brdhmanas to ritual sacrifice as 

an effective ‘instrument’ of power for those who know its complex 

mechanics. Indeed, with the sacrifice, the ritualist is able to achieve 

extraordinary and dramatic results, including, for example, the ability 

to ascend to heaven. 

Frequently, the Brdhmanas declare that it is the sacrifice itself 

which carries the ritualist upward to ‘yonder world’: “The Agni- 

hotra,36 truly, is the ship (that sails) heavenwards’’;37- indeed, “every 

sacrifice is a ship bound heavenwards”.38 Relying on passages from 

the Kausitaki, Aitareya, and Pahcavimsa Brdhmanas, Smith demon¬ 

strates that it is more common for the sacrifice to be compared to a 

chariot than it is to a ship: 

The introductory and concluding rites are likened to the two sides of the chariot 

and should be symmetrical: “He who makes them equal to one another safely 

reaches the world of heaven, just as one takes any desired journey by driving a 

chariot with two sides." [KB 7.7] Similarly, another text argues that the Agnihotra 

should be performed after sunrise so that it will be like a chariot with both 

wheels: “Day and night are the wheels of the year; truly, with them he goes 

through the year. If he offers before sunrise, it is as if one were to go with 

(a chariot with] one wheel. But if he offers after sunrise, it is as if one were 

swiftly to make a journey with (a chariot having] both wheels.” [AitB 5.30) 

In other texts, other components of the ritual are connected to the parts of the 

chariot—the sacrificial fees are the internal fastenings [PB 16.1.13]; the chants 
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are the reins [PB 8.5.16]; and the recitations are said to be the “inner reins.” ' 

[AitB 2.37]39 

We may recall that, in Vedic cosmology, the sacrifice occupies the 

mid-space between the human and divine realms; in fact, this inter¬ 

mediate level, this mesocosm, is identified as the sacrifice itself and 

called adhiyajna (‘relating to the sacrifice’). As chariot of death, 

the sacrifice is what transports the sacrificer (the deceased) from the 

earthly to the heavenly realm. What is interesting about this is the 

relationship between the sacrifice as intermediary, the chariot as ve¬ 

hicle of travel, and the deceased as passenger; all three are marked 

under the sign of transition. In a system supposedly devoid of any 

explicit references to a postmortem intermediate ‘existence’, notions 

of postmortem travel should certainly look out of place. But, perhaps 

it is the case that such references actually indicate a pre-existing sys¬ 

tem of belief in which death is viewed as a gradual process, whereby 

the deceased is unable to immediately secure his/her place' in the af¬ 

terworld, but must exist, for a period, on the threshold between the 

two worlds. This is certainly the view held in the later period of the 

ritual sutras, where, for example, we find descriptions of pindadana 
and sapindikarana as ritual means for insuring the deceased’s safe 
passage from the dangerous condition of preta to the realm of the 

fathers.40 It may be of interest, at this point in our discussion, to 

examine earlier descriptions of the deceased’s journey to that world 

beyond. 
A theme central to all Vedic accounts of the postmortem event, 

and, as we shall soon see, one that continues to exert its presence 
throughout Upani$adic literature, is that of the-path by which the 

deceased travels. Perhaps the earliest mention of a pathway leading 

to the gods (devaloka) occurs in Rg Veda 1.12.1, where Agni, the 

deity of the sacrificial fire and hence the intermediary between earth 

and heaven, is addressed as follows: “Knowing the ways by which 

the gods go, thou (Agni) hast become the unwearied messenger, the 

bearer of oblations”.41 Later, the path is said to have been made by 

Yama, the lord of the dead and the first mortal to have reached the 

‘other side’; “Yama was the first to find the way for us, this pasture 
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that shall not be taken away. Where our ancient fathers passed be¬ 

yond, there everyone who is bora follows, each on his own path”.42 

Several verses later, the deceased is addressed directly: “Go forth, 

go forth on those ancient paths on which our ancient fathers passed 

beyond. There you shall see the two kings, Yama and Varuna, re¬ 

joicing in the sacrificial drink... . Run on the right path, past the 

two brindled, four-eyed dogs, the sons of Sarama, and then approach 

the fathers, who are easy to reach and who rejoice at the same feast 

as Yama”.43 It should not go unnoticed that these verses give some 

indication of what the deceased may actually experience along the 

way and in the realm of the dead. More elaborate descriptions of the 

world beyond can be found in Rg Veda 9.113.7-11: 

Where the inextinguishable light shines, the world where the sun was placed, 
in tha| immortal, unfading world, O Purifier, place me.,. . Where Vivasvan’s 

son is king, where heaven is enclosed, where those young waters are—there 

make me immortal— Where they move as they will, in the triple dome, in the 
third heaven, where the worlds are made of light, there make me immortal... . 

Where there are desires and longings, at the sun’s zenith, where the dead are fed 
and satisfied, there make me immortal... . Where there are joys and pleasures, 
gladness and delight, where the desires of desire are fulfilled, there make me 
immortal- 

In the context of the Vedic period, the question of experience is an in¬ 

triguing one. Fully developed accounts of an individual’s experiences 

in the after-death state do not appear until at least the period of the 

early Upani§ads. It is, however, quite interesting to consider the pas¬ 

sages above in light of later descriptions of postmortem encounters. 

Take for instance these verses from the Garuda Parana: 

On the thirteenth day, the soul of the dead is taken to the High Way. Now, he 
assumes a body bom of the pin^a and feels hungry by day and night.... In 

the path beset with trees, with their leaves as sharp as swords, such tortures are 
usual. He suffers from hunger and thirst, tortured by the messengers of Yama. 
The departed soul traverses two hundred and forty-seven Yojanas in twenty-four 
hours. He is bound by the noose of Yama. He weeps as he leaves th house for 
the city of Yama— In his upward journey he passes over the best of cities_ 
On the thirteenth day seized by the servants of Yama, and all alone, the departed 
scul traverses the path like a monkey led by the juggler. As he goes along the 
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path, he cries aloud repeating: “O my son, O my son, I am undone, alas, I am 

undone. I did not act well.”44 

As seen here in this passage, the transition from this life to the next is 

not always a pleasant one. Symbolic forms of manifest anxiety often 

assert themselves in threshold situations, when a gap between cate¬ 

gorical boundaries opens wide to expose raw and unwieldy realities. 

Indeed, that which falls between well-defined boundaries is almost ev¬ 

erywhere regarded as dangerous.45 In the Vedic texts as well, the path 

to heaven is envisioned as being quite perilous. ‘“Dangerous indeed 

are the paths that lie between heaven and earth’ [$B 2.3.4.37]; for 

on either side of these roadways are eternally burning flames which 

‘scorch him who deserves to be scorched and allow him to pass who 

deserves to pass’ [SB 1.9.3.2].”46 The idea, expressed throughout the 

Satapatha Brahmana,47 that the dead are punished or rewarded ac¬ 

cording to their (ritual) deeds indicates, perhaps, the presence of an 

early form of the notion of moral retribution. However, we should not 

be fooled into asserting that such ideas were prevalent at the time of 

the Brahmanas. As Keith presents it, the more characteristic attitude 

of the Vedic world view, including the Brahmanas, is “that it is a 

good thing to behold the light of the sun, and to live a hundred years, 

for which prayers and spells alike are earnestly resorted to, and that, 
at the end of the life one attains, there will be another, if different 

yet analogous, life in the world to come with the same pleasures as 

on earth, but without the disadvantages of human imperfection”.4* 

As early as the Rg Veda, the road travelled by the dead is sepa¬ 

rated into two distinct paths:49 one leading to the gods and another 

to the fathers—“Go away, death, by another path that is your own, 

different from the road of the gods”.50 In this early period, however, 

the distinction between the two realms is rather vague. It is not until 

the early Upanisads that we begin seeing a clear division, in which 

the world of the ancestors is said to be associated with the moon, 

darkness, sacrificial activity, and rebirth; the heavenly realm with the 

sun, light, knowledge, and immortality.51 The pitrloka, as conceived 

in the Vedas and Brahmanas, is frequently evoked as the prime goal 

of the sacrificer (the deceased). Vet, at this stage, both the divine 
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realm (devaloka) and the world of the fathers often appear somehow 

to co-exist, which is to say that there seems to have been a confusion 

regarding their exact location. At some point (perhaps prior to, but 

certainly by the time of, the first Upanisads), the realm of the fathers 

became associated with the atmospheric mid-space between earth and 

heaven.52 The path that the deceased previously used to reach this ob¬ 

scure realm beyond later developed a fork and branched off into two 

directions; one road led directly to heaven, the other crossed over into 

a murky intermediate realm. This transitional space, we are told, is 

reached by those who have ‘conquered the world’ by “sacrificial of¬ 

ferings, charity and austerity”;53 that is, by those who have diligently 

followed, throughout their lives, the laws, of the Vedic sacrificial sys¬ 

tem. What had happened was that the ritual models of the Brahmanas 

had lost their hold and a new paradigm emerged, in which knowl¬ 

edge became the premier instrument of power and control.54 With this 

new model came the concept of ‘self, and from this, the notion that 

each ‘self (person) lives a series of lives (samsara); that the moral 

quality of the person’s actions performed previously determines the 

quality of experience in the next life [karma); and that the person 

who possesses the correct knowledge can escape the cycle of rebirth 
and achieve some ill-defined ultimate state (moksa). 

Olivelle has argued that this great paradigm shift occurred as a re¬ 

sult of significant socioeconomic changes in sixth century India, most 

notably the growth of urban centers.55 The rise of urbanization con¬ 

tributed to the emergence of individualist ideologies that “permitted 

the creation of the first voluntary religious organizations in India”56 

and set the stage for the development of religious ideas distinct from 

those of the Brahmanic sacrificial hegemony. It was from within this 

diversifying religiocultural climate that Buddhism arose as an alterna¬ 

tive tradition competing with Brahmanism for the role of the ultimate 

legitimating religious ideology. This detail may help us appreciate 

that the “new” traditions that emerged during this period, and par¬ 

ticularly the religion of the Upanisads and of the early Buddhists, 

shared similar sociohistorical backgrounds and the common thoughts 

and values explicit in those sources. The issue of shared traditions 
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is significant if we are to better understand the specific concepts that 

the later Buddhist traditions developed from these earlier models. 

In summarizing, the point that must be stressed here in the con¬ 

text of our specific interest is that, within the Brahmaijic tradition up 

through the sixth century BCE, we do find notions of death as a tran¬ 

sitional event and of postmortem travel along a pathway to a world 

beyond, a world inhabited both by gods and by recently deceased rel¬ 

atives. These notions are maintained into the period of the Upani$ads 

where they are reformulated in light of the new paradigms that had 

begun to take root. In the next section, we shall consider these same 

ideas as they are expressed in the earliest Upanisadic sources, focus¬ 

ing primarily on the shifting cosmological position of the pitrloka 

and the symbolism associated with this realm’s falling fathers. 

Shifting Ideologies, Falling Fathers: The Upanisadic Model 

The classic Upanisads represent the culmination of Vedic revela¬ 

tory wisdom (srutiji As a corpus of speculative theory, they rely 

upon the preceding portions of the Veda to which they belong, and 

yet maintain total independence and freedom from Brahmanic ritual 

ideology. Central to the Upani$ads is the notion of the nonduality 

of self (atman) and absolute (Braman) and the significance of pro¬ 

found insight (gnosis) into the nature of this identity. The emphasis 

placed on knowledge in the Upanijads stands in stark contrast to 

the Vedic stress on meticulous execution of ritual without gnosis. In 

fact, the Upani?ads stand against and devalue ‘ritual’ (a broad label 

specifying the central Vedic activity of offering sacrifice), reducing 

the whole of Vedic religious activity to an inferior position within 

its broader soterio'logical scheme while elevating its own gnoseolog¬ 

ical project.57 For our purposes, it is important to note here that the 

Upanisads separate the ‘path of works’ (sacrificial activity) from the 

‘path of knowledge’. The former, it is believed, results in a lengthy 

life on earth and, at death, leads to a heavenly world beyond in the 

company of gods and fathers. Inasmuch as it requires sacrifice-: 

understood in the Upanisads as being a principal cause of human 
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bondage and suffering—the ritual path represents an obstacle to lib¬ 

eration (molqa). The path of knowledge, on the other hand, leads to 

the highest goal, unity with Brahman and deliverance from the ongo¬ 

ing cycle of earthly existence (samsara). When considered in light of 

the Upanisadic notion of death and rebirth, we find that the two paths 

correspond to the ascent and descent of the soul, respectively. Given 

that the fate of the soul is conditioned and determined by either the 

deceased’s knowledge (vidyd) or conduct (karma) in his/her previous 

existence, those who do good become good and those who do evil be¬ 

come evil.5* The individual who has sacrificed and performed works 

of public service (i.e., the good Brahmin ritualist) attains the heavenly 

realm Of the manes (pitrloka) and then returns to this world, while 

the one who knows the nondual nature of self and Brahman attains 

the realm of the gods (devaloka) and deliverance from repeated birth. 

With this split between pitrloka and deva/oka/liberation, the former 
relegated to a position below the latter, we arrive at the core of what 

I would now like to explore in more detail; namely, the significance 

of the Upanisadic displacement of the ancestors (exemplars of the 

Vedic world) and their symbolic relationship to the moon, darkness, 

and rebirth. To begin, let us consider one of the earliest, and most 

famous, formulations of the doctrine of the transmigration of souls 
from the Chdndogya Upanisad: 

Those who know this, and those who worship in the forest, concentrating on 
faith and asceticism, they are bom into the flame, and from the flame into the 

day, and from the day into the fortnight of the waxing moon, and from the 

fortnight of the waxing moon into the six months during which the sun moves 

north; from these months, into the yean from the year into the sun; from the 

sun into the moon; from the moon into lightning. There a Person who is not 
human leads them to the ultimate reality. This is the path that the gods go on. 

But those who worship in the village, concentrating on sacrifice, and good 
works and charity, they are bom into the smoke, and from the smoke into the 
night, and from the night into the other fortnight [the dark half of the month], 
at i from the other fortnight into the six months when the sun moves south. 

They do not reach the year. From these months they go to the world of the 
fathers, and from the world of the fathers to space, and from space to the moon. 
That is king Soma. That is the food of the gods. The gods eat that. 
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When they have dwelt there for as long as there is a remnant (of their merit), 

then they return along that very same road that they came along, back into space; 

but from space they go to wind, and when one has become wind he becomes 

smoke, and when he has become smoke he becomes mist; when he has become 

mist, he becomes a cloud, and when he has become a cloud, he rains. These 

are then born here as rice, barley, plants, trees, sesame plants, and beans. It 

is difficult to move forth out of this condition; for only if someone eats him 

as food and then emits him as so.nen, he becomes that creature’s semen and is 

bom.39 

In considering this passage, I want to narrow the focus and concen¬ 

trate primarily on the descriptive components of the path that leads 

to the realm of the fathers ipitryana). Those verses concerning the 

path of the gods (devayana) Have been quoted simply in order that 

the 'atter material might be viewed within its proper context. Let us 

start by extracting the elements that will drive the remainder ,of this 

discussion. 
Contained within the Chandogya's description of the pitrydna, we 

encounter several significant signs, each corresponding to one another 

and possessing an intuitive cogency. In order of occurrence, they 

are sacrifice, smoke, night, fathers, space, moon, Soma, wind, mist, 

cloud, rain, vegetation, and semen. If we then arrange these compo¬ 

nents according to their associative content into five categories, we 

have the following: Vedic ritual (sacrifice, smoke), darkness (night, 

moon, and by connection, Soma), atmosphere (space, wind), moisture 

(mist, cloud, rain), and fertility/growth (fathers, semen, vegetation). 

As discussed briefly above, a connection is drawn in the Upani?ads 

between Vedic sacrificial activity and the path of the paternal an¬ 

cestors. Indeed, despite the emergence of radically new conceptual 

paradigms, the belief that the performance of ritual sacrifice leads to 

the world of the fathers is never abandoned in these early Upanijadic 

sources. ‘Sacrifice’, therefore, can be understood as an alloform, 

so to speak, of both Vedism and the manes. In the context of the 

physical dynamics of the sacrifice, we can extend the association to 

include fire and smoke. Transformed by fire (agnt),60 the sacrificial 

oblation—soma in life, the body at death—passes into the ‘smoke’. 
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and from the smoke into the ‘night’. From these associations, we are 
lead into our second category, ‘darkness’. 

We have already noted in some detail that, in Vedic cosmology, 
the chief place of the dead is the heavenly abode, a realm inhabited 

by gods and fathers. At death, the ‘soul’ exits the body and, by the 

fathers’ path, arrives in a divine world pervaded by the lustre of the 

gods. Heaven, the transcendent goal of the Brahmanic ritualist, is 

always associated with light and the sun’s brilliance.*1 However, in 

the later Upanisadic conceptions, the move toward a radical separation 

of the realm of the gods from that of the fathers, seen here in the 

above quote from the Chandogya, redefines the symbolism of the two 

worlds and introduces into its doctrine of the transmigration of souls 

the central dichotomy of light and darkness. The devaloka, inasmuch 

as it represents the purity of Brahman, the absolute, continues to be 

associated with radiant light; the realm of the pitaras, falling to an 

inferior position, becomes the intermediary world of darkness. The 

pitrloka, at once the pure goal of those seeking immortality, has now 
become the “way station in the recycling of souls’’.62 

In keeping with this theme of darkness, we see that the soul, en 

route to the world of the paternal ancestors, travels by way of the 

moon. The moon, an ever-present motif in Indian mythology, is 

often a symbol both of death and regeneration; its periodic waxing, 

waning, and disappearance can very easily be understood in light of 

“the universal law of becoming, of birth, death and rebirth”.63 And, 

as Eliade has observed, “the moon is the first of the dead. For three 
nights the sky is dark; but as the moon is reborn on the fourth night, 

so shall the dead achieve a new sort of existence”.64 These ‘dead’ 

who are destined to achieve a new life on earth are none other than 

the souls of those who, having diligently performed sacrifice and 

good works in the previous life, but have not gained the ‘light’ of 

knowledge, travel the darkened path of the fathers; a path conceived in 

the Upanisads as being the lunar journey of the soul during the “dark 

half of the month” when the celestial body is periodically ‘dying’.63 

The moon is thus the door to the paternal realm of the dead and, 

because it is forever renewed, it gives second birth “back to those 



divine nectar (soma).t" 
In consideration of its nourishing capacity, we should take note of 

the moon’s connections to moisture (rain), vegetation, and fertility. 

Gonda suggests that these connections 

supposed by many peoples to exist between the moon, rain (<candranuuo vai 

vrstir jayate “rain comes from the moon” AiB. 8, 28, 15) and plant life were 

deduced from their being subject to recurring cycles which were held to be 

governed by the movements of the celestial body which in ‘primitive’ and archaic 

thought stands for perpetual renewal, from the influence on the growth of living 

beings attributed to it, and from the conviction that the moon has control of all 

water and moisture.57 

We have already seen that the soul, following the path of the fathers, 

travels to the moon, and from the moon falls back down upon the 

earth as rain to be (re)bom again in plant form. But hotf to inter¬ 

pret the moon’s fertilizing power? The answer lies in the associated 

symbolism of the moon's vitalizing substance, Soma. 

This Soma, which in the Vedas denotes not only the fluid draught 

of immortality but also the juice of a plant offered >.n libations to the 

deities of the sacrifice, comes explicitly, in the post-Vedic period, to 

be a name of the moon.58 It is true, nevertheless, that Soma’s connec¬ 

tion to the moon had already been forseen in the early Brahmanas. In 

this context, Soma was considered to be of heavenly origin and iden¬ 

tified as a lunar deity.59 As a substance, it became seen as the moon’s 

nectar (,amrta), and by extension the vital juice {.rasa) of life, both 

animal and vegetable.70 Soma’s identification with the ‘sap of life* is 

linked to that aspect of the moon’s symbolism .whereby the celestial 

body is seen as having control over all water and life-bearing mois¬ 

ture. “Being of heavenly descent”, the moon’s rasa (Soma) makes 

its presence felt in all plants, animals and human beings”.71 But, 

Soma is not only the essential life-bearing moisture of the heavens, 

it is also “the generative force of all male beings”, or rather, semen 

(Taittiriya Samhita 7.4.18.2).72 In this connection, we discover an as¬ 

sociative link between the moon and fertility, the final link in our 
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chain of discussion concerning the Upanisadic network of symbols 

surrounding the soul’s journey to the realm of the fathers. 

To summarize thus far: In the early Vedic period, a lengthy and 

blissful existence in the radiant divine realm of the fathers (dem-/ 

pitrloka) was the ultimate goal of the Brahmin sacrificial ritualist. 

When, as a result of various ideological shifts, the nondualist gnose¬ 

ological project of the Upanisads emerged in the sixth century BCE, 

the ritual mechanics of the Brahmanic world was relegated to an 

inferior position within the larger Upanisadic soteriological scheme, 

organized around the central concepts of rebirth and final deliverance. 

Following the movement of this paradigm shift, the cosmological po¬ 

sition of the pitrloka (representing the entire Brahmanic universe) 

fell and the pitaras became, in some sense, the intermediaries be¬ 

tween heaven (Brahmaloka, formerly the devaloka) and earth. In 

the process, the soul’s journey to the world of the fathers became 

associated with darkness and was described in terms of the moon’s 

course during its periodic ‘death’. Once connected to the moon, this 

journey of the soul was seen to culminate in rebirth on earth, first 

in the form of moisture (rain), then in the form of plants and trees, 

and then, having been consumed by animals, in the form of male se¬ 

men to be finally (re)bom a human being, but only to start the cycle 

all over again. Having established connections between the moon, 

which governs the waters and sponsors the growth of living beings, 

the Soma that is these waters as well as the essential power behind the 

cyclical processes of fertility, and the dead, particularly those souls 

traveling the shadowy path of the fathers and fated to return, we can 

now widen our focus and explore how these connections i..ay have 

influenced the early Buddhist notion of the state of postmortem tran¬ 

sition (antarabhava) and the beings that are said to be its subjects, 
the gandharvas. 

Spirits in the Space Between: The Vedic Gandharva 

In the Vedas and Brahmanas, gr.ndharvas are said to be semi-divine 

beings who dwell in the atmospheric mid-space {antarikja) between 
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earth and heaven.73 They are affiliated with Soma whose home, as we 

have noted, is in the heavens; he “guards his home”74; “he rises high 

to the heaven’s fault, beholding all his (Soma’s) varied forms”.75 The 

gandharvas are renowned for protecting this divine drink, which, to¬ 

gether with Parjanya, the rain-god, and the daughter of the Sun, they 

stole from the gods.76 The Brahmanic sources recount how Soma re¬ 

mained with the gandharvas, and how the gandharva VivSsvant (the 

Vedic father of Yama and Yarn!) had stolen the vital juice. At that 

point the gods and rsis desired the Soma for themselves, and knowing 

that the gandharvas covet women,77 they bought the sap from them 

for the price of a divine woman, the goddess Vac (speech).78 No 

doubt, as a consequence of their associations with Soma, the gand¬ 

harvas are also described as “knowing plants”.7’ Recall that Soma is, 

among other things, the essential vital fluid present in all forms of 

life, both vegetable and animal. 
t ; 

In a similar vein, the gandharvas are occassionally associated with 
tne waters. The gandharva as ‘divine youth* and the nymph of 
the waters are alluded to as the parents of Yama and Yami (RV 
10.10.4). MacDonnetl notes that, in the Rg Veda (9.86.36), Soma 

poured into water is called “the gandharva of the waters”, and also 

in the Atharva Veda (2.23 and 4.37.12), the gandharvas, together 

with the apsarases, are said to dwell in the waters.80 Perhaps, to re¬ 

spond to Oldenberg, the gandharva may indeed be linked (in part 

due to his connection with the fertilizing Soma) to both the celestial 

water of the clouds and the waters of the earth.81 In fact, Sayana, 

glossing Rg Veda 8.77.5 in which Indra is said to have cut down the 

gandharva from the celestial region so as to protect the Brahmanas, 
takes the word ‘gandharva’ to mean ‘cloud* (gamudakam dharathatiti 

gandharvo rneghah).82 From these connections, we can suggest that 

the gandharva1s affiliation with Soma as life-bearing moisture should 

also include the divine sap*s secondary identity as generative fluid, 

related intimately to sexuality and fertility. 

As attractive semi-divine youths, the gandharvas are the natural 

lovers of the graceful and aquatic apsarases P In this amorous ca¬ 

pacity, the gandharva is affiliated with the wedding ceremony, and 

the unmarried bride is said to be possessed by him as well as by 

Soma and Agm.84 Consequently, the gandharva (Vis'vavasu), during 

the first few days of marriage, is regarded as the irritating rival of 

the jealous husband: “Go away from here! For this woman has a 

husband.... Go away from here, ViSvavasu, we implore you as we 

bow. Look for another girl, willing and ready. Leave the wife to 

unite with her husband”.85 Lovers and seducers of women, the gand¬ 

harvas are often described as enjoying an active sex life.8? It is in this 

context, I suppose, that the Sankhayana Grhyasutra (1.19.2) identi¬ 

fies the female genitals as the mouth of the gandharva Vi^vavasu. 

Moreover, always given over to pleasure, they are fond of scents 

(gandha)87 and scented objects and are described as wearing fragrant 

(surabhi). garments; hence the name gandharva, “eaters of scent**.88 

As sexually virile beings, the gandharvas, together with their fe¬ 

male companions, the apsarases, are believed to preside over fertility 

and are petitioned by those desiring progeny.89 Following the trajec¬ 

tory of this theme, the Buddhists, in a later period, name that being 

gandharva (Pali, gandhabba) who, upon departing from its previous 
existence, enters the womb and becomes an embryo at the moment 

of conception; its passage recognized as an autonomous transitional 

period (antarabhava) between the end of one life and the beginning 

of the next. 

Intermediate States, Transitional Beings: The Buddhist Antarabhava 

The concept of an autonomous postmortem intermediate period 

between lives can be found in both the Hinayana and Mahayana sutras 

and their commentaries.90 Unfortunately, it has been the case that 

research in Buddhist studies devoted to these textual sources has failed 

to creatively engage the issue, and thus has contributed very little to 

our understanding about the historical transformations of this uniquely 

Buddhist concept.91 To begin to unravel the theoretical complexities 

involved in the Indian (and Tibetan) Buddhist texts that deal with 

postmortem transition, it is necessary first to begin to examine the 

historical movement of ideas—steps that, in my opinion, have been 
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taken much too tentatively. That being said, let us return to the matter 

at hand. 
Early on, some schools of Buddhism in India recognized four 

stages in the life cycle of a sentient being: birth, the period between 

birth and death, death, and the period between death and the next 

birth (antardbhava). During the intervening period between death 

and rebirth, as we have previously noted, a being is said to exist 

as a spirit called gandharva, composed of subtle aspects of the five 

aggregates (skandhas). Way man notes that the theory of such ethe¬ 

real spirits and of the status of their transitional autonomy inspired 

considerable controversy among the early Buddhist sects.*2 He lists 

a number of Buddhist schools that either accepted or rejected the 
notion. Among those that asserted the existence of the antardbhava, 

were the Sarvastivadins, Vatsiputriyas, Sammatiyas, and PurvaSailas. 

The schools that disputed the idea included the Theravadiyis, Vibha- 

jyavadins, Mahasanghikas, and MahiSasakas.93 The details surround¬ 

ing both the acceptance and the rejection of such a theory are intri¬ 

cately woven throughout a complex fabric of rigorous philosophical 

argument and speculation. As a consequence, we cannot delve too 

deeply into the debate, or otherwise we risk veering far off course. 

We can, however, provide a working outline of the basic assumptions, 

privileging the ideas of those schools that did accept the notion of 

antardbhava. 
According to the Assalayanasutta of the Majjhima-nikaya (a Pali 

Theravada source), it is said that the conjunction of three factors is 

necessary for conception to take place: there must be sexual inter¬ 

course between the parents, the mother must be in the proper phase 

of her menstrual cycle (her ‘season’), and a gandhabba (Skt., gand¬ 

harva) must be present.94 In his commentary on this passage, the pre¬ 

eminent fourth century scholar of the Theravada school, Buddhaghosa 

interpreted gandhabba as the entity that is just about to enter the 

womb (tatrupakasatta), that is prepared to exist (paccupatthito hoti), 

and that is propelled by its kamma (Skt., karma).” As a proponent of 
Theravada tenets, Buddhaghosa did not accept that his interpretation 

implied the existence of an intermediate state (antardbhava). On this 
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topic, he was simply stating a point consistent with the philosophical 

position of his school; a point briefly argued in the Katha-vatthu of 
the Abhidhamma-pitaka (8.2).% 

In opposition to this Theravadin interpretation, the Sarvastivada 
sect, among others, supported the notion that the transitional period 

did indeed exist. In his Abhidharmakos'a (a masterful fourth century 

exposition of the Sarvastivada position), Vasubandhu argued the case 
in some detail. As he defined it, the intermediate being and its state 

of existence are to be located between the moment of death and. the 

moment of (re)birth.97 Quoting a passage similar to the one we noted 
above, Vasubandhu writes: 

We read in the SQtra, ‘Three conditions are necessary for an embryo to descend- 
the woman must be in good health and fertile, the pair must be united and 
a Gandharva must be ready." What is the Gandharva if not an intermediate 
being?98 

This gandharva is said to be composed of the five aggregates which 

proceed to the place of rebirth,99 and to possess the configuration 

of what is to be the form of the future being after conception.100 

Moreover, he is “seen by the creatures of his plass ... by the divine 
eye. His organs are complete. No one can resist him. He cannot 

be turned away”.10' Concerning the name 'gandharva', Vasubandhu 
explains 

(Th« intermediate being] eats odors. From whence it gets its name of Gandharva 
“he who eats (arvatt) odors (gandham])." The meanings of the roots are multiple- 
arv, if one takes it in the sense of “to go.” justifies “he who goes to eat odors" 
(arvarf gacchati bhoktum). We have gandharva, and not gandharva, as we have 
ia'andhu, or karkandhu. A Gandharva of low rank eats unpleasant odors; a 
Gandharva of high rank cats pleasant odors.102 

hi addition to the answer Vasubandhu offers, it is certainly possible 

that the gandharva became identified in some Buddhist traditions as 

the being of the intermediate state sot only because of its etymological 

associations, but also more importantly because of its cosmographic 

connection in the Vedas to the atmospheric mid-space between earth 

and heaven, its relationship to Soma, and its affiliations with fer¬ 

tility and conception. The gandharva is thus the means, or access 
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(.sagamana), through which a being, emerging from its previous life, 

reaches its new proper existential course (gati).m Moreover, in con¬ 

sidering other possible symbolic associations, we should not ignore 

the intriguing passage from the Brhadaranyaka Upani$ad (4.4.4) in 

which the gandharva's body is likened to the ‘body* achieved after 

death: “And as a goldsmith, taking a piece of gold turns it into an¬ 

other, newer and more beautiful shape, even so does this self, after 

having thrown away this body and dispelled its ignorance, make unto 

himself another, newer and more beautiful shape like that of the fa¬ 

thers or of the gandharvas.. ”. We should be cautious, however, in 

drawing firm conclusions from statements that appear, or are implied, 

only once in the text, as is die case with this particular passage. In 

almost every instance, gandharvas (if even mentioned at all) are not 

identified in the early Upanisads as transitional beings. 

To help strengthen his argument for the existence of intermediate 

state beings, Vasubandhu introduces statements by the Buddha con¬ 

cerning the five types,of non-retumers (anagdmin)—those individuals 

who, having died in this world, are reborn in a heaven where they 

wal achieve liberation:104 

The Blessed One teaches that there are five types of AnSgimins: one who 
obtains Nirvana in an intermediate existence 0antaraparinirvayin), one who ob¬ 

tains Nirvana as soon as he is reborn (upapadyaparinirvayin), one who obtains 

Nirvana without effort (anabhisamskdraparinirvayin), one who obtains Nirvana 

by means of effort (anabhisamskdraparinirvayin), and one who obtains Nirvana 

by going higher (urdvasrotas).105 

In commenting on the first type of non-returner (that individual who 

achieves enlightenment in the intermediate state), Vasubandhu offers 

the following summary of the teachings found in the Satpuru$agatis- 

sutra: 

This Sutra teaches that one should distinguish three types of antaraparinirvayins 

on the basis of their differences of duration and place: the first is similar to a 
spark that is extinguished as soon as it arises; the second to a fragment of 

reddened metal which enlarges in its flight; the third to a fragment of reddened 
metal which enlarges in its flights, but later, and without falling back into the 
sun.... Or rather, the first antaraparinirvayin obtains Nirvana as soon as 
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he has taken possession of a certain divine existence; the second after having 
experienced a heavenly bliss; and the third, after having entered into company 
or conversation with the gods-We say that, for the masters who admit these 

„S0tras, the existence of an intermediate being or the “skandhas in the interval” 
is proved both by Scripture and reasoning.106 

For our purposes, the crucial point in all of this is that, for those 

Buddhists who accepted the theory of an intermediate state, a being 

emerging from its previous existence could either return by way of 

reconception in the form of a gandharva or escape rebirth by never 

returning, and thus achieve nirvana. Nevertheless, in both instances 

the being would have to pass through an intervening (antara) moment 

of existence (bhava) between either of the two future conditions. We 

should now consider how the former entity, the gandharva, is said to 

enter the womb and develop as an embryo upon conception. 

Having fully substantiated his claim for the existence of the inter¬ 

mediate state, Vasubandhu proceeds to explain how rebirth (pratisam- 

dhi) takes place: 

An intermediate being is produced with a view to going to the place of its realm 

of rebirth where it should go. It possesses, by virtue of its actions, the divine 
eye. Even though distant he sees the place of his rebirth. There he sees his 
father and mother united. His mind is troubled by the effects of sex and hostility. 
When the intermediate being is male, it is gripped by a male desire with regard 
to the mother; when it is female, it is gripped by a female desire with regard 
to the father, and, inversely, it hates either the father, or the mother, whom it 

regards as either a male or a female rival. As it is said in the Prajfiipti, ‘Then 
either a mind of lust, or a mind of hatred is produced in the Gandharva.” 

When the mind is thus troubled by these two erroneous thoughts, it attaches 
itself through the desire for sex to the place where the organs are joined together, 
imagining that it is he with whom they unite. Then the impurities of semen and 
blood are found in the womb; the intermediate being, enjoying its pleasures, 

installs itself there. Then the skandhas harden; the intermediate being perishes; 
and birth arises that is called "reincarnation” {pratisamdhi).107 

Even without making obvious comparisons to Freud’s Oedipus, this 

passage is of particular interest to us if we consider it in light of 

the Vedic notion of the gandharva. We should remember that in the 

Vedas the gandharva is famous for his beauty and seductive power. 
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His passionate love for women often put him in compromising po¬ 

sitions, especially when seen by others as an annoying rival of the 

young bride’s new husband. It would appear then that, in the minds 

of the early Buddhists, the gandharva's amorous and sordid nature 

became the source of an uncontrollable lust that prevented him from 

achieving loftier goals. Clearly, we see reason to identify the gand- 

harva with that being who, obscured by passion, is on the recycling 

path far from Buddhist enlightenment. 
By the sixth century CE, Buddhist descriptions of the intermediate 

state had solidified, following a standardized model first established 

by the earlier schools.108 Further transformations and amendments to 

this model would not occur until Tantrism began its vast sweep across 

Northern India in the seventh and eighth century. The Buddhist Sid- 

dha cults of this period reinterpreted, elaborated, and embellished the 

antarabhava theory in the context of their specific metapl\ysical and 

soteriological projects. These systems were then introduced to Tibet, 

where theories of transitional states (bar do) achieved unprecedented 

rank among the essential teachings of Buddhism.109 It is important 

to realize that, despite its controversial beginnings, the concept of 

the antarabhava continued to flourish and to exert a significant force 

upon the theories and practices of the later (Northern) Buddhist tra¬ 

ditions. We should now summarize the major points discussed above 

in order to clear a path for our closing argument. 

The early Buddhist sects were divided over whether or not an in¬ 

termediate state between lives should be recognized. Those schools 

that rejected the notion did, however, accept the name ‘gandharva’ 

(Pali, gandhabba) for that which enters the womb upon conception. 

It was argued that this ‘gandharva’ was simply a term for the par¬ 

ticular consciousness that linked one existence to another (patisandhi 

vihhana) and was not a discamate spirit of any kind.110 On the other 
hand, those schools that accepted the antarabhava theory advanced 

the notion that the gandharva was in fact an actual disembodied tran¬ 

sitional being wandering in search of its next place of birth. A being 

in the intervening state had two possible paths before it: (1) as a 

gandharva driven by the karma of its previous existence, the being 
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could be reborn in this world, in which case it would have to even¬ 

tually enter the womb, of its future mother, but only if conditions 

were right (i.e., if the parents were engaged in sexual intercourse, the 

mother was in her ‘season’, and the gandharva was present): or, (2) 

if particularly advanced along the Buddhist path, the being could opt 

out of existence, so to speak, and, in the period of transition, achieve 

final liberation (parinirvana) from the ongoing cycles of birth and 

death (samsdra). Here we simply encounter a version of the basic 
Buddhist teaching of moral retribution—those who follow the righ¬ 

teous path set forth by the Buddha achieve the highest goal, while 

those who blindly follow the whims of passion and desire are swept 

up by the fierce winds of karma and driven back down into another 
existence, only to begin the cycle all over again. 

Synthesis and Conclusion 

I would like now to adopt a comparative approach and examine 

the three models presented above in terms of their relationship to one 

another. It is my contention that these apparently distinct models 

actually form part of a conceptual continuum, but are not necessarily 

linked by direct causal development. Let me illustrate my point. The 

Vedic model can be represented by two poles that, when arranged spa¬ 

tially, are aligned along a vertical axis. The upper pole corresponds 

to tne heavenly realm of the fathers {devaloka/pitrloka)—recall that 

in this period the two realms are not clearly distinguished; the lower 

pole corresponds to the earthly realm. Placed in the interval between 

the two is the sacrifice, the fulcrum of the entire Vedic system and the 

link that connects earth to the heavenly world above (fig. 1). More 

specifically, in terms of the system’s mechanics, an individual, via 
the sacrificial act, passes from the microcosmic plane (adhyatman) 

to the macrocosmic realm of divinity (adhidevatd), here identified as 

either devaloka or pitrloka. At death, this transition from microcosm 

to macrocosm is a material one and is understood quite literally as a 
final sacrifice to be performed by every human being. 

As a result of various ideological shifts that had taken place in 

India around the sixth century BCE, the Vedic model was redefined 
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Devaloka/Pitrloka 

sacrifice 

death 

Earth 

birth 

Figure L The Vedic model. 

Figure 2. The general post-Vedic model. 

and hence spatially rearranged (fig. 2). In the Upanisadic model, 

we still have a basic vertical polarity, only now the pitrloka has 

been separated from the devaloka and situated in the space between 

heaven and earth (fig. 3). This shifting of the father’s realm to an 

intermediary level occurred in part because of the ancestor’s intimate 

relationship to the Vedic sacrifice (it should not go unnoticed that 

in the Vedic model this ritual activity occupies the intervening space 

between earth and heaven). In the Upanisads, the ritual system of 

the Brahmanas had lost its preeminent position, displaced by a new 

paradigm in which knowledge assumed supremacy. With this new 

paradigm came the notion that each person lives a series of lives 

(samsara); that the moral quality of the person’s previous actions 
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Devaloka (Mofca) 

Earth 
birth v 

Figure 3. The Upanisadic model. 

(.karma) determines the quality of existence in the next life; and, that 

the person who possesses the correct knowledge of the nonduality of 

self and Absolute (Brahman) can forever escape (mok$a) the ongoing 

cycles of birth and death. In the Upanisadic model, final deliverance 

is identified as devaloka (or Brahmaloka) and corresponds to the 
upper pole on the vertical axis. At death, the soul’s journey follows 

one of two distinct paths: one leading to the ‘gods’ (and liberation), 

another to the fathers (and rebirth). The latter path is followed by 

those who have ‘conquered the world’ through a lifetime of sacrificial 

offerings and public service. In other words, the realm of the fathers 
is reached via ritual activity and good works, and without supreme 

gnosis. For the Upani$ads, knowledge is what liberates the soul and 
‘sends’ it to the world above. The heavenly realm is associated with 

the sun and its radiant light (knowledge and immortality), the paternal 

realm with the moon and darkness (ignorance and death). 

The moon itself being periodically ‘dead’ becomes the prototype 

of the deceased’s passage and return to life. The life cycle of the 
soul, subject to alternate periods of birth and death, is regarded in 

the Upanisads as being governed by the cycle of the moon; and 

because this cycle demonstrates that there is life in death, the dead 
are said to go to the moon to be regenerated and transformed, all in 
preparation for a return to a new life on earth. It was believed that the 

journey back followed the descent of the divine life-bearing essence, 

or Soma, the vitalizing moisture that manifests itself in the cyclical 
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processes of fertility. This Soma was associated in Vedic mythology 

with its protector, the semi-divine gandharva. Occupying the mid- 

space between heaven and earth, the atmospheric realm (antarik^a) of 

clouds, moisture and rain, the gandharva took over the attributes of 

the divine Soma and became affiliated with the powers of fecundity 

and reproduction. The Buddhists, appropriating the concept of this 
intermediary being, maintained that the gandharva was that entity 

who, upon emerging from its previous existence, eventually enters 

the womb and becomes an embryo at the moment of conception. 
The Buddhist model can also be represented as a vertical polarity 

with an intermediate zone. Although structurally consistent with the 

Upanisadic model, it replaces that system’s concept of mokfa (de- 

valoka) with its own nirvana and the pitrloka with its antarabhava 

(fig. 4). Emerging from within the same conceptual environment that 

gave rise to the soteriological project of the Upani$ads; Buddhism 

also presented its own version of the doctrines of samsara, karma 

and liberation from the cycles of birth and death. Similarly, the Bud¬ 

dhists argued that, at death, a being could travel one of two paths. 

If, in his/her previous life, the individual had performed good works, 

diligently practiced the Buddha’s teachings, and had gained as a result 

the proper wisdom, s/he would travel the straight path upward and, 

from within the intervening state, achieve the final goal, emancipation 

(nirvana) from the ongoing cycles of existence. If, on the other hand, 

Nirvana 

Figure 4, The Buddhist model. 
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the individual had failed in the prior life to perform many virtuous 

deeds and had not gained the wisdom of the Buddha’s teachings, s/he 

would be caught in the recycling process and as a gandharva—the 

intermediate state being—descend into a womb to be bom again. 

In the final analysis we see that, structurally speaking, the Buddhist 

and Upanisadic models, proceeding from the vertical polarity of the 

earlier Vedic model, correspond to one another and together exhibit a 

more generalized pattern like that diagrammed in figure 2. In terms 
of the conceptual history of the idea of a postmortem transitional 

period, we can argue that the Buddhist antarabhava is conceptu¬ 

ally linked to the Upanisadic pitrloka and that notions surrounding 

the latter may have, in some sense, provided the cosmographic and 

symbolic components for the development of the intermediate state 

concept in Buddhism. The argument is made clearer if we consider 

the correspondences between fjie two systems. In the Upanisads, the 

paternal realm is spatially positioned between earth and ‘heaven’, the 

state of final liberation (mok?a) as well as between death and rebirth. 

The fathers and the path to their abode are associated with ritual ac¬ 

tivity, the moon, Soma, life-bearing moisture, and rebirth. Like the 

pitrloka, the Buddhist antarabhava is also placed between earth and 

the liberated state (nirvana) as well as between death and rebirth. 

The inhabitants of this intermediate realm are called gandharvas— 

semi-divine liminal beings closely associated with Soma, life-bearing 

moisture and fertility. As disembodied transitional beings, gandhar¬ 

vas travel the intervening space and, upon conception, enter a womb; 
the first moment of a new existence.111 

The conclusion that I would like to draw out from the argument 

above is that the Buddhists, in formulating their notion of the interme¬ 

diate state, may have borrowed, elements from Vedic and Upanisadic 

theories of postmortem transition. Sharing similar ideological as¬ 

sumptions, the symbol systems operating in bcth Buddhism and the 

early Upanisads allowed for a certain amount of cross-fertilization. 

From the Buddhist side, it appears that the antarabhava theory is 

either partially or entirely the result of the fusion of Upanisadic cos¬ 

mography (pitrloka) and Vedic mythology (gandharva), transposed 
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on a grid that is structurally,, but not conceptually, identical to that of 

its Upanisadic rival. 
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has its roots in a common mythic-motif found throughout various Indo-European 
‘funerary geographies’, ranging from the earliest hymns of the Rg Veda to nineteenth , 
century Russian folklore.* See his Death, War, and Sacrifice: Studies in Ideology 

and Practice (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991), 119-127. 

50 RV 10.18.1. 
51 See Brhadaranyaka Upanisad (BAU) 6.2.15-16; Chandogya Upanisad (ChU) 

4.15.5,5.10.1-2. .... 
52 Brian K. Smith, Reflections on Resemblance, Ritual, and Religion, 115n.l85. 

53 BAU 6.2,16. 
54 See for example BAU 1.5.16. 
55 Patrick Olivelle. Samnyasa Upanisads: Hindu Scriptures on Asceticism and 

Renunciation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), 19-57. 

56 Ibid., 33. 
57 See for example BAU 4.4.22; ChU 1.12 and 5.24.4; and Taittiriya Upanisad 

(TaitU) 2.3. * ” 
58 BAU 4.4.5. 
59 ChU 5.10.1-6 (brackets added), translation by Wendy Doniger O’Flaherty in * 

Textual Sources for the Study of Hinduism (Totowa, New Jersey: Barnes & Noble 
Books, 1988), 36-37. For alternative passages, compare BAU 6.2.15-16; ChU 4.15.5- 

6; and Kausitaki-Brahmana Upanisad (KBU) 1.2. 

60 RV 1.72.7; 2.2.4; 10.16.2. 
61 RV 1.109.7; 1.125.6; 10.56.1; 10.58.6; 10.107.2; 10.154.5; 27.21; AV 3.29.3; 

4.34.2-6; 6.120.3; 11.4; SB 11.5.6.4; 14.7.1.32-33. 
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62 Brian K. Smith, Reflections on Resemblance, Ritual, and Religion, 115n. 185. 
63 Jan Gonda, “Soma, Amrta and the Moon” in Change and Continuity in Indian 

Religion (London; Mouton & Co., 1965), 40. 

64 Mircea Eliade, Patterns in Comparative Religion (New York: New American 
Library, 1958), 171. 

65 For information concerning lunar symbolism and the prognostic and diagnostic 
significance of the moon’s periodic cycle in Indian medicine, consult Francis Zim- 
mermann’s “Rtu-Satmya: The Seasonal Cycle and the Principle of Appropriateness”, 
Social Science & Medicine 14B (1980): 99-106. 

66 Gonda, “Soma, Amrta and the Moon”, 44. Gonda’s statement comes as a 
response to a passage he had earlier quoted from the Jaiminiya Upanisad (JU) 
3.27.17. 

67 Ibid., 42. 
68 Ibid., 38. 

69 See SB 1.6.4.5; 7.3.1.46; 11.2.5.3. 

7® $B 6.2.2.6. Reference from David White, The Alchemical Body (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, forthcoming), 21n.35. 

71 Gonda, “Soma, Amrta and the Moon”, 46. 
72 Ibid., 48. 
73 RV 1.22.14; 8.66.5; 10.39.5. 

74 RV 9.83.4; translation by Ralph T.H. Griffith in Hinduism: The Rig Veda 

(1889; reprint. New York: Quality Paperback Book Club, 1992). 
75 RV 9.85.12; translation by Griffith. 
76 RV 9.113.3. 
77 RV 10.85.21-22; ^B 3.2.4.3; Maitrayanl Samhitd (MS) 3,7.3; Pahcavimsa 

Brdhmana (PB) 19.3.2. 

78 Aitareya Brdhmana (AB) 1.1.27; SB 3.2.4; Taittiriya Samhitd (TaitS) 6.1.6.5; 
MS 3.7.3. 

79 AV 4.4.1. 

80 A.A. MacDonell, The Vedic Mythology (Varanasi: Indological Book House, 
n.d), 137. 

81 Hermann Oldenberg, The Religion of the Veda, trans. Shridhar B. Shrotri 
(Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1988), 125. 

82 Referenced and quoted in R.S. Panchamukhi, Gandharvas <& Kinnaras in 

Indian Iconography (Dharwar: Kannada Research Institute, 1951), 3. 
83 AV 2.2.5; PB 12.11.10. 
84 RV 10.85.40-41. 

85 RV 10.85.21-22; translation by O’Flaherty. 
86 AV 4.34.2-3. 
87 AV 12.i.23. 
88 RV 10.123.7. 
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89 PB 19.3.2, 
90 Principal exegeticai sources for the Hinayana may be found in Vasubandhu’s 

Abhidharmakosa (Kosa) 3.10-16; 3.40; 4.53; 6.34, 39; and like sources for the 
Mah&y&na are Asanga's Abhidharmasamuccaya and the BhQmivastu section of his 
Yogacaryabhumi 1.20.4-13. 

91 I know of only one article in English devoted entirely to this issue, and that is 
Alex Wayman's “The Intermediate-State Dispute in Buddhism” in Buddhist Studies 

in Honour of LB. Homer, ed. L. Cousins (Holland: D. Reidel Publishing Company, 
1974), 227-239. The topic is discussed by Shdku Bando in his “Antaribhava”, 
Indogaku Bukkyogaku Ktnkyu {Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies) 27, no. 2 
(1979): 182-183, but unfortunately this work has not been translated. Dieter Michael 
Back’s philological analysis of the so-called Tibetan Book of the Dead is perhaps 
the first study that genuinely attempts to move beyond the psychological, devotional, 
and/or sectarian biases of the vast majority of scholars working in this particular area. 
See his Eine buddhistische Jenseitsreise: Das sogenannte “Totehbuch der Tibeter” 
aus philologischer Sicht (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1979). 

92 Alex Wayman, “The Intermediate-State Dispute in Buddhism”, 227. 
93 Wayman, 227. These schools developed approximately a century after the 

Buddha’s death as a result of certain schisms that had taken place in the Buddhist 
Order. The initial split occurred during the famed Second Council (c, 383 BCE), 
which was held over the. issue of whether or not certain practices adopted by the 
monks of VaiSali were in.' violation of the monastic precepts (vinaya). The verdict 
resulted in the formation o.f two schools; the Mahasanghika and the Sthavirav&da. 
Many more schools eventually split away from these original two. The Sarvastivada, 
the Vatsiputriya, the Sammatiya, the Theravada, and the Vibhajyavida were all 
descendants of the Sthaviravada lineage. It is not known from where the PurvaSaila 
sect arose. For an elaborate account of the historical development of the early 
Buddhist sects, consult Hirakawa Akira, A History of Indian Buddhism, trans, Paul 
Groner (University of Hawaii Press, 1990), 77-126. 

94 Majjhima-Nikdya 2.157. also see 1.265-266. 
95 PapahcasSdani Majjhimanakayatthakathd 2.310; reference taken from James. 

P. McDermott, “Karma and Rebirth in Early Buddhism” in Karma and Rebirth in 

Classical Indian Traditions, ed, Wendy Doniger O’Flaherty (Berkeley; University 
of California Press, 1980), 170. 

96 For a translation, see Shwe Zan Aung and Rhys Davids, Points of Controversy 

or Subjects of Discourse (London: Luzac & Company, Ltd.; Pali Text Society, 1969), 
212-213. The argument centers around divergent interpretations of the SOtra phrase 

“completed existence within the interval”. The disputed point revolves around the 

notion that there exists an intermediate period of a week or longer during which a 
being awaits a new conception. The counter-argument bases itself on the Buddha’s 
statement that there are no more than three states of existence—desire (kdma)t form 
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{rUpa), and the formless {arupa). Since the intervening state is not included in any 
of these three, the conclusion must be that such a state does not exist. 

97 Kota 3.10. 
98 Kosa 3.12; unless otherwise noted all translations from Vasubandhu’s text are 

by Leo M. Pruden from Louis de La Vallee Poussin’s French translation of the 
Abhidharmakosabhdfyam (Berkeley, California; Asian Humanities Press, 1988). 

99 Kosa 3.10. 
100 Kosa 3.13. 
101 Koia 3.14. 
102 Koia 3.14. 
103 Kosa 3.4. 
104 Samyuktagama-sutra 37.20; Digha-nikdya 3.237. 

105 Kosa 3.12. ; 
106 Koia 3.12. 

107 Koia 3.15. 
108 Compare Vasubandhu’s account, for example, to that found in the Saddharma■ 

smrty-upasthdna-sutra 34. 

109 In Tibet, such notions became an essential component in a highly developed 

and extensive soteriological system involving the radical manipulation of psycho¬ 
physical energies to bring about transformative nonordinary states of consciousness 
(in many instances, said to be identical with the experiences of dying). See for 
example Lati Rinpoche and Jeffrey Hopkins, Death, Intermediate State and Rebirth 

(New York: Snow Lion Publications, 1979); Geshe Kelsang Gyatso, Clear Light of 

Bliss: Mahamudra in Vajrayana Buddhism (London: Wisdom Publications, 1982); 
and Giacomella Orofino, Sacred Tibetan Teachings on Death and Liberation (Great 
Britain: Prism Press, 1990). 

110 McDermott, “Karma and Rebirth in Early Buddhism”,’ 170. 
111 The corresponding links can be strung together in the following manner: 

pitiloka s= intermediary realm 

the moon * death 
pitaras « the moon a Soma 
Soma == moisture = fertility = gandharva 

gandharva = antarikfa = disembodied spirit = antardbhava 

antardbhava a intermediary realm 
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Review article 

NATIVE EGYPTIAN RELIGION IN ITS ROMAN GUISE 

David Frankfurter 
i 

Fran^OISE PERPILLOU-THOMAS, Fetes d'&gypte ptolemaique et romaine 

d'aprts la documentation papyrologique grecque. Studia Hellenistica 31. 

Louvain: Studia Hellenistica, 1993. Pp. xxxi + 293. BEF 1600. 

Aufsiieg und Niedergang der romischen Welt, Teil II: Principal, Band 

18: Religion, 5. Teilband: Heidentum: die religiosen Verhaltnisse in 

den Provinzen. Ed. Wolfgang Haase. Berlin: DeGruyter, 1995. Pp. xiv 

+ 929. DM 726,00. ISBN 3-11-014238-4. 

At least since the release of the Nag Hammadi library Roman Egypt has 

seemed like the land of Christianities par excellence, a veritable cauldron 

of sects and study-groups surpassing (or perhaps exemplifying) other areas 

of the late antique Mediterranean world. New work on nascent monas- 

ticism, desert ascetics, and all their various literatures has also come to 

reveal a vastly more complex Christianity than was once portrayed in his¬ 

tories of this region. But one would hardly know from all this data and 

attention that Christianity was of only idiosyncratic and sporadic appeal 

into the fourth century. Church historians are hard-pressed to admit that 

Egyptians—ordinary Egyptians—already had “a” religion that was entirely 

life- and community-sustaining before the late-fourth-century onslaughts of 

monks razed temples and interrupted millennia-old traditions in the villages. 

The two books under review provide perhaps the most complete docu¬ 

mentation yet of native Egyptian religion in its Roman guise, the Aufstieg 

volume (according to its customary format) drawing topically on different 

kinds of data, Perpillou-Thomas focusing exclusively on the religious im¬ 

plications of festivals. 

© E. J. Brill, Leiden (1996) NUMEN, Vol. 43 
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LANGUAGE AGAINST ITS OWN MYSTIFICATIONS: 
DECONSTRUCTION IN NAGARJUNA AND DOGEN 

David R. Loy 
Faculty of International Studies, Bunkyo University 

... we find ourselves in the midst of a rude fetishism when we call to mind the basic presuppositions or the 

metaphysics of language—which is to say, of reason. It is this which sees everywhere deed and doer; this which 

believes in will as cause in general; this which believes in the 'ego', in the ego as being, in the ego and substance, 

and which projects its belief in the ego-substance on to all things—only thus does it create the concept thing'... 

'Reason' in language: oh what a deceitful old woman! I fear we are not gening rid of God because we still believe 

in grammar.... Nietzsche1 

Why N5g2rjuna and Ddgen jfijG? Such a comparison is inviting because both are 

obvious and difficult. On the one hand, they are arguably the two greatest 

Mah5y£na thinkers, linked by their commitment to its understanding of the world 
and (if we accept the traditional account) by a transmission lineage that extends 

from $5kyamuni through NSgSrjuna to OOgen and his successors. On the other 

hand, however, are vast cultural differences, due not only to the geography and the 

millennium that separate them but just as much to the disparity between their very 

different languages, Sanskrit and Japanese. 
These linguistic differences are further reflected in their extraordinarily differ¬ 

ent—l am tempted to say opposite—textual styles. Sanskrit has sometimes been 

considered the archetypal philosophical language, for its easily formed substantives 

have encouraged a preponderance of abstract universal. Certainly Nagarjuna is a 
philosopher's philosopher, notorious for a laconic, knife-edged logic that wields 

distinctions that no one had noticed before and that many since have been unable to 
see the point of. In contrast, Chinese and Japanese both have a much more concrete 

flavor, with a preponderance of simile and metaphor. Dogen's major work, the 

ShGbdgenzO lESfeBUK, written in his own very idiosyncratic Japanese, is as poetical 

and allusive as NIgSrjuna's Mulamadhyamakakarika is dialectical and dry. Dogen's 
text is mostly metaphor and Nagarjuna's has almost none. While Nagarjuna seems 

preoccupied with splitting what some see as conceptual hairs, Dogen is concerned 
with exploring the semantic possibilities of Buddhist texts to discover new meanings, 

willing and even eager to "misinterpret" certain passages to make his point. 

What, then, can be gained from comparing them? My argument is, first, that 

N3gSrjuna and Ddgen nonetheless ppint to many of the same Buddhist insights be¬ 

cause they deconstruct the same type of dualities, most of which may be understood 

as versions of our commonsense but delusive distinction between substance and 

attribute, subject and predicate. This will be demonstrated by analyzing the enig¬ 

matic chapter 2 (on motion and rest) of the Mulamadhyamakakarika and by examin- 
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mg Dogen's transgression of traditional Bucfdhist teachings in his ShdbCgenzo.The 
second part of this essay, however, is concerned with determining the limits of this 

similarity: for, although both texts work to undermine our dualistic ways of under¬ 
standing ourselves "in" the world, they reach quite different conclusions about the 

nossibilitv of language expressing a "true" understanding of the world—a disagree¬ 

ment that may reflect the different possibilities of their different languages. 

Whst Does Nagarjuna Deconstruct? 

IVVie do not only designate things with them [words and concepts), we think originally 
that through them we grasp the irue in things. Through words and concepts we are still 
continually misled into imagining things as being simpler than they are, separate from 
one another, indivisible, each existing in and for itself. A philosophical mythology lies 
concealed in language which breaks out again every moment, however careful one may 

be otherwise. (Nietzsche)2 

Few if any Buddhist scholars would dispute that NSgSrjuna (second century C.E.?) is 

the most important Buddhist philosopher, and none of them would deny that the 
AtolamadhvamakakSrikS is his most important work. It is something of a scandal, 

then, that the basic meaning of this difficult text remains so obscure. This is not for 

want of interpreters—no Buddhist thinker has received more attention—yet there is 
little agreement among his Western expositors. It is curious, and more than a little 
suspicious, that Nagarjuna usually ends up expounding something quite similar to 

one's own favorite philosopher or philosophy. Sflayer's Hegel, Stcherbatsk/s Kant, 

Murti's Vedanta, Cudmundsen's Wittgenstein,. Magliola's Derrida, Kalupahanas 

empiricism and pragmatism, and so forth. Does this mean that the MOlamadbyama- 
kakirikS is too foreign to our usual ways of understanding the world to be under- 

stood on its own terms? , u . 
The basic problem is not the nature of N5garjuna's arguments themselves but 

their target; tor, despite (or because of) the various opinions of traditional and con- 
temporary commentators on this matter, it remains unclear from NSgSrjuna s texts 
precisely what or whom he is criticizing. Since we have no other reliable access to 
Nagarjuna's intentions, this is an issue that may never be settled From a postmodern 
perspective, the opportunity this ambiguity provides is not entirely negative, but then 
the onus falls upon each interpreter not only to offer a plausible account of NSgar- 
iuna's motives but also to justify the continued importance of those motives for us. 
' Recently, tor example, David Kalupahana made a strong case that the opponent 

in chapter 2 is the atomic theo-y shared by the substantial* Sarv5stivad.ns and the 

momentary Sautrjntikas.^ This may well be true, yet that by itself does not go far 
enough to explain the significance of Nagarjuna's arguments today for why shodId 
we be concerned about metaphysical debates between obscure Buddhist schools 

that thrived two thousand years ago? 
The significance of those philosophical views increases for us, though, if they are 

attempt< to resolve an inconsistency that plagues our ordinary "commonsense way 
of understanding the world. If this is true, however, it may not be necessary or even 

worth our while to devote time and energy expounding those particular metaphysi- 

cal systems; it may be more useful for us to turn immediately to that commonsense 

understanding and address its supposed aporia more directly. Accordingly, the target 

0 th'S,eS,SLay ls not any deve|oped philosophical position (such as the atomic theory 
of Abhidharma Buddhism) , but the more basic difficulties that plague our usual 

commonsense distinction between (what philosophers call) substance and attri¬ 
bute—which, Nietzsche would argue, may be traced back to our linguistic distinc¬ 
tion between subject and predicate. In chapter 2, Nagarjuna attacks this distinction 
in terms ot the duality we ordinarily make between a goer and his or her going. 

By any standards, "the analysis of going and coming" is a peculiar and difficult • 
text. Following the first chapter, which demonstrates our inability to understand the 

relationship between things and their causal relations, chapter 2 is evidently meant 

to exemplify the general argument presented earlier, by offering a more concrete 

instance of N5gSrjuna'$ deconstructive approach to the relationship between things 

(in this case, movers) and their predicates/attributes (moving). In the process, how¬ 

ever, N3g5rjuna seems to engage in a kind of logic-chopping that is difficult to fol¬ 
low and whose import is unclear: exactly what is it that is being deconstructed? This 

chapter seems to exemplify Frederick Streng's objection to Nagarjuna's method, that 
it is an analysis which appears to be rather arid and often simply a play on words."4 

1. Stafford Betty points particularly to the reification of gamana ("act of going"): 

since the term is "empirically meaningless" and we do not need to grant that there is 
any such "thing" in the empirical world as a bare "act of going" without a goer, the 
argument fails.5 Vet isn't this looking in the wrong place? The KirikSs do not offer an 

analysis of the world itself but analyze our ways of understanding the world. It is 

these ways of thinking (which, according to N5g5rjuna, are inconsistent) that make 

the world "empirical" for us. If so, we should look for a gamana in our categories of 

thought, and there we find it in our ingrained tendency (perhaps due to, and certainly 

enshrined in, the subject-predicate nature of language) to distinguish our experience 
into self-existing entities and their activities. We do think of ourselves, for example 

as persons distinguishable from our actions, and this implies some sort of reification . 

not only of ourselves but also of the act. as our substantives 'act', 'action' and 
'activity' reveal. 

The test of this approach is the light it can shed on the chapter, the whole of 
which may be summarized as follows. 

Verses 1-7. Where does motion occur? Obviously not over the already-gone- 
over, and not over the not-yet-gone-over, but it cannot be on the being-gone-over 

because that would imply two movers: that there is a being-gone-over distinct from 
the goer that goes over it. 

Verses 8-11. Who is going? We can't say "the goer is going" because that 
would imply two goers: that the goer is a goer even without going. 

Verses 12-14. Where does going begin? Not on the already-gone-over, and not 
on the being-gone-over (in which case the going must already have begun). But it 

could not begin on the yet-to-be-gone-over (for beginning there would make it 
being-gone-over). 
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dualism of language: a statement predicates something about something, for learning 

a language is learning what things there are (nouns correspond to things) and what 

these things do (verbs correspond to actions and processes) or have (adjectives cor¬ 

respond to attributes). But that such a dualism is widespread and even in a certain 

sense necessary (the "lower truth") does not make it a correct description of the way 

things really are ("the higher truth"), according to Nagarjuna. 
This helps us to understand the point of the general MSdhyamika critique, by 

revealing what is being criticized: our usual, commonsense understanding of the 

world, which sees it as a collection of discrete entities (one of them myself) inter¬ 

acting causally "in" space and time. "NSgSrjuna's rampage through the notions of 

the philosophers is directed at uncovering their ultimate nonsense with a view to 

releasing men from humiliating bondage to them."7 Vet NlgSrjuna attacks more 

than the philosophical fancies of Indian metaphysicians, for there is a metaphysics, 

although an inconsistent one, inherent in our everyday view—most personally and 

painfully in the contradiction between my sense of myself as something nontemporal 

and unchanging (i.e., as distinct from my attributes, such as body) and the awareness 
that I am growing older and subject to death (indistinguishable from attributes such 

as "my" body). It is one or another aspect of this dualistic view that is made abso¬ 
lute in systematic metaphysics. This commonsense understanding is what makes 
the world sarh&ra for us, and it is this samsSra that NSgSrjuna is concerned with 

deconstructing. 
It is a consequence of our taken-for-granted distinction between things and their 

attributes that I now perceive the room I am writing in not nondually, but as a col¬ 

lection of books and chairs and pens and paper—and me—each of which is un- 

reflectively taken to be distinct from all the others and to persist unchanged until 

affected by something else. The causal relation (NSgarjuna's primary example of an 

attribute) is what we use to explain the interaction among things that are distinct 

from each other. If causality explains the interaction between things, then these 

things in themselves must be noncausal, and, by no coincidence, this is precisely our 

commonsense notion of what an object is: a thing whose continued existence does 

not need to be explained, for once created it "self-exists." The objectivity of the 

world (including the "subjectification" of myself as a thing in it but apart from it) 

depends, upon this dualism between things and their attributes/causal relations. This 

constitutes sarhsSra because it is by hypostatizing such a "thingness" out of the flux 
of experience that we become attached to things—again, the primal attachment 

being (to) the sense of self. Yet what we experience as such self-existing objects 
(svabhava) are thought-constructed reifications, a shorthand way of remembering 

that our perceptions tend to have a certain stability, which allows us to relate them 

together and form expectations. This may be a necessary habit for us (which is why it 
is a lower truth), but such reifications create a delusive bifurcation between objects 

and their attributes (which is why it is a lower truth). 
This point about the way we perceive the world is important because without it 

one might conclude that NSgarjuna's critique of self-existence svabhava is a refuta¬ 

tion of something no one believes in anyway. One does not escape his critique by 
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mil! 
defining entities in a more commonsensefashion as coming into and passing out of 
existence. The logic of the Karikas demonstrates that there is no tenable middle 
ground between self-existence independent of all conditions an empty set—apd 
the complete conditionality of sunya phenomena. NSgarjuna's arguments against 
self-existence show the inconsistency in our everyday, taken-for-granted way of 
"taking” the world: while we accept that things change, we also assume that they 
remain the same—both of which conditions are necessary if they are to be things 
that have causal relations. Recognizing this inconsistency, previous Indian philoso¬ 
phers tried to resolve it by making one of these two aspects absolute at the price of 
the other. But the satkarvavada substance-view of Advaita and SSnkhya emphasizes 
permanence at the price of not being able to account for change, while the asatkar- 
vavSda modal-view of Sautrartika Buddhism has the opposite problem of not being 
able to provide the connecting thread necessary for continuity. Chapter 1 of the 
Karikas argues, in effect, that any understanding of cause-and-effect that tries to 
connect these two separate things can be reduced to the contradiction of both 
asserting and denying identity. NSgarjuna concludes that their "relationship" is in¬ 
comprehensible and "therefore, from the highest point of view, unreal. 

In sum, there is something confused and deluded about our ordinary under¬ 
standing of the world; because it dualizes substance from attribute, subject from 
predicate, permanence from change. Instead of attempting to supply the "correct 
view " however, the Madhyamika simply deconstructs this commonsense under¬ 
standing, a removal which allows something else-obvious but hitherto over¬ 

looked—to manifest. ... 
With the benefit of hindsight, however, we can notice that N3g5rjuna s critique 

of such dualisms itself generates another dualism, one that during the following 
millennium would become increasingly problematical: that between language and 
silence. This dualism became so important because it reflects an essential and per¬ 
haps inescapable dualism at the heart of Buddhism: between delusion (of which - 
language is a vehicle) and enlightenment (to which silence is believed to point). 

Nagariuna, of course, is very sensitive to the dualism of sarhsSra and mrvSoa, 
and its deconstruction in chapter 25 forms the climax of the KirikSs: there is not the . 
slightest difference between them, for the limits (kotih) of the one are the limits of the 
other (verses 19-20); that which arises and passes away (i.e., sarhsSra), when taken 
noncausally and without dependence, is nirvana (verse 9). Its beatitude (iivah) is the 
coming-to-rest of all ways of taking things (sarvopalambhopasamah), the repose of 
named things (prapancopasamah), which is why no truth has ever been taught by 

any Buddha to anyone anywhere (verse 24). _ . 
The problem, however, is that this solution to the dualism of delusion and en¬ 

lightenment resolves the tension between them only by displacing it onto another 

dualism between the manifold world of named things (prapanca) and its com.ng-to- 

rest in silence tptapancopasamah). If nirvana involves realizing the sOnyatS of sam¬ 
ara for Nagariuna that "emptiness” involves the cessation of thought-construction. 

Some translations of 25:24 de-emphasize this cessation,® but many other passages 

in the Karikas leave no doubt as to Nagarjuna's perspective on this matter: from the 

ultimate point of view no predication is possible. The dedicatory verses that begin 
the KSnkas also emphasize that prapancopasamah is the way things truly are (pratT- 
tyasamutpada), a claim echoed in 18; 9 (where tattva "suchness" is characterized by 
Jack of mental fabrication), in 13:8 (sunyatS is sarvadrstinam prokta nihsaranama 
the relinquishing of all views"), and again even in the final verse of the KSrikas, 

26:30, where the author bows to Gautama, whose compassion "taught the true 
doctrine which leads to the relinquishing of all views."* 

NSgarjuna is well aware of the tension intrinsic to the claim that the true char¬ 
acterization of the nature of things is that things cannot be conceptually charac¬ 
terized. H.s solution, of course, is the two-truths doctrine. All predication is part of 
the lower truth. CandrakTrti's commentary on 13:8 quotes the Ratnakuta Sutra to 
make the point that sunyatS is a medicine that must itself be expelled in order for the 
patient to recover fully. Since sOnyata is itself iOnya, one uses that lower truth to 
climb up a ladder that, finally, is kicked away. The Wittgenstein analogy is appro¬ 
priate because N3gSrjuna would also agree with the conclusion to the Tractatus: 

7. What we cannot speak about we must pass over in silence.”10 For the Buddhist 
tradition as it developed thereafter, however, this solution to the dualism of sarhsSra 
and mrvSpa left a legacy that bifurcated too sharply between the lower and the 
higher truths, between means and ends, between thought/language and the peace 
that surpasses understanding. In the centuries that followed, these bifurcations reap- 
peared in various doctrinal forms, especially in East Asian controversies about our 
"Buddha-nature." Significantly, the crux of these debates may also be expressed in 
terms of substance and attribute, subject and predicate: is enlightened mind intrinsic 
or adventitious, something we already have or something we need to gain? 

By no coincidence, this is precisely the issue in the dialectic between original 
enlightenment (hongaku) and acquired enlightenment (shikaku) that is said to have 
preoccupied the young Ddgen: if we are endowed with the Dharma-nature by birth, 
why did all the 8uddhas strive for enlightenment by engaging in spiritual practice? 
Hongaku seems to encourage a self-satisfied quietism complacent in its delusions, 
shikaku a self-stultifying split between means and ends, as we strive to become what 
we are. We shall see that DGgen's solution to this dilemma not only transformed the 
understanding of the relationship between practice and enlightenment; it also led to 
a radically new appreciation of how language can combat its own mystifications. 

What Does Ddgen Deconstruct? 

Language and symbols circumscribe; but. as living forces, they are dynamic enough to 
open up, constantly re-expressing, renewing, and casting-off, so as to unfold new horizons 
of their own life. In this way language and symbols know no limits with respect to how far 
they can penetrate both conceptually and symbolically. No 8uddhist thinker was more 
intensely and meticulously involved with the exploration of each and every linguistic 
possibility of Buddhist concepts and symbols-even those forgotten, displaced ones- 
than Ddgen who endeavored to appropriate them in the dynamic workings of the Wav's 
realization. (Hee-)in Kim)11 7 
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feet enlightenment"). The assurance of a future event is transformed into testimony 
to a present condition. 

Explication of Semantic Attributes 
In the Uji fascicle, Ddgen takes the common term arutoki ("at a certain time/' 
"sometimes," "once") and reinterprets its components aru or u ("to be") and toki or 

ji ("time," "occasion") to make ujif, "being-time," which he uses to signify the non¬ 
duality of existence and time, that is, things and their temporal attributes. In other 
fascicles DSgen makes the same point by reducing each of these two concepts to the 

other, saying that objects are time (objects have no self-existence because they are 
necessarily temporal, in which case they are not objects in the usual sense) and, 
conversely, that time is objects (time manifests itself not in but as the ephemera we 
call objects, in which case time is different from what it is usually understood to 

mean). "The time we call spring blossoms directly as an existence called flowers. 
The flowers, in turn, express the time called spring. This is not existence within time; 
existence itself is time."13 If there are no nouns, there are no referents for temporal 
predicates. When there are no things that have an existence apart from time, then it 
makes no sense to speak of things as being young or old. Nagarjuna had drawn the 
same conclusion: "Becoming other is not comprehensible either of the same thing 
[for then it is not the same thing] or of another thing [for then it is not the#$ame 
thing]. So the young man does not grow old nor does the old man grow old."14 

, In a famous passage in the first fascicle of the Shdbdgenzd, "Cenjo-koan" 
the image of firewood and ashes is used to make the same point about 

things and "their" time: 

Firewood becomes ash, and it does not become firewood again. Yet, do not suppose that 
the ash is future and the firewood past. You should understand that firewood abides in the 
phenomenal expression of firewood, which fully includes past and future and is inde¬ 
pendent of past and future. Ash abides in the phenomenal expression of ash, which fully 
includes future and past just as firewood does not become firewood again after it is ash, 
you do not return to birth after death. 

This being so, it is an established way in buddha-dharma to deny that birth turns into 
death. Accordingly, birth is understood as no-birth, it is an unshakeable teaching in 

Buddha's discourse that death does not turn into birth. Accordingly, death is understood 
as no-death. 

Birth is an expression complete this moment Death is an expression complete this 
moment They are like winter and spring. You do not call winter the beginning of spring, 
nor summer the end of spring.15 

The beginning seems to echo NSgSrjuna's deconstruction of the duality between fire 
and fuel in chapter 10 of the MGlamadhyamakakSrik3, but Dogen's explication 
brings the issue home more directly to our own lives. Because life and death, like 
spring and summer, are not in time, they are timeless. And if there is no one non- 
temporal who is born and dies, then there are only the events of birth and death. But 
if there are only those events, with no one in them, then there is no real birth and 
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The Use of Homophonous Expressions 

In addition to employing associative techniques such as interweaving shozan UUj 
"all the mountains" with shosui &/K "all the waters" to vividly present the 
nonduality of mountain and water in the Sansuikyd lLitRSI fascicle, Dogen uses 
homophonous word pairs—puns—to reinforce his meaning. In the Cabyd fasci¬ 
cle, for example, the phrase shobutsu kore sho naru yueni shobutsu kore sho nari 

iStf&CHS? £.*3 • i#$J CHS £ 'J ("Because all the Buddhas are verifica¬ 
tion, all things are verification") identifies shobutsu "all the Buddhas" with shobutsu 
"all things." 

Reinterpretation Based on the Principle of Absolute Emptiness 

Ddgen "misinterprets" some of the most famous Zen stories to give them a radically 
different meaning—often one diametrically opposed to the traditional understand¬ 
ing. In the Kattd fascicle, for example, Ddgen challenges the traditional view of 
Bodhidharma's dharma transmission to his four disciples Tao-fu, Tsung-chih, Tao-yu, 
and Hui-k'o. According to their different responses to his challenge, Bodhidharma 
says that they have attained his skin, flesh, bones, and marrow, respectively_the 
last because Hui-k o demonstrates the highest attainment by saying nothing at all. So 
it is, at least according to the usual view that sees these four attainments as meta¬ 
phors for progressively deeper stages of understanding, indicating a hierarchy of rank 
among the disciples. D6gen, however, repudiates this common view by adopting the 
absolute point of view: 

We should know that the patriarch's saying "skin, flesh, bones, and marrow" has no 
bearing on shallowness or deepness.... The patriarch's body-mind is such that the skin, 
flesh, bones, and marrow are all equally the patriarch himself: the marrow is not the 
deepest, the skin is not shallowest.17 

Kim cites many other instances to demonstrate these "transgressive" techniques, but 
what we need to do now is characterize their function. Two points stand out. 

First, Ddgen is doing more than twisting traditional texts to make them say 
whatever he wants them to mean. In the examples above, he is using the freedom of 
a poet to conflate a problematic dualism, that is, a deluded way of thinking that 
causes problems for us; and, despite the fact that this literary approach to language is 
so different from N3g5rjuna's dialectical one, in each case there is a parallel with 
deconstructions in the MQlamadhyamakakSriki. For example, hd-setsu denies any 
duality between the one who preaches the dharma and the dharma that is taught, 
even as many chapters of the KSrikas challenge the duality between an agent arid his 
or her action. Uji denies any duality between beings and their temporality, between 
springtime and its flowers, between us and our birth/death; this parallels NSgSrjuna's 
deconstruction of the difference between time and things in chapters 19 and 13. The 
Busshi.5 fascicle denies the duality between sentient beings and their Buddha-nature, 
which may be seen as another instance of N3g5rjuna's repeated attack on the duality 
between things 3nd their attributes. Higan-td (like many other reconstructions) 
denies the usual duality between practice and realization (means and ends), just 
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the goal is not to eliminate concepts but to liberate them! Despite their problematical 
aspects, "words are not essentially different from things, events, or beings—all 
'alive' in Dogen's thought."19 

In an important essay on language in the Ch'an/Zen experience. Dale Wright 
has argued that such awakening is not from language but to language. As in 
GadameTs hermeneutics, language is less an obstructing barrier than a reservoir of 
possibilities becoming available to those not trapped within its dualistic categories, 
not a clothing that hides truth but a medium that manifests it—»n short, not a veil 
but a window. "Far from being a transcendence of language," concludes Wright, 
"this process would consist in a fundamental reorientation within language (that! 
would require training to a level of fluency in distinctive, nonobjectifying, rhetorical 
practices."20 

Within the Buddhist tradition, this move from transcendence'of language to 
reorientation within it is perhaps best exemplified by the difference between Nagar¬ 
juna and DSgen. The latter shows us that words and metaphors can be understood 
not just as instrumentally trying to grasp and convey truth (and therefore dualistically 
interfering with our realization of some truth that transcends words), but as being the 
truth—that is, as being one of the many ways that Buddha-nature is. To the many 
dualisms that Nagarjuna deconstructs, then, DOgen explicitly adds one more: he 
denies the dualism between language and the world. If we are the ones who dualize, 
why blame the victims? A birdsong, a temple bell ringing, a flower blooming, and 
Ddgen's transpositions, too, blossoming for us as we read them: if we do not dualize 
between world and word, then we can experience the Buddha-dharma—our own 
"empty" nature—presencing and playing in each.21 

A Scheme We Cannot Throw Off? 

Now we read disharmonies and problems into things because we think only in the form 

of language—and thus believe in the "eternal truth" of "reason" (e.g., subject, attribute, 
etc.)— Rational thought is interpretation according to a scheme that we cannot throw 
off. (Nietzsche)22 

Both Buddhist thinkers exploit the very different strengths of their respective lan¬ 
guages. The complex syntax of Nagarjuna's sophisticated Sanskrit permits precise 
and terse philosophical analysis. The looser syntax of Dogen's Japanese, due to the 
greater flexibility and ambiguity of its Chinese ideographs, allows a poetic allusive¬ 
ness that lends itself to his semantic transpositions. We have seen that this difference 
is further reflected in their respective attitudes toward language: to Nagarjuna it 
seems to be fundamentally problematical, for he limits himself to employing it nega¬ 
tively, solely to deconstruct the dualities that are delusive (from the higher point of 
view) although necessary in daily life (from the lower point of view). In contrast, 
DOgen views and uses language more positively, by emphasizing the innovative 
possibilities that Chinese and Japanese encourage but Nagarjuna's philosophical 
Sanskrit apparently did not. 
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I wonder how much the languages themselves contribute to this difference. 

Do Nagarjuna's and Dogen's different approaches perhaps reflect different "mental 

spaces" created in employing the different types of script? The meaning of an 

alphabetic script is derivative (or representational) because it converts letters into 

sounds, while Chinese and Japanese ideographs express their meaning more directly, 

without speech. How such a non-oral/aural meaning could arise is suggested by the 

peculiar origin of Chinese characters. According to Simon Leys, the earliest Chinese 

inscriptions "did not record language, but meanings—directly, and speechlessly: 

they transcended language." 

This Chinese emblematic meta-language developed independently from contemporary 
speech. For convenience, however, the written characters were progressively given con¬ 
ventional sounds; thus, eventually the inscriptions did not merely convey silent mean¬ 
ings, they could also be read aloud. In the end, they themselves generated a language- 
monosyllabic and non-intlected (features that remain as the special marks of its artificial 
origin'—and since this language carried all the prestige of magic and power, it gradually 

supplanted the vernacular originally spoken.23 

Perhaps an alphabetic script is more likely to suggest a representational understanding 

of meaning and truth: as letters represent sounds, so words re-present things, imply¬ 
ing that language is something superimposed on the world. In contrast, an ideo¬ 

graphic script seems to de-emphasize such a duality between thought and words, 
between meaning and reality, encouraging instead the view that thought is (part of) 

reality. 
Finally, however, what was more important for Buddhism is that the very differ¬ 

ent resources of these different languages—Nagarjuna's alphabetic Sanskrit and 
Dogen's ideograph*: Japanese-could be tapped for the same end: deconstructing 

the dualisms implicit in our usual ways of "taking" the world, most of them varia¬ 
tions of the fundamental one between subject and predicate, substance and attri¬ 

bute. By dividing up the world into things and their relations, and most of all by 
distinguishing my sense-of-self from the world I live and act "in," I overlook some¬ 

thing important about the actual nature of that world. 
This parallel suggests that Nietzsche was wrong when he reflected that "rational 

thought is interpretation according to a scheme that we cannot throw off." Nagar- 

juna and Dogen both demonstrate, in their different ways, that language at its 

best can work against its own mystifications. However, neither of them believed 

that such conceptual deconstructions are, in themselves, sufficient to escape the 

disease that plagues us insofar as we feel separate from the world (from our bodies, 

our actions, our death). Both took for granted a religious context that provided the 

situation for their philosophical enterprises, a rich heritage of ethical and medita¬ 

tive practices provided by the Buddhist tradition to help us transform our mode of 
experiencing the world. They knew that the most important deconstruction extends 

beyond language to deconstruct the delusive duality between my sense-of-self ar.d 

the world.24 
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MICROGENESIS AND BUDDHISM: THE CONCEPT 
OF MOMENTARINESS 
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There have been few attempts to relate Buddhist thought to current trends in brain 
psychology. This is not surprising since the dominant force in contemporary psy¬ 

chology, that of a modular cognitivism, considers mental contents to be logical 

solids that interact in a function space—an approach that is incompatible with a 

metaphysics of relation and change, and equally inhospitable to process philoso¬ 

phy.’ The temporality that is central to Buddhist metaphysics, and foundational to all 
phenomenal entities, has been largely eliminated from the reified objects of psy¬ 

chology, which severs the temporal relations between modules and reinserts them in 
the connectivity. 

The. aim of this article is to bring to the attention of Buddhist scholars another 

approach to the human mind, one that has developed out of the study of the symp¬ 

toms of individuals with brain damage. This account, the microgenetic theory of 

cognition, had its beginnings with the disorders of language (aphasia) that result from 

damage to focal brain areas. The various forms of aphasia were interpreted as an¬ 
ticipatory phases in the neurocognitive actualization or becoming of an utterance 
Gradually, it became clear that the brain model of language was applicable to the 

account of action and perception as hierarchic systems of momentary actualization 

Indeed, such a range of clinical phenomena could be explained by this theory that 
microgenesis appeared to constitute a general model of brain and behavior. 

According to the theory, the mind/brain state i: a continuous sheet of process 

from self to world, rhythmically generated out of a subcortical core and distributed 

over phases to a neocortical rim.2 The basic operation is a cascade of whole-to- 

part or context-to-item transformations in which parts arise out of wholes through 
constraints on emergent form at successive phases. The progression is from the 
archaic to the recent in brain evolution, from the past to the present—loosely, from 

memory to perception—in a momentary cognition, from unity to multiplicity, and 

from the intrapsychic to the extrapersonal. Mental process is unidirectional, obliga- 

tory, and recurrent The complete sequence from depth to surface constitutes the 

knowledge ^ *'*the0ry'reality ‘S 001 the Starting p0int but the 80al of an act of 

In the course of a reflection on the metaphysics of microgenetic theory so 

.many areas of correspondence to early Buddhist thought are evident-the arising 

and perishing of phases, the recurrence of moments, the phenomenal quality of 

perceptions—that one might suppose it to have been the starting point of the work in 

neurology. Indeed, for many years, after lectures on theoretical psychology I have 
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There have been few attempts to relate Buddhist thought to current trends in brain 

psychology. This is not surprising since the dominant force in contemporary psy¬ 

chology, that of a modular cognitivism, considers mental contents to be logical 

solids that interact in a function space—an approach that is incompatible with a 

metaphysics of relation and change, and equally inhospitable to process philoso¬ 

phy.' The temporality that is central to Buddhist metaphysics, and foundational to all 

phenomenal entities, has been largely eliminated from the reified objects of psy¬ 

chology, which severs the temporal relations between modules and reinserts them in 
the connectivity. 

The aim of this article is to bring to the attention of Buddhist scholars another 
approach to the human mind, one that has developed out of the study of the symp¬ 
toms of individuals with brain damage. This account, the microgenetic theory of 

cognition, had its beginnings with the disorders of language (aphasia) that result from 
damage to focal brain areas. The various forms of aphasia were interpreted as an¬ 

ticipatory phases in the neurocognitive actualization or becoming of an utterance. 
Gradually, it became clear that the brain model of language was applicable to the 

account of action and perception as hierarchic systems of momentary actualization. 
Indeed, such a range of clinical phenomena could be explained by this theory that 
microgenesis appeared to constitute a general model of brain and behavior. 

According to the theory, the mind/brain state is a continuous sheet of process 

from self to world, rhythmically generated out of a subcortical core and distributed 

over phases to a neocortical rim.2 The basic operation is a cascade of whole-to- 

part or context-to-item transformations in which, parts arise out of wholes through 

constraints on emergent form at successive phases. The progression is from the 

.archaic to the recent in brain evolution, from the past to the present—loosely, from 

memory to perception—in a momentary cognition, from unity to multiplicity, and 

from the intrapsychic to the extrapersonal. Mental process is unidirectional, obliga¬ 

tory, and recurrent The complete sequence from depth to surface constitutes the 
mind/brain state. In this theory, reality is not the starting point but the goal of an act of 
knowledge. 

In the course of a reflection on the metaphysics of microgenetic theory, so 

many areas of correspondence to early Buddhist thought are evident—the arising 
and perishing of phases, the recurrence of moments, the phenomenal quality of 

perceptions—that one might suppose it to have been the starting point of the work in 

neurology. Indeed, for many years, after lectures on theoretical psychology I have 
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often been asked—to my dismay, l admit—whether my work on microgenesis was j 

inspired by Buddhist philosophy. \ 
Though roughly aware of the idealist tendencies in Buddhism, nanely momen- | 

tariness and perspectivalism, it is only now, after the theory has reached a degree of y 
maturity of exposition, that l have been motivated to explore the topic in greater 

detail to determine if there are some principles in common. The concept of j 

momentariness that motivates this article is but one example of a convergence. 

However, even certain of the contradictions in Buddhism can be aligned with 

microgenetic concepts, for example the concept of a succession of phases in a 

moment that is itself nontemporal. 

The Buddhist Concept of the Moment 

theory (no self or soul), the coherence and the duration of entities cannot be 
explained unless an antecedent entity is postulated through which the phenomenal 

experience occurs. The assumption in YogScSra of a consciousness anterior to ex¬ 
perience attempts to resolve this difficulty but introduces problems of its own. 

Every account of the phenomenal world requires an experiential thickness. At 
the most basic level, to say that a cognition is not a simple entity but emerges into 

being impregnated with the impression of the previous cognition might address the 

experience of continuity, or at least the lack of awareness of discontinuity, but if all 
there is in the momentary state is a subtle departure from the state of the preceding 

moment a departure that is nonconscious, for consciousness would entail a com¬ 

parison across two states, not just a changed present state—there is still no ac¬ 
counting of (the illusion of) duration and identity. 

The Madhyamika concept of momentariness or dependent co-origination (pratftya- 
<nfnutp,idea holds that every entity is a series of momentary states bound together by 

similarity. An entity is reproduced through a replication of its states. Each moment 

comprises a state of the entity, though a complete entity is the result of an imagina¬ 

tive reconstruction over a series of states. The sequence of the replications is linked 
together in the mind through the rapid succession of similar moments. This gives the 

continuity of experience and the appearance of persistence. Satkari Mookerjee 

writes that the arrow in its flight "is not one but many arrows successively appearing 
in the horizon, which give rise to the illusion of a persistent entity owing to conti¬ 
nuity of similar entities."3 The judgment of similarity and the illusion that similar 

replicates constitute a single entity are subjective features. 
In early (Abhidharmika) Buddhism, every entity was conceived a$ a discrete 

element, and was held to emerge and perish in its entirety. A relational theory of 

causal induction was applied to elements in sequence.4 in a transition across 

elements, the entity did not become another entity but was replaced by the next 

in the succession. This was compared by T.R.V. Murti like Henri Bergson, from 

a different perspective—to a movie strip with full stops and replacements, the 

observer filling in the gaps. The price of this atomism of the moment, however, 

was an inability to account ’or change. The entity, in Mookerjee's words, is "desti¬ 

tute of all continuity," without a past or a future. If the continuity of changeless 

entities arises through a subjective addition, that is, as a "fiction of the understand¬ 

ing," then how does subjectivity contribute change to entities that are otherwise 

changeless? 
Continuity and comparison were problems for an encapsulated theory of. the 

moment. In later writings, the transition from one moment to the next was conceived 
as governed by the causal laws of pure succession without an underlying substratum 
on which the laws were operative. Some commentators, most notably Ratnaklrti, 

emphasized that a unity of the self was necessarily prior to the individual momentary 

entities, in order to give them coherence. Yet if the self is a sequence of moments just 

like the entities it perceives, how does the fusion of moments occur? In an anStman 
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Duration 

According to the most central concepts of Buddhism, a moment (ksana) is not a time- 

slice that is demarcated and infinitely divisible; the moment is not infinitely brief but 

has a certain thickness that is fundamental. This thickness differs from a duration that 

is conceived as a psychic addition. The moment is epochal and atomic without 
incrementation; it is a minimal unit of time that itself is nontemporal. 

The thickness of a moment is conceived as a durationless point in a continuum 
that has no definite boundaries. Stcherbatsky compared a moment—''a momentary 

flashing into the phenomenal world out of an unknown source"—to a point in 

space-time. The duration of the moment is "the smallest particle of time imagin¬ 
able."3 For Murti, "a thing is a point-instant, having neither a "before" nor an 
"after." Murti writes that the moment has no temporal span, and thus no duration.3 

The duration of the moment is bound up with a theory of momentary states of con¬ 

sciousness that are the phenomenal equivalents of atomic point-instants. Conscious¬ 

ness and the duration of conscious experience are thought-constructions of the 
contiguities and simultaneities of the momentary flashings. 

I would agree with those commentators on Buddhist thought who hold that 
duration is added by the mind to the series of changing points, not secondarily 

through a recombination but implicitly in the act of perception (see below).7 It is not 

sufficient, however, to argue that duration is a contribution of the mind to entities 

that are durationless. Such entities depend on the cognitive laws that govern the 
process of "thought-construction," and these laws are as yet unknown. 

In microgenetic theory, as in the writings of Henri Bergson, the duration of an 
actuality is the primary datum; the points or instants are artifacts. Without a duration, 
consciousness is not possible. The duration extends to the barest points since even 
these are conceptual. According to this view, one needs an explication of the pro¬ 

cess through which a duration is established and from which the points are 
extracted, not an account of duration as a sum or an aggregate of points. 
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Phases 

The moment arises and perishes. The thickness of the moment must accommodate 

its kinetic phases, that is, the initial phase of arising and the terminal phase of per¬ 
ishing. In a slice there is no width for even such a characterization; indeed, in a slice 

there is no dynamic, no relation. The phases of a moment are successive; the arising 

and perishing do not occur simultaneously. In some accounts, a nascent phase of 

arising and a cessant phase of perishing enclose an intermediate phase of abiding.8 

This intermediate phase is not a stasis but a segment of change that is neither an 

origination nor a termination. 
In other accounts, there is no distinction of phases but rather a continuous per¬ 

ishing. Mookerjee describes a perishing that is intrinsic to the entity. The entity is its 

changing states. All entities come into existence and pass out of existence, not in the 

sense of a passing in and out of nonexistence, though this is a topic of controversy, 

but of a passing from one state of existence to another state of existence. The change 
across different states does not necessarily entail a transition from existence to non¬ 
existence and back again. The perishing is the “ground" of the arising. An entity 
cannot arise from nothing. An entity cannot perish to nothing. 

The problem of arising (from nothing) and perishing (to nothing) has occupied 
many of the best minds in Buddhist thought, especially with regard to the causal 

process that binds one entity to the next. In'my view, the problem of a perishing into 

nonexistence is a confusion of an entity with an identity, the construal of a non¬ 

existence with a change in the identity of an entity, not the assumption by the entity 

of an altered state. The entity is no longer the same entity and in that sense no 

longer exists (as that entity), but one ought not to confuse nonexistence with unre¬ 
ality or nonbeing. The nonexistence of an occurrent entity at an antecedent or 
subsequent moment is its existence in another state, not its absolute nonexistence. 
The misconstrual of nonexistence with nonbeing results from a confusion of the 

momentariness of an entity with the persistence of that entity over the moments of its 

occurrence. 
But within a moment, successive phases have been distinguished. The concept 

of a succession within a nontemporal span, or the concept of a nontemporal dura¬ 

tion, is a paradoxical feature in the theory of universal flux. Unless every momentary 
state has some temporal width, a duration of some sort must be postulated to intro¬ 

duce process into instantaneous slices of physical immediacy. 
In sum, an entity does not arise from nothing nor does it perish into nothing, 

but is a transition from one baseline state to the next. Something is retained in 

the causal transition that is the basis for the close replication. Otherwise, process 

would be chaotic. The antecedent state constrains the occurrent state, which 

then constrains the subsequent state. Within each moment of arising and perishing, 

there is no nesting of nascent/cessant pairs. Nor can a static phase of abiding be 

tolerated. The moment is a dynamic cycle that constitutes an indissoluble unit of 

existence. 

Dependent Co-origination 

An event arises and perishes in relation to immediately antecedent and consequent 

events. Since every event depends on, or is conditioned by, these relations, and 
since every, event itself is a relation, the event cannot be distinguished from the 

conditions that cause ft. Thus, the event has no substantial or settled nature. One 

cannot say that there is the eventl In Abhidharmic Buddhism, this dependence was 

interpreted as a strict karmic determinism. The SarvastivSdins were still bound to the 

Brahmahic idea of a self-nature (svabhava) in which the essence of an element 

survives after its causal impact on the next event. The self-nature is the being or 

"entityhood" of the element. The Sautrantikas denied self-nature. 

The absence of substantiality or self-being in an element is a limit on its degree 

of actuality or realness. This creates the dilemma that either an element is substantial 

and real or impermanent and unreal. An event or moment as a segment in continu¬ 

ous change is impermanent, thus devoid of explicit content or essence, and, in this 
sense, umeai or “empty. ' In M5dhyamika, these two perspectives are in dialectical 
tension. The middle path avoids the rigid determinism and changeless persistence 
(eternalism) of substantialist theories and the blind chance, continuous change, and 
impersistence (annihilation) of relational theories. 

While the development of the moment from a nascent to a cessant phase has 
often been described as a becoming, there is no process of specification from 

potential to actual comparable to that in Aristotelian thought or in process meta¬ 

physics. Rather, there is a progression from a phase of inception to one of termina¬ 

tion. The concept of a potential is usually illustrated by an example such as the 

potential of a seed to become a sprout. This is not interpreted as the presentiment of 

the sprout in the seed, but in terms of a series of intervening causal pairs, that is, from 
an earlier to a later stage in a series of states. There are occasional accounts of a 

potentiality that develops or “ripens" into a cognition—by CandrakTrti, for example 

—but these do not seem to contain the concept of an individuation of entities from 
their generative ground.9 

An essential ingredient in becoming is the many:one or whole:part relation. 
The frequent statements in Buddhist writings that there are no wholes, only parts, 

might be taken to indicate a rejection of the notion of becoming (of wholes into 
parts). Similarly, there is no progression to an actuality. The Buddhist moment does 

not progress toward realization. In becoming, in the process through which the in¬ 

dividuality of an actual entity is achieved, there is a zeroing in on the definiteness of 

a realized particular. This "movement" toward individuality is not present, so far as I 

can tell, in Buddhist thought. Indeed, the process of individuation is dispersed 

through the concept of co-dependence to a mutuality of interpenetrated entities. 
Becoming is a process leading—in the metaphysics of Whitehead, for example— 

from a groundedness in the totality of eternal objects to the actuality of the one. In 

contrast momentariness is the dependence of an entity throughout its transitional 
appearance on the totality of the universe at a given moment. 
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In dependent co-origination, entities are interrelated throughout their phases: 
every phase in the sequence from nascent to cessant is as actual or as illusory as any 
other phase. In becoming, the "connectedness" or relation to all world entities of a 
given event—that is, the world-ground out of which an event is realized—is implicit 
only at the initial phase of potentiality. This phase is earlier in becoming and evolves 
to an actuality as an independent entity. Put differently, the dependent co-origina¬ 
tion of a moment in Buddhism is a "horizontal" segment of change in which all 
phases are equivalent, while the becoming of process theory is a "vertical" unfold¬ 
ing out of time as the world is generated from potential. 

These comments recall the process critique of the substantialism that is inherent 
in a "vacuous actuality," where the entity fails to achieve a state of subjective 
immediacy; that is, the perishing is the means by which an entity emerges from 
potential to become subjectively immediate. In the metaphysics of process thought 
and Buddhism, the actual does not attain the substantial in order to become real. The 
real is always relational in both the material and the mental world. Indeed, in some 
schools of Buddhism, the relational is enlarged to incorporate the before and the 
after of every momentary event. This is the positive aspect of the relational. The ab¬ 
sence of autonomy entails the interpenetration of every event by every other event. 
To paraphrase Whitehead, every actuality is somewhere, while every potentiality is 

everywhere. 
One does not have to arrest the process of change to achieve an actuality. Mind 

and world are populated with seemingly concrete entities. These entities are illusory 
in their stability, but the presence of stabilities demands an explanation of how the 
flux is carved up into the manifold of appearances. It is not enough to assume that 
the stability of an entity is the result of a rapid succession, with duration and seriality 
achieved as in a movie strip by an illusory fusion of a rapid continuity of similar 
entities (frames) in consciousness, like a phi phenomenon. As noted, this will not 
work if consciousness is also momentary, for then consciousness will require aii ex¬ 
planation of its own capacity for fusion. The anatman position of Buddhism elimi¬ 
nates an absolute or enduring self that could account for the fusion of conscious 
moments. That is why the fundamental problem is the emergence of an entity. What 
is the minimal state or an entity—how can there be entities at ail in a theory of 
continual flux; that is. how is an entity achieved in a moment that is durationless? 
Or. how are durationless moments compounded to the duration of an entity? 

The phase of arising arises from a preceding phase of perishing. The perishing of 
the preceding moment is.complete if the moment is atomic, but in some sense the 
autonomy of a past moment cannot be absolute without losing its continuity with the 
present moment. Disputation in Buddhist philosophy centers on the causal linkage 
between discrete moments, yet there is no theory of the moment itself. The moment 
is atomic, thus autonomous or indivisible, yet it is also relational, thus dependent 
and interpenetrated. How can the contradictory descriptions be resolved? The Bud¬ 
dha said of dependent arising or emptiness that it "is the exhaustion of all philo¬ 
sophical views. I call incurable whoever holds emptiness as a philosophical view" 
One is reminded of Wittgenstein's comparison of philosophy to an illness that is 

seeking a cure. But the relational theory of change on which emptiness is founded is 
a point of view. One gives up an attachment to other points of view to accept the 
view of emptiness, even if that view is viewless. Or perhaps my understanding is 
incomplete.10 6 

The consequence of a momentariness that is pervasive and ruthlessly applied is 
that all knowledge is restricted to the present moment, which, if sufficiently brief_ 
the duration of a chronon, for example1 ’—could not permit experiential awareness. 
We live, so to say, on a knife edge of the present, even if that edge is blunted, with 
each present conceived as an arising/perishing that is renewed as a near replica of 
the immediate past. The self is also a momentary entity that is conditioned by the 
antecedent state. Since each state exists briefly and then passes away, how can the 
self introspect on its own nature? This requires a distinction of self and object in a 
duration sufficient for an explicit contrast. The awareness of such a contrast involves 
a temporal relation that, in a momentary state, would be possible only if virtual or 
illusory. 

Buddhism conceives a perception to be a constituent operation in the creation of 
the subject. The subject (self) cannot reflexively bind those perceptual moments that 
were ingredient in its formation. In early Buddhist thought, consciousness was held 
to vary with its contents. The awareness of a red object is a qualitatively different 
state of consciousness from the awareness of the same object when blue. In fact, the 
perception of a red object is a moment of a visual sensation, a moment of color, and 
a moment of pure consciousness arising more or less simultaneously. There is no 
consciousness of an object, no subject-object distinction, only an object conscious¬ 
ness or an object perception and a state of consciousness in close association. What 
there is in awareness—awareness and its objects—is, for the moment of that aware¬ 
ness, all there is. 

Time 

A theory of time was not initially a significant part pf the concept of momentariness. 
For the Sarv§stiv5dins, the elements were nontemporal but their function was tem¬ 
poral. K. V. Ramanan writes that "the unit of time is the unit of function ... the 
minimum conceivable period (a moment) for the cycle of rising to function, carrying 
out the function and ceasing to function."12 Time is in the arising and perishing of 
moments. The MSdhyamika of N3g3rjuna did not attempt to explain the genesis of 
moments or provide an account of past, present, and future in terms of a momentary 
Now. 1 

Stcherbatsky notes that a point-instant "cut loose from all imagination" is time¬ 
less, and durationless, but it can be viewed (intuited, apprehended by a mind) as 
a particle of time, the empirical origins of which are impossible to conceive. In 
the school of Dharmakirti, the timeless point-instant is a mathematical entity and 
the only reality in the universe. The point becomes a conscious present through the 
action of the imagination. The present, the now, fixes the past and the future and is 
essential for a direction of time. Stcherbatsky points out that the Sarvastivadins raised 
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objections to the convention that onty the present exists, or that the past exists no 

more or the future is unreal for it does not yet exist.13 

A major theme in the Buddhist theory of causation is the emphasis on temporal 

succession or cumulative causation, that is, causal chains in the direction of "time's 

arrow/' with the penetration of an event (dharma) conceived as a penetration by the 

immediate past or the totality of present causes rather than a backward causation 

from the future. Vasubandhu said that except for one's own self, all the elements of 

the universe are the general cause of an event. Charles Hartshorne has questioned 
whether in Buddhism there was a clear distinction of symmetric and asymmetric 
time. He wrote that in the tetralemmas of NagSrjuna, the premises that earlier and 
later events may be mutually independent, interdependent, either, or both do not 

admit a time-asymmetric interpretation.14 
In Yogacara, because of the role of consciousness in the creation of the moment, 

the past and future are viewed as symmetrically embedded in the present state. 

There is a causal simultaneity. Past and future exist in the present by way of an im¬ 

pregnation or saturation of a perceptual consciousness-event. This concept is further 

developed in Hua-Yen, which entails a fully time-symmetric event causation, the 

past and the future collapsing on a single thought-instant in the present. The present 

is an island of immediacy surrounded and penetrated by an ocean of past and future 
time. This "simultaneous mutual fusion" involves the emergence of a momentary 

part-event from the totality of transpired and to-be-transpired experience. This 
whole-part relation is one between a context or field and a core. This relation, which 

is central to microgenetic theory, has been compared to that between horizon and 
core in Heidegger or ground and figure in the Cestaltists.15 The emergence of an 

occurrent particular out of a holistic surrounding of spatiotemporal totality, in which 

an antecedent and a subsequent temporality are compresent in the actuality of the 

present, is a type of whole-to-part specification not encountered in linear accounts of 

momentariness. 
The occasional time-symmetric tendencies in Buddhist thought are not the ana¬ 

logue of the isotropic time of Western science. Reversibility entails a linear time with 

a direction that is arbitrary. In these time-symmetric branches of Buddhist thought, 

time is conceived not so much as reversible as mutually determinate on the present. 

The causal inheritance from the past and the causal endowment to the future are 

both simultaneously active in the formation of the present. The present is the reso¬ 

lution in actuality of an eternity of surrounding time. 
In a becoming, a construct that is in a state of simultaneity with respect to its 

potential elements emerges to a linear order of those elements in consciousness. 
Events serialize as they become actual. Asymmetric time is generated out of time¬ 

lessness, as wakefulness out of dream, with the terminal segments of becoming 

forecast in the antecedent phases of potential. Specifically, data present at the na¬ 
scent phase of a becoming develop into the temporal facts of perceptual experience. 

This occurs through a transition from the wholeness of simultaneity to the partness of 

temporal sequence. This is not a symmetric collapse of the past and the future in the 
present but a creation of past and future in the achievement of a present entity. 
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The Microgenetic Theory of the Moment 

Microgenesis refers to the concept of the mental state as a dynamic traversal— 

becoming-»-over distributed segments or growth planes in the evolution of the fore¬ 

brain. The traversal is a continuum of whole-to-part shifts leading from incipient 

phases of potential to a final phase of actuality. The actual is achieved as a cyclical 
derivation in which each mental state, that is, the full microgenetic sequence, dis¬ 
places a preceding state that is already in decay, as the developing state unfolds over 

the residual activity. The state is like a fountain through which novel form pours out 
from a subconscious core to a perceptual surface of world objects; like a fountain, 

the arising of the present state issues out of the waves of a preceding state that is 
receding in decay. 

The process of becoming is conceived as a type of traveling wave that sweeps 
from depth (arising) to surface (perishing) in an obligatory direction. The depth cor¬ 

responds with the archaic in evolution and the experiential history of the organism in 

long-term memory, the surface with systems of evolutionary recency and the imme¬ 

diacy of short-term memory and perception. The sweep is from the past to the pres¬ 

ent with every traversal depositing a novel occasion. The mental state is framed by 

an arising and a perishing, but each phase in the state arises in the fading of the same 
phase in the just prior state as it is revived in the next traversal.16 

Mental states are atomic units that are replaced by near replicates. Each replicate 

changes slightly from the prior state in the course of its becoming. In Buddhist 

thought, moments are continuous and recurrent. Murti writes, "change is the re¬ 
placement of one entity by another; it is the cessation of one and the emergence of 

another."17 In microgenesis there is a fading of activity, and an arising on this fading 

of a new pattern of activity. One enjoins, transforms, and replaces the other. The 

phase perishes in the sense that it no longer plays its role in the prior state, but it is 

not extinguished. The perishing has a role to play; the phase survives, degraded, as a 
baseline for the next traversal. 

Change 

The becoming of a mental state is a sequence of nascent/cessant phases, with re¬ 

spect to both the wavelike pattern of the occurrent state and the background activity 

of the prior state. The perishing of the just-prior state is the fading background on 
which the arising of the present state develops. The neural activity at each phase in 
the decay of the preceding state is reactivated in the occurrent one. At each of these 

phases, a novel configuration develops out of the decay pattern. The synaptic rela¬ 

tions among the myriad neurons that constitute this pattern act as a template for 
the en$uinD configuration. In so doing, even as it decays, the pattern conforms 

(constrains) this configuration to replicate closely the equivalent phase of the just- 
prior state. 

Change is the transition from arising to a perishing and the replacement of rep¬ 
licates, not the nexus between them. It is the configural deviation of a replicate—a 
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point-instant or a mental state—from the pattern of Its precedent a moment before. 1 

There is no avw reness of change, only a changed awareness; change lays down the , 

awareness in a state that has also changed. That is, the change of which we are ; 

aware, the flow of objects around us, is not the change that generates the awareness, T 
which depends on a comparison of states. This comparison is ingredient in the ... 

content of the changed state (of consciousness); it is not a contrast across successive 

states. The self and its objects in the present are not compared with those of a 

moment ago. The contrast is anchored in a duration that arises as a virtual span 
across phases in a single state. The mind does not suspend a past state for compari¬ 

son with a present state. The past state is past; it no longer exists. Rather, past and 

present are recreated within the state of the moment with the events compared 
serving as boundaries within the momentary state, framing a duration that is 

extracted from a surface depth disparity across phases. 
The replacement of one state by the next is transposed by consciousness to an 

external connection of cause and effect. A substitution is apprehended as a linkage. 
Bergson wrote of this as a spatialization of time. A point that replaces itself is 

spatially extended as a two-dimensional line. The nonspatial point is visualized as a 

chainlike concatenation of states linked together by causal forces. From the $W*d- 

point of the mental state as an atomic whole, the linkage is an unreal void "filled-in" 

by the changeless, timeless gaps between moments. Simple object causation is the i 

filling in of the illusion of a linkage. The glue of passage is the absence of time * 
(change) in these gaps. A fluidity of experience is achieved because the moments ■:? 
have no intervals. The intervals "between the moments" do not exist because they j 

are timeless. Each moment is an entire existence for the observer. | 

Arising and Perishing f 

In Buddhist theory, a perishing gives way to an arising, which gives way to a per- ; 

ishing. Does the transition from a perishing to the next arising differ from the transi¬ 

tion from an arising to the next perishing? Is the cessant phase of one moment the <i 
nascent phase of the next? If so, whence comes the autonomy of the moment? If • 

change is a continuum of relations, how are moments articulated; that is, on what ^ 

basis is the flux of the world segmented into nascent/cessant points? No matter how >. 

sufficient the width of a given point-instant, its relations will still be transected to give ■* 
the point, and the boundaries of the point will be arbitrary. • • 

Is the difference between a nascent and a cessant phase that of the direction of i 
process? That is, would an arising become a perishing if the direction of time was 
reversed? In microgenesis, there is a nesting of arising/perishing phases within the : 

mental state, from the initial phase of arising, that is, the onset of the mental state, to 

the terminal phase of perishing, that is, the actual endpoint of the state. The arising 
arises from a baseline activity that itself arises from the oscillatory properties of neu¬ 

rons. The process goes from arising to perishing and is irreversible. There is an aris¬ 

ing at the initial phase of a becoming, and an arising at each successive phase, but a 
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perishing always provides a basis for another arising; that is, a perishing is the basis 
for both the ensuing phase and the recurrent phase. 

Buddhist theory appears unaltered by isotropic time. There is no reason why the 

process could not run backwards. In microgenetic theory, a perishing could not be 

an arising in a reversal of time. Change is in the direction of an arising to a perishing 

at each phase in the mental' state, and from the onset of the state to its terminus. 

Process is organic and unidirectional. Nor is there a time symmetry in process 

metaphysics, in which perishing achieves an objective immortality in the eternal 
ground out of which the next actuality develops. 

Constraints and Continuity 

The wavelike process that is the vehicle by which the mental state is laid down is not 

a collection or composition of elements but a distribution into entities, a graded 

"materialization"—a becoming real or actual—of temporal facts out of a non¬ 

temporal ground. The facts, the phenomenal objects of world and mind, arc the distal 
specifications of earlier holistic phases. Within each mental state, the whole-to-part 
transformation is iterated—one should say sustained, since it is a continuum_at 

successive phases through a cascade of transitions leading to the final actuality. 

The mental state incorporates a sequence of phases from potential to actual. The 
phase of potential is an incipient object, in fact many possible objects. The potential 
is a proclivity or a disposition, not a multiplicity. The tendency is from unity to 
multiplicity, not the reverse. The final object is the realization of that potential into 

diverse actual entities. What entities individuate depends on the intrinsic dynamic, 
but mostly on the sensory delimitation of the wavelike sequence of whole/part shifts! 
The brain does not provide a structure on which this process unfolds. The brain is a 
process through which acts and objects actualize. It is only phenomenally an object. 

This process deposits an actual object as a final fact of experience. The final phase 

can deposit the object world, or an interior world of dream, or an image that is 

embedded in the object world. The objects of perception, dreams, and the concepts 

and images of introspection are all mental objects. These objects and the phases 
through which they are deposited constitute the mind/brain state. 

The ground of the state, the resting activity of the basal phase, provides a context 

within which the state develops. Microgenetic states overlap. The replacement 

begins before the state actualizes. If the overlap were taken to the level of the point- 

instant, the corresponding concept in Buddhism might be the arising of a subsequent 

moment from the nascent phase of the preceding moment; that is, before the per¬ 
ishing is completed, the next arising begins. The contribution of a T-1 phase in the 

decay of the prior mental state to the pattern at the same phase in the occurrent state 

at 1-2 is similar to the effect of the terminus of one nascent/cessant moment on the 
next arising. Through the overlap at each phase, a configuration replaces its ante¬ 

cedent and in turn provides a constraint on the state to follow. The influence acts at 
every phase in the generation of the state. A state is not activated by its antecedent. 
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The antecedent does not provide the raw material for the consequent. Rather, the 

resting state establishes the boundaries of development and so limits the striving of - 

process for the completion and fulfillment of those entities that are but dimly forecast 

in the phase of potential. 
The state develops as a set of contrasts at successive phases. It is parsed by ex* 

trinsic sensory or physical "input/' and by the resting background of the antecedent 

phase. The becoming is propelled by the forward development and the pattern of 

intrinsic decay and sculpted at successive phases by the occurrent sensory field. 

Each phase in the occurrent state is driven by constraints, not direct causal effects. If 

a stone falls on the surface of a tranquil pool and causes a ripple of concentric 

waves, in what sense does the quiescent surface contribute, as a cause, to the pattern 

of the spread? If another stone falls, in what sense does the prior configuration cause 
the ensuing one? This problem is akin to that in microgeny. 

A constraint is more like a condition than a cause. A constraint does not transfer 
something. A condition is necessary for an effect but is uncommitted as to the nature 

of this necessity. The concept of constraints as conditions that determine effects but 

do not go into them is consistent with certain schools of Buddhism. In this respect, 

the theory resonates with the distinction by NagSrjuna, anticipating Hume, of con¬ 
ditions and causes, and the explanatory preference for the former because, as he 

writes: "The essence of entities is not evident in the conditions."18 
The present state emerges out of its precursor. The foundational phases of the 

state evoke, in their development, ancestral phases associated with personal mem¬ 

ory and world knowledge, and revive the past of the individual at every phase. This 

past constitutes the greater part of every cognition. Indeed, the inheritance of the 

past—the personal past, the life history—shapes the present at every moment A 

perception is a memory redefined by sensation. Memory elaborates, sensation elim¬ 

inates, all but what is relevant to the immediate surround. A microgeny specifies the 

world to a point where what actualizes is apprehended as external. An actuality is a 

memory, a dream, shaped by sensation to a space that is apprehended as real and 

extrapersonal. Conversely, a perception is a memory that escapes reminiscence by 

actualizing at a more distal phase in the microgeny. 

Mere continuity or contiguity does not give a past. It does not give a duration or 

the recognition of an identity. A thermostat does not remember the past. The past 

exists for the thermostat, or for any reflex creature, as a changed present with no 

present other than the change. The imaginary present (ours, not the thermostat's, 
which has no present) has appropriated the past, but this is a past that exists in the 
mind of an organism that is capable of generating a present, not the past (the before) 
of a system in which duration does not exist. A present is created by a mind. The 

point-instant cannot exist, as a present point, without an observer to be present for. 
Buddhism postulates the moment, microgenesis the mental state, as the funda¬ 

mental unit of experience. Each mental state is an encapsulated moment. In the au¬ 

tonomy of the state, the theory approaches the Buddhist concept of momentariness. 

The moment is a relation of phases that are internally continuous, but discontinuous 

with antecedent moments. Microgenesis gives an account of the origin of the mo¬ 

ment as the basic unit of cognition. The process is similarly relational; the moment is 

equally discrete. There is an important difference, however. The summing of points 

to events is postulated in Buddhism to be an activity of the mind, while for micro- 
genesis wholes are not constructed but partitioned. The moments of microgenesis 

are duratipns in which instants are artificial slices. The moments of Buddhist thought 

are irreducible points. Duration in microgenesis is computed from a disparity in 

phases; the phenomenal moment in Buddhism is a complex thought-construction of 

atomic point-instants. In Buddhism, points are constructed to phenomenal experi¬ 

ence whereas in microgenesis they are the analytic termini of phenomenal wholes. 

The mental state exhibits the same types of relations that govern the dependent 

co-origination of points. The moment is equivalent to the mental state, as the part is 

illustrative of the whole. The point-instant of Buddhist thought has also been related 

to the mental state. P. Mehta wrote, "the steps of the paticca-samuppSda ... apply in 

relation to each and every experience, and especially to each and every mental 

state."19 The mental state develops on the same basis as the point-instant. Relational 
dependence is universally applicable. 

Like Indra's Net, holographic representation and fractal self-similarity, each 

point-instant is a microcosm of a phase in becoming, and each phase in becoming is 
a microcosm of the mental state. The points do not exist individually, nor do the 

phases, without a transition over the series. The state must actualize to become real, 
so its phases can also become real. As there is no arising without a perishing, there is 

no arising/perishing without another arising/perishing, so that any phase in the con¬ 

tinuum depends on those phases in which it is embedded. The principle is the same 
in Buddhism and microgenesis. 

Categorization and Momentariness 

Stcherbatsky wrote that the leading idea of Buddhism, the keystone of its ontology, is 

that there is no other ultimate reality than separate, instantaneous bits of existence, 

with ail stabilities constructed by the imagination. These thought-constructions of 
phenomenal experience obscure our vision of this underlying reality. For Nagarjuna, 

the phenomenal world is as real or unreal as a point, and both are as real as any 

world can be. The relational dependence of events is true for any and every world. 

There is no substance, no foundational element; the points are recombined by sec¬ 
ondary relations in the mind. But is not the very concept of the point-instant and its 
atomicity mind-dependent? 

The mind-dependence develops on the concept of atomicity, which requires a 
stability of process. Pure flux is not atomic. Atomicity is a break in flux. Buddhist 
theory is at pains to account for the autonomy of successive occasions. How is flux 

resolved with stability even at the level of the point? Is the relativity of the point 

compatible with its replication? If there is no explanation for how the flux is carved 

up, there is no account of novelty, identity, randomness, chaos. 

The novelty of an occasion is in the relation of all points at a given moment that 

impact on that occasion. Is the "sum" of all relations for each recurrence the sum of 
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their causal bonds? The interpenetratiorvof points by other points—whether simul¬ 
taneous or temporally displaced—is consistent with either rigid causation or con¬ 

tinuous novelty. For some, the conditionality of dependence is a restriction on causal 

certainty. For others, the dependence is fully deterministic. The kinetic nature of the 
bonds within and between events implies that the emptiness of relationality could 

be the emptiness of contingency. The unconditioned is the ground of contingent 

entities. But if the relational is the contingent, its emptiness is not its contingency; it 

is its transitivity. 
Change is in the relational quality of the points; stability is in their capacity for 

replication. A constellation of moments that replicates itself with some consistency is 

perceived as an object. If replications are not exact facsimiles, they change. If they 

are exact facsimiles, they do not change. For microgenesis, change is the replace¬ 

ment by a near replicate. Consciousness and duration are created by the process of 

replacement; it is not consciousness that does the recombining. Indeed, in Bud¬ 

dhism, there is too much work for consciousness to do without some explanation of 

how the work is done. A theory of replacement is obligated to describe the change in 

the replicate; otherwise, the world is a static block. Perhaps for Buddhism it is, but 

then how and why does the illusion of change occur? * 
Process and stability are the problem of change and duration. The phenomenal 

present, the specious present of William james, is an illusion that develops in a sin¬ 

gle mental state.20 The past event that is the hinter border of the duration no longer 
exists, nor do the intervening events, nor does the present event, the perception that 

is the forward edge of the duration. The external referent of a memory is gone, as 

is the referent of the perception by the time the observer perceives it. A perceived 

object is not "on-line" with the perception. The perceptual event is a creation "out 

of time" with respect to the external world, possibly with respect to the brain as well. 
The world is the derivation of the conceptual into objects. Concepts are catego¬ 

ries. The process of categorization is a primordial mental operation, a Kantian given, 

through which nature is articulated. The denial of categories in MSdhyamika or the 

attempt to eliminate, through right action and meditation, the attachment to con¬ 

cepts or categories of thought—aims to strip off all thought-based illusions that 

obscure a knowledge of the real. Whether this is even possible is questionable, but 

the effort is justified by the categorical nature of all knowledge. It is likely that many 
of the categories of human knowledge approximate those of nature or tease her apart 

at her joints—otherwise we would not be here—but the categories are still mental. A, 
moment or point-instant is a category, an isolate in the mind that takes on a contrast 

as a momentary focus. The emptiness of pratityasamutpada might be the pure flux 

that remains when the concept even of the point-instant dissolves. But then, the 

point-instant itself would disappear. 
The stability of objects depends on a duration, which in turn hinges on the pro¬ 

cess of categorization. The process of category production is linked to the whole-part 

relation. The derivation of parts from wholes and the graded succession of whole- 

part shifts establish the pattern of mental process. The parts of a whole impend in the 
whole as the members of a category impend in the category. The whole is not a 
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settled capacity but a potential for an arising of its parts. The parts are not actual 

items or constituents but virtual entities. There are no conclusive parts or wholes. A 

part that is generated can become a whole and perish for the sake of another parti¬ 
tion. The final wholelike parts are what process deposits as the actual world. 

Wholes and parts are relations. The relation of whole to part resembles the 
shifting contrasts and hierarchies of categories and members. This relation is funda¬ 

mental to the experience of all mental and perceptual content. The shift from whole 

to part is the vehicle of change. The recrudescence of antecedent wholes that dis¬ 

tribute into parts recaptures the context (concepts) from which the parts (objects) 

individuate. The view of mental process as the fractioning of wholes into parts— 

the final partlike wholes being the entities that process achieves, with every part 

emerging from an antecedent whole—corresponds with a basic theme in Indian 

philosophy, that unity underlies diversity, for example in the concept of causation as 

an emergence of event-particulars out of a causal whole, or in the concept of a 

universal self or absolute nature that underlies the transient self and the phenomenal 

world. Mehta has written, "from the many to the One; from the diversity so obvious 

to the senses, to the unity which is the fruit of inward realization: such is the general 

trend in religious thought."21 In microgenesis, this process is reversed. The specifi¬ 

cation of parts out of wholes is conceived as unidirectional, anisotropic, like the 
experience of time, which is a subjective feeling that supervenes on the whole-part 
relation. 

To say that a moment is a category implies that a moment in consciousness is a 
chunking by the mind of the stream of change. In fact, the appearance of a stream is 

elaborated by the moments. There are no present moments in nonconscious nature, 

yet there is momentary change.. There are entities, there is change, and, presumably! 
there is becoming, but there is no actual present. A moment in nature is not a now. 

In transforming moments to nows, mind exemplifies the becoming of nature. The 

change in a mental entity from its antecedents—the dissipation of an entity and its 

replacement by another novelty, the arrow of time that flies over the points as they 
are vanishing, the birth, growth, and death of each moment—is the cognitive equiv¬ 

alent of the change that underlies passage in the material world. The momentary 

cycle of a point-instant, its arising and perishing, does not require consciousness for 

the expansion of that momentariness to a present moment. The present develops in a 

complex of nascent/cessant cycles within which the point-instant is conceptualized. 

All moments are not present moments independent of consciousness. If a point- 
instant were to be regarded as a present moment, one would have to postulate a 
consciousness ingredient in every entity no matter how particulate. 
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and Process: Brain States and the Conscious Present (New York: Springer- 

Verlag, 1991), and Time, Will, and Mental Process (New York: Plenum Press, 

1996). 
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Word "Dharma"(London: Royai Asiatic Society, 1923). 

6 - T R. V. Murti, The Central Philosophy of Buddhism: A Study of the Madhya- 

mika System (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1955), p. 71. 

/ - For example, in David Kalupahana, Causality: The Central Philosophy of 

Buddhism (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1975). And, elsewhere, the 
problem with 'Identifying consciousness with the passing psychical states (is 

that in the absence of a distinct mental entity behind the states) conscious¬ 
ness has been reduced to a congeries of momentary conscious units having no 
real nexus between" (»Mookerjee, The Buddhist Philosophy of Universal Flux, 

p- 342). 

8 - See the discussion in jay L. Garfield, trans. and comment., The Fundamental 
Wisdom of the Middle Way: Nagarjuna's Mulamadhyamakakarika (New York: 

Oxford University Press, 1995). 

9 - CandrakTrti writes that when a cognition is manifest from a potential then there 
is a "dependence on a reciprocal object" that in virtue of the dependence does 
not exist. The critique of before and after, and the nonexistence of dependency, 

has less force if the events are conceived as successive phases in becoming, 
since the nontemporality of becoming dissolves the problems of priority and 

relational dependency. 

10 - The insistence that emptiness is viewless because it is a lifepath that excludes 
or transcends all other views, though resonant with the earliest concepts of 
Madhyamika, has the unfortunate effect of restricting discourse to exegesis 

when there is much in Buddhist philosophy that could profitably be applied to 

scientific thinking, in this respect, I find myself closer in spirit to Murti than to 

his many critics. See C. W. Huntington, Jr., with Geshe Namgyai Wangchen, 

The Emptiness of Emptiness: An Introduction to Early Indian MSdhyamika 

(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1989). 
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11 - Estimated at 10~24 seconds by G. J. Whitrow, in his The Natural Philosophy of 
Time (London: Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1961). 

12- K. V. Ramanan, Nagarjuna's Philosophy (Rutland, Vermont: Charles Tuttle, 
1966). 

13 - Th. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic, vol. 1. (1930; reprint, Delhi: Motilal Banar- 
sidass, 1993), p. 84 et seq. 
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15 - See Steve Odin, Process Metaphysics and Hu a-Yen Buddhism: A Critical Study 

of Cumulative Penetration vs. Interpenetration {Albany: State University of New 
York Press, 1982). 

16 - The term state is unfelicitous for it Implies a static block or slice of time. It is 

used to describe the full set of kinetic phases in the dynamic "module" of a 

becoming sequence. The term phase refers to a transitional segment in a given 
state. 

17 - Murti, The Central Philosophy of Buddhism, p 73. 

18 - See jay L. Garfield, "Dependent Arising and the Emptiness of tmptmess: Why 
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Will and Menial Process). 

21 - Mehta, Early Indian Religious Thought, p. 347. 
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the superiority of Chinese thought with Heidegger's assertion, dis¬ 
cussed in the previous section, that Western tradition cannot 
achieve any^fransformation by taking over "Eastern experiences." 

54 _ This rhetoric of East and West does not confine itself to Hegel's 
discourse. In the Introduction to his book China and Europe, for 
example, Adolf Reichwein cites the following words by Nathorp: 
"Today the expiring occidental turns his face back to the rising- 
place of the spiritual sun, the true birthplace of Man and of all his 
profound dreams of Cod and the soul—to the East" And these 
words find their echo in the East: "Tagore spoke: 'For if this brand 
consume itself and be extinguished, leaving a heap of ashes as its 
only memorial, the everlasting light will once more shine forth in 
the East—in the East where human history had its dawn'" (Adolf 
Reichwein, China and Europe: Intellectual and Artistic Contacts in 
the Eighteenth Century, trans. J. C. Powell [London: Kegan Paul, 

1925], p. 3). 

55 - This is the meaning of the concept of 'zhong/ the middle' in the. 
Zhong Yong (Doctrine of the mean), as it is interpreted by some 
modern Neo-Confucianists. See, for example, Hu Weixi, Chuan- 
tong yu renwen: Dui gongtai xin rujia de kaocha (Tradition and 
humanity: An examination of the Neo-Confucianists in Hong Kong 
and Taiwan) (Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1992), pp. 52 ff. The thought 
of zhong may be cautiously compared with what Geoffrey Ben¬ 
nington says of deconstruction: it "is not an extremism," and we 
"must seek out... the 'differential' tension of the middle" (Geoffrey 
Bennington and Jacques Derrida, Jacques Derrida, trans. Geoffrey 
Bennington [Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993], p. 171). 

PROBLEMS OF RELIGIOUS PLURALISM: A ZEN 
CRITIQUE OF JOHN HICK'S ONTOLOGICAL 
MONOMORPHISM 

John Hick has recently advanced a "pluralistic hypothesis"1 of religion 
that essays a comprehensive vision of religious diversity and its attendant 
soteriological, epistemological, and ontological implications. At the heart 
of his theory is the hypothesis that there is a transcendent noumenai 
reality, ontologically "real" and epistemically unknowable, that is the 
ultimate metaphysical referent for the various phenomenal responses, 
culturally and humanly conditioned, of diverse religious traditions: 

[T]he great world faiths embody different perceptions and conceptions of, and 
correspondingly different responses to, the Real from within the major variant 
ways of being human— One then sees the great world religions as different 
human responses to the one divine Reality, embodying different perceptions 
which have been formed in different historical and cultural circumstances.2 

In addition to the transcendental unity of all religions, Hick suggests that 
there is a substantial identity of soteriological mechanisms at work: 

[W]ithin each of them ["the great world faiths"] the transformation of human 
existence from self-centeredness to Reality-centeredness is taking place. These 
traditions are accordingly to be regarded as alternative soteriological "spaces" 
within which, or "ways" along which, men and women can find salvation/ 
liberation/ultimate fulfilment3 

Methodologically, Hick weaves what, on first blush, seem to 
be diametrically opposed philosophical threads, namely: (1) a neo- 
Wittgensteinian approach that construes religious beliefs and practices as 
part of a "language-game," or "the language and the actions into which 
it is woven,"4 and (2) a propositional-realist, though highly perspective, 
purview by positing an ontologically real transcendent. These seemingly 
contradictory views, however, contribute to a richly textured account of 
religious experience that incorporates the diversity of religious faiths and 
grounds the traditions in a cohesive metaphysical substratum.5 

However, some critics have questioned the philosophical validity of 
Hick's metaphysical and epistemological presuppositions, specifically 
his formulation of the Real an sich and the Real as humanly experienced. 
For example, Harold A. Netland asks: 

If our experience is limited to the divine phenomena, can we be said to have 
any knowledge at all of the divine noumenon—the Eternal One? If there is no 
significant element of continuity between the Eternal One an sich and the 
various divine personae, is it at all informative to speak of the personae as 
images or manifestations of the Eternal One?6 
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As Sumner 13. Twiss suggests, "a recognition of the possible ill fittingness 

between Hick's claim and some religious traditions suggests the possi¬ 

bility that his claim might well be theistically loaded and at best appli¬ 

cable only to those theistic traditions that are historically related (e.g., 

Judaism, Christianity, Islam)/'9 

These questions point to a possible incongruity between Hick's 
approach and the various faiths that do not claim any sort of metaphy¬ 
sical or ontological appreciation of a divine noumenal reality. It will be 

my contention throughout the rest of this essay that Sdtd Zen Buddhism, 

as represented by the medieval Zen master D6gen,10 necessarily vitiates 

Hick's thesis on two major counts and one minor one. They can be 

formulated as follows: 

1. There is no reference to a metaphysical reality above and beyond the 

phenomenal; indeed, the soteriological force of Sdt6 Zen is secured 

not by an experience of the noumenal, either transcendency or im¬ 

manency, but by a thoroughgoing acceptance and appreciation of the 

phenomenal. 
2. Moreover, Zennists, especially Ddgen, sCpulate that unless one is 

stripped of his/her conceptual, linguisCc fetters, he/she cannot have 
an epistemic awareness of the "true" nature of reality. 

3. Hick's soteriological model of liberation as the "transformation from 

self-centeredness to Reality-centeredness," while structurally con¬ 

sonant with Zen soteriology, lacks the addiConal component of com¬ 

passionate activity espoused by D6gen and many other Zen masters; 

in effect, Dogen takes Hick's model one step further by augmenting 

a practical component that can only be "actualized" in constant 

"exertion."11 

Supervening on these critiques will be a positive construction of DSgen's 

religious enterprise12 and its implications for the connection between 
religious experience, namely the "oneness of practice and enlighten¬ 

ment" (shushd itto), and moral action. 

I 

For Hick's thesis to have any sort of validity, that it not be a Feuer- 
bachian projection or a Freudian illusion, it must posit "a real encounter 

Dooiitv"i3 oersonae or impersonae. It is 

of internal realism14 that lacks any ontological force. Indeed, Hick 

maintains that such a noncognitivistic view of religion 

cull the heart out of religious belief and practice. For the importance of reli¬ 
gious beliefs to the believer lies ultimately In the assumption that they are 
substantially true references to the nature of reality; and the importance of 
religious practices to the practitioner lies in the assumption that through them 
one is renewing or deepening one's relationship to the transcendent divine 
Reality.15 

Hence, all religious experience, culturally conditioned and institution¬ 

ally shaped, refers to the same ultimate reality, or Real an sich. 

I am not so concerned here with the pluralist aspect of Hick's 

agenda (i.e., whether it is valid to posit the same unifying transcendent 
fof the various conceptions of the divine in differing faiths); rather, I 

would like to consider the more fundamental question of the commen- 

surability of such a model to a tradition that professes no metaphysical 

claims of the kind advanced by Hick. Hence, my inquiry is more con¬ 

cerned with whether Hick's hypothesis can function as a general theory 

erf religious experience, able to accommodate even those traditions that 

do not give credence to a metaphysically discrete divine reality. 
On this question, I think it may be illuminating to draw a methodo¬ 

logical distinction that may help to locate Hick's insights or oversights. I 

am referring to descriptive and explanatory reductionism: 

Descriptive reduction is the failure to identify an emotion, practice, or expe¬ 
rience under the description by which the subject identifies it This is indeed 
unacceptable. To describe an experience in nonreligious terms when the 
subject himself describes it in religious terms is to misidentify the experience, 
or to attend to another experience altogether. 

Explanatory reduction consists in offering an explanation of an experience 
in terms that are not those of the subject and that might not meet with his 
approval. This is perfectly justifiable and is, in fact, normal procedure.... The 
explanation stands or falls according to how well it can account for all the 
available evidence.16 

The charge of descriptive reductionism has been leveled at Hick by 

various critics17 for "reducing'.' religious claims to second-order inter¬ 

pretations that contradict the fundamental premises of differing faiths. 
However, it seems to me that Hick goes out of his way to give valid, 

internal descriptions of religious faiths and even goes so far as to remain 
"agnostic" about settling, in any satisfactory way, the differences be¬ 

tween the various truth claims raised by each tradition over historical 
and metaphysical matters. Indeed, it is precisely the identification and 

exposition of the self-understandings of religious traditions that begat 
rurnhlAm of religious diversity in the first place.18 Hence, a critique of Jung H. tee 
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Hick would seem to hinge on the explanatory force, and not on the 
descriptive adequacy, of his hypotheses. 

In characterizing the Zen tradition, Hick gives the following descrip¬ 

tion: "From the point of view of our pluralistic hypothesis we can say 

that for Zen the Real is immanent in the world process and can be 

experienced in each present moment of existence by a mind purified of 

the ego point of view."19 Although, at times, Hick seems to move away 

from a metaphysical reading of a Real an sich, albeit as an immanental 

and not a transcendental manifestation, within the Buddhist tradition,20 

he inevitably capitulates to a Kantian notion of a "single divine noume- 

non," or the "Eternal One," as the foundational ground of Buddhist 

experience: 

It appears to me that the doctrine of an/cca, in its extended form, affirming 
that the universe is an endless continuum of change, without beginning or 
end; must be a theory rather than a report of experience,... That everything 
we observe is transient can safely be affirmed; but the evidence on which this 
is affirmed cannot authorise the further claim that there is no eternal reality 
transcending the realm of temporal change.21 

In light of this exegesis, we may question whether Hick's interpretation 

has any justificatory force as an explanation of the Buddhist, specifically 

Zen, tradition in regard to matters metaphysical. 

Dogen, the founder of the Soto Zen sect22 in Japan, regarded emp¬ 

tiness or impermanence as the organizing principle of ail phenomena. 

He states in the Bussho: 

[PJIants, trees, and woods are impermanent, hence Buddha-nature. Human 
bodies and minds are transient, thus Buddha-nature. Countries, mountains, 
and rivers are evanescent, because they are Buddha-nature. Since supreme 
enlightenment is 8uddha-nature, it is impermanent. The perfect quietude of 
nirvana is momentary and thereby Buddha-nature.23 

For Dogen, impermanence is not so much a discrete, metaphysically real 

ground of human experience as it is a phenomenological law governing 

the dispositional states of all psychophysical operations at work in the 

experiential world. Indeed, even the ultimate soteriological state of nir¬ 
vana cannot be said to be free from the continuous flux of change an<d 

decay: "Awakening to the Bodhi-mind and realizing enlightenment are 

both subject to momentary birth and decay.... Simply understand that 

# birth and death are in themselves Nirvana."24 Ultimately, the "emptiness 

of 'emptiness is emptiness'" means that in the realization of emptiness 

there is "nothing but emptiness."25 
When DOgen states that ail things are impermanent, he is not simply 

stating that some form of "change" exists as a "higher" immutable reality 

-ilosophy East & West "out there" to be grasped; rather, he seems to be suggesting that imper- 
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manence, as a determinative, constituent factor of all phenomena, is 
occurrent prior to its objectification. He states in the Ikka myCju: "Be¬ 

cause of its priority over its functional manifestations, this principle 

remains as something ungraspable even in the midst of its function¬ 

ing."26 In other words. Impermanence, by its very definition, is impos¬ 

sible to experience externally but is rather an internal phenomenological 

condition of the experience itself. Hence, instead of "All sentient beings 

possess Buddha-nature without exception," D6gen contends that "All 

existence is Buddha-nature."27 In this way, D6gen denies that imper¬ 

manence can be experienced as a something, not because of any sort 

of metaphysical gap (e.g., between the Real an sich and the Real as 

humanly experienced), but rather because of its non-abiding ontological 

reality. Joan Stambaugh, in a recent study of Dogen's views or imper¬ 
manence, puts the matter thus: 

The Buddha-nature is not the kind of thing that we can possess at all. Viewed 
temporally, this means that the Buddha-nature is not something that admits of 
being possessed in the mode of durational persistence. It does not persist; it 
has no duration— The Buddha-nature is precisely temporal conditions 
themselves. By temporal conditions, Ddgen is referring to the question of how 
something occurs, happens, takes place.28 

in contradistinction, from Hick's point of view, the Real an sich 
manifest in the Zen experience is, in fact 

the source both of our existence and the value or meaning of that exis¬ 
tence— To affirm the goodness of the universe ... is to affirm an ultimate 
reality transcending the flux of change and chance, a reality which is in its 
relation to us to be rejoiced in. And in the Buddhist tradition this eternal 
reality is variously known as nirvana, the dharmakaya, sunyata.29 

However, it is dubious whether one could categorize emptiness as a 
"source," or even more precariously as "an ultimate reality transcending 

the flux of change and chance," since it seems eminently clear that 

impermanence is metaphysically non-referential. As Thomas Kasulis 

contends: 

[l]t is futile to seek a permanently unchanging object, whether it be Cod, soul, 
atman, or an essence that distinguishes one from everybody else.... In other 
words, when projecting our experience of change onto some external nou- 
menon, we falsely assume the experiencing self to be unchanging; but when 
we take the experience of change as it is and make no projections beyond 
what is directly given, there is simply the unending experience of flux.30 

In other words, Zen does not point to a metaphysically ultimate ground 

as the referent of phenomenal experience; it does not mediate "real 

contact with a higher reality." In fact, the soteriological end of Buddhism, 

in general, seems more to be preoccupied with dissolving "ignorance" lung H. Lee 
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than experiencing an "absolute": "it is the preoccupying concern of 

Buddhism to 'resolve' the problems of suffering and death by showing 
them to be problems caused by misunderstanding and ignorance of the 

true character of reality."31 
These conclusions lead one to question whether Hick's inter* 

pretation is warranted based on the textual sources and whether his 
dkplanations possess any hermeneutical force in regard to their logical 

coherency. It seems prima facie evident that Hick's model seems mis¬ 
placed at least in relation to the Zen tradition. Again, the ill fittingness of 

Hick's claim seems to suggest, at least inferentially, that there might be a 

theistic bias at work.32 
Perhaps the suspicion of a theistic orientation could be further 

fleshed out by considering in detail Hick's tolerant agnosticism con¬ 

cerning conflicting truth claims of different religious traditions. In a nut¬ 
shell, Hick contends that differences between historical, transhistorical, 

and ultimate beliefs advanced by religious faiths are at present incon¬ 

clusive as relates to their truth value;*3 however, as Hick suggests, "such 
theories and mythologies are not however necessary for salvatiori/ 

liberation.... They are less than ultimately important."34 This is fully 
consonant with what David Putney sees as the primary "soteriological 

intention" in the work of D^en: "If any teaching became an obstacle 
to realization, Ddgeri, like mariy of his Buddhist predecessors, did not 

hesitate to abandon it ♦.. The masters of the Zen tradition were very 

much aware that their teachings, or 'words and letters/ could themselves 

become obstacles, and thus the term kattd (Chin, ke-tung), or the meta¬ 
phor of attachment as a tangle Of vines."55 Compare Hick; 

it couid be that the universe, like a modem spy operation, is conducted on a 
"need to know" basis and that what, religiously, we need to know is soterio- 
iogical rather than metaphysical. If so, the metaphysical differences between 
the different religious traditions, responding in their distinctively different 
ways to the various unanswered and unanswerable questions, will not affect 
the all important matter of salvation/liberation.36 

Hence, Hick proposes a pragmatic approach ro grading religious 

systems as a function of their soteriological efficacy. To this end, he 
suggests that "the transformations of human existence which the dif¬ 
ferent major visions produce appear, as we see them described in their 

scriptures and embodied in the lives of the saints, to be equally radical in 

their nature and equally impressive in their outcomes."37 As such, since 

the major religious traditions can be said to be equally effective in their 

soteriological methods and thereby inscribe equally valid impressions of 

the Real, the "pluralist hypothesis" would seem to be justified on prag¬ 

matic ground:. However, it must be asked whether Hick actually rele- 
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he be conflating the pragmatic with the metaphysical in his criteria of 
soteriological efficacy? 

As was illustrated above. Hick seems to intimate more than just a 
tinge of a theistic bias in his theoretical orientation. Furthermore, if we 

are to take his avowed claims as logically coherent and hermeneutically 

efficacious, it is incumbent on his theory to accommodate a general 

reading of the major religious traditions. Specifically, can his schema 
tolerate a tradition (i.ev S0t6 Zen) that does not posit a metaphysical Real 
into its soteriological equation? i will contend that in fleshing out the 
impliwuons of Hick's pragmatic justificatory scheme, the theistic ori¬ 
entation that colored his metaphysical reading of the Buddhist tradition is 
also at work in his soteriologicaf model. 

By way of analogy, I would like to invoke William James' anecdote 

of an "automatic sweetheart" to illuminate Hick's position. I will quote 

at length here due to what I see as the homologous nature of the logical 
fallacy that impinges upon both James' aside and Hick's hypothesis: 

i see here a chance to forestall a criticism which some one may make on 
Lecture III of my Pragmatism, where... I said that "Cod" and "Matter" might 
be regarded as synonymous terms, so long as no differing future consequences 
were deducible from the two conceptions_l had no sooner given the address 
than I perceived a flaw in that part of it... The flaw was evident when, as a 
case analogous to that of a godless universe, I thought of what! called an 
"automatic sweetheart," meaning a soulless body which should be absolutely 
indistinguishable from a spiritually animated maiden, laughing, talking,. 
performing all feminine offices as tactfully and sweetly as if a soui were in 
her. Would anyone regard Vr as a fall equivalent? Certainly not and why? 
Because, framed as we are, our egoism craves above all things inward sym 
pathy ami recognition, love and admiration. The outward treatment is valued 
mainly as an expression, as a manifestation of the accompanying conscious¬ 
ness believed in. Pragmatically, then, belief in the automatic sweetheart would 
not work, and in point of feet no one treats it as a serious hypothesis. The 
godless universe would be exactly similar. Even if matter could do ever/ cut- 
ward thing that Cod does, the idea of it would not work as satisfactorily, 
because the chief call for a God on modem men's part is for a being who will 
inwardly recognize them and judge them sympathetically. Matter disappoints 
this craving of our ego, so Cod remains for most men the truer hypothesis, 
and indeed remains so for definite pragmatic reasons.36 

In the footnote by James above, the metaphysical questions of matter and 

Cod are discussed by way of an analogous case in which the two con¬ 
ceptions are discerned according to their respective functions. James 

contends that owing to the "craving of our ego" men recognize the 

conception of Cod, as opposed to matter, to be the "truer hypothesis." 
This is the case due to the Rowing r^nns: first, the "chief call" for a \ 

Cod is to "inwardly recognize" and judge "sympatheticaily" the entia of Jung H. Lee 
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men; secondly, since matter, even if it could satisfactorily comply with 

"every outward thing that Cod does/' is lacking in regard to inward 

attributes (e.g., sympathy and love), it cannot fulfill this "craving" of the 

ego; thus, the idea cf matter would not "work" as pragmatically as the 

idea of Cod. Recognizing the fact that the passage above is merely a 

footnote, I wish to illuminate the discrepancies and uncritical assump¬ 

tions that seem to undermine Jctmes' argument and then relate my con¬ 

clusions to Hick's postulate. 
james attempts to discern the practicality of the belief in the notion 

of Cod through an analogous case of an "automatic sweetheart" He 

argues that since we cannot regard the automatic sweetheart, though 
"indistinguishable" from a spiritually animated maiden, as equivalent to 

its more vivacious counterpart, we cannot regard a godless universe as 

equivalent to a universe in which Cod is extant. The reasoning in both 
cases rests on what James calls the "craving of the ego" for inward 

recognition and sympathetic judgment. Just as a spiritually animated 

maiden can satisfy this internal craving, God can also fulfill this desire. 

However, it seems as though it could be argued that inward recog¬ 

nition and-sympathetic judgment could be perceived as just two more 

"offices" of the outward treatment of the maiden. It is one thing to say 

that a person, filled with compassion, does acts of charity as the expres¬ 
sion of that compassion; thatr is, it would be "a manifestation of the 

accompanying consciousness believed in." However, to equate the 

existence of a soul with the qualities of inward recognition and sym¬ 
pathetic judgment seems, at the very least, to be a dubious proposition. 

And in fact if, as James states, the automatic sweetheart is "absolutely 
indistinguishable" from the real maiden, what would be the "cash value" 

in treating the two entities as unequal. When James contends that the 

idea of God is the "truer hypothesis," owing to its unique functions (i.e., 

"a being who will inwardly recognize them and judge them sym¬ 

pathetically"), he begs the question by assuming a God to perceive and 

judge when in fact this is hardly unequivocal. 
Analogously, the logic that applied to James' "automatic sweet¬ 

heart" could, mutatis mutandis, be applied in Hick's theory of the Real. If 

Hick is bold enough to assert that truth claims of a historical, trans- 

historical, and ultimate nature are tertiary to the "all-important matter of 

salvation/liberation" {i.e., their cash value), and if in fact the tenacity with 

which we cling to such beliefs may in the end be "counterproductive" to 

soteriological ends, then it would seem as if his insistence39 on an onto- 

logically ultimate Real an sich in the case of Zen Buddhism would either 

(1) falsify what would otherwise be a valid pragmatic theory of soterio¬ 

logical justification or (2) undermine his own tenacity, notwithstanding a 
sound thesis to the contrary, in holding such a theistic orientation. I 

niiosophv East & West would be inclined to concur with the latter judgment. 
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Hick's epistemological claims derive principally from a Kantian ori¬ 
entation40 in which religious beliefs and practices are seen as "cognitive 

filters" that mediate an awareness of the Real. Hick further develops his 

epistemic model by extending Wittgenstein's notion of "seeing-as" to 
the whole of conscious experience as "experiencing-as."4’ Hence, 

In a continuous activity of interpretation, usually operating in unconscious 
and habitual ways, we form hypotheses about its character or practical mean¬ 
ing for us which we then test in our behavior. For the meaning of an object or 
a situation is its perceived (or misperceived) character as such that to perceive 
it as having that character is to be in a distinctive dispositional state jn relation 
to it. We are continuously experiencing aspects of our environment as having 
kinds of meaning (physical, ethical, and religious] in virtue of which it is 
appropriate for us to behave within it in this or that way or range of ways. 
Thus all conscious experiencing is experienclng-as 42 

For Hick, the Real is always encountered indirectly through the media¬ 

ting channels of sociolinguistic schemes that have been culturally and 

institutionally conditioned. Indeed, Hick goes so far as to state that "even 
in the profoundest unitive mysticism the mind operates with culturally 
specific concepts and that what is experienced is accordingly a mani¬ 

festation of the Rea! rather than the postulated Jteal an sich."* However, 

does not this position seenrto contradict many traditions, including Zen, 

that hold that reality can be intuited in an unmediated manner? I do not 

think that Hick's hypothesis suffers from descriptive reductionism, for 
clearly he sees that traditions do in fact report such experiences. Never¬ 

theless, it seems as if Hick's theistic bias, as expressed in his partition of 

an ontologically divine noumenal reality as distinct from a humanly 

experienced phenomenal reality, spoils the explanatory force and 

hermeneutical adequacy of his hypothesis when considering the epis¬ 

temological foundations of the Zen tradition. 

The shortcomings of Hick's epistemic assumptions seem to be three¬ 
fold: (1) There is an uncritical presupposition that the religious experi¬ 

ence for the aspirant is "intentional" (2) Zen avoids Hick's dilemma by 

not positing an ontologically ultimate Real an sich; hence, there is no 

epistemological problem with directly intuiting the Real since the Real is 

only phenomenal existence. (3) Hick's hypothesis is logically incoherent 

in its application to Zen since the epistemic status of "undefiled" aware¬ 

ness is predicated as a necessary condition for the soteriological end of 

enlightenment. In other words, if we strictly follow Hick's postulate (i.e., 

that unmediated conscious experience is impossible), it would be logi¬ 

cally insuperable for a Zen aspirant to attain enlightenment. I will delin¬ 
eate these arguments in turn. 

Robert K. C. Forman44 has recently argued that the experiential 

model that has been generating much of the literature on mysticism45 Jung H. Lee 
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assumes, explicitly or implicitly, that mystical experiences are equivalent 
to ordinary intentional experiences; that is, the mystic encounters some 
"object": 

The underlying picture in all these accounts is that mysticism is rather like 
one's experience of a pencil, the thought of a pencil, or feelings about a 
pencil. One hotly defended implication of this model is the pluralism thesis: 
different cultures engender different experiences of the mystical objects). 
Theirs is a plea for the recognition of differences.46 

Forman goes on to note that while most of our ordinary experiences are 
indeed "intentional," or "vectorial," in nature, many religious traditions, 
to the contrary, report mental events in which all mental content is 
absent: "a transient phenomenon during which the subject remains 
conscious (wakeful, alert—not sleeping or unconscious) yet devoid of all 
mental content."47 Moreover, conceptual-linguistic filters cannot be said 
to "construct" such an event since the very procedures that necessitate 
such a condition require that the subject cease using language and con¬ 
cepts: "If one truly forgets all concepts, beliefs, etc., for some period, 
then those beliefs, etc., cannot play a formative role in the etiology of the 
resultant conscious events."48 

However, during this "pure consciousness event" (PCE) one is still 
conscious, but not of anything; it is rather consciousness per se. Thus, the 
subject-object dichotomy that usually obtains during a conscious expe¬ 
rience between the perceiving subject and the perceived object is nulli¬ 
fied, and all that remains is "awareness itself." In this sense, there is no 
structural discontinuity from non-object consciousness to object con¬ 
sciousness, only the addition of content Forman likens this model to the 
example of a radar receiver: 

If consciousness is defined as the persisting awareness itself, analogous to the 
persisting receiver itself, then conceiving of the pure consciousness event is 
unproblematic. In the pure consciousness event awareness itself persists, even 
though unaccompanied by intentional content. It is as if the radar dish were 
"switched on," but no airplanes happened to fly by.49 

In short, all mental phenomena need not possess intentional properties. 
Hence, instead of 'There is something that S perceives to be f," it is, 
rather, simply, "S perceives" 

Forman adroitly alludes to the fact that his theory is just as warranted 
as the constructivist model if for no other reason than the fact that both 
conceptions of consciousness are predicated on empirical evidence. 
And, as he concludes, 

No matter how many Humes, Moores, or Evanses claim that they cannot 
catch themselves devoid of perceptions, this tells us little about what a Sadhu, 
Carthusian monk, or Bhikku may or be able to do after years of practice of 

certain mental or physical techniques.... The empirical evidence is that sane 
people sometimes use the term "consciousness" to allude to an experience 
which differs from what we usually mean by consciousness, or allude to an 
experience of consciousness devoid of content. Evidence, not theories of the 
possible, should determine definitions.50 

The question of pure consciousness, by its very nature, seems to be an 
empirically derived and contingent proposition, not the a priori, neces¬ 
sary proposition that some scholars (e.g., Steven Katz51) have deduced it 
to be. In other words, the veridicality of mystical states does not seem to 
hinge on an analytic judgment (e.g., "all bodies are extended"); rather, 
they seem to fall under synthetic judgments (e.g., "all bodies are heavy"). 
And in this sense, the burden of proof is on the philosopher to supply the 
empirical evidence (e.g., neuroscientific) to corroborate his/her claims. 
Indeed, the only sort of "evidence" that Hick supplies is a de facto claim 
that seems to beg the question. He states: 

If the history of religions had included only one tradition of unitive mysticism, 
offering a single and consistent report of that of which the mystics have an 
apparently unmediated awareness, it would have to be necessary to amend 
our hypothesis at this point... However does not the fact that there are a 

number of different traditions of unitive mysticism, offering their character¬ 
istically different reports of the nature of the Real, make it seem more likely 
that the otherwise universal structure of human consciousness holds here 
also.... These observable facts suggest that mystics within the different tradi¬ 
tions do not float free from their cultural conditioning.52 

v Besides the evidential paucity of Hick's epistemological claims, it 
seems-—at least in the Zen tradition—that tiie "intentional1 model" of 
mystical experience can be deflated in part by illustrating the logical 
incoherence that inheres when an ontologically divine reality is posited. 
For Hick's hypothesis to be plausible, there has to be a presumption of a 
Real an sich grounding alt phenomenal reality, or the affirmation of "the 
noumenal Real as the necessary presupposition of the religious life."53 
Without this premise, the theory would seem to be innocuous at best 
and irrational at worst For if there were no Ultimate Real to mediate via 
cognitive filters, it would only be a short step to drawing the positive 
conclusion that indeed one could get at the true nature of reality through 
an unmediated awareness. This is precisely the maneuver that I think 
Ddgen is making. 

In his Fukan zazen-gi, DOgens states: 
« 

You shculd stop pursuing words and letters and team to withdraw and reflect 
on yourself.... Setting everything aside, think of neither good nor evil, right 
nor wrong. Thus, having stopped the various functions of your mind, give up 
the idea of becoming a Buddha. This holds true not only for zazen but for all 
your daily actions.... Think of nonthinking. How is this done? By thinking Jung H. Lee Philosophy East & West 



beyond thinking and nonthinking. This is the very basis of zazen.... Zazen is 
a practice beyond the subjective and objective worlds, beyond discriminative 
thinking.54 

As characterized by Dogen, the state achieved in zazen (i.e., satori) 
seems to mirror the "forgetting model" alluded to earlier by Forman. 

Within this state, although one is still conscious (i.e., one is still "thinking" 

in a "nonthinking" way),S5 the. fetters of discriminative thought patterns 

are at rest; one achieves an awareness per se. Or, as Sallie B. King states, 

"The mind or Buddha nature is not a thing which perceives, but the act 
of perceiving itself."56 The Zen adepts mental state can be properly de¬ 

scribed as intentionless (i.e., no object is attended to consciously). On 
this interpretation, it would seem to take a feat of hermeneutical heroics 

to construe the experience as in any way concerned with an ontologi- 

cally ultimate Real an sich. Yet, Hick would still insist that there is 

actually a Real that is grounding Ddgen's phenomenal experience: 
"When Sunyata is understood in this sense, as referring to the ultimate 

reality beyond the scope of all concepts, knowable only in its manifes¬ 

tations, then it is indeed equivalent to what in our pluralistic hypothesis 

we are caHing the Real."57 
Besides the ontological fallacy that I see at work in Hick's inter¬ 

pretation or Zen, there is also another internal inconsistency of logic that 

seems, at least prima facie, to damn Hick's hypothesis. That is, it seems 

as if the soteriological end of Zen (i.e., enlightenment) is predicated upon 

the necessary condition of an unmediated awareness of the sort charac¬ 

terized by Forman. As D6gen states, "When freed from the bondage of 
sound, color, and shape, you will naturally become one with the true 

Bodhi-mind.... Thought, discrimination, and so forth should be avoided 
in the practice of the Way."58 However, according to Hick's model, this 

state of affairs is logically impossible. Hence, one is left with an epistemo¬ 
logical dilemma: either (a) Dogen is correct in asserting that "cognitive 

filters" have no place in the Zen experience, and thus Hick's model 
would seem to need structural revision, or (b) Hick is correct in averring 
that all religious experience, including the state of satori, necessarily 

involves mediational devices, in which case D<5gen seems to be under a 

spell of delusion (perhaps he has not yet awakened to the "true" nature 

of things).59 Whatever the case may be, it would seem to be scholarly 

imprudence on the part of Hick to dismiss, out of hand, unmediated 

experiences of the sort recognized by the Zen tradition.60 
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Perhaps due to the lack of a metaphysical component (on the 

purely experiential level), Hick's soteriological model seems to be, on 

the whole, consonant with the phenomenological process of Zen en- 

Philosophy East & West lightenment. For Hick, salvation/liberation is "the transformation of 

human existence from self-centeredness to Reality-centeredness," which 

is "essentially the same within the different religious contexts within 

which it occurs."61 And within the Zen context, Hick sees the process 

the following way: "Experienced from the self-enclosed ego's point of 

view human existence is Samsara, an endless round of anxiety-ridden 

living and dying. But experienced by the ego-less consciousness of the 
liberated mind the same ordinary human existence is Nirvana!"62 

Likewise, DOgen's soteriological model ostensively seems to engage 
the same mechanism: 

Conveying the self to the myriad things to authenticate them is delusion; the 
myriad things advancing to authenticate the self is enlightenment.To study 
the Buddha Way is to study the Self. To study the self is to forget the self. To 
forget the self is to be authenticated by the myriad things. To be authenticated 
by the myriad things is to drop off the mind-body of oneself and others.63 

However, notwithstanding their similarities, I would contend that DOgen 

extends Hick's soteriological model to encompass compassionate activ¬ 
ity as a necessary, practical component of enlightenment. 

DSgen's religious enterprise can be seen as comprised of two co¬ 

extensive components, one ontological/epistemological and one ethical, 
that conflate to form a unified, practical soteriology. Hence, both com¬ 

ponents are necessary if one is to achieve enlightenment. The schema 
can be stated as follows: 

1. Ontological/epistemological: impermanence, or interdependent orig¬ 
ination, as the fundamental principle of phenomena. 

2. Ethical: the moral priority of compassion, manifest in the Bodhisattva 
Vow, as the motivational ground of existence. 

3. Soteriological: enlightenment as the constant actualization/exertion of 

the impermanence/interdependence of reality through the activity of 
compassion. 

The soteriological aspect of DSgen's schema is practical insofar as it 
emerges from the existential priority of acting. For example, in the GyOji 
he states: 

The great Way of the Buddha and the Patriarchs involves the highest form of 
exertion, which goes on unceasingly in cycles from the first dawning of reli¬ 
gious truth, through the test of discipline and practice, to enlightenment and 
Nirvana. It is sustained exertion, proceeding without lapse from cycle to 
cycle. Accordingly it is exertion which is neither self-imposed nor imposed by 
others, but free and uncoerced.M 

In this sense, DOgen's vision seems to be akin to the sort of operational- 

ism of the later Wittgenstein ("it is our acting, which lies at the bottom 
of the language-game").65 Jung H. Lee 
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in addition to the practical component, Dogen also qualifies his 
soteriological vision by restricting the ultimacy of the experience for 
the individual. Quoting his "authentic teacher" Ju-Ching,66 DOgen states: 
"Although the sitting in meditation of arhats and pratyekabuddhas tran¬ 
scends attachment, it lacks great compassion. Therefore it is not identical 
with the sitting in meditation of the buddhas and patriarchs, who con¬ 
sider great compassion first, whereby they save all sentient beings. 67 
Dogen's introduction of the "altruistic vow" as a prerequisite to enlight¬ 
enment seems to be a move toward stripping the notion of enlightenment 
of identity. Thus, it is not a matter of "my," "his," or "their" enlighten¬ 
ment, but just enlightenment. As Kiyota Kimura notes: 

Thus for DSgen the bodhi-mind represents a totally altruistic and non¬ 

discriminating mind of compassion, and it therefore differs from gratitude or 

affection directed toward a particular person. At the same time, it is not simply 

an inner spiritual quality but a psychosomatic quality, which is being con¬ 

tinually manifested through concrete action.66 

In the Bodaisatta-shishdbd (Bodhisattva's four methods of guidance), ’ 
Dogen goes on to delineate four concrete ways of succoring others to 

salvation. They are: 

(1) Giving: "Giving means nongreed. Nongreed means not to covet Not to 

covet means not to curry favor.... Whether it is of teaching or of material, 

each gift has its value and is worth giving. Even if the gift is not your own, 

there is no reason to keep from giving. The question is not whether the gift is 

valuable, but whether there is merit" 

(2) Kind speech: "Kind speech means that when you see sentient beings you 

arouse the mind of compassion and offer words of loving care. It is contrary to 

cruel or violent speech." 

(3) Beneficial action: "Beneficial action is skillfully to benefit all classes of 

sentient beings, that is,- to care about their distant and near future, and to help 

them by using skillful means." 

(4) Identity-action: "Identity-action means nondifference. It is nondifference 

from self, nondifference from others.... 'Action' means right form, dignity, 

correct manner. This means that you cause yourself to be in identity with 

others after causing others to be in identity with you. However, the relation¬ 

ship of self and others varies limitlessly with circumstances."69 

In this way, in Dogen a mentalistic approach to the notion of enlighten¬ 
ment (e.g., "this mind-itself is Buddha") seems to be superseded by a 
practical orientation toward compassionate activity. For DOgen, com¬ 
passionate activity is the ultimate verification of the epistemic prowess of 

•>ct Weet thp 7f*n adeot. 

The implications of DOgen's soteriological model for the connection 
between religious experience and moral action seem to be manifold. To 
begin with, unlike Hick, for whom religious activity seems to flow out of 
the soteriological occasion,70 DOgeri sees the soteriological occasion 
flowing out of religious activity, insofar as this activity is truly compas¬ 
sionate (i.e., with right mindfulness, right views, right effort etc.). The 
epistemological awareness of the emptiness and interdependence of all 
phenomena does not seem to be sufficient in and of itself to be properly 
salvific within Ddgen's schema, for this would entail a logical contra¬ 
diction of "possessing" a "something" that ultimately does not "exist," 
or is continually arising and perishing—that is, "Buddha-nature." In this 
sense, Ddgen seems to be invoking the Bodhisattva Vow, or Altruistic 
Vow, to limit the extent to which an epistemic/phenomenal experience 
is definitively soteriological for the aspirant. Ddgen states in his Shdbd 

genzd zuimonki: "If you have attained enlightenment, you should 
not halt the practice of the Way by thinking of your present state as 
final. For the Way is infinite. Exert yourself in the Way ever more even 
after enlightenment."71 Consequently, the experience of enlightenment, 
although necessary, is inert without the infusion of a moral component, 
that is, of compassionate activity. Ddgen thus dissolves the ostensive, 
perhaps merely conceptual, gap between religious experiences and 
moral actions.72 

Although I do see a difference between the two soteriological 
approaches advanced by Ddgen and Hick, I think that the differences are 
a matter of emphasis more than substance, and in certain respects Hick's 
approach seems to be very flexible in regard to the Zen tradition. How¬ 
ever, with respect to his epistemological and metaphysical foundations, I 
do not feel as charitable in my appraisal. Perhaps Hick could take some 
of his own advice and recognize that "it would be a mark of wisdom and 
maturity frankly to acknowledge our ignorance"73 on matters that are 
not, even in principle, capable of being settled, and instead extend his 
thesis to encompass a true plurality of ontological ultimates in which 
religious diversity and epistemological veridicality could still be main¬ 
tained. In the words of Wittgenstein: 

We want to say that there can't be any vagueness in logic. The idea now 

absorbs us, that the ideal "must" be found in reality. Meanwhile we do not as 

yet see how it occurs there, nor do we understand the nature of this "must." 

We think it must be in reality; for we think we already see it there.74 
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I insight I may have been able to provide should be credited to their tute¬ 

lage. Two longtime mentors, Mark Unno (Carleton College) and Taitetsu 

Unno (Smith College), as well as the reader for Philosophy East and 
West were exceedingly generous with their time in reviewing earlier 

drafts. I must also thank the Contemporary Religious Thought Group at 

Brown, especially Wendell S. Dietrich and John P. Reeder, Jr., for pro¬ 

viding such an intellectually fertile environment. And finally, this essay 

owes its philosophical life to the enduring support of Yeshey R. Lee. 
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with an introd. by Justus Buchler [New York, Dover, 19551, p. 21) 

40 - See Hick, Problems of Religious Pluralism, chaps. 3, 6, and Dis¬ 

puted Questions, p. 177: "In Kantian terms, the noumenai Real is 

experienced—that is, enters into the phenomenal or experiential 

realm—through one or other of two basic concepts—the concept 

of deity, or of the Real as personal, and the concept of the absolute, 

or of the Real as non-personal." 

41 - See Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, §74, §228, pp. 

193-208; see also The Blue and Brown Books, pp. 163-165, 168- 
171, 173. It should be noted here that Wittgenstein himself did not 
in any way endorse such a schematization. He strictly limited the 
cases of seeing-as to particular moments of "recognition" when 

a certain “aspect" of an intentional object revealed itself: "One 

doesn't 'take' what one knows as the cutlery at a meal for cutlery; 

any more than one ordinarily tries to move one's mouth as one eats, 

or aims at moving it" (Philosophical Investigations, p. 195J. 

42 - Hick, An Interpretation of Religion, p. 12. 

43 - Ibid., p. 195. 

44 - See Forman's "Mystical Knowledge: Knowledge by Identity," Jour¬ 
nal of the American Academy of Religion 61 (4) (Winter 1993): 

705-739, and his “Paramartha and Modern Constructivists on 

Mysticism: Epistemological Monomorphism versus Duomorphism," 
Philosophy East and West 39 (4) (October 1989): 393-419; see also 

his edited volume, The Problem of Pure Consciousness (New York: 

Oxford University Press, 1990). 

45 - For example, see Steven Katz' edited volumes. Mysticism and 
Philosophical Analysis (New York: Oxford University Press, 1978) 

and Mysticism and Religious Traditions (New York: Oxford Uni¬ 

versity Press, 1983); see also Wayne Proudfoot's Religious Experi¬ 

ence. The use of the term "mysticism" presents a pandora's box in 

:>phy East & West terms of definition and application to different traditions. Specifi- 

I 
t cally in regard to the Zen tradition, the term seems to have been 

insulated to the realm of consciousness as more or less a trans¬ 
formative experience simpliciter. However, although I critique Hick 
for his Kantian-cum-Wittgensteinian epistemological orientation 
and reserve a place for-"pure consciousness," I think this picture 
must be augmented by an ethical component in the form of com¬ 
passionate activity if we are to do justice to the richness of Zen 
religious experience. I tackle these topics in section III. 

46 - Forman, "Mystical Knowledge," p. 705; see also Donald Rath- 
berg's "Contemporary Epistemology and the Study of Mysticism," 
in Forman, The Problem of Pure Consciousness, pp. 163-210.- 

47 - Forman, "Mystical Knowledge," p. 708. 

48 - Ibid., p. 709. Here it seems to me that Forman is taking a decidedly 
Cartesian approach in assuming introspective states to be incorri¬ 
gible and transparent when in fart they may be dubitable and 
opaque. For example, it is not at all clear whether a subject's 
knowledge of his/her mental state can be verified without reference 
to some type of criteria (e.g., behavioral, physical, etc.) simply by 
being "aware" of them. In other words, is being in a mental state 
conceptually equivalent to believing that one is in a mental state? I 
do not have space here to investigate this query further. However, 
David Armstrong makes a powerful argument that we cannot have 
indubitable introspective knowledge; see his "Introspective Knowl¬ 
edge Incorrigible," Philosophical Review 72 (4) (October 1963): 
417-432. See also Sydney Shoemaker, Self-Knowledge and Self- 
Identity (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1963), esp. chap. 6, and 
Richard Rorty, "Mind-Body Identity, Privacy, and Categories," 
Review of Metaphysics 19 (1) (September 1965): 41-48. 

49 - Forman, "Mystical Knowledge," p. 719. 

50 - Ibid., pp. 720-721. 

51 - By "a priori" I mean here the causal necessity that Katz sees as 

obtaining between the antecedent beliefs and commitments one 

brings to an experience and the resultant experience; see Steven T. 
Katz, "Language, Epistemology, and Mysticism," in Katz, Mysticism 
and Philosophical Analysis, pp. 22-74. 

52 - Hick, An Interpretation of Religion, pp. 294-295. 

53 - Ibid., p. 350. 

54 - Quoted in Yokoi, Zen Master Dogen, pp. 45-47. 

55 - See Dale S. Wright, "Doctrine and the Concept of Truth in DOgen's 

ShObogenzO," Journal of the American Academy of Religion 54 (2) 
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(Summer 1986): "To think without thinking7 is to have so thor¬ 

oughly set aside one's-own will, desire, and subjectivity that one's 

thought reflects the occasion or situation at hand and not one's own 

design on it. Thought responds to the situation that evokes it by 

taking its bearings primarily from what is present, both here and 

now" (p. 272). 

56 - Sallie B. King, "The Buddha Nature: True Self as Action," Religious 

Studies 20 (2) (June 1984): 266. 

57 - Hick, An Interpretation of Religion, p. 291. 

58 - Yokoi, Zen Master DOgen, pp. 49, 54. 

59 - Although Hick believes that in the final eschaton believers may be 
privy to a maximal "Cod-consciousness" ("One will be con¬ 

tinuously aware of living in the divine presence; and that awareness 

will no longer be in tension with the circumstances of sin and suf¬ 

fering, ugliness and deprivation, which at present leave room for 

rational doubt"), this maneuver seems to occasion more epistemo¬ 

logical morasses than it dissolves. For we are left with the following 
unsavory logical consequences: either (1) Hick must abandon his 

pragmatic justificatory scheme to account for maximal God- 
consciousness, and in the process perhaps alter the ontological 

status of the believer (e.g., to an angel, demigod, etc.), or (2) he 
must retain his pragmatic justificatory scheme even in the final 

eschaton, in which case we are left wondering how the religious 
adept would transcend the logico-conceptual limits of his/her epis- 

temic Weltanschauung. To his credit. Hick attempts to palliate the 
philosophical tension created by this move, albeit in a question¬ 
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experienced in this world, or will have come to experience at some stage 
between this world and the final heavenly state, what they take to be an 
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the divine providence towards the fulfilment of their human potentialities 
in the community of humanity perfected. In experiencing their life in this 
way, and in believing in accordance with their experience, they believe in 
the reality of Cod and in the process of the universe as Cod's creative 
work. And this belief is progressively confirmed and then verified in the 
experience of moving towards and then participating in the eschatological 
situation of a perfected human community in which the consciousness of 
God's presence is universally shared. (Hick, Problems of Religious Plural- 

ismi, pp. 118-119) 

Again, we see Hick donning his theological cap to the detriment of 

his philosophical cogency. For an illuminating critique of Hick's 
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eschatological verification, see Beth Mackie, "Considering 'Escha¬ 
tological Verification Reconsidered,"7 Religious Studies 23 (1) 
(March 1987): 129-137. 
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62 - Hick, An Interpretation of Religion, p. 281. 
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Boob, 1972), p. 369. 
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G.E.M. Anscombe (New York: Harper and Row, 1972), §204. By 
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the HdkyO ki. Carl Bielefeldt suggests that DOgen, contrary to 
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imation: "DCgen's new teachings, whatever their ostensible sub¬ 
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own country" (Bielefeldt "Recarving the Dragon," p. 41). Jung H. Lee 
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69 - Moon in a Dewdrop: Writings of Zen Master Ddgen, ed. Kazuaki 

Tanahashi (San Francisco: North Point Press, 1985), pp. 44-47. 
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ential" in nature. See Ninian Smart, "Our Experience of the Ulti¬ 
mate," Religious Studies 20 (1) (March 1984): 19; Smart sees Hick 

^ as part of an experientialist tradition with a strong propositionalist 
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71 - Quoted in Kim, Dogen Kigen, p. 66. 

72 - The inclusion of an ethical component into the Zen soteriological 
equation militates against the perceived view of Zen as a tradition 

fixated on the priority of enlightenment, both temporally and nor-* 

matively. Christopher Ives suggests that doubts about the ethical 
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Awakening and Society [Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 
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that most Zen masters seemed to have with social activism as a 
form of compassion. DOgen, for example, seems to hav^ been pre¬ 

occupied with monastic codes and sectarian polemics, particularly 

during his "late period," rather than with what could be considered 
a full-blown ethical theory. However, in another sense, this critiqu: 

seems somewhat anachronistic and culturally biased. Indeed, one 
may question the availability of semantic notions like “ethical 

theory" or even "social activism" in the cultural context of Kama- 

;phy East & West kura Japan. It can be argued that though ethical resources were 

extant in the Zen tradition, the philosophico-cultural context was 
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in regard to human rights in my “Human Rights and Compassion: 
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THE PROBLEM OF THE HISTORICAL 
NAGARJUNA REVISITED 

Ian Mabbett 

Monash University 

Nugirjuna. the founder of Madhyamaka. is an enigma. Scholars are unable (o agree upon a dale 

for him (within the first three centuries a.d.). or a place (almost anywhere in India), or even the num¬ 

ber of Nagarjunas (from one to four). This article suggests that nooe of the commonly advanced 

arguments about his date or habitat can be proved; that later N£g£rjunas are more likely to have been 

(in some sense> the authors of pseudepigrapha than real individuals; that the most attractive (though 

unproved) reading of the evidence sets Nagarjuna in the general area of the Andhra country in about 

the thiru century a.d. 

And to this legacy (of Buddhism in AndhraJ has richly contributed 

Nagirjuna Bodhisattva. the Aristotle of Buddhist tore, the Christ 

of Midhyamika. and the St. Paul of Mahiyina. a magical name 

baffling the most brainy in sheer intellectual power and moral force.* 

Claims about the life of Nagarjuna are often as¬ 

serted as if the facts were known and secure, when they 

are not. Those who explore the evidence in quest of more 

secure facts come up with contradictory conclusions. 

Even the century or centuries in which Nagarjuna 

lived cannot be confidently identified. Scholarly refer¬ 

ences to Nagarjuna frequently take it as given that he 

lived in the second century, sometimes specifying the 

latter half of it.2 On the basis of the archaeological 

evidence reported by K. R. Subramanian, whose 1932 

publication is cited above. Venkata Ramanan drew the 

conclusion that Nagarjuna flourished within the period 

a.d. 50-120.3 A recent account of Buddhist philosophy. 

1 K. R. Subramanian. Buddhist Remains in Andhra (Madras: 

Diocesan Press. 1932). 62. 

- For example. F J. Streng, in Encyclopaedia Britannica, s.v. 

Nagarjuna; and in Encyclopedia of Religion, ed. M. Eliade 

iN Y: Macmillan. 1987). s.v. NdgUrjuna; T. R. V. Murti. The 

Centra! Philosophy of Buddhism (London: Allen and Unwin. 

1955). S7f. Murti also states (p. 88) that Nagarjuna was "prob¬ 

ably a Brahman from the south who came to NalandS” (which 

did not in fact become a center of Buddhist learning until the 

Gupta period: see A. D. Sankalia. The Ndlandd University 

1 Delhi: Oriental Publishers. 19721. 48-59) 

K. Venkata Ramanan. Na gar j una's Philosophy, as Pre¬ 

sented m the Mahd-Prajhdpdramitd-Sdstra (Rutland, Vi.; Tut¬ 

tle. 1966). 30. 

by D. Kaiupahana, similarly takes Subramanian as an 

authority, yet (citing Nakamura) assigns NSg&juna to 

a.d. 150-250.4 Shohei Ichimura claims that NagSijuna 

lived from about a.d. 50 to about 15Q.J He says: “The 

earliest dates ever postulated for the times of Nagarjuna 

were proposed by Prof. H. Ui as a.d. 113 and 213"4— 
but as we have seen this is wrong. 

Substantially later dates also find their protagonists. 

For example. E. Lamotte was influenced by Chinese 

evidence, interpreted by him to entail that NSgiijuna’s 
dates were a.d. 243-c. 300.7 Prima facie, Chinese 

sources appear more useful than Indian ones (although 
as we shall see the results for the biography of Nagarjuna 

are disappointing), and this chronology, supported also 
by J. May,* should not be ignored. 

4 David J. Kaiupahana, A History of Buddhist Philosophy 

(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1992), 160; H. Naka¬ 

mura. Indian Buddhism (Delhi: Motilal Banursidass, 1989), 

235. This chronology has been accepted by most Japanese 

scholars {ihid., 236, n. 4). 

5 Shohei Ichimura. "Re-examining the Period of NigSrjuna: 

Western India, A.D. 50-150,” Journal of Indian and Buddhist 

Studies 40.2 (1992): 8-14 (- 1079-73). 

6 Ibid.. 8; cf. the citation, ibid.. 14. n. 3; and H. Nakamura. 

Indian Buddhism. 236. n. 4. 

7 6. Lamotte. L’Enseignement de Vimulakirti (Louvain. 

1962), 74-77. 

* J. May. Chugan. HdbUgirin 5 (1979): 473a. 478b. 
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Chronologies proposed vary freely between the first 

and third centuries.* One scholar, indeed, has claimed 

that “we do not think it an impossibility or absurdity to 

assign to him an age of about two hundred years," and 

assigns NagSrjuna’s life to a period from the early first 

century b.c. to the early second a.O.*0 
NflgHijuna’s career has been variously located in widely 

different parts of India, often in the south (the late S3ta- 

vfihona stronghold along the Krishna, or further north in 

” Dakjinakosaia"), but sometimes in the west, the north¬ 

west, or the northeast. Again, for some, there is only one 

NSgiijuna, while for others there are two, three, or four." 

There is no need, however, to engage in any extended 

survev of the modern scholarship. It is clear that what 

has proved “baffling to the most brainy” is the quest for 
knowledge about NJgirjuna’s life. U the present state of 
confusion caused by any defect* in scholarly method or 

rigor, or is it caused by the sheer inadequacy of the 
evidence to support any one convincing interpretation? 

This question needs to be confronted squarely. If (as 

l believe) the second answer is the correct one, a dem¬ 

onstration of the limits of the evidence can serve a 
valuable purpose. The common habit of assigning Na- 
girjuna to the second century is not properly justified; it 
is a self-validating majority vote, or a median possibil¬ 

ity, rather than a demonstrable probability. 1 am inclined 

to believe that Nagarjuna may have lived later, but this 

cannot be proved; the purpose of the following survey 

is chiefly to show that claims commonly made are not 

well founded. 
. This is not, of course, the only sort of purpose that 

might be served by a study of the sources bearing on 

NSgSijuna’s life. An important set of questions, not ad¬ 

dressed here, concerns the role of hagiography in reli¬ 

gious history, a topic that has been attracting increasing 

attention. The treatment of Nagarjuna as a supernatural 
figure is itself a phenomenon to be investigated.13 How- 

9 $ee D. Seyfort Ruegg. The Literature of the Madhyamaka 

School of Philosophy in India, History of Indian Literature, 

vol. VU, fasc. 1 (Wiesbaden: Harrosowtu, 1981). 4f. 

10 L, Joshi, “Life and Times of the Midhyamika Philoso¬ 

pher Nigirjuna.** Mahdbodhi 73.1-2 (1965): 46f. 

11 See for example V. W. Karambelkar. "The Problem of 

Nig&rjuna," Journal of Indian History 30.1 (1952): 21-33; 

N. Dutt, "Nigirjunikonda and NagSrjuna." Indian Historical 

Quarterly 7(1931); 636-69. 

The legendary material has been examined by M. Walleser. 

“The Ufe of NigSrjuna from Tibetan and Chinese Sources,” in 

Asia Major: Hirth Anniversary ViAume. cd. B. Schindler (rpt. 

Delhi. 1979), 421-55; the dynamics of hagiography in relation 
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ever, my interest is not in those sources which present 

the fantastic but in those most likely to furnish histori¬ 

cal evidence. 

In what follows, a positive methodological contribu¬ 

tion is also intended. It concerns our treatment of the 

many later works, mostly more or less taniric, which are 

traditionally credited to “Nagarjuna” but are unlikely to 

be by the original midhyamika philosopher. The later 

works in question were written by real people, but it is 

perhaps an error to suppose that they must all be attrib¬ 

utable to some unique individual (or even two or three 

distinguishable individuals) who happened, confusingly, 

to have also the name NagSrjuna. Instead of a very small 
number of authentic Nagarjunas. perhaps we should seek 
rather a large number of people who played parts in the 

transmission of a legend. This point will be amplified 
below. 

Finally, the present study is also informed by a sur¬ 
vey of the results of archaeological research in the sites 
along the Krishna, a category of evidence which needs 

to be more closely integrated into the study of Nagar- 

juna’s life than hitherto. 

For the purpose of this discussion, unless otherwise 

specified, the name Nagirjuna shall designate the author, 

whoever he may be, of the Mulamadhyamakakdrikds 

and of whatever other works can be agreed to come 

from the same writer. The interest here is in the philo¬ 

sopher of Madhyamaka; works of other sorts (tantric or 

proto-scientific) will be noticed only insofar as they have 

been held by some writers to share authorship with the 

Nagarjuna here identified. Where it is necessary to speak 

of more than one individual possibly bearing the same 
name, they can be distinguished as Nagarjuna l (the 

madhyamika), Nagirjuna 11, ana so forth. 
Various sorts of evidence will here be given short 

shrift, on the assumption that there is little to be gained 
from them. Chronologies based on traditional lineages 

of teachers in Chinese or Tibetan do not appear promis¬ 
ing avenues of enquiry. Tibetan sources in general seem 

too far removed from the age of Nagarjuna to furnish 

significant independent evidence. The study of the in¬ 

ternal evidence of some philosophical literature (Nyaya. 

for example), is of a different order, and may raise more 
questions than it answers; here it is left on one side.1' 

to NagSrjuna are discussed by Jan Yun-hua, "Nagarjuna. One 

or More0 A New Interpretation of Buddhist Hagiography." His¬ 

tory of Religions 10 (1970): 139-53. 

13 The importance of Nyaya principles m the elucidation 

of NagSrjunu’s Vigrahavydvartani has even now perhaps not 
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A table of ail the works traditionally accredited to 

Nagarjuna would need to include a very large number 

.>( tests extant in Tibetan and Chinese, as well as those 

m Sanskrit, but many of these are not taken seriously 

and need not concern us. There is no space here for a 
review nf the case for including or excluding particular 

Aorks m a bibliography of Nagarjuna: ve can only 

n«.ie that the attributions of modem scholars all differ. 

j> can be seen from a comparison of the conclusions of 

j number of writers: Winternitz.u Robinson.15 T. R. V. 

Murti.> D. Seyfort Ruegg.17 C. Lindtner.1,7 and R L. 

vaidya. 
There is perhaps only a small core of the philosophical 

:e\;> that clearly belong with the Mfdamadhyamakjkdri- 

>Mv as :he work of one author. Of the works credited to 

• acarjuna in the Tibetan tradition, six (the Mulumtulhya- 

•- SOny<i:as>:prati. Vigrahavyavurtant. Vai- 

i^lwifirakurana. Vvavnhtirasidiihi and Yuktisastikd) are 
is:ed together as works of NSgflrjuna by Buston (thir- 

teenth to fourteenth centuries); these are specifically 

philosophical works. Elsewhere, as has sometimes been 
overlooked, he mentions others—the Ratnavali, Su- 
’msamuccaya. Boclhisambhdra[ka\. Suhrllekha. and the 

S^apnacinuimaniparikathd.'9 The credentials of the 

received all the recognition it deserves. On the relative chro- 

r.oio^y of Nagarjuna and Nyaya. see J. Bronkhorst. “Nigarjuna 

and :he Naiyayikas." Journal nf Indian Philosophy 13 (1985): 

107-32: on the dialogue between Nyiya and Madhyamaka see 

P. 5. Sastri. "Nagarjuna and Aryadeva," Indian Historical 

Quarterly 31.3 il95J>: 193-202. 

u M. Winternttz. History of Indian Literature. vol. II {Cal¬ 

cutta: Calcutta U.P.. 1933). 346f. 

! - R. Robinson. Early Madhyamika in India and China 

i Delhi; Motilal Banarsidass. 1976), 26f. 

:f> T. R. V Murti. The Central Philosophy of Buddhism, 88-91. 

' D. Ruegg. The Literature of the Madhyamaka School of 

Philosophy in India, 8-29. 

,v C. Undtner. Nayar/unhtmt: Studies in the Writings and 

L'■ iophv -./ Miii;iirftutu ■ Copenhagen: Akademisk Forlag. 

1 : 0. •>- I 8. asp. p. i i. Hi> list of thirteen includes all the most 

.*'■ -njoic a.>rk> our Nagarjuna l. but also includes several 

■! niher «ch<»iar< •.vcuM be unwilling to accept. 

P L. V.itiUa. ed.. The Madhyamukasdstra of Ndgdrjuna 

i :.**• :;ir •(. roHinrnlurv Prasnnnopndd by Cundmkirti \ Dar- 

^n.uiga: Mithila Institute of Postgraduate Studies. I960), xv. 

-;I J w. Jc Jong. Review of E. Lamotte. Le Trade de la 

Grande V>rn< de Say esse <le Ndgdrjuna, III, in Asia Major 17 

: ;97|! inn: Buston. History nf Buddhism, it. E. Obermillcr 

■ Delhi: Satguru Publications. 19X6). 1: 50-51. II: 125; cl.T. R. V. 

Murti. The Central Philosophy of Buddhism, 88. 91; D. Ruegg. 

Sunyatdsaptati, the Vigrahavydvartani and the Yuktisas¬ 

tikd are rarely disputed. It is difficult to study the Vigra- 

havydvartanl, for example, without recognizing the 

essential identity of thought behind it and the Kdrik&s, 

The Catuhstava, also commonly attributed to NUgfir- 

juna I, is a special case which will be noticed further be- 
low; it is a set of four devotional hymns, thus quite 

different in genre from the others mentioned, and there 

is doubt about which particular four hymns constitute 

it. Also significant is the attribution of the Sdtrasamuc- 
caya to Ndgdrjuna by Santideva in his Bodhicarydva- 

tdra,:t which constitutes a relatively early attribution of 

one core text. 
Some of the works traditionally attributed to N3gir- 

juna (and accepted as his works by C. Lindtner22). such 
as the Bodhicittavivarana and the Vaidalyaprakarana, 

have had their authenticity seriously questioned.23 The 
attribution to Nagarjuna of the Suhrllekha. a manual 

largely of ethical teachings in the form of a letter to a 
friend, a king, has been contested.24 As for the Rat- 
navall T. Vetter’s analysis of its metrical characteristics 

and word frequency casts doubt upon it too.25 
Among the miscellaneous works of chemistry and 

medicine traditionally ascribed to Naggrjuna, it should 
be noted that the YogaJataka, a medical text, has been 
accepted by Filliozat.26 but the attribution is arguably 

implausible.17 
The Mahdprajhdpdramitopadeia has long been treated 

as an authentic work of Nagarjuna, but in fact is un¬ 

likely to be by him despite the weight of tradition; La- 

motte originally accepted the tradition but changed his 

The Literature of the Madhyamaka School of Philosophy in 

India, 8-29. 

21 Bodhicarydvatdra 5.106. 

22 Lindtner, Ndgdrjuniana. 

23 See T. Vener, Asiatische Studien 46.1 (1992): 393. 

24 Nugdrjunu's Letter to King Caulamiputra, with Explana¬ 

tory Holes Based on Tibetan Commentaries, tr. the Ven. Loz- 

ang Jamspal et al. (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass. 1978); S. Dietz, 

("The Author of the Suhrllekha.” in Contributions on Tibetan 

and Buddhist Religion and Philosophy, ed. E. Steinkellner and 

H. Tau.se her {Wien: Arbeitskreis flir ubetische und buddhis- 

lische Studien. I9R3|, 59-72) considers the metre of the work, 

the nuture of references to MahiySna. and the doctrinal con¬ 

tent. and casts doubt on its connection with NSgSrjuna. 

25 C. Lindtner. Ndgdrjuniana. \ 63-69; T. Vetter, Op. cit. 

26 J. Filliozat, YogaJataka: Texte medical attribui d Ndgdr¬ 

juna (Pondicherry. 1979). 

27 K. Zysk. Asceticism and Healing in Ancient India: Medi¬ 

cine in the Buddhist Monastery (N.Y.: O.U.P., 1991), 64. n. 3. 

mind before he edited the third volume of his study and 

translation.2* 
The only conclusion that can be advanced here is that 

relatively few works can be treated with any confidence 

as authentic creations of the master. These few are writ¬ 

ten in an abstract, anonymous style. Thus, when we turn 

to internal evidence for biographical information, there 

are no very firm conclusions to be drawn, chiefly because 

the best-attested works are the least chatty. 

The best sort of source for biographical materials 

must be sought in other works which refer to N5g3rjuna. 
Let us first consider originally Indian sources (some of 

which are no longer extant in Sanskrit). 

The Lahkdvatdra. known in Chinese and Tibetan trans¬ 
lations, dates from as early as the fifth century. Chapter 

X was added to it. presumably between -U3 and 513 a.d.. 

the dates of the translations of Gunabhadra and Bodhi- 
ruci, respectively.29 It contains an apocryphal prophecy of 
the Buddha, saying: 

daksindpatha-vedahdm bhikjuh irtmdn mahdyaSaskah 

ndgdhvayah sa ndmnd tu sadasatpakfaddrakah 16530 

In VgdaJi (Vidarbha?]. in the southern region, there will be 

an illustrious monk of great renown bearing, indeed, the 

appellation NSga (or by name NSg&hvaya (?1); he will 

destroy the views of existence and non-existence.31 

The following verse celebrates this “NagJhvaya” as the 

declarer of Mahaydna. 

Various other sources associate NUgSrjuna with Vi- 
darbha, and some have taken the “Vedali" here to refer 

to it, but this has been disputed.32 Tibetan tradition 

a E. Lamotte. ed., Traiti de la Grande Yertu de Sagesse de 

Ndgdrjuna (Mahdprajndpdramitdsdstru), vol. III (chs. XXXI- 

XLII) (Louvain; Institut Orientaliste de Louvain. 1970); idem. 

L'Enseignement de Vimalakfrti (Louvain: Publications Univer- 

sitaires, 1962), 74-77; and “Der Verfasser des Upadeia und 

seine Quellen,” Nachrichten der Akademie der Wissenschaften 

in Giftttngen. phil.-hist. KL. 2 (1973;: 3-5; J. W. de Jong, re¬ 

view of Le Tratte de la Grande Veriu de Sagesse. 105-12. 

29 M. Walleser, ”The Life of N&garjutu from Tibetan and 

Chinese Screes." 437; D. T. Suzuki, ed.. The Lwkuvataru- 

sutm (London: Rouiledge Sc Kogan Paul. 1932). 226-95. 

30 For the text, see V. Karambelkar. “The Problem of NagSr- 

juna.” 23. 

31 See also D. T. Suzuki. Lankavutarasutra. 239f. 

32 On Vedali and Vidarbha, see P. S. Sastri, “NSgSrjuna and 

Aryadeva.” 193-202; N. Dutt. “Notes on the NSgarjunikonda 

Inscriptions. I: N3g3rjunikonda and Nagarjuna.” Indian Histori¬ 

cal Quarterly 7 (1931); 635. n. 6. 

picked up the association of Nftgdrjuna with Vidarbha. 

but the origins of the tradition are obscure. The present 

passage is weak evidence, in the Tibetan, the name ap¬ 

pears as Vedahi” and P. S. Sastri has argued with abun¬ 

dant reference to local toponyms that a name like Vedali 

is likely to place N*g&rjuna*s birthplace in the Andhra 
country.34 

It has been seriously questioned whether “NSgah- 

vaya" (whether a name in its own right, or a manner of 

allusion: “called N5ga") really identifies our NfigSrjuna. 

Nagdhvayah sa ndmnd, of course, may imply that the 

term ahvaya, “appellation." is part of the name, and from 

Sumpa and THranStha we have references to a NSg&h- 

vaya who is apparently a disciple of the original Nigir- 

juna or who is otherwise known as Tathagatabhadra.” 

The doubters may all be wrong: given the fame of 

Nlgarjuna, he rather than anybody else is likely to be 

given the credit for assailing the concepts of existence 
and non-existence; and there is some precedent for see¬ 
ing “called Niga” as a way of referring to him.3* How¬ 

ever, it is clear that the Lahkdvatdra does not offer any 
potential biographical information beyond the problem¬ 
atic allusion to “Vedali 

Also relatively early, but evidence of quite a differ¬ 
ent sort, is an inscription on a stele originally found on 

the northwest side of the Jaggayyapeta srtipa. This site 
Is on the Krishna. The inscription is on the base of the 
panel containing a high-relief standing Buddha image. 
It reads; 

rvasri bhadanta ndgtS rjundcdryyasya sifyafoyol jayapra- 

b'nbcdryya{h\ tucchifyena ca[ndra\prabhe'na kdrdpiidm 

satu[rya?]*sugata-gataprasada-vijefa-vijisfa-samsdre 

devamanu(ja\v\bhutipQrvvakam buddhartva-prdpti-nimit- 

tam buddha-pratimdm pmtisthd[fthd]pitdm anumodaml 

[pakfe'l 1 kurwantu santve saugaty-Sgrydi^nyo piyi 

33 N. Dutt, “Nigirjunikonda and NSgbjuna.” 635. n. 6, 

34 R S. Sastri. “NSgSrjuna ami Aryadeva,” 193-96. 

35 Turanatha, History of Buddhism in India. ir. Lama Chimpa 

and Alaka Dumopadhyaya (Simla: Indian Institute of Ad¬ 

vanced Study. 1970). 12J. 126; D. Ruegg. “Le Dharmadhi- 

tustava de NSgSrjuna,” Etudes tibetaines Jediees a la memoire 

de Marcel Lalou (Paris: Librairie d'Atnerique et d'Onent, 

1976). 449. n. 8. 

3* M. Walleser. “The Life of Nagarjuna !Vom Tibetan and 

Chinese sources," 439f. 

-7 J. Burgess. Notes on the Amardvatf StQpa (Madras: Ar¬ 

chaeological Survey of Southern India. 1882). 112 <cf, also, 

p. 57); T. N. Ramachandran. Ndgdrjunakonda. Memoirs of the 

Archaeological Survey of India, no. 71. (Delhi: Archaeological 
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The somewhat problematic text here incorporates the 

readings suggested by R. G. Bhandarkar and cited by 

J. Buruess; the sense of it can be rendered approximately: 

Salute! The disciple of the Teacher NSgarjuna was the 

Teacher Juyaprabha. May all beings, even though them¬ 

selves denied the perfection of Bu.ddhahood, rejoice in 

empathy at the Buddha image caused to be made by 

i Juvuprabha’s) disciple Candraprabha. inaugurated for 

the purpose of the attainment of Buddhahood following 

upon prosperity in the world of gods and men in the 

course of a round of births distinguished by the great 

favors of the real Buddha. 

Thus the inscription records an endowment ot‘ a Bud¬ 
dha image by an individual whose teacher’s teacher 

was "Bhadanta Nagarjunacarya.” This would be excit¬ 

ing if it could easily be made to fit plausibly with other 

evidence of the individual we are seeking. However, on 

paieographical grounds the inscription has been dated 

to about 600 by Burgess, to 450-500 a.d. by Rama- 
chandran.-'* A fourth-century date for Nagdrjuna, the 

earliest that could be managed on this evidence, has not 

been persuasively argued so far. and the allusion in this 

inscription must remain a mystery for the time being, 

though there will be occasion to revert to it briefly at 

the end of this study. 
Sana’s Harsacarita (seventh century) is the first San¬ 

skrit text to make the link, widespread in the literature, 

between Nagarjuna and his fnend “SStavahana, the lord 

of the three oceans."** The relevant passage tells of the 

fate of a string of pearls magically made by Visuki, 

Lord of Serpents, from the tears wept by the moon: 

sumaiikrdmati ca kiyatyapi kdle kaddeit turn ekdva- 

Urn tasmdn ndgardjdn ndgdrjuno n&ma ndgair evdnitah 

pdtdlatalam bhikfur abhik^ata tebhe ca t nirgatya ra- 

sdralat irisamudradhipataye sdtavdhanandmne naren- 

rirdya suhrde sa dadau (dm / sd cdsmakam kdlena 

iisyaparamporayd katham apt hastam upagatd.*0 

Survey of India, 1953). 2Sf; G. Tucci. Minor Ouddhist Texts 

f Kyoto: Rinsen, 1978), 284. 

38 See J. Burgess, The Buddhist Stupas of Amardvatl and 

Jagayyapeta in the Krishna District. Madras Presidency (re- 

print! Varanasi: Indologieal Book House. 1970). 

Bana. Harsacarita. u. E. B. Cowell and F. W. Tlwmas 

iLondon: Royal Asiatic Society, 1897), 25If, 

40 Bana. The Harsacarita of Bdnubhatta. with Commentary 

of Sankara, ed. Kasinilh Pindurang Parab and Sastri Dhondo 

Parasuram Vaze (Bombay: Tukaram Javaji, 1892). 282. 

As lime passed by, eventually a monk called Nagir- 

juna was brought to PatMatala (the abode of the nSgas 

among the underworldsl by the nSgas. begged this string 

from the Lord of the Nagas. and received it. Upon his 

departure from the infernal regions, he gave it to his 

friend the king called Salavahana. Lord of the Three 

Oceans, and in the course of time it came to our hand 

through the lineage of disciples. 

The link with the SStavahanas, obscure though it is, 

nevertheless constitutes one of our best pieces of evi¬ 

dence about the life of Nagarjuna; it will be taken up 
again below. The rhetorical character of the Har$acar- 

Ha. though, makes it unwise to place weight upon its 

fine detail. 
Another text of equivocal value is the Mah&tnegha- 

sutra, extant in Chinese and Tibetan versions, though the 

line of descent of these versions is unclear and there is 

doubt how far they share a single origin.41 According to 

Demieville, this text, which was translated into Chinese 

by the fourth and fifth centuries, was probably the same 

as one referred to by Candrakirti in the Madhyamakd- 

vatdra. where he calls it the Aryadvadasos&hasroma- 

hdmegha. attributing to it the prophecy that Nagarjuna 

would be bom in the future and teach the Dharro*.42 
Now, the Chinese text contains a number of spurious 

prophecies attributed to the Buddha; according to one. 

the Buddha prophesied to emissaries from the south, 

coming from the Black Mountain (possibly a reference to 

the Andhra country and the hills around Nagfojuna- 

kontja) that, twelve hundred years after his Nirvana, 

there would be a great king called so- 
to-p'o-ho-na. EMC sa-ta-ba-xa-nah (reconstructions of 

Early Middle Chinese follow Pulleyblank), clearly rep¬ 

resenting “SatavihanaT Further, also in south India, a 

certain “NSgaraja” would be bom in a place called 
Kusumamala or SumanamaU, near (he river Supfiyi, in 

Suristra, and give his life for the Dharma.43 This proph¬ 

ecy is of doubtful relevance because it does not specify 
the name Nagarjuna and offers biographical details not 

found elsewhere (though the name of the river does 

roughly correspond to the Tibetan version); the tenuous 

case for a connection must be built upon Candrakirti’s 

41 D. Ruegg. “Le DharmadhStustava Ue Nagarjuna.” 450; 

G. Tucci, “Animadvcrsiones Indicae,” Journal of the Asiatic 

Society of Bengal, n.s., 26 (1930): 144-47. 
42 P. Demieville. “Suf un passage du MahOmeghasutra," 

appendix 2 of “Les versions chinoises du Miltndapahha, Bul¬ 

letin de 1‘Ecole franyxise d‘Extreme-Orient 24 (1924): 218-30. 

43 P. Demieville. Mahdmeghasutra. 227. “Supaya” in the text 
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use of the text, if indeed the prophecy in the version of 

it available to us accurately represents what Candrakirti’s 
source said. 

According to another prophecy in the Chinese ver¬ 

sion, the Buddha foretold that seven hundred years 
after his Nirvana, in the southern kingdom called 

wu-ming (ao-Iight', i.e., ‘dark’, * andha, translating 
andhra), on the south bank of the river j&fg, hei-an 

Cblac*. i.e„ Kf?na), there would be a town called 

shou-ku (‘ripe-grain’, representing DhSnyakajaka), and 

here would reign the king 3?^ teng-cheng ('Equal-ride’. 

* Sadvahana, * SHtavahana); he would have a daughter 
called iftH, tseng-chang, ‘Increase Prosperity’, who 

would become rnier and receive homage from all the 
world.44 The Tibetan version, which is evidently based 
on a variant text, declares that four hundred years after 

the Nirvaija. on the north bank of Sundarabhuti in a 
country called Rishila in south India, there would be 

bora as a Licchavi, in the time of King Vipatticikitsaka, 

a monk called NSga who would give his life for the 

Dharma. Tucci thought that this “Naga” could not refer 
to Nagirjuna 41 

The Mahdmeghasutra therefore offers us a "Naga’* 
and a “Nigarija," named in proximity to a prophecy 

about a Satavlhana.ruler at Dhdnyakataka. Most author¬ 

ities have not been impressed by the text as evidence, 

but Candrakirti’s allusion to what appears to be the same 

work does suggest that, though garbled, it may provide 

early evidence of a tradition, strong in later centuries, 

that linked Nagarjuna, the teacher of Madhyamaka. with 
SatavOhana rulers in the south. 

The reference in the Tibetan version to a woman later, 
becoming a rul«*r has been seen as a reflection of the 

importance of royal women in the culture to which the 
original text belonged, and L6vi points to the promi¬ 

nence of women as donors to Buddhism at Nagtir- 
junakoeda. where the Ikjvaku dynasty ruled in the third 
century,4* 

Indian sources offer little from this time until about 
the eleventh century, when their distance from the ori¬ 

gins of traditions about Nagarjuna severely limits their 
usefulness. 

U Demieville, Mahdmeghasutra. 229; cf. K. Satchidananda 

Muny, Ndgdrjuna (New Delhi; National Book Trust, 1971-79), 

43-44; S. L£vi, “Kanaka et SatavShana." Journal asiatique 

(1936): 117; S. K. Pathalc. “Life of Nfigirjuna (from the Pag- 

Sam-Joa-Zang),“ Indian Historical Quarterly 30 (1954): 93-95. 

Demieville. Mahdmeghasutra. \ 18; Tucci. “Animadver- 

146-47. 

* tevi.“Kani*k&.“ 118-19. 

The Kathdsaritsdgara, firstly, tells the story of King 

Long-lived, endowed with alt gifts, whose wise minis” 

ter. Nagarjuna. of bodhisattva origin, was possessed of 

compassion, generosity and good conduct; 

cirdyur ndmnt nagare cirdyur numa bhupatih 

pun/am cirdyur e.vdsit ketanum sunasampaddm 

tasyu ndgdrjuno tuitna bodhisuttvii/nsasambhavah 

daydlur ddnasilas ca mantri vijndnuvdn ahhut.1' 

According to this story (which became popular in 

later writings, whatever its origin) Nagarjuna had dis- 

covered the secret of immortality and shared it with his 

royal master; the two of them lived for many centuries, 

but ultimately a crown prince, greedy for ‘the throne, 

cricked Nagarjuna into placing himself in the prince’s 

power and submitting to decapitation, and the grief- 

stricken king died soon after.48 Here we observe Nagar¬ 

juna the magician, the hero of many a legend in the 

Tibetan and Chinese stories of medieval times, and 

there is little here of historical significance besides a 
memory of the fame of Nagarjuna.49 

Kalhana (twelfth century) offers a reference to Na¬ 
garjuna as lord of the earth {bhumisvaro) in Kashmir at 

the time of Hu$ka, Juska, and Kaniska, living in the 
grove of the six arhants (sadarhadvana): 

athdbha van svandmahkapuratraya vidhd vinah 

hufkajufkakanifkdkhyds trayas :atraiva pdrthivdh 168 

sa vihdrasya nirmdtd jufko jufkapurasya yah 

jayasvdmipurasyupi suddhadhlh samvidhdyqkah ! 69 

te turufkdn vayodbhiitd apt puny&fravd nrpdh x' 

Sujkaletrddidesefu ntathacaityddi cakrire 170 

prdjye rdjyakfane tesdm prdyah kasmiramamlalam 

bhojyam aste sma bauddhdndm pravrajyorjifatejasdm 171 

tadd bhagavutah sdkyasimhasya paranirvrteh 

asmin mahllokadhdtau sdrdham varfaJatam hv agdt 172 

bodhisattvas ca deie sminn <;ko bhumisvaro ‘hhavut 

sa ca ndgdrjunah srimdrt sadarhadva/iasamsravi 1 7 350 

Kathdsaritsdgara 41.9-10, ed. Pandits Durgdprasad and 

KasinSth Pindurang Parab, 3rd ed.. rev. by W. L. S. Pansikar 

(Bombay: TukSram Javaji. 1915). 188. 

'Thus NagSrjuna went to his fate, prevented by the gods 

from destroying death”: evam ndgarjundrabdham martviinum 

mrtyundianum / na sndhum devatair yuvat so ‘pi mmuvasam 

gutah. ibid.. 189 (vs. 59). 

* Karambellcar. "Problem." 27: cf. J. J. Speyer. SnuUn m 

the Kathdsaritsdgara (Wiesbaden: Sandig. 1968). Ib3. 

Rdjatarahgini. ed. Pamleya Ramtej Shastri (Benares: Pan¬ 

dit Pustakalaya, 19A0). I: 168-73. 
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This teiIs us that Huska. Juska and Kaniska were three ^ 

rulers over the three cities that bore their names; the 

pure-sou led Juska founded a vihdra as well as Juskapura 

jnd Jayasvamipura; these kings, although of Turkish 

descent, gave themselves to pious deeds, building in 

Suskaleira and other places foundations such as monas¬ 

teries and shrines: during their glorious reign Kashmir 

was mostly dedicated to the Buddhists, whose mendi¬ 

cant lifestyle enhanced their fame; at this period one 

hundred fifty years had passed since the Parinirvana of 

the Buddha: and in this country a bodhisattva, NSgar- 

juna. was the sole sovereign of the earth (eko bhu- 

misvaro). dwelling in the Grove of the Six Arhats. 

There has been some discussion of the meaning of 

this lordship.5’ which need not concern us. N3g3rjuna 

did not rule as a lord anywhere; possibly the allusion 

can be taken to refer to his spiritual eminence, but the 

character of the passage as a whole should warn us 

against treating it as historical chronicle based on se¬ 

cure information. If (as we must) we reject the informa¬ 

tion that at the time in question the Buddha had been 

dead for a hundred and fifty years, why should wC cling 

to the contemporaneity of a “lord of the earth’* N3gar- 

juna with the Saka kings named?* 

It is possible, indeed, to find historical referents for 

the kings named: Kaniska could be the rather shadowy 

Kaniska II. supposed to have been ruling forty-one years 

after the accession of the dynastic founder and patron of 

Buddhism. Kaniska l. and the other two kings named 

could be the former's contemporaries Huviska and Va- 

;eska.‘: Scholars have debated the chronology of Ni- 

earjunas life in relation to that of Kaniska l, whose 

reign in the northwest possibly began in A.O. 78;5J how¬ 

ever. there is little point in seeking to secure N5g5r- 

juna's chronology to another which is itself so insecure; 

the serious doubts about the historical career of any 

Kaniska II. and about ,'e date of the reign of Kaniska I. 

make it unwise to rely heavily on the links suggested in 

Kalhana's poem written a millennium later. 

Two works which have the character of classical Ma- 

hjyana texts, but may be spurious, are the Mahcibheri- 

n'ttrn .md the Mahdmtiyitsiitrtt, both ot which mention 

Nag.irjuna, bui their historical value is dubious.54 

Reviewed fry S. Levi. “Kaniska,” 119. 

K. Venkata Ramanan. NAgdrjuna’s Philosophy. 28. 

’* See A. L. Basham, ed.. Papers on the Date of Kaniska 

(Leiden: Brill. 1968); D. iihackleion Bailey. SatapahcAsatka of 

V,it recta I Cambridge: C. U. P.. 1951): and see other sources 

c:icd by D. Sc y tort Ruegg. The Lite future of the Madhyamaka 

Schfuit. 5, n. 11. 

<J Mahuhherisutra. cited by Bus ton. History of Buddhism, tr. 

K. Ohcrmiller (Heidelberg. 1931-32). I29f.; T. Watters. On 

A later source, in impure Sanskrit, much used by Ti¬ 

betan writers in their compilations of Buddhist lore, was 

the MahjuJrimulakalpa. It contains a spurious prophecy 

by the Buddha: 

bodhim prApsyati sarvajhim uttamArtham acintiyAm 

caturthe varyasate priipte nirvrte mayi tathAgate 

ndgdhvayo ndma sa u bhikfuh sdsane ‘smln Hite ratah 

muditdm hhumitabdhas tu jived varjaJatdni jaf 

mdyuri ndmato vidyd siddhi1 tasya mahdtmanah 

ndndidstrdrthudhdrvartham nihsvabhdvdrthatattvavit 

sukhAvaty&m copapadyeta yadAsau tyaktakalebarah 

so 'nupurvena buddhatvam niyatam samprapatsyate55 

Four hundred years after the Buddha’s Nirvana, there 

would live a monk named N&ga (ndgdhvaya) who would 

obtain the mudildbhumi and would live six hundred 
years; he would acquire the MahimayflrividyS and know 
the truth of non-substantiality {nihsvabh&v&rthatattva). 

He would go to the heaven SukhSvatl on his death and 

in due course would certainly attain Buddhahood. The 
Tibetan version represents “N5ga** as Idu-shes-de-hbod, 
the equivalent of “NSgShvaya,” ‘called N&ga*; according 
to Walleser the reference is definitely to N&gSrjuna, and 
this, he thinks, helps to validate the expression ndgdh¬ 
vaya as a reference to N2g5rjuna where it also occurs in 

r.ie lahk&vatdra* It certainly appears plausible, given 

the reference to this NSga’s knowledge of the emptiness 

of things (nihsvabhdvdrthatattvavit)- to take the passage 

as an allusion to NSgSrjuna the mSdhyamika. 
An eleventh-century work based on Indian travels, but 

not by an Indian, is the account of Al-Binini (Alberuni), 
who mentions a famous alchemist named Nftgftrjuna 

who lived a century before (i.e.. in the tenth century); 

he came from Daihak near Somnath and was an expert in 

the science of rasdyana and used plants to promote 
health, longevity, and enhanced sexuality.57 Reference to 

the context, which contains various stories of miracles 
that are repeated uncritically, does not inspire confi¬ 

dence in its historical value. V. W. Karambelkar attaches 

Yuan Chwangs Travels in India. II (Delhi: Munshiram Mano- 

h a rial. 1961). 204. n. 3: cf. Joshi. “Life and Times,** 46: Murty, 

Mdgdrjuna, 45 {these two texts, not mentioned in Slntideva’s 

Sikfdsamuccaya, are possibly spurious); Ruegg, “U Dhar- 

madhatustava,” 450. 

55 AryamaAjufrlmulakatpa. part III. ed. T. Ganapati Sastri. 

Trivandrum Sanskrit Series, 84 (Trivandrum: Government 

Press, 1925). 6t6f. 

54 Walleser. "Life of Nagarjuna.” 439f.; however. Walleser 

emphasizes (p. 440) that the text is a late one and unreliable. 

57 Ai-Binini. Alberuni's India: An Account, tr. E. Sachau 

(Delhi; Chand. 1964). I: I88f. 
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weight to this evidence, although other authorities do 

not.51 What we observe here is an early stage of the myth 
of NSgSrjuna the practitioner of wonderful arts. 

Thus the evidence from India is disappointing. The 

stronger sense of history as a record of objective cir¬ 

cumstances in China might be thought a more hopefut 

field to explore. 

KumSrajlva, firstly, made translations of Buddhist 

lexts very early in the fifth century. From him (whether 

as author or as translator) or from his disciples comes 

a short biography of Nagarjuna. the Long-shu pu-sa 

chuan. the substance of which is largely mythical, but 

does offer a chronology: “Since Nagirjuna left the world 

up to the present, more than a hundred years have 

passed."* However, it is not clear whether these should 

be seen as words of Kumirajlva, or of an earlier work 

which he passed on, or of his disciples who edited the 
material he bequeathed them.4® 

One disciple of Kumarajfva was Seng-jui. who 
wrote a preface to the Satyasiddhiidstra. This preface is 

now lost, but according to a passage quoted by Chi- 

tsang. A£vagho$a was bom 350 years after the Buddha’s 
Nirvana and NSgSrjgna was bom “in the year 530"; it 
appears that N5gSrjuna’s year is dated from A$vagho$a’s 

and thus comes 880 years after the Nirvana.*’ What 
weight should be attached to the date thus derived (a 

pedantic calculation shows that it should be a.d. 244, 

not 243. as is usually advanced) is not clear, for we 

have no ground for believing that the Chinese possessed 

Indian records capable of supporting such a precise 

chronology.42 As Lamotte acknowledges: “On n’echappe 

pas h l’irepression que toutes ces datations reinvent de 
vues thdoriques sur ies itapes success)ves de la Bonne 

Loi et que, en chronologic absolue, leur valeur est 
piutdt faible.”43 

58 Karambelkar. “Problem,” 31-32; P. Kumar, tr.. NAgAr- 

juna's Yogaratnamdld (Delhi: Nag Publishers. 1980). 18. 

59 T 2047, 185b 2-3. 186b. cited by E. Lamotte. LEnseigne- 

ment de Vimalaklrti, 76; cf. Walleser. “Life of N2g5ijuna.” 444. 

60 J. W. de Jong, review of U Train de la Grande vertu de 

sagesse de Ndgdrjuna. 105-6: on the evidence of Hui-yttan see 

Robinson. Early Madhyamika. 22: cf. Murty. NAgArjuna, 47. 

De Jong, review of Truitt. 106. 

Ibid.. 11 Of.: cf. Jan Yiin-hua. “Nagarjuna. One or More?*’ 

148-49. The whole question of the date of the mahAparinir- 

vdna is again wide open: see. for example. H. Bechert. “Die 

lebenszeit des Buddha: Das 41 teste feststehende Datum der 

indischen Geschichte?" Nachrichten der Akademie der Wissen- 

schaften in Gdttingen, phil.-hist. K!„ 4 (1986): 129-84; and 

Bcchert. ed.. The Dating of the Historical Buddha, part I 

(Gduingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht). 1991. 

M Lamotte. TraitJ, III: liii. 

Perhaps the earliest solid piece of biographical infor¬ 

mation of value comes in the sixth century from the 
translator Paramirtha, who attests the connection be¬ 

tween Nigfttjuna and a S&tavfthana ruler that in later 

writings was to be repeated over and over again.44 

HsUan-tsang, the famous seventh-century pilgrim, 

comes next. He visited a place which he identified as 

the capital of Koiala (i.e., Dak?inakosala). the location 

of which has not been identified with certainty (it might 

have been in the area of Wairagarh or Bhandak45) and 
claimed that 

not far to the south of the city is an old sahghArAma, 

by the side of which is a st&pa that was built by 

Asokarfja.... Afterwards Nigfcjuna Bodhisattva (Lung- 

men-p’u-sa) dwelled in the sahghArAma.1^ 

Ndgfirjuna had the friendship and patronage of the 

Sfitavahana king, who provided him with a residence. 
N3garjuna concocted medicines for longevity, through 

which he and the king lived for centuries until Nagar¬ 
juna was decapitated; Hsttan-tsang offers a version of 
the story of N5g3tjuna’s end mentioned above. This 

king is called So-to-p’o-ho, clearly intending the dynas¬ 
tic name Satavahana, as we saw earlier.47 

Traveling three hundred li to the south-west, Hsttan- 
tsang came to Po-lo-mo-lo-ki-li (Bhramaragiri), the site 

of a great vihdra made by the king for Nagarjuna by 

hollowing out the rock in five tiers. The exact location 
of this vihdra cannot easily be identified* but the same 

recognizable monastery had already been described by 

w J. W. de Jong, review of J. Hopkins and Lati Rimpoche. 

trs.. The Precious Garland and the Song of the Four Mindful¬ 

nesses (London, 1975). in Indo-lmnian Journal 20 (1978): 137. 

63 It is not clear where the capital of this Kosaia would have 

been. See J.‘ Fergussoo, “On Hiouen-Thsang's Journey from 

Patna to Rhallabhi," Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. n.s., 6 

(1875): 260; Dutt, “Nagirjunikonda and Nagarjuna” 639: 

S. Beal, Hsttan-tsang. Si-Yu-Ki, Buddhist Records of the West¬ 

ern Worid. 2 vols. (Boston: Osgood. 1885). II: 209n. 

S. Beal, Si-Yu-Ki. II: 210. On the Chinese transliteration 

of the name Nagarjuna. see Watters. On Yuan Chwangs Trav¬ 

els. 203. 

67 Beal. Si-Yu-Xi. 210-12: see p. 210 n. 71; cf. T. Watters. 

On liian Chtvang’s Travels, K: 206-7, referring to the rendering 

of Sadvoha (» SStavShana) us Yin-cheng, ‘Leading-right'. 

** Beal. Si-Yu-Ki, 214. n. 80; cf. Karambelkar. ‘‘The Problem 

of Nagarjuna.” 23-24; J. Burgess. The Buddhist Stupas of Amu- 

rdvati, 6-7; Jan Yiin-hua. “NJgarjunnkonda: Note on a New 

Reference from Chinese Source.” Journal of Indian Historv 

48,2 (1970); 415-26. 
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Fu-hsien in the fifth century/9 and in the early eighth 

century a Korean pilgrim. Hui Ch’ao. passed the same 

wav.*" Different versions of the Chinese text call the 

monastery mU, hei feng (‘black peak’) and also 

pronounced hei feng. ‘Mack bee’, which as has been ar¬ 

gued could represent the Sanskrit bhramara, epithet of 

the Saivite goddess.7' Some have thought that this mon¬ 

astery bestowed upon NSgarjuna must have been at 

Nagarjunakonda. but strictly speaking the distances and 

directions stated in the text do not allow us to place it 

so far south.72 

The narrative of Hsuan-tsang’s travels resumes with 

a record of his journey southwards to the Andhra coun¬ 

try.7- It is in this general area, of course, that in the 
second and third centuries, first, the Satavahanas at 

Dhanvakataka and, then, the Iksvakus at Vijayapuri 

ruled at capital cities which could have been centers ot 

patronage for celebrated Buddhist teachers. It is gener¬ 

ally accepted that the site of Dhinyakataka was adja¬ 
cent to the ancient stupa at Amaravati (where according 

69 Fa*hsien. The Travels of Fa-hsien (J99-4I4 A.D.). tr. 

H. A. Giles (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, t923). 62: 

"There is a country called Deccan, in which there is a monas¬ 

tery dedicated to Kasyapa Buddha, made by hollowing out a 

great rock." From the bottom up, these storeys were shaped like 

an elephant and with 500 chambers, like a lion and with 400. 

like a horse and with 300. like an ox and with 200, like a 

pigeon and with 100; a spring of water flowed from the top 

and was channeled around all the chambers on the way down; 

there were windows on all storeys. The whole area was now 

waste and uninhabited, not frequented by Buddhists; cf. Wat¬ 

ters, On Yuan Chwang's Travels, H: 207-8. Beal, Si-Yu-Ki, 214, 

n. 80. 

10 Jan Yiin-hua, “Nagirjuna, One or More?” 144 (citing 

W. Fuchs. Huei-ch’ao’s Ptlgerreise durch Nordwest-lndien und 

Zentral Asien’. Sitzungsberichten der preussischen Akademie 

der Wissenschaften. phil.-hist. KU 3011938]: 437ff. which was 

not accessible for this study). 

71 Watters, On Yuan Chwang's Travels, II: 208; Beal, Si’Yu- 

Ki. 2: 214. n. 80. 

:: On the discussion of this "Black Peak" monastery, see 

1 W. Mabbett. "Dhinyakaiaka." South Asia 16.2 (1993): 33f. 

73 Beal. Si-Yu-Ki. 217. Dh2nyakaiaka in ancient times was 

probably at Amaravati. but it is a puzzle why. in this case, 

Hsiian-tsang—usually so interested in the description of an¬ 

cient and impressive Buddhist monuments—should omit any 

mention of the Amarivatf stupa. U is possible that, by the 

■vcvenih century, the name Dhunyakalaka .should have attached 

n>elf to another place, for the whole region was now a periph¬ 

eral area, far from centers of power. Sec I. W. Mabbett. Dhanya 

k at aka." 

to the much later Tibetan tradition Nagirjuna made 

benefactions). There are problems in the reconstruction 

of the history of this area, which have been discussed 

elsewhere.7* 
Elsewhere Hsiian-tsang refers to Nagirjuna as one of 

“four suns which illumined the world.” along with 

Asvaghosa, Aryadeva, and Kumiiralabdha,75 but it is not 

likely that this allusion can furnish any useful chrono¬ 

logical information: the four suns did not shine at the 

same time.7* 
Here it is necessary to revert briefly to the question 

of Kaniska’s relationship with NagSrjuna, mentioned 

above, for Shohei Ichimura has recently appealed to it 

and to the “four suns” allusion in making his case that 

NagSrjuna lived in western India from about a.D. 50 to 

about a.d. 150.77 The case for this chronology rests 
essentially upon the evidence of Hsiian-tsang that Na- 

gdrjuna was a contemporary of Asvagho$a, the assump¬ 

tion that Aivagho$a was a contemporary of Kani$ka I, 
and the assumption that this Kani$ka’s reign was late in 

the first century.7* The chronology of Kani$ka, as no¬ 
ticed before, is notoriously problematic; so is the rela¬ 

tionship of N&g&rjuita to A4vagho$a. If we accept the 
poetic allusion to four suns as serious evidence that 
Nag2ujuna and Aivagho$a were contemporaries, we must 

find better reasons for heeding it than the earlier evi¬ 

dence of Chi-tsang, according to which, of course, the 

two cannot be contemporary. 
One other Chinese pilgrim, the late seventh-century 

traveler l-ching, shows an interest in NagSrjuna, til¬ 

ing us for example of the master’s reputed alchemical 

wizardry (prolonging his life by breathing water), and 

linking him with A$vagho$a, Asariga, and Vasubandhu.7* 

74 Ibid. 
75 Beal. Si-Yu-Ki, 97f, 302f; T Watters. On Yuan Chwang's 

Travels. 11: 104. 

76 S. Beal, tr.. The Life of Shaman Hwui U (Delhi: Academ¬ 

ics Asiatic*, 1973), 199; cf. M. Wioiemitz, History of Indian 

Literature. II: 342. 
77 Shohei Ichimura, “Reexamining The Period of N3g5r- 

juna," 9 (* 1078). 
78 Ichimura does not refer to the passage in the Rdjalamngini; 

he discusses links with Siuvihana rulers, and suggests that 

Nigarjuna wrote the Suhrllekha for a Sitavihaiw king and the 

Ratndvall for a Malidyina-supporting Saka. (P. S. Sastri, on the 

other hand, has found reasons for supposing that Nigarjuna 

wrote the Raindvall for Gauumiputra Sitavihana. supposed to 

be brahmanical: “Nigarjuna and Aryadeva, 20lf.). 

79 Inching. A Record of the Buddhist Religion as Practised 

in India and the Malay Archipelago (A.D. 671-695). tr. 

J. Takakusu (Oxford: O.U.P., 1896). 181. 

Further, he quotes the Suhrllekha at some length and 

identifies the friend to whom it was written as rfijft}# 

&!, shih-yin-te-chia, EMC sih-jin-tok-kia, tilled So-to- 

p'o-han-na (spelled as above, but in this text with han 

represented by M).w There has been much discussion 

of the proper Indian restoration of these names;*1 the 

latter is clearly Saiavihana. While the former (variously 

taken to represent Simaka. Jantaka, Jayindhra. etc.) 

could possibly be based on the common SStavahana 

name oiitakarni. We may note here that various forms 

of the name &ltakarni (used by many SStav&hana rul¬ 

ers) occur in puranic sources, including notably S5n* 

tikarni. along v th such variants as S5ta, SSti, Sada and 
Sitaka.*2 

These are the main relevant Chinese sources; Tibetan 

works constitute another category, but despite their im¬ 

portance for many aspects of Buddhist history they 

must be largely omitted from consideration here for rea¬ 
sons of space. They ail stand at a substantial distance in 

time from the Nigarjuna I whose biography is here iif 
view, and the evidence that they contain must be very 

indirect. A more substantial review would need to take 
account of the writings of Boston {1290-1364)« ‘Gos- 
lo-tsa-ba gZon-du-dpal,M TiranStha,*5 and Sum pa.46 De¬ 

serving of brief comment is a work by Man-Iufls. who 
lived in the thirteenth century and described a magnifi¬ 
cent stBpa in Dhinyakataka where the Buddha was 

supposed to have preached. This picked up a tradition 

given currency in Tibet by the Kdlacakra Tantra\ Man- 

40 l-ching, A Record, 158-62. 

R«*ored as “Jamaica" by Beal, bur see de Jong, review of 

The Precious Garland, 136-39 (particularly n. 18). See also 

Watters, On Yuan Chwang's Travels, U: 207; Uvi, “Kanaka et 

SlUvShanC 107 (reading ‘Jamaica’); S. Beal, “Some Remarks 

on the Suhrllekha or Friendly Communication of Nflgirjuna Bo- 
dhisattva to King Shuopohatuta/ Indian Antiquary 16 (1887): 

169-72; Joshi, “Life and times," 17; M. Walleser. “Die Lebens- 
zeit dcs Nigirjuna," Zeitschrift fur Buddhismus 6 (1924-25): 
95-103, 237-42. 

82 K. Gopahwhari, £aWy History of the Andhra Country 

(Madras; Madras UP.), 38. 47. 
* ' Buston. History of Buddhism. 

** G. N, Roerich, The Blue Annals (Delhi: Motiiai Banarsi- 
dass. 1979). 

W Tiranatha. History of Buddhism in India; The Seven In ¬ 

struction Lineages, tr. a Templeman (Dharamsala: Library of 
Tibetan Works and Archives. 1983). 

** S. K. Pathak, “Life of Nigarjuna from the Pag Sam Jon 

7m**? Indian Historical Quarterly 30 (1954): 93-95; cf. WaJ- 
lcser, “Life of Nigarjuna,’’ 422. 

luns look ihe further step ol associating Nugarjuna with 

construction work at Dhanyakataka: temples to the 

northwest and southwest of the stupa are attributed to 

the benefaction of NSgarjuna. This would be important 

if the stupa described by Man-lufis could be identified 

with one that actually existed tsuch as the stupa at 

Amaravati). particularly since the author claims to have 

been to India and seen what he describes. Nevertheless, 

the detailed description that he «>es appears to be a fan¬ 

ciful exercise, partly inspired by the Kdtucakra Tantru. 

and cannot with confidence be attached to any known 
historical site. There are serious objections to any iden¬ 
tification, including any along the Krishna River/7 

This summary omits the many references to Nagar- 

juna as a mahdsiddha who accumulated an impressive 

array of spells and powers, and who figures in many a 

list of past tantric masters, from which it would proba- 

bly be vain to attempt any serious reconstruction of his 
biography. Most of the colorful and entertaining parts 

of the Nigarjuna evidence, unfortunately, must be omit¬ 
ted from this study. 

In many respects, the later traditions about a tantric 
Nigirjuna seem to represent a different person, and 
many have thought that the historical basis for the 
tantric legend must have lain in some second individ¬ 
ual who lived long after the midhyamika master. For a 

number of scholars, the solution has seemed to be that 
two (or more) people called NSgirjuna. one of them a 

tantric mahdsiddha, have become confused in Buddhist 
tradition.*8 

A variety of alchemical and medical treatises—not 

just tantric works—have been attributed to Nigiijuna, 

and some have been, ready to attribute them to the 

midhyamika philosopher.49 while others have considered 

87 See A. Macdonald, “Le Dhinyakapika de Man-Lute gum." 

Bulletin de TEcote franfuise d'Est rime-Orient 57 (1970): 169- 

213, who suggests (p. 18?) that the description of the stQpa is 

at least in part influenced not by what was there to be seen but 

by the Kdlacakra Tantra's versions of mandalas of VajradhStu. 

DharmadhituvSgisvara. etc. 

Joshi, Life and Times," 15-16; Karambelkar, "Problem,” 

28-29; Duu, “N5garjumkon(ja and NagSrjuna.” 636-69. 

** The Yogaratnamdld details experiments in chemistry; us 

translator. Kumar, argues contra Roy that there is evidence of 

chemical knowledge at the time of the original Nagarjunu; 

P. Kumar, e^., Nd-;drjuna’s Yogaratnumdld, 18-19. Murty. .V<J. 

gdrjuna, 58, thinks that the madhyamiku philosopher might 

have been also the author of such works: he "dabbled (in al¬ 

chemy), just as 'he philosopher Berkeley messed about with 

tar-water and wrote on its virtues." 
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; hut per hips as many as tour historical individuals, liv¬ 

ing jt different times, came to be confused.1,0 
The argument for two (or more) NSgarjunas is basi¬ 

cally -.hat the >i'uvre and the traditions credited to N5- 

aarjuna point to a madhyamika dedrya some time in the 

.hrst three centuries a.d. and to a tantric mahdsiddha, 

an adept in charms and spells, who would probably have 

lived later, when tantra flourished.1*' The tantric N5gar- 

!una can be identified as the founder of the Guhyasa- 

N'.stem, as the sixteenth mahdsiddha, and as the 

disciple of Saraha or Rahula;g: it has been pointed out 

that the Guhyusamdja concepts do not date from before 

Dharmaksni and have a basts in Yogacara, not Madhya- 

maka. ;he\>ry^ 
There are difficulties with the case for plural Nagarju- 

nas: we have to decide which of the facts alleged by 

tradition about Nagarjuna belong to one, or to another, 

or to both, or all by sheer coincidence; and in many 

cases the decision must be arbitrary. Nevertheless, most 

scholars have accepted that there must have been more 
than one Nagarjuna behind the traditions. The argu¬ 

ment, of Jan Yun-hua that, after all, there was only one 

Nas3rjunaw is therefore all the more striking. 
Jan Yun-hua offers several types of evidence which 

he says suggest that there was no later NSgirjuna. These 

are directed against specific claims for the existence of 

a tantric (or a medical) NSgirjuna in some particular 

later century.3-41 However. Jan does not discuss the actual 

w-niern.tz. History. It: >43-04. n. 2; ef. Karambelkar, 

Problem"; Tucci. "Animadversiones" 143. The centuries of 

life attributed to him and the succession of careers in different 

parts of India could, suggests Ruegg. represent the conflation 

of several different historical individuals; Ruegg. ’Dharmadha* 

tustava." 452-53. 

31 Pathak. "Lift." 93-95; Joshi. "Life and Times." 13; K. R. 

Subramanian. Buddhist Remains in Andhra (Madras: Diocesan 

pre<s. 1^32). 57. n. 2. 

'- ;.^hi. "Life and rimes." 19. 

‘ Tucci. ‘Vnimadsersio-H’s,” U.U. The date of Dharmakirti 

;t>ci: :*.ot certain. 

Jan V in-btia. "Nagarjuna. One or More?*’ 

5' roc example. i lune failure of Hsiian-tsang to mention a 

• ,“c‘mu', tantru.. Nagarjuna flourishing in India at the time of 

own visit (as postulated tor a Nagarjuna 11 by N. Dutt), 

? 2j the existence of medical treatises in China attributed to 

LloJhisauva Nagarjuna (bmv-shu pn-sa) referred to in the sev. 

e.nth century by the 5ni </ti< (too early tor the alleged medical 

Nagarjuna in the eighth century or any later); and (a) the 

eighth-century master Aitioghavajra, who claimed that his in* 

>truction lineage passed through Vajrasattva. Bodhisattva Na- 

authorship of most of (he various later texts attributed 

by tradition to Nagarjuna—a discussion which is re¬ 

quired if the case for the existence of no more than one 

NSgirjuna is to be sustained. 
Jan Yiin-huas arguments are salutary in casting doubt 

on the too-facile theories which seek to identify some 

particular Nagarjuna II (or HI. or IV) in some particular 

later century. 
What we need to recognize here is that there are 

different grades of existence. We should heed the lessons 

of Madhyamaka logic: that a later N5g5rjuna should 

exist, and that a later Nagarjuna should not exist, are 

not the only possibilities. There are several grades worth 

distinguishing: 

(a) .being Nagarjuna originally; 
(b) taking the name Nagarjuna upon re-ordination; 
(c) coming to be seen as a reincarnation of NSg&rjuna; 

(d) writing a book which contributes to a tradition 

that looks back to Nagarjuna, and which subse¬ 

quently comes to be attributed to NSg&juna; 

(e> not being Nagarjuna in any sense at all. 

Later NlgSrjunas could indeed come into existence, 

in some sense. After all. there could be two Aivagho- 

$a$, two Sarahas or Rahulabhadras, even two Aryadevas 

and two Vimuktisenas. Tucci points out that, partial? 

larly in the tantric tradition, the repetition of names was 

specially liable to occur. Many siddhas might be seen 

as incarnations of a single person; further, many Tibet¬ 
ans would take new names upon initiation into new or 

different schools. 

This implies that some masters of the Siddho-sampni- 

diva considered themselves or were considered by their 

disciples as the manifestation (Tib. mam a'prul) of the 

first iciryas... and were given the same name. This 

fact explains quite well the contamination which we 

may trace between the biographical accounts of the 

older masters as.given in the Chinese sources and those 

preserved in the Tibetan tradition.** 

This much, of course, concerns Tibetan teachers, not 

Indvn. But there is no reason why it should not apply to 

the later, tantric, forms of Indian Buddhism as well. 

girjuna. Acarya NSgabodhi. and Acirya Vajrabodhi, who was 

Amoghavajras own teacher (which would imply, since all these 

were supposed to live for centuries, ‘hat the tantric NSgifjun* 

existed in the early centuries a.d. and thus migh not be differ¬ 

ent from Nigdrjuna l). 

Tucci. "Animadversiones." 140. 

Few of the Sanskrit sources of Tibetan traditions are 

preserved, or we would be in a much better position to 

seek pathways by which genuine historical knowledge 

was transmitted. But a short Sanskrit work recording 

alleged teacher lineages, found in Nepal by Tucci, con¬ 

stitutes good evidence that, in the Sanskrit tradition 

also, teachers in a lineage could be regarded as rein¬ 

carnations of earlier masters. The work in question97 

shows that one master, NSgirjuna, was held to be re¬ 

embodied in the persons of a number of later siddhas— 

Ddmodara. Advayavajra, and Ratnamati. Further, it 
shows that teachers could take new names on being ini¬ 
tiated in different schools. 

The tendency here attested may have begun quite 

early, and it is not surprising that there should be con¬ 

fusing and discrepant .raditions. more or less worthless 

for the purposes of true chronology, describing the place 
of Nagiq’una in one instruction lineage or another. 

There was very possibly, then, one original N&g&r- 

juna, but to him was added a legend which ramified. 

This legend, in turn, inspired the adoption of the name 

of N5girjuna by many later texts written at different 

times, and likely also by some later teachers in the 

tantric tradition. In seeking the historical reality of 

these texts and teachers, therefore, we are not looking 

for some particular individual who was “the tantric 

NSgfrjuna” or perhaps “the medical Nagarjuna,” or 

“the alchemical Nagarjuna,” who happened to have the 

same name. We are looking for the multiform particular 

manifestations of a single legend. These later mani¬ 

festations need not be embodied in any new authentic 

Nagarjuna. They may be embodied in different ways of 
using the name. 

It is necessary to recognize the importance of this 

perspective. There are implications here for our under¬ 

standing of Indian views of authorship and tradition, 

of truth and its expression. It may be appropriate, as a 

comment on the world view that is here elicited, to 
cite some comments by Arthur Waley about authorship 

which, though they concern not India but China, may 
bear pondering nevertheless: 

Thus people in early China were used to regarding 

books as records of traditions.... When real authorship 

began writers should give their books the appearance 

of being records of ancient things, rather than present 

their ideas us new and personal discoveries. This was 

«)7 _ 
Tucci. “Animadversiones" (“A Sanskrit Biography of the 

Siddhas and some Questions Connected with N3g3rjuna"), 138— 

33: text at pp. 148-55. 

as natural and as inevitable as that the first railway 

carriages should imitate stage coaches. These early 

products of authorship were not, strictly speaking, what 

Western bibliographers call pseudepigraphs. No pre¬ 

tence was made that the books in question were written 

by the Ancients (though this was often believed in after 

ages by people who could only think in terms of modem 

authorship), ft was merely pretended that what was now 

set down had once been taught by such or such an 

Ancient. Had this method not been adopted the people 

could not have been induced to read the books, any 

more than travellers could have been persuaded to enter 

a railway carriage if it had not looked something like a 

stage coach.'* 

There had to be a single historical figure at the origin 
of the whole process, and he, we need not doubt, was 

the author of the Mulamadhyamakakdrikds, What evi¬ 
dence about him emerges? 

The link with the Sitavihana dynasty is probably the 

most striking feature. De Jong suggests that ParamSr- 

tha’s reference to the connection, in the sixth century, 

may be the first occurrence." Hsttan-tsang’s So-to-po- 

ho and I-ching*s So-to-p'o-han-nQ evidently represent it 

phonetically, and the former’s 3IIE. Yin-cheng, ‘Lead¬ 

ing-right*. conveys the sense of Sad-v&ha. (The actual 

etymology of the dynastic name, which is Sanskritized 
from a local language and has been argued by some to 

represent a trace of a horse cult, does not matter, it is 

the way the name S&tavdhana struck its hearers that 

counts.) The Tibetan bDe.Spyod can be interpreted sim¬ 

ilarly, though the interpretation is conjectural: the first 

element means ‘happy, good’ (* sat), and the second 
‘walking, conducting oneself’ (* vdhana). m 

Which Sstav&hana ruler, if any. is roost likely to have 

been NSgSrjuna’s patron? Nigiijunas relationship to 

early MahSySna literature requires that we should look 
at the first three centuries a.d. In the course of this 

period. Satavjhana kings lost their early dominions in 
the west and finished as lords of the lower Krishna 

region. The chronology of the dynasty, which must be 

reconstructed from fragmentary epigraphic records ar.d 

implausible puranic lists, is far from clear, and different 

authorities differ widely in the dates they suggest for 

the reigns of rulers; there would be little point in as¬ 
signing precise dates here. 

A. Waley, ir.. The Way and its Power (New York: The 

Grove Press. 1958), 102-3. 

99 De Jong, review of Precious Garland. 137. 
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Gautamiputra Satakarni is likely to have reigned 

around the beginning of the second century;100 it is said 

in a Nasik inscription that his horses drank from the 

three oceans.101 which recalls the allusion to the Satava- 

hana friend of Nagarjuna in the Harjacarita (noticed 

above) as “lord of die three oceans” an epithet, which 

has been thought appropriate to a ruler who had an 

empire in the west as well as the east, if we see in it an 

exaggerated claim to control the eastern, southern and 

western coasts of the Deccan. P. $. Sastri has argued 

that the Ratndvali (assuming it was written by N5g3r- 
juna) contains references to the vilification of Mahi- 

yana and appears to be written to a monarch who had 
reverted to brahmanism; since Gautamiputra £atakan?i 

is referred to in a Nasik inscription as ekabrdhmana, 

this king could be he.102 (This argument, of course, de¬ 

pends upon the conjunction of several hypotheses.) 
Several other authorities have argued for PuJumSvi II 

date second century) or Yajfla Sri Satakarni (variously 

dated in the later second century or at the turn of the 

third103), but the latter of these is the more favored 

candidate.104 
Vijaya Sri Satakarni. at the beginning of the third 

century or in its early part, is not frequently given any 
preference.,oi but it deserves to be noticed that Vijaya is 
known from an inscription on a limestone pillar record¬ 

ing a Buddhist endowment near Vijayapuri (as it was 

to become), in the NagSxjunakonda valley.100 H. Sarkar 

was led by his archaeological researches at Amariivatl 

and Nagarjur.akonda to propose a revision of the late 

Saiavahana chronology: the inscriptions of the last three 

rulers, Vijaya Satakarni. Candasri, and PujumSvi III, 

100 The last quarter of the first century is another possibility; 

see K. Venkata Ramanan, Ndgdrjunas Philosophy, 27. 

101 Epigrapltia Indica 1905-6: 61: cf. H. N. Sastri, The Phi¬ 

losophy of Ndgdrjuna as Contained in the Ratndvali (Calcutta: 

Saruswai library, 1977). 11-12, 

102 P. S. Sastri. “Nagirjuna and Aryadeva” 193-202, 

103 Murty, Nagdrjuna. 67. 

IW For Wimernitz [History, II: 347). influenced by Tara- 

natha's claim that Nagirjuna was born in the lime of Kani$ka, 

Yjjna Sri (whose reign Winlemitz dates to 166-96) seems 

nght. J. Burgess favors Sri YajAa partly on the strength of his 

reading of 1-ching‘s Shih-yin-te-chiu, though adding that Pulu- 

mavi IlUdated by him to 215-20 a.o.) is just as likely: Burgess, 

The Buddhist Stupas, $: cf Kumar. Yogaratnamdld, 23-24. 

105 M. Walleser. 'Die lebcnszeit des Nagarjuna." 100-103. 

is led by his (in fact implausible) restoration of Jaydndhra 

from i'-ching's Shih-yin-te-chia to favor Vijaya. 

!<* H. Sarkar and B. N. Misra. Ndgdrjunakonda (Calcutta: 

Krishna Murthy. I%6). 74. 

arc in different places, and they may have ruled concur¬ 

rently from different capitals; Vijaya (possibly r. 203- 

9) could have been the real founder of Vijayapuri, 

which after his defeat became the Ik$v4ku capital.107 

(His chronology, however, must be acknowledged to 

be speculative.) 
This leads naturally to a consideration of the connec¬ 

tion between Nagirjuna and Sri Parvata—a connection 

widely enough claimed for him in the later sources 

(such as the Tibetan writers and the Rasaratndkaram). 

The epigraphy of NagfUjunakontJa identifies a Sri Par¬ 

vata at that site, consisting at least of an eminence on 

a spur projecting into the valley (and possibly more gen¬ 

erally of the surrounding heights);*00 some have consid¬ 
ered that the name designated the whole Nallamallai 

range, the hills which surround the Nagirjunakoruja val¬ 

ley and extend upstream, to include Sri Sailam (itself 

sometimes later called Sri Parvata**0). I. K. Sarma has 

made a study of the toponym Sri Parvata, and accord¬ 

ing to him it is clear that in Ik$vaku times at least it 
designated specifically the hill in the Nagiijunakonda 

valley, though it may subsequently have come to be used 

more generally. 
So, on the evidence reviewed above, it is difficult to 

choose between the region called “Dak$i(iako£ala” and 

the Krishna valley heartland of the latter SStavShana 

kingdom (supported by the references to Sri Parvata 

and the Satavahanas)., 
Perhaps we need not choose. The two areas are close 

enough together for us to conceive of a famous Bud¬ 

dhist teacher moving freely between them; perhaps, for 
example, he gained fame in Dak$inakosala and traveled 

to the Krishna area (perhaps to NagSijunakoo^a) to re¬ 

ceive patronage from a ruler there. 
There is certainly evidence of Buddhist settlement at 

Nagaijunakon^a predating the establishment there of the 

Ik$vaku capital, and it is probably here that we should 

look for the home of the Aparaiaila sect for whose 

benefit, in the reign of the Ik$vaku monarch Ma^hariputra 
Vlrapuru$adatta, there was erected the mahdcaitya, a 

107 H. Sarkar, “The Nigirjunakontja Phase of the Lower 

Krishna Valley Art: A Study Based on Epigraphical Data” 

in Indian Epigraphy: Its Bearing on the History of Art, ed. 

F. Asher and G. S. Gai (New Delhi. 1985). 30. 

108 Joshi, “Life and Times." 16-17; Bailey, Satapancdiatka. 

7; Walleser. “Life of Nigirjuna,” 430; Uvi, “Kanaka et Sita- 

vihana." 106. 

109 j, Vogel, “Prakrit Inscriptions from a Buddhist Site at 

Niglxjunikonda,” Epigraphia Indica 20 (1929): 22. 

*10 Murty. Ndgdrjuna. 62. 

1,1 I. K. Saftna. Sri Parvata (unpublished MS. 1989). 

dh&tugarbha, which must have contributed to the ce¬ 

lebrity of the site in the Buddhist world, while the 

POrvaiaila sect had tong been established in places fur¬ 

ther east, primarily at Amarivatl. 
Now, it is possible to indicate a chain of circumstantial 

connections fastening Nigaxjuna to the NigOrjunakonga- 

AmariLvatl region in late SatayShana (or possibly lk$- 

vaku) times; it needs to be emphasized at once, though, 
that the point of this exercise is to show, not that such 

a theory is correct, but that no others are better. The 

links are as follows. Despite the austere rationalism of 

the Mulamadhyamakakdrik&s and the other philosophi¬ 
cal works, Nigarjuna’s Dharmadhdtustava, if correctly 

attributed to him, represents a devotional strain of Bud¬ 
dha worship, in which, as Ruegg argues, one can see 

elements of the tathdgatagarbha doctrine.'*2 The tathd• 

gatagarbha doctrine was emerging in association with 

devotional Buddhism. Elements of it have been discerned 
in the Srim&l&s&tra, which has been tentatively attributed 

to the Buddhists of lk$v2ku NSgarjunakon^a. partly be¬ 

cause of the active role of women as Buddhist donors 

there and the importance of the ideal woman portrayed in 
the Srlm&l&s&tni.m Some of the monasteries of Nagar- 
junakonda. according to H. Sarkar, represent the early 
influence of devotional religion with the incorporation 

of stQpas inside vih&ra enclosures,"* Nagarjuna is widely 

held to have resided at £rl Parvata for at least a part 

of his career, and there was a'£ri Parvata at Nagar- 

junakooda. The PQrvaiaila sect flourished in the SitavS- 

hana dominions in Andhra, particularly aUAmaravati, 

and Candrakliti in his Madhyamak&vat&ra cites verses 

described as “following the PQrvaiailas ” which indicate 

the influence of Prajfiaparamita ideas and have been as¬ 

sociated by La Vallle Poussin with the emergence in the 

south of the dharmadh&tugarbha doctrine."3 The asso¬ 

ciation of these elements is obviously inconclusive; but 

it makes as much sense as the other theories that have 

been advanced about Nagarjuna. 

At this point we can return to the question who was 
the “Satavihana” ruler who was.Nfigarjuna’s friend and 
patron. 

In the first place, we must not overlook the possi¬ 
bility that the name “Saiavahana,” so familiar in the 

1,2 Rqpgg, “Le .Dharmadhatustava.” 448-71. 

,B A, Wayman and H. Way man. trs.. The Uons Roar of Queen 

Srimdld: A Buddhist Scripture on the Tathdgatagarbha Theory 

(New York: Columbia U.P., 1974); see the introduction. 

1.4 H. Sarkar, Studies in Early Buddhist Architecture of 

India (Delhi: Archaeological Survey of India. 1966). 78. 

1.5 L de La Valine Poussin. “Notes de bibliographic boud- 

4hiquc,“ Milungts chinois et bouddhiques I (1931): 402. 

Nagarjuna legend, came to be attached by posterity to 

some shadowy successor, not an actual Saiavahana. 

who ruled in a part of the area whose history was made 

glorious chiefly by its association with the imperial Sata¬ 

vahanas. It is upon this supposition that one could cling 

to the NagSrjunScarya of the Jaggayyapeta inscription, 

which has not so far been allowed to date before the 

fifth century and points to a fourth- or fifth-century date 

for Nagarjuna. The supposition would also help us to 

deal with the claim made in the biography of Nagarjuna 

attributed (albeit on grounds which we have seen to 

be insecure) to Kumarajiva: “Since Nagarjuna left the 

world up to the present, more than a hundred years have 

passed"—which would point to a late third or possibly 
early fourth century sponsor for Nagarjuna’s activities. 

Alternatively, we should look for this sponsor among 

the later Sitavahanas. preferably a very late one if we 

are persuaded that the relevant developments in Bud¬ 

dhist doctrine are to be found among the caityu sects 

(primarily the Purvasailas and Aparasailas) in the late 

second and third centuries. Vijaya Sri Satakarni deserves 

to be considered more favorably than he has been in 
the past, considering that he was responsible for Bud¬ 
dhist endowments in the Nagarjunakonda valley and 
has been taken to have established his capital there 
early in the third century; indeed, there is no reason 

why Nagirjuna should not have begun his career as a 
royal prot6g6 under Vijaya and subsequently lived un¬ 

der the lk$v5kus."6 The fact that Vijaya reigned for 

only a short time, while the royal patron of legend lived 

for several centuries, is of course irrelevant; we are not 

looking for a ruler who lived for several centuries. We 

are looking only for a ruler who might have been de¬ 

scribed by so many different sources in later times as a 
SStavIhana (whether he was one or not). 

What this enquiry shows is that, however inadequate 

the evidence for an original midhyamika Nagarjuna I 

may be, it enshrines memories of a real historical person. 

,l6 Some scholars have been inclined to accept that Nagar¬ 

juna may have lived under the Iksvakus, whether or not they 

thought he began his career under an earlier dynasty. Longhurst 

half-whimsically questioned whether the broken-orf head of j 

Nagarjunakonda statue, portraying a venerable capped figure, 

might not represent the master: A. H. Longhurst, “Excavations 

at NSgarjunakonda." Archaeological Sur\‘ey of India Annual 

Report, /927-2S. 113-21: K. S. Murty, Ndgdrjuna. bd. refers 

to the discovery at Nigirjunakonda in 1938 of a purnakumhhu 

containing only two small teeth, which some considered to be 

relics of the great Acarya. However intriguing, these are both 

guesses. 
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The story is quite different when we seek facts about capable of constituting good evidence for his existence. 
*ny subsequent Nigarjuna. There is an important meth- That is. the object of our quest may itself be an artifact 

odological point to be made here. If we assume that of the quest (mdvd or gandharvanagara, so to speak), 

some particular later N5g5rjuna existed, about whom We must give proper weight to the default hypothesis 

some fact is treated as given (for example, that he was that the association of the name NSgStjuna with a pro- 

an alchemist), we can treat certain writings as giving fusion of tantric and quasi-scientific texts is a demonstra- 

information about him; however, if we do not make tion of the absorptive power of the legend originating in 

Mich an assumption, the writings are not independently a single historical NagSrjuna, the author of Madhyamaka. 

MR. FIVE DIPPERS OF DRUNKENVILLE: THE REPRESENTATION OF 
ENLIGHTENMENT IN WANG JI’S DRINKING POEMS 

Dino Xuno Warner 

Pacific Lutheran University 

This essay proposes that the drinking poems by Wang Ji 1590-644) do not simply chronicle the per* 

sonal, heavy-drinking habits of this late Sui and early Tang poet, nor do they imitate in a conventional 

manner the drinking poems of Wang Ji’s Wei-Jin models, most notably Ruan it and Tao Qian. Rather, 

in Wang Ji’s imagination, drunkenness was a metaphor for the enlightened man's perception of funda¬ 

mental philosophical ideas in the texts of Laozi and Zhuangzi—that is. the ever-changing course of 

the Way and the illusory nature of knowledge. Indeed, using Wang Ji's drinking poem*, the biogra¬ 

phy of Mr. Five Dippers" and "The Story of’Drunkenville.*4 as guides. w< discover that he consistently 

posits an analogous relationship between, on the one hand, the contrasting experiences of drunkenness 

and sobriety, and on the other hand the enlightened man’s perception of the unknowable Way. 

I 

If there is one thing for which the early Tang poet 

Wang Ji iEH (590-644) is famous it is his own heavy 

drinking. Over thirty-five percent of the works in his 

five-yuan collection refer to his fondness for wine, and 

the proportion is even greater (fifty percent) in the 

abridged three-yuan collection,1 Unfortunately, all too 

often the consequence of such a reputation has been for 

readers to undervalue Wang Ji’s poetic achievements 

with dismissive labels like “drunken poet" and "tippler 

hermit." 
We can concede, of course, that . Wang Ji's drinking 

inspired much of his poetry;1 but at the same time we 

1 The original collection of Wang Ji’s works, Wing Ji ji 5EH 

in live yuan, was compiled shortly after Wang Ji’s death by 

an associate named LU Cai (600-665). About a hundred 

or so years later, Lu Chun (ob. SOS) abridged LU Cai's 

Wang Ji ji into a three version, entitled Donggaozi ji HCft 

r Lu Chun's edition represents slightly less than half of the 

works included in the first collection. As far as we know. Ul 

Cai’s original edition remained in obscurity until 1987. when 

Han Lizhou published a critical edition of the five-y’utw 

version. Wang Wugong wenji (Shanghai: Shanghai 

guji. 1987). All reference to Wang Ji’s works are to this edition 

(hereafter Wenji), unless noted otherwise. 

* See LU Cai's preface to Wang Ji ji, for an account of Wang 

Ji’s expertise in wine-related matters, and of his intemperate 

hibacity. In several personal letters, Wang Ji also writes openly 

about his heavy drinking; see for example, in Wenji. "Da Cishi 

must remember how pervasively wine drinking had been 

employed, for centuries before Wang Ji, as a literary 
motif to express particular sets of ideas and emotions. 

As students of Chinese literary history are well aware, at 

the end of the Later Han and the early Wei-Jin period, 

especially, a call to drink often followed a poet’s mel¬ 

ancholy contemplation on the shortness and fragility of 

human life. Drunkenness was depicted as a comfort to 

mind and soul, a means to forget one's sufferings and to 

enjoy life in the moment. Later, Tao Qian (365- 

427) gave a philosophical significance to this theme, by 

portraying himself as a retired scholar in'the country, 

whose blissful intoxication represented not only a com¬ 

fort for sorrows, but a state of personal freedom from 

the bondage of the mundane world. * 

Wang Ji’s self-portrayal as a drunken recluse also 

recalls the eccentric behavior of several Wei-Jin literati, 
as reported in works such as the Shishuo xinyu 

IS, and, as well, the philosophy of Tao Qian’s drunken 

farmer-scholar. However, Wang Ji used the materials of 
literary tradition for quite new purposes and. in con¬ 

sequence. his drinking poems have not been adequately 

understood. As I shall argue in this essay, while Wang 

Ji regularly invokes the famous drinkers and drinking 

poems of the past, he seldom attributes to himself their 

conventional motives for getting drunk. His drinking 

poems do not serve either to express or to drown per¬ 

sonal despair or frustration. Instead, as we shall see. 

Du Zhisong shu” (134-35). "Da Chushi Feng Zihua shu" (147- 

50). and "Da Cheng Daoshi shu" (157-59). 
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that biographers could invent a genealogy. And invent it 

they did. The Yoshida moniker, derived from his family 

background (the Urabe had hereditary posts at the 

Yoshida shrine), but not. as was often averred, from any 

record of his residence, associated him with a site ir. 

northeast Kyoto that could be construed in connection 

with the Yoshida Shinto sect, or simply taken as a sign 

of reclusion in the capital. Tales of Kenkd the spy for the 

restoration government ot Go-Daigo could be used to 

put a loyalist spin on his work for the Northern court 

line during the NanbokuchS period. 
Overall, then, a variety of factors contributed to the 

suitability of Tsurezurequsa for the role of Great Book, 
many of them only loosely related to the text itselt. 

Looking hack over the attempts to enlist Tsurezurc$usa 

as a source-book for various classes and movements, es¬ 

pecially m she seventeenth century, we may be horrified 

or at least bemused by KenkS’s new champions and their 
often narrow-minded readings. When viewed as the pro¬ 

duct of the foremost aesthetician of mujo. Kenkfi’s text 

is a constantly changing kaleidoscope of fragments. It 

is rhetorically constructed to unsettle, and to make the 
reader write across its gaps. The reader thereby enacts 

the instability and impermanence of the constructs in 
this world. In this sense, Tokugawa appropriations were 

as much responding to the power and flexibility of the 

original as controlling it for their own purposes. The 

multifarious readings provide, if nothing else, proof that 

Kenko’s strategy worked on one level long after the 

audience ceased to be mainly Buddhist poet-priests with 

empathy for such an experience. From the contortions 

and apologies of these later readers, it is obvious that 

each had difficulty pinning the text down; further, the 

varied readings show that the text could not be reified 

into a single canonical version. And that does much to 
account, however paradoxically, for the fact that Tsure- 

zuregusu was able to capture a top niche in the canon, 

for it accommodates not only the passing fashions of 

thought and ideology, but also the Japanese taste for 
passages, for process, and for indeterminacy in its aes¬ 

thetic monuments. 

ON A BARE BRANCH: BASHO AND THE HAIKAI PROFESSION 

Steven D. Carter * 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. IRVINE 

Matsuo Bashfi’s decision to leave his burgeoning practice a.> a ‘’marker’’ in Nihonbashi in the 

winter of 1680 and move across the river to take up a more solitary and frugal life in Fukagawa has 

always mystified scholars. Most see his act as evidence of a new **seriousness” of purpose, a desire 

to pursue spiritual rather than material goals. However, when viewed as a professional choice. 

BashCs move was a precedented act with implications readily understandable to those in the world 

of haikai society. That he stopped working as a’”marker” did not mean that he stopped practicing 

his profession. Indeed, it is argued here, his action was as an instance of what those in the highest 

ranks of a profession are always wont to do: to test their competence in a wider arena, and by so do¬ 

ing to claim a transcendent status for themselves and their occupations. 

To Margaret.. . the station of King's Cross had always suggested Infinity. 

E. M. Forster, Howard's End 

Many things about the career of Matsuo BashO 

seem remarkable. Not the least of these is his decision 

in the winter of 1680, at the age of only thirty-seven, to 

abandon his literary practice in Nihonbashi and move 

across the river to Fukagawa, literally opting out of hai¬ 

kai “high society” in favor of a life both less conspicuous 

and less materially prosperous. But should we take that 

act truly to signify BashO's realization that, in the words 

of Ueda Makoto, fame ’’was not what he wanted”— 

especially when we remember that fame was what he 

got?1 In this paper l will attempt to think through this 

question by examining BashO not merely as a poet, in the 

inevitably romantic sense of that appellation, but as a 

haikai professional.* Among other things, this may help 

us to understand some of nis activities—particularly his 

activities after 1680—in new and interesting ways. 

But what does it mean to see BashC as a professional? 

A useful approach to that question may be to look at 

the careers of two earlier poets, both of whom prefigure 

BashO in some ways. The first, ShOtetsu (1381-1459). 

had no direct, documentable influence on BashC’s work, 

while the second, In5 SOgi 11421-1502), was Clearly a 

model to whom Bashd*looked for instruction.’ Both, 

however, affected Bashd in the way their own profes¬ 

sional acts affected subsequent literary institutions. More 

than in the texts we now refer to as their ’’work,’’ then, 

they, and countless others like them, affected Bashd in 

his approach to his literary practice—a word whose 

* Ueda Makoto. BashP and His Interpreters: Selected Hokku 

with Commentary (Stanford: Stanford Univ. Press, 1992). 53. 

2 I have found the following helpful in thinking through the 

question of how the term -professional** might be conceptual¬ 

ized when applied to late medieval and early modem Japan: 

Magalt Sarfatii Larson. The Rise of Professionalism: ,4 Socio¬ 

logical Analysis (Berkeley and Los Angeles: Univ. of California 

Press. 1977); Michael Burrage and Rolf Torstcndahl. Profes¬ 

sions in Theory and History: Rethinking the Study of the Pro¬ 

fessions (London: Sage Publications. 1990;; Samuel Weber. 

Institution and Interpretation {Minneapolis: Univ. of Minnesota 

Press, 1987); Pierre Bourdieu. Language and Symbolic Power, 

tr. Gino Raymond and Matthew Adamson (Cambridge. Mass.; 

Harvard Univ. Press, 1991); idem. Distinction: A Social Cri¬ 

tique of the Judgement of Taste, it. Richard Nice (Cambridge. 

Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press. I9K4). 

J Bashd s consciousness of Sugi as a model is apparent in his 

famous hokku: 

Th grow old is enough— 

and then to have to watch showers 

from SOgi’s hut. 

and from references in his travel records. See below. 
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* era IL then, a variety of factors contributed to the 

hility of Tsurezuregusa for the role of Great Book. 

1 ‘A them only loosely related to the text itself, 
ang back over the attempts to enlist Tsurezuregusa 

iource-book for various classes and movements, es- 

lly in the seventeenth century, we may be horrified 
least bemused by Kenkos new champions and their 

narrow-minded readings. When viewed as the pro¬ 
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(instantly changing kaleidoscope of fragments. It 

is rhetorically constructed to unsettle, and to make the 

reader write across its gaps. The reader thereby enacts 

the instability and impermanence of the constructs in 

this world, in this sense, Tokugawa appropriations were 

as much responding to the power and flexibility of the 

original as controlling it for their own purposes. The 

multifarious readings provide, if nothing else, proof that 

Kenkos strategy worked on one level long after the 

audience ceased to be mainly Buddhist poet-priests with 

empathy for such an experience. From the contortions 
and apologies of these later readers, it is obvious that 

each hag difficulty pinning the text down; further, the 

varied readings show that the text could not be reified 

into a single canonical version. And that does much to 

account, however paradoxically, for the fact that Tsure¬ 

zuregusa was able to capture a top niche in the canon, 

for it accommodates not only the passing fashions of 

thought and ideology, but also the Japanese taste for 

passages, for process, and for indeterminacy in its aes¬ 
thetic monuments. 

ON A BARE BRANCH: BASHO AND THE HAIKAI PROFESSION 

Steven D. Carter 

University, of California. Irvine 

Matsuo Bashd's decision to leave his burgeoning practice as a “marker” in Nihonbashi in the 
winter of 1680 and move across the river to take up a more solitary and frugal life in Fukagawa has 

always mystified scholars. Most see his act as evidence of a new “seriousness” of purpose, a desire 

to pursue spiritual rather than material goals. However, when viewed as a professional choice. 

Bashd’s move was a precedented act with implications readily understandable to those in the world 

of haikai society. That he stopped working as a “marker" did not mean that he stopped practicing 

his profession. Indeed, it is argued here, his action was as an instance of what those in the highest 

ranks of a profession are always wont to do: to test their competence in a wider arena, and by so do¬ 

ing to claim a transcendent status for themselves and their occupations. 

To Margaret... the station of King's Cross had always suggested Infinity. 

E. M. Forster, Howard's End 

Many things about the career of Matsuo BashO 

seem remarkable. Not the least of these is his decision 

in the winter of 1680, at the age of only thirty-seven, to 

abandon his literary practice in Nihonbashi and move 

across the river to Fukagawa, literally opting out of hai¬ 

kai “high society” in favor of a life both less conspicuous 

and less materially prosperous. But should we take that 

act truly to signify Basho’s realization that, in the words 

of Ueda Makoto, fame “was not what he wanted”— 

especially when we remember that fame was what he 

got?1 In this paper I will attempt to think through this 

question by examining BashO not merely as a poet, in the 

inevitably romantic sense of that appellation, but as a 

haikai professional.2 Among other things, this may help 

. 1 Ueda Makoto. Bashft and His Interpreters: Selected Hokku 

with Commentary (Stanford: Stanford Univ. Press, 1992). 53. 

2 I have found the following helpful in thinking through the 

question of how the term ”professional" might be conceptual¬ 

ised when applied to late medieval and early modern Japan: 

Magali Sarfatti Larson, The Rise of Professionalism: A Socio- 

tovimf Annivxiv t Berkeley and l,os Armeies: Univ. ol California 

us to understand some of his activities—particularly his 

activities after 1680—in new and interesting ways. 

- But what does it mean to see BashO as a professional? 

A useful approach to that question may be to look at 

the careers of two earlier poets, both of whom prefigure 
BashO in some ways. The first. ShOtetsu (1381-1459). 

had no direct, documentable influence on Basho’s work, 

while the second. Ino SOgi (1421-1502), was clearly a 

model to whom BashO looked for instruction.1 Both, 

however, affected BashO in the way their own profes¬ 

sional acts affected subsequent literary institutions. More 
than in the texts we now refer to as their ’work." then, 

they, and countless others like them, affected BashO in 

his approach to his literary practice—a word whose 

Press, 1987); Pierre Bourdieu, Umguage and Symbolic Power, 

tr. Gino Raymond and Matthew Adamson (Cambridge. Mass.: 

Harvard Univ. Press, 1991); idem. Distinction: A Social Cri¬ 

tique of the Judgement of Taste, tr. Richard Nice (Cambridge, 

Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1984). 

J Bashu’s consciousness of Sflgi as a model is apparent in his 

famous hokku: 
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utfiMillions to other professional discourses I intend at 

least provisionally to invoke. 

As is the case with many other professional artists of 

the late medieval age. Shotetsu began his working life 

as a monk, being placed in a Nara monastery while still 

in his mid-teens by his father. Since the literary and cler¬ 

ical fields clearly shared a disciplinary border in late 

medieval Japan, however, it should surprise no one that 

in his early twenties he decided to pursue poetry as a 
vocation. Despite occasional clerical disparagements of 

poetry as “wild words and fancy speech" Buddhist tem¬ 

ples. especially major Zen temples such as TGfukuji, 

where Shotetsu served as a scribe for some years begin¬ 

ning in 1414, were literary enclaves. The progression 

from cleric to poet, albeit often depicted as a transgres¬ 

sion by religious institutions, had become a common pro¬ 

fessional transition long before Shdtetsu's time and would 

continue to be so in the future. 
When ShOtetsu made the decision to pursue poetry as 

his livelihood, that is, to become "a specialist who lives 

from his work/’4 he went through the standard motions, 
including rites of passage. First, he pursued training 

under two recognized “masters" of the uta form: the 

warrior-poet Imagawa RyOshun (1326-1420) and the 

court noble Reizei Tamemasa (1361-1417), of whom 

the latter could trace back his genealogy to Fujiwara no 

Teika, the ultimate source of legitimacy in the late me¬ 

dieval age. Since ShOtetsu was not of noble lineage, he 

could not hope to practice his profession at court; hence 

it was to RyOshun, a man of the warrior classes who 

offered access to a more amenable market, at least in 

practical terms, that he chiefly looked for guidance. Un¬ 

der Rvoshun’s tutelage. Shotetsu studied poetic composi¬ 

tion and the court classics, submitted work for critique, 

engaged in various tests of competence and received 

esoteric teachings and training. The similarity of the new 
profession to the clerical profession must have prepared 

him well and made the prevailing patterns of literary 

practice seem familiar. Finally, he was certified by his 
muster and designated with the professional name ot 
Seigun ShOgetsu’an, which identified him as an author¬ 
ity. All this happened before 1420. Thereafter, for the 
next forty years, until his death in 1459, he lived in 

various cottages in the capital, thus signifying his affili¬ 

ation with earlier monk-poets. All indications are that 

poetry was his chief occupation, as well as a major 

source of income. At a time when poets could make little 

J Weber. 25 

from the circulation of their works, he—like most other 

commoner literati—depended instead on his work as a 

teacher and authority to make a living. Rather than sell¬ 

ing books, he sold himself. 
Shotetsu’s personal anthologies of poetry and his trea¬ 

tise-memoir Sh&tetsu monogatari (Conversations with 

Shotetsu. 1450?) offer us a clear picture of his profes¬ 

sional duties and how he carried them out. To begin 

with, these texts reveal that he must have spent a good 

deal of his time in private study and practice of his art. 

Concurrently, however, they show that such work was 

generally undertaken in preparation for performance in 

a public setting, a feature of literary life in his period 

that should never be forgotten. Over and over again, 

for instance, the headnotes to his poems indicate that 

they were composed for tsukinamikai, or monthly po¬ 

etry meetings, held at the homes of important patrons 

among the military clans and in temples. These were so¬ 

cial events with ritual features that called upon Shotetsu 

as an expert to provide leadership in certain prescribed 
ways, such as providing the set of topics (dai) on which 

poems would be composed or acting as lector (kdshi) or 

judge in questions of proper usage or vocabulary, in the 

same way that a court scribe might serve as a source of 

specialized knowledge in the context of various deliber¬ 

ations. A brief note—and it is one among many—from 

Shdtetsu monogatari speaks eloquently for his role as 

the voice of authority: 

II, 54. For the topic “A Fire in the Brazier," one may 

treat either buried embers or a burning fire, but for the 

topic “Buried Embers," one may not treat a fire in the 

brazier.5 

The source of the “rule” Shotetsu invokes here we do not 

know, although it could easily have come from either 

RyOshun or Tamemasa; but that he accepted it, as well 

as his duty to proclaim it, seems beyond question. The 

nature of his identity as a professional was after all to 

use his knowledge and skill—his proven competence— 

to respond.to the contingencies of practice in the kind 

of social setting that was the primary site of poetic com¬ 
position in his time. In his own chambers be could per¬ 
haps dispense with such considerations, although there 
is little evidence that he did; at a poetic gathering, social 

and genre conventions were his stock in trade. Indeed, 

in quotes like the following, again from Shotetsu mono- 

5 Robert H. Brower and Steven D. Carter. Conversations 

with Shotetsu (Ann Arbor: Center for Japanese Studies. Univ. 

of Michigan. 1992). 142. 
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gatari. he represents himself as one whose task is the 

maintenance of a discipline that clearly sustains a spe-1 
cific social hieru.chy: 

I. 9. The leading poem for an extemporaneous set of a 

hundred poems should be deferred to the person of ap¬ 

propriate status—the master of the house, or the most 

accomplished poet. However, when choosing by lot the 

topics for a set of twenty or thirty poems on the seasons, 

the leading poem may be composed by anyone.6 

I, 95. On formal public occasions, the lector with¬ 

draws as soon as ail of the poems by the counters have 

been read out loud. Not until these poems are being read 

does the sovereign take his own poem-slip from the folds 

of his robe and hand it to the regent or chancellor, upon 

which a new lector comes in. He reads the sovereign’s 

poem seven times. For those in the imperial entourage as 

well, poems by the regent and the highest court tobies 

are read three times. Poems by members of the shogun’s 
family have also been read three times in recent years.1 

II. 14. At an impromptu poetry gathering, the poem- 

riips of the younger members of the group are written 

last and submitted first. When old and young are in at¬ 

tendance, one or two inkstones are pushed from one per¬ 
son to the next, with the elders and seniors writing first 

and the young ones In the lowest seats writing last. Not¬ 

withstanding. they must be the first to pass in their poem- 

slips to the master of the topics. No matter how quickly 

they may dunk of their poems, the junior members must 
not write them down before the senior members have 

finished. This rule must be scrupulously observed... * 1 

If, 37. Women and girls, when they write poems on 

pocket paper, should not leave a blank space at the bot¬ 

tom. It is all right to leave any amount of blank space at 
the top.9 

After reading such statements, one can easily imagine . 

Shdtetsu seated in a poetic gathering with a diverse group 

of people—a noble of middling rank; a daimyd, or war¬ 
lord, and his wife or sister, a few samurai; the abbot of 

a temple, a few of his own disciples, from various back¬ 

grounds—if not in this order, at least in some specific 
order. In such a group the professional poet would act 
as arbiter, source of knowledge, and master of ceremo¬ 
nies. And even in his own hut, sitting only with students 

anxious to obtain such "knowledge” along with tidbits of 

6 Ibid., 119. 

7 Ibid., 104. 

8 Ibid.. 122. 

9 Ibid.. 144. 

lore and esoteric commentary. Shdtetsu performed a sim¬ 

ilar function—all in pursuit of a literary profession that 

may have seemed to represent only an aesthetic tradition 

but in fact articulated and reinforced a highly stratified 

social structure. The poems he left us. which are usually 

‘‘recontexiualized” in collections that note only the con¬ 

ventional topics upon which they were composed, may 

only hint at this dimension of their existence; but what 

.we know of his practice makes it clear that his “work’’ 

was often a kind of performance with social ends and 
social consequences. 

Was Shdtetsu aware of his role? Or, more interest¬ 

ingly, was he satisfied with it? These are questions to 

which complete answers of course Cannot be given. The 

only thing one can say with confidence is that, like any 

professional in any time, he must have accepted many 

of the conventions of his practice as at least proper and 

perhaps even "natural.” But comments such as the fol¬ 
lowing reveal that he was sometimes impatient with the 
standards of his day. 

II. 65. In ptetry there are many vexations. Winding up 

loose ends and thinking of the future—things never turn 

out as one had intended. If one continues to compose 

poems of the sort that everyone else considers good, one 

must remain forever at that ordinary level. On the other 

hand, when one writes poems whose essence is pro¬ 

found and difficult, others fail to understand them, and 

this is frustrating. No doubt what is generally called 

good would seem to be good enough. 1 suppose.'0 

Thus, with some diffidence, Shotetsu hints at his feel¬ 

ings about the status quo. And one must add that his 

attitude was duly noted by those at the pinnacle of po¬ 

etic reputation, the court families—meaning most prom¬ 

inently the Asukai—by whom the discipline of poetry in 

the mid-fifteenth century was governed, so to speak, 

from the top, Alrrady excluded from a leadership role in 
the upper social reaches of his profession by his lack of 

aristocratic pedigree, his “arrogance” resulted in a son 
of banishment from poetic society for a time in the 

1430s and thereafter to a life on the fringes of court so¬ 

ciety, where he engaged in stylistic experiments that of¬ 
ten alienated him from the grand tradition as practiced 
at court.1 * In terms of his profession, then, his attitude 

led to a kind of social censure—an exclusion imposed 

upon him externally but partially at his own request, de¬ 
spite his acknowledged professional skill. 

,0 Ibid.. 147. 

See ibid., 26-30. for details. 
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Yet it is important to note at this point that Shotetsu 

never gave up his activities as a master of poetry. For 

even in his own time Shotetsu’s critique of the status quo 

Jrd not constitute a repudiation of the profession. Indeed, 

mv purpose in evoking these statements is to show how 

by alienating himself from certain poetic circles he was 

simply opting for a change in his career that would iden- 

;:fy him a> a semi-recluse.1: allowing him to make state¬ 

ment* »uch as this: 

i. !. In this art of poetry, ;hn*e who speak ill ol feika 

should he denied the protection of the gods and Bud- 

:'nas and condemned to the punishments of hell. 

fVtk.i - descendant'; -rid into the two factions of the 

Nmo .ukl Rci/ei. and :he>e with Tjmekane’s faction make 

■jo ;hree >chooi> ... It is m> opinion that a person should 

;mv no attention whatever to these schools . . . '• 

Elsewhere l have characterized this declaration as a 

•urn away from teachers of the present toward a teacher 

of the past.’4 But. however one may choose to conceptu¬ 

alize it. Shotetsu's act signified a professional choice, 

with attendant religious overtones that will surprise no 

student of medieval poetry and that were by his time 

already conventional—the choice of affiliation with a 

number of earlier figures whose names are specifically 

mentioned in Shotetsu monogatari, including Fujiwara 

no Shunzei, Tonna. and Yoshida no KenkO, most conspic¬ 

uously- These names also constituted a kind of author¬ 

ity. indeed an authority that claims to be transcendent 

in some ways.’* That Shotetsu seeks to identify with 

:: One could argue ihat this step was not available in the 

same wav for courtier poets, whose role in the bureaucratic sys* 

:err made withdrawal professionally impossible. For an analy¬ 

sis of the phenomenon of "semi-reclusion" in Japanese Zen that 

helps make sense of Sh6tctsu‘s actions, see Joseph D. Parker, 

The Hermit at Court: Reclusion in Early Fifteenth-Century 

Japanese Zen Buddhism." Journal if Japanese Studies. 21.1 

Brower and Carter. Pi -hi. 

; Sic. an D. Carter. * Seeking What the Masters Sought’: 

;>isc:plev and Poetic Enlightenment in Late Medieval 

iaiMii. TV ihshtnt Isle: Studies ,;nd Translations of Japanese 

ure in Honor of Robert H. It rower (Ann Arbor: Center 

• 'r Japanese-Studies. L’niv. of Michigan. I9°6). 

Although r><nh Tonna and Kenko were opponents in the 

»en*c ihat thev were devotees ot ihe Nijrt school at court, 

ShVesu —predictably —shows respect fur both as profession¬ 

al' See Carter and Brower. 68. 95-96. 105-6. 163. 

^ Stviistically. this transcendence may have a correlative in 

he aiea! *>f \uven. «>r 'mssiery .md depth," shat Shotetsu argues 

lid 

them is evidence enough that he still thought of himself 

as a professional, although a professional of an ideolog¬ 

ically higher order. For as Pierre Bourdieu notes In a con¬ 

sideration of “rites of institution." the highest articulation 

of professional authority often involves what looks like 

self-sacrifice.,T I would argue that ShGtetsu’s turn away 

from the professional factions of his time and toward 
Teika and his “spiritual” heirs was just such an act of 

symbolic sacrifice, a self-exclusion aimed at a kind of 
distinction that derives from the authority of religious 

ideals and the special status accorded to those who find 

themselves on the margins.1* 

If historical status may be elicited as a measure of 

success, one must say that ShOtetsu’s hold act of self¬ 

exclusion paid off. For complex political reasons, he 

gained the support of powerful patrons such as Ichijfl 

Kaneyoshi (1402-81) and was able to maintain a repu¬ 

tation for himself, especially among the military houses. 

One of the ironies of his career, however, is that he suc¬ 

ceeded in one of the most vital of professional duties— 

namely, self-replication—most noticeably not. in his 

genre of choice, the uta, but in linked verse, or renga. 

For among his students it was the renga masters Chiun 

(d. 1448), SGzei (d. 1455), and Shinkei (1406-75) that 

gained greatest professional prominence, eventually go¬ 

ing on to replicate themselves in a number of other mas¬ 

ters, including most preeminently InC SGgi (1421-1502), 

Since I have written at great length about the topic in 

other places, I will say only this about SGgi's career that 

he, like ShGtetsu, came from a commoner background; 

that he. too, began his professional life by entering a 

Buddhist monastery; and that then, after choosing renga 

poetry as a profession in his thirties, he went on through 
the usual steps of instruction and initiation to receive var¬ 

ious certificates of authority and become a socially rec¬ 

ognized master of linked verse with numerous students, 

some even among the old nobility.19 Although he is well 

known for his affiliation with the more conservative lit¬ 

erary families at court, he also studied under several of 

ShOtetsu’s students, with whom he had much in common 
professionally and whose reputations he did much to fur¬ 

ther during the course of a long and active career.20 

“is something that cannot possibly be explained in words or 

distinguished clearly in the mind." Brower and Carter. 161-62. 

17 Bourdieu. Lunguage und Symbolic Power, 117-26. 

18 Ibid. 

19 See Stever D. Carter. Three Poets at Yuyuma (Berkeley: In¬ 

stitute of East Asian Studies. Univ. of California. 1983). 12-34. 

2,1 Sogi studied with both Sflzei and Shinkei. In the 1470s 

he put together an anthology of linked verse by those and several 
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Unlike Shotetsu, SGgi never repudiated the literary 

factions of his day. nor was he ever ostracized by patrons 

or clients for arrogance. To the contrary, one might al¬ 

most say that he represents those who in Shdtetsu's words 

are content to make do with what the world calls “good 

enough." But I would contend that at least one of his 

actions late in life constitutes a kind of self-exclusion 

that links him to ShStetsu. I refer to his decision in the 

last month of 1489 to retire as Steward of the Shogunal 
Renga Master tsoshfi)—an official sinecure granted by 
the shogun himself that brought with it financial rewards 

as well as social prestige—after less than two years in 

that office.21 
To be sure, there may have been many factors that 

went in to Sogi’s decision, many of which the documents 

of the time do not reveal to us; but it is nonetheless 

clear that quilting the office that was the pinnacle of the 

renga profession after so short a stint was an act of self¬ 

exclusion. In a word, it was an act that declared to the 

world a kind of “retirement" but a retirement that, when 

we see it in the light of his later activities, seems not to 

have signalled any withdrawal from the usual profes¬ 

sional obligations. For during the years after his resig¬ 

nation. SGgi. living much of the time in his cottage in 

northern KyCto, was more active than ever before as a 

master involved in all the primary tasks of a literary 

professional; teaching, collecting, copying, composing, 

judging, supervising.22 Moreover, he was thoroughly in¬ 

volved in another activity that might also be considered 

an extension of his profession, and one—not by chance, 

I would argue—that he might not have been able to pur¬ 

sue so fully as Shogunal Master namely, travel, which 

occupied fully half of his time from 1490 to 1502.2J 

other prominent students of Shdtetsus. entitled Chikurinshd. 

That a disciple of the conservative TO no Tsuneyori (1401-84) 

should undertake such a labor on behalf of poets such as Shinkei 

who were of the opposite camp is further evidence of the way 

professional loyalties often transcend philosophical or stylistic 

differences. 

Earlier commissioner* had stayed much longer. Sozei for 

six years. Nfla (1397-147i * for fourteen years, and Soi 11418- 

85) for at least a decade. SAgi's successor. Kensai <1452- 

15101. also held the office lor more than a decade. 

22 His last personal collections appeared in 1496 and 1499, 

and Shinsen isukubashG (The New T,ukuba Collection*—an 

imperially commissioned anthology for which SAgi was given 

chief responsibility—was submitted for imperial review in 1495. 

During his final years he also taught a numlyir of students, lec¬ 

tured in the capital and in the provinces on the court classics, and 

continued to act as master at numerous linked verse sessions. 

2-' His travels look him to Scttsu. Omi. Echigo. Echizen. Kii. 

and also the Kami). 

So prominent is travel as a literary activity (and topos) 

in medieval literature that one can easily forget that not 

all poets actually spent much time on the road. Shfitctsu. 

for instance, seems to have stayed near home in Kyoto 

virtually ail of his life; likewise, Sftgi's student Shohaku 

was a sedentary type, as were most court poets. Sogi. 

however, was on the road constantly, on journeys that 
took him everywhere from Shirakawa Barrier in the 

north to Oazaifu in the south. In his early years such 
travels had doubtless been a professional necessity, for 

travel was after all a way to meet patrons, to test compe¬ 

tence, to do business. But the remarkable thing in Sogi’s 
case is that he continued traveling long after he could 

, have settled into alucrative literary practice in the capi¬ 
tal, especially after his appointment as shogunai stew- 

ard. In other words, I take his later travels to be less a 

product of necessity than of choice: again, a signal of his 

desire to gain an additional measure of quasi-religious 

authority, in his case via symbolic affiliation not with 
Teika or Shunzei, as had been true of ShGtetsu. but with 

other patron saints of poetry who were renowned as trav¬ 

elers—most importantly the monks N5in (988-1050?) 

and SaigyG (1118-90). 

Like Shdtetsu’s condemnation of petty factionalism, 

then, I would argue that SCgi’s later travels—whatever 

their practical purposes—may be interpreted, along with 

his resignation as Shogunal Renga Master, as symboli¬ 

cally potent declarations of his professional ambitions. 

Retiring from the highest of bureaucratic offices, with at¬ 

tendant duties that would have kept him in the capital 

much of the time, was for SGgi an act of self-exclusion 

that allowed him to play the professional rolevpf mendi¬ 

cant. a kind of roving recluse. And this again was a step 

up to a higher order, a sacrifice that brought with it the 
promise of distinction. 

* * * 

After S6gi. the poetic professions went through a 

series of transformations that paralleled changes taking 

place in Japanese society as a whole. Increased urban¬ 

ization. economic diversification, rising rates of literacy, 

and the advent of new publishing technologies opened 
up new fields of discourse as surely as they created new 

markets. Poetic institutions, in other words, could not re¬ 

main untouched by social change. One of the results of 

all this was a new genre, haikai renku. a form of linked 

verse whose formal origins can be traced back to the 

linked verse of SGgi but whose immediate associations 

in the 1600s were more plebeian. But the old genre of 

renga retained its importance in the highest social cir¬ 

cles; and some other things, loo. remained remarkably 

the same. Still students wanting to pursue poetry as an 

occupation studied under masters, still those masters 
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served as figures of authority who constituted an ^lite" 

cadre of specialists. Styles and stylistic trends changed, 

as did relationships between the cadres and other politi¬ 
cal aid economic institutions, but poetic work in the 

early Edo period was still directed by socially sanctioned 

professionals. 
The man we know as Matsuo Bash<5—who is known in 

early records as Kiginsaku. Hanshichi. T6shichir<5. Ta- 

daemon. Jinshichird. and, most prominently, Munefusa— 

was born in the fourth decade of the Edo period, in the 

year 1644. near the castle town of Ueno in Iga province, 

the son of a wealthy landholder of samurai stock. We 

know virtually nothing of his life until his late teens, 

when he entered the service of TOdd Yoshikiyo, heir of 

the Todd clan, feudal lords of Iga. Tradition says that he 

served on Yoshikiyo's kitchen staff, although no positive 

proof of that has ever been produced. In any case, for a 
young man of his background to enter into such service 

at one level or another was commonplace; and it was just 
as commonplace for one in such a situation to seek out 

an entree into one of the artistic professions, as the young 
Munefusa, who had already shown a talent in haikai 

poetry, seems to have done. 
Todd Yoshikiyo was an amateur haikai poet himself, 

who had taken the pen-name Sengin to declare his affili¬ 

ation with Kitamura Kigin (1624-1705), one of the most 
prominent masters, in nearby Kydto. That Sengin and 

the young Munefusa should develop a special relation¬ 

ship was therefore only predictable. Probably through 

another local disciple of Kigin, Munefusa himself was 

affiliated with that Kydto master, an adherent of the Tei- 

mon School of haikai. In 1666, he and his patron par¬ 

ticipated together in a linked verse sequence marking 

the anniversary of the deathdate of Matsunaga Teitoku 

(1571 -1653). Kigin’s teacher. Thus Munefusa was poised 

to gain entry into haikai society. 
In 1666, Sengin died, leaving his literary companion 

(who now called himself SObo, a pen-name created by 

simply reading the characters of Munefusa in Chinese 

instead of Japanese) bereft in more ways than one. For of 

equal significance to the emotional blow of losing a fel¬ 

low poet w as the blow of losing an employer and patron. 

Contrary to popular stories that have him wandering for 

Mime years trying to come to terms with the death of 

Sengin. he seems to have stayed in Ueno for the next 

four or rive years, probably living with his family. 

Although it seems certain that Munefusa continued 

composing poetry and (hat he remained in contact with 
Kigin. we do not know precisely what he did with his 

:ime during these years, that is, until 1672. when he pre¬ 

sented a thirty-verse hokku awase as a votive offering to 

the Tenmangu Shrine in Ueno. No doubt that act had 

private significance us well; but to us it is important be¬ 

cause such an offering was one of the conventional steps 

taken by those embarking upon the haikai profession. 

Before, he had remained something of an amateur; after 

1672 he was clearly asking to be known as a profes¬ 

sional haikai poet. 

The steps the young poet took toward acquiring the 

full privileges of the profession were entirely ''conven¬ 

tional** in the sense of that term employed by Bourdieu 

and other sociologists. First, he sought further instruc¬ 

tion from Kigin, eventually receiving secret teachings 

that conferred upon him a socially recognized author¬ 

ity.24 Next, he left his hometown and went to a cultural 

center, in this case Edo, which was at the time still a 

young, lively, and open city where a young man could 

make a name for himself more easily than in Kydto— 

a choice clearly dictated by professional ambitions.23 

Then he did what Shdtetsu or Sdgi or Kigin would have 
counseled him to do: he practiced, in order to establish 
his reputation. Early on, he seems to have relied chiefly 

on acquaintances from Iga and other disciples of Kigin 

for the social connections necessary to gain access to 

sources of symbolic power. To make ends meet, he took 

several clerical jobs, one in the City Waterworks De¬ 
partment, another as the scribe to a senior poet26 But 

records make it clear that his dedication was to haikai as 

a profession. By 1675, under the pen-nameTdsei, he was 

gaining recognition through his participation in haikai 
gatherings and representation in haikai anthologies and 

had even begun to attract students. Like most young 

poets of the time, he became a devotee of the Danrin 

school, headed by Nishiyama Sdin (1605-82). Although 

this was a decision some scholars want to see as deriving 

from purely artistic motivations, it seems undeniable that 

it was also a necessary move for a young poet seeking 

professional recognition. 

In the spring of 1477, TOsei held a thousand-verse 

gathering and probably put out his shingle as a sdshd, or 

“master.” By this time he was acting as judge and teacher, 

after shaving his head bonze-style, another symbolic act 

signaling his identity as a professional. In a word, then, 

he had achieved “mastery,” in all senses of that term. 

By 1680 he was living in the Nihonbashi area—a haven 

for haikai poets—and working full time as a tenja, or 

24 The date given for transmission of the secrets is 1674. 

25 Yonetani Iwao. "8 as ho to sono jidai,” in Bashfi, <d. Imoto 

NOichi, vol. 28 of Kanshii Nihon koten hungaku (Tokyo: Ka- 

dokawa Shoten, 1975). 436. 

26 Takano Yu/an (d. 1702). 

“marker.” a licensed haikai poet to whom work could be 

submitted for review and “marking" with judgments of 

excellence (ten). Most of his students were of course am¬ 

ateurs whose job in the economy of things was to provide 

him with a living; but a number of them were also be¬ 

coming deshi or shitei, or in other words, disciples who 

would more obviously assure the social and cultural con¬ 

tinuity that is essential to any professional group. 
But in the winter of 1680 TCsei did something that at 

first glance seems extraordinary: as noted at the begin¬ 

ning of this paper, he left Nihonbashi and took up res¬ 

idence in an area east of the river Sumida, giving up 

his nascent “practice*’ as a marker, an act that one scholar 

describes as tantamount to quitting the profession as a 

livelihood, another as an act of professional suicide.27 

Concurrently, he also seems to have made what scholars 

characterize as other “departures'* from the expected hat* 

kai pattern—turning away from the Danrin style, taking 
up the study of Daoism and Chinese poets, and even T 

studying Zen under ButchO, a monk living nearby. Like¬ 

wise, it was around this time that he developed new re¬ 

lationships with his chief students, relying on them more 

for material sustenance, but through an informal, less 

superficially “secular** mode of reciprocation that permit¬ 
ted both master and disciple to think of the relationship* 

in more idealistic terms.26 
The usual way to account for this turning point in 

BashO’s life is to see it as motivated by either stylistic or 

spiritual concerns, which in either case are understood 

as expressing a new “seriousness** of purpose—the kind 

of seriousness evident in a famous hokku composed by. 

TCsei that very year: 

On a bare breach 

a crow has settled down to roost. 

In autumn dusk,29 

This stark image is a powerful one. perhaps even power¬ 

ful enough to tempt one toward a reading that sees the 

crow as the poet opting for an ascetic existence among 

the bare trees, a convenient metaphor for the modest 

“hut“ with the plantain tree that would soon give its oc¬ 

cupant the name Bashd. And no doubt his “retirement” 

27 See Abe Masami. 465, 472, and Kon EizO, ”Bash<3 no 

xeikaku" in BashS kushi, vol. 51 of Shinchu nihon koten shusei 

(Tokyo: ShinehOsha. 1982). 366. 

28 It appears, for instance, that his disciples literally provided 

him with a “hut" and with food—as gifts rather than "payments.” 

29 Matsuo bashiishu, ed. Imoto NCicht et al„ vol. 41 of Nihon 

koten hungaku zenshu (Tokyo: Shfigakkan. 1972). 61. 

did email stylistic and spiritual changes that might be 

characterized as in some ways “de-professionalizing.” to 

use the terminology of a prominent sociologist.But 1 

would like to depan from precedent and consider Tdseis 

move across the river, his reincarnation as Basho. as 

in fact a move (hat was from the beginning enabled, or 

made possible, by his profession. For despite the charac¬ 

terizations of most of his biographers, it is clear that after 

1680 Bash6 still depended upon haikai for his occupa¬ 

tion. His new residence, belying its status us a hermitage 

(an), was not located off on a mountainside, but in the 

city: and he still had students—Sugiyama Sumpu (1647- 

1732). Takarai Kikaku (1661-1707). Hatton Ransetsu 

(1654-1707), and others— who looked to him for guid¬ 

ance and were in financial terms absolutely essential to 

his continued practice.J: His act was not simply a capit¬ 
ulation, then, or an abandonment; it was, however, an act 

of self-exclusion, similar to the acts of self-exclusion that 

we saw in the careers of Shdtetsu and Sfigi and could find 

in the careers of many other poets before BashS’s time. 
In this sense BashO's retirement was a thoroughly pro¬ 

fessional act with implications that were no doubt com¬ 

municated to tht social world that was the only possible 

arena for his art—the world of haikai society, meaning 
poets, both amateur and professional, as well as patrons, 

publishers, scholars, and other consumers of his work. It 
was not. then, on unprecedented act. but one that 1 be¬ 
lieve the profession allowed for: a turn away from the 

commercial toward what ideologically were understood 
as the higher goals of the aesthetic and the religious, but 

which was also an attempt to gain greater esteem in the 

professional world, to reach a place reached* by only a 

few. In a word, it was.a way to reach out tor fame, al¬ 

though a kind of fame that was always vouchsafed un¬ 

der a rule of modesty and self-effacement. 

To those who study patterns of professionals and their 

institutions, such a characterization of BashO's action may 

not be surprising. As one scholar, speaking for many oth¬ 

ers, says, it is routine for professions to define them¬ 

selves in ways that pretend to “transcend the self-interest 

of business and market relations.”32 But for reasons that 

are equally transparent, literary scholars have been re¬ 

luctant to analyze writers in terms of the social institu¬ 

tions that enable their work, assuming instead that their 

subjects of study should be understood individually, as 

30 See Randal Collins. "Market Closure and (he Conflict 

Theory of the Professions” in Bunragc and Torsiendahl. 26-29. 

31 We know that by 1683 BashO was living in a tenement 

apartment—still referred to as a hut—purchased by students. 

32 Weber. 27. 
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isolated 'artists'* rather than as members of precnnsli- 

tuteU communities. '1 Thus Shotet.su, Sogi. and 8a.sh0 of¬ 

ten appear in literary histories as hermits in huts, bent 

over their writing desks in pursuit of a private inspiration 

that ^cts them apart from their contemporaries, produc¬ 

ing “works" that are seldom analyzed in ways that relate 

to she concrete conditions of their professional practice. 

Wjih others. I would argue that there are many reasons 

to reject such a solipsistic view of literary work in any 

genre. But in the case of Basho the reasons for aban¬ 

doning such a view are particularly compelling. For 

BashCS's genre of haikai renku—a form of ’‘linked verse" 

that was composed by anywhere from two to a dozen or 

'O Participants in a communal setting—was an art form 

ha: unite literally could not be pursued in the absence of 

a M'ciai context. Obscuring this fact, scholars esen today 

-end M concentrate on Ba>h(V$ hokku rather than on his 

sequences; but any study of his life must deal with the 

fact that much of his professional time was spent pursu¬ 

ing his art in concert with other people-^-professionals 

and laymen, of necessity. And. as said above, this was as 

:rue after his move to Fukagawa as it had been before. 

That he stopped working as a tenja did not mean that 

he stopped practicing as a poet. And we can be certain 

that his students, both amateur and professional, saw his 

choice to move out of Nihortbashi as a step up and not 

a step out. Indeed. I would maintain that his move may 

be understood as an instance of what those in the high¬ 

est ranks of a profession are often wont to do, i.e.. to 

test their competence in a wider arena, and by so doing 

to claim a transcendent status for themselves and their 

occupations.14 

Records of Bashb’s life make the social dimensions 

of his existence abundantly clear to the student who 

looks beyond his “works" as mere representations of sty¬ 

listic ideals to what they reveal about his practice.15 But 

perhaps the most direct way to approach the subject is 

to examine his travel journals. For he wrote more of 

ihe.se—six. in fact—than any other major haikai poet: 

and. significantly, all of them were written after his re- 

7he Ue.sire ;o grant writers independence trom socio- 

■ )<i!'Cai joniests may i.*f course arise from u desire for a similar 

u;;iu' aitum-* icholars themselves. See Scott Wilson. Cul- 

:ur,ii Mutenali.w’t. Therr v anti Practice t Cambridge: Blackwell. 

!\K>X|. I _:s 

“* Ct. We her and Cul litis. 

5 To contlate practice with artifacts is particularly constrict* 

.ne m the case ->f haikai poets, whose “works’* amount to only 

a .keictai record of their professorial activities. 

lirement as tenja. indicating that for some reason—a 

professional one. I will argue—he felt the need to invest 

a good part of his time and much of his newly meta¬ 

morphosed identity in life on the road. For these reasons 

the travel journals recommend themselves as useful re¬ 

sources for study of Bashd the professional. 
The first of BashO's extended journeys began in 1684. 

the autumn and winter of which he spent travelling from 

Edo to Ise. Yoshino, Nara. Kyftto, Ogaki. Nagoya, re¬ 

turning to Edo via Kiso and Kai in the late spring of 

1685. The next two years he spent in Edo, setting out 

again in the eighth month of 1687 to visit Kashima in the 

east, with Sora (1649-1710) and other disciples accom¬ 

panying him. returning in the twelfth month of the same 

year. Over the next seven years until his death in 1694. 

other journeys—some shorter, some longer—took him 

everywhere from his hometown of Ueno in the Kansai to 
Matsushima and Sado in the north. Like SOgi, he there¬ 

fore quite literally spent half of his last years on the road, 

returning to Edo only for short visits, proving that, as he 

says at the beginning of a journal written in 1689. he had 

indeed fallen “prey to wanderlust some years ago, de¬ 

siring nothing better than to be a vagrant cloud scud¬ 

ding before the wind."* He died—quite fortuitously—in 

Osaka, in borrowed rooms, surrounded by disciples. 

Bashd's earliest travel record, which he named No- 
zarashi kikd. or “Exposure in the Fields," was written in 

1685. as a chronicle of his first journey alluded to above. 

It *as followed by Kashima kikd (A Journey to Kash¬ 

ima) in 1687. Oi no kobumi (Backpack Notes) in 1688, 

Sarashina kikd (A Journey to Sarashina) in 1689, and 

Oku no hosomichi (The Narrow Road of the Interior) in 

1694. Saga nikki (Saga Diary), written in 1691, is the 

slim record of a few months spent in the Saga area of 

Ky5to in the early summer of that year. Thus while he 

stopped short of recording all of his wanderings, the ex¬ 

tant .travel writings taken together tell us much about his 

literary practice during his final years. 
On a first reading, these records seem to reveal little 

that is useful to the student of Bashd as a professional. 

The focus is more on poems and on the aesthetic experi¬ 

ence they represent than on the social circumstances in 

which those poems were created. Some pages, such as 

the following from Nozarashi kikd. in fact do little but 

record hokku with brief introductory notes of the sort 

found in imperial poetry and anthologies. 

Heien Craig McCullough, tr.. “The Narrow Road of the 

Interior.** in Classical Japanese Prase (Stanford: Stanford Univ. 

Press. 1990). 522. 

Chanted on the road into Nagoya: 

A madcap verse: 

A wind-battered tree- 

such is my body, just like 

old Chikusai's. 

Grass for my pillow: 

Is that a dog. weeping with the rain? 

A voice in the night. 

Walking around looking at the snow: 

Hey, you townspeople! 

Let me sell you this straw hat— 

a hat made of snow. 

Seeing a traveler: 

Even a horse 

gets a stare—when snow is falling 

in the morning. 

Spending a day at the beach: 

The sea grows more dark— 

the voices of the ducks sounding faintly white.37 

Here, in patterns familiar to any student of Japanese 

poetry, we confront a record that reduces experience to 

the slim figures of a highly aestheticized response to nat¬ 

ural scenes. And those same patterns are repeated con¬ 

stantly in the other travel records. Predictably, then, 

there are allusions to old poems, old places, and old po¬ 

ets and historical figures, along with some references to 

other sights along the road; but, just as predictably, overt 

references to the professional activities of Bashffs itin¬ 

erary are scarce. In fact, reading the following passages 

from the beginnings of four of his most famous records 

one might conclude that the only motivation he admits 

to is a desire to see thr.t most poetic of sights, the moon: 

“Setting out on a thousand-mile trek, I have no pro¬ 

visions for the road—casting my lot with the emptiness 

of the midnight moon." So said the man of old whose 

staff l took as my support as l left mv hut by the river 

in the eighth month of the first year of J6ky6.3* 

—Nozarashi kiko 

It seems that when Tctshitsu of Kyoto w*ni to see the 

moon at Suma Bay. he said this: “In a pine’s shade / be¬ 

neath the fifteenth moon— / the Middle Counselor." 

With fondness for that same mudmun of old. I decided 

n Tr. Carter. 

Tr. Carter. 

this autumn to go and see the moon in the mountains of 

Kashima.39 

—Kashima mode 

Swayed into action by the importunings of the autumn 

wind, I set out to see Sarashina Village and the moon 

over Mount Obasute ...40 

—Sarashina kiko 

I myself fell prey to wanderlust some years ago. de¬ 

siring nothing better than to be a vagrant cloud scud¬ 

ding before the wind. Only last autumn, after having 

drifted along the seashore for a time, had I swept away 

the old cobwebs from my dilapidated riverside hermit¬ 

age. But the year ended and before I knew it. I found my¬ 

self looking at hazy spring skies and thinking of crossing 

Shirakawa Barrier-By the time 1 had mended my 

torn trousers, put a new cord on my hat. and cauterized 

my legs with moxa. I was thinking only of (he moon at 

Matsushima.11 

—Oku no hosomichi 

Remote and ethereal, the moon is a perfect object of 

contemplation, as countless earlier poets had proven. To 

say that the desire to enjoy its light is the foremost mo¬ 

tivation for any activity is to claim a familiar dedication 

to concerns that are almost wholly aesthetic. 

Almost—but not all. For we should note that the same 

declaration also proclaims an affiliation with earlier 

poets, including Saigy6 and $6gi and a host of others 

whose names Bashd drops repeatedly. And in other ways 

too Bashfi’s travel records contain gtimpses of the pro¬ 

fessional affiliations that formed the primary material 

and social context of his travels. As had been'true in the 

age of Sdgi, going on the road was for any poet a way to 

renew acquaintances with old students and patrons, as 

well as create new ones. And if this makes him sound 

like an oroshiya, or traveling salesman. I would submit 

that the comparison is not entirely unfortunate. For we 

should not allow the aesthetic preoccupations of the 

verses from Nozarashi kikd quoted above to obscure the 
fact that at least three of them were originally the hokku, 

or “initiating verses." for full sequences, composed in 

linking sessions in which Bashd served as master, su¬ 

pervising a few of his traveling companions and local 

39 Tr. Carter. Tetshitsu (1610-73) was a disciple of Matsu- 

naga Teitoku (1571-1653). The “Middle Counselor'' of his 

poem refers to Ariwara no Yukihira (818-893). the author of a 

famous poem about Suma. 

40 Tr. Carter. 

11 McCullough. 522. 
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amateurs of the merchant and samurai classes who Were 

clearly patrons.13 Nor should we in our rush to get to the 

poems simply pass over passages like the following 

from Oku no hosomichi: 

At Obanazawa. we called on SeitTi, a man whose 

tastes were not vulgar despite his wealth. As a frequent 

visitor to the capital, he understood what it meant to be 

a traveler, and kept us for several days, trying in many 

kind ways to make us forget the hardships of the long 

journey.1-1 

Precisely what Basho means by saying that his patron 
Seitu (1615-1721), whom other sources describe as a 

dealer in silk, tobacco, rice, and dyes with the lay name 

of Suzuki, “understood what it meant to be a traveler" 

we cannot be sure; but surely as a traveling poet BashO 

expected to be welcomed—with rest, lodging, and food, 

at the least. And we can be sure that there were expecta¬ 

tions on Seitu’s side as well. While in Obanazawa Bashd 

would engage in his occupation by acting as master of the 
art in sessions involving Seitu and other local poets and 

patrons. Of these sessions we have only fragments, but 

fragments not so small as to disguise all that is behind 
them—namely, the patterns of BashO’s poetic practice.44 

None of this surprises students of Bashd's life, of 

course; scholars have always known that BashS visited 
patrons on the road, and that as a poet he was involved 

in the world of commerce. My point in drawing attention 

to these activities in this specific context, however, is to 

argue that Basho’s reticence in treating worldly matters 

in his travel records, and his corresponding attention‘to 

legend, history, and aesthetic experience, result less from 

happenstance or personal style than from a professional 

imperative that is somewhat predictable. His "style" in 

other words, is predetermined by a code inherited from 

the past—from Shotetsu. Sogi, and a host of others—but 

43 The rirsi verse was composed for a session involving the 

Nagoya merchants Jugo (d. 1717). Yasui (d. 1743). and Tokoku 

(J. 1690); the third verse for one involving Hdgetsu; and the last 

one for one involving Toy5 (d. 1712). a rich man of Atsuta City. 

One of Basho s companions at the time was Boku’in (1646- 

r:5), a wealthy shipper from nearby Ogaki. 

11 McCullough. 539. 

Basho records four futkku written during his nine with 

Sciiu. three by himself and v»ne by Sura. We know from other 

sources that he also participated in a number of huiktti renku 

sequences. 

also observable in other times and places, a code that 

requires those at the true pinnacle of the profession to 

represent themselves as operating from "high motives 

of altruism, or glory, or of moral, spiritual or aesthetic 

commitment, rather than for mundane gain." Not surpris¬ 

ingly, this "ideological covering" is seen rather routinely 

in many professions until this day.45 

Now, this same ideology is of course observable in 

Basho's activities back in Edo as well. But it is in the na¬ 

ture of travel records—especially so in their prose sec¬ 

tions—to reveal both more cracks in the aesthetic surface 

and more overt statements of professional ideology, as 

in the following from the beginning of Oi no kobumi: 

Within the hundred bones and nine orifices of my 

body is something that I will give the name Furabd— 

“the Monk of Gossamer on the Wind": which is to say 
that it is a thin fabric easily torn by the wind. Since long 

ago Furabd has loved mad verses, eventually making 
them the means of its way through life. Sometimes it 

grew tired of poetry and almost cast it aside; other times 

it was caught up in pride, thinking it had triumphed over 

others. In its breast a conflict raged, for which its body 
suffered. For a while it sought to establish itself, but 

was prevented; then it studied in order to realize its 

ignorance, only to be defeated once more, ending up 
following—without skill, without talent—this one lone 

way. The waka of Saigyd, the renga of Sdgi, the paint¬ 

ings of Sesshu, the tea of RikyG—the thing that runs 

through all of these is one and the same. For elegance 

follows creation, befriends the four seasons. What it 

sees—never is that not a flower; what is thinks of— 

never is that not the moon. If the form be not a flower— 

that is the same as being a barbarian; if the heart be not 

a flower—that is to be among the birds and beasts. Go 

out from among the barbarians, depart from the beasts! 

Follow creation, return to creation!46 

practice. Nor will that student be surprised to read the 

sentence and poem that immediately follow the passage; 

At the beginning of the godless month the skies were 

unsettled, and I felt like a leaf on the wind, destination 

unknown. 

A traveler— 
by that name will 1 be called, 

amidst first showers.47 

It need hardly be said that the definition of travel pre¬ 

sented here is central to BashS’s professional aspirations. 

As Bourdieu might say, the amount one is ready to "suf¬ 

fer” is the measure of one’s commitment—acknowledged 

or not. Clearly, BashS was ready to “accept the sacri¬ 

fices that are implied by privilege."4* His devotion to the 

profession—or at least to its idealized image—was total. 
Another passage—this one from Oku no hosomichi— 

says it all: 

We lodged the night at lizuka ... Thunder rumbled 

during the night, and rain fell in torrents. What with the 
roof leaking right over my head and the fleas and mos¬ 

quitoes biting, 1 got no sleep at all. To make matters 
worse, my old complaint flared up, causing me such 

agony that I almost fainted. 

At long last, the short night ended and we set out 

again. Still feeling the effects of the oight, I rode a 
rented horse to KOri post-station. It was unsettling to fall 

prey to an infirmity while so great a distance remained 

ahead. But I told myself that I had deliberately planned 

thU long pilgrimage to remote areas, a decision that 

meant renouncing worldly concerns and facing the fact 

of life’s uncertainty. If I were to die on die road—very 

well, that would be Heaven’s decree.49 

There is no reason to doubt the reality of the pain that 

BashG describes here, nor the strength of the resolve 

(hat he articulates, any more that) there is a reason to 

deny the power and beauty of his poems, whatever their 

status as part of his practice. But we should at least rec¬ 

ognize that what he is communicating, to his own stu¬ 

dents, as well as to the whole haikai profession and 

beyond, is a particular kind of resolve that is ideologi¬ 

cally significant: a professional resolve that is meant to 
connect him with the ilite of the past and to show his 

worthiness to be counted in their number in the pres- 

47 Tr. Carter. 

41 Bourdieu, Language and Symbolic Power. 122. 

49 McCullough, 531. 

Any student who has thought about professions as so¬ 

cial institutions will nor miss the signs of special plead¬ 

ing at work in this famous passage, in which the poet 

presents himself—in terms that almost deny him any 
volition in the matter—as dedicated to beauty, to the 

great poets of the past and their high ideals, and to the 
ultimate legitimizing power of nature, while failing to 
make any mention of the more mundane features of his 

45 See Collins. 35. 

46 Tr. Carter. 

ent. For such dedication was virtually a prerequisite for 

anyone aspiring to ultimate fame. What looks like self- 

denial, even if the self-denial is sincere, even if it is 

self-delusion—is in fact, then, also a claim for special 

status. Travel in the late seventeenth century was not as 

dangerous as it had been for SSgi; but it was, in ideo¬ 

logical terms, still a rite of passage that had to be rep¬ 

resented as entailing hardship. 

It is important to aote that going on the road did. quite 

literally, involve trials: professional rites of passage need 

not be empty of renl challenge in order to function as 

rites of passage. To borrow the words of Samuel Weber 

writing about professionals of another time and place, 

the road was an arena of real struggle—"the struggle 

to assimilate the shocks and intrusions of experience" ac¬ 

cording to conventions.50 But the point is that the trials 

were not an impediment to BashO’s purposes; they were 

part and parcel of those purposes. Thus, as he traveled. 

Bash&’s competence as a master of poetry was continu¬ 

ally tested—in linking sessions where he had to show his 

leadership skills, his command of rules and conventions, 

and his creative capacities in a way that justified both the 

appropriateness of his position as a professional and the 
appropriateness of his companions as disciples or lay¬ 

men; in encounters with famous places that demanded 
. skillful poetic responses, in addition to a thorough knowl¬ 

edge of the responses of predecessors in the profession; 

and, not least importantly, in the conversion of the raw 

material of experience into a travel journal that would be 

judged against earlier works as part of the attempt for 

lasting reputation. In this sense, a knowledge of the pat¬ 

terns of professional conventions that gave structure to 

his practice is no more sufficient to explain his place in 

history than is a knowledge of the rules of his genre of 

linked verse sufficient to account for the excellence of 

his poetry. But noting those patterns—patterns almost 

never explicitly revealed—is still worthwhile for the new 

vantage point it affords those concerned with Bashd and 

his world. 

» * * 

What, then, can an analysis of Basho as a professional 
offer? First, it can help us see the patterns of his exis¬ 

tence in terms of the institutions in which he partici¬ 
pated. Remembering that he was a professional whose 

practice was in many ways like the practice of other pro¬ 
fessionals may help us understand his existence more 

50 Weber. 23. 
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completely. It may help us to see that his poems and 

other writings were not produced or read solely as aes¬ 

thetic artifacts, but also as statements of status within a 

literary community that was socially constituted, with its 

own agendas. It will also show that his '‘works"—mean¬ 

ing the artifacts he left behind—should not be regarded 
as fully identical with his practice. Every linked-verse 

sequence was in the beginning a social event, albeit one 
that often remains for us impossible to reconstruct fully. 

So the profession Basho chose for himself was consti- 

■uted by stratifications and hierarchies within which he 

opted at a certatn point for the ultimate distinction, prob¬ 

ably knowing the challenges and loyalties such a choice 
would c’l.’ai!. Among other things, this means that we 

cannot agree with those who we a desire for freedom— 

at Ica.st in the naive sense—as the true motive for his 
travels any more than we can see a desire for freedom as 
the motive behind his decision to leave Nihonbashi for 

Fukagawao1 In fact, his motive in going on the road may 

have been, in a way. the opposite—to exert authority sym¬ 

bolically and materially, bringing new students under his 

sway and subjecting new spaces to his power.52 He was, 

after all. a Master. And this also means that we should 

not be surprised to find him adopting a conservative at¬ 

titude on important literary issues of his day, explaining 

why, in contrast to Saikaku, for instance, he turned so 

resolutely away from the new urban market that increas¬ 

ingly demanded literature as entertainment rather than a 

tool for the education of the sensibility; or why he ad¬ 

hered so steadfastly to the classical canon of aristocratic 

literature, condemning is vulgar ever recent poets in his 

own genre such as Matsunaga Teitoku and Nishiyama 
$ din.53 

Finally, to return to his travel records. I believe that a 

consideration of BashC’s place in the literary hierareny of 

his day will help us see his '‘mastery" in terms that situ- 

?l Yoneuni. -Ml.- 

‘ See Weber. 1S-32. for an analysis of professional conven- 

wn* :‘Mt draws on Pr.rce and Freud to >ee those conventions 

i means of combat anxiety and the fear involved in confron- 

'.vuh alienty. 

Basho s criticisms of Saikaku. >ee Yonctani. -W2. No 

j'ht'i -he career of Saikaku. too. could be analyzed in the con- 

i of professional'patterns, but it 'Cents clear that in opting 

the new genre of •‘fiction" he was openly embracing com¬ 

merce in ways that Basho did not. For an article that deals with 

j similar historical period and similar professional choices, see 

Siegfried J. Schmidt. “Conventions and Literary Systems," in 

Y.v'Vv ,,*>!</ Conventions, ed. Metie Hjort tBaltimore: Johns 

!-’opk:n> l_niv. Press, IW2). 

ate him and his profession more clearly in the discourses 

of his time. His insistence on the identity of rice-planting 

songs with the larger poetic tradition, his careful noting 

of the unexpected refinement of village urchins or farm- 

wives. his praise for the inherent honesty of innkeepers 

or rural guides: all of these things, viewed in the con¬ 

text of the strategies that legitimized his profession, will 
be seen no longer as quaint characterizations or vehicles 

of style but rather as articulations of a conservative dis¬ 
course whose genealogy can be traced back at least as 

far as Ki no Tsurayuki. Not surprisingly, the perceived 

contours of that discourse .succeeded in keeping poetry 

out of debates—overtly, at least—on politics, ethics, and 
other issues of value by granting it a place “outside** the 

realm of more “engaged** discourses. Judging from the 
way BashO and other professional poets are still ana¬ 

lyzed, one must say that that strategy has succeeded. For 

scholars dealing with literary texts—and l include my¬ 

self here—have long resisted the idea of “reducing** 

poetry to the status of political rhetoric of the sort one 
finds in the “popular” media.54 But to deny poetry any 

place in the larger discourses of its time is simply to 

deny its power in another way. Bash<5 and other poets do 

their best to keep their art safely in the margins, exempt 

from certain kinds of scrutiny, almost demanding to be 

viewed by what Bourdieu calls the “pure ga*e";55 if we 
insist on leaving it there—leaving the crow in his bare 

tree—we end up having to ignore the implications of 

statements iike this, taken from a description of his 1689 

visit to Nikkd, the funeral shrine of the reigning Toku- 

gawa clan: 

On the first day of the fourth month, we went to wor¬ 

ship at the shrine. In antiquity, the name of that holy 

mountain was written NikOsan (Two-Storm Mountain), 

but the Great Teacher KQkai changed it to Nikkd (Sun¬ 

light] when he founded the temple. It is almost as though 

54 l should admit also a desire to avoid two other kinds of re- 

ductivjsm pointed out by Michael Barrage. Konrad Jarausch. 

and Hannes Siegrist. in “An actor-based framework for the 

study of the professions." an essay included in Barrage and Tor- 

stendahl. The first they describe as a tendency, derived from 

naive readings of Foucault, to treat “the professions as *i field 

of discourse*, as though they were dominated by disciplinary 

concerns and never had to practice their profession’* (p. 216). 

The .second, not unrelated to the first, is to treat professionals as 

mere agents of repression who enjoy “excessive power and 

privileges" and whose “ethical codes are bogus and a cover for 

the pursuit of their material interests and so on" fp. 223). 

See Bourdieu, Distinction. 

Carter: On a Bare Branch: Bashd and the Haikai Profession 69 

tfid Great Teacher had been able to sec a thousand yean 

into the future, for today the shrine's radiance extends 

throughout the realm, its beneficence overflows in the 

eight directions, and the four classes of people dwell in 

security and peace. This is an awesome subject of which 

I shall write no more. 

Ah, awesome sight? 
On summer leaves and spring leaves, 

the radiance of the sun!5* 

The trees here, so to speak, are not bare, but full of social 

and ideological significance. Is this an endorsement of 

56 McCullough. 525. 

the shogunal institution? Of its dogmas? Perhaps so; per¬ 

haps not. The question of course needs further analysis. 

I am suggesting that one way to begin this process is 

to say, first, that Bashd the professional poet must have 

recognized an ideologically constituted affiliation with 

the Great Teacher, and, second, that study of the dynam¬ 

ics of other professions should make us pay special at¬ 
tention when any professional marks a subject so holy 

that about it he will “write no more” l do this not to 

debunk but to de’mystify, or in other words, to begin to 

understand the socio-economic world in which Basho. 

operated as a poet, and the ideological and social dimen¬ 

sions of his professional work in ways not dominated by 

those traces we are accustomed to calling his art. 
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Students op India owe a great debt to the Jains for 

the hundreds of thousands of invaluable handwritten 
manuscripts preserved in their many jridn bharufdrs 

(Sanskrit jndna-bhdnddgdra) or "knowledge ware¬ 

houses" in western and southern India. A recent article 

by Donald Clay Johnson, "The Western Discovery of 

Jain Temple Libraries,” provides an excellent overview 

of the process by which British administrators and 

Western scholars in the nineteenth century became 

aware of and gained access to these extensive manu¬ 

script collections of the Jains in western India.1 The dis¬ 

covery and publication of some of the more important of 

these manuscripts expanded greatly scholarly knowl¬ 

edge of Indian history, literature, philosophy, and art. 

But the role of these manuscript collections within the 

Jain tradition has changed greatly in the past century. In 

this article I look at the libraries themselves, to indicate 
patterns of ownership, management, and use of the li¬ 

braries and the manuscripts. In particular. (look at the 
libraries in the important Jain community of P5tan (the 

1 Donald Clay Johnson, “The Western Discovery of the Jain 

Temple Libraries.” Libraries and Culture 28 (199.1); 189-203. 

See also his "Georg Btihler and the Western Discovery of Jain 

Temple Libraries." Jain Journal 26 (1992): 197-2(0. 

medieval AnahillavSda Pa(tana), in north Gujarat. While 

not attempting to be comprehensive, this article essays 
a beginning at a sociology of Jain knowledge.1 

Written copies of manuscripts have long played an im¬ 

portant role in Jain intellectual, ritual, and^community 

life. In the absence of any living enlightened’teachers— 

according to Jain cosihological doctrines, enlightenment 

in this era became impossible shortly after the demise and 

liberation of Mah3vira over 2,500 years ago—the texts 

containing the teachings of Mah3vlra are essential for the 

guidance of the Jain community. An early nineteenth cen¬ 

tury hymn expresses this sentiment quite clearly: "In this 

difficult, time, the icons of the Jina and the scriptures 

of the Jina are the supports of the faithful Jains.”} 

Sv&dhyaya, or study of the scriptures, is an important and 

expected activity of all mendicants, and is found in early 

lists of internal austerities practiced by them. Various 

2 For a detailed description of the Jain community of Patan. 

see John E. Cort, ”Liberation and Wellbeing: A Study of the 

Svetimbar MOrtiptijak Jains of North Gujarat," Ph.D. diss.. 

Harvard Univ.. 1987. 

1 Vir Vijay. Cosath Prakdri Puja (composed in 181 Si. m 

Vividh Puja Sang rah. ed. Pahnyas Jinendra Vijay Gam (Si- 

v4n4: Tapiigacch Jain Sahgh. 1986). 214. 
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texts £i\c us some details concerning the praxis of study 

in the early jam tradition. In the Svetimbara Uitard- 

dhyuyunt: Sutra, for example, we read. “There are five 

elements to study: oral recitation, questioning, repetition, 

reflection, and religious sermons’* (30.34).4 

Among the key events in the crystallization of the 

>plit between the Svetambara and Digambara sects were 

;hree Svetambara councils held in Valabhi in Gujarat 
and Mathura in north India in the fourth and fifth cen¬ 

times to commit to writing standard editions of key Jain 

e*is ; According to a Svetambara Jain tradition, the 
:irst libraries were built in the late eighth century. Dur¬ 

ing fierce drought between 7S5 and 789 the monks 

jrew lax :u their observance of the full monastic behav¬ 

ior nd so several monastic leaders decided that manu¬ 

script collections should be established in majo” cities 

in or;'^: to preserve Jain knowledge.6 

Arranging for manuscripts to be copied for monks to 

use and establishing places for them to be kept were 

among the duties expected of laity as part of their sup¬ 

port for and devotion to the monastic community. The 

three most important ‘fields of donation* for medieval 

Svetambara laitv were images of the Jinas, temples con¬ 
taining such images, and Jain texts.7 Furthfrmore, the 

colophons on some manuscripts indicate that commis¬ 
sioning the copying of a manuscript generated merit that 
could be dedicated to a living or deceased ancestor. For 

example, in the thirteenth century v.s. the layman Soma 
arranged for the copying (lekh) of the Sdntindthacaritra 

portion of Hemacandra’s TrisastLialdkdpurusacaritra to 

give to his mendicant guru Dhanes'varasQri, but with the 

spiritual benefit (sreyas) going to his father.8 Similarly, 
m 1362 Jasd Dungara and his wife Vijhl Tllhi arranged 

1 Jarl Charpentier. ed.. The Uttarfidhyayanasutra. Archives 

d’EtmJes Orientates 18 (Uppsala: J.-A. Lundell, 1922), 215. 

■ On the problems involved in identifying these texts. ?s well 

js interpretive problems involved in speaking of a Jain ‘canon’, 

see Paul Dundas. The Jains (London: Routledge, 1992). 61-70; 

mo three assays by Kendall W. Folkert. “Scripture and Conti- 

vuity n the Jain Tradition.’* "The Canons’ of‘Scripture’: Text. 

Ritual. Symbol." and “The Jjm Scriptures and the Study of 

Jainism. ‘ ail in his Scripture ,;nd Community, ed. John E. Cort 

Af.'.ima: Scholars Press. {9o;\ J|-’W. 

■' Trtputi Mahanij } Munis Darsanvijay. Jhanvijny. ar.d 

N'vnwiiay!, Jain Puramparfi no Itihfis (Ahmedabad: Sri C3ri- 

ra Smarak GranthmalS. 1952). 542. 

Hemacandra. Svnpajnavrui on Yogastlstra 3.119, ed. Muni 

Jambu Vijay (Bombay: Jain Sahitya VikJs Mandal. 1977-86), 

5M. 

1 P-nsasti to ms. 167.1 in Sanghvi pado Bhandir: C. D. Dalai, 

A Deviptive Catalogue of Manuscripts in the Jain Bhandars 

for the copying of the Dharmavidhiprakaranti of Sri- 

prabhasuri, with the spiritual benefit going to both Jas5*s 

father Lirnba and his mother.It is therefore not sur¬ 

prising to find that medieval Jain kings and merchants 

were famous for the libraries that they established. The 

twelfth-century emperor Kumirapaia is said to have es¬ 

tablished twenty-one libraries in PStan, which was his 

capital,10 and arranged for the copying of seven sets of 

the Svetambara igamas along with Hemacandra's San¬ 

skrit and Prakrit grammar;11 and the fourteenth-century 

mah&mutya (“prime minister”) Vastupfila is said to have 

established three libraries in PStan, Cambay, and Broach 

at a combined cost of 180 million rupees.12 Most lay con¬ 

gregations today maintain separate accounts, known as 

“knowledge accounts’* (jftdn khdtd), in which the funds 

are to be used only for the propagation of knowledge, 

primarily by printing books or pamphlets.13 

The libraries established by Kum4rap§la and Vastu- 

pala in Patan are believed to have been destroyed by the 

Muslims, with some of the texts transferred to the 

library in Jaisalmer in the Rajasthani desert for safe¬ 

keeping.14 Most of the extant manuscripts in P3tan are 

of Pattan. ed. L B. Gandhi. Gaekwad’s Oriental Series 76 (Bar- 
oda: Oriental Institute, 1937), 108. Also Muni Jinavijaya, ed„ 

Jainapustakoprafastisamgraha, voi. !, Singhi Jaina Series 18 

(Bombay: Bhiratlya Vidyg Bhavan, 1943), 20-21. 
9 PraSasti to ms. 27.1 in $ri Sangh B bandar, PS (an : Dalil, 

ibid., 344-46, and Muni Jinavijaya, ibid., 79*41. 
10 Kum&rapdla Prabandha, 16-17, quoted in Muni Punya- 

vijay, “JftSnbhandamO Avalokan" (in Jain JMdn- 

bhandfimt Hastalikhit P ration* SUcipatra. ed. Muni Caturvi- 

jay (Agamoday Samiti 58, Bombay; Agamoday' Samiti, 

1928]), 3. n. 5. 
11 Ratnamandiragani, Upadeia Tar ah gird, 140, quoted in 

K. C. Kasliwal, Jaina Grantha Bhandars in Rajasthan (Jaipur 

Shri Digamber Jain Atishaya Kshetra Shri Mahaviiji. 1967), 8. 

12 C. D. Dalai, op, cit., 33. See also Punyavijay, op. cit, 3, 

n. 6, and Bhogilal J. Sandesara, Literary Circle of Makdmdtya 

Vastupfila and iu Contributions to Sanskrit Literature, Singhi 

Jain Series 33 (Bombay; Singhi Jain Shastra Sikshapitha and 

Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan. 1953), 38. 
13 These locally published books tend not to find their way 

into the broader bookselling market, which is why so many Jain 

texts published in this century do not appear in North American 

or European libraries. 
14 For a discussion of the establishment of the library at Jai¬ 

salmer. and. the security of Jaisalmer relative to that of Pitan, 

see Lalchandra Bhagvandas Gandhi. ‘‘PrastivanJ.’* to C. D. 

Dalai’s A Catalogue of Manuscripts in the Jain Bhandars at 

Jesalmere. Gaekwad’s Oriental Series 21 (Baroda: Central 

Library. 1921), II. 

from a later period, and most (over 23,000) arc on pa¬ 

per. Only a little fewer than seven hundred palmleaf 

manuscripts remain in PStan. The oldest dated palmleaf 

manuscript is from 1062 c.e.. although there are per¬ 

haps half-a-dozen undated ones from earlier in the tenth 
century. Of the dated palmleaf manuscripts, about a 

dozen are from the twelfth century, about one hundred 

from the thirteenth century, and the latest is dated 1441 

c.e.15 The oldest paper manuscript, on the other hand, 

dates from 1300-1301 c.e.16 A count of the dates as 

given by Muni Punyavijay (who organized the librar¬ 
ies) in the manuscript catalogues gives the following 

distribution, for the copying of the approximately 

18,500 paper manuscripts for which either a specific 
date is given in the colophon, or Punyavijay provided 
an estimated date:17 

15th c. v.s.18 4.9% 
16th c. 16.6% 
17th c. 26.9% 

18th c. 18.6% 
19th c. 23.2% 
20th c. 9.9% 

A perusal of the titles of the manuscripts indicates 

that the numbers of copies of a given manuscript are di¬ 
rectly related to its ritual and authoritative roles.19 We 

15 Dalai, Pattan Catalogue (see note 8), 40. 

14 Ibid., 35. 

17 Muni Punya Vijaya, Catalogue of Manuscripts in Shri 

Hemachandracharya Jain Jnanamandira Patan, part 1 (PStan: 

Hemacandricflrya Jain JMnmandir. 1972); and Muni Punyavi¬ 

jay a. compiler, and Muni JambOvijaya, editor. Catalogue of 

the Manuscripts of Pfitana Jain Bhand&ra. parts 1. II. and IV, 

Shree Shwetambar Murtipujak Jain Boarding Series 1 and 3 

(Ahmedabad: Sharadaben Chtmkanbhai Educational Research 

Centre, 1991). 

18 The dates are all in the Vikram Samvat (v.s.) system, 

which is for the most pan 56 years ahead of the Christian cal¬ 

endar. Thus 1995 C.8. - 2051 v.s. 

19 For a discussion of the ways in which the ritual and per¬ 

formative uses of texts provide us with a different ‘canon’ of 

texts than do more traditional considerations of orthodoxy and 

normativity, see John E. Cort. “SvetSmbar MBrtipGjak Jain 

Scripture in a Performative Context.” in Texts in Conre.tr: 

Traditional Hermeneutics in South Asia. ed. Jeffrey R. Timm 

(Albany: State University of New York Press. 1992). 171-94. 

Scholarship on the Jains has tended to ignore two basic 

questions: what texts did the mendicants actually read and 

use?—and therefore, what texts should scholars study in order 

find many copies of texts belonging to the $vet5mbara 

‘canon*, devotional texts used in community rituals, nar¬ 

rative texts used by monks as the bases for sermons, 

grammars used for the teaming of Sanskrit and Prakrit, 

and texts that are crucial to mendicant praxis. It is not 

surprising, therefore, that Georg BOhler in 1873 found 

in an Ahmedabad Jain library 400 copies of the Ava~ 

syakasutra, for this important text contains the rules and 

texts for the six daily rites (dvasyaka) that are obliga¬ 

tory for all mendicants.20 More technical or philosoph¬ 

ical works were copied less frequently. This pragmatic 
reason behind the choice of which manuscripts to copy 

also in large part explains both the demise of the tradi¬ 

tion of copying manuscripts, and the lack of use of most 
libraries today; whereas in former times the Jain com¬ 

munity needed to have on hand a number of copies of 

many texts for ritual and educational purposes, today 
these needs are met by printed copies. 

The libraries themselves were kept either in small, 

dark, unventilated cellars, or in similar chambers above 

ground. Peter Peterson describes quite vividly the cellar 

attached to the $Sntin&th temple in which was kept the 

famous Cambay library, which he visited in early 1883: 

The books are kept in a dark underground vault, on step¬ 
ping out of the light into which you can see nothing that 
in the least suggests the real character of the place. As 

the eye becomes accustomed to the darkness, a hole in 
the wall is seen, which is the entrance into the smaller 
and darker vault where the books are kept We gathered 
below the one window which from above lets light into 
this strange place ...11 \ 

His description of another visit three years later, in 

February 1886, to another room in the same library, is 

even more graphic: 

to understand how the tradition was mediated to the mendi¬ 

cants? A study of the Jain libraries with these questions in 

mind, and especially of the collections of individual mendi¬ 

cants that have been incorporated into the libraries, would be 
most illuminating. 

20 Letter from G. BOhler to the Director of Public Instruc¬ 

tion. Bombay. 20 August. 1873. in Archibald Edward Gough, 

cd.. Papers Relating to the Collectitm and Preservation of the 

Records of Ancient Sanskrit Literature in India (Calcutta: Su¬ 

perintendent of Government Printing. 18783. 100. 

27 Peter Peterson. Detailed Report of Operations in Search 

of Sanskrit Mss. in the Bombay Circle, August IRR2-March 

IRS) (Bombay: Society’s Library, Town Hall: London: Trub- 
ner &. Co.. 1883). 57. 
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Something was said in my First Report of the strange 

character of the place, as we then saw it, where for gen¬ 

erations these Cambay books have lain undisturbed in 

their coffin-like boxes. This room was worse. The first 

thing to catch my eye was a square piece of white cloth 

extended over the roof exactly above the place where I 

was to sit. I might have thought it a canopy of honour, 

had not its real purpose been soon apparent. That part of 

the roof, and every part of the roof, was covered without 

an interstice, with bats, hanging down from the rafters, 

and fastening—so it seemed at least—all their myriad 

eyes upon me. I sat in that noisome room for four mortal 

days doing my best to forget the bats, and get on with 

the work before me.22 

Many Jain pilgrimage shrines still have secret cellars 

where, in times of political instability, images, orna¬ 

ments, manuscripts, and other valuables could be stored 
for safe-keeping. These rooms were attached to Jain 

monasteries {updsray) or temples, or on occasion to or¬ 
dinary houses. Individual manuscripts might contain a 
single text in just a few pages, a single text cf many 
pages, or as many as several dozen texts, which might 
or might not be closely related in terms of content. 

Most extant manuscripts are on paper, with older ones 

being on palm-leaf, and an occasional one on cloth. Un¬ 

like Brahmanical manuscripts, Jain manuscripts tend to 

be of a fairly uniform size, paper manuscripts being 

roughly 9 to 12 inches wide by 4 to 6 inches high, with 

10 inches by 4 inches being the norm.23 Palmleaf manu¬ 

scripts tend to be wider but less high, and vary some¬ 

what more in size. C. D. Dalai notes that the extant 

Patan palmleaf manuscripts range in size from 36" by 

V/i to 4'/2" by 1 */:V* Bundles of texts were sometimes 

tied together and covered by cloth, or stored in well- 

built. fairly air-tight wooden boxes roughly one-foot 

tail. To protect the manuscripts from insects, they were 

sometimes stored with chips of fragrant wood, and 
sometimes dusted with red arsenic powder. After work- 

:: Peter Peterson. A Third Report of Operations in Search of 

S'ln.skrit Manuscripts in the Bombay Circle. April IS84- 

Alarch 'M86 i Bombay: Society's Library. Town Hall; London: 

Trubner Co.. 1887). 30. 

■ ' For a discussion and photographs of the preparation ot 

tne mk jnd the copying of a manuscript, see Eberhard Fischer 

and jyotindra lain. An and Rituals: 2500 Years of Jainism, tr. 

Jutta Jain-Neubauer (New Delhi: Sterling. 1977), 12-13 and 

plates 101-3. See also Saryu Doshi. Masterpieces of Jain 

Panama (Bombay: Marg. 1985). 28-29. 

*4 Dalai, ibid.. 41. 

ing for a day with such manuscripts, one can easily 

understand the fate that befell the inquisitive monks in 

Umberto Hco’s The Name of the Rose! 
Management of the manuscript collections was of two 

kinds, either congregational or individual. The term for 

a Jain congregation is sahgh. But sahgh can refer to any 

of several different types of congregation. At its broad¬ 

est, sahgh refers to the entire Jain congregation of a 

town, while at its narrowest it refers to the congregation 

of a neighborhood, centered around the neighborhood 

temple. In between are sahghs comprised of the lay ad¬ 

herents of one of the mendicant orders (gacch)?* A 

manuscript collection might be under the control of a 

sahgh of any of these sizes. In practical terms, sahgh 

control really meant control by the leading laymen of 

the sahgh, although mendicants could exercise more or 

less control depending on individual charisma. In the 

case of larger sahghs, this lay control often involved the 
Nagarseth. the heritary Jain mayor of PStan, and the Jain 

members of the PaftcSyat, the ruling council of PStan. 
This was (he case, for example, with the bhandQrs in 

Jaisalmer, as described by S. R. Bhandarkar: 

Ac present the Bhandar is entirely in the charge of the 

Panches (or trustees). In the case of such Bhandars at 

Jaisalmer and elsewhere I generally found that each 

Panch (or individual trustee) put on his own padlock and 

kept his key. so that the Bhandars could not be opened 

unless all the keys were brought together. Under these 
circumstances it would happen that a Bhandar could not 

be opened even if there should be a single dissident 

Panch against that being done, unless his padlock were 

to be forced open.26 

Up until the early decades of the twentieth century, 

the actual ownership of many of the manuscript collec¬ 

tions was in the hands of specific mendicants who 

resided permanently in their monasteries. These mendi¬ 

cants, known as yatis, did not take the full-ftedged 

mendicant vows of non-possession (aparigraha), and 

so could legally possess monasteries and manuscripts. 

R. G. Bhandarkar, for example, reports that in PStan 

each bhandar “is the property of the Gachchha and is 

25 On the mendicant orders among the Svctambar MurtipO- 

jaks, see John E. Cort, “The Svctambar Munipdjak Jain Men¬ 

dicant/* Man. n.s., 26 (1991): 651 -71. 

26 Shridhar R. Bhandarkar. Report of a Second Tour in 

Search of Sanskrit Manuscripts made in Rujputanu and Cen¬ 

tral India in 1904-5 and 1905-6 (Bombay: Government Cen¬ 

tral Press, 1907). It. 
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in the charge of the prominent lay-members of the sect. 

When, however, a priest [you 1 makes an Upasraya his 

permanent residence, the library is always in his charge 
and practically he is its owner.”27 Similarly BUhler de¬ 

scribes the bhatuf&r of the Khartar Gacch, which Tod 

described as being under the management of the Nagar- 

ie(h and the PaAcSyaL2* as being under the control of 

the PaficSyat and the SripQjya, or head yati, and not un¬ 

til the SripOjya returned from a tour in Rajasthan was 

BUhler able to gain access to the collection.29 

The institution of the yati has largely disappeared 

from the Jain community as part of a broad-ranging re¬ 

form of mendicant and lay practice over the past cen¬ 

tury. Part of this reform involved lawsuits between lay 

sahghs and yatis concerning the possession of manu¬ 

scripts, in part driven by instances of yatis selling 

manuscripts to foreign scholars and other interested 
parties.30 While the courts sided with the yatis, the with¬ 
drawal of lay support for the yati institution has resulted 
in most of the manuscript collections coming under the 

control of lay sahghs. C. D. Dalai, who worked on the 
Pi{an collections in 1915, reported that by that date all 
the bhantf&rs were in the hands of laymen, although he 

was unable to see one collection because its yati owner 
had hidden it. 

Looking at the history of the PS(an collections, most 

of which are now pan of the Hemacandra JftSn Bhai)- 

#r, shows examples of all of these ownership pat¬ 

terns.31 Through the early years of this century, the 

27 Ramkrishoa Gopal Bhandarkar, Report on the Search for 

Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Bombay Presidency during the 

Year 1883-84 (Bombay; Government Central Press, 1887), l. 

28 Ueutenam-Colonel James Tod, Travels in Western India 

(London; Wm. H. Allen and Co.. 1839), 233. 
29 G. BUhler, Report on Sanskrit Mss., 1874-75 (Bombay: 

Director of Public Instruction. 1875), 6. 

30 An extreme example was mentioned by BUhler. who in 

1869 received a number of manuscripts from a van', who "asked 

in return nothing but a railway-guide—a request which I readily 

granted." Report of G. BUhler dated July 5. 1869, in A. E. 
Gough, op. cit.. S i. 

31 Information on the collections comes from my own study 
of the collection, but more importantly from the following 

published sources: C. D. Dalai. A Descriptive Catalogue of 

Manuscripts in the Jain Bhandars of Pultun, vol. 1. ed. Lal- 

chandra Bhagawandas Gandhi, Gaekwad’x Oriental Series 76 

(Baroda: Oriental Institute. 1937); Mohanlal Daltcand Desai, 

"PSfannd Jain Bhand&ro." Juin Swetamber Conference Herald 

12.1 (January 1916). 28-32. and 12.2 (February 1916). 56-59; 
Muni Pu^yavijay. “P3(anna Jftanbhanddro." Pdtun Juin Man- 

manuscripts that are now in the Hemacandra Bhandar 

were in fact spread among more than a dozen different 

collections. The consolidation of the manuscript collec¬ 
tions and the construction of the new bhanddr was part 

of the above-mentioned reform movement. The reform¬ 

ist sentiment was expressed very clearly, for example, 

in a 1905 article written by Kalyanji Padamji Shah of 

Radhanpur in The Jain Swetamber Conference Herald. 

the main organ of the reformists, entitled “The Problem 

of the Day." In this article he stated: “The question for 

solution stands thus: How to release and diffuse our sa¬ 

cred lore at present confined in dark and stinking cellars 

to the care of heaps of dust and corroding insects."32 

dal Suvarn Jayantl (Bombay: PStan'Jain Manual. 1964). 241 - 

43: Muni Punyavijay. Catalogue of Manuscripts in Shri 

Hemachandracharya Jain Jnanamandira, Patan, part l: Paper 

Manuscripts (Patan: Sri Hemacandracfrya Jaina JflSnamandira, 

1972): and Muni Putjyavijay. compiler, and Muni Jambuvtjay. 

editor. Catalogue of the Manuscripts of Pdtana Jain Bhun- 

4&ra, 4 parts in 3 volumes. Shree Shwetambar Murtipujak Jain 

Boarding SeruMi*-)-3 (Ahmedabad: Sharadaben Chimanbhat 

Educational Research Centre. 1991). 

For good overviews on the location and cultural significance 

of Jain manuscript collections, see the following: anon. "Jnan- 

bhandarno Paricay." Jain Yug, n.s., 2.6 (1959): 25-29: 

Banirsldfis Jain, “Panjfib ke Jain dharid^rd ka Mahatva." in 

Jainacharya Shri A (manand Centenary Commemoration 

Volume, ed. Mohanlal Dalichand Desai (Bombay: jainacharya 

Shri Atmanand Janma-Shatabdi Smarak Samiti, 1936), Hindi 

section, 157-68; Kanubhai Vra, Se{h. “GujardtnS Hastprat- 

Granihbhandaro.” Parab W) (1980): 668-74; Agarcand Nahta 

and Bhahvariai Nilhti. Blkdner Jain Lekh Sang rah (KalkattS; 

Nahtd Bradars, 1956), 61-69; Ludwig Alsdorf, “Neues aus al¬ 

ien Jainabibliotheken." in Beitrage zur indischen Philoiogie 

und Altertumskunde: Walther Schubring ;«m 70. Ceburtstag 

dargebracht von der Jeutschen Indologie, Alt- und Neu- 

Indische Sludien 7 (Hamburg: Cram, de Gray ter & Co.. 1951). 

59-65 (reprinted in Ludwig Alsdorf. Kleine Schriften. ed. Ai- 

brecht Wezler [Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1974J. tt>0- 

66); K. C. Kas'iwal, op. cit.; and the following articles by 

Muni Punyavijay in Jnaminjali: Pujva Mum Sri Punvaxyavii 

Abhivadun Gruhth. ed. Pahnyas Ramnikvijay ct. al. t Baroda: 

Sri Sagar Gacch Jain UpUsray): "Jftunbhandaroni Samrddbi,” 

Gujarati section. 6-16; “Apni Adrsya thati Lekhankala ane 

tend SSdhno." Gujaraii section. 39-52; "JflanbhamJarfl par ck 

Dfstipdi,” Hindi section, 1-18. See also the reports on ihe 

searches for Sanskrit manuscripts by R G. Bhandarkar. S. R. 

Bhandarkar. Georg Buhler. F. Kielhurn. and Peter Peterson 

cited elsewhere in these no.es, 

12 Kalyanji Padamji Shah. 'The Problem of the Day.” The 

Jain Swetamber Conference Herald 1.4 (April. 1905). 69 
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On the one hand, a number of monks undertook to 

collect, study, and catalogue manuscript collections. In 

Pitan this was originally the work of Pravartak Kami* 

vjjav id. 1942). assisted by his disciple Pannyis Catur- 

vijoy td. I dam. although the bulk of the work was done 
pv Caturvijay S disciple, the great Muni Punyavijay 

i iS96-!‘)7l), who catalogued the collections of Jais- 

aimer. Chani. the Santinath Bhandar.in Cambay, and 

the L. D. Institute in Ahmedabad, in addition to cata- 
ocu.nc the Patan collection” Support for this work 
,,.i, forthcoming from the laity, and resolutions advo- 

manuscript preservation and cataloguing were 

■»:c!\ pas.>ed at the biennial conventions ot the 

v..euimpur lain Conference. In the case of PSian there 

a.'.'. aU > pressure from the government. Patan was part 

f inc -northern district of Bumda State, and it was in 

part through the influence of the Gaekwad*s govern¬ 

ment that Western scholars flrst gained access to the 

main collections, and that C. D. Dalai from the Baroda 

Oriental Institute was able to prepare a preliminary ca.- 

aloyue of the manuscripts. Dalai warned of the danger 

of the destruction of manuscripts by white ants, and so 
the Baroda government set up a committee to recom¬ 

mend proper steps for the preservation an*d study of 

;he manuscripts. While the Jains of P5tan resisted the 

suggestion that the manuscripts should be shifted to 
Baroda and incorporated into the Oriental Institutes 

collection, they did agree to arrange for the manu¬ 

scripts' preservation. This effort also gained the public 
■support of Acarya Vijay Vallabhsuri (1871-1954), one 

of the leaders of the reform movement. The bulk of the 
different collections was incorporated into one single 

collection. A large new building was constructed to 

house the collection, and the new library was named 

after Patan’s most famous monk, the medieval polymath 

Hemacandra (1089-1172). who had been known as the 

<a i i katas a rvajna. “the Omniscient of the Dark Age,’ 
on account of the breadth of his scholarship. This 

bunding was inaugurated on 7 April 1939. by K. M. 

'dun-hi. then president of the Gujarat Sahitya Porishad 

! The j.u<.timer and L„ D. catalogues were published by the 

L '0. i.mtMuie in Ahmedabad. and the Cambay catalogue in the 

C. K-K'v.iU'- Oriental Series in Baroda. To the best ot iny knuwl- 

jdee. the Chani catalogue has not been published, although the 

hand-'*riuert copy of the catalogue is in the L. D. Institute. 

For a brief biography of Muni Punyavijay, see Umakant 

o Shan. "Life and Works of Agatna Prabhakar Muni Punya- 

wj.ivn. ' m Jnananioli. cd. Ramnikvijay (see note 31). Abht- 

.(Id/in <ection. 89-96. 

and Home Minister of Bombay State.54 Most of the 

money—Rs 2.100 in cash and Rs 51,000 in land—came 

from a single donor, Hemcand Mohanlil, in the mem¬ 

ory of his father Mohanlal Moticand. This large build¬ 

ing is in the heart of a Jain area in the middle of P&taQ, 

next to the most important Jain temple of Paftcflsar 
P5rsvan5th, and surrounded by many other Jain institu¬ 
tions and residential neighborhoods. It stands on a 

raised plinth for protection against flooding. The build¬ 
ing contains a front reading room and three manuscript 
storage rooms, each closed by a heavy metal bank-vault 
door. The manuscripts themselves are stored in spe¬ 

cially designed airtight wooden boxes which are kept 

inside locked metal cabinets. 
The largest of the collections incorporated into the 

Hemacandra Bhandsir is the Sri Sangh Bhand5r. which 

was under the supervision of the PStatj Jain Sangh. As 

of 1915. when Dalai surveyed the Patan collections, it 

was under the management of a city wide Jain trust. 
Dharamcand Abhecand Pe<Jhi. In practical terms, this 

meant that the collection was under the control of the 

Jain Nagarseth, together with the Jain members of the 

PaflcSyat. At that time the Sri Sangh Bhai$$r also con¬ 
tained a smaller collection formerly under the control of 

a neighborhood sangh, that of Limb# P*<Jo. and a few 

manuscripts from the private collection of a layman, 

Vasia MSnek. The bulk of this latter collection had been 

given by*Vast* Manek to Vakil (lawyer) LehrubhSi 
Dahyabhai. and upon his death was deposited in the 

Sigar Bhandlr. • 
Three of the collections now in the Hemacandra Bban- 

dar are examples of collections managed by a sangh 

affiliated with a mendicant gacch. V3d1 PSrfvanSth was 

the one temple in PB(«q affiliated with the Khartar 

Gacch. The temple of VadI PSrfvanfith was consecrated 

in 1596, and its foundational inscription is an important 

54 For a description of the opening ceremonies and the back¬ 

ground to the construction of the new building, see P. C. Di* 

vanji. “Correspondence: Resurrection of the Jrtana-Bhandars 

at PStaii and Appreciation of the Work of the Jain Saint He¬ 

macandra." /V*w Indian Antiquary 2 (1939): 121-25. 

>5 see G. Buhler. “Prasasti of the Temple of Vadipura- 

Parsvanatha at Pattana.'’ Epigraphica Indica \ (1892): 319-24; 

and B. J. Sandesara. “Inscription of the Jaina Temple of VJdt 

Parsvanatha at P5tan and Genealogy of the Teachers of the 

Kharatara Gaccha." Journal of the Oriental Institute 25 (1976): 

393-98. For further discussion of the temple itself, see John E. 

Cort. “Connoisseurs and Devotees: Lockwood de Forest and 

Cort: The Jain Knowledge Warehouses: Traditional Libraries in India 
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document in the history of the Khartar Gacch.” The col¬ 

lection in the PSrsvanilh BhandSr was established 
earlier than the present temple. Most of the manuscripts 

are paper copies of earlier palm-leaf manuscripts, many 

of them in Jaisalmer, copied in the yean 1425-35 at 

the orders of JinabhadrasQri.M This collection includes 

many important logic and Advaita Vedfintin texts copied 

on paper manuscripts in the first half of the fifteenth cen¬ 
tury. This was the collection described by Colonel James 
Tod, who visited P5$an in 1822.” 

Another collection under the control of a sangh affil¬ 
iated with a gacch was that of the Sagar Gacch (this 

gacch, more properly speaking, is an informal branch of 
the Tap2 Gacch). although earlier Bhandarkar described 

it as under the control of Yati Rupsagar. Dalai noted that 

this collection also contained 108 manuscripts that were 
formerly the property of a S3gar Gacch yati, Bh3v Sagar, 

as well as the collection of the layman MakS Modi, 75 

palmleaf manuscripts from this collection were sold to 
F. Kielhom in 1880-81 for inclusion in the Bombay 

Government collection, which now is the collection of 

the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute in Pune.31 As 

mentioned above, for a time this collection also housed 

that of Vakil Lehrubhai pahyabhat. A third such collec¬ 

tion was that of the Tap3 Gacch, also known as the Agal! 

Seri ( Front Street") Bhandlr, after the name of the 

neighborhood in which it was located. P3(ai> tradition 
has it that this collection was established by Acarya 

Vijay DevsQri (1578-1657), head of the Tapa Gacch in 
the first half of the seventeenth century* According to 

Dalai, an important part of this collection is a set of 

manuscripts of the Jain Siddhlrtta (the $vet3mbara 

'canon’) and related commentaries, copied at the expense 
of a millionaire layman, Chaddu &ha, at the beginning 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art's Jain Temple Ceiling.*’ Ori¬ 
entations 25.3 (March 1994): 68-74. 

36 Muni Punyavijay describes this collection as a “new edi¬ 

tion" (navi ivrtti) of the Jaisalmer collection. Muni Punyavi- 
jay, “P3(a(infi Jfl§nbhand5ro.*’ (see note 31), 242. 

37 Lieutenant-Colonel James Tod. Travels in Western India. 

Embracing a Visit to the Sacred Mounts of the Jains. and the 

Most Celebrated Shrines of Hindu Faith between Rajpootana 

and the Indus; with an Account of the Ancient City of Nehr- 

walla (London: Wm. H. Allen and Co., 1839). 232-34. 

M. D. Des3i. op, cit.; Dalai, op. cit.. 36; and F. Kielhorn. 

Report on the Search for Sanskrit Mss. in the Bombay Presi¬ 

dency during the Year ISXO-dt (Bombay: Government Central 

Book Depot, 1881). 

39 Muni Punyavijay, "P5ianna Jfl3nbhand2ro“ (.see note 31) 
242. 

of the sixteenth century v.e. (i.e., mid-fifteenth century 

c.8.). Both BOhler and Bhandarkar referred to another 

smaller Tapa Gacch collection in the same neighbor¬ 
hood, that was established by ROpvij&y (d. 1849) of 

Ahmedabad.411 assume that this collection was later in¬ 
corporated into the Tap* Gacch collection. 

R. G. Bhandarkar’s description of the Agall Seri li¬ 
brary indicates well the way in which collections were 

often aggregates of smaller collections. Part of this col¬ 

lection had belonged to a layman. $3ntidas Devkarart. 
and had been catalogued in 1797. A second group had 

belonged to \he mendicant Gahgavijaygani. and been 

catalogued in 1695. A third collection, catalogued in 
1797, had belonged to the mendicant Panny3s Satyavi- 

jay. A fourth collection had belonged to SrtpOjya Jinen- 
drasQri.42 A fifth collection, also catalogued in 1797, 

had been left in £antid&$ Devkaran’s house by the yati 

Mohanvijay. A further collection, catalogued in 1805, 

had belonged to the layman (or possibly, though less 

likely, a yati) Dfpcand Hemcand. A seventh collection 

again catalogued in 1797. had belonged to an unknown 

Vijay yati. Lastly, there were three other collections be¬ 

longing to unknown laymen, one catalogued in 1780 
and one in 1804. 

One small collection, that from AduvasI Pa<Jo. of 

114 manuscripts, is an example of a collection under 

the control of a neighborhood sangh. The collection in 

Khctarvast P3do is a neighborhood collection that is 
still separated from the Hemacandra Bhandar. Bhan¬ 
darkar described jt as under the management of one 
Yati Ratanvijay, and said that the yati had moved many 

of the manuscripts to Ahmedabad, where he live’d. This 
is a collection of 76 old and rare palm-leaf manu¬ 

scripts, Current plans are to incorporate this collection 

into the Hemacandra BhantJSr, but at the moment it is 

frozen in Khetarvast due to a court investigation into 
eleven stolen manuscripts. 

Another collection that is separate from the Hema- 
candra BhandSr represents the control of a sangh that is 

both a neighborhood sangh and a mendicant-lineage 
affiliated sangh. This is the collection of 3,206 manu¬ 

scripts in Bhabha P3do, the one neighborhood tahuh in 

P5tan affiliated with the nearly defunct Vimal branch of 

(he Tap3 Gacch. Most of this collection was formerly in 

the nearby village of Kungher. from where it was trans¬ 

ferred to P2tan. The current condition of this collection 

Mi Dalai, op. cit., 36. 

41 G. BUhler. op. cit. (note 29). 4; and Ramkrishna Gopul 

Bhandarkar. op. cit. (note 27), l. 

4: A iripujya was the leader of an order of yati*. 
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indicates sonic ol the Irustrutions that can await those 

scholars who want to work with traditional manuscript 

collections. The only key to the bhand&r is in a bank 

' >ufe deposit box in Patan, which can only be opened 

when two trustees come from Bombay, where they re¬ 

side. This bhandar had not been opened for several 

decades until Muni Jambuvijay, through his personal 

mendicant charisma, convinced the trustees to come to 

Patan so he could inspect the manuscripts in the course 

of preparing the recently published comprehensive 

catalogue of the Patan Bhandars. This is reminiscent 

of a similar situation in the Jaisalmer described by 

S. R. Bhandarkar. who in 1905 inspected one bhandar 

•which had last been opened tor the inspection of Dr. 

Buhler more than thirty years ago and had remained 

locked up ever since."41 
A similar collection was that of Sanghvi Paijo, which 

also consisted largely of palm-leaf manuscripts. This 

collection was in the monastery of the Lotjhi Posaj 

branch of the Tapa Gacch. a lineage of vans, but was un¬ 

der the management of a lay family in the neighborhood. 
Dalai noted that the collection had been periodically 

catalogued and organized by the yatis, and then more 
recently by Pravanak Kantivijay. At the request of Muni 
Jambuvijav. it was given to the Hemacandra Bhandar in 
1976, and a new catalogue of the collection prepared by 
Muni Jambuvijay.44 This collection includes some 

twenty manuscripts of important Jain ‘canonical texts 

and commentaries, copied between the years 1381 and 

143? at the instructions (upadesa) ol two successive 

heads of the Tapa Gacch. Acarya Devasundarasuri 

(1340-1404) and his disciple Acarya Somasundarasuri 

11374- 1443).45 

Other collections represent those of individuals. The 

collection of Yati Himmatvijay consisted of 72 manu¬ 

scripts. mostly on architecture (siipa siistra), which he 

had collected for his own use. A large collection of 

1.285 manuscripts was formerly in the possession of a 

Jaisalmer Khartar Gacch yati. Acarya Vrddhicandrasuri. 

but was transferred to Patan at the request of Muni 

4’ S: R. Bhandarkar. op. oil.. 12. 

44 Mum Jambuvijay. (untitled! IPatan: Sri Heniaeandricarya 

Juin Jnan Mandir. n.d.). Copies of this catalogue are in the 

collections of noth the Library of Congress and the Center for 

Research Libraries. This information is also included in part 

IV. pp. 208-41. of the recent comprehensive catalogue (see 

note 31). 

Somasundarasuri is also famous for consecrating the im¬ 

ages of the famous Dharanacaturmukhavihara Jain temple Of 

Kunakpur in l440. 
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Punyavijay. Bhandarkar mentioned a similar small col- 

lection in the hands of another Patan yati, Rajvijay 

Dayavijay, which later was either removed from Papin 
or incorporated into another collection. Non-resident, 

non-yztr/ monks also developed personal collections, es¬ 

pecially reformist monks who in their constant travels 

urged lay followers to donate manuscripts in their per¬ 

sonal possession so they could be made available to the 

larger public. Examples of these were the collections of 

2,013 manuscripts collected by Pravartak Kantivijay, 66 

manuscripts collected by Acarya Vijay Mitjikyasilri 

(these were later kept under the control of the neighbor¬ 

hood sangh in Mahalaksmi Pado. and is described as the 

Mah3lak$mi Pado Bhandar by both Dalai and Desai), 

and 1,352 manuscripts collected by Acarya Vijay Val- 

labhsuri in the Panjab.46 
The relocation of two collections from Jaisalmer and 

the Panjab indicates the extent to which bhandars have 

been mobile over the centuries. Two other collections 

currently in P5tan also came from elsewhere. The 

Subhvlr collection of 2.511 manuscripts came from 
Ahmedabad at the request of Punyavijay, while another 

collection of 407 manuscripts was bought in Bhuj, 
Kacch. This collection consisted mostly of poetry and 

poetic theory in Braj, Rajasthani, and Gujarati, and had 
long been famous among those interested in learning the 

techniques of traditional poetry. This collection was in 

the monastery of the yatis of the Kusaj Sakha in Bhuj, 

who were also spiritual preceptors to the Maharao of 
Kacch in the seventeenth through nineteenth centuries. 

When Muni Punyavijay heard that the then-presiding 

yati was interested in selling this collection, he arranged 

for it to be bought and transferred to Patan.47 
Desai and Dalai mention a collection that went in the 

other direction—that of Yati Uvanyavijay. Desai says 

that it was transferred to Radhanpur, while Dalai says 

it was transferred to Palanpur and most likely burnt in 

a fire there.48 

46 A recent example of such a collection is the large library 

being organized in Kob4 (between Ahmedabad and Gandhina¬ 

gar) under the inspiration of Acarya PadmasigarsGri of the 

Tap5 Gacch. 

47 Buhler mentions this collection in his 1874-75 report 

(ibid.. 2-3), and says that it consisted of 614 manuscripts. For 

a discussion of the tradition of poetry among Kacch yarn, see 

Duleriy Kdrani. -’Kacchna Rajkavi Yatisri KanakkusaUi," 

in Sri Mahdvir Jain Vidydlay Suvurnmahotsuv Granth. cd. 

,N. Upadhyo el al. (Bombay: Sri MahSvir Jain Vidyilay. 

1968). part I. Gujarati section, 124-29. 

4* Desai, op. c«„ Dalai, op. cit.. 37. 

The final collection in Patan was that of the yatis of 

the POrnima Gacch. who still own a monastery in PS(an 

in phan^her Vltyo.4’ This collection consists of 701 pa¬ 

per manuscripts of fairly recent date, and of no great 

scholarly importance. But it was the source of great 

curiosity in the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen¬ 

turies, in large part because it was inaccessible to 

scholars. Popular tradition had it that the bhand&r of the 
great Hemacandra was still extant in Patan, but none of 

the collections investigated had manuscripts from that 

time. Tod thought that (his was the collection to which 

his yati assistant gained entrance, although as men¬ 

tioned above this was actually the Khartar Bhandar 

attached to the V5<JI PSrivanath temple. Buhler was 

under the same mistaken impression later in the century’ 

in 1874, when he said that the “SripOj of the Kharat- 

aragachha... together with the Panch [pahc&yat] is the 

keeper of Hemachandra’s Bhandar.**10 In fact, the person 

to whom BUhlcr referred was not of the Khartar Gacch, 

but the yati of the POrnima Gacch, SvarOpcand. This is 

clear from the description of Ramkrishna Gopal Bhan-. 

darkar, who came to PStan less than a decade later, in 

1883. Bhandarkar said, “Svarupachandra Yati, who had 

charge of the Bhiod^ said to have originally belonged 
to Hemachandra ... was as immoveable as he was in 

1874-73, when Dr, BUhler wished him to show his 
manuscripts to him.”51 Peter Peterson reported a similar 

failure another decade later, in 1893,52 This misconcep¬ 

tion was cleared up only by C. D. Dalai, who firstly was 

clear that the collection in question belonged to the 

PGrnima Gacch, not the Khartar Gacch, and secondly 

showed that Hemacandra had belonged to yet a third 
gacch, the PQrnatalla Gacch. Dalai further reported that 

following Svarupcand’s death there was a lawsuit be- ’ 
tween his successor and the sangh concerning the own¬ 

ership of the monastery and the manuscript collection, ‘ 

and as of 1915 the location of the collection was un¬ 

known, as it had been hidden by the yati,*3 This situa¬ 

tion was also reported by Desai, writing in 1916, who 

added that many of the manuscripts had been sold to a 

M l have discussed this monastery and its yads in my disser¬ 

tation (see note 2, above). 102. 

30 G. BUhlcr, ibid.. 6. 

51 Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar. Report on the Search for 

Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Bombay Presidency during the 

Year 188J-84 (Bombay: Government Central Prexs. 1887), 2. 

52 Peter Peterson. A Fourth Report of Operations in Search 

of Sanskrit Mss. in the Bombay Circle. April 1886-March 

1892 (Bombay: Society’s Library. Town Hall; London: Regan 

Paul. Trench. TrObner & Co., 1894). 2. 

55 Dalai, iv- ciU 38. 

British agent in Ahmedabad. Eventually, however, alter 

the courts found in favor of the yati—that he was the le¬ 

gal owner of the manuscripts—he gave the manuscripts 
to the Hemacandra Bhandsr. 

Donald Johnsun has succinctly described the process 

by which the Jain manuscript collections came to the at¬ 

tention of Western scholars. The subsequent investiga¬ 

tion of these collections has resulted in the publication 

of many hundreds of critical and semi-critical editions 

of texts, both by limited circulation Jain-funded text se¬ 

ries. and more visible series such as the Bombay San¬ 

skrit and Prakrit Series. Gaekwad’s Oriental Series and 

the L. D. Series. The texts have significantly augmented 

our understanding of the social, royal, intellectual, and 

artistic history of western India. Since the Jains have 

been quite catholic in their attitudes towards the collec¬ 

tion and retention of texts, the bhandar collections have 

also included valuable Brdhmanical and Buddhist ,texts 
that would otherwise have been lost to posterity.54 Most 
of what we know about western Indian painting comes 

from the study of the many illustrated manuscripts in 

the bhand&n. In addition, over the centuries the 

bhanjdrs have become the repositories for other works 
of art, such as illustrated scrolls, paintings on cloth, 

painted or embroidered book covers, painted wooden 

manuscript boxes, devotional images in stone, metal, 
and crystal, and other sculptures.55 

Many of the Jain collections have been catalogued 

and the catalogues published, bat in the case of Patan the 

cataloguing history has been a checkered one. The first 

extensive catalogue was prepared by C. D. Dalai of the 

Baroda Oriental Institute, who worked in Patan in 1915. 

Ke died, however, before publishing his catalogue. His 

descriptive catalogue ot the palm-leaf manuscripts was 

finally edited by Pandit L. B. Gandhi of the Oriental 

54 Many of the manuscripts for Brahmanical texts published 

in the aforementioned series came from Jain bharujdn. For 

examples of Buddhist materials preserved in the Jain bhan- 

d&rs, sec Raniero Gnoli, ed.t The Pramdnavurnikum of Dhar• 

makirti: The First Chapter with the Autocommentary, Serie 

Oriemale Ronu. 23 (Rome: Istituto Italiano per il Medio ed 

Estremo Oriente, I960), which was edited from a 16th-century 

v.s. paper manuscript in the Bhabfci Pado bhandar; and Pad- 

manabh S. Jaini, “Vasudhira-Uharani: A Buddhist Work in 

Use Among the Jainas of Gujarat.’* in Sri Mahiivir Join Vid- 

ydlay Suvurnmahotsue Grahth. part 1. English section. 30-45. 

55 For an example of the range of artistic treasures to he 

foimd in bhanddn, see Umakam P. Shah. cd.. Treasures of 

Jaina Bhanddrs. L. D. Series 69 (Ahmedabad: L. D. Institute 

of Indology. 1978). the catalogue of a 1975 exhibition in 

Ahmedabad. 
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Insiiiuic. and published in ihe Gaekwad's Oriental Se¬ 

ries in 193" us A Descriptive Catalogue of Manuscripts 

m the Jatn Rhandars of Pattan. vol. I. The second vol¬ 

ume nl this catalogue was to have covered the many 

more paper manuscripts, but was never putlished. 

Muni Punyavijay worked for many years, from 1928 

through 1943. organizing and preparing a catalogue for 

the Patan collection. Volume one of his catalogue, 

which covers the paper manuscripts from 13 of the 
collections, was published by the Hemacandra Jfi2n 

Mandir m 1972 as Catalogue of Manuscripts in Shri 

Hemachanilracharya Jain Jnanamandira. Patan, pi. I: 

Paper Manuscripts. It is distributed through the L. D. 

institute of Indologv in Abmedabad. but few people 

know this, since it was never included in the lists of 

L. D. publications. Typesetting of the second volume, 

which was to have covered the remaining three bhan- 
Jars, as well as transcription of all of the many manu-' 

script colophons, was begun by the staff of the L. D. 

Institute but never finished, due to a dispute between the 

institutions. In the meantime, Muni Jambuvijay pre¬ 

pared a small catalogue of the palm-leaf manuscripts 

from the Sahghvi Pado bhanddr that was given to the 
Hemacandra Bhanddr in 1976; this untitled catalogue is 

available only through the Bhandar in Patan. In the late 

• 9$0s and early 1990s Muni JambOvijay worked to re¬ 
organize the Patan bhanddrs. He re-edited the 1972 
catalogue as well as the unpublished volume 2 (except 

tor the colophons), to which were added Punyavijay’s 

catalogue of the manuscripts in the Bhabhd PSdo bhan- 

Jar. Jambuvijay's list of 268 paper manuscripts given to 

the bhanddr subsequent to Punyavijay's list, an alpha¬ 

betical index of all 20,035 paper manuscripts, and Jam- 

buvijay’s catalogue (complete with alphabetical index) 

of all the palm-leaf manuscripts. This was recently pub¬ 

lished in three volumes by the Snaradben Chimanbhai 

Educational Research Centre in Ahmedabad as Cata¬ 

logue of the Manuscripts of P8tana Jain Bhartddra.*6 

We have seen that the ownership of Jain manuscript 

patterns formerly followed many different patterns. 

Some collections were managed by the lay congrega¬ 

tions. at the city wide level bv the Nagars'eth and the 

Pahcayat. and at the neighborhood level by the leaders 

of the local congregation. In one such case, that of 

Sanghvi Pado. a local collection was entrusted to the 

hereditary management of one family. Other collections 

The Patan bhanddr also contains the extensive personal 

library of printed reference works collected and used by Muni 

Punv.-ivifjv. This invaluable relerencc library is also uncata* 

Incucd. and !yini» in boxes on the second lloor ol the bhandar. 

were the personal property of resident yafts, but with 

the withdrawal of lay support for the institution of the 

yati, and the resultant extinction of yati lineages, these 

collections also came under the control of congrega¬ 

tions. Still other collections were the personal property 

of laymen. In some cases these were then given to a 

congregation upon the layman's death by his survivors, 

much as many American museum collections have been 

built up as descendants donate the collections of de¬ 

parted parents, aunts, and uncles. In other cases these 
private collections were turned over to public manage¬ 

ment at the urging of charismatic mendicants. We have 

also seen the mobility of these collections, with collec¬ 

tions from Ahmedabad, Jaisalmer, Kacch, and Panjab 

being brought to P5tan, collections moving from loca¬ 

tion to location within Patan, and other collections pre¬ 

sumably being taken from Patan to other cities. A study 

of the colophons of the manuscripts further confirms 

the mobility of texts, as many of the texts currently in 

Patan were originally copied in towns and villages 

throughout western India, and texts copied in P&faQ are 

found in all the other major Jain manuscript collections. 

The history of these collections further reveals a dra¬ 
matic change that has occurred in the last one hundred 

years, as Western notions of public libraries and re¬ 
search institutions have come to domihahee in India. 

Nowadays the vast majority of the handwritten manu¬ 
scripts are found either in bharuf&rt* such as the He¬ 
macandra Jftin BhandJir in PStan, which is managed by 
a registered public trust, or else in research institutions 

(themselves frequently affiliated with universities) such 

as the L, D. Institute of Indology in Ahmedabad. which 

is affiliated with Gujarat University. 
I; is ironic that at the same time as access to these 

manuscripts on the part of scholars has become easier, 

the need for the manuscripts in the Jain community 

itself has drastically decreased, with the advent of 

published editions of texts. These two factors may be 

related, as manuscripts have moved from being an es¬ 

sential part of the tradition, and therefore governed by 

active ritual, educational, and purity concerns, to being 

a marginal part of the tradition, relegated to the anti¬ 

quarian interests of the equally marginal scholarly 

community. These published editions, of course, are 

themselves dependent upon the manuscripts. A visit to 

any Jain library indicates how marginal the manu¬ 

scripts are to the ongoing Jain identity. Their condition 

is not unlike the condition of Western archives as de¬ 

scribed by Claude L£vi-Strauss in La Pensee sauvage: 

“we might say of archives that they are after all only 

pieces of paper. They need only all have been pub¬ 

lished, for our knowledge and condition to be totally 

unaffected were a cataclysm to destroy the origi¬ 
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nals,"57 Livi-Strauss goes on, however, to indicate that 

while such a loss might be negligible at one intellectual 

level, at another it would be profound: “We should ... 

feel this loss as an irreparable injury that strikes to the 

core of our being.” Livi-Strauss observes that archives, 

or in this case hand-written Jain manuscripts, provide 

our sense of the past with its “diachronic flavour” by 

putting us “in contact with pure historicity." One can 

more easily read a critical edition of a medieval text in 

a research library in Cambridge or Chicago, but the text 
in this form loses some of the numinous charge felt by 

the reader when reading a manuscript painstakingly 

copied by hand several centuries earlier. 

Jains insist that a book, any book, should be treated 

with respect. Once a year, therefore, on the fifth day 

after the New Year, known as “Knowledge Fifth" (JMn 

Paflcaml), Jains go to the libraries and bhanddrsxo wor¬ 
ship both the knowledge contained in the manuscripts 

and the physical manuscripts themselves. Both modem 
printed books and older hand-written manuscripts are 

arranged in tiers on tables. Laity stand before the books 

with hands joined in a gesture of veneration, and sing 

vernacular hymns to Knowledge. Offerings of the sa¬ 

cred. charged sandalwood powder known as v&skep (as 

well as money) are made onto metal trays on the tables, 
and then, in an act sure to run shivers up the spine of 
any library archivist, the powder is sprinkled over the 

books and manuscripts themselves.51 
The very books and manuscripts as physical objects 

are to be treated with respect and veneration, and disre¬ 

spect is considered as an aidtnd. or moral fault Once 

in P5(an 1 was attending a complex temple ritual (mu- 
hdp&jd), to which I had brought along my own copy of 

the ritual manual in order better to follow the proceed¬ 

ings. When I placed the manual on the floor of the tem¬ 

ple in order to take some photographs, a Jain woman 

became agitated and picked up the book. I said that 

there was no need for her to hold the book, but she re¬ 

plied that it must not be placed on the floor, for. as she 

put it in English. “It is a book. It is holy." What l had 

treated rather cavalierly as a collection of pieces of 

printed paper was to her an inherently charged' and 
sacred object. 

This sense of numinous power is accentuated when 

one realizes, after a day of working with manuscripts, 

that one's hands are covered with a fine, red layer of poi¬ 

sonous arsenic powder, reminding one of the observa- 

57 Claude L£vi-Strau$s. The Savage Mind l no translator in¬ 

dicated! (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press. t%6). 241-42. 

5* For more on the performance of Jiian Paftcami. see Cort. 

Liberation and Wellbeing (note 2). 198-203. 

tions of Rudolf Otto and Mircea Eliade that anything 

which is holy is also considered to be dangerous.59 And 

this perhaps epitomizes the condition of the manuscript 

collections, or. as ! prefer to translate jddn bhanddr, the 

“knowledge warehouses." in contemporary Jain society. 

The Jains are and have been profoundly ambivalent in 

their attitude towards manuscripts and the powerful, 

salvific knowledge {jiian) contained therein. This knowl¬ 

edge is something to be preserved in libraries and wor¬ 

shipped in the abstract in rituals, but not necessarily 

something with which they expect people to have fre¬ 

quent contact. Manuscripts not only contain jhdn, they 

also contain vidyd, a multivalent term that covers both 

the Western categories of science and magic—in other 

words, powerful and. efficacious knowledge.60 This holy 

power contained in the physical presence of the manu¬ 

scripts accounts for the many references over the past 

century to the inaccessibility of Jain libraries. The manu¬ 

scripts lie, in Peter Peterson’s words, “undisturbed in 
their coffin-like boxes." or, in Kalyanji Padamji Shah’s 

words, “confined in dark and stinking cellars to the care 

of heaps of dust and corroding insects.*’*1 I cannot help 

but be reminded of the scene at the end of the movie 

Raiders of the Lost Ark, in which the long-lost Ark of the 

Covenant is carefully nailed inside a box and wheeled 
into a vast, endless warehouse from which it will never 
return. The Jain manuscripts are revered, they are holy, 

and they are protected; but they are also to a significant 
extent locked away and ignored, for they are dangerous 
and taboo. 

59 Rudolf Otto, The Idea of the Holy, tr. Johb W. Harvey 

(London: Oxford University Press. 1950): Mircea Eliade, The 

Sacred and the Profane, tr. Willard Trask (New York: Harcoun, 

Brace & World. 1959). 

60 The connection between manuscripts and power some¬ 

times expresses itself mow directly, D. D. Kosambi relates his 

frustration in seeking manuscripts for the preparation of his 

critical edition of Bharqfiari’s iatakatraya. as in some cases 

owners refused to let him inspect manuscripts for fear that this 

would result in a diminution of the owner’s temporal powers: 

“In one case, this was due to the fear of losing alchemical for¬ 

mulae which might have been hidden away in the mass of scrap 

paper by some ancestor: in several other cases, it was due to 

the fear of titles to property being proved defective by exami¬ 

nation of the old bundles.** O. D. Kosambi. SatakatraydJi- 

Subhtisimsangraha of Bhartrhari. Singhi Jain Series 23 

(Bombay: Singhi Jains Sdstra SiksJpitha and Bharatiya 

Yidyi Bhavana. 1948). 10. 

61 Similarly Kosambi (loc. cit.) refers to manuscripts “being 

hidden away in private collections, fthat] will be destroyed 

unused by the action of time. air. rain, mice, white ants and all 

other vermin except scholars." 
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TRADE-BUDDHISM: MARITIME TRADE, IMMIGRATION, 
AND THE BUDDHIST LANDFALL IN EARLY JAPAN 

Charles Holcombe 

University of Northern Iowa 

The conventional image of a state-driven Japanese conversion to Buddhism, from the top down, 

amidst a static Confucian empire inhabited by inert subsistence-level peasant villagers, obscures the 

extent to which Japan, prior to circa 700, was an immigrant society with pronounced maritime ori¬ 

entations. These oceanic interests connected Japan with the wider, still loo little understood, world of 

trade and immigration that was actively bridging the distances between continental East Asia, the South 

Seas, and India. International trade spread both tangible and intangible commodities, including ideas, 

and served as the vehicle for the propagation of Buddhism. Japan, while occupying the far northeastern 

fringe of this old-world trading community, was swept up in the general Buddhist transformation. 

The emerging Japanese state, through the eighth 

century, was commercially underdeveloped even for its 

era. It was founded, moreover, upon an imported Chinese 

Imperial-Confucian vision of society, consisting largely 
of self-sufficient agricultural villages, coordinated and 

presided over by a small, ritual-bound, central.goveming 

elite.' Some scholars question, moreover, whether the 
Japanese economy was sufficiently developed even to 

support this simple agrarian imperial model.2 Yet Bud¬ 

dhism came to Japanese shores at this time, propelled by 
vast, if not always very strong, economic currents that 

were flowing across maritime and continental Eurasia in 

the early centuries of the Christian era. from the Mediter¬ 

ranean world to India and China, and finally even brush¬ 

ing against Japan—for which the surviving evidence of 

Persian and other Western motifs on Japanese art objects 

from inis period offers silent testimony.* 

Brief research tn Tokyo and Shanghai was supported by a 

University of Northern Iowa 1996 summer fellowship, for which 

the author expresses his gratitude. 

: Wang Jiniii'. E 'ir. 'f. Ncira hunku to To bunka (Nara Culture 

and Tung Culture i I Tokyo: Rokko shuppan kabushiki kaisha. 

t NS81. 300. On the Confuoian-Legalist synthesis in early Japan, 

Nee Charles Holcombe. "Ritsuryd Confucianism." Harvard Jour 

md of Asiatic Studies 37.2 (1997). 

* William Wayne Farris. Population, Disease, and Land in 

Euriy Japan. 645-900 (Cambridge. Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press. 

1985). U2-44. 

' Shi Jiaming :a "Riben gudai guojia de fa/han" (The 

Development of me Ancient Japanese State). Zlumgguoyu Riben 

14! 11972): 40; Hugo Munstcrbcrg. The Arts of Japan: An Illus¬ 

trated History i Rutland. Vt.: Charles E. Tuttle, 1957). 53. 

These larger commercial waves may have only just 

barely reached Japan at this time, but they exerted a de¬ 

cisive impact nonetheless. Their relative neglect in con¬ 

ventional histories of the period is attributable in part 
to their undeniably small scale, but also to the limited 

range of acceptable elite interests in traditional East 
Asian civilization. The world of merchants and tradesmen 

passed largely beneath the recorded notice of bureaucrats 
and literati, whose complacent view of the lives of com¬ 

moners was confined largely to docile (or, sometimes, re¬ 

bellious) peasant villagers. While this unitary Confucian 

high culture is itself a thing of no little beauty, there are 

too many unaccounted for strangers passing furtively 

between the lines of the official histories. Here, 1 wish to 

explore the degree to which the Buddhist transmission to 

Japan, and East Asia more generally, occurred beyond 

official notice or record, and was entangled with private 

and sometimes even illegal international commercial 

activity and population movements. 

THE COMMERCIAL VECTORS OF EARLY BUDDHISM 

Buddhism traveled to East Asia along established 

trade routes, and swelled the pre-existing volume of trade 

by itself creating new religious incentives for travel, and 
a demand for imported religious articles. Buddhism legit¬ 
imated private commercial wealth as a vehicle for serving 
sacred needs through generous donations, and Buddhism 
lubricated foreign exchange by overcoming narrow local 

prejudice with a radically more cosmopolitan, interna¬ 

tional, perspective. The developing cult of Avalokite$vara 

(Ch., Guanyin; J.. Kannon) as the patron bodhisattva of 

mariners also gave the faithful courage to confront the 
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inevitable perils of distant voyages.4 Buddhism was thus 

in many ways conducive to the growth of trade—and 

trade to the spread of Buddhism. * 
In China Buddhism stimulated the practice of making 

pilgrimages—especially to Maftjusris reputed abode in 

the Wutai So LU mountains—which in turn promoted 

the circulation of goods and ideas.* In 636, for example, 

the Sillan (Korean) monk Chajang &M had an (alleged) 

encounter with Mafijuiri on Ml. Wutai. who bestowed 

upon Chajang a relic, valuable robe, and alms-bowl and 

recommended an equivalent pilgrimage site in Korea 

where ‘'ten-thousand Maftjusris constantly dwell."4 The 

south Indian brahmin Bodhisena was drawn to 

make the voyage to Tang China by the lure of Mt. Wutai. 

but being informed upon arrival that Maftju&i had been 

reborn in Japan, departed for Japan to 736.7 Discounting 

the miraculous elements of these tales, it is clear that Bud¬ 

dhist faith occasionally acted as a spur to wide-ranging 

travel. 
Religious practice also demanded certain ritual com¬ 

modities that could only be obtained from (or through) 

India.1 Along the ancient central-Asian Silk Roads, 

"among the Indian export items Buddhist paraphernalia 
... probably dominated in terms of value."4 In the South 

Seas the spread of Buddhism created a demand for "holy 

things" in the fifth and sixth centuries—incense, icons, 
and other religious materials—which exceeded the ear¬ 

lier secular traffic in elite luxury goods.10 In China Bud- 

4 Himanshu P, Ray, The Winds of Change: Buddhism and the 

Maritime Links of Early South Asia (Delhi: Oxford Univ. Press, 

1994), 8, 153-54. 

5 Tonami Mamoru and Takeda Yukio Zui- 

Td teikoku to kodai Chdsen (The Sui-Tang Empire and Ancient 

Korea), Sekai no re his hi 6 (Tokyo: Chuokoron-sha. 1997), 232. 

6 Samguk yusa (Memorabilia from the Three 

(Korean) Kingdoms), by Iryfin, Da Zangjing (photo-reprint of 

Taishd Tripitaka) (1280; Taibei: Zhonghua fojiao wenhuaguan, 

1957), 3; T.49.998, 1005. 

7 GcnkA shakusho 7C?flliff (History of Buddhism [Com¬ 

piled During] the Genkfi Era). Shintei zbho kokushi taikei, 31 

(ca. 1322; Tokyo: Yoshikawa kobunkan, 1930), 15.224. 

* Liu Xinru, Ancient India and Ancient China: Trade and Re¬ 

ligious Exchanges AD l-600 (Delhi: Oxford Univ. Press, 1988). 

100-101, 176. 

9 Maximilian Klimburg, "The Setting: The Western Trans- 

Himalayan Crossroads," in The Silk Route and the Diamond Path: 

Esoteric Buddhist Art on the Trans-Himalayan Trade Routes. ed. 

Deborah E. Klimburg-Salter (Los Angeles: UCLA An Council. 

1982). 32. 

10 Wang Gungwu, "The Nanhai Trade: A Study of the Early 

History of Chinese Trade in the South China Sea," Journal of 
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dhism stimulated private production and distribution of 

copies of the scriptures and sacred images, and encour¬ 

aged the early development of print technology—a pop¬ 

ular commercial market for printed religious texts and 

calendars having developed during the Tang dynasty 

unnoticed by officialdom, except in passing criticism." 

Although the following sequence of transactions con¬ 

cern official embassies—almost the only kind of inter¬ 

national exchange that traditional East Asian historians 

deigned to record—rather than private trade, it nonetheless 

demonstrates how Buddhism could facilitate commodity 

exchanges linking Southeast Asia, through China, to Ja¬ 

pan. In 503 King Kauntjinya Jayavarman •$§&)!( 40 

& of Funan fcfcpft (in what is now Cambodia and south¬ 

ern Vietnam! offered a coral Buddha in tribute to the 

Southern-dynasty Liang emperor of China.12 In 539 

Liang sent a monk to Funan to receive a hair of the Bud¬ 

dha; in 540 Funan requested Buddhist images and texts 

from Liang; in 541 Paekche (Korea) requested Buddhist 

texts from Liang.,Jin 542, then, Paekche sent offerings of 

Funan goods, and two slaves, to Japan." The gift of 

Funan goods was followed three years later by a Paekche 

present of southern Chinese goods to the Japanese out¬ 
post in Korea, coinciding with a royal Paekche Buddhist 

invocation calling for the spiritual release of all things 

living under heaven,13 
Buddhism prospered in China ‘because it offered the 

Chinese unlimited means of turning material wealth into 
spiritual felicity": even the rich—especially the rich— 

could earn salvation through generous sharing of their 

the Malayan Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 3L2 t1958): 

53-55. 113. 
11 Thomas Francis Carter, 77te Invention of Printing in China 

and its Spread Westward, revised by L. Carrington Goodrich 

(1925: New York; The Ronald Press. 1955). 26-28. 38-41.59- 

62; Paul Pelliot, CEuvres nosthumes. IV: Les debuts de Tirnprim- 

trie en chine (Paris: Imprimerie nationale. 1953). 33-34, 37- 

41, 50; Hu Shi $8. **Lun chu-Tang sheng-Tang hai meiyou 

diaoban shu" (On the Continued Nonexistence of Block*Printed 
Books in Early and High Tang), Zhongguo tushu shi ziiiuo ji. ed. 

Liu Jiabi (Hong Kong: Longmen shudian. 1974), 432: Cefu 

yuangui 38Jff7cfc (The Great Tortoise of Archives) (ca. 1012; 

Taibei: Zhonghua shujti. 1981). 160.1932. 
13 Liang shu (Dynastic History of the Liang), by Yao Lil¬ 

ian (557-6(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju. 1973), 54.789-90. 
13 Fozu tongji y&rflMitii (Complete Records of the Buddha 

and. Patriarchs), by Zhipan, Da Zangjing (1269), 37; T.49.J51. 

14 Nihon shoki (Chronicles of Japan). Shintei ;<5ho 

kokushi taikei (fukyuban) (720; Tokyo: Yoshikawa kobunkan, 

1993), 19.59. 

15 Nihon shoki, 19.71. 
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wealth with the Sangha.1* The popularity in fourth and 
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:mh century China of the Vimalakirti figure, a comfortably 

wealthy layman who was nonetheless spiritually unas¬ 

sailable. undoubtedly reflects the aspirations of many in 

his audience/' 

The Sangha was therefore liberally endowed by pious 

:U\men. many of whom were no doubt landowners or 

officials. hut at least some of whom were merchants. 

South Sea traders all served with honor,** for example, 

i certain central Indian monk (Gunavrddhi Jjli Bit >!£. 

d. 502) w hu arrived in the Southern-dynasty Chinese cap¬ 

ital i modern Nanjing) circa -179. '‘and made offerings as 

thev came .md went" so that he became selflessly rich in 

:he serv;ce of the Buddha. " 

The hnanc al resources of the Buddhist Sangha became 

>o great that, in the fifth century, Wang Sengda 5Ef9i$ 

i a:j-5.Si could use his official position to extort “several 

million" in cash from one monk.1’In China the Sangha 

turned some of its vast resources to novel commercial 

purposes, lending out grain for a profit and experimenting 

with pawnbroking already in the fifth and sixth centuries.10 

D. D. Kosambi speculates that in India monasteries pro¬ 

visioned caravans and lent essential capital to merchants in 

the early centuries of the Buddhist era. although other 

•icholars express skepticism that Indian Buddhists would 

have participated so directly in commercial activity.^ It 

* Michel Strickmann. "India m (he Chinese Looking Class.” 

in Thf Silk Route and the Diamond Path. 59. 

" Richard Mather. "Vimalakirti and Gentry Buddhism." His¬ 

tory of.Religions 8. f 11963): 63. 

15 Chu Sanzang jiji &.^(Collected Records from the 

Tripitaka). by Seng You (435-513) (Beijing; Zhonghua shuju, 

too?), ii.551 

111 Song shu tDynastic History of the iLiu-lSong). By 

Shen Vue U41-513) (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1974). 75.1954. 

On the economic history of the Church in China, see Jacques 

Gernei. Buddhism in Chinese Society: An Economic History 

;mm the Fifth to the Tenth Centuries tr. Franciscus Verellen 

New York; Columbia L'niv. Press. 1995). 

MVj .;•/< ijd.if 'Dynastic History of the [Northern) Wei), by 

\v,-, vinju . * Bciiing: Zhonghua shuju, 1974). 114.3041; 

; eit-sheric Yang, “Buddhist Monasteries and Four Money-Rais- 

,n« ;n>titutions in Chinese History” in Yang, Studies in Chinese 

institutional History -Cambridge. Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 

ion)i*)X-;02: Qu Xiaoqiang 8ai ma dong ’ai:fojiao 

donitchtiitn jiemi (The White Horse Comes East: Uncovering the 

Secret of Buddhism's Eastward Dissemination) (Chengdu; Si- 

;huun renminchubanshc. 1995). 92-93. 

D D. Kosambi. The Culture and Civilization of Ancient In- 

M,i :n Historical Outline (London: Routledgc and Kcgan Pau'. 

'/>65). 132-37. Ray. 149. writes that Kosambi** interpretation 

“has t'mind general accept a ncc.“ 

remains plausible, however, that the early Sangha did fill 

something of the role performed by the modem secular 

commercial infrastructure, facilitating financial services 

and long-distance communication,23 
Contact between peoples belonging to different cul¬ 

tures can generate ethnic friction, and even open hostil¬ 

ity.Buddhisms universalistic ethos helped to smooth 

over such parochial suspicions.24 In East Asia Buddhist 

monks themselves initially presented a truly outlandish 
spectacle, with their uncovered right shoulders, saffron 

robes, shorn heads, and bare feet.25 Individual Chinese, 

tike the hermit Gu Huan (420-83) and Emperor Wu 

of the Nonhem Zhou (r. 561-78), did object to these and 

other alien practices, but the Buddhist reply was that “in 

the extremity of the Dao there is no ... near or far,” and 

that all such differences are simultaneously both relative 

and irrelevant: at one level the Chinese empire itself had 

incorporated a number of what had once been foreign 

states and cultures, while at another level China and In¬ 

dia were similarly just sub-regions in the vast realm of 
the great Buddhist Jambu Cakravartin king.2* As the 

Chan (Zen) patriarch Huineng H6& (638-713) is al¬ 

leged to have quipped: ‘‘For people there are north and 
south. For the Buddha-nature, how could there be?**11 

In Japan, the quarrel over whether or not to accept 

Buddhism, as it is presented in the surviving written 
sources at least, was couched in terms of the same oppo¬ 
sition between native parochial interests and internation¬ 

alism, with the latter eventually winning, less for noble 

philosophical reasons than simple pragmatism: “All the 

22 LiuXinru. 120-23, 175. 
23 See Samuel P. Huntington, The Clash of Civilizations and 

the Remaking of World Order (New York: Simon and Schuster, 

1996), 67-68. 
v Jerry H. Bentley, Old World Encounters: Cross*Cultural 

Contacts and Exchanges in Pre-Modem Times (New York: Ox¬ 

ford Univ. Press. 1993). 83-84. On Buddhist universalism. see 

Tsukamo'.o ZenryG, A History of Early Chinese Buddhism: From 

its Introduction to the Death of Hui-yilan. tr. Leon Hurvitz 

(1979; Tokyo: Kodansha. 1985), 15. 
25 Michihata Rydsho IfilWAft. ChAgoku bukkyd shakai- 

keizai shi no kenkyU (Studies in the Socio-Economic History of 

Chinese Buddhism) (Kyoto: Heirakuji shoten. 1983), 291-92, 

306-8. 
26 Non shi (History of the Southern Dynasties) by U 

Yanshou <Ca. 629: Beijing: Zhonghua shuju. 1975). 75.1875- 

77; Hong ming ji V*Q% & (Collection Expanding Illumination), 

by Seng You (435-518) (Tfcibei: Zhonghua shuju. 1983), 7.1b- 

2a. 5b-6a; Cuang hong mingji (Extended Collection 

Expanding Illumination), by Daoxuan (596-66T) (Taibei: Zhong¬ 

hua shuju, 1966). I0.2a/b; Fozu tongji, 38: T.49.358. 

27 Fozu tongji. 39; T.49.368. 

stales of the Western foreigners worship it—how could 

Japan alone turn its back?”2* There is. of course, good 

reason for handling all such early Japanese accounts with 

caution. They are the purposeful literary creations of 

later generations, not pristine archival records. Still, the 

famous tale of Buddhist internationalism triumphing over 

nativist exclusion rn Japan may reflect some faint echoes 
of the true story. 

The Buddhist spirit minimized regional differences. 

Prince Nagaya K V of Japan (684-729) reportedly or¬ 

dered a thousand monks* robes to be embroidered with the 

following passage: “The mountains and streams of differ¬ 

ent lands share (he wind and the moon of the same heaven. 

It is up to all the children of Buddha to bind their destinies 

together."'0 When Saich6 (767-822) re-embarked 

for Japan in 805. following his brief initiation into Tiantai 

(Tendai) Buddhism in Tang China, the Chinese governor 

of Taizhou a M observed that, while “in appearance the 

priest Saichd is from a foreign land, his nature truly 

springs from the same origin.**21 Much as Christianity in 
Europe at about this same time fostered a sense of shared 

Latin civilization amid the cloisters of what were some¬ 

times truly multi-ethnic monasteries, Buddhism in East 

Asia carried an international flavor.” When the Chinese 

monk Ganjin S & (687-763) set sail on his sixth and final 
attempt to introduce the proper Vinaya to Japan in 753, 
in addition to his Chinese party he brought with him in his 

entourage a Malay, a Cham, and another person vaguely 
described as Hu #! (northwestern foreigner).” 

28 Nihon shoki. 19.76-78. For a discussion of this controversy, 
see Joseph M. Kitagawa. “The Shadow of the Sun: A Glimpse of 

the Fujiwara and the Imperial Families in Japan" in On Under¬ 

standing Japanese Religion (1982: Princeton: Princeton Univ. 
Press. 1987), 102-4. 

29 lenaga Saburd SR&HfSL ed., Nihon Bukkvdshi: Kodai hen 

(History of Japanese Buddhism: Antiquity) (Tokyo: Hdzdkan, 
1967), 52. 

30 "T6 dai oshd tdseiden** ft!£AESift (Record of the 

Great Tang Priest's Eastward Expedition), by <3mi no Mifune 

(722 -85), Nura ibun (Tokyo: TdkyOdd shuppan. 1967), 896. 
31 “Dengyd daishi shdrai mokuroku” ^[J 

(Catalog of l Books 1 Brought by Saichd). Dengyd daishi zensH. 

4 (805; Tokyo: Sekai sctien kankd kyokai. 1989). 368. 

32 See the description, of “Insular art" in the seventh-century 

British Isles, in Bernard Wailes and Amy L Zoll. “Civilization. 
Barbarism, and Nationalism in European Archaeology." in Na¬ 

tionalism. politics. and the practice of archaeology, ed. Philip L. 

Kohl and Clare Fawcett (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press. 

1995), 31-33. 

35 Yang Zengwen flitJ X. Rihen fojiaoshi (A History of Jap¬ 

anese Buddhism) (Hangzhou: Zhejiang rerunin chubanshc, 1995), 

80. For Ganjin. see Cenlui shakusho, 1.31-32. 

THE ADVERSARIAL state, wandering merchants 

AND VAGABOND MONKS 

It is known that by the Tang dynasty a significant vol¬ 
ume of shipping was arriving in China from the South 

Seas. When Ganjin passed through the southern port of 

Guangzhou (Canton) on his circuitous route to Japan in 

the mid-eighth century, he found "unknown numbers of 
Indian. Persian. South Sea and other boats, laden with 

incense, drugs and precious things piled up like moun- 

tains.*' and he reported that “an extremely great variety" 

of foreigners “come and go and reside there."’4 

Chinese sources normally only record the arrival of 

official tribute-bearing embassies, and do not mention 

private vessels at all In the absence of other data, the fre¬ 

quency of embassies is sometimes taken as an indication 

of the volumfc of maritime activity in general. Sometimes 

it is even assumed that the recorded tribute-embassies 
were the only foreign contacts that took place whatsoever. 

Prior to the fifth century there were few tribute missions, 

although their number swelled to a crescendo in the fifth 
and sixth centuries.55 In fact, however, there is consider¬ 

able reason to doubt the reliability of official embassies 
as any index for the volume of trade and a good likelihood 
that these statistics conceal a great deal of unrecorded 
private shipping.34 

Official ideology in imperial China favored agriculture 
over trade, sometimes even advocating “restraining com¬ 
merce with the law" to encourage farming instead.37 

“Craftsmen and merchant families eating off of jade [uten- 

sils| and clothed in brocade, (while] farmers eat coarse 

grains** was viewed as an unacceptable reversal of the 

proper social order, which put fanning above all other 
non-govemmental occupations.3* Even when not actively 

hostile to trade, members of the elite were at least dis¬ 

missive of it. and legal restrictions, such as the Tang ban 

of 667 on artisans and merchants riding horses, were not 

uncommon in an early imperial China famous for its 

w “TO dai ovhft tdseiden." 902. 

35 Tong dian 3S& (Comprehensive Canons), by Du You 

(735-812)(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju. 1984). 188.1007; Nanshi. 

78.1947; Liang shu, 54.783. 

36 See Liu Shu fen SjjlX#. “Liuchao nanhai maoyi Je 

kaizhan" (The Development of South Sea Trade in the Six 

Dynasties). Liuchao de chengsht yu shehui (Taibei: Xuesheng 
shuju. 1992). 317. * 

27 Lu Ji ®W(26I -303), in Jin wen gui ff (Return to Jin 

Literature), ed. Zhong Xing (ca. 1600) (rpt.; Taibei: Shangwu 
yinshuguan, 1973). 4.13a. 

U Wei shu. 60.1332-33. 
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extreme physiocratic theories.”3* Just as commonly, 

rdinary people attempted to evade these regulations. In 

le early Han dynasty, for example, it was reported that 

itizens in the Ba-Shu region of modem Sichuan 

rovince slipped out past the borders to trade illegally 

■ilh Yunnan tribesmen for horses, servants, and cattle— 

lusing the region of Sichuan to become “wealthy”40 

Private trade therefore often took place outside the 

iw. or at least beyond official cognizance. But it thrived, 

equently. nonetheless. By the fourth century, the (extra- 

gal) economic exuberance of the Chinese Southern 

/nasties was making it "difficult to maintain the tradi* 

on a I administration and order of urban market areas.”41 

he very weakness of the state during the era of the 

outhern dynasties may have even contributed to their 

r.doubted commercial prosperity, in contrast to the usual 

hinese assumption of a close correlation between dy- 

astic splendor and general prosperity, a strong dynasty 

ke the early Tang might actually succeed in imposing 
lealistic. but economically counter-productive, restric- 

ons on trade, with the effect of stifling it somewhat. In 
ie opinion of the Japanese scholar Kawakatsu Yoshio 

! ■£' Sui-Tang military reunification of imperial 

'hina may have resulted in an overall setback to the pre- 

iously burgeoning southern commercial economy.42 

Tang, as an especially vigorous and powerful imperial 

ynasty, may have been relatively successful in its at- 

impts to secure its borders and regulate trade.43 An im- 

w Xin Tans shu iNew Dynastic History of the Tang), by 

)uyang Xiu < 1007-72) and Song Qi (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 

975). 3.66; Denis Twitchett. "The Tang Market System,’* Asia 

lajor, n.s.. 12.2 (1966): 205-7.213-14. For conditions at the start 

•f the imperial period, see He Qinggu :oJrjlf£r, "Q»n Shihuang 

hidai Je siying gongshangye" (Private Handicrafts and Trade in 

he Abie of the First Emperor of Qin). Wtnbo 38 (1990.5). 

40 Han shu & (Dynastic History of the [Former] Han), by 

ian Gu (32-92) (Beijing; Zhonghua shuju. 1962). 95.3838. 

41 Liu Shufen. ’San zhi liu shiji Zhe-dong diqu de jingji 

'azhan" (The F.conomic Development of (he Eastern Zhejiang 

Region m the third-sixth Centuries). Liuchao de chengshi yu 

ihfhui > 19X7; Taibei: Xucsheng shuju. 1992). 205. 

*■ !\jvi,akatsu Yoshio. Chiigoku rut rekishi. 3: Ui'Shiit ruin■* 

'Chinese History. 3: The Wei, Jin. Northern and South¬ 

ern Dvnasucs11Tokyo: Kodan-sha. 1981). 267-68; “Kuhei keizai 

no %hinten to K6 Kei no ran” (The Development of a Money 

Economy and Hou Jing's Rebellion). Rikucho kizokusei sliokoi no 

kenlcyti ( 1962; Tokyo: Ivvanami shoten. 1982). 369. 

44 For the rigorous Tang border and pass control restrictions, 

see Tone !u diuyi ||(1 ttfUft (An Annotated Discussion of the 

Tang Penal Code). by Zhangsun Wuji (653; Taibei: Shangwu 

ymshuguan. 1990), X. 124-28. 

perial command of 714, for example, enumerated various 

commodities that could not be allowed to pass into the 

hands of the foreigners living along the northwest fron¬ 

tier, while another edict of 743 ordered the complete 

termination of trade across the western border, for strate¬ 

gic reasons, and despite its acknowledged profitability.44 

Early Tang efforts to limit foreign entry to official tribute¬ 

bearing embassies were concentrated, however, on this 

militarily vital northwestern land frontier (and diluted by 

sometimes rather conveniently elastic definitions of both 

“embassies” and Chinese “citizenship”); maritime con¬ 

tact along the eastern coast seems to have been less of a 

concern, and possibly was interfered with less.45 
Tang legal restrictions, moreover, proved ultimately to 

be an ineffectual bar to foreign trade, and famously dis¬ 

integrated towards the end of the dynasty.46 Yet even in 

late Tang the state still attempted to maintain a regulatory 
approach to commerce, in 851, for example, mandating the 

appointment of officials to supervise the markets of all dis¬ 

tricts with three thousand or more households.47 Although 
members of the socio-political elite themselves were not 

always above competing with commoners for commercial 
profit, the Tang government remained resolutely indifferent 
to commercial interests.44 In 863, for example, officials cre¬ 

ated considerable distress among the trading community 

when they arbitrarily confiscated private merchant vessels, 

and jettisoned their cargoes, so that they could be used to 

provision troops by sea from Fujian to Guangzhou.49 

Despite this official disregard, indirect evidence of 

flourishing sea-borne commerce, unrelated to any tribute 

embassies, is provided by the notoriously continuous, 
uninterrupted opportunity for official corruption pre¬ 

sented by trade in the southern ports, from the Han dy¬ 

nasty through the Tang. Guangzhou (Canton) and Jiaozhi 

(a Chinese administrative city in the vicinity of 

44 Tang huiyao fg 'ST® (Institutes of Tang), by Wang Pu (922- 

82) (Taibei: Shangwu yinshuguan, 1968), 86.1581; 86.1579. 

43 See Arakawa Masaharu ^Jl| "T6 teikoku to Sogudo 

jin no kdeki katsudd’’ (The Tang Empire and Sogdian Commer¬ 

cial Activity), Tdyoshi'kenkyu 56.3 (1997): 171. See also Tang 

Hi shuyi. 8.128 

46 For the ineffectiveness of Tang currency export regulations, 

see. for example, Xie Haiping JliDJ-K Tung dai liu Hua writ- 

guoren shenghuo kaoshu (A Study of the Lives of Foreigners 

who Lived in China during the Tang Dynasty) (Taibei: Shangwu 

yinshuguan, 1978), 353-54, 

47 Tang huiyao. 86.1583. 

48 Tang huiyao. 86.1582. 

49 Dai viet su ky loan thu jKgiJd.fc ,‘M Complete Historical 

Records of Great Vietnam), by Ngo Si Lten (1479; Tokyo: Tdkyd 

Uaigaku toyd bunka kenkyusho fuzoku. 1986). ngoai ky 5.165. 

modern Hanoi) were long known as places where mer¬ 

chants could become rich.50Complaints of official extor¬ 

tion become endemic in the region as early as the late 

Han.51 In the early fourth century, at a time when tribute 
embassies were few, it is nonetheless reported that Chi¬ 

nese officials in what is now northern Vietnam made out¬ 

rageous demands upon the foreign merchants who came 

by sea. bringing gifts of valuable goods as bribes.52 One 

contemporary wit explained that in Guangzhou there was 

a “spring of avarice.” drinking from which caused offi¬ 

cials to lose their incorruptibility.53 Around the turn of the 

fifth century it was reported that the .combination of eco¬ 

nomic opportunity-and insalubrious climate insured that 

only comipt and greedy officials were willing to risk ap¬ 

pointment to far-off southern Guangzhou.54 

Official exactions continued into the Tang. For (he year 

817 it was observed: “Foreign ships arriving at their 

moorings were taxed to drop anchor. When they first ar¬ 

rived, there was the entertaining of the inspectors of the 
cargo-horn and pearls in profusion, with bribes reach¬ 

ing even to their servants.**55 In the late ninth-century, 

when the rebel Huang Chao JfcjJMd. 884) offered to sur¬ 
render in exchange for appointment as Protector Gen¬ 
eral of Annam (Vietnam) and Military Commissioner of 

Guangzhou, he was rejected on the grounds that “The 
profits from South Sea trade are immeasurable. If a rebel 

obtains them he wilt increasingly prosper, while the 

state's consumption will suffer.”56 All of this is indirect, 

but conclusive, evidence of a fairly substantial private 

maritime trade throughout this period, including intervals 

when tribute-missions were rare. 
Further evidence of continuous private trading activity, 

even as official embassies slowed to a trickle during the 

interim between the great unified Han and Tang dynas¬ 

ties. is provided by the number of Buddhist monks who 

50 Han shu, 28B. 1670; Sui-shu jftdf (Dynastic History of the 

Sui), by We< Zheng (580-643) (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju. 1973). 

31.887-88. 

31 Annum chi luoc 2rf$4£Sft(A Brief Chronicle of Vietnam), 

by Le Tac (1340; Beijing: Zhonghua shuju. 1995), 7.167. 

32 Jin shu dF (Dynastic History of the Jini. ed. Fung Xuan- 

ling (644; Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1974), 97.2546; Tong dian. 

188.1008. 

53 Jin zhongxing shu if ‘p Wdf (fifth century), quoted in Chu 

xue Ji yjijiSE (Record of Initial Learning), ed. Xu Jian (659- 

729) (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju. 1962). 8.192. 

34 Jin shu. 90.2341. 

53 Han Changli quanji 3? (Collected Works of Han 

Yu (768-824)) (Beijing: Zhongguo shudian. 1991). 33,416. See 

also Xin Tang shu. 163.5009. 

56 Xin Tang shu. 225C.6454. 

are known to have come to China by sea.57 Kang Senghui 

/-Mfr (“the Kang—or Central Asian—Monk Hui"; 
d. 280) is a good example. His family was originally from 

Samarkand, but had lived for generations in India. Kang 

Senghui s parents moved to Chinese Jiaozhi “on business.’* 

where both parenus soon died. The orphaned Kang Seng¬ 

hui then became a monk, after completing the prescribed 

mourning for his parents, and in 247 moved north to the 

capital of Three Kingdoms Wu (modem Nanjing), be¬ 

coming allegedly the first sramana to appear there. He 

was reported to the throne by an officer as “a Hu." or Cen¬ 

tral Asian, “calling himself a sramana. whose appearance 

and dress are not normal,” and he subsequently made a 

favorable impression on the ruler of „Wu with his Bud¬ 
dhist miracles.58 

The Kashmiri monk Gunavarman (367- 

431) is another example. After being warmly welcomed 

in Java, he was “delighted" to receive an official invita¬ 

tion from the emperor of Southern-dynasty Song China, 

and, traveling by ship through the port of Guangzhou, ar¬ 
rived at the Song capital in 431.59 A brahmin from cen¬ 

tral India named Gunabhadra reportedly 
“drifted with the shipping across the sea" to Guangzhou 
in 435.60 Going the other way, the Chinese monk Yijing 

(635-713) embarked upon a voyage to India aboard 
a merchantman departing from Guangzhou in 671.'“ Vaj- 

rabodhi (in China 719) and Amoghuvajra T'!? 

(705-74) must be counted among the most influential 

western monks in Tang China; both “followed the South 

Sea” to Guangzhou.42 

Three subjects that mainstream traditional Chinese his¬ 

torians seldom addressed were trade. Buddhism’, and for¬ 

eigners. In the sixth century the Buddhist author Huijiao 

37 See Wu Tingqfu and Zheng Pengnian 

"Fojiao hai shang chuanru Zhongguo zhi yanjiu’’ (Studies in the 

Transmission of Buddhism to China by Sea). Lishi yanjiu 2 

(1995): 25-26. 39: Feng Chengjun iS # S-J. Zhongguo Munyang 

jiaotong shi (A History of Chinese Communication with the 

South Seas) (1937; Taibei: Shangwu yinshuguan. 1993). 31-35. 

38 Chu sanzangjiji. 13.512-13; Gao seng zhuun & M (Bi¬ 

ographies of Eminent Monks), by Huijiao tea. 530; Taibei: Hui- 

wemang. 1987). 1.10-12; Fozu tvngji. 35; T.49.331. See Gao 

Guanru ”Zhong wai fojiao guanxi >hiiue” (Brief His¬ 

tory of Sino-Foreign Buddhist Relations). Zhongguo fojiao. I 

(Shanghai: Dongfang chuban zhongxin, 1980). 210. 

SQ Chu sanzangjiji. 14.543; Fozu tongji. 36; T.49.344. 

MChu sanztthg jiji, 14.547-48. 

61 Sun Chang wu fjf: Q j\. Zhongguo fojiao wenhua xushun t In¬ 

troduction to Chinese Buddhist Culture) (Tianjin. Nankai danue 

chubanshe. 1990), 80. 

Fozu tongji. 40; T.49.373. 
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J.y.?/, for example, complained that despite the attain¬ 

ments of the Kushan lay Buddhist Zhi Qian t flour¬ 

ished 222-ca. 253) at the court of Three Kingdoms Wu, 

and his contributions to the eastward dissemination of 

Buddhism, he was not reported in the chronicles of Wu 

because he was a foreigner—and this in spite of the fact 

?hat Zhi Qian's family had actually immigrated to China 

two generations earlier, in his grandfather's time, and he 

had studied Chinese before he learned to write any of the 
western languages.6'Since we are concerned here with 

all three of these oft-neglected subjects, it is fortunate 

that there exists a large independent, unofficial, Buddhist 

literature, from which we may indirectly learn something 

about tr.uie and immigration as well. 
I’-MKtcai division in China, and the succession of South¬ 

ern J\nasties that wore established beginning with Three 
Kingdoms Wu and Eastern jin in the third and fourth 

centuries, promoted the development of maritime trade 

through the South Seas simply because these politically 

struggling but commercially prosperous Chinese states 

were cut orf from the traditional Central Asian caravan 

routes to their north.6,1 In the third century, already, Zhang 

Hua fgH (232-300) could write that “today those who 

cross the South Seas to arrive at Jiaozhi are without in¬ 
terruption."65 On the Malay peninsula a principality called 

; in Chinese) Ounxun sfiHI communicated with China to 
the east, and India and Persia to the west. “In its markets 
i.ner ten thousand persons from east and west converged 

each day. There was no treasure or precious commodity 
they did not have."66 Merchants from India and even more 
distant lands ‘frequently'* traded with Funan (in modern 

Cambodia and southern Vietnam) and the Chinese ad¬ 

ministered regions of modem northern Vietnam during 

the period of the Chinese Southern dynasties.67 

Gao seng zhuan, l.lO-tl; Chu sanzang jiji, 13.516. 

M 5*.m? shu. 97.2399. See Haneda Akira TiE2^- "Td-zai 

ic6tsu" (East-West Communication). Kizoku shakai. ed. Soto- 

v.ima Gunji et al. (Osaka: Sogensha. 1981), 116; Liu Shufen, 

"^.inhai." Ml. 

'■ flo it h /‘ii (An Extensive Account «f Many Things). 

-»v >";iang Hua *232-300' Tjibei: Zhtinghua shuju. 1983). 1.2a. 

" Uang ./I,c 54.787; Vein yuan,pa. 959.11239. For the loca- 

:ion of Ounxun. see Willem Pieter Gmeneveldt. Sores on the Ma- 

,;v Arctuneiago and Maltuxa. Compiled from Chinese Sources 

< Batavia: 1876). 119-21; Kenneth R. Hall. Maritime Trade and 

Stare Development in Early Southeast Asia (Honolulu: Univ. ot 

Hawaii Press. 1985). 64-67. 

67 Liang shu. 54.798. In the Tang dynasty it was reported that 

f-'unan "adjoined" eastern India, and was “only separated from 

ii hy a small sea." fang hittvuo. 100.178ft. 

THE “INDIANIZATION” OF SOUTHEAST ASIA 

This booming South Sea trade was encouraged by the 

formation of a “Sanskrit cosmopotis.” a vast Indie oi- 

koumene extending throughout nearly all of South and 

Southeast Asia during the first millennium of the Chris* 

tian era. and marked by the use of Sanskrit as the universal 

language of celebratory public inscriptions.61 Although 

often described as a process of “Indianization ,** no direct 

Indian political domination, conquest, or colonization of 

the region was contemplated, nor was there even a single 

preexisting “Indian" culture to expand across the region: 

“In fact, much of India itself was being Indianized at the 

very same period as Java or Khmer country—and in a 

hardly different way-"w 
Any suggestion of sweeping physical Indian coloni¬ 

zation of the South Sea trading zone is decisively conr 

tradicted by the persistence there of quite unrelated 

Austronesian languages, among which Indian loanwords 

were restricted to Sanskrit terminology having narrowly 

elite religio-political applications. That the direction of 

population movement to some extent passed both ways 

is, moreover, evident from the apparent settlement of 
Madagascar sometime after 400 a.d. by Austronesian- 

speaking people coming from what is now southern 

Borneo. Yet a thin, perhaps, dispersion of actual persons 
from the Indian subcontinent must have been essential 

to the rise of “Indianized” communities in Southeast 
Asia, enabling the formation of an overarching Sanskrit 
cosmopolis which embraced such diverse native lands,1* 

China, too. was constructing its own “universal" Sinic 

world-order in East Asia at about this same time;- one 
forged, in this case, chiefly by direct imperial conquest. 

But Chinese merchants rarely ventured beyond Chinese 

68 Sheldon Pollock, “The Cosmopolitan Vernacular.'* Journal 

of Asian Studies 57.1 (1998): 6,10-12. See also George Cocdfes, 

The Indianized States of Southeast Asia, tr. Susan Brown Cowing 

(1944; Honolulu: East-West Center Press, ld68). xvit. 10.15; Li 

Donghua “Han-Sui jian Zhongguo nanhai jiaotong zhi 

yanbian" (The Evolution of Chinese Communication with the 

South Seas from Han to Sui). (Zhongguo lishixue hui) Shixue 

jikan 11(1979): 50. 

69 Pollock. 33. For a discussion of "!ndianization.'\<ee Lynda 

Norene ShatTer. Maritime Southeast Asia to 1500 (Armonk, 

N.Y.: M. E. Sharpe. 1996). 24-26; Ray. 88-90. Kosambl. 166- 

76, provides an Indian perspective on this process. 

70 Peter Bellwood. Prehistory of the Indo-Maiaysian Archh 

pelago (1985; Honolulu: Univ. of Hawaii Press. 1997). 137-38. 

For Madagascar, see 122-23, 136. 276. 
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ports, and China played a largely passive role in the South 

Sea trade of this era: Southeast Asians and Indians seem 

to have handled most of the shipping prior to the rise of 

Arab trade in the mid-eighth century.11 In Funan, “South¬ 

east Asia’s first state” (ca. first-sixth centuries), an Indian 

brahmin named Kaun^inya became king in the 

late fourth century, and reportedly altered its institutions 

to conform to Indian usage.13 Other Indians are .supposed 

to have ruled in Funan even before that time, and Indian 

and even Roman artifacts and inscriptions have been un¬ 
covered there by archeologists dating from as early as the 

second century.73 Following the demise of Funan in the 
early seventh century, the heavily Indianized Buddhist 

trading community of Srivijaya P P f£&lfe3,on the island 

of Sumatra, rose to dominate Southeast Asian trade for 

several centuries, beginning about 670.74 

On the Chinese border, in what is now central Vietnam, 

Austronesian-speaking peoples established a heavily In¬ 
dianized kingdom called Champa towards the end 

of the second century.75 The early Cham kings reportedly 

dressed after,the fashion of Buddhist images, and went 

out in procession astride elephants in the Indian manner, 

shaded by parasols, to the sound of the blowing of 

conches and the beating of drums.76 In 331 (or 337) the 

Cham throne was usurped by a certain King Wen X3E, 

who some accounts claim was bom farther north in 
China proper, but who as a youth had become a house¬ 

hold slave of a tribal leader in Chinese-administered 
Vietnam, and traveled widely in the capacity of a mer¬ 
chant. In Champa he impressed the native king with his 

extensive knowledge of the world, and eventually engi- 

71 Wang Gungwu. 43-44, 103; Hall. 42. 

72 Hall, 48-77; Uang shu, 54.789; Tong dian, 188.1008; 

Coedis, 56. Ray. 159-60. suggests that unlike a modem “state” 

or “kingdom.” this Funan was more of a simple congeries of 
“chiefdonw.“ 

73 Hall, -59; Coedis, 17. 

74 Coedis. 81; Wang Gungwu. 97; Hall. 78. 

75 Li) Shipeilg Sf Bet situ shiqi Je Yuen an: Zhong-Yue 

guansi shi zhi yi (Vietnam in the Period of Subordination to the 

North: A History of Sino-Vietnamese Relations) (Hong Kong: 

Chinese Univ. of Hong Kong. Southeast Asia Studies Section. 

1964), 86-87. On the island origins of the Chams. sec Charles 

Higham. The Bronze Age of Southeast Asia (Cambridge: Cam¬ 

bridge Univ. Press, 1996). 304-3. The kingdom of Champa is 

said to have survived, in one form or another, until the early- 
nineteenth century. 

76 Cefuyuangui, 959.11288; Taiping yulan £ Ency¬ 

clopedia Assembled for) Imperial Inspection during the Taiping 

Era) (983; Taibei; Shangwu yinshuguan. 1980), 786.3611. 

necred his own usurpation, after which time Champa 

became an increasingly serious military threat to the 

southern Chinese administrations.11 

Coedis believed that the Indianized communities of 

Southeast Asia became progressively more Hinduized as 

well, but that commerce and Buddhist missionary zeal 

were the initial impulses driving this expansion of Indie 

culture.11 During the early centuries of the Christian era 

wandering Indian Buddhists must have been a surpris¬ 

ingly frequent sight in Southeast and even East Asian 

waters. In the context of a Buddhist account, five large 

Indian merchant vessels were reported in the middle 
reaches of the Yangzi River, above Lake Dongting, in 

the early fifth century.19 In 499 a foreign monk is re¬ 

corded to have arrived in central China, claiming to have 

come from Fusd (Ch., Fusang). an obscurely leg¬ 
endary land located beyond Japanese Wa. The monk 

explained that in 458 five bhik$us from Kashmir had in¬ 

troduced Buddhism to that island.60 Although Fusd can¬ 

not now be located, and his story is unverifiable, there is 

no reason to doubt his reported arrival in China, or the 

scattering of other monks out across the South Seas. It 

may be questioned how many of these were from the 

actual Indian subcontinent, but their Indie orientation is 
beyond suspicion. 

By the fifth century the fringe of this Indian diaspora 
may have reached modem Korea.*1 Of greater relevance, a 
few Indians seem to have even put ashore in Japan. The NT 
hon shoki records that in 654 tour persons from Tokhara 

(Afghanistan) and a woman from Srivasti (northeast India) 

were blown by a storm to Hyuga. in southeast KyflshO.13 
Writing in the nineteenth century. Aston dismissed this 
ancient Japanese record with the observation that “it is 

absurd to speak of natives of India being cast ashore” in 
Japan.*3 In the light of the archeological and other evi¬ 

dence for a universalized Indie community extending 

77 Shuijing Zhu 35& (Annotated Classic of Rivers), by Li 

Daoyuan (ca. 520; Shanghai: Shanghai gujt chubanshe, 1990), 

36.685; Jin shu. 97.2545-46; Uang shu, 54.784; Tong dian. 

188.1008. 

:s Coedis. 19-21. 23. 50-51. 63-64. Sec also Ray, 132-34, 
136. 199-200; Bellwood. 137-38. 

9 Gao seng zhuan, 2,50. See Feng Chengjun. 35. 
40 Uang shu. 54.808. 

5,1 Kamata’Shigeo HEBrScJlt BukkyA denrai (The Introduc¬ 
tion of Buddhism) (Tokyo: Kodamha, 1995), 11. 

83 Nihon shoki. 25.256. 

^ W. G. Aston, tr.. Nihongi: Chronicles of Japtin from the 

Earliest Tmes to A.D. 697(1896; Rutland. Vi.: Charles E. Tut¬ 
tle. 1972), 2:246 n. 8. 
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throughout Southeast Asia in this period, however, it is 

not at all unbelievable that isolated Indians or other Indi¬ 

an ized persons might have voyaged as far as the coasts 

of Japan, although the recorded Indian place-names may 

well be garbled (‘'exaggerated.” or embellished, perhaps), 

and their numbers must have been few. There is also, 

moreover, the well documented case of the south Indian 

brahmin Bodhisena. who famously officiated at the cere- 

monv “opening” the eyes ot the Great Buddha at Nara in 

752. and who arrived in Japan in 736 in the company of 

a Cham monk he had met “at sea.”*'1 

EARLY JAPAN’S SOUTHWARD TILT 

Buddhism, of course, came to China overland, via the 

caravan trade routes of Central Asia, as well as by sea. 

If anything, this continental land transmission of Bud¬ 

dhism is better known, and was more influential. By 

509. for example, there were a reported three thousand 

monks from the western regions in the Northern Wei 

empire.*5The construction of over a hundred and twenty 

Buddhist stone grottoes in China beginning in the fourth 

and fifth centuries is enduring proof of this silk-route 

connection. Interestingly, however, this northern silk- 

route-stvle of Buddhist architecture extended no further 

east than Si 11a, in Korea, and no further south than ap¬ 

proximately the line of the Yangzi River in China.*6 

Such grottoes are notably lacking in Japan and Southern- 

dynasty China. 

Although Buddhism was introduced to northern Korea 

from the northern (semi-) Chinese conquest states, pre¬ 

sumably by land, it was introduced into the southwestern 

Korean kingdom of Paekche by a Hu monk Malananda 

1”■, coming from Southern-dynasty Jin in 384. 

presumably by sea.*7Thereafter, Paekche, which was re¬ 

nowned among the Korean kingdoms of the period tor 

its sophisticated Buddhist culture, maintained notably 

close ties with the Chinese southern dynasties, espe- 

:<4 Cenkd shakusho. 15.224: “Nan tenjiku baramon sojb hi" 

ft IF.^Inscription for the Brahmin High Priest 

rrotn Southern India). Sara ibun tTokyo: Tbkybdo shuppan. 

1967). 887; Katnaia Shigeo. 166. 277. 

s5 Fozu urnxji. 38; T.49.355- 

s<> Sun Changwu, 199-201: Liu Xinru, 124. 144; Kamata 

Shicco. 255; Luo Zongzhen j&'jUT. Liu chut) kaogu (Six Dy¬ 

nasties Archeology) (Nanjing: Nanjing daxue chubanshe, 1994), 

101. 241. 

i'u/m-nJt sayi .21^r,2.1C (Historical Record of the Three 

1 Korean] Kingdoms), by Kim Pu-sik. annotated tr. by Choc Ho 

11145; Seoul: Hongsin munhwasa, 1994), 2:37 (Paekche basic 

annals 2); Sumguk yusa. 3; T.49.986: Kamata Shigeo. 277. 

dally from the late Hflh century.** And it was Paekche, 

in particular, which was responsible for the transmission 

of Buddhism and other aspects of continental culture to 

Japan.** A number of scholars claim to detect a direct 

connection between the Buddhist culture of Southern 

dynasty China. Paekche, and Japan.*0 And when the Jap¬ 

anese subsequently began communicating directly by 

sea with China in the seventh century, bypassing Korean 

middlemen, their immediate point of disembarkation was 

also in south China, especially at the port city now called 

Ningbo.91 All of this suggests a special relevance for the 

southern maritime diffusion of Buddhism to Japan. And, 

of course, the final jump across the straits of Tsushima or 

the East China Sea had, perforce, to be made by boat. 

AN IMMIGRANT SOCIETY 

Most of those who sailed to Japan in these early cen¬ 

turies. however, came as permanent immigrants—some¬ 

times unintentionally, like the ten Paekche monks who 

were blown off their course home from south China in 

609 and petitioned to be allowed to remain in Japan” — 

s* Han Sheng “’Wei fa Baiji’ yu Nanbeichao shiqi 

Dongya guoji guanxi” ((NorthernI Wei’s Chastisement of 

Paekche, and East Asian International Relations in the Northern 

and Southern Dynasties Period), Lishi yanjiu (1995.3): 40-41, 

43; Kamata Shigeo, 110. On Paekche culture, see Sarah 

Milledge Nelson. The Archeology of Korea (Cambridge: Cam¬ 

bridge Univ. Press, 1993), 11. 220. 

39 See, for example, Saitb Tadashi SfH.'S, Chosen kodai 

bunka no kenkyu (Studies in Ancient Korean Culture) (Tokyo: 

Chijin shokan. 1943), 245; Kim Ch’ungnyb Caoli ruxue 

swung shi (A History of Koryd Confucian Thought) (Taibei; 

Dongda tushu gufen youxian gongsi, 1992), 35-38, 43. 

90 Yoshimura Rei “Asuka ydshiki Nanchb kigen ron" 

(On the Southern Dynasty Origins of the Asuka-style), Higashi 

Ajiu to Nihon: koko. bijutsu hen. ed. Tarnura Enchb sensei koki- 

, kinenkai (Tokyo: Yoshikawa kbbunkan, 1987); Sonoda Koyu. 

"Early Buddha Worship," The Cambridge History of Japan. 

vol. 1: Ancient Japan (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 

1993). 366. 370. 

91 Oba Osamu "Nihon no kenkyusha kara mita Nitchb 

bunka kdryushi" (The History of Sino-Japanese Cultural Ex- 

change as Viewed by Japanese Scholars), Nitchu bunka kdryushi 

sdsho. 1: Rekishi. ed. Oba Osamu and Wang Xiaoqiu (Tokyo: 

Taishukan shoten, 1995). 8-9. See also Lin Shimin 

"Tang dai dongfang haishi juodong yu Mingzhou gang" (Eastern 

Maritime Activity in the Tang Dynasty and Mingzhou (Ningboj 

Harbor), Zhedong wenhua luncong, ed. Dong Yi’an (Beijing: 

Zhongyang bianyi chubanshe, 1995), 153, 160. 

93 Nihon shoki. 22.151-52; Cenkd shakusho. 16 231. 
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rather than transient traders”The numbers of such im¬ 

migrants were clearly substantial. For the year 540 alone 

the Nihon shoki records the registration of 7,053 house¬ 

holds of “Hata" Hjt people.94 This surname, Hata. makes 

allusion to the name of the flrst imperial dynasty of 

China (Ch.. Qin)”but in practice in early Japan it held 

little more specific significance than “immigrant" Even 

in later centuries the Japanese did not always distinguish 

clearly between Chinese and Koreans, and such modern 

ethno-national labels should be applied only with caution, 

if at all, to this early period.96 These numbers certainly 

suggest, however, that unrecorded, unofficial, crossings 

between the continent and Japan must have greatly out¬ 

numbered the handful of known official embassies. 

U seems quite likely that some of these immigrants qui¬ 

etly slipped Buddhism into Japan as well, some years 

before the official public transmission ** There is a well- 

known story about a man from Southern-dynasty Liang 

named Shiba Tatto who supposedly built a 

thatched halt to worship Buddha in Yamato in 522.°* 

Shiba is a controversial figure, however." His name is 

clearly a misreading of the Chinese-style name “Sima Da 

93 William Wayne Farris, “Ancient Japan's Korean Connec¬ 

tion," Korean Studies 20 (1996); 15-16. 

94 Nihon shoki, 19.51. For an example of large-scale natural¬ 

ization of Koreans in the eighth century, see Shoku Nihongi & 

B vol. 3 (Continued Chronicles of Japan), by Sugano no 

Mamichi and Fujiwara no Tsugutada, Shin Nihon koten bun♦ 

gaku taikei, 12 (797; Tokyo: lwanami shoten, 1992), 20.184- 

85, and note 14. 

93 More precisely, the written graph refers to Qin; the spoken 

pronunciation “Hata" is probably of Korean derivation. See 

William Wayne Farris, Sacred Texts and Buried Treasures: ls~ 

sues in the Historical Archaeology of Ancient Japan (Honolulu: 

Univ. of Hawaii Press, 1998), 100. 

96 Huang Yuese Jf#j2L“’Da-Tang shang ren’ Li Yanxiao yu 

jiu shiji Zhong-Ri guanxi" (The ’Great Ting Merchai t’ Li Yan- 

xiao and Sino-Japanese Relations in the Ninth-Century), Lishi 

yanjiu (1993.4): 51. 

97 Hayami Tasuku 1$ A; fff, Nihon bukkydshi: kodai (History . 

of Japanese Buddhism: Antiquity) (Tbkyo: Yoshikawa kdbun- 

kan, 1986); 24-25. 

98 Cenkd shakusho. 17.244-45; Gao Guanru. 185; Xia 

Yiogyuan 5?ffi7C. "Shin-Kan kara Zui-Td jidat no ChO-Nichi 

bunka kdryb” (Sino-Japanese Cultural Exchange from the Qin- 

Han to the Sui-TaAg Periods). Nitchu bunka kdryushi sdsho. I: re* 

kishi. 102-3; J. H. Kamstra. Encounter or Syncretism: The Initial 

Growth of Japanese Buddhism (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1967). 245-59. 

99 Bruno Lewin, Aya und Hata: Bevdlkerungsgruppen altja* 

pans kontinentaler Herkunft (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz. 

1962). 148. and note 16. 

and others” (Ch., deng 7?; J: -to or ra)\ and, if such a per¬ 

son ever really existed, he is as likely to have arrived in 

Japan in 582 as in 522.100 Even if we discount the Shiba 

Tatto story entirely, however, it remains interesting that 

the region of southern Yamato where he supposedly built 

his thatched hall war in fact a major center of immigrant 

activity, and an immigrant clan of saddle-makers claim¬ 

ing descent from Shiba Tatto did shortly thereafter play a 

prominent role in the promotion of Buddhism in Japan."’* 

Immigrants were essential to the early vitality of the 

Buddhist religion in Japan. In 584, when Sega no Umako 

(d. 626) obtained a stone Buddhist image from 

Paekche. only a solitary lapsed priest from Koguryb 

(Korea) could reportedly be found in Japan to supervise 

its worship.102 In 623 a priest from Paekche was made 

the first official head of the Japanese Buddhist church, 

and immigrants in general were quite prominent in early 

seventh-century Japanese Buddhism.103 

Part of the conflict over whether or not to endorse 

Buddhism officially in sixth-century Japan in fact re¬ 

volved around a struggle between the Soga, Mononobe 

#9®, and other leading clans for control over immigrant 

groups, who were associated not only with Buddhism, 

but other more tangibly valuable skills as well.1*1 Soga 

family support for Buddhism was predicated upon a spe¬ 

cial Soga patronage relationship with immigrant com¬ 

munities, whose expertise in turn helped make possible 

the rise of the Soga to great power,103 Among the skills 

imported by these immigrant groups must have been 

some familiarity with the already substantially commer¬ 

cialized economy of the continent. 

Immigrants were made administrators of state finance 

in sixth-century Japan, possibly because of their reputa¬ 

tion for success in accumulating private wealth.106 The 

Nihon shoki records that, as a result of a dream, emperor 

100 Yang Zengwen, p. 22; Naobayashi Futai "To- 

rai kei shizoku bukkyft no hitotsu kbsatsu” (An Inquiry into the 

Buddhism of Immigrant Families), fndogaku bukkydgaku ken- 

kyu 43.1 (1994): 47; G. Renondeau. "La Date de [’introduction 

du bouddhisme au Japon," Toung Pao 47 (1959): 19. 

,0i Ueda Masaaki i;EBIE®. Kikajin: kodai kokka no seiritsu 

o megutte (Naturalized Persons: Concerning the Formation of 

the Ancient State) (Tokyo: Chub koronsha. 1965). 120-21; 

tenaga Suburb, 57. 

102 Cenkd shakusho. 16.230-31. 17.244; Nihon shoki, 20.112- 

13. This story also involves Shiba Tatto. 

m Nihon shoki. 22.164-65; Xia Yingyuan, 117; Kamstra. 

299-300. 

104 Ueda Masaaki. 126. 

105 Ueda Masaaki. 120; lenaga Saburd. 60. 62. 

106 Ueda Masaaki. 137-39. 
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Ki;nmei <r. 539-71). while still a youth, adopted as a fa¬ 

vorite an immigrant named (in Japanese) Mata no 6tsu- 

chi *<i R X. who is quoted as saying he had previously 

•traveled to Ise on business” Hata became very wealthy 

under the future emperor’s patronage, and when Kimmei 

assumed the throne, he appointed Hata to the treasury.107 

For 553 there is a brief but tantalizing reference to 

a man. of evidently Korean extraction, who was sent 

under imperial command by Soga no Iname §J 

id. 5*0) "to count and record the shipping taxes.”’0* As 

usual, our information is most complete for official em¬ 

bassies but there is reason to suppose that private ves- 

,d> passing between Japan and the continent must have 

frequently outnumbered the official ones. Huang Yuese 

v: for example, counts two Tang embassies to 

Japan .md rifieen Japanese embassies to Tang, but over 
thirty known private commercial ventures to Japan in 

late Tang alone."’" 
Nor is it correct to suppose that unofficial voyages to 

Japan only began in the late Tang dynasty. Clearly, they 

began in ( Japanese) prehistory. A third-century Chinese 

account observed that residents of the islands in the 

straits between Korea and Japan “ride boats north and 

south to trade for grain.”l,0Contact between the continent 

and the northern Japanese seaboard, across the Sea of Ja¬ 
pan. was achieved by private fishing communities long 

before the rise of centralized political authority under the 
Yamato stated11 Toward the end of the fifth century im¬ 

migrant groups still reportedly lived scattered throughout 
Japan, under no central supervision.11:The Nihon shoki 

mentions a boatload of people from Manchuria who spent 

the spring and summer of 544 fishing on an island off the 

northwest coast of Japan, eating their fill and frightening 

the local inhabitants.11-1 Less obtrusive landfalls must 

have often gone unrecorded, or even unobserved. 

The Yamato court certainly did eventually embrace 

the Chinese imperial ideal of confining international 

exchange exclusively to official tribute missions. The 

emerging centralized state in Japan, from the late fifth 

through the early seventh centuries, in fact owed much 

;{ us supremacy to its success in mobilizing groups of 

11 '.'ihon <hnki, :11 -iO-fU). 

' s Vi/:,).-- ihoki. 

Huang Yuese. a". 

' Sun gun :.ht iChronicles of the IChinescJ Three 

Kingdoms!. *y Chen Shnu 1233-97; (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju. 

■ o5<.)) iiyks54. 

1'1 See Ueda Masuaki. Rnnkvu: kndaishi to Higashi Ajia 

■ ih>cus-'ion: Ancient History and East Asia) tTokyo: Iwanami 

>noten. 101-3. 

'Nihon \hfiki. 143X5. Entry for 471 a.D. 

Vi/io>f %hnki. ! 9.70. 

skilled immigrants, and supervising the distribution of 

foreign prestige goods.1,4This attempted monopolization 
of foreign intercourse by the centralizing cow elite may 

have begun, as Hirano KunioJptfffJfc suggests, as early 

as the fourth century,1but it is unlikely that the incipient 

Japanese state was capable of patrolling the entire coast¬ 

line with vigilance very much before the late 600s, and 

its effectiveness may be exaggerated by orthodox ac¬ 

counts even then. Hermetically sealed borders were, at 

best, a phenomenon of the late seventh and early eighth 

centuries, after which both the random immigration ami 

petty trading of pre-“unification” Japan, and Nara period 

state-regulation, gave way to a new, more purposeful, 

form of private trade. 
An official Japanese report, dated 842, observed that 

since the time of Emperor Shomu (r. 724-49), Siliarts had 
been slipping privately into Japan as traders, without fol¬ 
lowing the established procedure for tribute missions."4 

Lee Sungsi takes the mid-eighth century as a’ 

turning point."7 An indicator of the evolving orientation 

away from enforced official tribute embassies towards 

more private commercial exchange may be found in the’ 

court’s award to top officials in 768 of a half-million bolts 

of cloth for the purpose of individually purchasing Sillan 

trade goods."* Below the level of elite luxury items, we 

may presume an emerging local trade in humbler com¬ 

modities that passed beneath official notice, but which 

was perhaps cumulatively even more significant. 

By late-Tang times Sillans (from a now unified Korea) 
appear to have dominated shipping in northeast Asian 

waters, and enjoyed well-established business communi¬ 

ties in China."9 Regional trade must have been largely 

114 Enomoto Junichi “ KokufO bunk*' to Chflgoku 

bunka: burtka inyfl ni okeru chok6 to b&eki” (“National Cul¬ 

ture" and Chinese Culture: Tribute and Trade in the Importation 

of Culture). Kodai o kangaeru: 7*4 to Nihon, ed. Ikeda On (To¬ 

kyo: Yoshikawa k&bunkan, 1992), 170, 172-73; Joan R. Pig- 

got. The Emergence of Japanese Kingship (Stanford: Stanford 

Univ. Press. 1997). 56-57. 71, 100. 
115 Hirano Kunio. Kikujin to kodai kokka (Naturalized Persons 

and the Ancient Stale) (Tokyo: Yoshikawa k&bunkan, 1993), 

160-61. 
116 Ruiju sandai kyaku (Topically Arranged 

Regulations from Three Reigns). Shintei zdho kokushi taikei 

(iVkyuban.i (Tokyo: Yoshikawa k&bunkan. 1993). 18.570. 
’17 Lee Sungsi. Higashi Ajia no liken to kiieki: Shusdin no hth 

motsu ga kita mii hitotsu no michi (East Asian Sovereign Power 

and Trade: Another Route for the Arrival of the Treasures in the 

Sho.soin) (Tokyo: Aoki shoten. 1997). 160-66. 174-84. 

1.8 Shot'll Nihongi. 4:29.220-21. 
1.9 Edwin 0. Rcischauer. tr. Ennins Diary: The Record of a 

Pilgrimage to China in Search of the Law (New York: Ronald 

contained within East Asian hands, and there is little ev¬ 

idence of direct traffic between Japan and the South Seas. 

In 642, however, there is one fascinating passing refer¬ 

ence in the Japanese annals to a report from some atten¬ 

dants of the Paekche delegation that their ambassadors 

had thrown “Kunlun” ULtfr diplomats into the ocean, 

presumably during their mutual approach to Japan.150 

Kunlun was a generic Chinese term for Southeast Asians 

in this period, and since, as we suspect, private unre¬ 

ported commercial traffic tends to exceed public official 

transactions in volume, the account does suggest some 

marginal level of direct maritime contact between Japan 

and the South Seas in the seventh century. Most South 

and Southeast Asian exchange with Japan, however, must 

have come indirectly through China and Korea. 

THE BUDDHIST COMMUNITY OF EARLY JAPAN 

Unlike the continent, in newly imperial Japan the 

economy remained essentially at the barter level. Coins 

were not introduced until 708, and not very successfully 

even then.121 The Japanese court had repeatedly there¬ 
after to issue edicts urging the people to make use of 

this new medium of exchange, and threaten the confisca¬ 

tion of fields that were priced for trade in objects other 

than money.’23 In 672, at the start of the civil war that 

would bring Emperor Temmu (r. 673-90) to the throne, 

an urgent demarche forced the future emperor to set out 

from Yoshino without adequate mounts, obliging his 

party to requisition a train of fifty packhorses they en¬ 

countered carrying rice for the baths at Ise.’23 While this 

suggests an impressive enough premodern transfer of 
bulk goods, it is not clear that it represents what could 
exactly be called private trade. We are left with an over¬ 

all image of a pre-monetized packhorse economy in the 

Japan of circa 700 a.d. that compares unfavorably with 
the "caravans of five hundred or more ox-wagons at a 

time" and "regular coinage” ascribed to India as early as 

the seventh century B.c., a millennium earlier.’24 

Despite the flourishing sea-borne trade between China 

and South and Southeast Asia, transportation from China 

to Japan remained difficult. In 631. perhaps making a 

Press. 1955'. 286-87; Chen Shangxbcng "Tang dai <Je 
Xinluo qiaomin shequ" (Communities of Korean Resident 

Aliens in the Tang Dynasty). Ushi yunftu 119%. 1); 161-62. 
120 Nihon'shoki, 24.190. 

121 Paul Wheatley and Thomas Sec. From Court to Capital: 

A Tentative Interpretation of the Origins of ike Japanese Urban 

Tradition (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press. 1978), 154. 

122 Shoku Nihongi. 1:5.l 72-73: 6.194-95. 

123 Nihon shoki. 28.311. 

124 Kosambi. 124-25. 

virtue out of necessity, the Tang emperor absolved the 

Japanese of their supposed obligation to offer annual 

tribute on the grounds of the distance involved.’23 A 

Tang envoy sent to Japan in 641 described a voyage of 

“several months” that took him through the “gates of 

Hell.”’2* In the eighth century, Ganjin*s disciples were 

unresponsive to his request for volunteers to hazard a 
crossing to Japan, one of them finally explaining: “That 

country is too far. It is difficult to preserve one’s life— 

not one in a hundred arrive across the vast waves and 
boundless waters 

Neither Chinese nor Japanese states were well dis¬ 

posed towards unregulated trade, and both were equally 

suspicious of unregulated religion—especially as prop¬ 

agated by foreigners—freely circulating among the com¬ 

mon people, in 700 Di Renjie ftCfll (607-700). in 
China, complained of "wandering monks who all use the 
doctrines of the Buddha to deceive living persons." and 

of the presence of Buddhists in every village and mar¬ 

ketplace,12* Among many decrees of like nature that could 
be cited, in 656 the Tang banned Central Asians from 

practicing “magic," and in 727 ordered the concentration 
of Buddhist monks into a relatively few large, closed. 
monasteries.129 The eighth-century Japanese state was 

equally concerned to isolate the Buddhists in monaster¬ 
ies, where they could recite sfltras for the protection of 

the state without causing a popular disturbance. In Japan, 

where the unity of government and religion (saisei-itchi 

SO has long been a special tradition. Buddhist ac¬ 
tivity outside the monasteries was forbidden by law.’2® 

But private trade and popular Buddhism both flourished 

anyway, most spectacularly in China, and to a lesser ex¬ 
tent in Japan, Surprisingly, Buddhism and trade often 

123 Xin Tang shu. 220.6208. 
126 Tang huiyab. 99.1769, 

127 **T6 dai oshd tteeiden," 896. 

128 Zizhi tongjian jlnzhu ftfclglE (New Commentary 

to the Comprehensive Mirror for Aid in Governance), by Sima 

Guang (1019-86) (Taibet: Shangwu yinshueuan. 1966). 
207.542. 

,2<* Xin Tang shu. 3.57. fozu tongji. 40; T.49.374. 

130 Rydno gige £>££*<Commentary to the (Y&r&| Adminis¬ 
trative Code), by Kiyowara no Nutsuno. Shintei zdho kokttshi 

taikei (fukyuban) (833; Tokyo: Yoshikawa k&bunkan, 1972). 
2.82; Ruiju .sandai kyaku. 2.74. See lenaga Saburd. 108. 129; 

Sato Hiroo “Bukkyd kyddan to shukyd seikat.su" 

(Buddhist Orders and the Religious Life), Kt)za: bukkyd no juyd 

to henyd. 6: Nihon hen. ed. Yamaori Tetsuo (Tokyo: K&sei shup- 

pansha, 1991). 84. For saisei-itchi, see Joseph M. Kitagawa. 

"Mutsuri and Maisuri-goto: Religion and State in Early Japan." 

in On Understanding Japanese Religion. 117. 
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nourished together, through a process of mutual stimula¬ 

tion. Since official sources were ideologically disinclined 

to report on either activity, still less any symbiotic pos¬ 

itive interaction between them, we may turn to “the ear¬ 

liest collection of Buddhist legends in Japan,” the Nihon 

rydiki ”a key document for understanding 

how Buddhism was accepted by the Japanese in the first 

few centuries after its introduction ” to catch a relatively 

unguarded, unofficial, glimpse at the popular Buddhism 

of early Japan.1*1 
Although caution needs to be taken against misinter¬ 

preting material that may well have been contaminated by 

Chinese and even Indian themes, the stories of miraculous 

reward and retribution contained in the Nihon rydiki 

unfold amidst a remarkably mercantile, un-peasam-like, 

Japanese society. There is, for example, the story of a 

man who traveled with his older brother on business, and 

was murdered by his brother over a dispute concerning 

forty-odd catties of silver. His bones were left in a moun¬ 

tain pass near modem Kyoto, to be trampled upon by men 

and beasts for many years until a Koguryd monk rescued 
them in 646.133 A reed merchant from Kawachi over¬ 

loaded his packhorse. angrily thrashed it for not moving, 
and after selling the reeds killed it.133 A self-ordained 
(unauthorized) Buddhist novice (srdmanera), also from 
Kawachi. collected popular donations with the false 
claim that he was constructing a pagoda, and enjoyed the 
proceeds privately together with his wife.134 The wife of a 
district official in Sanuki. known for her stinginess, waters 

down the wine she sells, forcibly extracts profit, and uses 

small measures when she makes loans but large measures 

when she collects repayment. The inevitable divine retri¬ 

bution shames her grief-stricken husband and children 

into atoning for her sins in 776 by donating all of the fam¬ 

ily's wealth to the church, and forgiving their debtors.133 

: 1 Kyoko Moioniochi Nakamura, trans.. Miraculous Sto- 

ries from the Japanese Buddhist Tradition: the Nihon Ryoiki 

of die Monk Kydkui (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press. 

1973). vi. 3. 

I,:‘- Niti./-i ryoiki (Tales of the Miraculous in Japan), by Kei- 

kui (Kyokai). Shin Nihon koten bungaku taikei. 30 (ca. $00: 

Tokyo: fwanami shoten, 1996), 1.212-13. item 12. Nakamura 

ir.. 123-34. 

Nihon rydiki. 1.217. item 21. Nakamura tr.. 132-33. 

‘■u Nihon rydiki, 1.220, item 27. Nakamura tr„ 139-40. 

: Nihon rydiki. 3.281-82, item 26. Nakamura tr. 257-59. 

These are miraculous tales, which cannot be accepted 

as literal fact. But perhaps they convey something of an 

authentic flavor that is missing from the official histo¬ 

ries, bound as they are by elite ideological preconcep¬ 

tions. Such tales may serve as a useful corrective to our 

conventional understanding of both Buddhism and early 

Japanese society. In China Buddhism apparently took 

root among the common people before u found popular¬ 

ity with the elite.13* In Japan, despite the leading role of 

the state and great families in promoting Buddhism, the 

popular dispersion of the religion may have been greater 

than we realize. And popular disregard for official regu¬ 

lation generally, even at the peak of the centralized ri- 

tsuryd state in eighth-century Japan, is evinced by 

the large numbers of Japanese commoners who routinely 

fled the government-imposed vision of them as registered, 

tax-paying and service-providing, farm households.137 

Buddhism simultaneously censured the immoral ex¬ 

cesses of, itself profited from, and circulated amidst a 

society in which small-scale, premodem trade was more 

widespread than is usually supposed. Nara Japan could 
hardly be described as a developed, urban, commercial 

state, but the “agricultural fundamentalism’* of the Con- 
fucian-imperia! bureaucratic ideal enshrined in official 
sources obscures the real diversity of occupations that did 
exist, and perhaps especially the “strong marine flavour** 
of early Japanese culture.1* Ancient Japan was certainly 
less commercialized than contemporary China, but prob¬ 
ably even more reliant upon seafaring.1” And it was the 

open sea that finally brought Buddhism to Japan, together 

with an array of other international cultural, political, and 

economic influences that was rather richer than we often 

realize, 

06 Qu Xiaoqiang, 189-90. 
137 Shoku Nihunft, \ :4.l54-57; 5.170-71; 6.224-25. 
138 Amino Yoshihiko. “Emperor, Rice, and Commoners.” 

Multicultural Japan: Palaeolithic to Postmodern, ed. Donald Dc- 

noon ec al. (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1994k 237-33. 

J39 The earliest known description of Japan suggest a pro¬ 

nounced maritime orientation. See San guo zhi, 30.854-55. The 

Samguk sagi (1:20 {Silla Basic Annals 1|) dates a raid on the 

Korean coast by one hundred Japanese warships to as early as 

14 a.d. For “maritime China as a minor tradition," see John K. 

Fairbank. “Maritime and Continental in China’s History,** in The 

Cambridge History of China, vol. 12 : Republican China 1912 - 

1949. pi. I (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press. 1983), 12-13. 

REVIEW ARTICLES 

A NEW EDITION OF GILGAMESH AND AKKA 

Herman L. J. Vanstiphout 

University of Groningen 

The study under review, which is compact and 

handsomely produced, consists basically of two parts. 

First we have a general introduction, presenting the tale 

and discussing succinctly the history of publication, the 

literary structure, the materials of the plot and textual 

problems. Somewhat more detailed are discussions of 

three topics the author deemed of special importance: 

the historicity of the composition, the literary traditions 

concerning the war! and the governmental institutions 

and their historicity. The introduction ends with a brief 

literary and chronological evaluation. The second part 

of the*book is devoted to the text. After a list (which re¬ 
grettably does not describe the manuscripts) we find a 
detailed discussion of the affiliation of the manuscripts; 
then the text is presented in transliteration and transla¬ 
tion. with a notice of variant readings and half a page of 
commentary. The book ends with a bibliography and a 
glossary. 

On the whole the language is clear and adequate, al¬ 

though there are a number of solecisms and not quite 

idiomatic turns of phrase that might have been avoided; 

for example, the strange title of section 6: “The historic¬ 

ity of the composition,”1 and what, if anything, is “exact 

literal meaning” (p. 4 n. 13)? Typographic errors are few: 

I have noted “ foliowes" on p. 3; “occurence” on p. 6; 

“foudation” on p. 9; “scholing” on p. 19; “an usurper” 
on p. 31 (twice). 

The text is presented as a composite, based mainly on 

mss a and b, but there are a few pages of eclectic remarks 

on variant readings. This editorial policy is acceptable 

on the ground that, as the author says, a and b seem to 

represent the same tradition (p. 38). which, as J. Cooper 

pointed out (“Gilgamesh and Agga.” JCS 33 (1981}; 

This is a review article of: Gilgamesh and Akka. By Dina 

Katz. Library of Oriental Texts, vol. I. Groningen: Styx Pub¬ 

lications. 1993. Pp. viii «• 55. HF1 39.50 (paper). 

1 The historicity of the composition can hardly be doubted, 

since w« have it, and no one has ever suggested that it is a fake. 

What is meant is cither its value as a historical document, or the 

historicity of the events related in the tale. 

224-39)i is superior to the other manuscripts. Yet the 

provenance of ms a is unknown; it does not look like a 

Nippur text and it is in any case not identical to .vis b. 

Unfortunately this policy results in some places in non¬ 

existent lines (see below ad l. 42). These things may not 

always be very important, but they might have been 

clearly noted in the presentation of the text and not just 

relegated to the commentary on pp. 46-48, which does 

not always give sufficient information (and is sometimes 

misleading; see the comments on p. 47 ad !. 42. and 
compare with my remarks below ad I. 42). Furthermore, 

where mss a and b disagree, it is not made clear why in 

some instances ms a is preferred over ms b or vice versa 
(compare 1. 42 to lines 94-95), In the absence of a score, 

or a discussion of the relevant variants, the following 
notes might be useful. 

In I. 1 it would have been more prudent to say that vis 

c has ak-(ka3) rather than “aka for ak*ka3“ (p. 46 ad 

1. 1); furthermore, ms d has either r-gi4'-a uk->-ka, or 

f-gi41 a-ka. or, possibly, r-a’ a-ka. In I. 2 there seems 

to be no reason for not reading fre6’ for rDU’ in ms c. 

In 1. 3, I read -uruki-rnar-§e3 in ms f. In I. 6 (re)colla- 

tion seems indicated for ms d: on the copy the third 

sign looks like a clear TI, but the one following looks 

like TIL; the erasure and the spelling in the next line 

argue tor TI.TI corrected into TIL.TIL, with incom¬ 
plete erasure of the firs; TI. In l. 8 ms a has an un¬ 

equivocal ga-am3-ma-sigrge-en-de3-en, In I. 10 ms a 

has mu-na-nMibV-gL-gL. In 1.17 no text has nu-um- 

raa-gid2; the 'UM1 in ms a is possible, but not certain. 
Conforming to the author’s stated policy (p. 46 fn. I). 

I propose to read nu-um-gid2 with ms b. In I. 24 the 

“restoration” of RA after JGilgames should be indi¬ 

cated as JGilgameS(-ra), since no ms has the space for 
I-raJ. In I. 27 note that the signs for FJA$ and AN$E 

are nearly identical to UNUG and KI$ in the Old 

Babylonian script (4 owe this observation to Niek Veld- 

huis). In I. 29 the arguments are convincing, but it 

might have been indicated more clearly that no ms has 

this (correct) text. In I. 33 ms a seems to have had a 

few signs after -a-ba-. In I. 39 ms c has more traces. 
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RIDDLES AND ENIGMAS 

George Thompson 

Montserrat College of Art 

This collection of essays, edited by Galit Hasan-Rokem and David Shulman, is noteworthy for 

its state-of-the-art presentation of work on riddles—bringing many perspectives together, from tra¬ 

ditional motif-analysis and psychoanalysis to studies of the riddle function in cultures ranging from 

the classical West to Judaism, classical India, and China. The book is a model of rigorous organiza¬ 
tion. rare in such wide-ranging collections; major issues that locate the comparative problem itself 
are uniformly kept in mind. 

A number of these features necessarily shape its mean- 

mu. am! therefore are open to difficulties in interpreta¬ 

tion. Some of these problems are discussed as "textual 

problems" (pp. 4-1 I >. The solution of the problem of 

the finai part (who speaks the nomination formula, and 

the biessinu and liberation formula *1 proffered by Katz 

:s undoubtedly correct in dividing (he passage 102-112 

into three parts and ascribing the nomination formula to 

Akka. the blessing and liberation formula to Gilgamesh. 

The 'tory makes sense only in this way fin fact this 

interpretation was already defended by Cooper (1981] 

and the reviewer {1986)). Yet a major problem remains: 

c' uctly how did Gilgamesh win his victory? Klein (1983) 

eore^'A took l. 99 as meaning that Akka was captured 

and Mipsequenily released by the magnanimous victor— 

an interpretation now accepted by all students of the 

poem. But how this happened is not fully solved. Katz 

speaks of a trick fp. 7). but does not clarify how the trick 

worked. Indeed, it would be hard to do so, for there is 

nothing in the text which can be plausibly construed as 

a trick. Furthermore. Gilgamesh is not, and has never 

been, known as a trickster. Why would the poet be so 

coyly reticent on this point? Rather than inventing a 

resolution. I would read what the text says. Io an earlier 

study. "Towards a Reading of ‘Gilgamesh and Akka’,” 

Orientalia Lovaniensiu Periodica 17 (1986): 33-50. I 

pointed out that there is a mirroring of motifs, themes, 
stratagems, and even passages in each of the two parts of 

the poem. In this case, we should pay attention to what 

is found in lines 46/85 and 90ff. There, it is said that Gil* 

gamesh’s “fiery halo**—at which nobody, not even his 

own citizens (1. 85). can look without being thrown 

down in paralyzed awe—strikes down the enemy. This 

is a widespread motif in much later narratives: chivalry 

stories, from Alexander the Great onwards, abound in 

helmets, shields, and armor that dazzle and destroy the 

enemy.g In my reading of the story, it is the hero's fiery 
halo that confounds Kish’s host, and enables Gilgamesh 

to capture its king. 
In conclusion, while l regret that we as yet do not 

have a full edition of “Gilgamesh and Akka," I found 

this book thoroughly satisfying, well thought out, well 

written, and a pleasure to use. Dr. Katz is to be congrat¬ 

ulated on her labor, and I look forward to reading more 

of her work. 

9 For the later periods we have Elena Cassia’s La Spendeur di¬ 

vine (The Hague: Mouton. 1968). The fact that this halo is manu¬ 

factured at Gilgamesh’s request (lines 45-46) is an intriguing 
detail. The motif may be related to the Medusa (and hence, of 

course to tfuwawa!), and it deserves a thorough investigation. 

Much of the best research that has been done re¬ 

cently on riddles and related enigmatic modes of discourse 

has been undertaken by folklorists, usually working with 

various non-literary or non-Westem traditions, and de¬ 

veloping a,theoretical model of these genres that has been 

largely folkloristic in inspiration, i.e., largely taxonomic, 

with at least some attention to the language and the social 

function of riddles. The collection of essays reviewed 
here, which developed out of discussions held at the In¬ 

stitute of Advanced Studies at the Hebrew University 

during the academic year 1988-1989, makes a valuable 

contribution to the study of the riddle-genre on two 

counts. On the one hand, it is clear that all of the partic¬ 

ipants have wrestled with the extensive theoretical liter¬ 

ature on the riddle and related modes. As a result the 

essays in this volume present a sophisticated overview of 

the present state of the art. and in some areas advance dis¬ 

cussion well beyond previous treatments. On the other 

hand, the theoretical discussions in the volume are en¬ 
riched by a wide range of source material, including a 

good number of essays devoted to the classical literary 
traditions that are a major focus of this journal. 

The collection is framed by a brief introduction and an 

afterword written by the editors, which provide the col¬ 
lection's general point of departure, as well as a summing 

up of the consensus of opinion among the participants at 

the close of a year’s work on the subject of riddles. These 
will be discussed at the end of this review. 

The first of the collection's five sections is devoted to 

general and theoretical issues. “Riddles and Their Use.” 

This is a review article of: Untying the Knot: On Riddles and 

Other Enigmatic Modes. Edited by Galit HasaN-Roke.M and 

David Shulman. New York and Oxford: Oxford University 

Press. 1996. Pp, x ♦ 329. S65 (cloth); $29.95 (paper). 

by A. Kaivola-Bregenhoj, offers a lucid sketch of the ‘tra¬ 
ditional true riddle” in Finland, and the contexts within 

which it functioned, before its virtual disappearance there 

by the midway point of the twentieth century. Kaivoia- 

Bregenhoj’s approach is straightforwardly folkloristic, in 
the venerable style of the Finnish school. Its material is 

drawn from the Folklore Archive of the Finnish Litera¬ 

ture Society, a collection of “about 30,000 riddles and 

some 500 pages of descriptions of riddle occasions” 
(p. 12). In treating such topics as the social occasions for 

riddling, the expressive devices and formulaic language 

of riddles^ and the dialogical relationship between the 

riddle-question (with its concealing ambiguity) and the 

riddle-answer (with its triumphant wit), this article dem¬ 

onstrates the continuing vitality of the method of riddle 

analysis that have been developed by folklorists. 

It is followed by a quite different sort of essay by 

D. Handelman, entitled “Traps and Trans-formation: The¬ 

oretical Convergences between Riddle and Ritual.” Un¬ 
like Katvola-Bregenhoj’s essay, which is rooted in the 

study of a definite corpus of riddles. Handelman s is trig¬ 
gered by the observation that “riddling and riddle con¬ 

tests are sometimes embedded in rituals in various parts 
of the world” (p. 37). In particular, the sort of ritual that 

Handelman has in mind is the “trans- format ion” ritual 
(which, for reasons that are not quite clear, he distin¬ 

guishes from the rite of passage). Of course, it has fre¬ 

quently been observed that riddling occurs, both in 

folklore and in ritual, on occasions that mark an individ¬ 
ual’s transformation or initiation: one frequently encoun¬ 

ters riddling at weddings, funerals, the consecration of 

kings, rites of initiation, public sacrifices, new year’s cel¬ 

ebrations. etc. (cf., e.g„ Handelman s discussion at p. 49). 

In this paper, Handelman attempts to come up with a 

conceptualization of the riddle that adequately explains 

why this association between riddles and rituals of a 
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neighboring communities? Why Jo people persist in behavior 

which they know will provoke violence on the part of their 

neighbors? And why are these acts so often committed in the 

name of religion?" These are the sorts of questions the author 

of this book sets out to address. Kakar. is a writer whose work 

seldom fails to stimulate, and ihis book is no exception. It 

provides a useful, convincing, and thought-pro yoking study of 

imer-eommunaj violence in India, especially the Hindu-Musiim 

riots in Hyderabad in 1990. which at the same time sheds light 

on similar violence elsewhere in the world. 

In seeking to understand such situations Kakar avoids easy 

answers. The perpetrators are not psychopaths, they are not 

sexually insecure, they did not suffer abuse as children. Nor are 

such conflicts to be explained as some do as being "really" due 

to secular causes deriving from colonialism. On the other hand, 

Kakar does acknowledge that religion is only one among many 

causes, and he sets out to examine the relative strengths of 

these causes. 

He proceeds by visiting Hyderabad and talking to people 

involved on both sides of the 1990 riot. His study is based on 

extensive interviews with both perpetrators ("Warriors’') and 

victims from both communities, and psychological tests such as 

the Giessen Test, the Morality Interview, and the Toy Construc¬ 

tion method for children. Here Kakar shows great sympathy and 

understanding for his respondents, together with a critical as¬ 

sessment of their motives and explanations. 

The thesis which emerges is that what lies behind such out¬ 

breaks of violence is the difficult process by which people strug¬ 

gle to form individual and communal identities in a modem and 

modernizing world. This process involves historical, political, 

socio-economic factors, besides religious ones, to be sure, but 

the religious elements are crucial and become entwined with 

the others. Historical memories, usually of past injustice, fre¬ 

quently involve stories of religious persecution or oppression. 

Political leaders manipulate religious myths and symbols for 

their own ends as they vie for power locally and at the federal 

Centre. Actions of other-religionists are frequently seen by the 

poor, who are usually the principal victims of communal vio¬ 

lence. as responsible for their inferior economic status. 

Religion is also used by individuals and communities posi¬ 

tively to bolster their identity in the face of the Other. With its 

prescribed attitudes, rituals, moralities, and symbols it is ideally 

suited to do so. But Kakar is also aware that religions of all 

kinds have often been direct causes of bloody violence, that 

‘religion brings to conflict between groups a greater emotional 

intensity and a deeper motivational thrust than language, re¬ 

gion. or other markers of ethnic identity" (p. 192). And he is 

also aware that in all this perceptions arc more important than 

tacts, that they are "neither merely real not merely psycholog¬ 

ical” fp. 130) but a heady brew blending the two. This is what 

makes it so difficult to find solutions to the problems. 

(n his conclusion Kakar himself finally calls for » "truly 

multicultural polity” which allows communities to co-exist with¬ 

out enmity and which protects the rights of each. One can 

remain skeptical about the eventuality of such a polity, but this 

study is certainly an important contribution to the furthering of 

that goal. It is comprehensive, well written, and particularly 

relevant to our times. I give it an unqualified recommendation. 

Malcolm McLean 

University of Otago 

The S&listamba Sutra and Its Indian Commentaries. By Jef¬ 

frey D. Schoening. Wiener Studicn zur Tibetologie und 

Buddhtsmuskunde. vols. 35.1, 35.2. Vienna: AftBElTSKftEls 

Universitat Wien fUr tibetischb und suDOKtsnscHE 

Studien, 1995. Pp. XX ♦ 770, bibliography, tables, appendi¬ 

ces, index. 

The Buddha, gazing upon a rice plant sprouting, commented: 

"He who sees dependent arising sees the Dharma. He who sees 

the Dharma sees the Buddha." Such is the origin, and the core 

pronouncement, of this MahEy&na sQtra. Famous for its ex¬ 

position of universal relativity, more technically, "dependent 

origination." it was translated from the original Sanskrit into 

Chinese (six versions) and Tibetan, and from Tibetan into Mon¬ 

golian. Some ninety percent of it survives in Sanskrit, mostly in 

the form of citations in other works. The earliest date is es¬ 

tablished by the translation of a version into Chinese by the 

Central Asian scholar known as Chih-ch’ien between 220 and 

2S0 c.E. This study relies upon Sanskrit and Tibetan versions of 

the Sfirna and secondary literature. 

In editing and translating the text and its major Indian com¬ 

mentaries, Dr. Schoening advances far beyond previous studies. 

He presents the edited Tibetan of a TUnhuang manuscript of the 

sQtra, supplemented by four other Tunhuang manuscripts and 

thirteen classical (Kanjur) editions. This sets a new standard in 

text-critical thoroughness. The introduction contains a lengthy 

discourse on text-critical work, demonstrating, among other 

things, the importance of Tbnhuang manuscripts for identifying 

corruption of the text in later canonical traditions. Interlinear 

comments from Tunhuang manuscripts are noted, and they are 

helpful. The introduction also analyzes the Kanjur and Tanjur, fo¬ 

cusing upon style of staa commentary. Here, Schoening U overly 

selective in his illustrative materials: use of Yogic&rabhOmi 

literature might have modified some of his generalizations. 

Schoening also edits and translates three Indian commentar¬ 

ies: a seventy-verse summary of the Sutra plus a commentary, 

attributed to NSgSrjuna, and portions of a commentary to the 

SQtra by KamaJailla (eighth century). These survive only in 

Tibetan, although the last was translated from Tibetan into 

Chinese in the ninth century at Tunhuang. 

The verse summary and its commentary are attributed to 

Nigirjuna by Indian tradition (notably, by Bhavya) and Tibetan 

doxographers. Following conventional wisdom in the field. 

Schoening doubts the attribution on the grounds of doctrinal 

divergence from Niglrjuoa's Madhyamakakdnkds (MM 10— 

for example. Inclusion in these texts of "Yogicira" terminology 

such as the three natures (trisvabhdva). This reasoning is faulty, 

and it is arguably indicative of the immature stale of modern 

Buddhist studies. Were Bhavya and other ancients obtuse in 

failing to differentiate authors by school, and schools by doc¬ 

trine? Or do we nowadays offer a one-dimensional view by 

failing to acknowledge doctrinal complexity, mutual influence, 

or an author's intellectual development? By the rigid sunttods 

sec by the conventional wisdom, how many variants of Plato 

would we identify? 

la these commentaries by "Nigirjuna," and in the "three 

natures" work that is also attributed him by redactors of the Tan- 

jur, the three-natures theory is found in its classical form, e.g., 

postdating the Lohkdvatim and Samdhinirmocana sOtras. That 

is to say, the theory incorporates the "Nagarjunian" two-truth 

ontological categories (conventional and ultimate) in a tripartite 

division of cpistemic issues. From the point of view of the 

MMK, dependent origination is a conventional topic; it is thus 

characterized at p. 78 of this Stum's commentary and KamalafUa 

also characterizes the Sitm as enigmatic or purposive, idem per 

dgongspa (pp. 89,99), whereas ultimate truth has no causes and 

conditions. As conventional truth, this SQtra and its commen¬ 

taries have the iess-thaa-ultimate purpose of eliminating at¬ 

tachment. NEgirjwu might welt compose a commentary with 

apparently Yogiciran or other "conventional-truth” formula¬ 

tions for these heuristic purposes. (See the discussion of the "in- 

tentionality" [abhisamdhi) of the Buddha’s teachings at p. 218.) 

On the other hand, the s&ira-versification attributed to Ni- 

girjuna is clearly dependent upon his MMK for its analysis of 

causatioa and its technique of reducing, to absurdity, spuri¬ 

ous philosophic theories and "common sense" understandings 

of causation. 

The focus of the SQtra is causation. A seed, with the assis¬ 

tance of other causes and conditions, gives rise to a sprout The 

influence of earth, water, and so forth are easy to understand, as 

are the irrelevance of God, Seif, and other supernatural notions. 

A propaedeutic aim of the SQim is the elimination of unedifying 

questions—e.g., what was 1 in the past?—and tire elimination 

of the false beliefs of framapas and brihmapas. e.g.. self, and be¬ 

liefs in superstition and magical technology, such as festivities, 

omens, etc., of which Kamalaslla provides an interesting list. 

In this "conventional-truth" account, the actual connection 

between seed and sprout is problematic. The seed "ceases" and 

gives rise to the xprouL according to the Surra (p. 281). To 

explain this. Kamalaslla invokes the theory of momentarincss: 

the sprout arises at the moment that the cause ceases Ip. 286). 

Momentariness is also invoked to explain the transition from 

death to rebirth, between which there is no interval; the doc¬ 

trine of an intervening period (antardbhava, bar do), associated 

with the Sammitiya school and prevalent in later Mahiyina. is 

absent here. 

Also unclear in this explanation is why cause and result are 

similar—why, tor example, can the farmer plant a seed of rice 

with confidence that it will produce a rice plant, and not barley? 

So dependent origination explains ordinary cause and effect, 

as in farming; in its form of the twelvefold chain it explains the 

process of death and rebirth; and it explains the process of per¬ 

ception and the variety of factors that create consciousness. 

The translations are competently done. Translation of the 

technical terminology is mainstream, as befits a dissertation 

project (University of Washington). Only a few suggestions on 

usage are in order. 

For dgos pa’i dgos pa, pmyojana-pmyojana, "further pur¬ 

pose" is preferable to "purpose of the purpose" (pp. 32. 33). 

At p. 237. the variant reading attested by note 2 is preferable: 

the Buddha sees the dhannas that are seen by both the learners 

and the learned, not that the Buddha sees the dhannas of the 

Buddha, the learner, and the learned. This is clarified by com¬ 

mentary at p. 239. Also, the primary meaning of dharma here 

is doctrine. 

The Tibetan .phrase sbyar bar bya means "one should add," 

not "apply." as in (p. 242 a. 5): "to the heterodox {tlrthika) 

nihilist theories mentioned in the text one should add those that 

derive from the Yogicira.” 

Karma is wholesome, unwholesome, and neutral, not ‘im¬ 

movable” (p. 101',. i 

In context of the twelvefold chain, abhisamskdm would be bel¬ 

ter rendered as "produce" or "manufacture” than "accomplish. " 

Mark Tatz 

University of California, Berkeley 

Syllables of Sky: Studies in South Indian Civilization in Honour 

cf Vekheru Namyana Rao. Edited by David Shulman. 

Delhi: Oxford University Press. 1996. Pp. xi - 478, 

plates, index of subjects. S29.9S. 

Those who know David Shulman are well aware that he has 

found the experience of studying and working with V. Nara- 

yana Rao to be enormously satisfying, stimulating, and enrich¬ 

ing. Likewise, those who know Narayana Rao are aware that 

t * - 
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:he admiration is reciprocated. Here we have a case of two hu¬ 

manist scholars engaged in a collaboration that has contributed 

significantly to knowledge about South Asian civilization. 

The volume under review is a collection of essays edited by 

David Shulman as a tribute to Narayana Rao. and the contrib¬ 

utors .ire .ill scholars with significant accomplishments to their 

credit m the field of South Asian studies. The introductory es¬ 

say by Shulman olfers a glimpse of Narayana Rao’s remarkable 

career and journey of self-discovery which began in a remote 

village in coastal Andhra and eventually brought him to Madi¬ 

son. Wisconsin. Sbulman’s essay—both a capsule intellectual 

biography and an introduction to major themes in Narayana 

Rao's work—suggests a dose interconnection between the par- 

nculars of Narayana Rao's personal experience and the ori¬ 

ginality of his insights into Indian, and specifically Telugu. 

literary -culture. 

!n a tense the subtitle of this volume—Studies in South 

Indian Civilisation—is a misnomer, because collectively these 

essays do not really make a case for and are not predicated on 

the notion of “South India*’ as a definable civilizational entity. 

In his introductory essay Shulman describes this collection as 

perhaps the first to attempt an Andhra-centric vision of south 

India'* (p. 17). While it is true that the majority (but not ail) of 

the essays are concerned in one way or another with Telugu 

textual materials or with sites of cultural practice located in 

Andhra, no vision of south Indian civilization per se emerges 

from the collection. Telugu and Andhra may be operative terms 

for many of the contributors to this volume, but “South India” 

more broadly is not. except in the sense that some of the con¬ 

tributors tend to duplicate by analogy the problematic tendency 

of many Tamil scholars to treat Tamil and Tamilnadu as synec¬ 

doches for South India. 

But the issue of “South India" aside, the fruits of some im¬ 

pressive and important research is brought together in this vol¬ 

ume. and whether by design or chance, there is considerable 

interplay among these essays. Excepting Shulman’s introduc¬ 

tion. the essays are grouped in four sections. The first section— 

“South Indian Folklore and Literary Theory*’—contains the late 

A. K. Ramanujan’s exegesis of a Kannada folktale: Stuart Black- 

bum’s examination of “animal-husband’* talcs, a folktale type 

well represented in India; and a typological analysis of Telugu 

written and oral texts by Bh. Krishnamurti. The second sec¬ 

tion— "Classical Literature"—includes Wendy Ooniger’s inter- 

preMticn of sexual masquerades as a mythic theme in India; 

David Shulman's elicitation of aciassicai Andhran poetic vision 

through j close reading of Allasini Peddana’s Manucaritnamu 

and its antecedents: an essay by George Hart which delineates 

emotional and ethical archetypes in classical Indian literature 

and then examines bhakti as a systematic violation of these ar¬ 

chetypes; and Paula Richman’s exploration of how the conven¬ 

tions of the Tamil literary genre pillaittamH. a kind of praise 

poem in which a poet addresses a deity or extraordinary human 

as a child, have been adapted by Hindu, Muslim, and Christian 

poets. The third section, titled “Anthropology/Religion." con¬ 

tains three essays—David Kflipe's examination of textual sources 

on and ritual practices associated with the planet Saiti (Saturn); 

Joyce Burk halter Rueckiger’i report on her work with a Muslim 

woman living in Hyderabad who maintains a thriving practu.,; 

as a healer; and Don Handetman’s detailed description and in¬ 

terpretation of an annua] festival (jdtra) performed in Tirupati 

in honor of the goddess Gangamml^ The Anal section, titled 

“South Indian History and History of Art," contains essays by 

Sanjay Subrahmanyam, Cynthia Talbot, and Phillip Wagoner. 

The subject of Su brahman yam’s essay is succinctly captured by 

its subtitle. “The TinimaJa-Tinjpati Temple Complex in Early 

European Views and Ambitions, 1540-1660" Talbot examines 

the notion of female mlership in medieval India, focusing on 

the reign of Rudrama-devi (l 163-95). the fourth independent 

ruler in the Kakatiya dynasty. Finally, Philip Wagoner examines 

temple architecture under the Kakatiyas, and identifies four ar¬ 

chitectural “modes" which are respectively associated with “pub¬ 

lic" and “private" cultic environments. 

The organization of the essays into four sections and the sec¬ 

tion headings (“South Indian Folklore and Literary Theory," 

etc.) in most instances does not illuminate the distinctive liter¬ 

ary and cultural visions elucidated in these essays. One might 

even say that the categorization of the essays is incompatible 

with one of the major themes of Narayana Rao’s work, as artic¬ 

ulated by Shulman, namely, the inadequacy of both canonical 

Indian and Western theoretical frameworks to an inquiry into 

deep levels of metastnicture and internal process in South Asian 

literary (and one might add also other kinds of cultural) tradi¬ 

tions (pp. 13-14). But, as noted above, there Is considerable in¬ 

terplay of themes and ideas among the essays, even if these are 

not highlighted by the volume’s organization into conventional 

disciplinary categories. The thematic rubric which stands out 

most prominent’y is that of gender—in fact a subset of these 

essays constitutes a very significant contribution to the study of 

gender-related conceptualizations and practices in South Asia. 

The essays by Blackburn, Doniger, Flueckiger. Handelman, 

Ramanujan, and Talbot are particularly noteworthy in this re¬ 

gard. A few of the other topical rubrics that emerge from the 

collection include authority (Flueckiger. Krishnamurti, Talbot), 

the fluidity of Indian cultural formations (Handelman, Talbot), 

and genre (Blackburn, Doniger. Krishnamurti. Ramanujan. Rich- 

man, Shulman, Wagoner). While gender, authority, genre, etc., 

are not in and of themselves constructs specific to South Asia, 

the work represented in this volume clarifies some of the cul¬ 

turally specific forms they may take in South .Asian contexts. 

To sum up. though this reviewer has reservations about the 

organization and self-representation of this collection, the qual¬ 

ity of the essays themselves is generally excellent, and many of 

them work in tandem to suggest some exciting currents in the 

development of knowledge about South Asian civilization. 

Norman Ctnrux 

University op Chicago 

Disputed Dharmas: Early Buddhist Theories on Existence; An 

Annotated Translation of the Section on Factors Dissociated 

from Thought from Sahghabhadro's NylySnusfira. By Col¬ 

lett Cox. Studia Philologies Buddhica Monograph Series 

XI. Tokyo: The International Institute for Buddhist 

Studies, 1995. Pp. xxiii. 479. 

Collett Cox has given us one of those books that every spe¬ 

cialist in Indian Buddhism will need to possess but seldom will 

read, by virtue of the subject matter's inherent opacity. A 

reworking of her 1982 doctoral dissertation from Columbia 

University, Disputed Dharmas is a fine piece of philological 

scholarship which investigates the questions and controversies 

of phenomena dissociated from thought (viprayukta-samskdra- 

dhormdh). This category of events (dharmas. which Cox calls 

factors) was developed by the Abhidharma doctors partly in 

response to philosophical challenges from their Brahmanical 

antagonists, partly to gloss over internal doctrinal difficulties. 

Incredibly, this category was at one time among the sexiest of 

topics within the Abhidharma schools of Buddhist intellectuals 

in monastic India. As an arena of disputation, the category 

brought into fine focus the disparity between the two leading 

factions of Abhidharma advocates in north India. Cox has done 

yeoman's service by patiently outlining the circumstances and 

ideas of the two major disputants—Vasuhandhu for the Sautrfn- 

tikas and Safighabhadra for the Vaibhiftkas—and translating 

relevant portions from Xuinzkng’s Chinese rendering (T.29.1562) 

of the lost Sanskrit of SaAghabhadra’s Nydydnusdra. Executing 

this strategy. Disputed Dharmas Is divided into three principal 

sections; “Historical Introduction" (pp. 1-63), “Introductory 

Commentaries" (pp. 65-171). and "Translation" (pp. 173-411). 

followed by an abbreviated list of Chinese characters, bibliog¬ 

raphy, and a very useful index (pp. 413-79).* 

1 Without being obsessive. I must call attention to the priv- 

ileging of German and Japanese authors in the bibliography. 

Cox’s list of English language contributions to Buddhist studies 

seldom climbs out of the immediate post-World*War-ll period— 

unless done by German or Japanese authors—and are not an 

entirely accurate reflection of more recent activity. On a lighter 

The “Historical Introduction" is an excellent summation of 

the received wisdom of philological enquiry on the corpus of 

Abhidharma literature, although modem AbMdharmtkaa wit) 

inevitably quibble over some of the representations given. Cox 

presents the two standard hermeneutical etymologies of the 

term abhidharma and discusses the methods of exegesis found 

in this variety of literature, including differences of opinion on 

how the form began. Moving to the background of the contro¬ 

versy at hand, she delineates the circumstances surrounding the 

formation of the orthodox Kashmiri Vaibhigika tradition from 

the larger corpus of Sarvlstivida texts ind the challenges to the 

Vaibhi$ika doctrines by the Sautrtatikas. She finally specifies 

the debate in the related works of Vasubandhu—the most noto¬ 

rious Sautrintika. whose AbkidharmakoJa and Bhd&a are the 

most important surviving Sanskrit representatives of the mas¬ 

sive .Abhidharma corpus—and Sahghabhadra, who both imitated 

and attacked the Abhidharmakoia and Bhdfya. 

Part IL “Introductory Commentaries." is a necessary attempt 

to explain to the uninitiated the nature of the "factors dissoci¬ 

ated from thought" and something of the background. Quickly 

the reader finds himself in a world in which the nomenclature 

and jargon are at war with normative English comprehension. 

Thus, "Ontological Perspective Underlying Possession and Non¬ 

possession" (pp. 87-88) is not a rigorous analysis of the nature 

of shamanic states and of healing from the action of spirits by 

exorcists on behalf of the possessed, but an examination of the 

ideas concerning "acquisition/obtainment." or however the term 

prdpti is translated. Cox's introduction of the nomenclature is 

essential, because it dominates the entire second half of the 

book, pan III. which is devoted to the translation of an ex¬ 

tended refutation of Vasubandhu’s section on the-dissociated 

phenomena in Sanghabhadra's Ny&y&nus&ra. \ 

I have found myself occasionally quibbliog with Co& inter¬ 

pretations of specific items, such as her attempt to extend the 

identity of lists (mdtrkd) to both the Vinaya u well as the 

Abhidharma, thereby calling U into question as one of the im¬ 

portant mnemonic methods feeding the movement that was to 

become Abhidharma, Cenainly, the term mdtrkd was applied 

to Vinaya summaries—and even infrequently extended to other 

summaries, as well. Yet the identity of those who memorize 

these lists as different from those who memorize the Vinaya 

or the SOtras is too well established to admit of such an in¬ 

terpretation. In ail likelihood, the “upholders of the lists" 

(mdtrkddhara) represented the class of monks from whom the 

Abhidharma developed as an institutionalization of mnemon¬ 

ics, their standardization and exegesis. She is certainly right in 

note. Etienne Lamotte's corpus has been inadvertently merged 

with that of Louis de La Vallde Poussin (p. 432). 
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pointing out that these lists were far more important to the 

genre among TheravSda authors, but that does not preclude 

their contribution to Sanskrit literature. 

This brings me to more substantive qualms. I continue to find 

myself uneasy with the historical or philosophical representa¬ 

tions of those wedded exclusively to philological methodology. 

For example, Cox’s historical introduction could have been 

markedly improved by a broader representation of Adhidharma 

within the culture of the Iranian language speakers (Ku$Sna, 

Sassanian) who dominated the Gandh&ra area and continually 

threatened Indian orthodoxy in Kashmir. The reality of such 

threats was ultimately to materialize with the Ephthalite inva¬ 

sion of the upper Jhelum around 520 c.E. However, in Buddhist 

studies today, those who account themselves exclusively phi¬ 

lologists seldom venture into issues proposed by mainstream 

historians. The unfortunate consequence of this proclivity is for 

specialists in iistras to operate in a curiously sealed envi¬ 

ronment in which “historical” discussions unaccountably avoid 

much of the stuff of history. For example, the quantity of Abhi- 

dharma literature combined with its very arcaneness simply 

begs the obvious question: why on earth did otherwise pre¬ 

sumably sane Buddhist monks dispense extraordinary amounts 

of their time in pursuit of this material? We might observe that 

questions of authority and authenticity seem to come into play 

in selected areas, but Cox’s allusions to these issues leave the 

reader less than satisfied. 

Similarly, the topical treatment in part II is an accurate phil¬ 

ological statement of the material. It requires, though, extended 

initiation into the arcane literature of the Abhidharma to be of 

value and, even then, leaves the reader wandering in a dimly lit 

field. Part of the problem, to be sure, simply comes from the 

materials’ lack of wider treatment—were we more frequently 

presented with Abhidharma texts, familiarity would offset some 

of the opacity. Yet such facts simply indicate that a more thor¬ 

ough philosophical treatment of Abhidharma doctrines would 

be in everyone’s best interests. Traditionally, philologists have 

done spade work in translation and representation, while philo¬ 

sophically inclined specialists have taken the material thus 

rendered and unpacked it for a wider reading audience. This 

method, however, frequently ensures that the philosophers ques¬ 

tioning the material in some depth do so with blind spots as to 

ramifications within other areas of the doctrinal corpus. When 

the received language of the material remains its original San¬ 

skrit (whatever the textual vicissitudes), then the process is to 

some degree justifiable, or at least comprehensible. When the 

language, though, is as specialized as Chinese translations of 

Abhidharma, then the onus of interpretation bears more heavily 

on the specialist. For example, chapter 10, “Name, Phrase, and 

Syllable,” begins and ends with the suggestion that Abhidhar- 

mikas participated in the larger discourse of the Grammarians 

and may have contributed to the discussion on sphofa. This is 

f 3i hi 

an intriguing suggestion, but it is dropped almost as soon as it 

is broached, disposed of with a few references to some older lit¬ 

erature on the Grammarians instead of granting it the treatment 

Cox evidently believes it deserves. So, while Cox employs the 

diction approved in the sphere of philological enterprise, she 

could have extended her discussion of the central topics in 

clearer language for the benefit of all her readers. 

These qualms need not detract from the fine quality of the 

fundamental text, and it remains true that any book that tries to 

be all things to all people does little for anyone. Cox treads a 

well-worn path in her method, and if some Indologists might 

wish philologists to pursue a more thorough historical treat¬ 

ment of their authors, few could question the excellence of her 

philological work per se. While stiff going, Disputed Dharmas 

will reward those with the courage and time to read it—it 

reveals some of the more important discussion of late Gupta 

Buddhist scholasticism. Professor Cox must be admired for her 

own fortitude in bringing this valuable material before us. 

Ronald M. Davidson 

Fairfield University 

From Early Vedanta to Kashmir Shaivism: Caudapada, Bhartjr- 

hari, and Abhinavagupta. By Nataua Isayeva. SUNY 

Series in Religious Studies. Albany: State University of 

New York Press. 1995. Pp. x + 10 + 197. $16.95 (paper). 

I found this book truly rewarding in only one area: die com¬ 

parison it attempts of early Vedfintic thought with the thought 

found in the writings of certain Eastern Orthodox Christian 

writers, particularly with the teachings of the Hesychasts or the 

views of Gregory Palamas, Pavel Florensky, and Alexei Losev. 

As I knew nothing about the thinkers in the Hesychast line, the 

information Isayeva gave about them and about the similarities 

of their thinking with the thinking of Gaugap&da, etc., made a 

significant addition to my knowledge. However, it follows from 

the same fact that I am not qualified to judge the accuracy of 

her representation of the Hesychasts or of the philosophers 

allied with them. I can only ascertain the philological and his¬ 

torical accuracy of her discussion of the philosophers from the 

Sanskrit tradition. The effort I made in that direction—I regret 

to have to state—failed to inspire confidence. 

In Isayeva’s writing, some transliterations of Sanskrit words 

are so wrong that they leave no doubt about a less-than-firm 

grasp of the language; e.g., prSjHa-ghana for ghana-prajha on 

p. 22, Satakdyana for Sdkaf&yana on p. 71, Pariklrna- for 

Praklma- on p. 79, farrfa-bhOfd (which would mean ’language 

of the eunuchs’) for sandhd/sandhyd-bhOfa twilight language, 

secret language' on p. 158. 

It goes without saying that not all of Isayeva’s translations 

are accurate (e.g., those on pp. 90, 99, 100, 109). This is es¬ 

pecially the case in those rare instances in which she tries to 

interpret a text differently from her predecessors. The different 

translations she offers sometimes do not even fall in what we 

may call a gray area—that is, the area in which scholars can 

reasonably be expected to differ in their interpretations; they 

are contextually (e.g., p. 103) or grammatically impossible (e.g., 

p. 106, p. 115; at the latter place the indeclinable pte ‘without’ 

is taken as the locative singular of /to). 

Although occasionally Isayeva offers comments on issues of 

authorship, chronology, etc., it is clear that she is able to offer 

them only oq the basis of what she has read in secondary liter¬ 

ature. As far as I can see, there is no philological issue which 

she has newly detected. Nor has she settled any old philological 

issue even in probabilistic or tentative terms by referring to the 

primary or original Sanskrit sources. As most of her book aims 

at determining the historical development of certain ideas, its 

unsteady philological foothold makes one wonder all the more 

about the reliability of the development she has determined.1 

In keeping with her exclusive reliance on secondary litera¬ 

ture, such as translations and earlier studies in European lan¬ 

guages, is Isayeva’s silence on some questions that are clearly 

relevant to the approach and scope of her investigation. I have, 

for example, the following in mind, (a) Was the view of the 

Grammarian philosophers represented by Bhartfhari ever called 

Vedanta? (b) What really is the evidence for Tantric, as distinct 

from the later Kashmir Saiva, elements in early Vedinta? Are 

there any common elements beyond the fourfold classification 

of vdc? (c) Must Sankara's Vedanta be considered mature? Must 

Sankara be better simply because he is later? Is it not possible 

that be was not informed or was not adequately informed about 

some of his predecessors? Is it beyond the range of possibility 

that he misjudged or distorted certain logically stronger ele¬ 

ments of early Vedanta? (d) What statements or expressions in 

1 To matters more problematic, the knowledge dis¬ 

played of secondary literature is not always accurate, sufficiently 

comprehensive, or up-to-date. Nor is it always conveyed un¬ 

ambiguously. For example, regarding Bhartfbari’s commentary 

on the Mah&bh&sya, by now available in at least two editions 

covering the entire available manuscript, Isayeva writes as if it 

were unpublished (p. 72). On p. 16, she does not tell us how the 

dating of Gau^apida preferred there is to be reconciled with the 

tradition that Gau^apftda was Sankara's teacher’s teacher, which 

seems to meet her approval on p. 2. 

Bhartfhari establish that he is aware of the “cc 

lion (spanda) of the sacred mantra” as claime* 

it proper to view Sankara, as he has been view 

someone concerned with poetic expressions in / 

writings? Does fujka in the given context no 

concern for dgama or frutH 

As indicated so far, Isayeva’s exposition 

review of what the earlier explorers of the field 

logical determination of what certain ancient j 

vocated, comparison with Hesychastic though; 

philosophy.2 All these four approaches are ii 

for the kind of investigation she has undertake 

have been attempted in a relatively short spac< 

been done to any of them. One also senses a 

whether the book should be a survey of certain 

point of view of a particular historical recon 

Ved&nta”) or whether it should be devoted to ti 

a single concept (“net of energy or vibration" 

by the selected authors. In the information she 

thinking of Gau^apSda, Bhartrhari and Abhii 

are many details that do not seem to bear up 

concept which assumes prominence in the com 

If the concept was intended to give thematic 

sentation, it disappears too frequently from the 

serve as a unifying element. 

Isayeva uses appropriate metaphorical or p( 

communicate to the reader certain challenging 

sophical notions and views. She does have th< 

the inexplicit and to capture the drifts and tei 

statements in vivid, forceful language. She i: 

she thus poeticizes philosophy, but the poetici 

goes beyond the role of a device of communic 

a substitute for evidence or logical argument, 

reading too much into the explanatory analog! 

ical expressions of the Sanskrit authors (e.g., 

The difference of quality of scholarship seci 

lications on South Asia puzzles me. It is diffici 

a press which can publish the methodologies 

of Wilhelm Halbfass can also publish the we! 

sporadically reliable book reviewed here. 

A 

University of British Columbia 

2 In the last I include the author’s own “ta 

Sanskrit texts literally say and her attempts tc 

that would connect scattered passages. 
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the toponymy of Ebla. but also of its prosopography 

and sociopolitical conditions. But in using the work they 

should keep in mind that the computer is very useful 

for arranging the input in any desirable sequence, but 

that its analysis must still be done in the old-fashioned 

way. and that the transliterations chosen by the editors 

are not always the only or the best ones. It would also 

be advisable, when reading the commentaries dealing 

with geography and comparative toponymy, to have be¬ 

fore one's eyes a map of the northern parts of Syria and 

Mesopotamia. 

THERAVADA TRANSFORMED?* 

Edmund Perry 

Northwestern University 

Two important recent books by Richard Combrich (and Gananath Obeyesekere) on the •‘modern¬ 

ization" of Buddhism in Ceylon are examined. Among other commentary. Waipola Rahula s spirited 

attacks on "innovation" are placed in context. 

For reasons i will try to make apparent further 

along in this review one should read these two books as 

a unit. They both treat the phenomenon of change in 
the Thera Vida Buddhism preserved and practiced by the 

Sinhala people of Sri Lanka. Their account and their 
interesting explanations of changes in the Theravida 

from Us origin in ancient India up to the "transform¬ 

ing” innovations recently introduced by Sinhala urban¬ 

ites in and around Colombo are rendered in a lucid prose 

and an engaging narrative construction that make their 

authors' scholarship accessible to Sri Lanka specialists, 

Buddhists and buffs alike. This literary excellence will 

make pleasurable the repeated close readings that are 

necessary for an ample grasp of the data and its interpre¬ 
tation presented here by Richard Gombrich and Ganan¬ 

ath Obeyesekere. 
Gombrich, an Indologist at the University of Oxford, 

and Obeyesekere, a native of Sri Lanka who holds a 
professorship in anthropology at Princeton University, 
have already established their names as well as a canon 

of research literature in the study of the religious life of 

Sinhala Buddhists in Sri Lanka. One recalls at once such 

notable book-length examples as Gombrich's Precept and 
Practice: Traditional Buddhism in the Rural Highlands 

of Ceylon (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971) and Obeye* 
sekere's Medusa's Hair: An Essay on Personal Symbols 

and Religious Experience (Chicago: University of Chi¬ 

cago Press. 1981). 

* This is a review article of: Theravdda Buddhism: A Social 

History from Ancient Benares to Modern Colombo. By Rich¬ 

ard F. Gombrich. Pp. x + 237. London and New York: Rout- 

lgoge & Kegan Paul. 1988. S55 (cloth): $15.95 ipaper). 

Buddhism Transformed: Religious Change in Sri Lanka. By 

Richard Gombrich and Gananath Obeyesekere. Pp. xvi 

♦ 484. Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1988. $49.50 

(cloth): $16.95 (paper). 

In Theravdda Buddhism: A Social History from Ah* 

cie/tt Benares to Modern Colombo, Gombrich develops 

social explanations for "three major points of change" 
that have occurred in Theravida's history. He selects 

the Buddha's founding of this Sasana (religion) in India 

some 2500 ye-Ars.ago; its migration from India to Sri 

Lanka, where a redefinition of Buddhist identity hap¬ 

pened; and within the last 150 years, a configuration of 

responses and reactions to the Protestant Christian mis¬ 

sionary accouterment to Great Britain's colonization of 

Sri Lanka, a development widely designated nowadays 

as "Protestant Buddhism." It would be difficult to argue 

sensibly against the choice of these three instances of 

"major change" in Theravida. particularly since Gom¬ 
brich gives a persuas've defense of his selection without 
claiming that these are the only instances of definitive 

change. 
There is similarly no compelling reason tst challenge 

the basic assumptions of his concept of social history. 

He holds that the social historian’s primary responsibility 

is to explain change while understanding that the his¬ 

torian, like every other human being, cannot explain 

everything. He holds further that changes in a religion 

arise in response to problem situations within a society 

and are. hence, appropriate phenomena for empirical study 

and for causal explanation in social terms that may con¬ 

flict with the metaphysical explanations proffered by 

the religion itself. He considers the agents and subjects 

of innovation in social history to be, typically, human 

individuals whose intended objectives evoke group pat¬ 

ronage, although disasters in nature exemplify notable ex¬ 

ceptions and some intended actions result in unintended 

consequences. 
Gombrich acknowledges here (p. 25) (he limited 

usefulness of a general definition of religion, as he did 

earlier in Precept and Practice (p. II). He accepts re¬ 

ligion defined broadly as a system of belief in and pat¬ 

terned interaction with superhuman beings, Gombrich 
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reasons that this general definition of religion will not 

suffice when one investigates and writes the social his¬ 

tory of a specific religion. To understand TheravSda in its 

particular social contexts one has to probe beyond the 

marks that identify it as a religion in the general sense. 

One must determine what the TheravSdins themselves 

define as their Buddhist identity, and as a scholar Gom- 

bnch determines to find for himself “what exactly is 

involved in being [this kind of] Buddhist’* (pp. 15 arid 

35». He adverts to this question of specifically Theravada 

identity five times (pp. 74-75. 138-39, 141-42. 178. 

194) in the seven chapters that follow the introduction. 

Although he characterizes his achievement in this book 

as "essentially a presentation** of research results accom- 

pli^hed by esteemed "predecessors" (p. ix). he allows 

that "if this book breaks new ground it will mainly be in 

my treatment of this question*’ of Theravada Buddhist 

identity (p. 23). 

Gombrich demonstrates exemplary professional eti¬ 

quette in his generous acknowledgment of large depen¬ 

dence on other scholars, but knowledgeable readers will 

readily discern that he has overstated his disclaimer to 

originality in this book. The concept of a social construc¬ 

tion of Theravada’s entire history in a single essay is as 

highly original as it is ambitious. The introduction gives 

as brilliant and as unpompous a discussion of theoretical 

considerations as I have read anywhere, and the seven 

chapters present an unprecedented construction of Thera- 

vada's story. This book exemplifies laudable originality 

in another sense, probably a consequence unintended by 

its author. It constitutes a widely usable text in intro¬ 

ductory courses in Buddhism. A listing of the chapter 

titles will attest this evaluation: “Gotama Buddha’s Prob¬ 

lem Situation.’’ “The Buddha’s Dhamma,” “The Sanghu's 

Discipline.” "The Accommodation Between Buddhism 

and Society in Ancient India,” “The Buddhist Tradition in 

Sn Lanka.” ’'Protestant Buddhism," and “Current Trends. 

New Problems." As an introduction Theravada Buddhism 

differs from the two most often selected at the present 

time. Walpola Rahuia’s What the Buddha Taught clings 

closely to the Pali canon and commentaries in succinctly 

stating the definitive teachings ascribed to the Buddha, 

and N. Ross Real’s Introduction to Buddhism describes 

Buddhist religion in its several prisms, not merely in that 

of the Theravada. Gombrich makes it easier than either 

of these tor beginning students of Buddhism to grasp the 

meaning of the definitive teachings by presenting them 

in the .sequence of a historical narrative of Theravada‘s 

social contexts and by limiting their meaning to that 

given by the Theravadin. 

Irrespective of its merits as a prospective textbook. 

Theravada Buddhism can serve scholars and other cri¬ 

tical readers instructively as an expanded preface to Dud* 

dhism Transformed: Religious Change in Sri Lanka. In 

this latter book, Gombrich and Obeyesekere “describe, 
analyze and interpret recent changes in the religious life 

of Sinhala Buddhists' (p. 3, italics added), changes they 

encountered in the collaborated research project they 

began in the 1970s and sustained for more than a de¬ 

cade. From a careful reading of Theravada Buddhism one 

gets an informed historical perspective suitable for locat¬ 

ing and assessing the numerous innovations of belief and 

practice that Gombrich and Obeyesekere found among 

urban middle and working class Sinhala Buddhists living 

in the nation’s capital, Colombo, and its suburbs. Such a 
reading will also acquaint one with the nuanced vocabu¬ 

lary and syntax of* the social description, analysis and 

explanation employed in Buddhism Transformed. 

Part, if not all, of Theravdda Buddhism was written 
later than Buddhism Transformed, and the sophisticated 

distinction it draws between “communal religion" and 

“selenology" helps us to understand the two discrete 
components of “the religious life of Sinhala Buddhists" 

analyzed in Buddhism Transformed. A whole generation 
of investigators have noted that (he religious life of these 
Buddhists includes something broader than TheravSda 

Buddhism. In 1963 Michael Ames observed that “magi¬ 

cal animism and Buddhism" coexist without being con¬ 

fused in one Sinhalese religious system (,Journal of Asian 

Studies. 22.1: 21-53). He concluded that these two re¬ 
ligious units "do not lie on one continuum, but on two 

intersecting ones" and serve respectively the worldly 

(laukika) and the supra-worldly (lokottara) interests of 

the Sri Lankan Buddhists ipp. 22, 40). The same year 

Gananath Obeyesekere himself published a study exam¬ 
ining the composite character of Sinhala Buddhism. He 

observed (hat some Buddhist intellectuals as well as 

Western investigators are puzzled by finding “magic and 

a polytheistic pantheon" combined in practice with Thera¬ 

vada Buddhism. He cautioned against equating Sinha¬ 

lese Buddhism with TheravSda and advised that it be 

seen instead “as a fusion and a synthesis of beliefs de¬ 

rived from Theravada with other non-Theravada beliefs 

to form one integrated tradition" ("The Great Tradition 

and the Little Tradition in the Perspective of Sinhalese 
Buddhism.” Journal of Asian Studies, 22.2: 148). Other 

researchers have tried unsuccessfully to make sense of 

the combination of diverse and seemingly incompati¬ 

ble elements that make up the religious life of Sinhala 

Buddhists. 
In Theravdda Buddhism and Buddhism Transformed 

Gombrich and Obeyesekere enable us to see that "spirit 

religion*’ and Gotama Buddha’s recipe for individual 

salvation function commensally in a single organic rela¬ 

tionship. For matters pertaining to life, death, and, in 

large measure, rebirth, Sri Lankan Buddhists have a form 

of communal religion, the resources and options of “the 
spirit religion," which includes gods and other superna¬ 

tural beings with varying powers and jurisdictions. For 
matters of a salvation that will enable an individual to 

transcend life, death and rebirth, and hence to transcend 

the jurisdiction and aid of all natural and supernatural 

beings, these Sinhala Buddhists have the Buddha's pro¬ 

gram for individuals as set forth in the Pali scriptures and 

promulgated by the monks of the Sangha. 
Gombrich and Obeyesekere found that Sinhala Bud¬ 

dhist urbanites have recently innovated radical changes 

of beliefs and practice in both the spirit religion and the 
soteriological component of their religious life. The sta¬ 

tus and province of some of the gods have been redefined 

and this is reflected in the positions they are given at the 

Buddhist temples. Also changed in the spirit religion is 

the introduction of darker aspects of some deities and the 

accepted practice of black magic. Although there are hints 

Uiat the worship of the god Kataragama encroaches upon 
the Buddha’s exclusive provision for salvation, the Bud¬ 

dha remains sui generis and unquestionably first in the 

Buddhists’ perception and ranking of the supra-nulurais 

in (heir pantheon. 
The truly arresting changes are those reported for the 

Buddhist unit of the Sinhala religious life. Our two 
seasoned social scientists, refer to these os “startling," 

"important departures from tradition" “the creation of 
tradition,” and eventually, since they are developments 

within and beyond Protestant Buddhism, these changes 

constitute a “Buddhism transformed." In 1963 Michael 

Ames discerned that “Sinhalese Buddhism appears to be 
lacing a fundamental transformation" ("Ideological and 

Social Change in Ceylon," Human Organization, 22.1: 

46). One does not have to be a Sri Lanka specialist to 

understand that a transformation of Theravada has oc¬ 

curred when lay meditation centers, patronized generously 

by numerous lay people assuming responsibility for the 

promulgation of the Buddha’s doctrine and seeking to 

realize nirvana themselves through their meditation regi¬ 

men, rank equally with or take precedence over temples 
and monasteries in the Sinhala society. Rather than dis¬ 

cuss and evaluate the significance of changes I find in¬ 
teresting in Buddhism Transformed, I will reiterate some 

observations expressed by AggumahSpandita Walpola Sri 

Rahula, the Chancellor of the University of Kelaniya in 

Sri Lanka. Across a monastic career that spans most of this 

century, the Ven. Dr. Rahula has opposed the provision for 

deity worship at Buddhist temples and has maintained 

that pristine Buddhism preserved in the Pali scriptures 

by monks in Sri Lanka is utterly rational and without 

analogue among other religions. He has disparaged field 

research studies of Buddhism as dealing with matters 

extraneous to the substance of authentic Buddhism. 

in the Daily News, Colombo, Monday, April 22. 1991. 

the Ven. Dr. Rahula published an appeal entitled "Protect 

Buddhism from Pollution." He begins with the declara¬ 

tion that “in the whole history of Buddhism throughout 

the world, the oldest, most authentic and unbroken tra¬ 
dition is the Theravada" which began at the First Coun¬ 

cil "three months after the Buddha’s Parinirvuna." This 

"pure and genuine Theravada" was brought to Sri Lanka 

"in the third century B.C." by Mahinda Thera, the son of 
Emperor Asoka of India. "From that time up to this day. 

the Maha Sangha and the devout Buddhists of this coun¬ 

try have preserved it." Although occasional “extraneous 

influences” have entered the culture, "all those pollu¬ 

tions were repulsed by a firm opposition from both the 

Sangha and the laity." as was the "attempt to introduce 

into this country a Mahayana Sect of the Japanese clergy” 

as recently as 1990. 
Rahula names “various forms of pollution to pure 

Theravada teaching” that contaminate the current Buo- 

dhist scene in Sri Lanka. Although his list is much 

shorter, he cites practices and beliefs treated by Gom¬ 

brich and Obeyesekere as ingredients of a Buddhism in 

transformation. He scolds those who "say all religions 

teach the same thing” when, in fact, the "similarities be¬ 

tween Buddhism and other religions ... are peripheral 

and superficial," while "the difference is central, deep and 

fundamental." He berates those who advocate and prac¬ 

tice “the new-fangled bodhipuja . . . which is tantamount 

to taking refuge in a tree, a practice,which the Buddha 

condemned," anji he laments that "these days one hardly 

hears of Buddhu-puja.” In his observation of the reli¬ 

gious scene in Sri Lanka today he sees that "what is flour¬ 

ishing is not Buddhism, but pollution, superstition, and 

ignorance in the name of Buddhism.” Rahula scores those 

who “venerate and worship Sai Baba,” not only "in pri¬ 

vate houses.” but also "in some temples led by Buddhist 

monks in yellow robes." Sai Baba performs magic "be¬ 

hind a religious garb, in a religious place,” and "whether 

magic or miracle, his demonstrations” according to the 

Buddha’s own "attitude towards magic and miracles” are 

“improper, unsuitable and unworthy of a religious man.” 

Gombrich and Obeyesekere assess the veneration of Sai 

Baba as truly ominous, though noting carefully that it is 

til present only a minor phenomenon in Sri Lanka. They 

tell us that some Sri Lankan Buddhists \enerate this con¬ 

temporary Indian religious leader as only a guru, that 

others worship him as a god. and that still others receive 

him as the boddhisattva incarnation of the coming Mat- 

treya Buddha. "When Sai Baba, both god and guru, is 
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dennricd as a Buddha,” theisiic devotion, they reckon, 

has been cnobled ”into the frame of orthodox soteriol- 

r,uv” < p. 455). and that transforms Buddhism. 

Even from this brief comparison one can see that the 

Vert. Rahula regards the beliefs and practices of certain 

Sr; Lankan Buddhists to deviate radically from the re¬ 

ceived Theravada tradition. The substance of his evalu- 

.itton jmouni> to an insider's affirmation, even if not 

'Peciftcally intended, that Gombrieh and Obeyesekere 

have described a Buddhist reality, not a matter extrane- 

<hi> to Ruddhism. that exists in Sri Lanka today. For what 

.imounts to an insiders rejection of Buddhism Trans- 

•xr-ru-d. -inc can read Vijitha Rajapakse’s review pub¬ 

lished in the Journal of the International Association of 

Buddhist Studies. !3.2 (1990): 139-51. For a study of 

some of the same Sri Lankan Buddhist movements, 

conducted more recently than that of Buddhism Trans* 

formed, it is instructive to read George D. Bond's The 

Buddhist Revival in Sri Lanka (Columbia, S.C.: Univer¬ 

sity of South Carolina Press. 1988). As the word “re¬ 

vival” in his book's title indicates. Bond takes a more 

sympathetic view of the innovations, emphasizing conti¬ 

nuity more than accretion, while Gombrieh and Obeyes¬ 
ekere conclude that some of the innovations are rendered 
acceptable by rationalizing their continuity with what is 

only an imagined part of the obscured tradition. 

i 

ABHINAVAGUPTA ON KALIDASA AND THETHEATER* 

Edwin Cerow . 

Reed College 

This major new work goes well beyond its predecessors in exploring the obscurities of “practice** 

that lie behind the “theories** of ancient Indian dramaturgy. By focusing on a particular problem- 

one that can be highlighted in the extant dramatic literature—the author is able to attribute a re¬ 

freshing sense of “order** to the NdfyaJdstra itself. Abhinavagupta’s status as “critic" is also much 

enhanced by this reevaluation, which also permits a juster appreciation of his role in the theoretical* 

enterprise—a final, and very telling change rung on the “play within the play" motif employed with 

such skill and to such great effect by our author. 

This work aims at nothing less than the redis¬ 
covery of the "th65tralit6" of the ancient Indian drama- 

engaging in vivid and representational terms the actual 

process of staging this long-forgotten art. And not in the 
dry text-based jargon of the philological academy, but in 
and through the thought of the greatest of the classical 

critics, Abhinavagupta. whose interpretations are not just 
taken as canonical—"something worth deciphering”— 

but as actually enlightening. Guided by Abhinava, we 

negotiate, not just the outward technique of the "metteur- 

en-sefcne," but the entire mental process of "realization,” 
from poet to actor. Mme. Bansat-Boudon’s mastery of 

Abhinava’s difficult and vast commentaries is exemplary. 

She ranges with authority over the entire Abhinava* 

bh&ratl (and also the Locand), citing appositely passages 

little remarked, that both bring the thought of Abhinava 

into focus, and demonstrate over and over again the com¬ 

prehensive view he has developed of the NdfyaJdstra as 

a theatrical whole—a mahdvdkya—perfect and'complete. 

The result is stunning. The centuries melt away. The 
reader feels, at times, the great Kaimiri’s presence at his 

side in the loges.1 Never, in my experience, has the ge¬ 

nius of this incomparable Indian been better—not just 

* This is a review article of: Poet'ufue du iheiitre indien: Lec¬ 

tures du N5}yas3stra. By Ivse Bansat-Boudon. Publications 

<ie i’£cole fran93i.se d’Extrime-Orient, vol. 169. Paris: Adrien 

Maisonneuve. 1992. Pp. 519 * 12 illustration* ami I foldout 

table. FF 420. 

1 As sometimes does the author **... d’autant que |l*exem- 

ple offert par Abhinavagupta} permet (au IcctcurJ daxstsier. 

comme .x‘ii y Itait lui-mime. i ce moment dune representation 

de Sakuntald ..." (p. 291). 

“understood,” many have done that—but made vivid, 

relevant, quick, sdkflkrtab- 

The author’s “tilt" toward the Nutyasdstra and its 

eminent commentator is reinforced by adopting even 
Bharata's "Table of Contents" or samgrahakdrikd (6.10) 

as an organizing principle of her own work (ch. 2. "Les 
Regies” (pp. 85-233J). 

The work can also be seen, within the traditions of 

French Indology, as a contemporary reworking of Syl- 
vain Uvi s monumental, and still relevant, Le Theatre 

indien of 1890,3 and throughout it seems chiefly to wish 

to engage that tradition of scholarship—as a counterpoint 

against which it plays the bright treble of Abhioava. But 
this twin perspective has its costs—of which two seem 

worth dwelling on, not with any intention of diminish¬ 

ing the work’s value, but better to situate its accomplish¬ 

ments, which may not have been achievable otherwise. 

By focusing so on Abhinavagupta. the author, at times, 

falls prey to the essemialist fallacy so decried by our anti* 

Orientalist friends. There is little sense conveyed here 

that Indian culture. Indian thought, has a history. The 

culture of th<j theater is represented, not only as perfected 

by Abhinavagupta, but as existing in a timeless contin¬ 
uum that encompasses at least the two millennia from 

A' 

3 Second edition. 1963. with an extensive introduction by 

Louis Renou updating relevant scholarship. The first edition 

wa*. as Mme. Bansat-Boudon points out in correspondence, 

reviewed by Smile Sen an. in La Revue ties deux mo/ules 

(IS9I). She thus makes explicit, as it were, the intellectual lin¬ 

eage of her present work, which has. serendipitous! y. just been 

awarded the Emile Senart prize by the Aeademie des Inscrip¬ 

tions cl Belles-Lettres. 
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REVIEW ARTICLES 

ORIGINAL INSIGHTS NEVER FULLY PRESENT: 
CHAN/ZEN/DECONSTRUCTION* 

Stuart Sargent 

University of Maryland 

Bernard Faure’s encyclopedic study of the rhetoric of immediacy and the reality of mediation in 

' the Cban/Zen tradition suffers from lapses and its own rhetorical excesses, bi t succeeds in convey¬ 

ing the “essential undecidability of Chan,” as manifested in deeds and words through the centuries 

in China and Japan. 

Like many*Wders who will be curious about Bernard 
Faure's new book, I approach it as a person with a basic 
knowledge of Chan/Zen Buddhism but not as a scholar 
of religion;, I come to the book also with a specific quest 
for insights on those who, in literary circles, embraced the 
aim of Chan, in Faure's words, “to mark the phenomenal 
world with the seal of the absolute," believing that “in 
awakening, immanence turns out to be transcendence" 
(p. 76). That “this equation often came at the expense of 
transcendental values, and... led to legitimating the pro¬ 
fane enjoyment of the world of passions" (p. 76) I already 
knew. One way of understanding this phenomenon is to 
associate it with changes in the social background of those 
who participated in Chan through the centuries, notably 
the Ming merchant classes, who supposedly lost the inner 
scruples inculcated by the aristocratic mores of Tang and 
the scholar-official ideals of the Northern Song.1 But to 
supplement this kind of historical analysis, Faure's book 
promises a review of the problem from the inside, using 
recent strategies for reading texts to analyze the duplicity 
in the discourse of Chan itself. 

The Rhetoric of Immediacy heroically attempts to en¬ 
compass the many centuries of Chan practice and doc¬ 
trine in three cultures (a Korean voice is heard now and 
then as we shuttle back and forth between China and 
Japan). Because of the enormity of the task, a frequently 

* This is a review article of: The Rhetoric of Immediacy: A 

Cultural Critique of Chan/Zen Buddhism, By Bernard Faure. 

Princeton: Princeton UravERsmr Pat s. 1991. Pp, xiii + 400. 

$39.50. 

1 See part one of Ge Zhaoguang, Chanzong yu Zhongguo 

wenhua (Shanghai: Shanghai Renmin chubanshe, 1991). 

disjointed style of presentation, and a tendency to elimi¬ 
nate the logical or evidential underpinnings to some of 
the most interesting assertions, the non-specialist is likely 
to be frustrated on his first pass-through. Nevertheless, 
there is much here to be learned. 

The several types of discourse promised in the pro¬ 
logue—-“the hermeneutical and the rhetorical, the struc¬ 
turalist and the historical, the Theological* and the 
ideological/cultural"—come into play in the first chapter, 
“The Differential Tradition." Faure agrees with those 
who see the division of early Chan into distinct Northern 
and Southern schools as having been as tactical as it was 
ideological. He further questions the whole notion of a 
coherent tradition that can be termed “early Chan " For 
one thing, the patriarchal tradition envisioned in that no¬ 
tion is logically incompatible with an original Buddhist 
“path," a stage of the religion in which individuals may 
become enlightened and thus empower themselves to 
teach others. At the same time, we need to deconstruct 
the very notion of that earlier stage as embodying a 
“pure" Chan principle that is later “corrupted." Not only 
are there ambiguities and contradictions at every turn: 
“the 'original* insight... may exist only as a [Derridean] 
‘trace,* something that was never ‘present* to a fully awak¬ 
ened consciousness, since there is no self that can ac¬ 
tually live the experience" (p. 27). This last clause 
combines deconstruction and Chan itself to question not 
only the historical notion of an “originating" teaching, 
but even the ideological construct of an “originating” 
experience. 

Nowhere is the ambiguity of Chan more apparent than 
in the dichotomy of sudden and gradual enlightenment, the 
topic of the second chapter. Faure cautions that this di¬ 
chotomy is not coterminous with the North-South schism; 
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both Northern and Southern schools were "sudden" in see- of cause-und-effect must by definition not be an effect of 

inti enlightenment as imminent and immanent and “grad- a cause? Is it because the sensation of awakening is a mat- 

uai" m being unable to do away with mediation, using ter of brain chemistry being altered by meditation or other 
" Aillful means" or mediate stages of preparation to bring practices, and this is beyond the reach of Chan ideology? 

the practitioner close to awakening (p. 36). Once again, (Chan discomfiture with hallucinations experienced dur- 

the intersection of theoretical Chan and deconstruction ing meditation is mentioned on pp. 105-7; it would have 

on the question of language is brought into play toques- been useful to distinguish this more clearly from the 

non the reality of the theoretical opposition: "Speaking of Chan rejection of purposeful “occultic use of medita- 

the \udden' is always gradual; even dismissing subitism lion.’*) Faure's sentence raises a number of possible inter- 

jnd gradualism in the name of a higher, truer ‘subitism’ pretations, but we are given no guidance on which to 

is already derivative and therefore gradual."2 Saying, as consider. 
Faure does, that any thought in language about enlighten- A point made several times in this chapter is that “the 
ment "can only point to an always-receding horizon or sudden/gradual dichotomy is constantly blurred in the ac- 

absolute originmaking it "a vanishing point, an ideal tual practice or discourse of Chan monks (p. 48). More 

origin—but also an ideological construct" (p. 42) brackets intriguing is the assertion that Chan never discusses 
t phenomenologically) or denies (deconstructively) that gradualism "although it remains unchallenged in actual 
enlightenment has taken place. ' practice. The entire Chan tradition seems to hinge on this 

A related problem is that "(s]udden awakening cannot scapegoat mechanism" (p. 49). Perhaps this silence is the 

be the result of an empirical progress. Even when it is “sub-technology" of erasure mentioned in the footnote 

preceded by gradual practice, it is not as an effect (that] four pages earlier? 
is preceded by its causes, for it is one of those states that. Before we can ponder that, we are presented with an- 

in Elster’s words, are ‘essentially by-products’" (p. 45). other interesting suggestion: awakening is like death in- 
Faure at this point suggests in a footnote two extremely sofar as there is a process that must be undergone before 

seminal ideas that should have been explored more fully it is “absorbed, ratified by the collectivity" (p. 49). The 

in his text. Jon Elster (reference is to his Sour Grapes: comparison implies that the function of Chan practice 

Studies in the Subversion of Rationality (Cambridge. is to affirm publicly an enlightenment that has already 

1983]) shows that the very effort required to sustain the taken place. This is to put ZongmiY “sudden awakening 

practice intended to produce the desired “by-product” followed by gradual practice” (p. 42; perhaps familiar 

state can block that state from occurring; but Chan, ac- enough not to require citation of a source, for none is 

cording to Faure, “solves the problem by positing that given) into a potentially useful anthropological frame: a 

something, at the critical point, is taking over and con- person is “awakened” at some point in life but does not 

cinues to perform" the practice. Faure neglects to tell us experience it as such until the community recognizes it. 

where in Chan texts this solution is proposed and what Or perhaps Faure means to allude to the Chan teaching 

it is that “takes over." Equally tantalizing is the sugges- that we are originally enlightened. Either way, if we ra¬ 

tion that the “technology" of Chan must include a "sub- fleet that death is like “the ‘original’ insight... (that] may 

technology" that obliterates all memory of the traces left exist only as a ‘trace,’ something that was never ‘present’ 

by the process. The render may wonder: if this refers to a fully awakened consciousness, since there is no self 

to the fact that any by-product is also “preceded by its that can actually live the experience," as discussed above, 

causes," why in this case is it necessary that those causes the parallel would be truly fascinating. That is, neither 

remain unknown? Is it because liberation from the cycle death nor total awakening can be “lived," yet there are 
times when their traces must be acknowledged in life. Is 

_ this the parallel between funerals and gradual cultivation 

’ Musicians who know the word "subiio" may be able io de- in Chan that Faure wants to draw? 
duce she meaning of “subitism." Psychologists who know the Chapter three, “The Twofold Truth of Immediacy, 
new verb subiiize." designating a subject's instant apprehen- treats the problematic doctrine that “passions are awak- 

sion of quantity without courhng constituent units, are perhaps ening," to which 1 alluded at the beginning as relevant 

better prepared to comprehend "subitism.** Most other Anglo- to a great deal of Chinese literature, both lyrical and 

phone readers will extrapolate from context; if they recall the anecdotal. 
mention on p. 33 of "Demieville's translation of the term dun as Unfortunately, this chapter is rather intimidating in the 

subit' (sudden)’’ and search the OED for English words derived early pages: on pp. 56-57, in two paragraphs, I count 

form this Latin root, they will rind only obsolete or rare words at least fourteen ways of approuching the issues raised 

often connoting careless haste. by the “Two Truths paradigm. The idea that having a 
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distinction between expedient and absolute truths pre¬ 
serves the latter as a constant to prevent changes and 
contradictions in conventional truths from bringing down 
the whole enterprise is easy enough to grasp; the idea 
that any doctrine that negates duality is simultaneously 
acknowledging duality, and the psychologically realistic 
observation that we constantly travel between logically 
incompatible systems in everyday life are also readily 
understood. But Faure also addresses in rapid fire a series 
of comparisons between East and West and between 
Buddhism and Hinduism proposed by scholars and often 
contradicting each ocher. He should have reassured his 
readers that this bewildering mix would be revisited at 
greater length in subsequent pages.; Brief asides to the 
initiates provide further intimidation or annoyance, de¬ 
pending on your state of mind: remember, if you will, 
that “Derrida has pointed out the ideological effects of 
the attempts to pass immediately beyond oppositions 
(Derrida 1972b: 56).” Period. If you don't already know 
what “the, ideological effects” are, you’d better look it up. 

There are some things you can look up only with great 
effort One locus classicus of the idea that “the passions 
are awakening” could be, we are told on p. 60, “LinjiY 
advocacy of the ‘true man without affairs.’" This caught 
my eye because “without affairs” looks like (we are not 
given the Chinese) a translation of wushi, a phrase used 
in 1079 by Su Shi as an epithet for his drinking—the 
drinking one does when there is no business to take care 
of. I think Su’s phrase constitutes an allusion to a story 
in the Shiji that has nothing to do with Chan, but it 
would have been nice to see where Unji (presumably 
Linji Yixuan, although the index entry for him does not 
cite this page) uses the phrase translated; then one could 
verify the wording of the original, figure out if it illumi¬ 
nates Su Shi's poems—and then try to puzzle out how it 
relates to Faure’s discussion of “innate enlightenment" 
since the connection is far from self-evident 

It is in this chapter that a problem recently much dis¬ 
cussed comes up: the presence or absence of a dualistic 
world-view in China. This has implications for literary 
metaphor as well as the functioning of Buddhist symbols 
imported from India (a culture that presumably lies in 
the dualize Western sphere). Faure questions the non- 
duality of Chinese thought He points to (he presence of 
mediative symbols in popular religion and to the hostility 
expressed toward the body in Chan/Zen, which seems to 
indicate a mind-body plat (even though such a split 
would contradict professed doctrine). I am willing to 
agree that the East-West dichotomy is fuzzier than some 
have argued, especially since neither sphere is so mono¬ 
lithic as to exclude incompatible cosmologies: yet 1 do 
not think Faure lias seriously considered whether media¬ 

tive devices necessarily imply different levels of reality. 

If we say that a dream (or recollecting a dream) mediates 

between sleep and wakefulness, can we say that sleep and 

wakefulness are therefore universally experienced as two 

distinct states? Is it not possible that to some people the 

phenomenon of dreaming demonstrates the self-evident 

“fact” that sleep and wakefulness are simply two phases 

of a single experience, and that neither is more “real" that 

the other? Further: does dualism have any meaning when 

you declare both mind and matter unreal? The statement 
that “the return to unity as it is extolled implies a previous 
departure, or even irremediably produces it" (p. 77) is 

problematic. It seems logical, but do the unity and the al¬ 
leged departure from it have the same meaning as they 

have in the West? Nondualism is not to be written off so 
easily. 

It also worries me that Faure slips increasingly across 

the sea to Japan and Zen aesthetics for examples of “sec¬ 

ondary nature" (p. 78) to bolster his argument. He clearly 
thinks that the Japanese and Chinese world-views were 
enough alike to allow him to assert that symbols in Chan 

and Zen have the same significance, so much so that 

Japanese variations on and additions to continental cul¬ 
tural imports can be said to speak for Chinese Chan. To 

be sure, at some level we must recognize that Chan/Zen 

is a powerful international ideology; but when something 

so subtle as the presence or absence of a dualistic world¬ 

view is at issue, I would welcome evidence that the vast 

linguistic and cultural differences between China and Ja¬ 

pan have been controlled in Faure’s argument. 

“Chan/Zen and Popular Religions " the fourth chapter, 

first devotes several pages to assessing various models of 

the relationship between popular and hegemonic or domi¬ 

nant cultures (the distinction between the latter two is 

deemed significant but never explained; it apparently has 

something to do with the obvious fact that levels of cul¬ 

ture, because they overlap imperfectly with social classes 

or interest groups, are internally divided; see p. 86). 

Faure’s (mercifully) unelaborated reference to “new rela¬ 

tionships of power within academia.” associated with the 
increased attention being paid to popular religion (p. 81). 

may explain his need to record brief positions on so many 
schema in so few pages. 

Even when we focus on East Asia, methodological 

considerations continue to dominate, and the absence of 

historical data easily leads to obscurity. When Faure pro¬ 

poses, on the one hand, that there is both "a popular and 

an elitist anarchism”’ and. on the other, that "what may 

strike us at first as subversive, both in Chan and in pop¬ 

ular religion, may actually turn out to be reinforcing 

the institutional structure" (p. 91). it sounds insightful. 

But in the absence of examples, ihe point is blurred. 
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’■Institutional structure” is not even defined; as used here, 

it probably refers to social and governmental institutions, 

hut the subsequent sentences suggest instead reference 

to the structure of the religion institution: “popular 

religion might provide the necessary freedom and alter¬ 

ity that allow institutional power to assert itself.... 

Chan and other institutional religions may need the re¬ 

sistance and subversion of popular religion in order to 

survive*’ (p. 91). Perhaps Faure means that Chan is an 

’institutional religion” in the sense of being endorsed by 

the state; indeed, seventy pages earlier he has mentioned 

that Chans “relationship” with the state is “well docu¬ 

mented . . . from the eighth century onward” But the na¬ 

ture of that “relationship" is not detailed in this book. 

Therefore, when Faure. in the last sentence in this 

chapter, explicitly places Chan and “official” religion in 

opposition, we conclude that it would be a mistake to 

equate "institutional” and "official.” It is entirely possible 

to define an “institutional” religion as one possessing 

hierarchies of authority, enjoying temporal continuity, and 

expecting a reliable stream of income from supporters; 

but then Chan and most “popular” religions, which Faure 

also places in opposition, are equally “Institutional.” 

Without actual historical examples of the. various rela¬ 

tionships between Chan and the state and Chan and other 

religions, we cannot sort out Faure’s distinctions because 

w-e don’t know what his words mean. 

Similarly, it is extremely interesting when he says 

that Chan/Zen incorporates thaumaturgy and the manip¬ 

ulation of relics to garner popular support; but he also 

states that its survival and power depend on struggling 

against the “subversion” and “alterity” of popular reli¬ 

gion. Both statements may be true, but in order to make 

sense of the argument we must be told just when Chan’s 

very .survival or assertion of power (which? and against 

what forces?) depended on adopting and/or overcoming 

(simultaneously or in different phases of the process?) the 

“subversion” and “alterity” of popular religion. 

Unless one knows to what historical data such sen- 

prices apply, they lack referential meaning (signs in 

xcarch of signification, if you will). Such is the case with 

the assertion that ’archaic religion claimed a perfect ad¬ 

herence to a preexisting superhuman order” (p. 92). Most 

of js know a little about Shang divination directed to 

royal ancestors, but Faure’s words could be applied to 

that only with considerable elaboration. Without know¬ 

ing what he identifies as “archaic religion” we have no 

way of judging the truth value of his utterance. 

1 cannot leave this chapter without quoting its wonder¬ 

ful final sentence—wonderful for the way in which alter¬ 

natives. separated by dashes and no less than five little 

nr." are tossed one by one like so many juggler’s pins at 

the haplew reader, until they all come crashing to the 
floor: “Suffice it to say that for the time being, rather than 
an opposition—even if dialectical—or a fusion between 
Chan and local or popular religion, or between Chan and 
official religion, we can observe an intertwining of—-or a 
transferemial relationship among—antagonistic or anal¬ 
ogous segments of each of these religious traditions” 
(p. 95). It is fortunate that this sentence’s position at the 
end of the chapter allows one to ruminate on it and then, 
take a breather. It begins to have the look and feel of a 
masterful summation. But to really understand the ele¬ 
gant distinction between “fusion” on the one hand and 
both “intertwining” and its alternative, a “transferemial 
relationship.” on the other, does one not need a concrete 
historical detail or two? As metaphorical vehicles (bor¬ 
rowed perhaps from botany), these terms possess a cer¬ 
tain power, a definite structural relationship, but without 
tenors they finally contribute nothing to Faure’s story. 

With chapters five and six, “The Thaumaturge and Its 
Avatars,” parts I and II. we begin to encounter fascinating 
historical material. There are minor annoyances, to be 
sure. A rapid survey of the trickster in ancient Chins on 
pp. 115-16, including mention of “Jieyu, the madman of 
Zhu,” (sic!) takes us up to three poorly linked but very 
suggestive lines of inquiry from Norman Girardot’s Myth 

and Meaning in Early Taoism* but just when one is sil¬ 
ting up and expecting someone to put it all together, 
Faure drops the subject and shifts abruptly back to Chan, 
Another frustration: on page 120, the “story of Puhua’s 
death” is mentioned as “clearly patterned on the Daoist 
Immortal’s ’deliverance from the corpse,'” and again on 
page 185 in connection with predicting one’s own death; 
but since we are never told the relevant version of the 
story of Puhua’s death, its usefulness in bolstering Fame's 
points is lost. 

At the bottom of page 123, Faure asks a crucial ques¬ 
tion: “If folly has become a literary pose or a commod¬ 
ity, to what extent is it still really subversive? Or to what 
extent were the Chan trickster figures domesticated or 
emasculated?” Then, “(ijnsofar as nature or naturalness 
has been co-opted by the ruling class, true nature can no 
longer express itself through the paradigm of spontane¬ 
ity.” The term “ruling classes” has appeared out of no¬ 
where and is meaningless without context. Maddeningly, 
we don’t know what century we are in, or even which 
country: since the following sentence tells us that Puhua. 
the outsider in Tang China, was the inspiration for the 
Fuke school in thirteenth-century japan, one guesses in 
desperation that the founding of the school represents 

Berkeley and Los Angeles: Univ. of California Press. 1983. 
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the institutionalization of spontaneity and that the “co- 
opcere” must be Japanese. (But a footnote hem mentions 
that Puhua himself was believed to have been an army 
officer. Does that make him a member of the Tusg “rul¬ 
ing class?” Surely not. Does Faure mean to imply this 
was a fabrication for the benefit of the military rulers of 
Japan? In a hurry to get out of his footnote and into a 
discussion of “negativity" and “reversal of symbols,” he 
deserts us.) 

Faure cautions us that he intends to outline the role of 
the thaumaturgic elements in the acculturation of Chan 
“only in a heuristic fashion, in order to reveal the struc¬ 
tural logic of those developments rather than their his¬ 
torical occurrence” (p, 100). Yet a temporal framework 
is apparently essential to these two chapters, and prop¬ 
erly so, since “acculturation” takes place over time and 
only in historical context Broad historical generaliza¬ 
tions such as the following are offered and do help us 
understand the “structural logic”: “Thus for several cen¬ 
turies, Chan chose the trickster over the thaumaturge” as 
a “strategy... for domesticating the occult” by making 
it this-worldly (p. 115)* 

The big picture aside, Faure often teases us with hints 
of a more detailed accounting of Chan’s relationship with 
external factors waiting to be written, especially regard¬ 
ing developments in the eighth and ninth centuries. Con¬ 
text suggests that he thinks it was in the eighth century 
that the denunciation of thaumaturgic “powers by Chan 
masters appears to have been essentially a discursive 
strategy, a political move at a time when Tantrism and 
Daoism were in favor at the court” (p. 109). It Is less 
clear when it was that “camivalization.” as realized in 
Hanshan and Shjde, was “certainly not what the Chan 
tradition, trying at the time to establish Its authority, 
needed” (p. ! 17). Because Hanshan’s “(tjraditional dates 
range from the end of the sixth to the middle of the ninth 
century, the most common view being that he lived dur¬ 
ing the early Tang period,” and it is only “recent schol¬ 
arship” that “has tended to put him in the late eighth or 
early ninth century”; and because some poems attributed 

* The subsequent rise of the thaumaturge implied here is con¬ 

tradicted on p„ It7: “the Chan tradition eventually chose the 

trickster against the thaumaturge." ( suppose Chan could choose 

the trickster for several centuries, allow the thaumaturges ;o 

have their way for a while, ami then eventually return to the 

trickster, but both the sequence of chapters five and six and 

much of Faure’s discussion point to a unidirectional movement 

away from the relative prominence given earlier to the magical 

powers of Chan masters and toward the relative dominance of 

the trickster image. 

to Shide could be as late as the Song,* Faure’s phrase “at 
that time” could refer to any period between the late sixth 
and the eleventh centuries. Nowhere in the book does he 
tell us when the two figures were created (one hopes he 
does not consider them historical) as “camivaiizers" both 
to support 6td embarrass Chan. 

Faure implicitly associates Puhua’s domestication of 
the thaumaturgic tradition* with “the time when Han Yu 
criticized the emperor for worshipping the Buddha’s 
relic” (p. 121) and states that It Is significant that in the 
same period Layman Pang and others worked to make 
Chan “the religion of ‘everyday life’” (p. 124). The rela¬ 
tionship Faure implies between Han Yu and these trends 
in Chan would be a most interesting topic to explore at 
greater length. A later historical topic, one within Chan 
itself, is the Song advocacy of “the superiority of the 
formless” and the crazy monk ideal as an inversion of the 
contemporary “formalization and ritualization of Chan 
practice” (p. 124). And most tantalizing is this sugges¬ 
tive comment dropped in at the very end of chapter six 
with no elaboration; “the trickster... ideal can he seen 
as... an attempt to accommodate Chan ideology to the 
social changes that marked the Tang/Song transition.” 
Only much later, on page 314, does Faure him that the 
social changes he has in mind for that hundred or so 
years have to do with “imperial centralization under the 
Tang and the monetarization of the economy during the 
Sung.” which he associates with the increasing role of 
“mediation.” More work is needed to develop and sup¬ 
port this notion (especially since “centralization under 
the Tang” is cruelly oxymoronic for mid- and late-Tang). 

Chapters seven and eight, “Metamorphoses oftheDou- 
bie. t: Relics” and “It 'Sublime Corpses’ and Icons,” 
challenge us to look even further beyond the familiar ide¬ 
ology of “wordless transmission” to the enshrined detri¬ 
tus of the transmitters. “Relics” include both crystalline 
fragments left after the cremation of a master's body and 
all other remains or articles associated with his person- 
even his writings. It is startling to learn that Qisong, the 
Song figure who labored to establish the trenslatabtiity of 
Buddhism into Confucianism, ultimately found Buddhism 
superior because of relics (p. 139; mere thaumaturgy 

5 E. G Pulleyblank, “Linguistic Evidence of the Date of 

Hanshan." in Studies in Chinese Poetry and Poetics, vol. I, ed. 

Miao (San Francisco: Chinese Materials Center, Inc.. 1978). 

163 and 175. 

* V Puhua was an officer in 755—see p. 124, n. 13—he must 

have died before the affair of the Buddha bone in 819 and 

should not be directly associated with “mid-Tang Chan." But 

his acts presumably helped shape nmih-century developments. 
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was noi unique lu Buddhism and should be discounted; 

see n. 27 >. 

Chapter eight's material on inummilied monks was in¬ 

terest ing to me as someone who encounters these “icons'* 

trnm time to time in poetry, whether as background (e.g.. 

Su Shi’s poem at the pagoda of Sengqie in Sizhou7) or as 

occasion (e.g., Yu Ji's poem for the temple that enshrined 

the lacquered corpse of the Tang Chan Master Purun-). 

One of the most crucial points in this chapter is the 

status of highly realistic sculptures (especially in Japan) ‘ 
as substitute bodies . . . pointing to no reality beyond 

themselves” (p. 170). Despite similar claims Faure makes 
regarding the patriarch’s robe as the embodiment of the 

Jharma ip. 166). the mortuary portrait as a double 

tp. 175;. and even the patriarch as an icon, a double, of 

the Buddha (p. 178), 1 feel these assertions are never 

adequately substantiated- The manner in which the arhat 

Pindola is "consecrated" as the image of the Buddha by 

King Asoka may be important evidence for the pres¬ 

ence of the sacred in the immediate object of devotion, 

but this story is relegated to a footnote (p. 177, n. 59) 

and comes from a different culture. Faure himself lets slip 

that "Chan discourse ... fluctuated between metaphor 

and metonymy, transcendence and immanence” (p. 170), 

and I suspect that the status of mummies and sculptures 

is similarly difficult to pin down. 
Chapter nine, "The Ritualization of Death,” centers on 

the contradiction between the funerary ritualism that be¬ 

came increasingly important in Zen from the fourteenth 

century on and Chan/Zen subitism and traditional atti¬ 

tudes toward death (p. 179). Several interesting phe¬ 

nomena are introduced, most notably the obligations of a 

Chan master to foretell the time of his death, to compose 

death verses, and to die in the meditation posture. Faure 

makes the valuable observation that death verses soon 

became formulaic, at least by the thirteenth century in 
Japan. But he ends his discussion of the topic by assert¬ 

ing that the "departing verse was not simply intended to 
testify to the master’s enlightenment; it was producing it 

and contained, in the litteral [sic] sense, its 'essence.*” 

Let us note first that a verbal artifact "contains" some¬ 
thing only metaphorically, since it has no spatial dimen¬ 

sion; to refer to the verb’s literal sense is to remind us 
perversely that it is not being used literally. But the sub- 

: Translated by Ronald Egan. Word. Image, ami Deed in the 

Life of Su Shi (Cambridge: Harvard-Yenching Institute. 1994), 

179-80. 

i Translated by Jonathan Chaves. Columbia Book of Later Chi¬ 

nese Poetry (New York: Columbia Univ. Press. 1986). 41-42. 

stantive question here is this; on what basis does Faure 

make these statements? He has just cited evidence that in 

1295 the death verse was "severely criticized for having 

become a mere show.” One could understand how it 

might nevertheless "testify” politically and ideologically 

to the master’s enlightenment, but to go beyond that and 

say that it “produces” and contains the essence of his en¬ 

lightenment is to make extravagant if ill-defined claims 

for the verse that l suspect no one in 1295, including 

the masters who had to write the verses, would have 

accepted. 
The remainder of the chapter considers the various 

and contradictory functions of funerals: to accelerate the 

transition to death and to purify, on the one hand, and, on 

the other, to prolong the memory and significance of the 

deceased and to establish continuities. Most of what is 

said could apply to the majority of cultures in which 
burial or cremation is practiced; perhaps a separate mo¬ 

nograph is needed to show how Zen funerals compare 

with other funerary customs. A number of figures— 
"Schema of the cremation ground" (p. 196); "The Four 
Cates and funerary circumambulation” (p. 199); "Sym¬ 

bolism of the Svastika in SCtO Zen” (p. 200); and “Sym¬ 

bolism of postmortem ordination” (p. 203)—appear in 

this chapter but are referred to only obliquely or not at 

all in the text. Unsupported by explication, most of them 

are meaningless. This suggests that the chapter was put 

together in haste and edited in the same manner. 

Careless editing may also be the culprit in the appar¬ 

ently random placement of note 30 (and note 32 in chap¬ 

ter ten) and also in the use of Japanese pronunciations for 

terms from a Chinese text (p. 193; cf. the mixed use of 

Sanskrit and Japanese terms—no Chinese terms—in as¬ 

sociation with Chinese practices and texts, p. 293, n. 14). 

Chapter ten, “Dream Within a Dream," begins in a re¬ 

freshingly straightforward manner: "Relics and icons re¬ 

introduced presence and mediation in a world emptied 

by the Buddhist philosophy of emptiness and selfless¬ 
ness. Another aspect of the Buddhist‘metaphysics of pres¬ 

ence.’ and a crucial mode of mediation, is provided by 
the intermediary world of dreams" (p. 209). But dreams 

are a complex topic. Rather late in the chapter, Faure 

introduces a distinction between the hermeneutical and 

performative models of dreams: the former deals with 

dream interpretation; the latter recognizes that a dream 

may be "transformative" and also modify "social struc¬ 

tures " This distinction could have been used profitably as 

a framework to give the chapter more shape, since Faure 

covers both Buddhist theories on the question of the re¬ 

ality of dreams (which of course entails the unreality of 

"reality") and the ways in which dreams are agents of 

deepening understanding or legitimization. 

Twice in this chapter Faure makes a puzzling choice not 

to see in cited texts what 1 would guess to be the doctrine 

that there is no self and therefore no dreamer. On p. 216, 

where the Damotun states that when one awakens ac¬ 

cording to the Dharma there is nothing "(worth calling] 

awakening." I would suggest that Faure has distorted the 

meaning by adding the words in brackets. On p. 219, 

where Oahui asks, "Who is dreaming?” 1 think the implied 

answer is, "No one.” "Yog3ciira idealism, which main¬ 

tains that everything is a dream, and only the dreamer is 
real" (p. 220) is surely irrelevant, if not incompatible. 
Since Faure has stated that there is no self to experience 

enlightenment (p. 27) and later slates that there is "no 
‘subject’ to suffer from” the passions (p. 234). I would ask 

why dreams are not an analogous case. 

Chapter eleven is a "Digression: The Limits of Trans¬ 

gression” It covers the problem of the affirmation of de¬ 

sire raised at the beginning of this review, and the problem 

of women as a threat to the enlightenment of men. Tales 

of both heterosexual and homosexual transgressions in 

monastic communities are recounted, but in the end the 
reader does not feel that he shall ever know much about 

how the issue of sexuality was resolved at any particular 

moment. Criticism of moral laxity almost always comes 

from outside the community, especially from those who 

have a stake in exaggerating the transgressions—not only 

Jesuits but also writers of fiction in Ming China and 

Tokugawa Japan. Valid surveys on sexual practices are 

difficult enough to cany out in our own time; they will 

never be done retrospectively for previous centuries. 

Moreover, "(ujniike in Christianity, sexuality never really 

became in Chan/Zen the object of an elaborate discourse, 
despite a relatively similar process of individuation, stud¬ 

ied in the Western case by Foucault" (p. 257). Even if 

Faure were to expand on his concept of “individuation" 
(I take his reference to the Chan master as the "paradig¬ 
matic individual" on p. 191 to be a tongue-in-cheek oxy¬ 

moron) then, we shall never understand a discourse on 
sexuality that did not take place. 

“The Return of the rods,” chapter twelve, concerns 
mainly the place of the arhat in Chan/Zen and kami in Zen. 

A number of explanations are offered for different cases: 
local gods are replaced by the holy man. who borrows 

some of their iconography (p. 265); outlawed desires are 

covertly expressed in the attachment of Hindu themes 

to Buddhist figures (p. 265); arhats were somewhat more 

controllable than Daoist immortals and at the same time 

“offered a kind of transcendence and personal rela¬ 

tionship that popular gods" did not (p. 266); gods in 

Zen “demythologize” themselves by accepting abstract, 

philosophical definitions (p. 280); and ritualization ac¬ 

complishes a similar weakening of the gods’ individuality 

(p. 283; note thu; Qhan/Zen monks themselves become 

god-like powers that must be lamed through ritual 
pp. 281 -82). 

The final chapter, "Ritual Amiritualism." puts aside 

Chan’s amiritualism to explore the "surplus of meaning" 

in the rituals that became so much a part of Chan. There 

are many seminal ideas here. On p. 296. four suggestive 

ways of looking at meditation as ritual are juxtaposed in 

one rich paragraph: Chan meditation may be a kind of 
depossession" that prepares one for possession by an 

"other"; despite that, it is also comparable to possession 
or to the trance; sitting in meditation ritually reenacts the 

awakening ot the Buddha (on p. 299, Faure will state that 

awakening itself is a ritual reenactment of it); therefore, 

it iconizes the “death" that transcends time and death. 

These points deserve greater elaboration; one could also 

argue that “possession” is undesirable in the absence of 

a trustworthy God with whom one hopes to be united.: 

Another valuable observation is that “the failure of... 
ritual is actually its success, the creation of a discrepancy 

between the ideal and the real (without which both would 

cease to exist) and the making guilty of individuals who 

fall short of the ideal” (p. 299). Total sacralization of life 
would be the end of life. 

In his "Epilogue," a dense and powerful essay that 

brings together all the themes of the book. Faure stresses 

that the dichotomies he has explored are not found only 

between Chan and other traditions (Buddhist and •popu¬ 

lar") but within Chan itself. He argues that the two levels 

of truth or discourse laid out in the preceding pages in all 

their aspects supplement each other, each maintaining it¬ 
self precisely "because of their tensions" (p. 313), Thus, 

for example. Chan attempted to limit and purify to "save 

the ontological reality” but the very "privatizacion/secu- 

larization" that accompanied this attempt made ritual, 

icons, and elaborations necessary in order to sustain the 
tradition. 

It remains to mention errors that may be confusing for 

some readers. There is a tendency for Faure to substitute 
"z" for "s" in pinyin romanizations: "sansheng” becomes 

’*zansheng” (pp. 122 and 329); ”Huo jushi" ("incinerat¬ 
ing laymen”) is written huojuzhi on p. 203. Also ”di\t" 

and "dier ("first order" and "second order") are written 
with "da" instead of "dr (p. 18). 

Names and dates sometimes surfer strange fates. Yelu 

Chucai’s name is miswritten Yelu Chuzai tp. 27); be¬ 

cause his name does not appear in the character glossary 

and Faure misidentifies him as a monk, the reader may 

think Yelu Chuzai is someone else, not the famous 

Yuan official and lay Buddhist. Dadiun Bastong (p. 146 A 

is an error lor Dadian Baotong. The character glossary 

includes only Dadian. forcing the curious reader to 
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nnd ,i good dictionary for the second name. Pozao Duo is 

clearly not **Po the Stove-breaker” fp. 260) but “Duo the 

Stove-breaker." Dales for people are sometimes given 

more than once, which I found helpful. But sometimes 
Jutes are withheld until late in the book or appear on 

paces not cited in the inri*x. Dahui Zonggao first appears 

on p. J|. but his dotes are given o.i pp. 188 and 219. Seng- 

jie's death date can be inferred on p. 153 and is stated 

on p. 158: but his full dates are given only on p. 265. The 
index entry for Serigqie does not cite that page (nor are 

mentions of him on pp. 118 and 150 cited). Wanhui 
''whose name becomes "Maihui" in the character glos¬ 

sary through a transposition of radicals) is said on p. 265 

- not indexed» to have died in 711—but we were told on 

p .’50 -hat he was buried in 709. Another macabre con- 

ru.Mon x round in n. U. p. 156: the last example of a 

mummy being produced in China is “recorded in Taiwan 

m 1976. See Welch 1967“ Holmes Welch’s The Practice 

of Chinese Buddhism reports only the 1959 exhumation 

of a mummy in Taiwan (p. 344); no predictions about 

future mummies are made. I suspect that Faure is keep¬ 

ing his reference for the 1976 mummy to himself; “See 

Welch 1967” means “See Welch 1967 for other informa¬ 

tion on mummies.” 
If “On the Leaves” seems an impossible tra. station 

for J5y<5<p. 277), your instincts are correct; the correct 

name is Y5j<5. The name is also backwards in the charac¬ 

ter glossary. 
The date 625 on p. 166 should be 1625. One of two 

page citations on p. 243 is clearly wrong: p. 433b cannot 

follow p. 455a in the source text. 
It is unfortunate that poor editing, not only for these 

minor details but also for style and organization, detracts 
from this study, for Faure brings enormous erudition and 

creativity to play here. Yet in the end, despite all the frus¬ 

trations I have expressed above, l come away with the 

sense that the complexity and richness of this book re¬ 

flect more than the bafflements of deconstruction; they 

reflect the reality of Chan/Zen itself, in all its opposi¬ 

tions (dialectical or otherwise), fusions, intertwining*, 

and transferential relationships within itself and between 

it and antagonistic or analogous religious traditions. 

Faure's is an essential study. 

ARE THERE TANNAITIC PARALLELS TO THE GOSPELS?’ 

Shaye J. D. Cohen 

Brown University 

Jacob Neusner's Are There Really Tannaitic Parallels to the Gospels? pretends to be a scholarly 

refutation of Morton Smith’s Tannaitic Parallels to the Gospels (1951). but is in reality abusive 

polemic. It is Neusner’s obituary for Smith, bringing closure to an intense but troubled relationship. 

Because of its careless scholarship and vindictive tone, the book should not have been published 

without major editing, and, by publishing it in this form. Scholars Press has served as the author’s 

vanity press. 

This book is a disgrace fo Us author and a disgrace dissertation of ... surpassingly commonplace triviality, 

to its publisher. The scholarship is shoddy, the writing offering.,. exceptionally ineffable platitudes” (p. 38). 

repetitious, the tone vituperative, and the arguments- “Smith introduced questions he did not answer, took for 

tion flawed. “Do not think these harsh judgments exag- granted facts that were not facts, confused his categories 

gerated or abusive. They are well merited and well in a memorable display of conceptual bungling, and 

founded” (p. 2).! proved everything and its opposite in a mess of contra- 

The ostensible point of this book (hereafter. Refutation), diction and confusion” (p. 39). This rhetoric notwith- 
as indicated by the title, is that Morton Smith's Ph.D. dis- standing, Refutation bills itself as “a civil, academic reply 

sertation, completed at the Hebrew University in 1945, to (Smith's) ideas” (p. 39). 

defended in 1948, and published in 1951 as Tannaitic Par• In fact, the book is meant to be a refutation, not just 
allels to the Gospels,: was bungled: that it was ”... a of Smith’s doctoral dissertation, but of Smith’s entire life 

and career. The failure of the dissertation. Neusner ar- 
- gues, presages a career that was “tragic” and “fruitless" 
* This is a review article of: Are There Really Tannaitic (p. 157), not to mention “sad and arid” (p. xiii). Smith 

Parallels to the Gospels? A Refutation of Morton Smith. By Jacob was “a clever man—not brilliant, in conceptual matters 

Neusner. South Florida Studies in the History of Judaism. Atlanta: a complete bungler, but clever” (p. 19), “clevet but not 

Scholars Press. 1993. Pp. xiii + .186. $59.95.1 am grateful to my very smart” (pp. 21, 3t), a “second rate mind” (p. 34), 

research assistant, Mr, Mitchell Verter, for his help. “a rather ordinary, and in fact, quite limited, mind” (p. 31), 
1 In order that my own motivations in writing this review “not very smart” (p. 14), “not a very painstaking or 

should be as transparent as possible, I offer the following auto- patient scholar, hasty in drawing conclusions and sloppy 

biographical information. Morton Smith was my Doktorvater at in presenting them, superficial” (p. 157), “a bungler at 

Columbia University. After 1 received my Ph,D. in 1975, we re- problems of a philosophical character” (p. 12, cf. p. 31), 

mained on good terms. He read and commented on much of my "ignorant and incompetent” (p. 38). “In his last years he 

work before publication, and l was honored to return the favor. was generally regarded as a crank, and. by the end, little 

He appointed me his literary executor, and I am now compiling short of a crackpot. He died a figure of ridicule, lacking 

two volumes of his collected articles for publication. In 1991. influence outside of his own personal sect” (p. 25). 

the year of Smith's death. 1 succeeded Jacob Neusner as Unger- “Smith knew two terms of supreme abuse: know- 

leider Professor of Judaic Studies at Brown University and as nothing and fundamentalist. He knew whereof he 

editor of Brown Judaic Studies. Appendix two of the book under cursed, for he himself was both” (p. 25). Refutation is 

review is entitled “Smith’s Legacy of Selective Fundamentalism tilled with such ad hominem judgments. 

in the Writing of S. J. D. Cohen” (pp. 167-77: cf, pp. 12-13, Why such vituperation? Early in his career Neusner and 

27). Neusner there criticizes one of my articles, but the criticism Smith were very close. In the autobiographical introduc- 

is inconsequential. My sole objective in this review is to defend tion 'pp. 6-9 and 15-25, annoyingly repetitive) Neusner 

Morton Smith and his scholarship from the unjustified post- explains that Smith was “the first, the only, and the last 

mortem attacks of Jacob Neusner. authentic teacher I ever had” (p. 7. cf. p. x). ’’For an im- 

2 Journal of Biblical Literature Monograph Series, vot. 6 portant chapter in my scholarly career, from 1959-1973. 

(Philadelphia: Society of Biblical Literature. 1951). I war. Smith’s student and disciple” (p. 17). But suddenly 

*5 
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ON THE EXPERIENCE OF AWAKENING: TWO REVIEWS* 

John P. Keenan 

Midolebury College 

Two very different approaches to understanding the Buddhist goal of "awakening" are analyzed 

and contrasted—Paul Griffiths* recent study based on a logic of the proposition and llkka 

Pyysiiiinen’s more context-sensitive phenomenological account. Though the former seems to this au¬ 

thor to raise more questions than it answers, the reading of both works together constitutes a rapid 

■and often brutal introduction to the complex of issues surrounding "awakening." In deference to 

Griffiths* somewhat neological usage, this review will continue his practice of distinguishing "buddha- 

logy**— a theory concerning the nature and person of the Buddha—from "buddhology," the academic 

' study of Buddhism in its various aspects. 

P. ! 02: tawashi here is not a military rank, but merely 

"eunuch." Any doubt as to the identity of the amir in 

uestion should be cleared up by his name. Randal, one 

■fien carried by eunuchs/’' 

P. 113: Nab ulus is not in the Jordan Valley, but rather 

i the hilly region north of Jerusalem in the West Bank. 

: is misleading to suggest that al-Nasir Yusuf preferred 

ie Mongols (o Qutuz. but rather, he was afraid of both, 

nd was caught in the desert of Transjordan, trying to 

ee from the latter. 

P. 120. The pro-Mongol sources give completely 

ifferent information as to the identity of the Mongol 

ymmanders at the battle of Homs in 1260.:o 
P. 137: ajnad are not foot-troops; rather this is a 

eneral appellation for mounted non-Mamluk troops. 

> in ajnad al-halqa. 

P. 161: On the basis of evidence taken from Baybars 

-Mansuri’s Zubda. it is stated that Baybars’ first letter 

. Berke was in 659/1260-61. P. Jackson.1’ however, 

as shown that this historian is wrong, and his source— 
m :Abd ul-Zahir, who writes 660/1261-62—is to be 

■eferred. 
P. 164: iqdmat al-hudud does not mean here ‘‘die Be- 

ahrung der Grenzen,” but refers to a religious matter 
.s the rest of the sentence), and should be translated as 
maintaining the bounds [which God has placed on 

an's freedom of action].’* 
P. 170: It is unclear why Faris al-Din Aqqush al- 

las;udi is referred to as the “Atabak." He was certainly 

i officer of only middling rank and thus the attachment 

r this title to him is strange, and there is no evidence 

at he carried it. Has he been confused with the Atabak 

iris al-Din Aqtai al-Mu$tacrib? 

P. 187 and n. 36: Heidemann sees al-Ashraf Khalit’s 

ans to conquer Baghdad and Iraq as mere propaganda; 

s real goal was to secure the Euphrates border, and to 

mquer northern Syria. Actually, we will never know 

s real plans, since he was murdered in 1293 before an 

^ D. Ayalon. "The Eunuchs in the Mamluk Sultanate," in 

udies in Memory of, Gaston Witt, ed. M. Rosen-Ayalon (Jeru- 

lem. 1977). 267-75. 

:o J. A. Boyle. "The Dynastic and Political History of the 

-Khans." in Cambridge History of lran, ed. J. A. Boyle 

lambridge, 1968). 5:352. 

21 "The Dissolution of the Mongol Empire." CAJ 22 11977- 

1): 237. n. 231. 

attempt could be made to realize them. However, given 

ul-Ashraf’s performance at Acre and Qalcat al-Rurn, 

there is a priori no reason not to take him at his word. 
Pp. 243-44, 285: The expression wa~bi-sacddatihi 

on the dirhams of Damascus and Hamah struck in 658 

is worthy of further comment. It refers to the heaven- 

given luck which the Mongol ruler (here Mdngke) en¬ 

joys, equivalent to the iqbdl found in other coins. Both 

are used to translate the Mongolian suu.” 

Pp. 292: The expression bi-quwatPltdh tacdld wa-bi- 

iqbdl munkka qtfdn ... (“by the power of God most 

high and by the good fortune of Mongke Qa5an”) found 

on the dirham minted at Harran in 659/1260-61 is a 

free adaptation of the Mongolian phrase which begins 

many letters and orders, giving further expression to the 

Mongol imperial ideology. A Persian equivalent appears 

on dirhams struck in Tabriz in the 1250s.23 
Pp. 301-2, 317: M-N-K-U. should be vocalized as 

Manku < Mengti, the Turkish form of Mongke. and not 

as Mungu. Why some coins carry the Turkish and not the 
Mongolian form of this name remains an open question. 

P. 335: In his discussion of the foundation of the il- 

khanate, Heidemann relies heavily on the recent work 
of D. Krawutsky,24 who attributes crucial importance to 

the Mamluk victory at cAyn JSUU as well as Mbngke’s 
death in enabling HOlegil to establish his state. Other, 

no less important, developments were the civil war be¬ 

tween Qubilai and Ariy Bbke and the general confu¬ 

sion in the empire following MGngke’s demise.25 It is 

worthy of mention, however, that the title ilkh&n, which 

may reflect this growing independence, appears to have 

been in some use in 1259 if not before, previous to 

cAyn JalOt.26 

22 See R. Amitai-Preiss, “An Exchange of Letters in Arabic 

between Abaya Ilkhin and Sultan Baybars (a.h. 667/a.o. 1268- 

69)" CAJ 38 (1994): 16, n. 20. 

23 Ibid., 22-23. Heidemann (pp. 87, 336) touches upon this 

matter, and mentions a Turkish version of this phrase from 

a.o. 1246. 

24 Mongolen and llkhdne. Ideologic und Geschichte (Beirut. 

1989). 

23 See P. Jackson. “The Dissolution of the Mongol Empire." 

220-22; D. Morgan, The Mongols (Oxford. 1986), 148-49. 

26 R. Amitai-Preiss, "Evidence for the Early Use of the Title 

Ukhdn among the Mongols." JRAS. 3rd ser.. I (1991): 353-61. 

As one would expect, Griffiths’ book is controver¬ 
sial. The author, a highly skilled and competent San- 
skritist, sets out to explicate the “buddhalogical" doc¬ 
trine set forth in the classical scholarly digests in terms 
of its doctrinal import, and not in the reductive terms of 
any concomitant, nondoctrinal phenomena. He offers a 
formal analysis of doctrine as doctrine, based on the 
claim that the basic intuition that drives the buddhalogi: 
cal discourse was to limn the maximal greatness of the 
Buddha. In so doing, he argues, the digests portray a 
Buddha totally removed from any identifiable qualities 
of change, indeed from anything identifiable at all, so 
that to be Buddha is not to be anything at all. For Bud¬ 
dha has no ordinary mental states or properties. The end 
result is a monism in which Buddha swallows up every¬ 
thing, including even Dharma and Sangha. Griffiths 
argues his c; ;e carefully, grounding it in the texts ex¬ 
amined. Herein lies its controversial nature, for he 
concludes that the classical buddhaiogy of the digests is 
at odds with other basic Buddhist doctrines, such as the 
impermanence and the unsatisfactoriness (duhkhatd) of 
human life, that are so basic to the historical presenta¬ 
tions of the Dharma. This book is recommended pre- 

* This is a review snide of: On Being Buddha: The Classical 

Doctrine of Buddhahood. By Paul J. Griffiths. SONY Series: 

Toward a Comparative Philosophy of Religions. Albany: State 

University of New York Press. 1994. pp. xxii ♦ 261. $19.95. 

Beyond Language and Reason: Mysticism in Indian Buddhism. 

By Ilkka Pyysiainen. Series: Annales Acadcmiac Scientiaium 

Fennicae Dissertauones Humanarum Uttcnuum 66. Helsinki: 

Suomalainen Tiedeakatemia. 1993. Pp. 186. 

cisely because it raises such controversial claims about 

Buddhist doctrine based on a close formal analysis of the 
textual sources. 

Griffiths’ argument calls for more than a cursory re¬ 

view, for it raises a number of other important issues, 
issues about method, the context of the texts, the treat¬ 
ment of texts as digests, the selection of examined texts, 

the selection of examined doctrines, and the criterion of 

maximal greatness that it claims underlies buddhaiogy. 

First, method. The author presents a properly doctri¬ 

nal study of doctrine, by which he means doctrine as 

such, not in terms of other, nonformal phenomena, 

whether social, political, institutional, or financial (all 

considered to be epiphenomena of the text), nor in'terms 

of the concrete historical context of the texts treated.1 

As claimed, Griffiths’ method is indeed corrective, for 

reductionist readings of texts, such as Foucault’s, in dem¬ 

onstrating that it is the underlying agenda of religious 

discourse to exercise power and further class interests, 
do tend, single-mindedty, to neglect doctrinal import. 

1 Griffiths, p. 2. "1 offer here, by way of corrective, a theory of 

doctrine intended to make possible the properly doctrinal study 

of doctrine. The theory is a formal and systematic one: it picks 

out a discursive practice and its artifacts, provides an outline of 

questions of concern to those engaged in this practice, and dis¬ 

cusses the properties of the artifacts produced by the practice_ 

(S]ince it is a theory intended primarily as a first step in ground¬ 

ing and (poking possible the constructive ami critical study of 

doctrine considered as such, and not in terms of other phenom¬ 

ena. to criticize it by saying that it pays insufficient attention to 

nondoctrinal phenomena will be to miss its point." 

495 
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' Jm* rnmht argue that it is possible to employ reduction- 

•At approaches without in the process negating the prop¬ 

erly Jocinnat meaning of doctrines. But Griffiths goes 

Sc\ncuJ rejecting such approaches and confines the proper 

'tinly ■ -i doctrine to a formal. ahistorical study of the 

raimnal cogency of truth claims made in the variety of 

tens examined. Many would demur, reminding us that 

he proper study of doctrine lies always within some 

.oncrete context of thought and practice. To take the 

■. ontext of a text into account is not to reduce doctrine to 

epi phenomena, but to set it in a concrete life situation. 

Thus, despite his warnings about missing the point. I 

■h:ri\ that Griffiths does pay , isufficient attention, not to 

•iT'ndoctrina! matters, but to the lived context that alone 

go es doctrinal statements their meaning. Without such 

j contextualizing of doctrine, its meaning floats free in 

clouds of pure rationality. Griffiths falsely assumes that 

any issues not generated from a formal analysis of fhe 

text are nondoctrinal. but if doctrines from the start are 

conditioned by their languages and circumstances, then 

the meanings they have or had cannot be understood 

■without understanding those conditions. The difficult task 

of understanding the meaning of a doctrine, embedded 

as it as in the texture of a particular culture and practice. 

:,s not to be passed over in a rush to judgment. In effect, 

the formal analytical method adopted in this book is 

aself a reductive procedure that denudes texts and 

leases them supine, ready to submit to the analytical 

procedures to be performed upon them,1 It is doctrinally 

■ KJw.ird Said. Orientalism (New York: Vintage, 1979), 239: 

' !o do this he must see every detail through the device of a set 

of reductive categories-A vision therefore is static, just as 

;he scientific categories informing Iute-nineteenth-century Ori¬ 

entalism are static. . . . " There occurs. I think, a methodologi¬ 

cal tour Je force when analytic reasoning dispenses with the 

tasks nr interpreting meaning in context, especially when the 

lexis in question, far from trying to present a total view of re¬ 

ality. warn against that option. The Mahdyana texts present a 

.vv. t-ntional Jbcoiifse always claimed to be an aid to practice 

earn against .my clinging to views. Again Said. p. 240: 

" wc.unst '.p.k static system .f synchronic essemiajism' I have 

.:;;v;: \ '<ion because ;t presumes that the whole Orient can be 

seen panui'Mcaliy. there is a constant pressure. The source of 

pressure is narrative. Moreover, narrative is the specific form 

\.\l n by written history to counter the permanence of vision.... 

• Alhovc all. r fj.c.. narrativel asserts that the domination of 

reuiiiy by vision is no more than a will to power, a will to 

truth and interpretation, and not an objective condition of 

History. lit! violates the serene Apollonian fictions asserted 

significant that the doctrine of Buddha developed in an 
ongoige argumentation between the varied schools that 
Griffiths lumps together as if they presented a single 

buddhalogical view. 
The method is reductionist in its objectivisl stance; 

"lift does privilege, by paying exclusive attention to. a 

synchronic study of logic, relations, and constructed 

linguistic items as objects in their own right, without 

adverting much to their history,, their practic'd uses, or 

their nondoctrinal functions" (p. 3). One might add;... 

without paying attention to their religious meaning. To 

study the doctrinal meaning of doctrinal claims means 

that one has to attend to the vagaries of various think¬ 

ers. texts, and schools. Without identifying their varied 
philosophical perspectives, and the give-and-take of their 

disputations, it is not valid to lump a bunch of texts 

together ahistorically simply because they discuss the 

same general issue. 
Griffiths assumes that the meaning of doctrines is to 

be ascertained by the careful analysis of their surface 

grammar. “My suggestion at this point is only that if 
some doctrine-expressing sentence’s surface grammar 

does indeed give the impression that it is being used as 

a description by its community, this possibility should 

not be ruled out a priori ... Indeed, one of the chief 

interests that doctrinal studies has lies here: religious 

communities typically use their doctrines to make com¬ 

plex and interesting claims of metaphysical, ontological, 

ethical, and epistemological interest” (p. 22). The false 

assumption here is that the surface gramr. ar of doctrinal 

statements yields a firm and ascertainable meaning apart 

from its concrete context, and thus analysis can identify 
the claims so made with a view to comparison and cri¬ 

tique.3 By contrast. I would argue that there Is no levu 

3 Griffiths writes: “Consider the sentence Jesus Christ ts 

Cod's only-begotten son. affirmed as expressive of doctrine by 

some Christian communities, and the Islamic doctrine-express¬ 

ing sentence God does not beget. If. as the surface grammar of 

these sentences suggests, each is intended as an attribution of 

some property to God... then i; is clear that God cannot pos¬ 

sess both properties ... *’ (p. 8). Yet there are clear and obvious 

differences in the cultural and philosophical texture of the tra¬ 

ditions that underlie and support the meanings of doctrines. ! 

would suggest that both of the above statements can be true. 

The first grew out of the particular Greek ontological frame¬ 

work of the Trinitarian doctrine and lakes its meaning only 

within that context, wherein all notion of physical begetting is 

excluded. By contrast, the Islamic negation rejects not only 

crude notions of paternity, but also the evolved Greek frame- 

pluying ground on which various surface doctrines can 

be compared. To do so reduces the very textual and his¬ 
torical conditionality of the truth-expressing statements 

and pretends to have pinpointed their meaning in pure, 

transcullurally valid acts of rational analysis. But mean¬ 
ings shift as contexts change.4 And contexts change as 

patterns of experience, insight, and judgment differ. The 

surface grammar of sentences cannot be interpreted in 

disregard of the overall tradition in which they are em¬ 

bedded. Griffiths is concerned with the formal analysis 

of doctrines that yield themselves almost immediately to 

the skilled analyst, and not with their context-laden doc¬ 

trinal meanings. Yet, other scholars of Western doctrine, 
such as Jaroslav Pelikan. who is appealed to here as a 

parallel doctrinal scholar, do not confuse the need to 

take texts in context with the reductionist claims of post¬ 

modern critics.5 To take texts in context is not to reduce 

through a culturally sensitive and lengthy study of doctrines 

in their cultural contexts, and not by the surface grammar. See 

Joseph S. O’Leary, La Virixi chrJtienne d Mge du pluralisme 

retigieux (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1994). 269: “What does (the 

affirmation that Jesus is God) signify concretely? The answer is 

not given apart from the entire history in which the figure of 

Jesus is inserted;4 Likewise, the question of what Buddha means 

cannot be divorced from the entirety of Buddhist history. 

4 See George A. Lindbeck. The Nature of Doctrine (Phila¬ 

delphia: Westminster. 1984). 64: “Thus for a Christian. *God is 

Three and One,’ or ‘Christ is Lord* are true only as parts of a 

total pattern of speaking, thinking, feeling, and acting. They are 

false when their use in any given instance is inconsistent with 

what the pattern as a whole affirms of God’s being and will. The 

crusader's battle cry ‘Christus est Dominus.’ for example, is false 

when used to authorize cleaving the skull of the infidel (even 

though the same words in other contexts may be a true utter¬ 

ance). .., The mistake of a primarily cognitive-propositional 

theory of religion, from a cultural-linguistic perspective, is to 

overlook this difference (between the intrasystematic and the 

ontological truth of statements]. It is unable to do justice to the 

fact that a religious system is more like a natural language than 

a formally organized set of explicit statements, and that the 

right use of this languuge. unlike a mathematical one. cannot be 

detached from a particular way of behaving." 

5 Griffiths wrttes: "But such [doctrinal! studies (of doctrine| 

are no longer in the ascendant. They have been called into 

question in theory, even if not yet abandoned in practice, by the 

view that instances of doctrinal thought and expression should 

be treated only in terms of their relations to the nondoctrinal 

phenomena that constitute the setting in which they occur" (p. I). 

But the practice of reading texts only in context is not a product 

of postmodern thinkers and demands no reductionist practice, 

their content to opiphenomena.6 On the contrary, to ig¬ 

nore their context is reductionist, lifting them out of ar.y 
lived setting and consigning them to the realm of a dis¬ 
embodied rational analysis.7 

One cannot validly “isolate and explore the doctrinal 

dimensions of Buddhist discourse about these matters 

(what makes a Buddha], and by so doing ... arrive at a 

synthetic view of buddhalogical orthodoxy among me¬ 

dieval Indian Buddhist intellectuals” (p. xviii). When, 

in chapter seven. Griffiths comes to offer a doctrinal cri¬ 

ticism elicited from this forma! theory of doctrine, 

one wonders about the value of such an anachronistic, 

ahistorical critique, detached from human beings. The 

buddhalogical discourse of the digests belongs to an 

historical ahd epistemological context, now archaic and. 

with the passing of that context, has for the most part al¬ 

ready lost its evocative impact on Buddhists themselves. 

Are the elements analyzed still of ongoing import within 

the Buddhist tradition? Why critique archaic doctrines? 

although it will be greatly benefited by such. Rather, it is 

simply good exegesis. Griffiths further notes (p. 203, n. I): 

“Among those working on Christianity l think of Pelikan, whose 

recently completed history of doctrine in five volumes (Chris¬ 

tian Tradition) is self-conscious about treating doctrine as 

doctrine and not as an epiphenomenon of something else." 

However, Pelikan treats the doctrinal development of what is 

believed, confessed, and taught always with a detailed expo¬ 

sition of the ongoing context, noting that “(tlradition without 

history has homogenized all the stages of development into one 

statically defined truth." See Jaroslav Pelikan. The Christian 

Tradition (Chicago: Univ, of Chicago Press. 1971), 1:9. 

4 See O’Leary, La Viriti chritienne, 120. "The referential 

force or objectivity (of statements] is mediated through these 

factors (their function and their context) and remains provi¬ 

sional. ... The recognition of such an objectivity in religious 

statements goes beyond expressionists or pragmatic reduction- 

ism. without on that account falling into naively objectivist con¬ 

ceptions of religious language." 

7 A counter example is the method of Louis Massignon. 

described by Said, Orientalism. 267: "What he wished delib¬ 

erately to avoid was what he called ’(’analyse analynque et sta* 

tique de (’oriental is me.’ a sort of inert piling up. on a supposed 

Islamic text or problem, of sources, origins, proofs, demonstra¬ 

tions. and the like. Everywhere his attempt is to include ps much 

of the context of a text or problem as possible, to animate it. to 

surprise his reader, almost, with the glancing insights available 

to anyone who, like Massignon. is willing to cross disciplinary 

and traditional boundaries in order to penetrate to the human 

heart of any text." 
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The issue of ihe context for buddhalogy is a difficult 

ne, for we are in large part uninformed about the h;s- 

>r> behind the digests. But there are indications. Or. 

ths does identify an intellectual difficulty in affirming 

ie one. eternal Buddha while at the same time allow- 

ig for numerous other Buddha bodies (on earth and 

l heaven): 'The need is therefore for an explanation 

f apparent multiplicity in the context of actual unity" 

p. 145). That is a good start, hut. as l argued in the in¬ 

duction to The Realm of Awakening, one gains a far 

icher understanding if one takes the textual references 

o various other Buddhas at work in the world as indica- 

ions of the presence and pressure of devotional bhakti 

iractices. The need then was not to make ontological 

tatements, but to include bhakti practices to other 

3uddhas, interpreted as Enjoyment Bodies of Buddha, 

vithin Mahayana faithfulness to the traditional para- 

ligm of Sakvamuni, lest Buddhism go the way of the 

varied Hindu cults. The need is then not simply to re¬ 

vive a conceptual difficulty, but to bring into harmony 

the actual practice of worshipping many different Bud¬ 

dhas with the stress on the one body of Buddha. There 

are indications aplenty in the texts, but one would have 

to broaden the purview to include the sutra texts about 

bhakti, for the commentaries comment on scripture and 

quite often their difficulties derive from scripture-based 

practice.* Buddhalogy is not then simply an aggregate of 

"broadly metaphysical explanations, based as they are 

upon certain views as to the properties of Buddha con¬ 

sidered svabhavatah, as it is in itself” (p. 146). The 

devil is in the details, in the flow of doctrinal and his¬ 

torical development, and not in putative formally struc¬ 

tured truth-statements. 

The method is reductionist not only in depriving texts 

of the richness of their concrete contexts, but also in its 

leveling of textual differences, of doctrinal categories, of 

contextual argumentation, and its fitting of Buddhist doc¬ 

trines into the straightjackets of a naive realism and an 

unwarranted trust in the hegemony of analytical reason.*1 

5 P. Griffiths, N. Hakamaya. J. Keenan, and P. Swanson. The 

Realm of Awakening: Chapter Ten of Asahga's Mohdyanasam- 

graha (Oxford; Oxford Univ. Press, 1989). 32-39. 

See O’Leary, Lu Verite chretienne. 306-7: “A religion has 

ns distinct and irreducible contours just as much us an artistic 

(radiiion. one cannot speak intelligently about it without first 

having immersed oneself in its thought habits and creative pro¬ 

cedures. The spirit of detachment that is considered the guaran¬ 

tee of objectivity in analytic philosophy is incompatible with 

the theological need to remain sensitive to subtle resonances, 

\u 

The textual witnesses Griffiths adduces throughout the 

bcofc are referred to globally as "the digests ” He writes: 

a:ure of the {temporal] relations between text 

and commentary in this period makes questions of dale 

and provenance almost irrelevant to the kind of study 

pursued here. All these texts, whatever their differences 

on substantive matters (and these are many and of con¬ 

siderable interest), are recognizably products of the same 

intellectual practice. They use the same methods, presup¬ 

pose the same technical vocabulary, and do their work, 

for the most part, in an intellectual universe constituted 

entirely inter- and intratextually” (p. 28). But the inter* 

textuality of mutually referring texts does not signify the 
"sameness" of those texts. They differ greatly and in 

ways that impact their buddhatogical discourse. Abhi- 
d harm a texts that hold to a substantial^ view take their 

doctrines as indicative of the true state of affairs, white 
Midhyamika and Yogficfira texts see the entire scholastic 
enterprise as conventional and not indicative of the true 

state of metaphysical affairs. Their intellectual practices 
clearly differ, from the formulation of true viewpoints to 

the rejection of all viewpoints, or to the evolution of 
views only in the context of a dependency co-arisen and 
conventional discourse. On the surface their commentar* 

ial genre is indeed parallel, yet they recommend dis¬ 

tinctly different methodological practices. Yogficfira texts 

employ a specific exegetical vocabulary about the three 

natures, while Mfidhyamika employs terms like emp¬ 

tiness, dependent co-arising, and the two truths. These 

themes are not discrete doctrine alongside buddhalogical 

doctrines, but have clear and insistent methodological 

consequences for reading all doctrine. The intertextuality 

of the texts is one of argumentation, not agreement. 

Would one lump together Ernest Renan and G. K. Ches- 

to historical associations, and to existential Stimmungen of the 

primary terms of Christian discourse. Analytic reason does no 

more than play the busybody in theology as long as it refuses to 

allow itself to be rebuilt and transformed into a properly theo¬ 

logical reasoning, and that demands first of all a faithful atten¬ 

tion to the underlying phenomena of faith which alone permits 

the appearance of phenomena. The analytic philosophers of re¬ 

ligion have a tendency to denounce the theologians as confused 

spirits, but it may be that what they take as confusion is rather 

the hermeneutic and phenomenological finesse required by what 

is given in Christian tradition-Rooting thinking in a medi¬ 

tation on the phenomenology of phenomena, it places itself in 

front of imperialistic rationality, supplying faith a method of 

thinking more appropriate to its content than .solely logical 

reasoning.” 
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terton because both wrote essays on Christianity? Thus 
when Griffiths writes that he will "take the texts as they 
present themselves: as of trans historical systematic doc¬ 
trinal interest, not as historically or institutionally located 
artifacts (although they are of course that too)" (p. 29). be 
errs, for texts do not present themselves at all. One has to 
go and reclaim them by reading, and by interpreting. 

But such an error is perhaps demanded by the proce¬ 
dure, for if one refuses to digest the texts, their doctrinal 
explanations tend to escape the totalizing rationality de¬ 
sired. One avoids their textual argumentation, by lumping 
together all the texts with their various distinct episte- 
mic philosophies: Abhidhaima. Mfidhyamika, Yogficfira, 
Tathigatagarbha. Those episte mic philosophies affect the 
interpretation of statements, individually and globally. 
To level these differences in favor of an essentialistic 
analysis is to assume a stance overarching the texts, 
forcing them into compliance. "Thus one ends with a ty¬ 
pology—based on a real specificity, but detached from 
history, and, consequently, conceived as being intangi¬ 
ble, essential—which makes of the studied ‘object’ an¬ 
other being with regard to whom the studying subject is 
transcendent*"*® Griffiths provides the reader not with a 
breadth of textual sources, but with a chrestomathy of 
texts, in which a rather limited set of chosen witnesses 
delivers buddhalogy to the reader. He presents buddhal¬ 
ogy "by a series of representative fragments, fragments 
republished, explicated, annotated, and surrounded with 
still more fragments. For such a presentation a special 
genre is required: the chrestomathy. 

Griffiths recognizes the tension in buddhalogical dis¬ 
course between its metaphysical and soteriological as¬ 
pects, "a tension capable of resolution finally only in 
metaphysical terms; this wilt become clear only in chap¬ 
ter six" (p. 84). But that tension is resolved in some of 
the texts by the Mfidhyamika doctrine of the two truths 
or the Yogficfira teaching on the three natures; i.e., there 
is an exegetical and hermeneutic procedure for reading 
inscribed in the Yogficfira texts themselves.*2 And the 

10 Anwar Abdel Malek, "Orientalism in Crisis." Diogenes 

44 (Winter 1963Y, 107*8. Cited in Said, Orientalism, 97. 

11 Said, Orientalism, 128. See also p. 78: “To rule and to 

learn, then to compare Orient with Occident: these were {Wil¬ 

liam] Jones’s goals, which, with an irresistible impulse always 

to codify, to subdue the infinite variety of the Orient to ‘a 

complete digest* of laws, figures, customs, and works, he is 

believed to have achieved." And so Griffiths speaks of "the di¬ 

gests," when what is happening is that he is digesting. 

12 For instance, the Mahdydnasamgruha 2.32. gives explicit 

hermeneutic instructions that the properties of the Buddha are to 

only resolution comes not in metaphysics, which can be 

used either tor sound practice or for deluded attachment 

to ideas, but in efficacious practice.>} 

It is perfectly valid to cite a Tathfigatagarbha text 

such as the Ratnagotravibhdga on the essential nature 

of Buddha (p. 173). or an Abhidharma doctrine on the 

“reals." the dharmas (p. 178), but why is there no men¬ 

tion at all of the Madhyanuikakdrikd (ch. 22 treats Bud¬ 

dha), or any of the many other treatises of Nfigarjuna. 

such as Yukti$aftik& or Vigrahavydvartani? The argu¬ 

ment of these treatises, that reality is beyond all onto¬ 

logical and epistemological dualities, does not allow the 

description of any final slate of Buddha, but reduces all 

language to the role of skillful means.14 And why nut 

be elucidated in terms of the three patterns. "If one desires to 

interpret the overall doctrine of the Great Vehicle in summary, 

he should treat the three themes: (1) he should elucidate the 

character of dependent co-arising. (2) he should elucidate the 

true character of dependency co-arisen states, and (3) he should 

elucidate the meaning of what has been taught (in the scriptures 

in light of the above two)_The elucidation of what has been 

taught consists in explaining and analyzing texts that have been 

previously taught in the tight of later commentaries, whether 

concerning the assemblage of good qualities [of the Buddha] or 

the various aims of practice [of bodhisaitvasp {The Summary of 

the Great Vehicle, tf. John Keenan (Berkeley: Numata. 1992], 

46*47), This text goes on to do just that, but its explanations 

never attempt to reach a metaphysical view that would remain 

absolute and not dependency co-arisen. 

15 In the doctrinal context of their teaching of, emptiness 

both Mfidhyamika and YogSpfira devote much effort to the pro¬ 

visional character of all statements and see truth claims as 

more or less skillful means (up&ya) to aid practitioners in their 

practice. They could hardly agree that it ever occurs that meta¬ 

physical claims are basic, upon which "the soteriological ex¬ 

planations are parasitic, and from which they are detachable" 

(Griffiths, p. 176). Nothing is so detachable, for the interest 

is not in metaphysics at all. Quite the contrary, metaphysical 

claims are conventional explanations considered to be para¬ 

sitic upon the path practices they aid. and to be abandoned 

otherwise. 

14 On the absence of all dualistic thinking on the part of Bud¬ 

dha, Griffiths writes; "This classiftcatory analysis of vikatpa is 

intended as a complete though schematic account of the van- 

ous ways in which we construct for ourselves the world of 

everyday experience, the world of subsistem subjects experi¬ 

encing persistent objects and reacting to such experiences with 

various kinds of affect It should be clear that vikulpa under¬ 

stood in this way is unambiguously salvifically negative for the 

digests.... The awareness belonging to Buddha, then, is free 
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discuss !he Mahdydnasamgraha passages on the empti- 

Jievv of all things'? 

Griffiths writes that “it would have been possible to 

accept the maximal-greatness intuition and to develop 

rt not in connection with Buddha but with dharma. But 

;he digests do not typically do this: rather, they take the 

complex of strictly metaphysical terms surrounding (and 

derived from) 'dharma' and make its members predi¬ 

cates of Buddha, Buddha thus swallows up dharma rather 

than the other way around*’ (p. 184). But the single tex¬ 

tual corpus devoted solely to the theme of Buddha is 

not cited at all. the commentaries on the BuddhabhQmi- 

<umi. These texts, the Tibetan Buddhabhumivyakhyfina 

■y v’abhadra and the Chinese Buddhabhumyupadesa 

of Bandhupr.ibha, treat buddhatva as composed of the 

five Jharmus: the pure Dharma Realm idharmadhdtupari- 

'.ah:hi i and the four wisdoms of mirror, equality, dis¬ 

cernment, and duty-fulfillment. Here the pure Dharma 

Realm functions as the object and support for awaken¬ 

ing. and m no wav swallows up everything in Buddha.’5 

from construction. But what, positively, could such awareness 

he like?" ip. 155). Vet the Buddhabhumi corpus presents 

Buddha as comprising both non-dual mirror .wisdom, and the 

progressively more worldly engaged wisdoms of equality, dis¬ 

cernment. and duty-fulfillment, all of which are savikalpa. In¬ 

deed. that seems to be their main import. There is then no need 

for the rather strange theory offered on pp. 162-63 that inter¬ 

prets Buddha s silence as a non-volitional and non-deliberative 

utterance, m which "the semantic content of what is uttered is 

not present to the mind of the utterer.’* The YogScara texts 

themselves speak of the transformation of consciousness as is¬ 

suing in the four wisdoms, the latter three of which are engaged 

in vikalpa. The M3dhyamika texts say the Buddha did not 

speak, m order to empty all content clung to as absolute, just as 

did the foundational Prajflaparamittisuiras. As the Vajracchedika 

has it: The Bhagavjt said: ‘What do you think. Subhuti. does 

it ever occur to the Tathagata that "By me is the Dharma 

shown'.'" SubhQti said. Not so. Bhagavat. it does not so occur? 

• - 4h.vj::v.it said. Whoever. Suhhiiti. would say that "By the 

? :c a ; ;** :he Dharma shown" would speak falsely and ca- 

ne. Mihhiio. '*»> grasping what is not. Why? The 

Mciiing i> termed the Dharma teaching, but there is no 

i -a -caching ■>> be -apprehended as the Dharma leaching’ “ 

:'-c 1: i'. it is 'o he n->ted here that the denial of anything 

- ;;:rrcre:ul in Dharma teaching.is stated by Buddha, and its 

n p- r: > -'hat one should grasp nothing, even religion. Thus. 

■Mtfor# ‘liming the issue of subsequently attained wisdom on 

n !*>\ me should place that issue in its own intellectual con- 

:cv; of Mahayina emptiness. 

Indeed some of the chosen and cited passages that Grif¬ 

fiths -.ikes to refer to a neuter Buddha <”rt”) in fact refer to the 

Indeed this Buddhabhumi corpus is the final develop¬ 

ment of the Yogdcdra meditation on Buddha, and yet it is 
passed over in silence by Griffiths. These texts sketch a 

Buddha mind not only beyond all duality, but also en¬ 

gaged in discernment and action. One may hold that their 

doctrine is not internally consistent, but it is not valid 

procedure simply to ignore that teaching. When Griffiths 

says. ‘*[i|t follows directly from these claims that there . 

are no dualistic states of affairs not implicated with con¬ 

ceptual or affective error, for if there were they would be 

directly present to Buddha’s awareness: and they are not** 

(p. 199;, or that “it follows that there are no subjects and 

no objects other than Buddha, which is itself strictly nei¬ 

ther subject nor object. Monism of at least this kind is 

unavoidable, and the metaphysical game ends with the 

claim that Buddha is the only thing there is: not only is 

everything well-spoken spoken by Buddha, but every in¬ 

stance of veridical awareness is an instance of Buddha- 

awareness” fp. 199), he operates upon texts by dissecting 

them, pushing fragmentary elements of the digests to a 
doctrinal conclusion that some of the texts make (Rah 
nagotravibhdga. MahdydnasQtrdiamkdra), but that oth¬ 

ers do not make or even forbid one from making. Even 

the oft-cited Mah&y&nasamgraka explicitly says that 

Buddha is neither one nor many, i.e., beyond the final 

conclusion of any metaphysical game altogether. 

It is rather disingenuous to say that “(t]he digests 

therefore show evidence of only two possibilities: one 

that took the implications of its own buddhalogy seri¬ 
ously. and so argued, in a strictly metaphysical way, for 

an absolute idealism: and another that refused, rhetori¬ 

cally at least, the metaphysical route altogether, while 

still engaging in constructive buddhalogy” (p. 200).. 

That second route is inscribed in all the Mahfty&na texts 

of MSdhyamika or YogScSra provenance and renders 

the entire buddhalogical endeavor primarily soteriolog- 

ical. To the Mah3y3nists it is not a question of a rhetori¬ 

cal refusal to come to metaphysical terms, but rather of 

a radical critique of the pretensions of language to grasp 

awakening.'6 

reality t':at supports and is the object of wisdom. The passage 

from [he Mahdydnasamgraha cited on p. 176 on the four kinds 

or purity, as well as the Samdhinirmocanustitra passage cited 

on p. 177. thematize tothaUl. whether there are Buddhas or not. 

It is that original purity that is attained by the removal of stains 

which constitutes one a Buddha. It is hardly good exegesis sim- 

ply to equate terms for ultimate reality with Buddha consid¬ 

ered as a neuter reality. 

16 On the absence of any dualistic thought on the part of Bud¬ 

dha. Griffiths writes: “Is there, then, another way out of this 

intellectual impasse? One possibility, mentioned several times 

There are also examples of ignoring (he intratextuai 
and doctrinal context of texts. In trying to demonstrate 
the permanence and etemality of Buddha on p. 179. 

Griffiths cites one of the characteristics of Dharma Body 

from the Mahdydnasamgnaha. that of eternity. But there 

are five such characteristics, four of which are never 

mentioned. The first is that Dharma Body is character¬ 

ized by conversion of support, which is explained as the 

conversion from the defiled to the pure aspect of the 

other-dependent nature of consciousness. That hardly 

suggests an eternally existent, changeless Buddha. The 

second describes Dharma Body as composed of radiant 
factors, the ten masteries and the six perfections. Again 

the focus is upon the attainment of awakening by con¬ 

scious human beings. The third explains that Dharma 

Body is characterized by the non-duality of existence 

and non-existence. If one cannot predicate existence of 

Dharma Body, how can it be described as eternal and 
changeless in se? The text of the Mahdydnasamgraha 

reads: “Neither existence nor non-existence means that 

[Dharma Body! is neither eternal nor ending, for it is 
apart from these two extremes.’’17 The fourth, which is 

treated, describes the eternity of Dharma Body, “be¬ 

cause its activity is unending,’’ i.e.. its activity in the 

world. And the fifth and last describes Dharma Body as 

characterized by inconceivability, “because it cannot be 

compared to anything in the world and is beyond the 

scope of speculation."1* The recommendation here is not 

to hold to any view of an eternal, changeless Buddha 

essence, but to abandon such speculation altogether.16 

Why omit these passages from the chrestomathy? 

To be aware that Buddha’s Dharma Body is beyond 

image and metaphor is not merely a matter of formal 

already in the course of this study, is the abandonment of the 

maximal-greatness intuition as the major buddhalogical doctrine- 

producing engine: the digest could have (though they did not) 

come to think of Buddha simply as maximally soteriologically 

important, not as maximally metaphysically significant. But this 

possibility was. as I have shown, considered and rejected ..." 

fp. 201). But Midhyamika texts do reject all metaphysical 

claims whatsoever. And Yogac^ra sees them as other-depen¬ 

dent, never absolute. 

17 See Griffiths ct at.. The Realm ofAwakening. S2. 

18 Griffiths et al„ The Realm of Awakening, 91. 

19 Thus Griffiths’ interpretation of the passage from the 

Madhyamakavrrti on pp. 161-62 is correct in saying that there 

is “no designatum. nothing capable of being referred to and so 

nothing capable of being taught." But that does not imply that 

there is no modus significandi. no way of speaking about reality. 

Rather, it entails the abandonment of essentialisl categories that 

assent. The rhetorically elicited response is awed si¬ 

lence. just a* before the God whom no image or word 

can convey. On pp. 192-93 Griffiths writes: “We know 
all that there is to know about what it’s like to be Bud¬ 

dha precisely because there is nothing to know, and we 
can know that formal fact. Now. denying that it is like 

something to be Buddha is precisely the same as deny¬ 

ing that Buddhas have conscious mental states, since 

having such states is just what it means for there to be 

something it is like to be a particular being.” Here, he 

misunderstands the absence of image to be a formal 

privation, rather than a fullness beyond image or meta¬ 

phor. In a Christian context, the same logic applies to 

God, for there is no image for God and God is like noth¬ 

ing else, for to the Christian theologians God is not a 

particular being among beings. 

The reductive categories are again evident when Grif¬ 

fiths comes to consider Buddha’s lack of experience, 

dividing all experiences into perceptual, conative, affec¬ 

tive. judgmental, and memorial. Thus. “[t]he experience 

of bats comprises most, probably all. of these elements, 

as also does that of human persons: that of Buddha 

comprises none” (p. 193). Yet the texts do describe the 

Dharma Body as the conversion of support from defiled 

to purified other-dependent consciousness, defined above 

as endowed with both insight and image. When they 

speak of Dharma Body as being beyond all conceivable 

categories, they do not suggest a further category of the 

absence of experience. To say that “first, the perceptual 

experience of Buddha has no phenomenal flavor” (p. ! 93) 

goes directly against the constant refrain of the Bud- 

dhabhiimi corpus that Equality wisdom has the one 

universal, phenomenal flavor of emptiness. To say that 

“decision- or choice-making experience is denied to 
Buddha altogether’* (p. 193) negates the BuddhabhUmCs 

explicit teaching on Discernment and Duty-Fulfillment 

wisdoms, which, respectively, identify the compassion¬ 
ate tasks to be performed and ways to carry them out. 

Griffiths argues that the engine moving the buddha¬ 

logical enterprise along was the intuition of maximal 
greatness, according to which one must predicate the 

most of Buddha. He derives this criterion from Kam. 

pretend to refer precisely to the realities spoken of and the adop¬ 

tion of doctrinal discourse as skillful means, as conventional 

speech. See Imdbcck. The Mature of Doctrine. 66-67* Thus 

when Griffiths says, “fmjy goal is to show, in other words, that 

the divests strongly suggest the conclusion that it is not like 

anything to Buddha to be Buddha" (p. 190), that inconceiva¬ 

bility is not a metaphysical description of a changeless and mo¬ 

nistic Buddha reality, but a critique of speculative visions. 
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apparently by way of Lindbeck.20 Griffiths writes: “If 

there are any transcultural universal in the sphere of 

religious thinking it is probable that among them is 

the attempt to characterize, delineate, and. if possible, 

exhaustively define maximal greatness. ... I suggest, in 

sum. that it will be useful and illuminating to think ol 

'he buddhalogical enterprise as an example of thinking 

motivated by the desire to limn maximal greatness, and 
that the constraints upon such an enterprise will turn out 

to be, broadly, those provided by the metaphysic of the 

system within which particular instances of buddhalog¬ 

ical thinking occur...” (p. 59). But in a Mahayana 

doctrinal context, since things are empty of essence 

(svabhdva), there are no transcultural universal* at all. 
When the texts speak of what is essential (svabhdvitah), 

they are speaking conventionally. Some Buddhist tra¬ 

ditions reject an essential notion of a great Buddha— 
no Buddhas anywhere, for they mistrust fixations on 
ideas. Others. TathUgatagarbha perhaps, admit an essen¬ 
tial Buddha identified with reality, but hardly erect that 
into a consistent metaphysic. 

Only if maximal greatness were understood as the 
emptiness of maximal greatness, and not as the meta¬ 
physical motor for buddhalogy, would it be adequate to 

the task. Lindbeck is right on the mark when he writes: 

:o Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine. 32-33: “Not every 

telling of one of these cosmic stories is religious, however. It 

must be told with a particular purpose or interest. It must be 

used, to adopt a suggestion of William Christian, with a view 

to identifying and describing what is taken to be ‘more impor¬ 

tant than everything else in the universe.’ and to organizing all 

of life, including both behavior and beliefs, in relation to this. 

If the interpretive'scheme is used or the story is told without 

this interest in the maximally important, it ceases to function 

religiously.” Again: "Third, there is the principle of what may 

be infelicitously called Christologica! maximalism: every pos¬ 

sible importance is to be ascribed to Jesus that is not inconsis¬ 

tent with the first rules (that there is one Cod, and that Jesus is 

historical)" (p- 94). Such a criterion can be judged operative in 

christology because that doctrine developed within an essential 

framework, but the MahSyina buddhalogy did not. One then 

wonders if an accurate interpretation can be made that forces 

the Mahavina into an alien essentiaiist framework. The author 

may himself hold to that essentialism. but the texts (the digests) 

do not. What is maximally great in Mahaydna is what is max¬ 

imally desired, i.e„ awakening (Buddha) as that which is to be 

desired as the reverse of suffering. The Prajh5parami(3 scrip¬ 

tures deny that there is any maximally great Buddha at all: only 

because no Buddha exists does Buddha exist. What is maxi¬ 

mally great is to be free from greatness. 

“in short, the cultural-linguistic approach is open to the 

possibility that different religions and/or philosophies 

may have incommensurable notions of truth, of exper¬ 

ience. and of categorical adequacy, and therefore also 

of what it would mean for something to be most impor¬ 

tant (i.e., ‘God’). Unlike other perspectives, this approach 
proposes no common framework such as that supplied 

by the propositionalist’s concept of truth.. . ”:i It seems 

that Griffiths ignores such possibilities, for he filters 

buddhalogical discourse through metaphysical categories 

about maximally great being, i.e.. Buddha, categories 

that were probably indeed operative in Western chris¬ 

tology, but hardly in Mahayana philosophy. And that is 

yet another result of a reductionist methodology." 
In sum. the critique given by Griffiths holds only if 

one reads just the textual fragments selected, and if one 

ignores their context in life, and if one overlooks the 
historical argumentation taking place, and if one ig¬ 
nores the hermeneutic instructions inscribed in the texts 
themselves, and if one ignores texts that present a 
different interpretation. There is a selective ignoring of 
basic texts and themes: of emptiness as deconstruct!ve 

N of views, of the three patterns of consciousness, of the 

two truths, of entire digests, especially the Buddha- 

21 Lindbeck. The Nature of Doctrine, 49. 

22 Edward Said (Orientalism, 60). in an analogous way, com¬ 

ments upon the leveling of Islamic thought to Christian pat¬ 

terns: “But what is more important still (in describing Western 

appropriations of the Orient] is the limited vocabulary and 

imagery that impose themselves as a consequence.... One con¬ 

straint acting upon Christian thinkers who tried to understand 

Islam was an analogical one; since Christ is the basis of Chris¬ 

tian faith, it was assumed—quite incorrectly—that Mohammed 

was to Islam as Christ was to Christianity.” Is there such a spu¬ 

rious analogy operative in the buddhalogical critique of Grif¬ 

fiths? Griffiths does observe (pp. 201-2) that “(t|he only other 

possibility is radical change in one or more of the digests’ in¬ 

tuitions as to what count as great-making properties. Most of 

the intellectual problems discussed in this chapter are related 

more or less closely to the intuition that the lexical item ‘Bud¬ 

dha’ must denote the collection of second-order properties held 

in common by all first-order existents; and that, as an entail- 

mem of this position, Buddha must necessarily be changeless, 

eternal, and so forth. This move could have been avoided (as its 

Christian counterpart, l believe, can also be avoided): had it 

been it would have been possible for the Buddhist intellectual 

tradition in India to avoid the subsumption of dharma into Bud¬ 

dha, and so to preserve a critically realist, nonmonislic meta- 

physic." Yet the very Buddhist texts that empty all discourse of 

its supposed absolute content are left unexamined here. 

Miami texts that treat Buddha exclusively. Further, there 

is an agglomeration of schools (Abhidharma. Taihagata- 

garbha. Madhyamika. Yogacara), and there is no notice 

of the impact of Mahayana and Prajrtap3ramila sGlras 
on the Mahdydna texts. The conclusion is reached: 

lEfven the traditional doctrinal claim that there are three 

refuges (Buddha, dharma. sangha) from suffering, and 

that each of the three has an important salvific function 

to fulfill, is judged by the digests to be false: not only 

the dharma, what is real as well as what is preached, but 

also the sangha, the community that preserves the doc¬ 

trine to be preached, are absorbed into the omnipresent 

Buddha. Sarvam buddharvam—everything is Buddha- 

hood. ... for in the end there can be nothing else, if 

the buddhalogy of the digests is indeed to be defended, 

than Buddha in se: no non-Buddhas, no dharma. no 

sangha. This is a properly metaphysical claim. I take it 

to be entailed by the buddhalogy of the digests, and it is 

with it that we finally reach the point at which the thrust 

of the digests’ buddhalogical discourse can be made 

dear. This is the final move in the metaphysical game 

whose strategy I have been mapping since chapter three, 

(p. 198) 

When one reaches such a conclusion, one should 
pause and consider whether the preceding methodolog¬ 

ical steps have presented the doctrinal discourse in its 

complexity or whether one has extracted elements from 

that discourse and pushed them to a conclusion. There 

are, no doubt, many passages from TathSgatagarbha tra¬ 

dition and from Yog5c5ra texts that do entail the con¬ 

clusions Griffiths presents. But in situ they were not so 

pushed, but held in tensive check by other passages 

and texts that go unexamined here. The circumscribing 

buddhalogical discourse kept in check the docetic ten¬ 
dencies of these passages, and a full treatment of that 

argumentation is yet to be developed. Yet it seems clear 

that the monistic, docetic image of Buddha did not 

become the mainstream doctrine of Buddha in Mah2- 

yana. To flesh out how these developments of doctrine 
happened, one has to write a doctrinal history of bud¬ 

dhalogy in terms of its overall doctrinal context. For 

the “properly metaphysical” claim is negated by the 

Mah3y2na texts, who do not consider themselves to 

be playing any “metaphysical game” at all. since they 
deny that there is anything in se at all. 

One must reject the final summation given, that 

“[tjhis metaphysical conclusion . .. ends. 1 think, by de¬ 

nying the most fundamental doctrinal commitment of 

the digests, which is ... that of radical unsatisfactory- 

ness (duhkhatd): the diagnostic and prescriptive soter- 

iological commitments of the digests... are left aside 

in lavor of a quictist contemplation of what the contem- 

plator already is" (p. 201). One must reject it because 

one must reject the reductionist methodology by which 

it is reached. No formal analysis can proceed by ignor¬ 

ing counter texts and counter doctrines. Griffiths has 

shown clearly that such tendencies do exist in Indian 

texts. But. by ignoring the texture of the texts, by brack¬ 

eting their circle of argumentation in favor of a rational 

analysis of fragments, he pushes things to a neat and in¬ 

valid conclusion. It is rather like-studying the essence of 

a jellyfish by cutting off all its tentacles to get at the in¬ 

ner core, and then claiming that it exists apart from its 

surrounding environment because it has no tentacles. 

PyysUinen’s work, like Griffiths’, ranges over a se¬ 
lection of texts from various sources, TheravSda, Sar- 
vastivida, LokottaravJda. early Mahayana, Madhyamika. 
Yogacara, and Tathagatagarbha, but his approach is 
quite different. He adopts a phenomenological analysis, 
looking in the texts for the “tracks” of mystical experi¬ 
ences that transcend the pervasive filters of language. 

Such experiences are characterized, following a typology 

presented by Griffiths,23 as pure consciousness, unmedi¬ 

ated experience, and nondualistic experience. Any one 

of these types of experiences is counted as mystical and 

Pyysiaincn concludes that the central doctrines and prac¬ 

tice of Buddhism are penetrated by mysticism (p. 155). 

His focus on mystical experiences gives him an under¬ 

standing of doctrine quite at variance with Griffiths, for 

”[a!!I conceptual interpretations are only a skillful means 

to point to the experience or mystical knowledge that 

ultimately can be grasped through subjective intuition 

only. In other words, experiencing takes precedence over 

conceptualization...” (p. 155). Thus, although Pyysi- 
ainen. like Griffiths, is engaged in a rational reconstruc¬ 

tion of the texts as “a timeless product, the ideas of which 

can be taken as contributions to the present scholarly 

debates” (p. 20), doctrine serves as a subsequent step 
after experience and is subservient to experience.24 

Paul J. Griffiths. “Pure Consciousness and Indian Bud¬ 

dhism,” in The Problem of Pure Consciousness: Mysticism 

and Philosophy. ed. Robert K. C. Forman (Oxford: Oxford 

Univ. Press. 1990). 71-97. 

Ryysiainen. p. 56: “This also means (hat the analysis docs 

not focus on texts as such, but on ideas expressed in texts. I... 

aim .. . to extract the mystical elements from the texts, through 

philosophical analysis." 
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Even more importantly, he differs markedly from 

Griffiths in that he realizes that object! vist and essen- 

lialist categories are not congruent with the Buddhist 

discourses he treats. “The Buddha's Dharma-body and 

tathd^atagarhha ... are only ‘skillful means (updya)' to 

point to the ultimate truth fparamdrtha) and thus should 

not be confused with the truth itself. In the last analysis, 

everything is empty (sunya)" (p. 10). Aware of the per¬ 

vasiveness of the doctrine of emptiness, he recognizes 

that the Buddhism the scholar extracts from the text is 

what he makes it to be: “Buddhism, as we understand 

it. has no independent existence apart from the commu¬ 

nity of scholars" (p. 15).23 and he modestly evaluates 

his own phenomenological efforts as "scholarly guess¬ 

work." attaining not metaphysical status, but a "reason¬ 

able certainty" (p. 23).:ft 

Pyysiainen has some interesting things to say on the 

structure of mystical experiences. Commenting on an 

article by Arthur Deikman, he describes mysticism as 

being produced by meditation and renunciation and 

leading to a "deautomatization" of consciousness, i.e., 

the mind is emptied of accustomed patterns of discur¬ 

sive thought. This results in "a deautomatization of the 

psychological structures that organize, limit, select, and 

interpret perceptual stimuli," effecting an “undoing of 

automatization, presumably by reinvesting actions and 

precepts with attention ”:7 This is interesting, for it re¬ 

minds one of the work of Daniel Brown on the parallel 

perceptual structural changes that occur in following the 

paths of different religious practices.2* Perhaps mystical 

23 See Pyysiainen. p, 19. He follows Heidegger and Gadamer 

in seeing hermeneutic as a conversation between interpreter and 

text, not author: “The interpreter can only understand the text’s 

meaning as it appears to him ot her. Thus understanding always 

entails application (Anwendung). i.e.. the interpreter integrates 

the text’s message as part of his or her own Seinsverstandais)." 

2h Pyysiainen, p. 23. “This study process proceeds as a phe¬ 

nomenological analysis of selected Buddhist texts in order to 

reveal ideological structures and interconnections relevant to 

the aim I nave >et for this study. . . . My hypothesis is that there 

are .enain common elements which need to be explicated in ail 

>t my sources, although l Jo not want to deny that there are also 

incommensurabilities, and even contradictions. My sources cer¬ 

tainly Jo not form one coherent system, but may. nevertheless, 

contain various, to some extent coherent subsystems." 

27 Deikman, “Deautomatization and the Mystic Experience," 

in Altered States of Consciousness: A Book of Readings, ed. 

Charles T. Tart (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1969), 23-43. 

2" Daniel P. Brown. “The Stages of Meditation in Cross- 

Cultural Perspective,” in Transformations of Consciousness, ed. 

Ken Wilber. Jack Engler. and Daniel Brown (Boston: Sham- 

nt/ & 

experience is non-discursive simply in that ordinary pat¬ 

terns are suspended in a repatteming of attention, in a 

regaining of the ability to attend to what is ordinarily 

filtered out by the web of language-formed ideas and 

patterns of experience.^ In such an interpretation, what 

happens is a shifting of patterns of attentiveness, guided 

by the tradition’s directions for meditation and renunci¬ 

ation. Thus one would expect the actual mystic experi¬ 

ences to differ from one tradition to another, the only 

common features between traditions being the parallel 

structure of the formal preparatory steps and the abey¬ 

ance of discriminative thought that allows space for a 

new attentiveness to roam. 

But Pyysiainen argues for a transcultural mystical 

experience. In George Lindbeck’s typology,-10 he takes 

an experiential-expressivist stance that regards interpre¬ 

tations as secondary and not at all indicative of the 

mystical experience. This contrasts with Griffiths, who 

champions a propositionalist stance in which doctrines 

to be properly doctrines are metaphysical statements with 

their essentialist objectivity. Pyysiainen writes: "Thus, a 

mystic uses meditation techniques to enable the mind to 

forget all thought and sensation in a PCE [pure con¬ 

sciousness event) where not only visual construction, but 

all construction has ceased. According to reports of 

many mystics, the forgetting includes also the teachings 

of the particular religious tradition in question. Thus, 

there remains nothing that could phenomenologically 

separate one PCE from another, and, consequently, these 

kinds of mystical experiences are alike in all cultures" 

fp. 47).31 And again: “There is a total disjunction be¬ 

tween the PCE and the verbal description that is made 

bala, 1986). 266: “The conclusions set forth here are nearly the 

opposite of that of the stereotyped notion of the perennial phi¬ 

losophy according to which many spiritual paths are said to 

lead to the same end. According to the careful comparison of 

the traditions we have to conclude the following: there is only 

one path, but it has several outcomes. There are several kinds 

of enlightenment, although all free awareness from psycholog¬ 

ical structure and alleviate suffering." 

29 Pyysiainen. p. 27: “In contemplation, the percept receives 

attention while categorization and thought are prohibited. This 

undoing of automatic perceptual and cognitive structures per¬ 

mits a gain in sensory intensity and richness at the expense of 

abstract categorization and differentiation (cited from Deik¬ 

man. pp. 30-311. However, sometimes a new vision takes place, 

as if everything is seen for the first time.” 

30 See Lindbeck. The Nature of Doctrine. .10-32. 

31 Citing Robert Forman,"Introduction: Vlystieism, Construc¬ 

tivism. and Forgetting." in The Problem of Pure Consciousness 

(Oxford: Oxford Unie. Press). 37-39. 

after the experience, and the PCE is thus ineffable in 

principle" (p. 48). One can then learn nothing at all 

about a mystical experience by examining subsequent 

descriptions. 

Consequently, it is impossible in every case to read from 

difference in verbal description a difference in the expe¬ 

rience as well. A difference in verbal description made 

after the experience entails a difference in the meaning a 

mystic gives to his or her PCE. but it does not neces¬ 

sarily email a difference in the experience fas a referent 

of (he description).i2 Thus, the PCE could be the same in 

all cultures and traditions in spite of its various kinds of 

descriptions: a wakeful state of contentless conscious¬ 

ness that is like a hole in our ordinary experiencing. As 

such, it does not bring knowledge during the exper¬ 

ience .... although it may bring knowledge as an effect 

after the experience-What I have in mind is an ef¬ 

fect that shows the relativity of the foundations of our 

discursive thinking and use of language. If the forms 

of perception and categories of thought are once tran¬ 

scended in'a PCE, they are no longer felt as absolute and 

necessarily binding, (pp. 50-51)33 

32 Pyysiainen seems to agree with Rudolf Otto. Ninian 

Smart, W. T. Stace, Louis Dupri. and Philip Almond that dif¬ 

ferences are found only in subsequent interpretations, not in the 

mystical experience itself. On p. 33: “Thus, psychologists seem 

to hold that all mystical experiences are similar in their psycho¬ 

logical structure (whatever that might be) and that only subse¬ 

quent interpretations differentiate them." 

33 Perhaps Pyysiainen is led to this experiential-expressivist 

stance through his critique of Steven Katz, who claims that, 

since mystical experiences are always causally shaped by one’s 

concepts, there cannot be any pure, unmediated experience or 

consciousness. Thus, techniques lead only to a reconditioning. 

Thus, “the experience is determined in advance by cultural tra¬ 

dition. and thus mystics of different traditions cannot have the 

same experience” (p. 50). He criticizes Katz by arguing that 

Katz has not shown how the conditioning causes the experi¬ 

ence. “All Katz has done is to assume that language enters 

and partly shapes and constructs all experience. .. . JNorJ has 

anyone el.^c (presented valid arguments against the possibility 

of pure consciousness events| except the neo-Kantian type of 

epistemology that on it priort grounds allows no conscious es¬ 

cape from the forms of perception and categories of thought 

that mediate our experiencing of our being-in-the-world” ip. 50). 

His critique of Katz’s assertions are, I think, valid, but if the 

meditative and renunciatory techniques lead not to a recondi¬ 

tioning, but to a restructuring of the very mechanism of condi¬ 

tioning in order to refocus attention, then, r'. seems to me. one 

simply cannot claim that (he ineffable experiences are either 

the same or different. 

There is an obvious need for descriptions of mystical 

experiences. “The mystical experience would remain 

quite meaningless unless it were conceptualized, and 

thus incorporated into a person’s total way of experienc¬ 

ing. i.e., to his or her life as a whole" (p. 41). Indeed, 

such descriptions are incorporated in the various tradi¬ 

tions. where they play the role of a guide in the practice 

of prayer and renunciation. Hjalman Sundln is quoted 

on the need for reconditioning mental habits: uThe liber¬ 

ating enlightenment is attainable only because the Bud¬ 

dhist knows certain models of behavior and perception, 

as well as certain roles which are embodied in the 

Buddhist tradition” (p. 30).34 Although PyysiUtnen crit¬ 

icizes Sunden, it does seem that the preparatory stages 

of meditation and renunciation that direct the practi¬ 

tioner toward states of mystic consciousness cannot be 
so totally ignored, nor can the subsequent descriptions. 

All traditions use these verbalized accounts as rules of 

practice to distinguish false from authentic states of 

mind. They even claim that authentic mystical experi¬ 

ences are not available to non-practitioners* who tend to 

piggyback deep-seated delusions, such as attachment to 
self, onto momentary states of direct experience. 

Pyysiainen argues that “mystical experiences may 
count as an exception to the linguistic quality of man’s 

being-in-the-world” (p. 36).w Yet. precisely as non- 

linguistic, such experiences are immune from analysis, 

which works only by weighing and adjudicating words 
and ideas. They cannot themselves then become the ob¬ 

ject of study for any scholarly endeavor, whether propo¬ 

sitional or phenomenological. All one has to work with 

are descriptions of the preparatory stages and subsequent 

descriptions of the experience, and these suggest spe¬ 

cificity. Ptrhaps, more strictly, one must argue that mystic 
experiences simply provide no data whatsoever for any 

scholarly analysis, and lie in silence beyond any method¬ 

ology. If indeed they are apart from words and ideas, there 

is simply nothing for insight to grasp or for judgment to 

adjudicate. And they prove nothing about their unique or 

different nature. However, by attending to the prior and 
subsequent descriptions of how they are elicited and what 

they mean, one can perhaps gain a respect for the tradi¬ 
tional cfaims that they are beyond logic. 

Hjalman Sunden, "Kountihung und NervcnsystemKuirm 

S.54 11966): 194-95. 

'' Pyysiainen. pp. 37-38: “It may be granted that peo¬ 

ple mostly experience their being-in-the-world dualistically 

(exporiencer-experienced) and that this experiencing has a lin¬ 

guistic basis. However, the question which remains is whether 

mysticism could be understood as an art of silence meant to 

restore man to a prclinguistic ’pure experience* not mediated by 

conceptual categories.” 
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Often, mystical experiences are imaged spatially as 

higher or deeper than logic, temporarily prior or origi¬ 

nary. more privileged somehow and more profound, 

blithely breaking the ordinary grammar of semantics and 

glorying in logical paradox. Pyysiiiinen refers approv¬ 

ingly to Stace’s view that “ ... mystical experience can 

be described verbally although those statements tend to be 

contradictory and paradoxical as the laws of logic have 

been transcended in the experience” (p. 48. n. 208). A 

more parsimonious account would hold that by re¬ 

focusing one's attentiveness by temporarily suppressing 

the play of thought and image, one reaches not a higher 

or deeper realm of consciousness, but simply, as the mys¬ 

tics claim, a realm without thought or image, and thus 

without logic, for logic deals with the consistency of 

ideas. Thus mystical experience does not demonstrably 

go beyond or deeper than logic, as if it had reached a 

sphere superior to logic, but reclaims a space-time before 

logic has any role. Thus. ”[tjhe PCE is. then, like a hole 

in this series [of mental acts] and belongs to it. or is 

connected to it as a hole belongs to a sock” (p. 48). It is 

rather like regaining the childlike mind before one learns 

to differentiate things in language-formed categories, at . 

play along the margins of the meaningful. If indeed we 

attend only to a limited field because of the pervasive¬ 

ness of our language filters, then a refocusing of attention 

away from accustomed language-formed ideas and im¬ 

ages, through the silencing of language, can enable us to 

attend to intense, revelatory experiences, without in any 

way negating the value of language in our filtered under¬ 

standing. Yet, the role of language will be rethought, for 

no longer is one under the delusion that words have 

captured reality itself, given however briefly or however 

abidingly, in the intensity of bodily and mental silence. 

And here Pyysiainen does a better job than Griffiths, 

for he is quite aware of the impact of the doctrine of 

Mahayana emptiness on how one is to interpret doctrine. 

If indeed the texts speak about awakening (buddhatvd) 

as the empty goal of practice, they cannot be measured 

in purely logical categories as if they were circum¬ 

scribed within an ontological theory. The error of meta¬ 

physical analysis is a genre error, misreading Mahayana 

texts as if they were Western tractates on being as such. 

To do this, one then has to coax out those themes which 

do make doctrinal statements about being land non- 

being), while ignoring many of the principal teachings 

of those texts that thematize emptiness and direct the 

interpreter in how to read doctrine. 

The new visions, e.g.. Dharma Body, buddhatvd. are 

not logical claims, but reconfigurations of patterns of at¬ 

tentiveness experienced in samddhi. They have a direct 

causative effect on those descriptions. Thus, theories of 

Dharma Body are not explanatory statements of meta¬ 

physical fact, but descriptions of conversion experi¬ 

ences. These descriptions are not meant to be pushed 

single-mindedly to their logical terminations because, 

deriving from the abeyance of all logic in samddhi. they 

offer no more than descriptions from various, often di¬ 

verse. angles. Indeed, echoing the basic thesis of the 

M5dhyamika-Prasahgika school. Pyysiiiinen states: ”In 

other words, one can in principle arrive, with discursive 

thinking, at the conclusion that discursive thinking can¬ 

not reach the ultimate truth” (p. 43). 

Pyysiiiinen recognizes that the Mahayana does in¬ 

deed make strong affirmations of a monistic reality. He 

entitles one section of his conclusion: "The Monistic 

Ontology of the Mahay3na “3* He writes that “(tjhe Ab¬ 

solute is called by various names and epithets, such as 

’the Realm of Dharma (dharmatdY. Dharma-element 

(dharmudhutu)\ “Suchness (tathatdY. and ‘reality limit 

[bhutakoti)'. This Dharma-element as the real essence of 

all dharmas is then said to stay fixed, whether buddhas 

appear in the world or not, and enlightenment means 

penetration into this absolute reality’* (p. 108). Like 

Griffiths, Pyysiiiinen cues texts from the Tathfiga* 

tagarbha lineage to bolster his interpretation. As Griffiths 

demonstrates in detail, one can find many such passages. 

But the issue remains as to how one is to interpret these 

passages. And many texts give instructions on how to do 

so: they must be interpreted in terms of emptiness or in 

terms of the three patterns, or in terms of the two truths. 

Which means that even monistic language is conven¬ 

tional language. Pyysiiiinen introduces the above passage 

by alluding to the Lahkdvatdrasutra's maxim about the 

moon-pointing finger not being the moon and then cites 

the famous passage from Nagirjunas Mulamadhyama- 

kakarika on the two truths. We are dealing with con¬ 

ventional language and not with properly metaphysical 

claims understood in terms of Western objeetivist phi¬ 

losophy, unless one is willing to grant that metaphysical 

claims do not reach any absolute real state of affairs but 

are themselves provisional and more or less skillfully 

created in light of their effect upon practitioners. Thus 

56 But Pyysiainen interprets this ontology in social terms, 

not the doctrinally contextless analysis of Griffiths. See p. 151: 

“The egalitarianism of early Mah3y2na was accompanied by a 

monistic metaphysics essentially based upon the idea that the 

ultimate reality behind all appearances and illusions was a kind 

of buddha-nature. Thus, in reality nobody was unenlightened, 

and the ultimate goal of everyone was only to realize his or her 

inherent buddha-nature. In this way the abandonment of the 

strict distinction between laymen and monks went hand in hand 

with the abandonment of the idea of two spheres of reality, the 

compounded samsira and the uncompounded nirvana.” 

Pyysiiiinen speaks of the absolute beyond compounded 

and uncompounded, for “the reality is not uncom¬ 

pounded in contradistinction to compounded, but rather 

something transcending this duality” (p. 110). These 

terms are only expressions of “vulgar experience” be¬ 

cause they are metaphors (p. Ill). 

Since all is empty, essence-free cessation has nothing 

that ultimately differentiates it from essence-free sam- 

siira. Citing the Mahuydnasamgraha, Pyysiainen explains 

that “Asahga says likewise that the buddhas are at once 

‘absolutely in nirvana {atyuntanirvrta) and absolutely 

not in nirvana” (p. 112). The passage is instructive in 

light of Griffiths' claim to have identified an absolute 

dichotomy between the changing world and the change¬ 

less Buddha. Asangas passage reads: “How is it that 

Buddhas have neither entered final cessation nor not 

entered final cessation in the Dharma Body? Here is a 

stanza: ‘Because they are liberated from all obstacles, 

and since their action is without end, Buddhas both en¬ 

ter final cessation and do not enter final cessation'.”57 

Here Asahga explains that Buddhas have entered cessa¬ 

tion because they have severed all obstacles, but they 

do not so enter because their worldly action is unend¬ 

ing. Thus, for Asahga, the eternal action of Buddhas is 

a mark not of their changeless status, but of their un¬ 

ending phenomenal activity. Moreover, citing not only 

“the digests” but also the sQtras upon which they de¬ 

pend, Pyysiiiinen shows that, in Mah5y&na, language and 

discursive thinking are guaranteed to lead to illusions 

about objectivity: “This is the central teaching of the 

Sutras of Perfection of Wisdom, that the meaningfulness 

of language is not dependent on finding objective refer¬ 

ence to words. Language is not a picture of reality. It 

does not reveal reality but veils it” (p. 105). There is 

here no dichotomy between the world of change and 

the changeless Buddha. “Only those who have known 

both unenlightenment and enlightenment, and have tran¬ 

scended this dichotomy are (hose who have understood. 

Thus, one must first be able to make this distinction and 

then, and only then, abandon it” (p. 114). The reason is 

that the doctrinal summaries present not a static picture 

of reality, but guidance in a process, whose various 

stages demand at times affirmation and at times nega¬ 

tion. Mahayana is a process philosophy of the practice 

of the middle path between affirmation and negation. 

Thus the properly Mahdyana doctrinal study of doctrine 

is the valid usage of language not to map a metaphys¬ 

ical world, but to state truly the path to and the con¬ 

sequences of awakening. No affirmations about Buddha 

are valid apart from the teaching of emptiness. Citing 

37 See The Summary of the Great Vehicle. 105. 

Michael Pye,3H Pyysiainen writes: “This ‘ability to main¬ 

tain a correct view of the status and role of religious lan¬ 

guage' is called in the Prajhdpdramitd ‘skill in means’ 

(updyakausalya). All such words as ‘nirvana’. ‘Dharma- 

element* and ‘Suchness’ arc only a ‘skillful means’ fup- 

dya) to express and communicate an experience that is 

in principle ineffable” (pp. 114-15). 

There is no usurpation of the world of human change 

by the eternal Buddha, for “the mystics have not ex¬ 

perienced the world and language as unreal in contra¬ 

distinction to something real, but as transcending this 

dichotomy” (p. 116). Thus one should not pose an abso¬ 

lute. unchanging realm over against the changing world 

at all. but see the identity of both in terms of emptiness 

and dependent co-arising.w Pyysiainen. unlike Griffiths, 

makes use of the hermeneutical directions of the Yog3- 

cara texts and thematizes the three aspects of existence 

(trisvabhdva). according to which, far from issuing in a 

clear metaphysical analysis, “the absolute aspect, in the 

last resort, transcends even the principle of representa¬ 

tion only (vijhaptimdiratd), and true ontology turns out 

to be ineffable and within the reach of mystical experi¬ 

ence only** (p. 124). There is no available metaphysics 

on which the analytic mind may sport/10 

l recommend both books. Griffiths’ work presents a 

tightly argued defense of the propositionalist model of 

analytic reasoning on Buddhist texts about Buddha, i.e.. 

awakening. Pyysiliinen’s work takes a broad phenome¬ 

nological approach to study that same state of Buddha 

awakening as mystical experience. They raise issues that 

are controversial and important. 

38 Michael Pye. Skiltful Means: A Concept in Mahdydna Bud¬ 

dhism (London: Duckworth, 1978), 110. 

39 Pyysiainen. p. 117. cites David Ruegg. The Literature of the 

Madhyamaka School of Philosophy in India, A History of Indian 

Literature, vol. 7.1 (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1981). 34: 

“[OJnly silence—a philosophically motivated refraining from 

the conceptualization and verbalization that belongs to the dis¬ 

cursive level of relativity and transactional usage—is considered 

to correspond in the last analysis to paramdrtha. which is as such 

inconceivable and inexpressible in terms of discursivity" 

40 Pyysiainen seems confused on the issue of the storehouse 

consciousness in YogScSra. which in the Mahdyiinasamgruhu is 

clearly a prt conscious or unconscious substratum in which the 

kamlic seeds of previous actions germinate into new karmic 

delilemcnts. and in no way a mystic stale. He writes on p. W (and 

similarly on p. 150): “U is, however, difficult to decide whether 

the dtayavijAuna is a purely theoretical concept or whether it 

refers to a distinct experience. In the latter case it is still un¬ 

clear whether it refers to a PCE or to an unconscious state." 
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REVIEW ARTICLES 

ORIGINAL INSIGHTS NEVER FULLY PRESENT: 
CHAN/ZEN/DECONSTRUCTION* 

Stuart Sargent 

University of Maryland 

Bernard Faure's encyclopedic study of the rhetoric of immediacy and the reality of mediation in 

the Chan/Zen tradition suffers from lapses and its own rhetorical excesses, but succeeds in convey, 

ing the ‘essential undecidability of Chan.” as manifested in deeds and words through the centuries 

in China and Japan. 

Like many readers who will be curious about Bernard 
Faure’s new book. I approach it as a person with a basic 

knowledge of Chan/Zen Buddhism but not as a scholar 

of religion; I come to the book also with a specific quest 

for insights on those who. in literary circles, embraced the 

aim of Chan, in Faure’s words, “to mark the phenomenal 

world with the seal of the absolute,” believing that “in 

awakening, immanence turns out to be transcendence” 
(p. 76). That “this equation often came at the expense of 

transcendental values, and ... led to legitimating the pro¬ 
fane enjoyment of the world of passions" (p. 76) I already 

knew. One way of understanding this phenomenon is to 

associate it with changes in the social background of those 
who participated in Chan through the centuries, notably 
the Ming merchant classes, who supposedly lost the inner 
scruples inculcated by the aristocratic mores of Tang and 

the scholar-official ideals of the Northern Song.1 But to 

supplement this kind of historical analysis. Faure’s book 

promises a review of the problem from the inside, using 

recent strategies for reading texts to analyze the duplicity 

in the discourse of Chan itself. 

The Rhetoric of Immediacy heroically attempts to en¬ 

compass the many centuries of Chan practice and doc¬ 

trine in three cultures ;a Korean voice is heard now and 

then as we shuttle back and forth between China and 

Japan). Because of the enormity of the task, a frequently 

* This is a review article of: The Rhetoric of immediacy: ,-l 

Cultural Critique of Chan/Zen Buddhism. By Bernard Faure. 

Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1991. Pp. xiii * MX). 

539.50. 

1 Sec part one of Ge Zhaoguang. Chanzong vu Zhongyuo 

wenhua (Shanghai: Shanghai Renmin chubanshe. 1991). 

disjointed style of presentation, and a tendency to elimi¬ 

nate the logical or evidential underpinnings to some of 

the most interesting assertions, the non-specialist is likely 

to be frustrated on his first pass-through. Nevertheless, 
there is much here to be learned. 

The several types of discourse promised in the pro¬ 

logue—“the hermeneutical and the rhetorical, the struc¬ 

turalist and the historical, the ’theological’ and the 

ideological/cultural"—come into play in the first chapter, 

“The Differential Tradition." Faure agrees with those 

who see the division of early Chan into distinct Northern 

and Southern schools as having been as tactical as it was 
ideological. He further questions the whole notion of a 
coherent tradition that can be termed “early Chan." For 

one thing, the patriarchal tradition envisioned in that no¬ 
tion is logically incompatible with an original Buddhist 
“path." a stage of the religion in which individuals may 

become enlightened and thus empower themselves to 

teach others. At the same time, we need to deconstruct 
the very notion of that earlier stage as embodying a 

“pure" Chan principle that is later "corrupted." Not only 

are there ambiguities and contradictions at every turn: 
"the original’ insight... may exist only os a {DerrideanJ 

trace.' something that was never ’present’ to a fully awak¬ 

ened consciousness, since there is no self that can ac¬ 

tually live the experience" (p. 27), This .last clause 

combines deconstruction and Chan itself to question not 

only the historical notion of an "originating" teaching, 
but even the ideological construct of an “originating" 
experience. 

Nowhere is the ambiguity of Chan more apparent than 
in the dichotomy of sudden and gradual enlightenment, the 

topic of the second chapter. Faure cautions that this di¬ 

chotomy is not coterminous with the North-South schism; 

77 
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REVIEW ARTICLES 

IDEAL TYPES IN INDIAN BUDDHISM: A NEW PARADIGM* 

Charles A. Prebish 

Pennsylvania State University 

Reginald Ray s Buddhist Saints in India provides not only a welcome addition to scholarly studies 

on Buddhist hagiography, but also a bold new paradigmatic model concerning the role of the various 

ideal types in Indian Buddhist history. In so doing, Ray challenges the traditionally accepted two-tiered 

model of Buddhism, which divided Buddhist practitioners into a monastic saqigha and a conglomerate 

of lay members. In its place he offers a threefold model, in which forest renunciants function alongside, 

and in addition to, the monastic and lay Buddhist communities. It is in its investigation of the role of 

forest renunciants in the development of Indian Buddhist history that the book makes a brilliant con¬ 

tribution to a proper understanding of Indian Buddhism. 

Lest anyone think that modern scholarship on Bud¬ 
dhism has not produced a substantial volume of literature 
devoted to ideal types and hagiography, all he need do is 
consult Frank Reynolds* useful Guide to Buddhist Reli¬ 
gion (Boston: G. K. Hall & Co., 1981). where he will find 

more than thirty pages of listings. In the intervening 

years, a substantial volume of new literature on the topic 

has appeared, examining virtually every aspect of the 

subject. This literature on saints in Buddhism includes 

studies by nearly all of the great scholarly names in Bud- 

dhological research: Bareau, Conze, de Jong, Gombrich, 

Hirakawa, Homer, lamotte, La ValUe Poussin, Nagao, 

Norman, Rhys Davids, Schopen, Snellgrove ... the list 

seems endless. Reginald Ray's Buddhist Saints in India 

will shortly take its place among the great studies on this 

topic, surpassing most of them for its thoroughness of 
investigation, uniqueness of perspective, and for its fear¬ 

lessness in taking serious intellectual risks for the sake of 
new and important knowledge. 

That having been said, it is important to recognize that 

Ray’s takeoff point in this volume is the contrary position 
that modern scholarship has simply not paid sufficient 

attention to Indian Buddhist saints, despite the cogni¬ 

zance of their importance by modem Buddhology. His 
basis for such a claim is predicated on two primary rca- 

* This is a review article of: Buddhist Saints in India: A Study 

in Buddhist Values and Orientations. By Reginald A. Ray. New 

York: Oxford University Press. 1994. pp. xviii *■ 508. S49.95. 

sons: "the place of the saints in the Buddhist texts them¬ 
selves" and "certain modem scholarly presuppositions 
concerning the saints" (p. 3). In exploring these declara¬ 
tions, Ray begins to wonder whether the Indian Buddhist 

saints, when examined in their own right, might reveal 
not only new insights about the development of Indian 

Buddhist history, but also about the scholarship that in¬ 

vestigates it, thus creating a new paradigmatic model. 

As he proceeds with his investigation, he adopts six 

principal themes. The first straightforwardly identifies 

five major ideal types exemplified by the tradition; bud- 

dha, pratyekabuddha, arhant, bodhisattva, and siddha. 

Second, he refuses to treat these types as altogether sepa¬ 

rate from one another. Instead, he develops a "single, 

overarching type." that is congruous in its "basic struc¬ 

ture. reveals itself to be relatively consistent from one 
geographical region to another, across the lines of tradi¬ 

tion, and at widely differing time periods" (p. 3). Third, 

he nonetheless excludes the siddha from this typology, 

arguing that the siddha is an especially distinct type, 

more different from the other four than they are from one 

another, the investigation of which is complicated by dif¬ 
ficult historical and hermeneutical problems. Fourth, he 

argues that his typological approach derives from the 
Indian Buddhist texts themselves, and reflects far more 

than just scholarly tidiness. As such, this typology mir¬ 

rors what Indian Buddhists think about their saints. Fifth, 

iif understanding Indian Buddhist saints, a primary struc¬ 
ture emerges: "one attains sainthood through the process 

of divesting oneself of the personal and the individual" 

65! 
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fp. 6). Finally, the above typology is not without its own 

internal problems, because many examples can be eluci¬ 

dated that run against type, which can only be clarified 

by much additional material. Ray is aware that his ap¬ 

proach, and its development, raises at least as many 

questions as it answers; but as this awareness is factored 

into the overall fabric of the manuscript, it produces 

much supplementary information that is rich and valu¬ 

able for Buddhist studies. 

Before considering each of the various categories of 

Indian Buddhist saints, Ray spends substantial time elu¬ 

cidating what Peter Brown, in examining the status of 

saints in Latin Christianity, has called the “two-tiered 

model. '1 He does this primarily because he believes that 

modern Ruddhoiogieal scholarship has collectively un¬ 

derstood Buddhism itself to support the notion of a two- 

tiered model, with the monk and nun (bhiksu. bhiksuni) 

occupying the upper tier, while the lay men and women 

(updsaka. updsikd) occupy the lower tier. Acknowledg¬ 
ing that the supportive evidence is largely TheravSdin, 

Ray nevertheless stresses its applicability to Indian Bud¬ 

dhism in general. Drawing on the summaries of the 

monastic ideal presented by Etienne Lamotte, Robert 

Lester, Akira Hirakawa, Jane Bunnag, and Mohan Wija- 

yaratna,1 he highlights the monastic's progress to nirvSna 

as reflective of two essential pursuits: “the cultivation of 

pure behavior through adherence to the vinaya" and “the 

study of texts" (pp. 15-16). It is important for what is 

to be developed later in the volume that Ray also indi¬ 

cates a third preoccupation for the monastic: meditation 

(and, especially, solitary meditation). Thus he is able to 

lay the foundation for a thesis suggesting a bifurcated 

emphasis in the earliest Buddhist tradition, contrasting 

the settled monastic lifestyle with the solitary life requi¬ 

site for the development of sainthood. He says this quite 
directly: 

1 Peter Brown. The Cult of the Saints: Its Rise and Function in 

Latin Christianity (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1981). 

■ See ttienne Lamotte, Histoire du bouddhisme indien (Lou¬ 

vain: Publications universitaires. 1958). 58-71: Akira Hirakawa. 

"The Twofold Structure of the Buddhist Sahgha" Journal of the 

Oriental Institute !6.3 (1966): 131-37; Robert Lester, Thera- 

vtida Buddhism in Southeast Asia (Ann Arbor: Ann Arbor Pa¬ 

perbacks (Univ. of Michigan Press], 1973). 48-56. 83-129; Jane 

Bunnag. Buddhist Monk, Buddhist Layman: A Study of Urban 

Monastic Organization in Central Thailand (Cambridge: Cam¬ 

bridge Univ. Press. 1973); and Mohan Wijayaratna. Buddhist 

Monastic Life (New York: Cambridge Univ. Press. 1990: tr. 

Claude Grangier and Steven Collins). 

^ 8y its very nature, settled monasticism placed more em¬ 

phasis on ilia. as fulfillment of the vinaya, and prajnd, 

defined as knowledge based on learning. At the same 

time, it placed considerably less emphasis on samddhi. 

Thus, although many classical texts—both Buddha- 

word and commentaries—recommend meditation as a 

necessary component of the Buddhist path, in monastic 

tradition, meditation has remained a primarily theoreti¬ 

cal ideal, followed more in the breach than in the obser¬ 

vance. Progress in meditation necessitates intensive 

and sustained practice, and this, in turn, requires seclu¬ 

sion and absence of distraction, (p. 18) 

Ray doesn't underestimate the impact of this bifurcation 

either, citing Edward Conze’s well-known remark that 

“the scholars ousted the saints, and erudition took the 

place of attainment" (p. 18).J Over against this picture of 

the monastic vocation is contrasted the life of the laity, 
what Ray calls “the second normative lifestyle” of Indian 
Buddhism. The layman’s chief obligations are to follow 

the five precepts orpancaiila, support the monastic com¬ 

munity, materially and otherwise, and, if he chooses, to 

venerate stQpas. Thus, the member of the monastic order 

proceeds to the attainment of arhantship while the lay 

member accrues punya. 
Ray believes modem scholars have generally ac¬ 

cepted the two-tiered model of Buddhism not only be¬ 

cause it reflects the normative textual tradition, but 

also because, in addition to providing a basic explana¬ 

tion of the precepts of Indian Buddhism, it negotiates 

an explanation of numerous phenomena (like the wor¬ 

ship of stflpas) that do not conform very consistently to 
a pure and elite monastic style of Buddhism. He con¬ 

cludes about the two-tiered model: 

On the one hand is the Buddhism of the founder, the 

Buddhism of the monks, marked by renunciation of the 

world and entry into the monastic samgha, decorous 

behavior as defined by compliance with the vinaya, the 

pursuit of the vocation of texts and scholarship, and the 

goal of nirvSna. On the other hand is the Buddhism of 

the laity, characterized by virtuous behavior and gener¬ 

osity toward monastics as well as by participation in 

the culls of the stupa and of local deities. The laity 

practiced a compromised Buddhism and, in so doing, 

acted as a kind of buffer between the authentic Bud- 

3 Edward Conze “MahSySna Buddhism" in The Concise En¬ 

cyclopedia of Living Faiths, ed. R. C. Zaehner (London: Hutch¬ 

inson, 1959). 116. 

dhism of the monks and the non-Buddhist environment 

of larger India, (p. 21) 

If the two-tiered model developed into a hermeneutic 

for understanding all of Indian Buddhism. Ray is pre¬ 

pared to argue aggressively that such a model presents 

a distorted picture, at least with regard to Buddhist 

saints. His basis for this claim turns, to a large extent, on 

the theories of Max Weber and Erich Frauwallner. Uti¬ 

lizing Weber's work on Buddha as a charismatic fig¬ 

ure, it is not unreasonable to characterize Buddha’s ini¬ 

tial followers as renunciants who “lived by the relatively 
unpredictable means of voluntary gifts obtained by alms- 

seeking. rather than by regularized means of economic 
support” (p. 24). Nonetheless, with the routinization of 

charisma, the Buddhist movement became a tradition, 

and this is where Frauwallner’s work on the develop¬ 

ment of the monastic tradition, as evidenced by what he 

calls the “Old Skandhakacomes into play. Ray is not 

unaware of serious criticism of Frauwallner's theories by 

Lamotte. Heinz Bechert, and Charles Prebish,4 but he 

carefully includes only those materials which are most 

solid and non-controversial. As such, he shows the Old 

Skandhaka, the champion of settled monasticism. in di¬ 

alogues with an older variety of wandering Buddhism, un¬ 

willing to ignore or undermine mendicancy, but clearly 

making it subordinate to the settled and highly regulated 

lifestyle of the vinaya tradition. In so doing, the charisma 

of the individual master—what Ray calls “the ultimate 

reference point" for both individuals and community 

alike—is lost. In its place is the efficacy of the monastic 

unit, now responsible for virtually every aspect of the in¬ 
dividual life of the bhik$u. now the new normative unit, 

consistent with the two-tiered model. And the process by 

which settled monasticism, and, concomitantly, the vo¬ 

cation of texts and scholarship, ascends to supremacy is 
cemented by the actual writing down of the Buddhist 

texts. It is in this context, with the renunciant Buddhism 
of the forest and its meditational emphasis deempha- 

4 See Erich Frauwallner. The Earliest Vinaya and the Begin¬ 

nings of Buddhist Literature (Rome: l-stituco Italiano per il 

Medio ed Estremo Oriente. 1956); but also see Heinz Bechert 

and Richard Gombrich, eds.. The World of Buddhism: Buddhist 

Monks and Huns in Society and Culture (London: Thames and 

Hudson. 1984), 79; Lamotte. Histoire du bouddhisme indien. 

195, and Charles S. Prebish. “Theories Concerning the Skan¬ 

dhaka: An Appraisal" Journal of Asian Studies 32 (1973): 

669-78. 

sized, that Ray proceeds to an examination of the ideal 
types in Indian Buddhist literature. 

The preliminaries having been presented, Ray pro¬ 

ceeds to a serial exposition of the variety of saints in 

the Indian Buddhist tradition, beginning with Buddha 

$3kyamuni. It is here that Ray presents a comprehensive 
definition of the saint: 

Most simply put, the saint in Buddhism may be under¬ 

stood as a person in whom the ultimate potentiality of 

every human, indeed sentient, being has been more or 

less fully realized. In the Indian Buddhist context, such- 

4 realization implies three overlapping and mutually in¬ 

terdependent spheres of religious understanding and ac¬ 

tion: a characteristic life journey made by the individual 

from an ordinary human status to saintly perfection; a 

set of traditional disciplines, including forest renuncia¬ 

tion and meditation, that are understood to facilitate this 

transformation; and a societal dimension, wherein the 

saint may manifest his or her enlightened charisma and 

others may respond to it through certain cuitic behav- 

tors. (p. 44) 

In launching a discussion of Buddha Sakyamuni as the 

paradigmatic model for a saint, the author divides his 

life story into two parts: “prcrealizauon," containing eight 

thematic items, and “postrealization." containing twenty- 

seven thematic items. Since these items will be the spiritual 

yardstick against which all other ideal types are measured 

throughout the volume, it is worth cataloguing them. 

Prerealization Items \% 

1. Crisis in the prospective saint's life. 

2. Personal spiritual longing which translates into a strong 

sense of religious vocation. 

3. The formal renouncing of the world. 

4. The taking up of a particular wandering, renunciant life¬ 

style. defined by specific ascetic modes of dress, suste¬ 

nance. and dwelling. 

5. The seeking and finding of a teacher or guru. 

6. The formulation of aspirations and raking of vows in 

connection with the quest. 

7. The intensive practice of meditation, which makes up the 

substance of the spiritual quest. 

8. Personal realization of enlightenment. 

Post realization items 

9. Recognition of the saint's enlightenment. 

10. Self-declaration of enlightenment. 
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Compassion identified as a central component in the 

saint’s enlightened personality. 

Miraculous phenomena spontaneously surround the saint’s 

person. 

Possession of supernatural powers. 

The receiving of darian. 

A cult with characteristic features that develops around 

the saint. 

The teaching of others, including not only humans but 

supernatural beings as well. 

The acceptance of close personal disciples and lay 

followers. 

The absence in the saint of scholarly considerations and 

particularly of textual study. 

The communication of teachings in an oral form. 

The making of conversions. 

The defeat of evil beings. 

Association with the lowborn and disadvantaged. 

The unconventionality of the saint and his or her cri¬ 

tique of social and religious conventions. 

The saint criticized and even persecuted for his or her 

sanctity, unconventionality, or explicit critiques. 

The danger of the numinous power of the saint. 

The saint as principal reference point of the dharma for 

his or her followers. 

Possession of a body that is supramundane in some way. 

Possession of the power of longevity and the capacity to 

live even to the end of a kalpa. 

Association of the saint with millennial expectations. 

Anticipation of death. 

Extraordinary death. 

Ritual disposition of the body of the saint, usually by 

cremation. 

The saint's remains enshrined, usually in a siQpa. 

The association of the saint with one or more sacred 

places. 

The development of characteristic kinds of texts, in par¬ 

ticular. sacred biography and "sayings” or “songs” of 

the saint. 

:h of these thematic items, textual data, almost ex- 

:ly drawn from the Buddhacarita, are presented 

jecific reference to Buddha Sfikyamuni. Of course, 

tical question is obvious, and Ray asks it directly: 

closely does this ‘paradigmatic Buddha' correspond 

actual Buddha of history’" (p. 61)? He offers his 

sions immediately thereafter: 

Thus wc arrive at the seemingly ironic position of affirm¬ 

ing thai we likely come closest to the historical Buddha 

precisely when we take the legendary and cultic idiom 

of this hagiographica! tradition most seriously, (p. 62) 

That Ray’s conclusion is largely based on the Buddha¬ 

carita is no obstacle, for he finds the same basic themes 

in the Pali Suttanipdta. identified by Lamottc and Luis 

Gdmez.5 for example, as among the earliest Buddhist 

texts. Importantly too, both the Buddhacarita and the 

Suttanipdta seem to understand Buddha as a person of 

the forest. From the above, with some additional input on 

the nature of the sramana lifestyle from Romila Thapar’s 

innovative 1978 article, “Renunciation: The Making of a 

Counter-Culture?”6 Ray seems persuaded that the 

Buddha was indeed a saint of the forest whose earliest dis¬ 

ciples were forest renunciants and who espoused a dharma 

essentially of forest renunciation. This is not, of course, to 

rule out the possibility that town-and-village renunciation 

figured in some way in the very early tradition, (p. 67) 

No doubt, according to Ray, the town-and-village re¬ 

nunciation that was the basis of classical Buddhist mo- 

nasticism must have developed within a few generations 

after Buddha's death. 

Having developed the archetypal model of the saint, 

on which the rest of the volume depends, Ray proceeds 

to apply the model in four successive chapters, to 

“Saints of the Theragdthd and Therigdthd',' “Some 

Orthodox Saints in Buddhism,” “Saints Criticized and 

Condemned,” and “Cults of Arhants.” He begins with 

the Theragdthd and Therigdthd because he believes, pri¬ 

marily based on K. R. Norman’s 1969 introduction to 

and translation of the Theragdthd,1 that these texts are 

among the very earliest Buddhist texts, with portions 

being especially ancient. Although this first chapter on 

the bhikkhu and bhikkhuril saints of the early tradition is 

short, it nonetheless emphasizes the theme which domi¬ 

nates Ray’s volume: that these saints were forest renun¬ 

ciants whose lifestyle does “not reflect settled monastic 

values and orientations and, in fact, stand in consider¬ 

able contrast to the classical type of monk’’ (p. 96). This 

theme continues in the next chapter which focuses on 

the figures of Mahfikfi£yapa, Upagupta, and Sariputra. In 

his explication of these three early disciples of Buddha, 

he is able to consult a wider literature than that pre- 

5 See Lamoite, Histoire tlu bouddhisme indten. 172-74, and 

Luis Gomez, “Proto-MSdhyamika in the Pali Canon,” Philoso¬ 

phy East and West 26 (1976): 139-40. 

6 In Romila Thapar, Ancient Indian Social History: Some 

Interpretations (New Delhi: Orient Longman, 1978). 63-104. 

7 K. R. Norman, tr.. The Elders Verses. I: Theragdthd. The 

Pali Text Society Translation Series, 35 (London: The P5li Text 

Society, 1969). 

served in Pali, including such primary texts as the Ma- 

hdvastu, MulasarvSstivadin Vinaya, Divydvaddna, and 

others. He also makes valuable use of John Strong’s im¬ 

portant volume. Legend and Cult of Upagupta* What he 

finds in comparing the Pali and Sanskritic traditions is 

important, too: 

If we take Mahak3syapa’s hagiography as a reflection 

of larger historical trends and attitudes, it appears 

that within the Sanskrit Buddhism, established tradition 

viewed forest Buddhist and settled monasticism as com¬ 

patible elements within a larger whole, standing in gen¬ 

erally harmonious relation to one another, (p. 137) 

The Pali tradition, hovever, presents more contrasts 

and tensions, more unresolved issues concerning Ma- 

hakasyapa. He goes on to say that 

The contrast between these two different ways ... of 

viewing the relation of settled monastic and forest Bud¬ 

dhism evident in MahSkasyapa’s personality is even more 

striking when one compares the two other saints dis¬ 

cussed in this chapter. Upagupta and ^iriputra. (p. 137) 

For Ray, Upagupta becomes the prototype saint of 

Northwestern (Indian) Buddhism while £ariputra fulfills 

the identical role for Southern (Indian) Buddhism. In 

making these determinations, he draws heavily on An¬ 

dre Migot’s “Un grand disciple du Buddha: Sariputra."* 

In moving ahead to saints who were criticized and/or 

condemned, the figures change but not the conclusion. 

Ray’s example of a criticized saint is Pitjdolabharadvaja. 

His hagiography is followed in several Vinayas (most 

notably the TheravSdin, Dharmaguptaka, Sarv3stivadin, 

and MahisSsaka) as well as in the Divydvaddna and 

other texts. Again he emphasizes his key point: 

Moreover, in Pirujola and in those who would criticize 

him. are reflected the two historical treads of early 

Buddhism, namely, forest Buddhism and the more col¬ 

lective ideal of monasticism as presented in the vina¬ 

yas. On the one side is Pindola, the forest renunciant, 

for whom asceticism, intensive meditation, attainment, 

and magical powers are the norm. On the other is the 

monastic renunciant here defined by a communal life¬ 

style of behavioral purity, (p. 159) 

* John Strong, Legend and Cult of Upagupta (Princeton: 

Princeton Univ. Press. 1992). 

9 Bulletin de ttcole franqaise d'Extrime-Onent 46 (1954): 

405-554. 

As (he settled, monastic lifestyle begins to take prece¬ 

dence, Pindola’s sanctity is never questioned, but his 

exhibition of magical powers is subordinated, and when 

he does something blameworthy, he is castigated. From 

the perspective of the vinaya tradition, Pintjola’s saintly 

manifestations, those items which are reminders of links 

to his forest renunciant status, are construed as indi¬ 

cative of spiritual relapse. The case of Devadatta is sim¬ 

itar. and Ray finds numerous examples of his saintliness 

(such as that of the Uddna and Anguttara Nikdya), thus 

suggesting that the picture of Devadatta, purely as evil¬ 

doer. is inconsistent. In developing his discussion of the 

Devadatta legend, Ray mines heavily from Biswabed 

Mukerjee's important Die Oberlieferung von Devadatta, 

dem Widersacher des Buddha, in den kanonischen 

Schrifien10 and Andrd Bareau's “£tude du bouddhisme,”n 

as well the Samghabhedavastus and Vibhahgas of the 

TheravSdin, Dharmaguptaka. MahisSsaka, SarvSstiv5- 

din, and Mulosarvastivadin Vinayas. He focuses on 

fifteen critical episodes in the story, believed to repre¬ 

sent the oldest stratum of the Devadatta legend. In a 

thorough, detailed discussion of these episodes in all the 

sources, it appears that the only point on which all the 

Vinayas agree is that Devadatta was a “virtuous, ‘rigorist’ 

bhikju” (p. 170). Bareau’s remark, “the desire to con¬ 

demn Devadatta and to make him completely odious is 

too clear for one to have confidence in this new portrait, 

which is nothing but pure calumny,'is most compel¬ 

ling. Ray puts the pieces together in this fashion: 

This conclusion raises an important question: what is it 

about Devadatta that sets his Buddhist attackers on such 

a literary rampage? It is significant that Devadatta, in 

the earliest stage of his legend, is a forest saint in the 

classical mold.... Devadatta is not only a forest saint 

but one who strongly advocates forest Buddhism as the 

only authentic type of Buddhist renunciation, seen in his 

proposing the dhuiaguna-type practices as obligatory for 

all renunciants. His unwavering advocacy of forest Bud¬ 

dhism is also seen in the issue of leadership_Deva¬ 

datta feels that the true dharma is to be found solely and 

strictly in the forest, and he appeals to Buddha to back 

him up.... This explanation is confirmed when we no¬ 

tice that his attackers are. among the Buddhists, pre¬ 

cisely those most identified with settled monasticism. 

... It seems clear that the core of the Devadatta legend, 

and particularly the vitriolic nature of the condemnation 

Munich: Munchener Studien zur Sprachwissenschaft. 1966. 

11 Annuaire du Collige de France (1988-1989): 533-47. 

12 Ibid.. 542. 
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of this saint, is best understood as (he expression of a con¬ 

troversy between a proponent (and his tradition) of forest 

Buddhism and the proponents of settled monasticism. a 

controversy that in the sources is seen from the view¬ 

point of the monastic side. (pp. 170-72) 

The final chapter in this scries of four focuses on the 

cults of arhants. Here Ray explores the tradition of six¬ 

teen great arhants. mentioned in a variety of Indian 

Buddhist texts that have been translated into Chinese 
(and. most importantly, the Nandimitrdvaddna). Of 

course, he finds particularly interesting that part of the 

tradition that identifies the habitat of these sixteen 

figures such (hat he can refer to them as the '‘quintes¬ 

sential forest saints" {p. 180)- He goes on to document 
the discussion of these sixteen arhants in the writings 

of the Chinese Buddhist pilgrims Fa-hsien and Hsiian- 

tsang. who visited India between 399-412 and 627- 

45. respectively (according to Ray). From the above, 

and with acknowledgment of some degree of uncer¬ 

tainty. Ray suggests five stages in the development of 

the term arhant within Buddhism. These include: 

1. In pre-Buddhist times, the designation for one worthy of 

merit; 
In early Buddhism, the designation for a liberated saint 

(including Buddha, pratyekabuddhas, and disciples):. 

3. After Buddha's death, the designation for past and pres¬ 

ently living saints; 
4. Later, but still early in Che Buddhist tradition, the term 

expands to r*o possible meanings, one indicative ot at¬ 
tainment by the meditative path, and the other signify¬ 

ing a non-meditative path; 
5. Eventually, the term becomes monasticized. diminishing 

the charisma of the saint. 

Chapter seven moves away from that collective 

group of saints who could be called arhants, and exam¬ 

ines the figure of the pratyekabuddha, identified by Ray 

as a "solitary saint” At the outset of the chapter Ray 

rehearses the traditional image of the pratyekabuddha. 

first in the traditional Pali texts cited by Kloppenborg13 

and Wiltshire.M in their landmark studies, along with 

the additional findings of La Vailee Poussin, Nalinaksha 

Dutt. Fujita. de Jong, Gotnbrich, and Norman;*5 and. 

1' Ria Kloppenborg. The Paccekabuddha, A Buddhist Asce- 

tic (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1974). 
u Martin Wiltshire, Ascetic Figures Before and in Early 

Buddhism: The Emergence of Gautuma uj the Buddha (Ber¬ 

lin: Mouton de Cruyter. 1990). 
15 See Louis dc La Valke Poussin. “The Pratyekabuddha." in 

Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics. ed. James Hastings (New 

\V\j\b 

second, with reference to the Mahiyana literature that 

tends to see the pratyekabuddha and srSvaka as mem¬ 

bers of the same vehicle. All of these characterizations, 

as noted by Ray. are “abstract, stereotyped, and repeti¬ 

tive” (pp. 213-14) and portray the pratyekabuddha as 

someone superior to an arhant although lesser in attain¬ 

ment than a Buddha, and clearly not as an actual, living 

saint. Against this backdrop, an alternative vision is 

suggested by the author, based not on the above texts, 

but on what he claims is a rich hagiographical tradition 
pertinent to the pratyekabuddha that includes primarily 

the P5ti Jdtakas, Apaddna, commentary on the Suttani- 

pdta, Khaggavisdna and Isigili Suttas as well as the 

Sanskrit Avuddnasataka, Divyavaddna, and Mahdvastu. 

More importantly, this alternative vision clearly inter¬ 

prets the figure of the pratyekabuddha as a realized 

saint. Following a careful exegesis of the textual mate¬ 

rials in support of his claim, Ray completes his chapter 
by concluding that the pratyekabuddha is a forest saint 

(as evidenced by his pravrajyd ceremony which differs 

uniquely from the traditional pravrajyd, and is followed 

immediately by solitary wandering in the forest); that 

the pratyekabuddha has a real historical status (contrary 

to the suggestion of Winston King16); and that the praty¬ 

ekabuddha is “a Buddhist saint of the highest order” 

(p. 235). and not a non-Buddhist phenomenon, as La 
Vall$e Poussin and Kloppenborg have argued. To ex¬ 

plain how the stereotyped image of the pratyekabuddha 

emerged, Ray says: 

The commentators clearly developed a stereotype of the 
pratyekabuddha that did not always fit the facts as 

expressed in the more legendary evidence. At the same 

time, they stayed close enough to the facts of the 
pratyekabuddha as a solitary forest saint to remain cred¬ 

ible. ... The evidence in the commentaries reflects a 
process of monasticization in which the monastic and 

particularly the monastic commentarial traditions have 

York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1908-1927). 10:152-54; Nali- 
naksha Duu. Aspects of Mahdydna Buddhism and Its Relation 

to Hinaydna (London: Luzac & Co.. t930), 80tf.; Kotatsu 

Fujita. "One Vehicle or Three, Journal of Indian Philosophy 3 

(1975): 79-166: J. W. de Jong. Review of Kloppenborg. Indo- 

franian Journal 17 (1976): 322-24; Richard Combrich. Re¬ 
view of Kloppenborg. Orientalistische Literaiurzeitung 74 

(1979): 78-80; and K. R. Norman. “The Pratyeka-buddha in 

Buddhism and Jainism ” in Buddhist Studies: Ancient and Mod¬ 

ern, ed. Philip Dcnwood and Alexander Piaiigorsky (London: 

Curzon Press. 1983). 92-106. 
t* Winston King. Theravdda Meditation: The Buddhist 

Transformation of Yoga (University Park, Pa.: Pennsylvania 

Slate Univ. Press, 1980), 235. 

assimilated the pratyekabuddha. retaining something of 

his charisma but reducing him so that the figure he pre¬ 
sents is harmonious rather than at odds with Buddhism 

as then understood. As we have seen, the pratyekabud¬ 

dha himself reflects an ideal of forest renunciation that 

is perhaps close indeed to the ideals of the Buddha and 
earliest Buddhism, (pp. 240-41) 

The last individual type to be considered is the bo- 

dhisattva, and especially the bodhisattva saints of the 

forest as depicted In the Mahayina sQtras. It is the sub¬ 

ject of chapter eight. Ray’s supposition is that the early 

Mahayina texts frequently stress the “unique normativ- 

ity ’ (p. 251) of the forest bodhisattva as contrasted to 

the city or monastery bodhisattva. Reconciling the ap¬ 

parent contradiction of a presumably worldly and com¬ 

passionate bodhisattva who retires from the world to a 

solitary, meditative life in a forest hermitage is a formi¬ 

dable task, but our author is clearly up to it, first show¬ 

ing that the “contradiction is only apparent” (p. 251) and 

then building an impressive series of citations from Ma- 

h5y3na texts that emphasize the bodhisattva as a forest 
saint. 

Ray quotes from Lamotte's translation of the Mahd- 
prajndpdramitd $dstra:xl 

Question: For the Bodhisattva. the rale is to save ail 

sentient beings. Why does he seclude himself in the 

forests and fens, solitude and mountains, preoccupied 
with only himself, thus abandoning beings? 

Answer: Although the bodhisattva is physically se¬ 
cluded from others, his mind never abandons them. In 
his solitary retreat {idntavihdra), he practices medita¬ 

tion [samddhi) and gains true wisdom in order to save 

others. It is like when taking medicine for the body, one 

temporarily interrupts his household duties. Then, 

when one’s health is restored, one again takes up one's 
duties as before. 

He then goes on to chronicle forest bodhisattva refer¬ 

ences from the Siksdsamuccaya. Ugrapariprcchd Sutra. 

Candrapradipa Sutra, Ratnakuta Sutra, and Rdftrapdla- 
pariprechd Sutra. More importantly, he focuses on (he 

Ratnagunasamcayagdthd, noting that while this early 
MahaySna text cites both the renunciant bodhisattva 

and lay bodhisattva as valid ideals, the renunciant. yo- 

gin bodhisattva is considered the higher, ideal vocation. 

Ray extends the argument a bit as well. He points out 

that while the Ratnagunasamcayagdthd does not com- 

17 Etienne Lamotte. tr.. Le Trade de la grande vertu de sa♦ 
,?«« (Mahdprajrldpdramitd Sdstra), 5 vols. (Louvain: Bure¬ 
aux du Museon, 1944-1980). 984. 

ment on the merits and values of settled monasticism. 
it does criticize some srfvakas in a fashion that con¬ 

vinces Ray that they are probably settled monastic dwel¬ 

lers. And although there is certainly basis for ambiguity 

in his conclusion (which Ray acknowledges), by asso¬ 

ciation. it is possible to infer that the lifestyle of these 
irivakas represents the wrong path. 

Ray concludes this chapter by addressing the com¬ 

mon theme of forest renunciation that has dominated the 

previous chapters, noting the similarities in lifestyle, 

preoccupaiton, and attainment, but also emphasizing the 

differences between the MahlySna practitioner and his 

Nikiya counterpart. Most obviously, the forest renun¬ 

ciant is not referred to as an arhant or a pratyekabuddha, 

but rather as bodhisattva, seeking complete perfect en¬ 

lightenment. Second, the element of compassion is more 
explicitly emphasized in the tradition surrounding the 

renunciant bodhisattva. Thirdly, as a concomitant of 

the above, the bodhisattva’s attainment represents not 

the final spiritual realization, but only that which is pre¬ 

liminary to the attainment of Buddahood. Finally, and 

apparently most interesting to Ray, is the way in which 

the Nikflya adept and renunciant bodhisattva present 

attitudinally nuanced understandings of language. With¬ 

out ignoring the argument for such notions as “proto- 

Madhyamika” in the Pali Canon (as presented primarily 
by Luis Gdmez; see note 5 above). Ray notes that 

(t]he centrality of the teaching of lOnyatd within the 

early forest MahlySna enables a kind of sustained flexi¬ 
bility and absence of dogmatism that, even among Bud¬ 
dhist forest traditions, is particularly striking.,,. This 

kind of nondogmatism and flexibility clearly o|>ened up 

the possibility of translating the essential realization of 

forest Buddhism, iOnyatd, as termed in the texts exam¬ 
ined here, into any number of other environments ami 
external forms, (p. 272) 

Having concluded his discussion of the various terms 

for ideal types in the early Indian Buddhist tradition, 
Ray presents several chapters addressing the develop¬ 

ment of the cult that developed around these types. 

Since the first eight chapters of the study consider the 

hagiographic paradigms of Buddhist saints and the cults 

surrounding them. Ray now addresses a third major factor 
in his consideration of ideal types: the ascetic traditions 
practiced by the saints. He is quick to point out that 3flkya- 

muni himself emerged from the ascetic tradition of forest 
renunciation, as did Mahflkfliyapa, (Jpagupta, Pindota- 
bhiradvaja, Devadatta, and even lariputra. Moreover, the 

saints whose verses are captured in the Theragdthd and 

Therigdthd were forest dwellers, as were many of the 

arhants mentioned by the various Chinese pilgrims who 
visited India. 
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/hiie briefly treating the well-known four nisrayas of 

y Buddhism (vrlcjamuta. living at the foot of a tree: 

iapdta. living by begging food; pamiukula, wearing 

hes made from thrown away rags; putimuktabhaisa- 

using only cow’s urine as medicine), and their simi- 

counterparts scattered elsewhere in the scriptures 

h as a quite similar list of four requisites in the 

ha Nikdya), he focuses primarily on the well-known 

of ascetic practices known as dhutagunas (usually 
ve in Sanskrit and thirteen in P5li). For Ray, they 

i to constitute one of the singularly defining char- 
ristics of the forest renunciant. He points out that 

are also a substantial component of the practice 

he Buddhist saints mentioned immediately above, 

ht by Buddha himself, and that Mahakisyapa is re- 

:d to as the foremost of the dhutagunins. 

is not just the early Nikiya texts that emphasize 

Jhutagunas either. Numerous references are drawn 
i Mah3y5na texts, such as the Ratnagunasamcaya- 

& and Rastrapdla Sutra, or the Mah&prajhdp&ra- 

Sdstra and Sam&dhir&ja Sutra, which associate the 
agunas with pure iila for the forest renunciant. 
/ can also be identified as normative practices in the 
dvastu. Divydvad&na, Kdsyapaparivarta, Sikf&sa- 

:aya. and a host of other texts from both the Mah2- 
and Nikiya literature. The MahSyina and Nikdya 

ihist lists are nearly identical, too, as Ray indicates 
omparing the P5li list, as found in the Parivdra (as 

xample of a canonical version) and Milindapanha 

in example of an extracanonical text), with that 

d in the Mahdvyutpatti. Ray even shows how 

ily the list of seventeen ascetic practices found in 

[ftasdhasrikdprajndpdramitd Sutra parallels the list 

hutagunas. The rest of the chapter is devoted to 

anstrating how the dhutagunas functioned for 

:issa, Buddhaghosa, Devadatta, and the saints of the 

vgdthd and Therlgdthd. Lest the importance of the 

:s raised by the niirayas and dhutagunas be under¬ 

rated, a forthcoming article suggests that it was pre- 

y these issues that figured prominently in the initial 

trian division that separated the MahSsSrpghikas 

Sthaviras.1* 

om ail the evidence collected, Ray offers a hypo- 

cal developmental sequence for the ascetic prac- 

in Buddhism (quoted from pp. 315-16): 

The four niirayas define an early normative form of for¬ 

est Buddhism. Moreover, they leave their influence on 

later times, for their threefold concern for begging of 

See Charles S. Prebish. “$aik$a-dhamias Revisited: Fun her 

iderations of Mahisimghika Origins.” History of Religions 

tcoming). 

food, apparel, and habitation will provide the underly¬ 

ing structure of the later dhutaguna (sic) lists. These 

nisrayas precede the division into what later come to be 

understood as Nikiya and Mah5y3na Buddhism. In any 

case, the nisrayas are not universally definitive of forest 

Buddhism; as we have seen, other simple lists of forest 

practices within Buddhism are also known. 

2) Devadatta’s ’’schism" occurs, with its rigorist interpre¬ 

tation of the dhutagunas. stricter than that evidenced by 
any other known tradition of forest Buddhism. 

3) At perhaps roughly the same time, the more conven¬ 
tional codes of forest Buddhism are in development, 

with each of the nisraya categories being expressed in 

larger but still loose groupings, containing perhaps 

some of, perhaps all the rules that the different traditions 

share, perhaps along with some others. This develop¬ 

ment occurs as common ground of forest traditions later 

understood as Nikiya and Mahiyinist and precedes the 

split that this terminology reflects. 
4) This leads to some early, unsystematized versions of 

what later become the classical dhutagunas, such as 
those of the Theragdthd and Aftasdhasnkdprajhd- 

pdramitd Sutra, without evident connection to the life 

of the settled monastery. 
5) Upatissa’s basic text, exclusive of the exceptions given 

at its end. also generally reflects a nonmonastic content. 
At the same time, in relation to »he larger and looser lists 
of the Theragdthd and Aftasdhasrikdprajddpdramitd 

Sutra. Upatissa’s list represents, as noted, a reduction 

and concretizing of the list. 
6) The set of dhutagunas is monastic ized, a process re¬ 

flected in Upatissa’s text in its final form and in the 

Visuddhimagga of Buddhaghosa. This development need 

not have occurred after those enumerated above but could 

have occurred at a very early time, with town-and-village 

renunciants or perhaps even settled monasticism proper 

having had a version of dhutaguna-tyye practices, seen 

as temporary (and relatively permissive) modifications 

of this kind of renunciation. 

7) Later MahiySna lists of dhutagunas (Mahdvyutpatti and 

Dharmasamgraha) appear to reflect a similar process of 

the monasticization of the dhutagunas. 

is important to understand why Ray goes to so much 

trouble to present this developmental theory when such 

earlier scholars as T. W. Rhys Davids, Jean Przyluski, 
Har Dayal, and Michael Carrithers have all argued that 

the dhutagunas seem to be at variance with traditional 

Buddhist practices.1* Such a position, he argues, is 
based on what he believes is a false assumption: "that 

19 See T. W. Rhys Davids, tr., 77i* Questions of King Mi- 

iinda. 2 vols. (rpi.; Delhi: MotilaJ Banarsidass, 1965). 2:268 

settled monasticism, as defined by the final form of the 

vinaya. constitutes normative Buddhism from its earli¬ 

est times, rather than on an examination of the dhutagu¬ 

nas. themselves, and the texts in which they appear” 
(p. 317). In addition, the monastic viewpoint fails to 

explain why, if the nisrayas and dhutagunas were so 

instrumental in textual resources for defining the life¬ 

style of the early Buddhist renunciant. they were 

deemed to be a late addition to the tradition. The mo¬ 
nastic position never explains why Buddha, who pre¬ 

sumably attained his realization while living in the 
forest and practicing a life based on meditation and on 

practices similar to the dhutagunas, would teach some¬ 

thing entirety different to his earliest disciples. Further, 

the monastic viewpoint fails to explain why the dhuta¬ 

guna practices, if so peripheral to Buddhism, permeate 
all periods of Indian Buddhist history. Ray goes on to 
say: 

Surely a much more logical explanation of the presence 
of the dhuiaguna-oriented traditions within Indian Bud¬ 
dhism is that they formed a central focus of Buddhism 

in its earliest days and were pushed to the side (at least 
in the evidence) only later, by the development and rise 

to dominance of settled monasticism_This view per¬ 
mits a simpler and more logical explanation for the rela¬ 
tive absence of the dhutagunas in the Pali canon. The 
monastically oriented compilers of the Plli canon, as we 

have it. simply did not consider the dhutagunas suf¬ 
ficiently important to their kind of Buddhism to merit 
discussion, (p. 317) 

Ray’s dismantling of traditional notions regarding the 

so-called ascetic practices of Buddhism raises perhaps 

more questions than it answers, some of which are ex¬ 

amined in the ensuing chapters. 

Since so much of Ray's focus in what has preceded 

has concentrated on the hagiographies of living saints, 

in the tenth chapter he considers the role of the st&pa in 

the Indian Buddhist cult of saints, attempting to dem¬ 

onstrate that stQpas are just "as characteristic of other 
Indian Buddhist saints as they are of the Buddha" 

(p. 324). He draws, of course, on the classic research 

of Bareau20 and Lamotte, as well as on de Visser’s ac- 

(n. 1): Jean Przyluski, Le Concile de Rdjagfha (Paris: Paul 

Geuthner, 1926-28), 292; Har Dayal. The Bodhisattva Doc¬ 

trine in Buddhist Sanskrit Literature (London: Routledge and 

Kegan Paul, 1932), 137-38; and Michael Carrithers. The For¬ 

est Monks of Sri Lanka: An Anthropological and Historical 

Study (Delhi; Oxford Univ. Prew. 1983), 62-63. 

20 Andre Bareau, “La construction et le cuitc des stQpa d’aprfcs 

les vinayapitaka,” Bulletin de Ctcole fmnfaise d'Extrime-Orient 

50(1962): 229-74. 

counts of Chinese pilgrims in medieval India,21 but 
also on Schopen’s recent, persuasive "hypothesis that 
’the relic cult and stQpaof the historical Buddha only 
represents a special and particularly well known in¬ 
stance’ of a general set of beliefs and practices sur¬ 
rounding saints within Indian Buddhism’*22 (p. 325). 

In succession. stQpa symbolism, the purpose of the 
stQpa and its cult, conventions governing respect for 
stupas, ritual elements in the stQpa cult, participants in 
the stQpa cult, and modalities and parallels of the stQpa 
are considered. By far the most important of these issues 
for Ray's eventual thesis is a consideration of the par¬ 
ticipants in (he stupa cult. These participants are three¬ 
fold: the laity, monks and nuns, and forest renunciants. 
To be sure, the role of the laity is least troublesome to 
the main thesis of the book, and is dispatched with a 
quick reference to the Avalokita Sutra, praising the 
benefits derived from stQpa worship. The role of the mo¬ 
nastic participants is more difficult to develop, primarily 
because the two-tiered model cited earlier suggests that 
they do not participate in stQpa worship, but Ray utilizes 
Andrd Bareau's compelling 1962 article, "La construc¬ 
tion et la culte des stQpa d’apris les vtnayapi(aka" (see 
note 20). to demonstrate quite convincingly that this was 
not the case with respect to the non-P3li Nikiya tradi¬ 
tions. More recently, Bareau's work has been supported 
by Schopen. 

In the Pali tradition, however, it has long been con¬ 
tended that members of the monastic orders were not 
permitted to participate actively in the stQpa culL This 
contention is grounded on two basic issues: that the Ma- 
hdparinibbdna Sutta expressly prohibits suqh worship; 
and, while the Vinayas of the various other schools 
contain regulation governing the behavior of .monks at 
stQpas. these or similar references are totally lacking in 
the Pali Vinaya. Again, Schopen provides what appears 
to Ray to be a reasonable resolution of the problem. In a 
1991 article, entitled "Monks and the Relic Cult in the 
Mahiparinibbina Sutta: An Old Misunderstanding in Re¬ 
gard to Monastic Buddhism,**23 Schopen argues that the 
prohibition in the Mahdparinibbdna Sutta is nothing 
more than a misreading of the passage in question. On the 

21 M. W. de Visser, The Arhants in China and Japan (Ber¬ 

lin: 1922-1923). 

22 Gregory Schopen. “An Old Inscription from AmarSvatl 

and the Cult of the Local Monastic Dead in Indian Buddhist 

Monasteries^ Journal of the International Association of Bud¬ 

dhist Studies 14.2 (1991): 281-329. 

'3 In From Benaras to Beijing: Essays on Buddhism and Chi¬ 

nese Religion in Honor of Jan Yiln-Hua, ed. Gregory Schopen and 

Koichi Shinohara (Oakville, Ontario: Mosaic. 1991), 187-210. 

It 
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Vi nay a issue, Schopen asserts that the Pali Vinaya origi¬ 

nally contained the rules in question, but that they were 

either inadvertently or intentionally omitted from the 

canonical tradition.2* This conclusion would thus bring the 

P5li tradition in line with those of the other NikSya sects. 

Unfortunately, Schopen's conclusion has been aggres¬ 

sively and convincingly attacked by Oscar von Hiniiber 

(in “Khandhakavatta: Loss of Text in the Pali Vinayapi¬ 

taka?”), Richard Gombrich (in “Making Mountains With¬ 

out Molehills: The Case of the Missing Stupa). Charles 

Hallisey (in “Apropos the Pali Vinaya as a Historical 

Document: A Reply to Gregory Schopen”).23 and this de¬ 
tracts considerably from the strength of Ray’s argument 
on this point. 

In considering forest renunciants. Ray centers almost 

exclusively on the figure of the renunciant bodhi- 

sattva. In developing this position, one that links the 

forest saints of early Mahaydna to the cult of the stupa, 

he cites Hirakawa's brilliant article, “The Rise of Mahd- 

yina Buddhism and Its Relationship to the Worship of 
Stupas,”26 almost continuously. The argument is succinctly 

summarized: 

Hirakawa proposes a theory—novel at the time—of the 

origins of the MahSyina. Hirakawa draws our attention 

to the figure of the “renunciant bodhisattva," the bodhi- 

sattva who is not a lay-person, but who has renounced 

the world. Particularly important in the present context, 

this renunciant bodhisattva is also not a monastic, has 

not taken the monastic pravrajyd or full ordination 

(upasampadd), and does not follow the monastic pri- 

limokfa. Having no evident connection to the monastery, 

this bodhisattva lives elsewhere and engages in activi¬ 

ties that are very different from those of the monastic. 

In certain early MahiySna texts, Hirakawa tells us, a 

contrast is continually drawn up between the frdvaJta* 

samgha (the monastic order) and the bodhisattvagana 

(group or community) of bodhisattvas. It is the bodhi- 

sartvogana to which the MahiySna sutras are addressed, 

and this Mahiydna community is made up of the sons of 

*ood family (kulapuira) and daughters of good family 

i \ kuladuhitr), understood as bodhisattvas.” (p. 340) 

Hirakawa goes on to point out that when renunciant 

bodhisattvas leave the world, they are ordained into a 

24 Gregory Schopen. “The Stupa Cult and the Extant Pali 

Vinaya.'* Journal of the Pali Text Society 13 (1989): 83-100. 

23 All articles in the 1990 Journal of the Pdli Text Society 

(and not in the 1991 issue, as Ray cites). 

26 This was published in English in 1963 in Memoires of 

the Research Department of Toyo Bunkyo. 

bodhisattva sila (called “ten virtuous actions” or dasa- 

kuialakarmapatha) which is clearly not parallel to the 

ilia of the bhik$u in Nikiya Buddhism. They do this 

through accepting a bodhisattvaprdtimokfa and a bodhi- 

satrvakarmavacand which is also not parallel to the 

pravrajyd and upasampadd of the bhik$u. Since these 

renunciant bodhisattvas did not live a monastic life, 

Hirakawa points out that the earliest Mahdyana litera¬ 

ture identified two primary residences for these individ¬ 

uals: forest retreats (dranyayatana) when they practiced 

austerities and meditation, and stupas when they stud¬ 

ied sutras or became ill. Later, in an article entitled 

“Stupa Worship”27 Hirakawa suggests that stupas be¬ 
came the religious centers for renunciant bodhisattvas. 

Ray concludes from the above that “Hirakawa's work, 

then, parallels some of the major themes of this study. 

These include the paradigm of the Buddhist saint as a 

renunciant who emulates the Buddha: the following of 

a way of life defined by forest asceticism and medita¬ 

tion in seclusion; and the importance of the cult of the 
stQpa" (p. 343). Thus, the stQpa provided the institu¬ 

tional focus for Buddhist forest renunciants of all types. 

Before moving on to the final two chapters, in which 
Ray examines the process of monasticization and sets 
forth his creative suggestion of a threefold model, he first 
examines the tension between two normative reference 

points in Buddhism: one provided by the Buddhist saints 
of the forest, and one that focuses elsewhere ... on the 

values of settled monastic life. The values of settled 

monastic life are best represented by what Ray refers to 

as the “doctrine of absence," reflected primarily in the 

Mahdparinirvdna SQtra. While first noting that die 

Mahdparinirvdna Sutra acknowledges the legitimacy of 

building stQpas in honor of tathigatas, arhants, and 

pratyekabuddhas, Ray suggests here, following Schopen, 
that while laypeople are permitted to participate in the 
veneration of the stQpas in general (Jarlrapujd), not all 
monastics are allowed to engage in this practice.1* Uti¬ 
lizing Bareau’s extensive studies of the various versions 

of the text,29 Ray concludes: 

27 See Mircea Eliade. ed.. Encyclopedia of Religion (New 

York: Macmillan. 1987). 14: 92-96. 

28 It is not altogether clear, however, which monastics are 

not permitted to worship at stOpas. It is possible to infer, as Ray 

seems to. that non-realized monastics are prohibited from this 

practice while arhants are not. In citing the acceptability of Ma- 

hak3.<yapa’s stupa worship, he ponders whether this detail is in¬ 

tended to suggest that realized saints are allowed to venerate a 

stQpa or whether very senior monks are afforded the privilege. 

29 These studies include his 1962 article (cited earlier). “La 

construction et le culte des stQpa d’aprfcs les vinayapitaka." but 

In fact, it appears that in the text the cult of saints has 

been to some extent rendered superfluous, in two re¬ 

spects. Rrst. the Buddha seems to function implicitly 

as the saint who renders any other saints unnecessary; 

since he has come, there is now no further need for 

other saints. Second, owing to the monastic legacy that 

the Buddha has left behind, even he himself is no 

longer necessary, and his death can be viewed with 

equanimity, (pp. 363-64) 

This position is amplified by the evidence of the Mahd¬ 
parinirvdna Sutra itself, which explicitly states that in 
the TathQgata’s absence, the religious community will 

be sufficiently maintained by the dharma and vinaya. In 

other words, “The Mahdparinirvdna Sutra has removed 

the living saint as a primary reference point for its reli¬ 

gious life and in his place Installed settled monasticism” 
(p. 364). 

Despite the above, Indian Buddhism offers another po¬ 
sition with regard to saints, referred to as a “doctrine of 
presence or immanence” by the author, felt to reflect a 
logical and consistent position. Employing Hirakawa’s 
suggestion that “the people who worshipped at Buddhist 
stQpas seem to have believed that the Buddha continued 
to be active,"30 the ongoing presence of the saints can be 
linked to the traditional Buddhist theme of compassion 
for sentient beings. What follows in chapter eleven is a 
lengthy and interesting discussion of nirodhasamdpatti 

(the so-called “attainment of cessation”), a comparison of 
the Mahdparinirvdna SQtra and the Nandimitrdvaddna, 
and an exegesis of Stanislaw Schayer’s notions about pre- 
canonical Buddhism. These items are interwoven so as 
to postulate an alternative to the doctrine of absence 
noted above. The discussion of nirodhasamdpatti empha- 

also Recherches sur la biographie du Buddha dans les Sutra- 

pitaka et les Vinayapitaka anciens, l. Da la quite de re veil d 

la conversion de Sdriputra et de Moudgalydyana (Paris: Scole 

fran;ai$e d’Extrime-Orient, 1963); Recherches sur la biogra¬ 

phie du Buddha dans les S&trapitaka et les Vinayapitaka an¬ 

ciens, 2; Les demiers mots, le parinirvdna et les funerailles 

(Paris: £cole fran^aise d’Extrtme-Orient, 1970-71); “Le pan- 

nirvana du Buddha et la naissance de la religion bouddhique.” 

Bulletin de l'£cole frangaise d’Extreme-Orient 61 (1974); 275— 

99; “Les rlcits canoniques des funerailles du Buddha et leurs 

anomalies; Nouvel essai d’interpfetaiion,” Bulletin de fSc ole 

frangaise d’Extrime-Orient 61 (1975): 151-89; and “La com¬ 

position et les Itapes de la formation progressive du Mahlpari- 

nirvSnasOtra ancien,” Bulletin de C£cole franfaise d'Extreme- 

Orient 66 (1979): 45-103. 

30 Hirakawa. “StQpa Worship.’* 93. 

sizes not only its recognition as the highest, culminating, 
meditative state, but also its association with forest saints 
and as a state mistakenly thought of as death. This is a 
critical acknowledgment, for 

[tjhe linkage of nirodhasamdpatti with the forest saints 

is particularly important, for it provides Buddhism with 

a physical location of nirviiia in this worid—namely, in 

the body of the saint, whether it be the body of flesh and 

blood. stQpa. or another icon. In nirodhasamdpatti, the 

saint remains present and can even be said to have a 
kind of life, but it is utterly different from the existence 

of ordinary people_In this sense, it may be mista¬ 
ken Tor death by those who ore not discerning... a 

theme found with some frequency in the Niklya litera¬ 
ture. i p. 371) 

The Nandi mi trdvaddna is discussed because it contains 
a passage closely allied to the Mahdparinirvdna SQtra 

account wherein the Buddha announces his forthcoming 
death—although in the former text, it is the saint Nan- 
dimitra and not the Buddha who is about to pass away. 
When Nandimitra’s disciples ask how long the dharma 
will prevail, they get a response altogether different 
from that of the Mahdparinirvdna SQtra. Instead of re¬ 
ferring his disciples to the dharma and vinaya, Nan- 
dimitra lectures oq the ongoing existence of a group 
known as the sixteen arhants, thus soothing the disci¬ 
ples’ grief somewhat by emphasizing the continuation 
of a group of enlightened saints who remain to provide 
spiritual assistance. In other words, in its emphasis on 
the immanence of saints, the Nandimitrdvaddna, curi¬ 
ously, takes a position opposed to the more traditional 
and dominant Mahdparinirvdna SQtra and its doctrine 
of absence. 

To resolve the matter of why these passages, and 
others which Ray has deftly uncovered in the course of 
his inquiry, differ so dramatically from one another. 
Schayer’s landmark work on precanonical Buddhism is 
explored in quite a new way. Schayer’s bold work pre¬ 
sumed that if we are ever to uncover the long sought 
after “precanonical Buddhism.” it will likely be revealed 
by searching the earliest texts for doctrinal standpoints 
contrary to the established norm of the early canon. In 
trying to understand why the heterodox viewpoints 
were not simply edited out of the canon. Schayer 
concludes: 

There is only one answer: evidently they have been 

* transmitted by a tradition old enough and considered to 

be authoritative by the compilers of the Canon. The last 

conclusion follows of itself: these texts representing 

ideas and doctrines contrary to the generally admitted 
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canonical viewpoint are survivals of older, precanonical 

Buddhism.31 

believes that Schayer uncovered evidence of a cult 

ints that was precanonical. a labor that was carried 

i Constantin Rdgamey in his summary of Schayer’s 

,32 and brought to fruition by Maryla Falk in her 
ic book. Ndma-rupa and Dharma-rupa. Ray sum- 

its Falk’s use of Schayer's methodology as well as 

inclusions (with quotations from Falk and page 

ences to her book): 

This procedure enables her to spell out precanonical 

conceptions of the cosmos, nirvina, the Buddha, the path, 

and the saint According to Falk, in precanonical tradi¬ 

tion, there is a threefold division of reality (pp. I I5ff.). 

At the lowest ontic level is the realm of rUpadhdtu the 

samsaric sphere of name and form (n&marupa) in which 

ordinary beings live, die. and are reborn. Above this is 

the realm of arUpadhdtu, the sphere of “sheer ndmaT 

produced by samddhi, an ethereal realm frequented by 

yogins but still not entirely liberated. Finally, at the 

ultimate ontic level and standing “above” or “outside" of 

the previous realms, is die realm of nirvina. the “amria 

sphere." characterized by p raj fid. This nirvina is seen as 

an “abode” or “place” that is gained by the enlightened 

saint (pp, 111-13). Each of these three orders of reality 

has a “body" and an “eye" appropriate to iL ... 

The basis of the Buddhist path in precanonical times 

is the notion that the nirvanic element, as an ontic “es¬ 

sence” or pure consciousness, is immanent within sarp- 

$Sra. In this model, then, the three bodies referred to 

may be understood as concentric realities: the outer, 

gross rupakdya is stripped away; then the inner, more 

subtle ndmakdya is abandoned leaving finally only (he 

nirodhakdya of the liberated saint (pp. 133-34)-The 

saint, then, is the one who has followed this path to 

its conclusion and has attained liberation, gaining the 

nirodhakdya and its prajhdcakfus.... 

In these precanonical conceptions, the Buddha is un¬ 

derstood to have attained a body with two dimensions: 

an amrtakdya and a dharmakdya. The amrtakdya is ut¬ 

terly transcendent, whereas the dharmakdya represents 

the Buddha’s presence within sarpsira and his ongoing 

salvific activity of compassion (p. 154). 

Siaruslaw Schayer. “Pre-canonical Buddhism." Arrhiv Orien- 

(and not Acta Orientalia, as Ray indicates) 7 (1935): 124. 

Constantin Regamey. “Le problfcme du bouddhisme prim- 

:t les demiers travaux de Stanislaw Schayer." Rocinik Ori- 

listyczny 21 (1957): 37-58. 

In the orthodox schools behind the “Hinayina" can¬ 

ons, then, the immanentalisl doctrine is jettisoned, the 

amrtakdya is rejected, and the dharmakdya is consider¬ 

ably reduced, such that it is “deprived of its transcen¬ 

dent implications and [comes] to be considered as a 

mere allegorical formulation of the fact that after the 

Master’s final disappearance, the body of the Sayings 

[dharmakdya] was left to guide the later generations of 

disciples" (p. 167). 

Because all of the above notions are consistent with the 

themes of presence and immanence which Ray has 

sought to develop throughout his volume, the implica¬ 

tions in the work of Schayer and Falk are critical to his 

case that “the Buddhist cult of saints stands at the cen¬ 

ter of the earliest knowable Buddhism” (p. 377). 
That the tradition of settled monasticism represented 

perhaps the most conservative orientation possible is 

evidenced by the zeal of the future Sthaviras in pro¬ 
moting a rigorist vinaya expansion to make clearer pre¬ 
cisely those issues which formed the subject matter at 

the VaisSli council.” Because of its immense impor¬ 
tance for the development of Indian Buddhism, and to 

his major thesis about Indian Buddhist saints, Ray de¬ 

votes an entire chapter to the process of monasticiza- 

tion, presented in three parts: 

1. The first development of monasticism from within the 

earliest Buddhist community of itinerant renunciants. 

2. The transition in early Mahiyina from a largely forest 

tradition t(T that of (conventional) monastic Mahiyina. 

3. A reaction of non-Mahiyinist and proto-Mahiyanist for¬ 

est traditions to the process of monasdeizahon. 

While Ray ponders whether what he calls "town-and- 

village renunciation” was part of original Buddhism, or 

developed only after the death of Sikyamuni, he is 

convinced that town-and-village renunciation (and not 

forest renunciation) provided the major impetus for the 

settled monastic tradition, and he states this position 

clearly: 

33 Sholars now readily accept the suggestion that the initial 

Buddhist schism resulted not from disciplinary laxity on the 

part of the future Mahisimghikas, or from the five theses of 

Mahadeva. but from an attempt to enlarge the scope of (he 

Vinaya on the part of the future Sthaviras. See for example. 

Janice Nattier and Charles Prcbish, “Mahasimghika Origins: 

The Beginnings of Buddhist Sectarianism.’’ History of Religions 

16 (February, 1977): 237-72; and Lance Cousins. “The Five 

Points and the Origins of the Buddhist Schools." in The Bud- 

dhist Forum, ed. Tadeusz Skorupski (New Delhi: Heritage Pub¬ 

lishers. 1992). 2:27-60. 

The way of the forest renunciant has always been re¬ 

garded in Buddhism as extremely arduous, and with 

good reason. Only a relatively few are able to make its 

commitments and sacrifices, to accept its material pri¬ 

vation. and to endure its insecure, uncomfortable, and 

demanding way of life. The classical Buddhist monas¬ 

tic system in effect provided a far less forbidding, much 

more accessible mode of Buddhist renunciant life, one 

that encouraged a great many more people to renounce 

the world than would have been possible under the 

more arduous and restrictive ideal, (p. 398) 

In other words, the monastery provided a safe and 

reasonable middle ground between the ideal forest re¬ 

nunciant lifestyle postulated by Ray and the larger reli¬ 

gious world of India, and it is in this context that the 
two primary concerns of the settled monastic tradition 

emerged: concern for behavioral purity and the preser¬ 
vation and study of texts. And each of these points mir¬ 

rors orthodox Brahmaoical society. That behavioral and 
ritual purity is a central theme for the Brahmanical tra¬ 

dition has been widely acknowledged;34 further, Bud¬ 

dhist observance of the rules of prdtimoksa not only 
emulates this purity, but provides the double benefit of 

verifying the purity of the practitioner in the eyes of 
those both within and outside the saipgha. Equally, the 
role of sacred text (and the concomitant commentarial 

literature) in Brahmanical tradition cannot be overstated, 

a theme utilized by Frauwallner in his suggestion that 
early Buddhist text lineages were borrowed from and in¬ 
tended to provide a spiritual authenticity equal to that 

tradition. To some extent. Frauwallner's propositions 

have been recently supported by Richard Gombrich.35 

Of course, for Ray it is far more critical to assert that it 

was the Buddhist forest renunciant who retained "the 

ancient normative Buddhist forms and continued to af¬ 

firm their Buddhist identity through the traditional crite¬ 

ria of lifestyle, meditation, and realization” (p. 401). 

Without minimizing the complexity of this evolutionary 

pattern. Ray is able to catch the flavor of a gradually 

developing monastic system that was able to spread 

Buddha’s message as the saipgha itself spread geographi¬ 

cally. cementing its own cohesion in the process, de- 

34 See. for example. Romila Thapar, “Ethics. Religion, and 

Social Protest in the First Millennium B.C. in Northern India," 

Daedalus (Spring. 1975): 123. 

35 Refer to two articles by Richard Gombrich, “Recovering 

Buddha s Message,” pp. 5-20. and "How the Mahiyina Be¬ 

gan," pp. 21-30, in The Buddhist Forum, I: Seminar Papers 

1987-88 (New Delhi: Heritage Publishers, 1990). 

spite compromising a presumably higher ideal main¬ 

tained in its integrity by the forest renunciant. 

In documenting Mahiyina's progression from a pre¬ 

dominantly forest tradition to a settled monastic con¬ 

vention, Ray returns to the texts most supportive of 
such a view: the Ugrupariprcchd Sutra, Ratnagunasam- 
cayagdthd, Rdffrapdlapariprcchd Sutra, and Samdhinir- 

mocana Sutra. To this, he adds Hajime Nakamura’s 

contention.36 valid for a southeast Indian development at 

least, that a lack of archaeological evidence would be 

likely from a non-institutionaUzed tradition ... pre¬ 
cisely what the remains of Buddhist sites like NigSrjuni- 
kontja reveal. Moreover, he again reminds his readers of 

Hirakawa’s arguments that suggest the development of 

Mahiyina from a nonmonastic context. This ts important 

not only because it suggests the pertinence of Ray’s claim 
that Mahiyina had a forest renunciant origin.37 but also 
because it links the forest renunciant bodhisattva with the 
stQpa worship that became important in later Mahiyina. 

Despite (his. it is also possible to postulate a north¬ 
western origin for Mahiyina. supported by evidence 
such as that of Tiranitha. who suggests that 500 bodhi- 
sattvas attended Kani$ka’s famous council, or of the 

Mahjusrimulakalpa, which alludes to Kaniska’s presid¬ 

ing over the establishment of the Prajfiipiramiti. Ray 

contests this evidence, again citing the lack of archaeo¬ 
logical remains, but also on the basis of such texts as the 
Vibhdfd, which makes no mention of Mahiyina. How¬ 
ever, on the basis of the (earlier cited) research of La- 
motte, Hirakawa. Schopen, Nakamura, and on the basis 

of the records of the travels of the Chinese pilgrims 

Hslian-tsang and 1-ching, he concludes that, after the 

fourth century, there is a noticeable shift in theevidence, 

indicating a strong monastic Mahiyina in the north¬ 

west. The technical terms Sdkyabhikju and idkyabhik- 

furii, used with particular reference to Mahiyinists, 

coupled with the terms vihdrasvdmin and vihdrasvdminl 

found in Mahiyina inscriptions, tends added weight to 
this claim. 

36 See Hajime Nakamura, Indian Buddhism: A Survey With 

Bibliographical Notes (Hirakatt City, Osaka: Kansai Univer¬ 

sity Foreign Studies Publication. 1980). 146. 

37 This argument is reinforced by recognizing that one of the 

most frequent locales for preaching in the Mahiyina sutras is 

Vulture Peak Mountain (Grdhraku(aparvau) near RSjagfha, an 

especially desolate site, which Edward Conze notes was over¬ 

looked in considering the geographic beginnings of Mahiyina 

(see: Edward Conze. lr.. The Perfection of Wisdom in Eight 

Thousand Lines and Its Verse Summary (Bolinas. California: 

Four Seasons Foundation. 1973). xiv-xv). 
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renunciation and forest saints in India but Indian from (he above, Ray is able to piece together both 

the historical evolution of MahaySna monasticism and 

the process by which it developed: 

The preceding evidence suggests a two-stage devel¬ 

opment in the evolution of Indian Mahiyina Buddhism. 

In the first stage, the Mahiyina arose as a forest move¬ 

ment. This early Mahiyina cannot be dated with any 

precision, although Conze's date of the second or first 

century b.c.e. seems not unreasonable. In the second 

stage, which occurred some centuries later, perhaps in 

the late third and fourth centuries, we find the Mahi- 

y5na developing a monastic side, which is reflected in 

the evidence from the northwest. By the seventh cen¬ 

tury. Mahay ana monasticism is well established, partic¬ 

ularly irt me northwest. 

The preceding evidence also enables us to hypothe¬ 

size some of the processes by which the Mahiyina be¬ 

came monasticized. At first perhaps there were monks 

living in Nikiya monasteries and following their vi/w- 

yas who began to take an interest in the Mahiyina. It 

may also be that some forest renunciants, who belonged 

to what became the Mahiyina, desired to live the less 

arduous renunciant life of the monastery. Sickness, old 

age. or simply the desire for a more secure and comfort¬ 

able life could have been motivating factors. Because at 

first there were no Mahiyanist monasteries, becoming 

monks for these people would have required undergoing 

Nikiya ordination and living by Nikiya prdtimoksas. 

Thus, they would have brought their Mahiyina orienta¬ 

tion and affiliation with them into the originally non- . 

Mahaydna monastic system. That Nikiya monasticism 

provides the point of origin for Mahiyina monasticism 

is demonstrated, of course, in the fact that the Indian 

Mahiyina did not initially develop its own vinaya but 

adopted the vinaya of Nikiya Buddhism and used that 

in subsequent history.... 

A more advanced stage in the monasticization of Mahi¬ 

yina would have occurred when the movement had be¬ 

come sufficiently public and popular that the majority of 

monks in a given monastery identified themselves as 

Mahiyimsts. This is the stage perhaps reflected in the 

mention of SdkyahHiksus and idkyubhiksunis in Bud¬ 

dhist epigraphy. In a somewhat later stage, the emerging 

Mahiyina movement would have begun to see itselt as 

possessing a separate and specific identity: in inscrip¬ 

tions dating from the sixth century, the term Mahdydna 

begins to be used for the first time in relation to such 

bhiksus and updsakas. At a later stage still, as in the 

case of l-ching in the seventh century, the Mahiyina 

would have come to be understood as a major monastic 

tradition in India alongside Nikiya Buddhism. 

In general, the process of Mahiyina monasticization 

shows the flexibility of the early forest Mahiyina and, 

in particular, its adaptability not only to lay contexts (in 

the admission of lay bodhisaitvas) but also to those of 

conventional Nikiya monasticism. But no less, it also 

reveals the flexibility of settled monasticism in its will¬ 

ingness to engage in potentially creative appropriation 

of a non-Nikiya forest tradition. Buddhist monastic in¬ 

stitutions and Buddhist monks, as representing the Bud¬ 

dhist establishment, always need to avoid rigidity and 

stultifying conservatism and to remain relevant and re¬ 

ligiously attractive, (pp. 412-13) 

The response of the forest traditions to the monasii- 

cization process is certainly not unexpected, irrespec¬ 
tive of whether the referent texts are (hose of Nikaya 
Buddhism or MahSySna. Consequently, both the Thera- 

gdthd and the Rdstrapdlapariprcchd Sutra interpret the 

decay of the dharma as coincident with the development 

of settled monastic life and the gradual disappearance of 

the forest renunciant ideal. To be sure, they differ on the 

specifics of the process. Nevertheless, the threefold pro¬ 

cess is dear. First there is a pure form of dharma prac¬ 

ticed by forest renunciants, of which Buddha himself 

presents the archetypal model. Second, as the forest life¬ 

style and its emphasis on meditation and realization is 

gradually replaced by settled monastic vocations em¬ 

phasizing immaculate behavior and textual study, the 

dharma enters a period of decline. Third, the decline 

culminates in the total erosion and destruction of the 

dharma. 
Predicated on the failure of the two-tiered model as 

an adequate and objective archetype for Indian Bud¬ 

dhism, along with his concomitant argument in support 

of the inherent value of the forest renunciant lifestyle, 

the author's final task involves the presentation of a new 
paradigm for Buddhism, based on his exhaustive study 

of the pertinent materials. This is accomplished in the 
“Conclusion: Toward a Threefold Model of Buddhism " 

Throughout the volume, Ray has amply demonstrated 

that there are three distinct types of actors in Indian Bud¬ 
dhist history: settled monastic renunciants, members of 

the laity, and forest renunciants. In finding an adequate 
accommodation for (he third type of Buddhist practitio¬ 

ner. the author moves away from reliance on what he 

calls the “conservative monastic evidence'* utilized by 

the proponents of the two-tiered model in favor of a 

more comprehensive and descriptive employment of the 

whole of Buddhist literary and historical materials. 

Thus, while acknowledging the importance of the prd- 

dmoksa for maintaining the disciplinary purity requisite 

for personal and communal acceptance in the large reli¬ 

gious context, and understanding the role of textual 

scholarship for the maintenance of doctrinal integrity, 

Ray recognizes that the settled monastic lifestyle often 

compromises the occasion for intensive meditation— 

that religious exercise requisite for achieving the goal of 

all Buddhist practice: realization and enlightenment. 

Precisely because the forest renunciant is free of con¬ 

ventional monastic obligations, he is free to pursue the 
rigorous path to its final culmination. The resultant at¬ 

tainment on the part of the forest renunciant saints cre¬ 
ates a very important kind of benefit for the lay Buddhist 
community, radically different in nature from the tradi¬ 

tional benefits of merit and teaching acquired from the 
settled monastic community, as Ray notes: 

Not fully separable from these benefits, the laity gain 

something else: in the forest saint, they may hope to 

meet an enlightened one face to face and to participate 

in the intensity of his or her enlightened charisma. As 

noted, gains won may include a glimpse of liberation or 

even, for the fortunate, some stage of liberation itself, 

as was true for early disciples who met the Buddha and 

heard but a few words from his mouth, (pp. 436-37) 

While the interaction between settled monastic renun¬ 

ciants and the lay community is clear enough, as is the 

relationship between the forest renunciants and that 

same lay community, Ray also points out an important 

connection between the followers of the settled monas¬ 
tic lifestyle and the forest renunciants: 

The forest renunciants are also dependent upon the mo¬ 

nastics in some interesting ways. For example, in the 

“forest" chapter of the Siksdsamuccaya. it is remarked 

(hat the bodhisattva of the forest may come to the town 

or village in order to listen to the recitation of texts and 

their exposition. This implies that forest renunciant tra¬ 

ditions could view the textual preoccupations of town- 

and-village monastics not only as legitimately Buddhist 

from the monastic viewpoint, but also as contributing 

in a positive way to their own spiritual path. (p. 437) 

Thus, an interpenetrating symbiosis including at! three 
lifestyles is supposed by Ray, and termed a threefold 

rather than three-tiered model, in order to discourage 
hierarchial suppositions. Regarding his new paradigm, 
Ray concludes: 

The threefold model of Buddhism suggested here, wiih 

its strengths and limitations as an explanatory device, 

represents a distinct improvement over the two-tiered 

model in helping us to understand not only forest 

Buddhism itself ... In fact, as we have seen, the very 

evidence that is adduced as incriminating by the propo¬ 

nents of the two-tiered model of Buddhism may. when 

seen from a different angle, equally—perhaps even 

more forcefully and convincingly—make a case for 

just the opposite conclusion: that the forest saints em¬ 

body the highest ideals of Indian Buddhism and repre¬ 

sent a unique kind of Buddhist creativity, without an 

appreciation of which the origin and much of the dy¬ 
namics of Buddhism in India cannot be adequately un¬ 
derstood. (pp. 446-47) 

That our knowledge of Indian Buddhist history has 

benefited in the last half-century from the studies of Eti¬ 

enne Lamotte. Akira Hirakawa, Hajime Nakamura, A. K. 

Warder, and others is uncontestable. In addition, the field 

has benefited from careful investigations of topics that 

are specific to one aspect or another of the development 

of Indian Buddhism. Included here must be works on the 

early councils and sectarian tradition by Bareau, Nattier 

and Prebish, and Cousins; studies of the early Vinaya and 

monastic tradition by Frauwallner, Dutt, Holt, and Preb¬ 
ish, and of the stOpa cult by Bareau, Schopen. Hirakawa, 

and Lamotte; investigations of precanonical Buddhism 

by Schayer, R6gamey, and Falk; work on ideal types by 

Dayal. Homer, Kloppenborg, and Wiltshire. It might be 

possible to continue citing topics and researchers in¬ 

definitely. On the other hand, the number of these pub¬ 

lications that are genuinely synthetic, that conclusively 

resolve puzzling issues in the development of Indian 
Buddhism is quite small indeed. 

Any volume that boldly suggests from thetoutset the 

necessity for a reconceptualization of Indian Buddhist 

history is likely to evoke a strong response, and when it 

grounds its reconceptualization primarily on a consider¬ 
ation of Indian Buddhist hagiography, its reader will 
certainly begin navigating its argument with suspicion 
aroused. No doubt, the book will certainly have its share 
of detractors, some of whom will passionately disagree 
both with Ray's thesis and his methodology. In so doing, 
they will seriously undervalue one of the most exhaus¬ 

tive and meticulous contributions to Buddhology of the 
past quarter-century. The organizational design of the 

volume is clear and concise in all respects. The author 
provides a careful statement of the currently prevailing 
Buddhological standpoint on the topic (referred to as the 
"two-tiered model** of Buddhism), presents a wealth of 

information on each of the traditional types of Indian 

Buddhist saint, devotes several chapters to describing 
the cult and ritual life that grew up around the worship 

of those saints, and describes the development of the 
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settled monastic lifestyle and the vast differences that 
emerged between that settled tradition (supported by the 

two-tiered model that came to be normative in Indian 

Buddhist history) and the life of the forest saint. He then 

atfers a new threefold model, establishing a symbiotic 

'elationship between the three types of practitioners in 
ndian Buddhism. 

The above is no easy task for it demands not only the 

nethodological acumen to synthesize an intimidating 

mount of data from subject domains sometimes related 

nore by geographical location than anything else, but 

Iso the insight to understand the importance of dispar¬ 

ity in Indian Buddhist history, to learn from incongruity 

as well as congruity. Moreover, to find the most logical 

means of assembly and application for the contradictory 

materials uncovered, and to weave them correctly into 

the fabric of that which is known with relative certainty, 

requires a talent only infrequently possessed. As if that 

was not enough, the reader is witness to a highly un¬ 

usual episode of profound scholarly venture, a remark¬ 

able, creative exercise in generating innovative, new 

knowledge, precisely the kind of erudition essential and 
requisite if we are ever to understand Indian Buddhism 
properly. 

GLASSNER’S MESOPOTAMIAN CHRONICLES* 

J. A, Brinkman 

The Oriental Institute 

A review of J.-J. Glassner’s recent French translations. 

This volume, appearing in a semi-popular series of 

French translations of texts ranging in time from the 

ancient Near East to the Renaissance, presents fifty-two 

Mesopotamian documents with an extensive general in¬ 
troduction discussing Mesopotamian historiography and 
the place of chronicles within that tradition. The selec¬ 
tion of texts, broader .than that contained in A. K. Gray¬ 
son’s definitive Assyrian and Babylonian Chronicles,1 

includes thirty-seven traditional chronicles,3 five king- 

lists,3 and other miscellaneous documents not usually 

identified with the chronicle genre, even though in some 

cases the word “chronicle” may appear in their popular 

title (e.g., the Tummal “chronicle,” the Lagash ensi-list, 
the Mari and Neo-Assyrian eponym “chronicles," the 

* This is a review article of: Chroniques mesopotamiennes. 

By Jean-Jacques Glassner. La Roue H Livres, 19. Paris: Les 

Belles Lettres. 1993. Pp. 305. FF 165 (paper). 

* Texts from Cuneiform Sources, 5 (Locust Valley, N.Y.: J. J. 

Augustin, 1975). 
2 Including two that have appeared since Grayson's edition 

(nos. 45 and 47) and a tiny Babylonian fragment not edited by 

Grayson (no. 27). The genre of the fragmentary no. 48. as noted 

by Glassner (p. 231). cannot be ascertained with reasonable as¬ 

surance. The very small scraps, nos. 42-43, though accepted as 

chronicles by Glassner. could as well be literary fragments; 

both of these are from the Kuyunjik collection and include di¬ 

rect address (in the second person masculine singular), which 

is relatively uncommon in chronicles. No, 31, another tiny 

fragment published by A. Sachs in "Achaemenid Royal Names 

in Babylonian Astronomical Texts," American Journal of A/t- 

cient History 2 (1977): 144-47, is also difficult to classify. 

i A selection of those written in formal prose (but not the 

simple kinglists consisting of names alone or of names and 

regnal lengths), including the Sumerian Kinglist, the Assyrian 

Kinglist, a Hellenistic kinglist beginning with Alexander the 

Great, and one of Grayson s chronicles (no. 18) which has since 

been categorized as a kinglist (»Glassner. no. 3). 

Nabonidus "chronicle.” and the Nabu-shum-ishkun verse 
account published by von Weiher4). Glassner thus makes 

available a wide variety of texts for the interested reader. 
Glassner’s essay on historiography (“L'Avenir du 

passe” pp. 19-47) deserves a wider audience than it is 
likely to reach through this volume. Making inferences 
from the spotty and equivocal evidence typical for Me¬ 
sopotamia. he creatively reconstructs the use of the past 

by the ancient historiographer. While not all his views 
may win acceptance, the overall statement could form a 

useful starting point for broader discussions of the sub¬ 

ject, which have tended to bog down in recent years 

either in minutiae or in facile over-generalization. 
Glassner’s attempt (p. 52) to define the essential charac¬ 
teristics of chronicles (namely prose texts, written in the 

third person, which note selected events briefly and by 

date)3 is less satisfactory. Succinct prose descriptions of 

chronologically arranged events can also be found in 

Assyrian royal annals;6 and there are significant-sections 

4 E. von Weiher, Sp&tbabylonisch* Texte aus (Jruk, vol. 3, 

Ausgrabungen der Deutsohen Forschungsgemeinschaft, 12 (Ber¬ 

lin: Gebr. Mann Verlag, 1988), no. 58. 
3 Because of his inclusion of kinglists as a subspecies of 

"chronicle." Glassner’s definition differs from that of J. Van 

Seters: Ma narration of political or religious events in chronolog¬ 

ical order and (...] closely dated to the years of a king’s reign" 

(In Search of History [New Haven; Yale Univ. Press, 19831, 

SO). Van Seters had recognized the close affinity between king- 

lists and chronicles but did not wish to combine the traditional 

categories. Glassner makes a qualified joining of the categories 

but includes only kinglists written in sentence form (thereby 

excluding chose texts which consist principally of royal names 
and regnal lengths); his new division of (he kinglist genre, 

while perhaps convenient for a translation series aimed at a 

wider audience, offers few advantages for scholars. 

6 E.g.. major sections of the Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser HI, 

though most of these are written in ihe first person. 

667 
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Guy Claxton 

Whodunnit? 
Unpicking the 'Seems' of Free Will 

The cornerstone of the dominant folk theory of free will is the presumption that conscious 
**. intentions are, at least sometimes, causally related to subsequent 'voluntary' actions. Like all 

folk theories that have become 'second naturethis model skews perception and cognition to 
highlight phenomena and interpretations that are consistent with itself, and pathologize or 
render invisible those that are not. A variety of experimental, neurological and everyday phe¬ 
nomena are reviewed that cumulatively cast doubt on this comforting folk model An alterna¬ 
tive view, more consistent with the evidence, sees intentions and actions as co-arising in 
complex neural systems that are capable of (fallibly) anticipating the outcomes of their own 
ongoing processing. Such tentative predictions, when they become conscious, are appropri¬ 
ated by a 'self system ’ that believes itself to be instigatory, and reframed as 'commands \ This 
confusion between prediction and control is hypothesized to arise particularly in selves that 
are identified in terms of a complex proliferation of partially conflicting goal-states. Such a 
system routinely needs to carry out detailed and time-consuming analyses of the motivational 
character of situations, thus creating the conditions in which anticipatory neural states sur¬ 
face into consciousness. The experience of 'self control* occurs when the system successfully 

predicts the dominance of a 'higher', more long-term or a priori less likely goal state, over 
another that is seen as 'lower', short-term or more likely. 

The Untrustworthiness of ‘Seems* 

When asked why people believed for so long that the sun went round the earth, Witt¬ 
genstein is reputed to have replied: ‘How would it have looked, if it had looked as if 
the earth went round the sun?* The answer, of course, is: pretty much the same. Like¬ 
wise, from most vantage points, and for many purposes, it certainly seems as if the 
earth is flat. Without the aid of a telescope, or the ability to take simultaneous obser¬ 
vations from the tops and bottoms of cliffs, the disappearance of ships as they sail 
away can be as easily attributed to the limits of visual acuity as they can to their sink¬ 
ing below a hypothetical horizon. 

Such ‘folk theories* are resistant to being revised, or even questioned, for a number 
of reasons. First, they do a good job, to a first approximation, of accounting for the 
data. It is only by paying attention to an accumulation of details that are apparently 
trivial, hard.to spot, or even invisible without the aid of specialized equipment or pro¬ 
cedures, that their flaws become apparent, and the possibility, let alone the necessity. 
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of an alternative ‘theory’ can be entertained. Second, they account for the most obvi¬ 
ous phenomena in a way that accords with ‘common sense’ — the existing collateral 
body of folk theory. In particular, they are congenial: they offer a comforting model 
of individuals, their tribes and species, and their place in the great scheme of things. 
The idea that the sun goes round the earth places us at the centre of creation. It is nicer 
to see humankind as the pinnacle of evolution, or ‘God’s chosen’, than as the provi¬ 
sional outcome of a vast concatenation of historical accidents. Third, the contrary evi¬ 
dence to the consensual view may be not only intrinsically slight; it may become 
virtually hidden. Once such a view has been culturally adopted and become ‘second 
nature’, then perception itself becomes skewed and selective, so that inconsistent tri¬ 
fles become invisible, and persistent interpretations self-reinforcing. 

The self-perpetuating nature of belief systems is blindingly obvious, except when 
one happens to be inside them (Stolzenberg,1984). To a culture that is inside one 
belief system, it is simply a fact that the crops failed because the gods were dis¬ 
pleased, and there will be plenty of ‘evidence’ that makes this ‘fact’ self-evident. To a 
different culture, the gales and floods that ruined the com are the effects of entomic 
activity in remote comers of the planet: those pesky butterflies recklessly flapping 
their chaotic wings. In one dominant worldview, it is obvious that hunger and rnal- 
nutrition in Africa and Asia are caused by a shortage of food. It takes the meticulous 
research of an economics Nobel laureate, Amartya Sen, to show that this obviousness 
is in fact ill-founded. How things seem is, as we well know, an unreliable indicator of 
their actual provenance, especially when the phenomena in question are connected to 
what Tart (1980) calls a ‘consensual trance’, and when the dominant interpretation 
seems to offer its interpreters comfort or privilege. It takes sharp, disinterested obser¬ 
vation to force a reluctant acknowledgement that the way things seem is not the way 

they are. 

The Invisible Unconscious and the ‘Seems* of Folk Psychology 

The disparity between ‘seems’ and ‘is’ reveals itself in the way people construe their 
own experience — their ‘folk psychology’ —-.as well as in their ‘folk cosmology’. 
Demonstrations abound. To a well-meaning informant in an innocent-looking con¬ 
sumer survey, it genuinely seems as if the rightmost pair of pantyhose in the 
shopping-mall display is finer or more elegant thaathe rest — though they are in fact 
all identical, and we can show that it is their position, and not their composition, that 
most strongly determines the choice (Nisbett and Wilson, 1977), To an observer of 
two hamsters in an Ames-room cage, it genuinely seems as if they are changing size 
as they run along the back wall, though, from the outside, we can clearly see how the 
geometrical .illusion is created. To the average gambler, it seems unquestionable that 
the coin that has come up heads ten times in a row has got to be more likely to be tails 
next time, even though they may themselves have had the probability arguments 
explained to them umpteen times. Collections such as Nisbett and Ross’s Human 
Inference (1980), Gilovich’s aptly-titled How We Know What Isn*t So (1991), or 
Blakeslee’s more popular Beyond the Mind (1996) make unanswerable cases for the 
suspect status of a rich variety of psychological ‘seems’. 

One common cause of the disparities between folk psychology and cognitive real¬ 
ity is the general neglect, in the former, of the role played by unconscious mental 
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processes in normal mental activity. Folk psychology admits odd cases in which ‘the 
unconscious’ seems to be at work, most obviously in psychopathology and hypnosis, 
and in such curiosities as sleep learning and subliminal advertising. But, in vernacular 
accounts of mundane cognition, the ‘intelligent unconscious* is conspicuous by its 
absence. Yet we now know a great deal about the ubiquitous influence of subliminal 
stimulation and non-conscious mental processes on awareness and action: the con¬ 
scious ‘seems’ (e.g. Marcel, 1983; Velmans, 1991). We are not privy to all the data. 
Phenomena such as memory, creativity and decision-making reflect such uncon¬ 
scious phenomena (Claxton, 1999). People who tend to ‘comfort eat’ can be induced 
to do so by the presentation of a threatening subliminal message, but not by the same 
message presented consciously (Patton, 1992). Split-brain patients can be encour¬ 
aged to act in curious ways, for which they then give explanations that are convincingly 
confabulated but demonstrably false. More informally, a visual image, a snatch of a 
long-forgotten tune, a desire for a childhood food can emerge into consciousness with¬ 
out any apparent precursor, yet sometimes can be traced back to a thought or an event 
not, at the time, consciously registered. Here again, things are not always as they seem. 

The ‘Seems* of Free Will 

The way people think about their ‘will’ — the folk model of the relationship between 
what we think or intend and what we actually do—is perhaps the area of human psy¬ 
chology where all the considerations illustrated in this preamble loom the largest and 
weigh most heavily. A fortiori we have to approach the phenomena of ‘free will* dis¬ 
trustful of observations that seem immediate and unequivocal, and construals that 
appear self-evident. It certainly seems as if each of us is a centre of volition, and that 
conscious deliberation plays a causal role in determining our plans and actions_ 
albeit an intermittent one. And sophisticated theoretical superstructures can be built 
which seem to buttress, but which actually presuppose, this ‘common sense* (e.g. 
Baars, 1997; Sperry, 1985). Even — perhaps especially — when in academic mode, 
we have to try to see where unexamined belief or self-interest might lead to a prefer¬ 
ence for one view over another, and how this might in turn result in an unconscious 
epistemological squint or a tendency to load the observational dice. What phenom¬ 
ena, within the consensual view, seem to be trivial or even invisible, or are explained 
away as insignificant aberrations — uninteresting ‘noise’ that adds up to nothing? 
What alternative positions — ‘epiphenomenalism*?, ‘mysticism*? — tend to be dis¬ 
missed out of hand as transparently nonsensical or potentially dangerous? (‘If we 
didn’t have free will and self-control, we’d all run amok’ and suchlike, presented as 
knockdown arguments). It is only with a stance that is as radically sceptical as we can 
make it that we can hope to pursue a disinterested inquiry into the phenomenology of 
free will. 

The consensual view of free will presupposes a view of the human psyche in which 
there are self-evident distinctions between ‘self and ‘other*, and ‘body’ and ‘mind*, 
which naturally lead to questions about who or what is in charge. What is the source 
of action, and what is the functional relationship between conscious mental events on 
the one hand, and physical and physiological events on the other? In folk psychology, 
once these dualisms have been accepted, the instigator of action has to be either ‘me’ 
— identified as a centre of conscious intelligence — or something else, identified as 
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‘not me’.If it is ‘me’, I possess, and exercise, free will. If it is ‘not me’, then —given 
the general neglect of unconscious influences — my actions are the effects of external 
causes and I am ‘determined’. And if this latter option is construed, within that folk 
model, as aversive, then the idea that conscious intention is the source of ‘voluntary* 
action has to be vigorously promoted. The existence of a tight, causal relationship 
between intention and intelligent action becomes a lynch-pin of the passionately 
espoused model of conscious-self-as-instigator. As Dennett says in Elbow Room: The 
Varieties of Free Will Worth Wanting: 

If having free will matters, it must be because not having free will would be awful, and 
there must be some grounds for doubting that we have it.... But what exactly are we 
afraid of?... Not having free will would be somewhat like being in prison, or being hyp¬ 
notized, or being paralysed, or being a puppet... (1984, p. 5). 

If the unconscious is admitted, it is only in terms of vague but powerful images — 
psychological equivalents of mad Mrs Rochester in her unacknowledged attic — that 
motivate us to protect and prove our imperilled sense of volition: zombies, aliens, 
Machiavellian manipulators, a sinister ‘brains’ behind the delicate operation that we 
take ourselves to be. 

The Nature of Intention 

One of the most compelling sources of apparent evidence for the folk model of the 
instigatory self is the apparent coincidence of deliberation, intention and action. I 
considered; I decided; I intended; and I did. When these events occur across a plausi¬ 
ble time scale, and where their contents match, there seem to be good grounds for 
inferring the identity, and the efficacy, of the T that is the (supposedly) repeated sub¬ 
ject of these successive predicates. From the correlation and the sequence we infer the 
causality, in rather the same way that the possession of supernatural powers is 
deduced from experiences in which a dream or a premonition is actually followed by 
the predicted event. T was thinking evil thoughts about miserable old Auntie Joan, 
and sure enough, ten minutes later, Mother rang to say she had been taken into hospi¬ 
tal.’ ‘I had the thought that it was timeTorme to get.up, and, sure enough, seconds 
later I am struggling into my dressing gown and heading for the bathroom.’ The accu¬ 
rate anticipation is taken as primafacie evidence of the power of thought to control or 
influence physical events. 

Even if such correlations were frequent and reliable, there would remaiathe famil¬ 
iar methodological problems about inferring a causality from a correlation. But are 
they as robust as we think? Beliefs in the paranormal are famously fuelled by amnesia 
for all the times when a fleeting thought or fantasy was not followed by a correspond¬ 
ing reality; and by people’s ability to massage their own memories and interpretations 
(as they do with horoscopes) to enhance the apparent fit. Do we do something similar 
with the evidence for our own volition? Are intention and intelligent action as tightly 
coupled as our folk theory of self requires them to be? 

It is hardly front-page news that intentions are neither necessary nor sufficient for 
intelligent actions to occur. What about all the occasions on which such actions occur 
without any preceding intention: the times I wander round the supermarket absent- 
mindedly filling my trolley with the produce I want, while totally preoccupied with 
the presentation I have to make at work on Monday; drive adroitly for miles without 
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even being aware of the traffic; cook whilst chatting; adjust the pace and direction of a 
seminar discussion without any conscious deliberation, or even without being able, 
retrospectively, to say what I did or why? The vast majority of my sophisticated voli¬ 
tional virtuosity, in both mundane and professional spheres, plays itself out in the 
absence of conscious direction from ‘mission control’. When asked subsequently 
how or why we did as we did, we may sometimes produce a plausible rationale, confi¬ 
dently backdated; but equally often we are at a loss, or happily admit that our reason¬ 
ing represents a post hoc inference rather than a prior intent. Tm sorry I was so ratty 
last night, sweetheart; I must have been tired.’ 

If I observe it closely, even my getting out of bed does not furnish evidence of voli¬ 
tion as robust as I might have hoped: what frequently happens is that I think ‘I must 
get up’ or ‘I’m going to get up*, and then my mind drifts onto other things and I con¬ 
tinue lying there. What actually happens, often, is that I am in the middle of a com¬ 
pletely unrelated train of thought and suddenly ‘come to’ to find myself already in the 
process of getting up. The truth is, when I decide to get up, I frequendy don’t. When I 
have stopped thinking about getting up, at some point I do. At the very least I have to 
conclude that the coupling between intention and action is a rather loose one. Failures 
of ‘will power’ are as much the rule as the exception, and there is no’shortage of pav¬ 
ing slabs for the ‘road to hell*. If there turns out to be no subsequent manifestation of a 
publicly declared intention, no follow-through, we may even try to salvage a sense of 
self-efficacy by sleight-of-hand, claiming that ‘I changed my mind* ■ though who it 
was that changed what, exactly, remains entirely opaque. Alternatively, we treat such 
lapses, if we cannot help noticing them, as if they were rare or sporadic aberrations, 
each of which can be given an ad hoc account, and not as cumulative evidence of the 
inadequacy of the simple ‘free will* story. We accept the popular misreading of ‘the 
exception proves the rule’ —- as substantiating, rather than testing, it — and do not 
register the fact that such exceptions are, if we look for them, far from rare. 

The fact that the phenomenology of decision-making actually has great holes in it 
has been widely noted in the philosophical literature. For example: 

Are decisions voluntary? Or are they things that happen to us? From some fleeting van¬ 
tage points they seem to be the pre-eminentiy voluntary moves in our lives, the instants at 
which we exercise our agency to the fullest. But those same decisions can also be seen to 
be strangely out of our control. We have to wait to see how we are going to decide some¬ 
thing, and when we do decide, it bubbles up to consciousness from we know not where. 
We do not witness it being made; we witness its arrival. This can then lead to the strange 
idea that Central Headquarters is not where we, as conscious introspectors, are; it is 
somewhere deeper within us, and inaccessible to us. E.M. Forster famously asked ‘How 
can I tell what I think until I see what I say?'—the words of an outsider, it seems, waiting 
for a bulletin from the interior (Dennett, 1984, p. 78). 

And again, the experience of being the recipient, rather than the architect, of our 
decisions, cannot be dismissed as a mere glitch or curio of cognition. 

Once we recognize that our conscious access to our own decisions is problematic, we 
may go on to note how many of the important turning points in our lives were unaccom¬ 
panied, so far as retrospective memory of conscious experience goes, by conscious deci¬ 
sions. ‘I have decided to take the job’, one says. And very clearly one takes oneself to be 

- - reporting on something one has done recently, but reminiscence shows only that yesterday 
one was undecided, and today one is no longer undecided; at some moment in the interval 
the decision must have happened, without fanfare. Where did it happen? At Central 
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Headquarters, of course. But such a deduction reveals that we are building a psychologi¬ 

cal theory of ‘decision[-making]’ by idealizing and extending our actual practice; by 
inserting decisions where theory demands them, not where we have any first-hand expe¬ 
rience of them. I must have made a decision, one reasons, since I see that I have definitely 

‘made up my mind’, and hadn’t ‘made up my mind’ yesterday (pp. 80f.; emphases 

added). 

If conscious deliberation and intention are neither necessary nor sufficient for 
intelligent action, are they at least helpful? Do we do better when we try to think 
before we act, or think whilst we are acting, than if we do not? Not always, it appears. 
People who are enjoined to ‘think carefully’ about important choices (choosing next 
year’s college courses) or aesthetic preferences (an art print to hang at home) are sub¬ 
sequently less happy with their decisions than people who have chosen more ‘intu¬ 
itively’ (Wilson and Schooler, 1991). People who are trying to think about their skill 
whilst they are performing a physical task become clumsy and self-conscious (Mas¬ 
ters, 1992), as do beginners trying to speak a foreign language (Krashen, 1987). The 
appearance of conscious monitoring and intention very often leads to self- 
consciousness, and a concomitant juddering or even breakdown of performance. 
Contrariwise, the fluent execution of complex skill under demanding conditions, in 
the state known as ‘flow’, is characterized by a complete absence of deliberation, 
intention or self-consciousness (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). 

As I say, casting philosophical doubt on the naive view of the ‘inner person’ — sit¬ 
ting in the brightly-lit executive office of consciousness, collecting information, 
weighing evidence, making decisions and issuing orders — is not new. Gilbert Ryle 
(1949), for example, asks; ‘if voluntary actions are those produced by an agent’s ‘vol¬ 
itions’ [decisions, intentions etc.], are those volitions themselves voluntary? If so, we 
get an infinite regress; if not, we get voluntary acts as the result of involuntary 
events’. And the much-maligned B.F. Skinner suggests: 

The function of the inner man is to provide an explanation which will not be explained in 

turn. Explanation stops with him. He is not [seen as] a mediator between past history and 

current behaviour; he is a centre from which behaviour emanates. He initiates, originates 

and creates, and in doing so he remains, as hewas for the Greeks, divine. We say that he is 

autonomous — and as far as a science of behaviour is concerned, that means miraculous 

(1972, p. 19). 

Neuro- and cognitive scientists from Donald Hebb (1949) to Patricia Churchland 
(1986) have, like Skinner, been at pains to do away with the homunculus which is so 
often concealed within the folk theory of personhood of which free will is such an 
integral part. Indeed, one could go on listing sources of evidence, experimental, neu¬ 
rological, philosophical, quotidian and indeed spiritual or transpersonal, that suggest 
that the folk model of free will is inadequate. However, having adumbrated the prob¬ 
lem, if might now be more fruitful to see what an alternative approach to the phe¬ 
nomenology of free will might look like. 

The Co-arising of Action and Intention 

The fact that conscious intention and voluntary action turn out to be so loosely cou¬ 
pled is a problem for any folk model of free will which posits that the former is the 
predominant causal determinant of the latter. It is much less so if we adopt the 

alternative interpretation of a ‘correlation’: that the statistical co-occurrence (how¬ 
ever loose) reflects the operation of underlying processes that are related to both. If A 
and B covary, and A usually preceded B, that doesn’t necessarily mean that A causes 
B. It could equally be that both A and B are manifestations of a third set of processes, 
C, the time characteristics of which just happen, every so often, to make A pop up 
shortly before B. On this picture, the facts that intentions are sometimes followed by 
the intended action and sometimes not, that voluntary actions sometimes occur with¬ 
out concomitant intentions, and that intentions sometimes impede the execution of 
actions, invite speculation about the relationship between and nature of A, B and C If 
we admit that ‘C\ whatever it is, comprises preconscious processes, then the loose-' 
coupling of A and B no longer has to be construed as aberrant or anathema. Revising 
the sense of self to include such pre- or unconscious processes would then render the 
perceptual squint unnecessary. 

The idea that conscious intentions and voluntary actions co-arise is substantiated 
by various neurological findings. Well known are Libet’s (1985) data showing that 
cortical precursors of voluntary movements can be detected about a third of a second 
before the emergence of the conscious intention to move. More striking still are Grey 
Walter’s (1963) demonstrations that such brain activation can be used to pre-empt 
people’s own conscious decisions. Patients with electrodes implanted in the motor 
cortex were invited to look at a sequence of slides, advancing from one to the next, at 
their own speed, by pushing a button. Unbeknownst to them, however, the button was 
a dummy. What actually advanced the slides was a burst of activity in the motor cor¬ 
tex, transmitted directly to the projector via the implanted electrodes. The patients 
reported the curious feeling that the projector was anticipating their decision, initiat¬ 
ing a slide change just as they were ‘about to’ move on, but before they had ‘decided’ 
to press the button. In other studies, Grey Walter found that EEG readiness potentials 
taken from RAF bombardiers, as they were lining up to drop a simulated bomb, pre¬ 
ceded the conscious decision to press the bomb release button. (I regret that I have no 
reference for this finding, which I vividly remember being illustrated on a rather 
scratchy film when I was at school.) In cases such as these, physiological measures 
enable us to infer that ‘C\ the genuinely causal precursor of both voluntary action and 
conscious intention, is probably, to put it crudely, the brain. 

But we do not need to rely on such indirect inferences. There are occasions when 
this loosely coupled co-arising of intention and action can be experienced directly — 
that is, unmediated by the habitual interpretative framework of the conventional self 
system. Oliver Sacks reports such an experience in his autobiographical book A Leg 
to Stand On (1984, pp. 129-33). Having broken his left leg badly in a fall on a Norwe¬ 
gian mountain. Sacks found himself, some weeks later, sharing a hospital bed with an 
apparently healed leg that felt as if it didn’t ‘belong’ to the rest of his body, and stub¬ 
bornly refused to obey orders. ‘I gazed at it and felt I don’t know you, you’re not part 
of me... I was now an amputee. And yet not an ordinary amputee. For the leg, objec¬ 
tively, externally, was still there; [but] it had disappeared subjectively, internally.’ 
For three weeks Sacks lay shackled to a lifeless, alien appendage that stubbornly 
resisted all his most intense efforts to get it to move. And then, one day, when he was 
not trying to move it, the leg suddenly came back, and in a rather unsettling fashion. 
The feeling of a conscious ‘intention’ to move returned at the same time as the move¬ 
ment, but it did not seem to be the cause of the movement, or in control; rather it was 
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an accompaniment of the movement, one aspect of a whole action that happened ‘by 

itself. Here is how Sacks describes it. 

When I awoke I had an odd impulse to flex my left leg, and in that self-same moment 

immediately did so! Here was a movement previously impossible.... And yet, in a trice, 

I had thought it and done it. There was no cogitation, no preparation, no deliberation, 

whatever; there was no ‘trying*; I had the impulse, flash-like — and flash-like I acted. 

The idea, the impulse, the action, were all one—I could not say which came first, they all 

came together. I suddenly ‘recollected* how to move the leg, and in the instant of recol¬ 

lection I actually did it. The knowing-what-to-do had no theoretical quality whatever 

it was entirely practical, immediate — and compelling. It came to me suddenly and spon¬ 

taneously — out of the blue. 

Gradually these involuntary psychosomatic bundles of impulse-plus-action started 
to come more frequently, and to involve a re-assertion of ownership: a growing re- 
incorporation of the errant leg back into Sacks’ overall sense of bodily identity. 

The power of moving, the idea of moving, the impulse to move, would suddenly come to 

me — and as suddenly go. [Yet] these flashes... involuntary, spontaneous, unbidden, as 

they were, did most certainly, and essentially, and fundamentally, involve me: they 

weren’t just ‘a muscle jumping* but lme remembering’, and they involved me, my mind, 

no less than my body. 

Sacks describes this curious phase as the returning of his ‘will*. 

Yet there was an extreme limitation, a peculiarity, to this will,... It was always accompa¬ 

nied by an ‘impulse* or ‘impulsion* — of an oddly intrusive and irrelevant sort.... I wel¬ 

comed it, enjoyed it, played with it-—and finally mastered it. But it was will and action of 

a most peculiar sort, the resultant being a strange hybrid — half jerk, half act.... I found 

this experience amusing, fascinating — and somewhat shocking; for it showed very 

clearly that one could have a sense or an illusion of free-will, even when the impulse was 

primarily physiological in nature. 

[First], it seemed to me, I willed — and nothing happened: so that I was forced into a 

singular doubt, and kept asking myself ‘Did I have a will? Have I a will? What has hap¬ 

pened to my will?* Now, suddenly, unbidden, out of the blue, I had sudden compulsions, 

or convulsions,-of will.... First I was will-less, unable to command; then I was willed, or 

commanded, like a puppet; and now, fmaffy/tcould take over the reins of command and 

say ‘I will’ (or ‘I won’t’) with full truth and Conviction [emphasis added]. 

Sacks* account suggests that the experience of intention as the antecedent cause of 
action is closely linked to a particular sense of self as owner and instigator. The 
trauma that led to a disidentification with the shattered limb had two effects: a loss of 
belonging and a loss of control. And as the leg began spontaneously to move, so the 
subliminal internal signals that heralded each movement had to be relearned, and as 
they \yere, so re-emerged first the ability to predict a movement; then a feeling of con¬ 
trol; and finally a rehabilitated sense of ownership. 

It does not take a traumatic experience on a Scandinavian mountainside, however, 
to produce an experiential reappraisal of ‘intention*. It happens routinely in certain 
kinds of meditation. Especially in the vipassana traditions of Thai and Burmese Bud¬ 
dhism, meditators are taught to focus their attention on current thoughts, sensations and 
movements are they come and go. To aid the development of this meticulous aware¬ 
ness, the practitioner is instructed to make a ‘mental note* of different kinds of experi¬ 
ences as they arise, change and fade away. For example Mahasi Sayadaw, one of the 
foremost of contemporary Burmese vipassana teachers, advises: 

«v 

Should an itching sensation be felt in any part of the body, keep the mind on that part and 
make a mental note itching.... Should the itching continue and become too strong and 
you intend to rub the itching part, be sure to make a mental note intending. Slowly lift the 
hand, simultaneously noting the action of lifting, and touching when the hand touched the 
part that itches. Rub slowly ih complete awareness of rubbing. When the itching sensa¬ 
tion has disappeared and you intend to discontinue the rubbing, be mindful of making the 
usual mental note of intending. Slowly withdraw the hand, concurrently making a mental 
note of the action, withdrawing. When the hand rests in its usual place touching the lee 
touching (1971, pp. 5-6). 

As practice develops, so the awareness of a rising ‘intention* is itself experienced 
impersonally, as having the same status as an itch or the sound of a cricket. Intentions 
bubble up into conscious awareness, just as other thoughts and sensations do: they are 
no longer experienced as having any causal status. ‘When an intention and an action 
match — very good. When they do not match — equally good*. As a result of neuro¬ 
logical damage, or of a heightening of attentional acuity, the phenomenology of 
intention undergoes a radical shift. 

The Brains Behind the Operation 

As I said in the Introduction, the idea of unconscious intelligence is much more 
widely accepted within contemporary cognitive science than it is in folk psychology. 
Evidence comes from a variety of sources, in addition to those, such as the semantic 
priming and masking studies of Marcel (1983), I alluded to earlier. They include 
‘hidden observer* effects (Bomstein and Pittman, 1992), implicit learning and 
memory (Berry, 1997; Lewicki et al., 1997), incubation and intuition in decision¬ 
making (Schooler et al., 1993), and neurological disorders such as blindsight and 
neglect (Weiskrantz, 1986). However, these demonstrations have sometimes been 
construed as a collection of specific curiosities of the mind, rather than, as I have sug¬ 
gested, a cumulative demonstration of both the power and the ubiquity of tacit cogni¬ 
tion (Claxton, 1999). In the strongest version of the ‘unconscious HQ’ model, 
conscious experiences, even those that seem to show the mind at its most rational, 
articulate or deliberate, are represented as corollaries of embodied activation states 
that are themselves neither conscious nor open to direct introspection_ever. 

There are any number of ways of modelling the workings of what Dennett referred 
to as ‘central headquarters*. For the present argument, it does not matter whether we 
use the language of information processing or of ‘conceptual nervous systems’ 
(Hebb, 1949) and neural networks — though temperamentally I prefer the latter. In 
these terms we might visualize the ‘intelligent unconscious' as an embodied, distrib¬ 
uted ‘eco-bio-computer’: an interconnected set of modular networks, comprising 
central and autonomic nervous systems, endocrine and immune systems, as well as a 
shifting environmental resource bank of materials and tools, both physical and socio¬ 
cultural, along the lines recently suggested by authors such as Francisco Varela and 
others in The Embodied Mind (1991) and Andy Clark in Being There (1997). But, as I 
say, all that really is at stake here in the fact that consciousness is not privy to most of 
the workings of this model. 

In any such model, all the operations of perception, anticipation, action selection 
and assembly, and decision-making are subserved by the sequential transformation of 
activation patterns over recurrent networks of elements whose ‘strengths’ are subject 
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to long-term learning and short-term priming effects. ‘Consciousness’ is associated 
with or ‘produced by’ states of tHe network that possess certain characteristics, and 
not by those that do not. One of the features that has been most reliably associated 
with the ‘conditions of neuronal adequacy’ for consciousness is some kind of rever¬ 

beration or prolongation of activity (e.g. Libet, 1985). Thus neural transformations 
that proceed rapidly and smoothly do not produce any corollary states of conscious 
anticipation. In familiar domains, where intuitive expertise is high, patterns of neural 
activation quickly segue into each other without relaxing into any intermediate states 
of resonance, until they eventuate in patterns that innervate smooth or striate muscle. 
The processing sequence does not achieve, in the interim, the requisite spatiotempo- 
ral stability for any anticipatory consciousness to arise, and skilled action is therefore 
unaccompanied by any sense of intention. 

However, when the situational demands are more complex and/or less routine — 
where the requisite sequence of activation patterns is less clearly prescribed by the 
connection strengths laid down by previous experience — then the onrush of activa¬ 
tion may be slowed or halted from time to time, to allow the evidence to be enriched 
before action is implemented. As cognition is slowed down, so environmental infor¬ 

mation arising through the special senses, and information about multiple, perhaps 
conflicting inner need-states, can be sampled more fully; lateral connotations and 
associations within the modular networks can be recruited to flesh out the emerging 
neural ‘picture’; and alternative action scenarios can be activated vicariously to check 
their possible consequences against currently active goal states. To use Greenfield’s 
(1995) metaphor, ‘epicentres* of neural activation can be maintained for longer while 
their associative ripples spread out and mingle, allowing more information to be 
recruited and more subtle and creative interweavings of activation to be generated. In 
such cases, the conditions of neuronal adequacy for anticipatory consciousness are 
more likely to be met, and what will begin to emerge into conscious awareness are 
states of the biocomputer that represent the ‘options’ and information sources which 
it is currently sampling. More specifically, we might reasonably suppose that, of all 
the current centres of activation, it will be that energetically interconnected subset 
which corresponds to the momentary ‘front-runner*, the current best guess about 
what is likely to happen, which subserves consciousness. 

On this picture, ‘intentions’ appear to be not forms of control, but of internal pre¬ 
diction, and ‘free will* is itself reframed as a phenomenon of anticipation lather than 
of conscious instigation. By drawing on proven (or at least plausible) characteristics 
of the human biological-ecological system, we are able to provide a psychological 
mode^to underpin Ambrose Bierce’s prescient definition of ‘intention’, in his won¬ 
derful Devil's Dictionary {1958), as: ‘the mind’s sense of the prevalence of one set of 

influences over another set: an effect whose cause is the imminence, immediate or 

remote, of the performance of the act intended by the person incurring the intention*. 
(Bierce comments on his own definition: ‘When figured out and accurately appre¬ 
hended, this will be found one of the most penetrating and far-reaching definitions in 
the whole dictionary’, and I suspect he is quite right.) 

This approach thus generates natural accounts of the facts that (a) conscious inten¬ 
tions are more likely to arise when decisions are complicated and processing is pro¬ 
tracted; and (b) they are often wrong. If an intention is really an internal prediction by 
the biocomputer of its own future state, and if such predictions are based, as they must 

be, on past regularities, then in complex situations, any processing that occurs after 
the prediction has been issued is quite likely to turn up unexpected problems or new 
considerations. These may cause the activation of additional circuitry, or switch acti¬ 
vation patterns into unanticipated channels, and thus render the prediction false (or at 
least disrupt the temporal relationship between prediction and action which might 
otherwise have supported the interpretation of the former as an intention). 

‘Free Won’t* and Self Control 

A variant of this cautious, ‘retarded’ cognition, evolutionarily advantageous in situa¬ 
tions of uncertainty, would allow the assembly and elaboration of the front-runner 
response to proceed while the corollary checking and resonating is still going on — 
but to inhibit actual implementation of the prepared action sequence until (at some 
strategically determined time- or information-limited moment) the check is deter¬ 
mined to have been completed, and the ‘green light’ for the predicted action can be 
given (or not). Just as a ‘racing start’ involves revving the engine at the same time as 
stamping on the brake, so survival would plausibly be enhanced by getting ready to 

carry out the action that seems, on the basis of a preliminary analysis of the situation, 
to be the most advantageous, at the same time as one is carrying out such further 
checks as time allows. If new information or more subtle sources of threat are uncov¬ 
ered by the check, then the prepared action can be aborted at the last minute. Thus it is 
that Libet and others have come to associate volition more with the vetoing of action 
than its instigation: Richard Gregory’s ‘free won’t’ rather than ‘free will’. 
. Conscious premonitions are attached precisely to actions that look as if they are 
going to happen — and then, sometimes, don’t. Again, what folk psychology con¬ 
strues as ‘will power’ — with its notorious ‘fallibility’ — turns out to be a property 
not of some imperfect agent but of a design feature of the biocomputer. In the case of 
apparent self control, an earlier prediction (construed as ‘Intention 1’) is revised, as a 
result of further processing, and superseded by a second prediction (‘Intention 2’) 
which often matches the ensuing action better than the first. The first prediction — 
that one is about to reach for the cream cake — is ‘resisted’ as the checking process 
uncovers and recruits additional goal states and possible consequences that are suffi¬ 
cient to tip the motivational balance. When (as in this example) Intention 2 is judged 
to be of greater moral worth (as opposed to being merely ‘selfish’), or when it seems 
to instantiate a more long-term goal or interest, or even if it appears a priori less likely 
than Intention 1, the revision is construed as evidence of ‘will power*. The ‘will* has 
apparently triumphed over a baser impulse. On the other hand, if Intention 1 is judged 
to be the higher, the longer-term or the less likely, and is replaced by a less creditable 
Intention 2, then the failure of the first prediction is interpreted as a ‘failure’ of will 
power. In each case, an updating of prediction is reframed as an inner battle between 
conflicting intentions—and as further evidence of the existence of the instigatory self. 

Interestingly, Oatley and Johnson-Laird’s (1987) elegant theory of the function of 
emotions argues for a similar cognitive economy. The basic ‘negative* emotions such 
as fear, anger, sadness and disgust are, they argue, preparatory survival-based 
responses of the whole being to different, very general, classes of threat or plan- 
disruption, as revealed by a preliminary ‘diagnosis’ of the situation. Core emotions 
are, functionally, states of readiness of body and mind to correct aversive conditions 
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by fleeing (fear), fighting (anger), withdrawing (sadness) or expelling (disgust), 
depending on the threat diagnosis that has been given. But these primitive responses 
can, just as I have suggested here, be modified or inhibited in the light of wider con¬ 
siderations. A person feeling nauseous in a theatre may sit still and fight to control the 
urge to flee or vomit in order to avoid the alternative threat of social embarrassment, 
for example. Here again the flow of neural activation towards the construction of a 

response is bifurcated: one arm continues ‘downstream’ towards action-readiness; 

the other is diverted for more detailed analysis. 

Expanding the Sense of Self 

Why is intention experienced so strongly as a phenomenon of ‘self? Precisely 
because the self, in contemporary Euro-American cultures, is comprised of an intri¬ 
cate system of (largely conditioned) goals, interests, preferences and threats 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). Whereas in many so-called traditional societies ‘identity’ 
has tended to inhere in a web of social roles, rituals, relationships and responsibilities 
(Sampson, 1993), the individualized, ‘saturated self (Gergen, 1991) of the West 
tends to constellate around a personalized set of traits and desire-systems. When this 
goal structure contains a burgeoning (and potentially conflicting) portfolio of likes 
and dislikes, identifying with these goal-states, and thus incorporating them within 
the ‘self system’, elevates them to the status of ‘needs’ and ‘threats’. Consequently an 
increasing range of situations, even those that may look, on the surface, straightfor¬ 
ward, may have to be read more carefully for motivational pitfalls and opportunities. 
Instead of the ‘retarded’ mode of cognition being intermittently useful, it tends to 
become the default, thus generating the conditions under which a continual array of 
conscious anticipations will emerge, some of which turn out to be accurate predic¬ 

tions and some of which do not. 
Many of the considerations that contribute to this subliminal action-formulation- 

and-checking process do not themselves, as we have seen, feature in the conscious 
read-out of the situation. While the overall direction may be ‘summed up’ in a con¬ 
scious prediction or ‘intention*, many^of*the contributory influences may be too 
weakly or fleetingly activated to make it directly into consciousness. Thus we may 
predict or intend, but not know why. We do not have access to the full causal story, 
especially when some of the factors are themselves faint, or may indeed be actively 
suppressed (as in the case, for example, of ‘perceptual defence*). Dennett again 

points at this explanatory vacuum. 

Thd ‘firing’ of a retinal neuron, for instance, may be ‘triggered’ by the arrival of a single 
photon on a retinal receptor. Vast amounts of information arrive on the coattails of negli¬ 
gible amounts of energy, and then, thanks to the amplification powers of systems of 
switches, the information begins to do some work—evoking other information that was 
stored long ago, for instance, transmuting it for the present occasion in a million small 
ways, and leading eventually to an action whose pedigree of efficient (or triggering) cau¬ 
sation is so hopelessly inscrutable as to be invisible. We see the dramatic effects leaving; 
we don’t see the causes entering.... [Even] from our own first-person ‘introspective’ 
vantage point the causal paths are untraceable (1984, p. 77). 

Having to answer the question ‘Whodunnit?* with the lame — but accurate — 
response ‘I dunno* feels very unsatisfactory, especially to human beings who have 
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been enculturated to believe that conscious comprehension and control are central to 
their sense of identity. The ‘folk* answer — a sleight-of-hand, but a comforting one 
— is to extend the sense of self to include a kind of dummy instigator who can fill the 
gap with claims of authorship. And how is the trick worked? By turning predictions 
into commands. Self-as-instigator is really a simple subroutine, added to the bio¬ 

computer, which does not affect the latter’s modus operandi at all, but which simply 

takes the glimmerings of a naturally-arising prediction, and instantly generates a 
‘command’ to bring about what was probably going to happen anyway. ‘Faced with 
our inability to “see”, by “introspection”, where the centre or source of our free 
actions is, and loath to abandon our conviction that we really do things (for which we 
are responsible), we exploit the cognitive vacuum, the gaps in our self-knowledge, by 
filling it with a rather magical and mysterious entity, the unmoved mover, the active 
self,’ summarizes Dennett. 

In this light, Oliver Sacks’ leg takes on a different significance. For a little while he 
was able — privileged, I would venture to say — to break the consensual Cartesian 
trance, to stand outside it and watch the folk model of self struggling to reassert itself. 
It is perhaps only in the context of the seifs expectation of, and investment in, con¬ 
trol, that Sacks’ experience seems unusual and disconcerting. What is happening, on 
the alternative view, is that Sacks is enjoying a less interpreted, less enculturated, 
reality: one in which both the action and the ‘intention* are experienced as arising 
from the unconscious biocomputer. What usually occurs is that intimations of 
actions, feelings, and thoughts themselves are received by the system of self-related 
goals, plans and interests, and, if they fit in with that system, are then represented in 
consciousness as if these intimations were the causes, the authors, the instigators of 
the impending act, rather than merely its accessories. What was happening to Oliver 
Sacks was that, while his sense of self had washed its hands of the leg (so to speak), 
the leg’s movements, and the intentions to move, could not be experienced immedi¬ 
ately as belonging to himself, but had to appear as if — as they in fact were — they 
were coming ‘from out of the'blue*. 

A Concluding Comment: the Value of Relinquishing Control 

Like the realization that the earth goes round the sun, and not vice versa, this refram¬ 
ing of ‘will* appears less comforting, but is in fact more veridical, and therefore more 
functional. In both reframings of conventional wisdom, ‘we’ are displaced from the 
centre; in the first case, of the universe, in the second, of conscious control. A 
reappraisal of the human place in the scheme of things is required. In the case of free 
will, the human psyche must be acknowledged to be intrinsically more mysterious, 
more ineffable, than we have thought, or desired, it to be. But broadening the sense of 
identity to embrace the unconscious eco-bio-computer seems to offer concomitant 
benefits in terms of both creativity and equanimity. As both experimental and anec¬ 
dotal evidence show overwhelmingly (Claxton, 1999), creativity and the productive 
use of intuition rely on the ability to relinquish conscious striving and control, and 
allow the mind to mull and meander, play and ponder. Earnest deliberation and too 
much pressure leave no room for insight, and the period of incubation that may 
precede it (Smith, 1995). 
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Indeed, the attempt to maintain a facade of consistency and control through con¬ 
scious effort, sophistry and self-deception is itself debilitating. It is people who struggle 
most assiduously to maintain conscious control, and to suppress that which is quirky or 
unwanted, who tend to suffer from various neurotic and even psychotic disorders 
(Sass, 1994; Wells, 1998). Paradoxically, the acceptance that our minds are more wil¬ 
ful, wayward and whimsical — ‘madder’ — than we thought can bring an increase in 
sanity and peace. There are even suggestions from scurrilous seers and disreputable 
mystics that the eco-bio-computer, if we will let it, can be wiser than *we’ are. 
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Abstract: The descriptions in the literature of mystical experience and psychedelic experi¬ 
ence, such as that induced by LSD, are usually written by persons who have actually 
experienced only one or perhaps neither of the two states. Because many of the most important 
effects can be understood by direct experience but only partially described in ordinary 
language, such lack of direct experience is a major drawback. Since there is disagreement over 
the question of whether mystical experience and LSD experience can be ‘the same’, it would 
be helpful if an individual who has experienced aspects of both states would compare them. 
One of the authors (ALS) describes his experience with both states. A particular form of 
mystical experience, cosmic consciousness (CC), occurred spontaneously; no mind altering 
drugs were used. ALS later took LSD on 12-15 occasions. Both states of consciousness 
involved alterations in time sense, subject/object boundary, cognition, mood and perception. 
rHo^e~ r’the changcs Wlth CC werc qualitatively and quantitatively different from those of 
LSD. The authors conclude that CC and LSD can be quite different states of consciousness 
although we cannot completely rule out the possibility that psychedelics might sometimes’ 
induce the same kinds of mystical experiences that occur for non-drug reasons. 

The literature on states of consciousness contains descriptions of the phenomenology 

of both psychedelic experiences (Huxley, 1963; Tart, 1969; 1975) and mystical 

experiences (Bucke, 1961; Parrinder, 1976; Cohen & Phipps, 1979; James, 1925; 

Underhill, 1974). Some psychedelic experiences bear little resemblance to mystical 

consciousness, but the claim has been made that a few psychedelically induced 

experiences can be veiy similar to or perhaps identical with naturally occurring mystical 

experiences (Huxley, 1963). Other scholars deny this assertion (Zaehner, 1957). 

Attempts to resolve the disagreement have been hampered by the fact that states of 

consciousness are notoriously difficult to describe and compare. Important aspects of 

these states may leave clear experiences as data in memoiy, but accurate verbal 

expression of these data in ordinary language is quite difficult and may be mislead¬ 

ing. Further, it seems that almost all authors reporting these comparisons have not 

had first hand experience of both naturally occurring mystical states and chemically 

induced psychedelic states, and perhaps sometimes neither. For example, neither 

Huxley nor Zaehner claimed to have had a spontaneous mystical experience. In the 

only experimental comparison we know of, the well known Good Friday experiment, 

Pahnke (1966) studied the effects of psilocybin on volunteers in a religious setting. 

Insofar as mystical phenomena can be assessed by verbal descriptions on question¬ 

naires, the psilocybin group experienced a significantly greater incidence of 

mystical-like phenomena, including unity, transcendence of time and space, and deep 

positive mood. Pahnke and Richards (1969) believed that psilocybin induced a ‘drug 

facilitated mystical consciousness.’ However, neither authors nor subjects had 

experienced spontaneous mystical consciousness. Similarly, Grof (1976) has had 

extensive experience with LSD psychotherapy, but not natural mysticism. Even so. 
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he believes that LSD psychotherapy offers a genuine key to transpersonal realms. We 
would agree that psychedelics can open a person to experiences of a transpersonal 
nature, but that is not the same as equating a mystical experience like cosmic 

consciousness with psychedelically induced experiences. 
Both of these altered states consist largely and importantly of experiences that are 

observable only to the individual having them. Although there may be communica¬ 

tion difficulties, we think it would be an important contribution, based more on data 
than on mere verbal inference, if a person who had experienced both mystical and 

psychedelic states of consciousness would report on their phenomenology and com¬ 
pare them. This paper reports the experiences of one of the authors (ALS) with a 
profound mystical state once and with psychedelically induced states numerous 
times. We use the singular pronoun T for ALS’s descriptions. The other author 
(CTT) is familiar with psychedelically induced and other altered states and has 

worked with ALS to clarify his account. The plural pronoun ‘we’ represents our joint 

thinking about the material of this article. 
The term ‘mystical experience’ is used in many different senses by reporters and 

investigators of various religious and metaphysical doctrines. Moreover, many dif¬ 
ferent phenomena have been termed ‘mystical* (Stace, 1960; Underhill, 1974). The 
present report is concerned only with one specific type of mystical experience, which 
was termed cosmic consciousness (CC) by the nineteenth century physician Robert 
Maurice Bucke (1961). For Bucke, CC referred to an experience of the ground of 
being: ‘The prime characteristic of cosmic consciousness is, as the name implies, a 
consciousness of the cosmos, that is, of the life and order of the universe’ (Bucke 
1961, p. 2). We include Bucke’s classic account of his own CC experience in the 
Appendix. James (1925) and Huxley (1944) discussed a similar phenomenon, but 
usually used different terminology. For these three investigators, CC denotes a state 
of consciousness characterized by a cluster of phenomena including (1) passivity, (2) 
transience, (3) unity, (4) knowingness and (5) ineffability. Passivity means that the 
subject does not voluntarily control CC. Transience refers to the observation that CC 
is rarely sustained for longer than a half hour or at most an hour or two (James, 1925, 
p. 381). Unity is the experience that subject .and object merge into one seamless 
whole. Sense of separate self weakens or dissolves. Knowingness refers to a direct 
insight into the nature of reality that is self validating: \ . . as a rule they [the 

experiences] carry with them a curious sense of authority for after-time’ (James, 
1925, p. 381). Subjects of CC say that the state is ineffable. It is completely different 

from other states of consciousness and cannot be completely and adequately de¬ 

scribed either in words or by metaphor. Some or all of the characteristics resembling 
those described above may occur in deep meditation states, but this report does not 

address the question of how those states relate to CC. 
The intent of this report is to compare the phenomenology of two conditions of 

consciousness, a series induced by LSD and a naturally occurring incident of CC. Its 

unique contribution is that the comparison is made by an individual who has experi¬ 
enced both states, so that he can compare phenomena, rather than merely words about 
phenomena. Our goal is to be as fully descriptive as possible, since these better 
quality data are an essential foundation for further understanding, and it is not within 

our scope to present an exhaustive analysis of CC or LSD in terms of the psychology 

of perception or cognition. 

Experiencer’s Personal Background 

A few comments on my personal background follow. I was raised in a traditionally 
religious household, where I learned that God was both demanding and vengeful. 

Throughout most of my childhood my relation to God consisted of a mixture of guilt 
and fear. I had very little exposure to other traditions and therefore little chance to 
explore other thought systems until I entered university. There I was influenced by 

people who seemed (to an impressionable eighteen-year old) quite sophisticated and 
bright, but did not believe in God at all. The thought of Jean-Paul Sartre was very 

much in vogue and by the end of my freshman year I had become an atheistic 
existentialist. Such a rapid ‘deconversion* was surely facilitated by a strong late 

adolescent reaction against orthodox religion. I was angry that I had been deceived 

by my parents and teachers into believing a collection of fairy tales about the 
existence of an imaginary God who had made my childhood so miserable. The anger 
gradually faded over the years, but had not quite dissipated when I experienced CC 

at age 38. By that time religion had no place in my life at all. I was an academic 
researcher, scientist and materialist. I was not interested in nor was I searching for 
any sort of transcendent or supernatural experience. I had no idea of what a mystical 
experience was. 

At the time of the CC event I had never taken a psychedelic drug, but did have some 
previous experience with marijuana in social settings. It might be worthwhile to 

comment on the profundity of those experiences. Tart has reported a detailed analysis 
of the subjective effects of marijuana in experienced users who are educated west¬ 
erners at seven levels of intoxication varying from ‘just stoned* through ‘maximally 
stoned’ (Tart, 1971). My own experiences rarely exceeded Tart’s middle level, which 
does not include experiences that might be loosely called mystical. Table 1 details 
some of the effects that I did and did not experience. I have given only a general 
outline of my level of marijuana effects, as my memory would not be accurate enough 
to warrant a detailed presentation in terms of Tart’s criteria. (Note that my feelings 
about the inadequacy of my memory for long ago events in connection with mari¬ 
juana intoxication are quite different from my feelings about complete and accurate 
recall of my CC experience.) Before the CC event, I was not very sophisticated in the 

realm of drug altered states of consciousness. I had no experience of those high level 
marijuana effects such as merging or loss of body consciousness that are reminiscent 

Table 1: Subjective Marijuana Effects 

Medium-level effects High-level effects 
Modality experienced by ALS not experienced by ALS 

vision visual imagery more vivid hallucination 
hearing quality of own voice changes synesthesia 
taste enjoy eating more taste broken into components 
time time passes more slowly actions have archetypal quality 
body sexual orgasm more pleasurable lose consciousness of body 
social giggle a lot merge with others 
cognitive more herc-and-now lose control of thought 
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of CC. I had experienced no drug effects that resembled CC. It is not likely, therefore, 
that my marijuana experiences could have suggested or prompted the CC experiences. 

Cosmic Consciousness Experience 

My CC event occurred unexpectedly while I was alone one evening and was watching 
a particularly beautiful sunset. I was sitting in an easy chair placed next to floor-to- 
ceiling windows that faced northwest. The sun was above the horizon and was 
partially veiled by scattered clouds, so that it was not uncomfortably bright. I had not 
used any marijuana for about a week previously. On the previous evening I probably 
had wine with dinner; I do not remember the quantity, but two glasses would have 
been typical. Thus, we would not have expected any residual drug effects. 

The CC experience began with some mild tingling in the perineal area, the region 
between the genitals and anus. The feeling was unusual, but was neither particularly 
pleasant nor unpleasant. After the initial few minutes, I either ceased to notice the 
tingling or did not remember it. I then noticed that the level of light in the room as 
well as that of the sky outside seemed to be increasing slowly. The light seemed to 
be coming from everywhere, not only from the waning sun. In fact, the sun itself did 
not give off a strong glare. The light gave the air a bright thickened quality that 
slightly obscured perception rather than sharpened it. It soon became extremely 

bright, but the light was not in the least unpleasant. 
Along with the light came an alteration in mood. I began to feel very good, then 

still better, then elated. While this was happening, the passage of time seemed to 
become slower and slower. The brightness, mood-elevation, and time-slowing all 
progressed together. It is difficult to estimate the* time period over which these 
changes occurred, since the sense of time was itself affected. However, there was a 
feeling of continuous change, rather than a discrete jump or jumps to a new state. 
Eventually, the sense of time passing stopped entirely. It is difficult to describe this 
feeling, but perhaps it would be better to say that there was no time, or no sense of 
time. Only the present moment existed. My elation proceeded to an ecstatic state, the 
intensity of which I had never even imagined could be possible. The white light 
around me merged with the reddish light of the sunset to become one all enveloping, 
intense undifferentiated light field. Perception of other things faded. Again, the 

changes seemed to be continuous. 
At this point, I merged with the light and everything, including myself, becapie one 

unified whole. There was no separation between myself and the rest of the universe. 
In fact, say that there was a universe, a self, or any ‘thing* would be misleading — 
it would be an equally correct description to say that there was ‘nothing* as to say 
that there was ‘everything*. To say that subject merged with object might be almost .3. 
adequate as a description of the entrance into CC, but during CC there was neither •;* 
‘subject* nor ‘object*. All words or discursive thinking had stopped and there was no 
sense of an ‘observer* to comment or to categorize what was ‘happening*. In fact, 3 

there were no discrete events to ‘happen’ —just a timeless, unitary state of being. 4 

CC is impossible to describe, partly because describing involves words and the 
state is one in which there were no words. My attempts at description here originated i. 

from reflecting on CC soon after it had passed and while there was still some ‘taste* . 

Perhaps the most significant element of CC was the absolute knowingness that it 
involves. This knowingness is a deep understanding that occurs without words. I was 
certain that the universe was one whole and that it was benign and loving at its 
ground. Bucke s experience was similar. He knew, ‘... that the universe is so built 
and ordered that without any peradventure all things work together for the good of 
each and all, that the foundation principle of the world is what we call love and that the 
happiness of every one is in the long run absolutely certain* (Bucke, 1961, p. 8). 

The benign nature and ground of being, with which I was united, was God. 
However, there is little relation between my experience of God as ground of being 
and the anthropomorphic God of the Bible. That God is separate from the world and 
has many human characteristics. ‘He* demonstrates love, anger and vengeance, 
makes demands, gives rewards, punishes, forgives, etc. God as experienced in CC is 
the very ground or ‘beingness’ of the universe and has no human characteristics in 
the usual sense of the word. The universe could no more be separate from God than 
my body could be separate from its cells. Moreover, the only emotion that I would 
associate with God is love, but it would be more accurate to say that God is love than 
God is loving. Again, even characterizing God as love and the ground of being is only 
a metaphor, but it is the best that I can do to describe an indescribable experience. 

The knowingness of CC permanently convinced me about the true nature of the 
uni verse. However, it did not answer many of the questions that (quite rightly) seem 
so important to us in our usual state of consciousness. From the perspective of CC, 
questions like, What is the purpose of life?* or ‘Is there an afterlife?’ are not 
answered because they are not relevant. That is, during CC ontologic questions are 
fully answered by one’s state of being and verbal questions are not to the point 

Eventually, the CC faded. The time-changes, light, and mood-elevation passed off. 
When I was able to think again, the sun had set and I estimate that the event must 
have lasted about twenty minutes. Immediately following return to usual conscious¬ 
ness, I cried uncontrollably for about a half hour. I cried both for joy and for sadness 
because I knew that my life would never be the same. 

2 Long-term Effects of Cosmic Consciousness 

CC had a major impact on the course of my life. I had received a national prize for 
my research and had a grant funded for five years, but any interest I had in becoming 
a famous academician evaporated. My research seemed more like an interesting 
puzzle than work of immense importance to the world. I left my secure and successful 
university faculty position and supported myself as a part-time freelance clinician. I 
needed time to explore spirituality and to integrate the CC experience into my life. 
Those explorations included theology, psychology, mysticism, eastern religion, para¬ 
psychology, consciousness studies and holistic health. Eventually, I earned a M.A. in 
Consciousness Studies and another in Theology. Since CC, I have not had a ‘career* 
in the usual sense of the word. 

One important after-effect of CC that I soon discovered was the ability to create a 
subtle shift in consciousness. By quieting myself within, my inner mental chatter 

almost stopped and I became calm and present centered. Perception of the world and 
myself were both especially clear. The world seemed benign and ‘right’ with every- 
thine as it was ‘sunnoseH to be* Then* u/ne • _ a _ 
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passed since CC, my ability to attain this state at will has diminished. When it does 

occur, it seems less profound than previously. I am personally very sad at this loss. 

CC did not make me into an instant saint or enlightened being. I still occasionally 

lose my temper, worry, judge people, and need ego support. But from the time 

immediately following CC there were lasting personality changes. My general 

anxiety level was considerably reduced and remains low. I do not (usually) strive at 

living, but truly enjoy it. When I do ‘lose it*, there is a subtle way in which I can 

mentally ‘step back’ and see the real significance (or lack thereof) of whatever 

disturbed me. I have not been able to return to CC, although I have a real longing to 

do so. However, I can usually recall enough of the experience to know that the world 

is benign and that my ordinary conscious phenomenal experience can only hint at the 

true nature of reality. 

The CC experience occurred in 1976.1 did not make any notes until about a month 

later. Unfortunately, those original notes are lost. Even so, I feel quite confident that 

my memory of the essential aspects of CC is accurate. There are several reasons for 

this belief. (1) The CC experience was the most powerful event of my life and such 

a momentous experience is not possible to forget. (2) From the early weeks after¬ 

wards, I compared my experience to published accounts of CC. The comparisons 

constitute an independent way to stabilize the memory. (3) I frequently review the 

experience as a technique to achieve inner peace. (4) My remembered accounts are 

similar to the accounts reported in the literature (see below). In addition, many other 

CC experiences have reported that their experiences have remained fresh after the 

passage of many years (James, 1925; Bucke, 1961). We cannot claim that memory is 

infallible and the long period between the events and the report is unfortunate. 

However, we do believe it very likely that the above phenomenal report has not been 

significantly distorted by the passage of time. Furthermore, my belief that my 

memory is accurate is data: CC produces that feeling. 

Psychedelic Experience 

My experience with psychedelic drugs is.almost entirely limited to about 12-15 

‘trips’ with LSD. I took my first trip about a.month after CC. Part of my original 

motivation for tripping was the supposed ‘mystical’ nature of LSD. I had hoped to 

recapture CC, but never did so. The drugs were obtained from various sources and 

the purity and exact dosage were not determined. However, I have no reason to 

believe that there was significant contamination of the drugs. Comparing my experi¬ 

ences with those of other LSD experimenters leads me to believe that the doses I used 

were sufficient to generate a full range of what my colleagues considered the usual 

LSD effects. Most of my ‘trips’ were taken with a small group of friends (usually 

other professional people) either at home or in a quiet natural setting. The description 

below is a composite of my LSD experiences. 

My first sign that LSD effects were beginning was a bodily feeling that was 

somewhere between a deep shivering from within the muscles and a crawling feeling 

in the skin. It was not localized, but seemed to be throughout the body. I have usually 

found it to be mildly unpleasant, but it passes within ten to fifteen minutes. The other 

effects, described below, came on slowly over a period of about an hour. 

Time seemed to slow down, but never stopped. 

Perceptual changes were very prominent With the eyes closed, there were colour¬ 

ful kaleidoscope-like light shows. With the eyes opened, coloured patterns occasion¬ 

ally appeared on walls. Sometimes, actually existing spots or patterns appeared to 

move about. Colour intensity was greatly heightened and objects stood out with great 

clarity. My mood varied during an LSD trip. It could be anywhere from mildly 

depressed or even frightened to moderately elevated or ‘high*. Typically, at the peak 

of the experience, my mood was extremely positive. I have never had a ‘bad trip’ i.e. 

one in which negative emotions were prolonged or very severe. The next section 

contains additional comments about mood elevation. 

There was sometimes an experience of a wordless significance of certain objects. 

Often, these were quite ordinary things, like the pattern of a carpet or the cover of a 

book. I may have passed an inordinate time absorbed in the beauty of one of these 

objects. At times, the wordless significance extended to life itself. I have felt, for 

example, that a certain flower had great meaning for my life. Sometimes, there was 

even a feeling of merging with one of these objects or even with everything around 

me. However, my sense of self was never completely absent. The inner observer and 

irnier dialogue were always readily available, even though they may have been 

diminished or even absent for brief periods. By ‘readily available* I mean the 

following. I may not have experienced my sense of separate self for short periods 

during an LSD trip, but at some wordless level I knew that I was having as experience 

and that my ‘self could be recovered. 

Comparison and Comments: Personal/Phenomenologic Approach 

In my experience and consistent with what we can learn from the scattered literature, 

CC is a specific constellation of phenomena and the instance we report is quite 

typical. My experience.had each of the major ‘diagnostic’ criteria proposed by James 

(1925, pp. 380-1) and/or Bucke (1961, pp. 60-3): 

1) ineffability — inability to be described adequately in words 

2) noetic quality — absolute certainly about the truth of the experience 

3) transience — it lasted only about twenty minutes 

. - 4) unity — sense of the universe as a single whole 

5) passivity — not controlled by the subject 

I also experienced immersion in bright light that clouded perception and ecstatic 

emotional state, both of which are characteristic of CC, but not seen in every ease. 

My experience of time slo wing and stopping is not described explicitly by Bucke, but 

some of his subjects reported a ‘sense of eternity’ or immortality, which seems 

similar. In summary, my mystical experience is obviously characterizabie as an 

instance of ‘classical* CC. 

LSD experience, by contrast, is defined as what follows drug ingestion rather than 

by a specific constellation of phenomena. The phenomenology is quite variable, but 

my experiences are clearly similar to those reported in the literature. The major 

effects on visual perception, time-perception, mood, and ego-sense have all been well 

described and will not be repeated here (Downing, 1969; Mogar, 1965). 

There are numerous apparent similarities between LSD and CC. However, based 

on my personal experience, I believe that they are two very different ‘states* of 

consciousness. As discussed previously, words generally fail adequately to describe 
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states of consciousness, but I shall endeavour to articulate the differences between 

the two kinds of experience. We do believe that appropriate words can evoke useful 

knowledge in the reader with some similar experience, even if words cannot com¬ 

pletely capture and define these experiential realities. 
I do not place much significance on either the shivering during LSD onset or the 

tingling that preceded CC. These were physical sensations and were clearly different 
phenomenologically. The perineal tingling may remind one of so-called kundalini 
experience, but is not typical of a full-blown kundalini phenomenon. The sensation 
was located anterior to (in front of) the base of the spine and did not move up the 

spine as kundalini is reported to do (Sanella, 1987). 
Visual or light effects were associated with both LSD and CC, but they were very 

different. During the LSD experience colours were perceived more intensely and 
objects seemed to stand out. Clarity of perception was generally enhanced. With CC, 
the light was intensified, but perception was greatly diminished. In fact, there was no 
actual perception because there was nothing (i.e, no objects) to be perceived. With 
the exception of the light, I do not recall seeing or hearing anything during CC. There 

were no ‘events*. 
The mood changes were both quantitatively and qualitatively different. During 

LSD intoxication, my mood was brittle. A ‘high’ state could be rapidly converted to 
a depressed one and vice versa. In my own experience, the mood swings were 
infrequent In contrast the CC mood elevation was constant, solid and all-pervasive. 
It was so intense that the words ‘joy* and ‘high’ fail to capture the experience. 

The mood elevation of CC and a positive LSD peak not only differ in intensity, but 
have a different feel. I would describe the LSD experience as ‘high* and CC as 
‘ecstatic*. The best verbal description that I can give for the difference between the 
two is the extent of associated ego loss. However, there are other ineffable differ¬ 

ences. An example may help clarify my use of these terms. 
Table 2 shows the words I would use to describe a spectrum of positive experi¬ 

ences. I have also included some states that could be described by the term ‘joy*. The 
numbers in Table 2 indicate the relative intensity (in my experience) for each mood 
term in the spectrum. ‘Joy’, ‘high*, and-‘ecstatic’ describe qualitatively different 
feeling states, with overlap among them. When I receive good news, I am joyful and 
fully aware of my separate self. There is some slight weakening of the ego feeling 
when newly in love and there is a further loosening in the ‘high’ of recreational drugs. 

Table 2: Descriptors of Positive Emotional States 

joy •• high ecstatic emotional condition 

1 X X good news about personal life 

3 1 X being newly in love 

5 3 X LSD, marijuana 

X 8 1 average orgasm 

X X 4 best orgasm of my life 

X X ' 40 Cosmic Consciousness (CC) 

‘Joy* and ‘high* are both applicable to these last two conditions. An orgasm involves 

more ego loss and could be described as ecstatic. In an extremely intense orgasm, ego 

sense is reduced to the point where there is ‘nobody’ to feel high. The French epithet 

‘la petite mort* (the little death) affirms the weakened sense of self. Using this 

quantitative analogy, CC is an order of magnitude more ecstatic than the best orgasm. 
My intention in the preceding example was to use words to point towards the 

differences in feeling state between LSD and CC. It is not to be taken as an attempt 
at a general classification of positive states 

I noted above that in contrast to LSD there was no verbal experience during CC. 
This is an important difference between the two conditions of consciousness. I 
suspect that lack of words also contributed to the apparent loss of subjectivity during 
the unitive experience of CC. Although the word ‘merging* was used in the descrip¬ 
tions of both states of consciousness, the experiences were not the same. (There is no 
adequate word to describe either experience or the difference between them, but I will 
try to do so.) The experience of merging under the influence of LSD was still an 
experience. That is, even though there may have been blurring of the subject/object 
distinction, there was usually still a person present to whom some thing could happen. 
On a few occasions, the sense of self was absent, but the absence was not nearly as 
‘complete* or ‘deep’ as that of CC. As noted above, the ‘self was never far away with 
LSD, but was totally beyond recall with CC. 

Although I have used the word ‘experience* in the description of CC, it may be 
misleading. There could be no sense of an experience happening to ‘me’, because 
there was no sense of a separate me. During CC, there was just being., as opposed to 
experiencing. I was the ‘being’ during CC, but ‘I* had an experience during LSD. In 
summary, the ‘merging* that occurs with CC is qualitatively different from that of LSD. 

The feeling of knowingness is also different. With LSD there was an apparent 

comprehension of relations with persons or objects and an apparent understanding of 
their significance. This knowingness is in the realm of deep feelings, not words. 

During CC, the knowingness is quantitatively greater in that it extends beyond 
individuals to encompass everything. It is also qualitatively different in feel. Its level 
of surety is so much greater that the insights of CC cannot be doubted. From the point 
of view of my present ‘ordinary rational’ state, I can understand that a person who 
had never experienced CC might think that my experience was an illusion. However, 
I have no doubts whatsoever of its truth. I could be more easily convinced that the 
computer at which I now sit is illusory than I could be convinced that CC was. 

A final but important difference between knowingness of the two states of con¬ 
sciousness is in the evaluation of the knowingness after return to ordinary waking 

consciousness. It has been said that an LSD trip can be important to one’s life because 
it demonstrates the fact that reality may be much more than we ordinarily experience. 
This may be so. However, the wordless experiences of meaning or significance that 
I experienced during LSD had nowhere near the value to me that CC did. Many of 
the LSD experiences that seemed significant at the time turned out to have no lasting 
value at all. For example, I recall a great ‘revelation* about beauty that I received 

during an LSD trip when absorbed in the pattern of plant leaves. The next day, the 
leaves were nothing but ordinary leaves with no unusual significance and I had 
learned nothing new about beauty. On the other hand, mv nfrr 
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an important after-effect for some people. It may not have been so important to me 

because I experienced the more profound CC first. 
There are reports in the literature suggesting that states resembling CC can be 

obtained with LSD. For example, Masters and Houston (1966) classified the ‘depth’ 
of LSD experience attained by experimental subjects into several levels. They found 
that 11% of the subjects could be guided to a level in which they experienced effects 
like dissolution of ego or union with the ground of being. Their work is extremely 
valuable as a description of LSD effects, but was done (to the best of our knowledge) 
by people who had not personally experienced spontaneous CC. Although it has some 
usefulness in comparing CC and LSD, it lacks the fundamental basis of one person 
being able to refer to both experiences. In my own experience, ‘merging* and ‘ego 
loss’ was sometimes present with LSD, but was qualitatively different from that of 
CC, even though the same words are used (inadequately) to describe it. 

It is significant that I did not experience CC with LSD, although I wanted very 
much to do so. The phenomenon of ‘reverse tolerance’ should have made the 
experience of CC even more likely. It has been observed that inexperienced mari¬ 
juana users often do not get ‘high’ easily, even with relatively large doses. (Tart, 
1975, p. 152) But, once they have learned to experience the states of consciousness 
available with a particular drug, they can do so with relatively small doses. In Tart’s 
systems approach (Tart, 1975) to understanding altered states and their induction 
processes, previous experience of a particular altered state also makes it much easier 
for the induction process to destabilize the baseline state and repattern consciousness 
into the desired altered state. Since I had experienced both CC and LSD, and since I 
was highly motivated to re-experience CC, I should have been able to achieve CC 

with my later LSD trips, if it were available to LSD users. Failure to do so is 
consistent with the assertion that CC is not a usual LSD phenomenon. However, one 
could always argue that my LSD trips were just not profound enough. 

Conclusion 

A phenomenologic description of LSD and CC states has been given by an individual 
who has experienced both of these. Comparison and analysis of the descriptions 

support the conclusion that these are different states of consciousness. 
It is likely that there are others who have, experienced both CC and LSD. Their 

experiences may be similar to those reported here or may differ in some aspects. The 
authors would appreciate hearing from any such people who are willing to share and 
compare their experiences of CC and LSD. It would be particularly interesting if one 
of these dual experiencers could report having had a true CC experience during an 
LSD altered state of consciousness (d-ASC). We encourage these individuals to 
publish accounts of their experiences. If they do not wish to do so, we would 
appreciate permission to collect and publish the accounts ourselves. The combined 

experiences of a number of people would make a valuable report. 
We are aware of no other reports in the literature in which a single individual 

compares the subjective phenomena of CC and a psychedelic d-ASC. For this reason, 

the present report should be very useful, but the addition of others’ experiences may 
.JJ ~ th* final nicture. It would also be very interesting to find individuals 

Appendix 

R.M. Bucke s Description of His^ Cosmic Consciousness Experience 

It was in the early spring at the beginning of his thirty-sixth year. He and two friends had 
spent the evening reading Wordsworth, Shelley, Keats, Browning, and especially Whit¬ 
man. They parted at midnight, and he had a long drive in a hansom (it was in an English 
city). His mind deeply under the influences of the ideas, images and emotions called up 
by the reading and talk of the evening, was calm and peaceful. He was in a state of quiet, 
almost passive enjoyment. All at once, without warning of any kind, he found himself 
wrapped around as it were by a flame colored cloud. For an instant he thought of fire, 
some sudden conflagration in the great city, the next he knew that the light was within 

himself. Directly afterwards came upon him a sense of exultatipn, of immense joyous¬ 
ness, accompanied or immediately followed by an intellectual illumination quite impos¬ 
sible to describe. Into his brain streamed one momentary lightning-flash of the Brahmic 
Splendor which has ever since lightened his life; upon his heart fell one drop of Brahmic 
Bliss, leaving thenceforward for always an after taste of heaven. Among other things he 
did not come to believe, he saw and knew that the Cosmos is not dead matter but a living 
Presence, that the soul of man is immortal, that the universe is so built and ordered that 
without any peradventure all things work together for the good of each and all, that the 
foundation principle of the world is what we call love and that the happiness of every 
one is in the long run absolutely certain. He claims that he learned more within the few 
seconds during which the illumination lasted that in previous months or even years of 
study, and that he learned much that no study could ever have taught. 

The illumination itself continued not more than a few moments, but its effects proved 
ineffaceable; it was impossible for him ever to forget what he at that time saw and knew, 
neither did he, or could he, ever doubt the truth of what was then presented to his mind 
(Bucke, 1961, pp. 7-8). 
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Introduction: Why Mysticism? 

One of the most exciting aspects of this journal, of which I am proud to be an 
executive editor, is that it has become a venue in which so many distinct fields can 
interact on a single question, that of consciousness. I know of no other question, or 
journal, which has brought together so many voices, from so many fields, to swirl 
around a single topic. It is exciting both to provide a forum and to be a part of this 
debate. 

In this article I would like to bring the findings of my somewhat unusual but 
increasingly accepted field — mysticism—to the discussion, for I think they may 
offer some helpful insights about consciousness. Why? When a biologist seeks to 
understand a complex phenomenon, one key strategy is to look to at it in its simplest 
form. Probably the most famous is the humble bacterium £. coli. Its simple gene 
structure has allowed us to understand much of the gene functioning of complex species. 
Similarly many biologists have turned to the 'memory* of the simple sea slug to 
understand our own more kaleidoscopic memory. Freud and Durkhetm both used 
totemism, which they construed as the simplest form of religion, to understand the 
complexities of religious life. The methodological principle is: to understand some¬ 
thing complex turn to its simple forms. 

Mystical experiences may represent just such a simple form of human conscious¬ 
ness. Usually our minds are an enormously complex stew of thoughts, feelings, 
sensations, wants, snatches of song, pains, drives, daydreams and, of course, con¬ 
sciousness itself more or less aware of it all. To understand consciousness in itself, 
the obvious thing would be to clear away os much of this internal detritus and noise 
as possible. It turns out that mystics seem to be doing precisely that. The technique 
that most mystics use is some form of meditation or contemplation. These are 
procedures that, often by recycling a mental subroutine,2 systematically reduce 
mental activity. During meditation, one begins to slow down the thinking process, 
and have fewer or less intense thoughts. One’s thoughts become as if more distant, 
vague, or less preoccupying; one stops paying as much attention to bodily sensations; 
one has fewer or less intense fantasies and daydreams. Thus by reducing the intensity 
or compelling quality of outward perception and inward thoughts, one may come to 
a time of greater stillness. Ultimately one may become utterly silent inside, as though 
in a gap between thoughts, where one becomes completely perception- and thought- 
free. One neither thinks nor perceives any mental or sensory content Yet, despite this 
suspension of content, one emerges from such events confident that one had remained 

An earlier version was given at the conference. Toward a Science of Consciousness, Tucson. 
Arizona, April 1996. * 

I am indebted to the psychologist of religion William Parsons, in a private communication, for 
this observation. 
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awake inside, fully conscious. This experience, which has been called the pure 
consciousness event, or PCE, has been identified in virtually every tradition. Though 
PCEs typically happen to any single individual only occasionally, they are quite 
regular for some practitioners.3 The pure consciousness event may be defined as a 
wakeful but contentless (non-intentional) consciousness. 

These PCEs, encounters with consciousness devoid of intentional content, may be 
just the least complex encounter with awareness perse that we students of conscious¬ 
ness seek. The PCE may serve, in short, as the E. coli of consciousness studies.4 

But the story does not stop here. Regular and long-term meditation, according to 
many traditions, leads to advanced experiences, known in general as ‘enlightenment’. 
Their discriminating feature is a deep shift in epistemological structure: the experi¬ 
enced relationship between the self and one’s perceptual objects changes profoundly. 
In many people this new structure becomes permanent.5 

These long-term shifts in epistemological structure often take the form of two 
quantum leaps in experience; typically they develop sequentially.6 The first is an 
experience of a permanent interior stillness, even while engaged in thought and 
activity —one remains aware of one’s own awareness while simultaneously remain¬ 
ing conscious of thoughts, sensations and actions. Because of its phenomenological 
dualism — a heightened cognizance of awareness itself plus a consciousness of 
thoughts and objects —• I call it the dualistic mystical state (DMS). The second shift 
is described as a perceived unity of one’s own awareness per se with the objects 
around one, an immediate sense of a quasi-physical unity between self, objects and 
other people. States akin to this have been called ‘extrovertive-’ or sometimes 
‘nature-’ mysticism; but I prefer to call it the unitive mystical state, UMS.7 

Like the PCE, these latter two may serve as fertile fields for students of conscious¬ 
ness to plough. To understand them, I want to introduce the idea of the relative 
intensity of a thought or desire. Some desires have a high relative intensity. Let’s say 
I am walking across the street when I see a huge truck hurtling at me. Virtually 100% 
of my attention is taken up with the truck, the fear, and getting out of the way. It is 
virtually impossible for me to think about anything else at that time. I don’t even 
consider keeping my suit clean, how my hair might look, the discomfort in my 

3 See the articles in Forman (1990) and Section I of Forman (1998). 

4 Bruce Mangan (1994) suggests this when he says that *mystic[al] encounters ... would seem to 
manifest an extreme state of consciousness* (p. 251). 

5 James’ famous characterization of mysticism in The Varieties of Religious Experience states that 
a defining feature of mysticism is ‘transiency’ (James, 1902/1983, p. 381). My evidence says this is 
simply wrong. 

6 I say typically because sometimes one may skip or not attain a.particul ar stage. Ken Wilber (1980) 
claims Sequence. William Barnard (1995), however, disputes this claim of sequence. 

7 One key element of the UMS is that it is a permanent shift in the structure of awareness. 
‘Extrovertive’ mysticism, a term coined by W.P. Stace, implies that one has mystical experiences 
out in the world, while we are ‘extrovertively’ aware. Zaehner coined the term ‘nature mysticism’ 
to describe such paths as Zen or Taoism, which describe mystical experiences in nature. This he 
distinguishes from the theistic traditions, among others. But in the UMS, as I understand this form 
of life, the sense of being in contact with the expansive emptiness that extends beyond the self, never 
fades away, whether one is in nature or in the city, whether the eyes are open or closed, and whether 
one is a Zen Buddhist, a Jew or a Christian. Thus each of these accepted terms define this experience 
too narrowly, and thus I coin my own broader term. 
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tummy, or the classes I will teach tomorrow. The fear and running are utterly intense, 
we might say, consuming nearly 100% of my attention. 

That evening, I come home starved, and rush to the fridge. I may be civil to my 
kids and wife, but I have very little patience. My desire for food is very intense, for 
it preoccupies most of my consciousness, but it consumes less of my attention than 
did jumping away from the truck. 

Some thoughts consume very little of my attention. Driving to work the next day, 
for example, I might ruminate about my classes, remember the near miss with the 
truck, half hear the news on the radio, and think about getting that noise in the car 
fixed — nearly all at once. None of these thoughts or desires is very intense, for none 
has a strong emotional cathexis that draws me fully into it. My attention can flow in 
and out of any of them, or the traffic ahead, effortlessly. In short the intensity of a 
thought or desire tends to increase with the amount of my consciousness that is taken 
up with that thought or feeling. Conversely, the thought’s intensity tends to lessen 
when I am able to retain more attention for other issues, and for my wider perspective. 

Now, as I understand them, advanced mystical experiences result from the combi¬ 
nation of regular PCEs plus a minimization of the relative intensity of emotions and 
thoughts. That is, over time one decreases the compulsive or intense cathexis value 
of all of one’s desires. The de-intensifying of emotional attachments means that, over 
the years, one's attention is progressively available to sense its own quiet interior 
character more and more fully, until eventually one is able to effortlessly maintain a 
subtle cognizance of one’s own awareness simultaneously with thinking about and 
responding to the world: a reduction in the relative intensity of all of one’s thoughts 
and desires. 

This state of being cognizant of one’s own inner awareness while simultaneously 
maintaining the ability to think and talk about that consciousness offers students of 
consciousness a unique situation. For these subjects may be both unusually cognizant 
of features or patterns of their own awareness and also able to describe them to us: a 
kind of ongoing microscope on human consciousness. In short, while not as pheno¬ 
menologically simple as PCEs, these experiences may provide us with highly useful 
reports about the character of human awareness. 

Several additional preliminary matters: First, perforce we will be drawing conclu¬ 
sions based on the experiences of a very few people. Most of us haven't had any 
experiences like the ones I will describe, and some may sound pretty strange. Yet we 
often do generalize from the unusual to the general. Just think how much we have 
concluded about consciousness from a very few: epileptics, people with unusual skull 
accidents or brain injuries, the man who mistook his wife for a hat, etc. From the 
pathology of a very few we have learned a great deal about the relationship of one 
side of the brain to the other, of two kinds of knowing, of information storage and 
retrieval, of impulse control, etc. Indeed it is common practice to take data about a 
few unusual individuals and generalize it to the many. Here again we are studying 
the data of a few. But rather than the pathological, we will be studying people 
—Teresa of Avila, Vasubandu, Ramana Maharshi, etc.—who are not ‘pathological’ 
but unusually self-actualized. 

Should we not be as willing to learn from the experiences of the unusually healthy 
as we are to learn from the unusually diseased? 
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The second matter is definitional: What do we mean by mysticism? What is 
generally known as mysticism is often said to have two strands, which are tradition¬ 
ally distinguished as apophatic and kataphatic mysticism, oriented respectively 
towards emptying or imagistically filling. These two are generally described in terms 
that are without or with sensory language. The psychologist Roland Fischer has 
distinguished a similar pairing as trophotropic and ergotropic, experiences that 
phenomenologically involve inactivity or activity. Kataphatic or imagistic mysticism 
involves hallucinations, visions, auditions or even a sensory-like smell or taste; it thus 
involves activity and is ergotropic. Apophatic mystical experiences are devoid of 
such sensory-like content, and are thus trophotropic. When they use non-sensory, 
non-imagistic language (cf. Smart, 1982), authors like Eckhart, Dogen, al-Hallaj, 
Bernadette Roberts and Shankara are all thus apophatic mystics. Because visions and 
other ergotropic experiences are not the simple experiences of consciousness that we 
require, I will focus my attentions exclusively on the quieter apophatic forms. 

Finally, I want to emphasize that phenomenology is not science. When we describe 
these experiences, we do not gain hard scientific proof thereby. There can be many 
ways to explain an unusual experience: one might say it was the result of what one 
ate for dinner, a faulty memory, psycho-somatic processes, a quantum microtubule 
collapse, or an encounter' with Ultimate Truth.8 Without further argumentation, 
phenomenology cannot serve as the sole basis for any theory of reality. It may be 
taken only as a finger, pointing in some direction, rather than conclusive evidence for 
or against a particular thesis. This is how I see my role in this paper. I will simply 
describe mystical experiences as accurately as I can, and say where I see their fingers 
pointing. That is, I will attempt to coax metaphysical hypotheses out of these 
phenomenological descriptions. 

First-person reports, especially those that are about unusual experiences are, of 
course, notoriously unreliable. When an epileptic says that ‘the table seemed wavy , 
or when a man asserts that his wife is a ‘hat’-, these reports are not taken as data about 
the world, but about their condition.9 One may want to assert that a mystic’s report 
should be regarded similarly. 

But we must be careful here, for firstTperson reports can also be veridical or even 
sources of wisdom. For example, in the kingdom of the blind, the ‘first-person’ report 
of a sighted fellow that ‘the mountain peak near the village is in the shape of five 
fingers’ may be regarded as the rantings of a lunatic or as information about the 
mountains. Similarly, when Woodward and Bernstein spoke with the Watergate 
informant ‘Deep Throat’, they could have taken his utterances as paranoid ramblings, 
data about his developing psychosis, or as information about the Nixon administration. 

How can we determine which way to regard the unusual first-person reports of the 
mystics? If we were Woodward and Bernstein, how would we decide? Common 
sense seems a good place to begin. We might ask, does Deep Throat, or the mystics 
in our case, seem unconnected or delusional? I believe most of us would say no. In 
fact many regard Meister Eckhart, Teresa of Avila, the authors of the Upanishads, 
and others who tell us of such experiences as unusually wise. Certainly they do not 
seem utterly unhinged, physically ill, etc. Secondly, we might ask, do others in a 

8 These may not be mutually exclusive. See, for example, neurologist Oliver Sacks comments on 
migraines and mysticism inihe case of Hildegard of Bingen (Sacks, 1994, pp. 238-9). 

iteful for Joseph Goguen, private communication, for articulating this question so clearly. 
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situation similar to Deep Throat’s describe things similarly? In our case, assuming 
reasonable cultural differences in language and detail, do mystics from around the 
world describe things largely similarly? Here again the answer is yes. We shall find 
a reasonable amount of similarity among their descriptions, a family resemblance, 
They tend to confirm each others reports. Finally, is there other confirming evidence 
for our Deep Throats’ claims? Here the information is not in: just how consciousness 
works, relates to the world or the brain, is anything but established. 

In sum, it makes sense to regard the mystics’ unusual reports about the world as 
more like those of a Deep Throat than those of an epileptic. But also, again as with 
Deep Throat, the information we can glean from them is not, by itself, reliable enough 
to base a theory of consciousness solely on it. It will take the hard-working Wood¬ 
wards and Bernsteins in the scientific and philosophical trenches to verify or deny 
the suggestions of our Deep Throats. 

Three Mystical Phenomena and their Implications 
Pure consciousness events 

Let me begin by offering several reports of the first of the mystical phenomena I 
mentioned above, the pure consciousness event (PCE). First, from Christian mystical 
literature,10 St. Teresa of Avila writes of what she calls the ‘orison of union’: 

During the short time the union lasts, she is deprived of every feeling, and even if she 
would, she could not think of any single thing.... She is utterly dead to the things of the 
world ... I do not even know whether in this state she has enough life left to breathe. It 
seems to me she has not; or at least that if she does breathe, she is unaware of it.... The 
natural action of all her faculties [are suspended]. She neither sees, hears, nor understands 
(James, 1902/1983, p. 409).11 

Several key features of this experience jump out. First, Teresa tells us that one reaches 
this ‘orison of unity’ by gradually reducing thought and understanding, eventually 
becoming ‘utterly dead* to things, encountering neither sensation, thought nor per¬ 
ceptions. One becomes as simple as possible. Eventually one stops thinking 
altogether, not able to ‘think of any single thing . . . arresting the use of her 
understanding . . . utterly dead to the things of the world’. And yet, she clearly 
implies, one remains awake.12 

Meister Eckhart describes something similar as the gezucken, rapture, of St. Paul, 
his archetype of a transient mystical experience: 

... the more completely you are able to draw in your powers to a unity and forget all 
those things and their images which you have absorbed, and the further you can get from 
creatures and their images, the nearer you are to this and the readier to receive it. If only 
you could suddenly be unaware of all things, then you could pass into an oblivion of your 
own body as St Paul did, ... In this case . . . memory no longer functioned, nor 
understanding, nor the senses, nor the powers that should function so as to govern and 
grace the body ... In this way a man should flee his senses, turn his powers inward and 
sink into an oblivion of all things and himself (Walshe, 1982, p. 7). 

10 Forman (1990) offers a rich compendium of reports of the PCE. I have intentionally offered here 
several reports of this experience that are not included there. 

11 James is quoting from St Teresa of Avila, Interior Castle, in Oeuvres, trans. Bouix, vol. 3, pp. 421-4. 

12 The mystic apparently remains conscious throughout Although Teresa does not explicitly say 
the mystic is not asleep, I cannot imagine anyone spilling so much ink on merely sleeping or blacking 
out or on something like a coma. See below for more explicit statements to this effect 



Like St. Teresa, Eckhart specifically'asserts the absence of sensory content (‘nor the 

senses’), as well as mental objects (‘devoid of memory, understanding, senses, etc.). 

One becomes oblivious of one’s ‘own body’ and ‘all things’. In short one becomes 

‘unaware of all things’, i.e. devoid of all mental and sensory content. 

The absence of thought and sensation is repeated in the following passage from 

the Upanishads when describing the state these early Hindu texts call turiya, the 

‘fourth’. 

Verily when a knower has restrained his mind from the external, and the breathing spirit 
(prana) has put to rest objects of sense, thereupon let him continue void of conceptions. 
Since the living individual (Jiva) who is named ‘breathing spirit’ has arisen here from 
what is not breathing spirit, therefore, verily, let the breathing spirit restrain his breathing 
spirit in what is called the fourth condition (turiya) — Maitri Upanishad 6:19 (Hume, 

1931, p. 436). 

Here again one has ‘put to rest objects of sense’, i.e. gradually laid aside all 

sensations, and continued ‘void of conceptions’, i.e. not thinking. And yet the 

Upanishads are insistent that one remains conscious, indeed becomes nothing but 

consciousness itself. The consciousness that one reaches in turiya comes to be known 

in Samkhya philosophy as lpurusha\ often translated as awareness or consciousness 

itself, that which ‘illuminates’ or ‘witnesses’ thoughts, feelings, and actions.^ The 

purusha or awareness that one reaches during this experience is described as ‘sheer 

contentless presence (sasksitva)... that is nonintentionaP (Larson, 1979, p. 77). 

Here is a report from the present author’s own twenty-eight year practice of 

neo-Advaitan (Hindu-derived) Transcendental Meditation, which suggests the 

persistence of consciousness throughout such events. 

Sometimes during meditation my thoughts drift away entirely, and I gain a state I would 
describe as simply being awake. I’m not thinking about anything. I’m not particularly 
aware of any sensations, I’m not aware of being absorbed in anything in particular, and 
yet I am quite certain (after the fact) that I haven’t been asleep. During it I am simply 

awake or simply present. 
It is odd to describe such an event as being awake or being present, for those terms 

generally connote an awareness of something or other. But in this experience there is no 
particular or identifiable object of which I am aware. Yet I am driven to say I am awake 
for two reasons. First, I emerge with a quiet, intuited certainty that 1 was continually 
present, that there was an unbroken continuity of experience or of consciousness 
throughout the meditation period, even if there seemed to have been periods from which 
I had no particular memories. 1 just know that there was some sort of continuity of myself 
(however we can define that) throughout.14 

In Buddhism such pure consciousness events are called by several names: nirod- 

hasamapatti, or cessation meditation; samjnavedayitanirodha, the cessation of sen¬ 
sation and conceptualization; sunyata, emptiness; or most famously, samadhi, 

meditation without content (cf. Griffiths, 1990). What is most fascinating about 
traditional Buddhist explorations of this state is that despite the fact that one is said 

13 These two are not quite equivalent Atman, when seen in its fullest, according to the Upanishads 
and to Advaita Vedanta, merges with Brahman, and thus is experienced as including the object or 
content of perception. Purusha, according to Samkhya, is more an independent monad. It thus 
remains forever separate from its content But the two both represent the human awareness, however 

differently understood. 

14 This account is taken from Forman (1998). 
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to be utterly devoid of content, according to Yogacara Buddhist theorists one’s 
consciousness is said to persist as ‘some form of contentless and attributeless 
consciousness’ (Griffiths, 1990, p. 83). That is, despite the fact that one is not aware 
of any specific content or thought, ‘something persists’ in this contentlessness, and 
that is consciousness itself: ‘I, though abiding in emptiness, am now abiding in the 
fullness thereof (Nagao, 1978, p. 67). When discussing this possibility that one may 
abide in the ‘fulness’ of ‘emptiness’, Vasubandu states: 

It is perceived as it really is that, when anything does not exist in something, the latter is 
empty with regard to the former; and further it is understood as it really is that, when, in 
this place something remains, it exists here as a real existent.15 

In sum, the PCE may be defined as a wakeful but contentless (non-intentional) 
experience. Though one remains awake and alert, emerging with the clear sense of 
having had ‘an unbroken continuity of experience’, one neither thinks, nor perceives 
nor acts. W.T. Stace (1960): 

Suppose then that we obliterate from consciousness all objects physical or mental. When 
the self is not engaged in apprehending objects it becomes aware of itself. The self itself 
emerges. The self, however, when stripped of all psychological contents or objects, is 
not another thing, or substance, distinct from its contents. It is the bare unity of the 
manifold of consciousness from which the manifold itself has been obliterated (p. 86). 

Now what implications can we draw from the pure consciousness event about the 
nature of human consciousness? 

1. We have a pattern here that is seen across cultures and eras. This, in combination 
with the reports offered in The Problem of Pure Consciousness, suggests that the 
phenomenon is not an artifact of any one culture but is something closer to an 
experience that is reasonably common and available in a variety of cultural 
contexts.16 

y 

2. Thomas Clark and other defenders of functionalism have suggested that con¬ 
sciousness, is identical to certain of our information-bearing and behaviour- 
controlling functions, even going so far as to define it thus (Clark, 1995, p. 241). 
Others have suggested that consciousness is an artifact or an epiphenomenon of 
perception, action and thought, and that it arises only as a concomitant of these 
phenomena. Our accounts tend to c/wconfirm this view, which is generally 
argued on a priori grounds. Rather they suggest that consciousness does persist 
even when one has no perception, thought or evaluation. This suggests that 
consciousness should not be defined as merely an epiphenomenon of perception, 
an evaluative mechanism, or an arbiter of perceptual functions, but rather as 
something that exists independently of them. 

Vasubandu commentary on Vs. U of the Madhyanta Vibhaga, quoted in Nagao (1978). 
Vasubandu is here wrestling with just the focus that made Yogacara so distinctive and dear. In its 
focus on the alayavijnana, it deals directly with the question of what remains in ‘cessation 
meditation’. Steven Collins (1982) believes this is a mistaken view of the nature of samadhi, though 
unfortunately he never directly confronts such Yogacara texts. For comparable analyses from a Zen 
perspective, with explicit comparisons with Yogacara, see e.g. Chang Chen Chi (1970), pp. 167-71. 

16 See especially Forman (1990), Part I. 
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3. Some have suggested that if we can understand how we can tie together percep¬ 

tions and thoughts — the so called binding problem — we will ipso facto 

understand consciousness.17 Now, how we bind together perceptions is a very 

interesting question for cognitive psychology, neurobiology and philosophy of 

mind. But even if we understand how we do tie together perceptions, we will not 

necessarily understand the phenomenon of consciousness per se thereby, for 

according to these mystical accounts, it is more fundamental than a mere binding 

function.18 These reports suggest that binding is something done by or for 

consciousness, not something that creates consciousness.19 

4. Our evidence suggests that we should conceptually and linguistically differenti¬ 

ate merely being aware or awake from its functional activities. Accordingly, I 

propose to use the terms as follows: (i) ‘awareness* and ‘consciousness* for that 

facet of consciousness which is aware within itself and which may persist even 

without intentional content; (ii) ‘awareness of and Consciousness of to refer to 

that feature of experience which is cognizant when we are intentionally aware of 

something; and (iii) ‘pure awareness* and ‘pure consciousness’ to refer to 

awareness without intentional content.20 

5. Reports of pure consciousness suggest that, despite the absence of mental con¬ 

tent, the subjects were somehow aware that they remained aware throughout the 

period of the PCE . Apparently they sensed a continuity of awareness through 

past and present. If they did, even though there was no content, then they must 

have somehow directly recalled that they had been aware despite the absence of 

remembered content.21 This implies human awareness has the ability to tie itself 

together and to know intuitively that it has persisted 22 

17 This debate goes back at least to Kant’s criticism of Hume’s ‘associationism’ in the eighteenth 

century. For a discussion of contemporary parallels, see Hardcastle (1994). 

18 If we think in a socio-cultural way here, we might note that our long western worldview, with its 

roots in the Judaeo-Christian past, in the protestant capitalistic history, and in the history of science, 
would tend to favour a definition of consciousness, in active, masculine, intentional, and ‘doing* 

terminology. Thus consciousness is, in this view, always vectorial, intentionally pointing towards 

this or that. Such a definition fits how people are expected to act in such a culture. Contemplative 
traditions and the east, on the other hani tend to be more open to defining consciousness as 
awareness per se, or just being. In the west we may take these to be too passive, feminine, but they 

‘fit’ the more station-oriented caste and natal-status behavioural patterns. My thanks to Bill Parsons 

for this observation. " ‘ 

19 Logically: awareness is a necessary but not sufficient condition for binding; binding is neither a 

necessary nor sufficient condition for awareness. 

20 This us^ge preserves Deikman’s (1996) separation of awareness from the other senses of ‘I*, and 
Chalmers’ (1995) similar distinction. My thanks to Jonathan Shear for pointing out that I have 

.reversed Chalmers* terms (he calls awareness in itself ‘consciousness’ and connects its various 
functional phenomena with the term ‘awareness’). I believe that my usage is in better accord both 
with ordinary speech and the traditional scholarly use of‘pure consciousness* and ‘pure conscious¬ 

ness event’. 

21 See the extended discussion of this possibility in Forman (1998). 

22 Here language fails us. The awareness is not in any sense conscious of the passage of time; rather 
I am suggesting that awareness ties itself together through what an external observer would note as 

the passage of time. 
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We may want to say that being conscious seems to entail this sort of direct 

self-recollection, a presence to oneself that is distinct from the kind of presence we 

have to perceptions and other intentional content. In this sense, the pure conscious¬ 

ness event tends to affirm Bernard Lonergan’s distinction between our conscious 

presence to intentional objects and our consciousness of consciousness itself: 

There is the presence of the object to the subject, of the spectacle to the spectator, there 

is also the presence of the subject to himself and this is not the presence of another object 

dividing his attention, of another spectacle distracting the spectator; it is presence in, as 

it were, another dimension, presence concomitant and correlative and opposite to the 

presence of the object. Objects are present by being attended to but subjects are present 

as subjects, not by being attended to, but by attending. As the parade of objects marches 

by, spectators do not have to slip into the parade to be present to themselves; they have 

to be present to themselves for anything to be present to them (Lonergan, 1967, p. 226, 
quoted in McCarthy, 1990, p. 234). 

In sum, the PCE militates towards a distinction between consciousness or aware¬ 

ness per se and its usual binding, relational and culturally-trained processes. It 

suggests that consciousness is more than its embodied activities. 

The dualistic mystical state, the peculiar \oceanic feeling ' 

The second mystical phenomenon bears a dualistic pattern. Let us look at a few 

reports. The first comes from the autobiography of a living American mystic, 

Bernadette Roberts, middle-aged ex-nun, mother, housewife, and author of The 

Experience of No-Self She had been in the practice of meditating in a nearby 

monastery, she tells us, and had often had the experience of complete silence we 

described above. Previously such experiences had sparked fear in her, perhaps a fear 

of never returning. But on this particular afternoon, as her meditation was ending, 

once again there was a pervasive silence and once again I waited for the onset of fear to 

break it up. But this time the fear never came_Within, all was still, silent and 

motionless. In the stillness, I was not aware of the moment when the fear and tension of 

waiting had left Still I continued to wait for a movement not of myself and when no 

movement came, I simply remained in a great stillness (Roberts, 1984, p. 20). 

She became silent inside but to her surprise, did not emerge from that silence. She 

stood up and walked out of her chapel, ‘like a feather floats in the wind', while her 

silence continued unabated. No temporary meditative experience, this was a perma¬ 

nent development of that quiet empty interior silence.23 

... Once outside, I fully expected to return to my ordinary energies and thinking mind, 

but this day I had a difficult time because I was continually falling back into the great 
silence (ibid). 

She ‘remained in a great stillness*, driving down the road, talking on the phone, and 

cutting the carrots for dinner. In fact that inner stillness was never again to leave her. 

£^e experienced her interior silence as her original ‘consciousness*, by which I 

understand that she experienced it as devoid of the intellectual self-reflection that 

generally accompanies experiences. She describes this new state as a continuation of 

what she had encountered when she was in her meditative silence (PCE); only here 

she remains fully cognizant of her own silent awareness even while active. 

23 William James’ thought that mysticism is ‘transient’, i.e. short lived, clearly does not capture 
Bernadette Roberts' experience, nor many of the experiences documented in this section. 
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My own previously published autobiographical report of such a state also associ¬ 
ates a permanent interior silence with consciousness: 

This began in 1972.1 had been practicing meditation for about three years, and had been 
on a meditation retreat for three and a half months. Over several days something like a 
series of tubes (neuronal bundles?) running down the back of my neck became, one by 
one, utterly quiet. This transformation started on the left side and moved to the right. As 
each one became silent, all the noise and activity inside these little tubes just ceased. 
There was a kind of a click or a sort of'zipping* sensation, as the nerve cells or whatever 
it was became quiet.24 It was as if there had always been these very faint and unnoticed 
activity, a background of static, so constant that I had never before noticed it. When each 
of these tubes became silent, all that noise just ceased entirely. I only recognized the 
interior noise or activity in these tubes in comparison to the silence that now descended. 
One by one these tubes became quiet, from left to right. It took a couple of weeks and 
finally the last one on the right went zip, and that was it. It was over. 

After the last tube had shifted to this new state, I discovered that a major though subtle 
shift had occurred. From that moment forward, I was silent inside. I don’t mean I didn’t 
think, but rather that the feeling inside of me was as if I was entirely empty, a perfect 
vacuum 25 Since that time all of my thinking, my sensations, my emotions, etc., have 
seemed not quite connected to me inside. It was and is as if what was me, my conscious¬ 
ness itself, was (and is) now this emptiness. The silence was now me, and the thoughts 
that have gone on inside have not felt quite in contact with what is really ‘me,’ this empty 
awareness. T was now silent inside. My thinking has been as if on the outside of this 
silence without quite contacting it: When I saw, felt or heard something, that perception 
or thought has been seen by this silent consciousness, but it has not been quite connected 
to this interior silence. 

In this experience the silence is explicitly associated with awareness. It is experienced 
as ‘the I’, ‘what was really ‘me’, ‘my consciousness itself. Somehow this area in the 
back of the head seems to be associated with being aware; as it became silent, a sense 
of the self or consciousness itself within became more articulated, and was now 
experienced as silent. 

Like Roberts’, this shift to an interior silence was permanent.26 Thus we should call 
it a state, not a transient experience. I call it the dualistic mystical state (DMS). 

Descriptions of a DMS are surprisingly common in the mystical literature. Teresa of 
Avila writes of such a dualistic state. Speaking of herself in the third person, I beleieve, 
she writes: 

However numerous were her trials and business worries, the essential part of her soul 
seemed never to move from [its] dwelling place. So in a sense she felt that her soul was 
divided ... Sometimes she would say that It was doing nothing but enjoy[ing] itself in 
that quietness, while she herself was left with all her trials and occupations so that she 
could not keep it company (Peers, 1961, p. 211). 

She too describes an experience in which, even while working and living, one also 
maintains a clear sense of the interior awareness, a persisting sense of an unmoving 
silence at one’s core. 

24 Here I am struck by the parallel with the rapid shifting of a physical system as it becomes 
coherent. Disorganized light just ‘shifts* or ‘zips’ into laser light nearly instantaneously. 

25 Writing this, I think of the parallel between this sense and Bernadette Robert’s sense of having 

lost the usual ‘unlocalized sense of herself. 

26 It is my impression that the awareness of the specific locations within the body is not essential to 

this transformation. 
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Meister Eckhart describes something similar, calling it the Birth of the Word In the 
Soul. One of Eckhart’s clearest descriptions is from the treatise ‘On Detachment*. It 
analogizes the two aspects of man with a door and its hinge pin. Like the outward 
boards of a door, the outward man moves, changes, and acts. The inward man, like 
the hinge pin, does not move. He — or it — remains uninvolved with activity and 
does not change at all. This, Eckhart concludes, is the way one should really conduct 
a life: one should act yet remain inwardly uninvolved. Here is the passage: 

And however much our Lady lamented and whatever other things she said, she was 
always in her inmost heart in immovable detachment. Let us take an analogy of this. A 
door opens and shuts on a hinge. Now if I compare the outer boards of the door with the 
outward man, I can compare the hinge with the inward man. When the door opens or 
closes the outer boards move to and fro, but the hinge remains immovable in one place 
and it is not changed at all as a result So it is also here ... (Clark and Skinner, 1958, 
p. 167; emphasis mine.) 

A hinge pin moves on the outside and remains unmoving at its centre. To act and yet 
remain ‘in her inmost heart in immovable detachment* depicts precisely this dualistic 
life. One acts, yet at an unchanging level within retains a sense of something 
unmoving. One lives a dichotomous existence. Inside, she experiences an interior 
silence, outside she acts. Elsewhere Eckhart describes what this is like: 

When the detached heart has the highest aim, it must be towards the Nothing, because in 
this there is the greatest receptivity. Take a parable from nature: if I want to write on a 
wax tablet, then no matter how noble the thing is that is [already] written on the tablet, 
I am none the less vexed because I cannot write on it If I really want to write 1 must 
delete everything that is written on the tablet, and the tablet is never so suitable for writing 
as when absolutely nothing is written on it {ibid., p. 168.) 

The emphasis in this passage is on the achievement of emptiness within. One has 
‘deleted’ everything inside; one comes to a ‘Nothing* inside; the tablet is ‘blank’. 
When one is truly empty within, comes^o ‘the Nothing,* what goes on ‘outside* is of 
lesser significance, for it is unconnected to the inner ‘nothing*. Only once this interior 
‘Nothing’ is established does one truly begin ‘acting rightly*. This is highly reminis¬ 
cent of the empty interior silence achieved by our other reporters. 

In sum, in this DMS the subject has a sense, on a permanent or semi-permanent 
basis, of being in touch with his or her own deepest awareness, experienced as a 
silence at one’s core, even while remaining conscious of the external sensate world. 
Awareness itself is experienced as silent and as separate from its intentional content. 

This dualistic mystical state seems to evolve gradually into another state. First this 
author’s own experience: 

Over the years, this interior silence has slowly changed. Gradually, imperceptibly, this 
sense of who I am, this silence inside, has grown as if quasi-physically larger. In the 
beginning it just seemed like I was silent inside. Then this sense of quietness has, as it 
were expanded to permeate my whole body. Some years later, it came to seem no longer 
even limited to my own body, but even wider, larger than my body. It’s such a peculiar 
thing to describe! It’s as if who I am, my very consciousness itself has become bigger, 
wider, less localized. By now it’s as if I extend some distance beyond my body, as if I’m 
many feet wide. What is me is now this expanse, this silence, that spreads out. 

While retaining something of the dualistic character, the sense of the self or aware¬ 
ness itself here seems to have become as if quasi-physically expanded, extending 
beyond the felt borders of the usual physical frame. It is important to note that exterior 
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perception has not changed here, only the sense of what consciousness itself is. That 
will change in the next state. 

Freud called this a ‘peculiar oceanic feeling*, which seems to communicate both 
the ineffability and the expanded quality of such a sense of consciousness.27 Yet at 
this point this sense of an inner expanse does not yet seem to ‘touch’ or affect the 
perception of objects. 

Being in the middle of an expanse is reminiscent of the well known passage from 
Walt Whitman. As if having a conversation with his soul, he recalls, 

I mind how once we lay, such a transparent summer morning, 
Swiftly arose and spread around me the peace and knowledge that pass all the 
argument of the earth.28 

Here the sense of inner silence, the peace, is experienced as part of the world. But 
note again that Whitman does not suggest that the peace is within the world. 

The sense seems to be that what one is, one’s awareness itself, is experienced as 
oceanic, unbounded, expanded beyond the limits of the body. Here, I believe, a theist 
might plausibly associate this silence, that seems to be both inside and yet quasi- 
physically expansive, with God. If this is true, then St. Teresa’s ‘Spiritual Marriage’ 
is very much like this one. Injt, one is permanently ‘married’ to the Lord, 

... the Lord appears in the centre of the soul... He has been pleased to unite Himself 
with His creature in such a way that they have become like two who cannot be separated 
from one another: even so He will not separate Himself from her. [In other words, this 
sense of union is permanent.] The soul remains all the time in [its] centre with its God— 
When we empty ourselves of all that is creature and rid ourselves of it for the love of 
God, that same Lord will fill our souls with Himself (Peers, 1961, pp. 213-16). 

To be permanently filled within the soul with the Lord may be phenomenologically 
described as experiencing a sense of some silent*but omnipresent, i.e. expansive, 
‘something* at one’s core. If so, this becomes remarkably like the other experiences 
of expansiveness at one’s core that we have seen before. (Once again, the expanse is 
not described as permeating the world, as it might in the next ‘state’.) 

This sense of an interiority that is also an expanse is reconfirmed by her disciple 
St John of the Cross, who says, ‘the soul then feels as if placed in a vast and profound 
solitude, to which no created thing has access^in an immense and boundless desert’. 

In sum, the interior silence at one’s core sometimes comes to be experienced as 
expanded, as if being quasi-physically larger or mote spacious than one’s body. Now, 
what might this DMS suggest? It offers several tantalizing hints about consciousness. 

1. Human capacity includes more epistemological modalities than is generally 
imagined. It is clear from these reports that one can be self-reflexively cognizant 
of one’s own awareness more immediately than usual. The contemplative life can 
lead one to the ability to be aware of one’s own awareness perse on a permanent 
or semi-permanent basis. This is not like taking on a new awareness. None of our 
sources describe this as a sense of becoming a different person, or as a disconti¬ 
nuity with what they had been. Rather the descriptions are that of becoming more 
immediately cognizant of the awareness they had always enjoyed. 

27 Freud was employing a phrase from his correspondence with Ramakrishna’s disciple Romain 
Rolland. See Parsons (forthcoming), 

28 Walt Whitman, quoted in James (1902/1983) p. 396, no reference. 
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2. We suggested above that consciousness should not be defined in terms of 
perceptions, content, or its other functions, for in the DMS awareness continues 
even when perceptions do not. Here awareness is not only not implicated with 
thoughts and perceptions, but is experienced as entirely different in quality or 
character — unchanging, without intrinsic form — than its content. It is also 
experienced as unconnected with its intentional content Even thoughts do ‘not 
quite contact it*. Awareness itself is experienced as still or silent perceptions as 
active and changing. Therefore instead of defining awareness in terms of its 
content, we should think about awareness and its mental and sensory functions 
as two independent phenomena or processes that somehow interact. 

3. The sense of being expanded beyond the borders of one’s own body, what Freud 
called the ‘peculiar oceanic feeling’, is a very peculiar sense indeed. Yet if we 
take these wide-spread reports seriously, as I think every open-minded thinker 
should, what do they suggest? 

The phenomenology, simply put, suggests that consciousness is not limited to 
the body. Consciousness is encountered as something more like a field than a 
localized point, a field that transcends the body and yet somehow interacts 
with it.29 

This mystical phenomenon tends to confirm William James* hypothesis in his 
monumental Principles of Psychology that awareness is field-like. This thought 
was picked up by Peter Fenwick and Chris Clarke in the Mind and Brain 
Symposium in 1994, that the mind may be non-Iocalized, like a field, and that 
experience arises from some sort of interplay between non-localized awareness 
and the localized brain.30 It is as if these mystical reporters had an experience of 
just the sort of field-like non-locality of awareness these theories hypothesize. 

The heretical suggestion here is not that there is a ghost in the machine, but 
rather that there is a ghost in and beyond the machine! And it is not a ghost that 
thinks, but a ghost for which there is thinking and perception. 

4. The experience of awareness as some sort of field points towards the theory that 
consciousness is more than just the product of the materialistic interactions of 
brain cells, since it can be understood in two ways. First it may mean that like a 
magnet, the brain ‘produces* a field which extends well beyond its own physical 
borders. The slow growth of the sense of an experience suggests this. 

Or, conversely, the field-like experience may suggest that awareness somehow 
transcends individual brain cells and perhaps the entire brain. This suggests a 
new way to think about the role of the physical body. Brain cells may receive, 
guide, arbitrate, or canalize an awareness which is somehow transcendental to 
them. The brain may be more like a receiver or transformer for the field of 
awareness than its generator: less like a magnet than like a TV receiver. 

^ Of course, that implies that one has some sort of non-sensory sense, the ability to sense one’s 
own expansive presence even though there are no visible mechanisms of sensation. But is that so 
strange after all? If we can sense our own awareness directly in the pure consciousness event, why 
shouldn’t we be able to sense something of its non-limited character on a more permanent basis? 

30 Sec Freeman (1994) for a brief report and Clarke (1995) for the full text of Chris Clarke's talk. 
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The unitive mystical state 

Our last commonly reported mystical experience is a sense of becoming unified with 

external objects. It is nicely described by the German idealist Malwida von Meysenburg: 

I was alone upon the seashore ... I felt that I . . . returned] from the solitude of 
individuation into the consciousness of unity with all that is, [that I knelt] down as one 
that passes away, and [rose] up as one imperishable. Earth, heaven, and sea resounded 
as in one vast world encircling harmony. ... I felt myself one with them . . . (von 
Meysenburg, 1900; emphasis mine). 

The keynote of Maiwida’s experience is that in some sort of immediate or intuitive 
manner she sensed that she was connected with the things of the world, as if she was 
a part of them and they part of her. It is as if the membranes of her experienced self 
became semi-permeable, and she flowed in, with or perhaps through her environ¬ 

ment. 
A similar experience is described in Starbuck’s 19th century collection of experi¬ 

ence reports. Here again we see a sense of unity with the things of the world. 

... something in myself made me feel myself a part of something bigger than I... I felt 
myself one with the grass, the trees, birds, insects, everything in nature. I exulted in the 
mere fact of existence, ofbeing apart of it all, the drizzling rain, the shadows of the clouds, 
the tree-trunks and so on. 

The author goes on to say that after this experience he constantly sought these 
experiences of the unity between self and object again, but they only came period¬ 
ically. This implies that for him they were temporary phenomena, lasting only a few 
minutes or hours. 

This sense of the unity between self and object, the absence of the usual lines 
between things, is clearly reminiscent of Plotinus’s./Yryf Ennead (8:1). 

He who has allowed the beauty of that world to penetrate his soul goes away no longer 
a mere observer. For the object perceived and the perceiving soul are no longer two things 
separated from one another, but the perceiving soul has [now] within itself the perceived 
object (quoted in Otto, 1930, p. 67). 

Again we have a lack of boundaries between consciousness and object. It is not 
clear from this passage if Plotinus is describing a transient or a permanent experience. 
Yet some reporters clearly tell us that such an experience can be constant, though it 
is often hard to distinguish biography from mythology, Buddhist descriptions of 
Sakyamuni Buddha's life clearly imply that his Nirvana was a permanent change in 
epistemological structure. Similarly the Hindu term for an enlightened one, jivan- 

mukti (enlightened in active life), clearly suggests that this experience can be permanent. 
Notice how different these reports are from our DMS descriptions of an inner 

expanse,'There we saw no change in the relationship between the subject and the 
perceived world. Here ‘the object perceived and the perceiving soul’ are now united. 
‘I felt myself one with the grass, the trees, birds, insects, everything in nature.’ 

One of the clearer descriptions of this state comes from Krishnamurti, who wrote 
of his his first experience of this sort, in August, 1922: 

On the first day while I was in that state and more conscious of the things around me, I 
had the first most extraordinary experience. There was a man mending the road; that man 
was myself; the pickax he held was myself; the very stone which he was breaking up was 
a part of me; the tender blade of grass was my very being, and the tree beside the man 
was myself. I also could feel and think like the roadmender and I could feel the wind 
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passing through the tree, and the little ant on the blade of grass I could feel. The birds, 
the dust and the very noise were a part of me. Just then there was a car passing by at some 
distance; I was the driver, the engine, and the tires; as the car went further away from 
me, I was going away from myself. I was in everything, or rather everything was in me, 
inanimate and animate, the mountain, the worm and all breathing things. AH day long I 
remained in this happy condition. 

Perhaps the most unmistakable assertion that these shifts can be permanent comes 
from Bernadette Roberts. Sometime after her initial transformation, she had what is 
clearly a development on her earlier dualistic sense of an expanded consciousness. 
She writes: 

I was standing on [a] windy hillside looking down over the ocean when a seagull came 
into view, gliding, dipping, playing with the wind. I watched it as I’d never watched 
anything before in my life. I almost seemed to be mesmerized; it was as if I was watching 
myself flying, for there was not the usual division between us. Yet, something more was 
there than just a lack of separateness, ‘something’ truly beautiful and unknowable. Finally 
I turned my eyes to the pine-covered hills behind the monastery and still, there was no 
division, only something ‘there’ that was flowing with and through every vista and 
particular object of vision.,.. What I had [originally] taken as a trick of the mind was 
to become a permanent way of seeing and knowing (Roberts, 1984, p. 30; italics mine). 

She describes this ‘something there’ that flowed with and through everything, 
including her own self, as ‘that into which all separateness dissolves/ She concludes 
with an emphatic assertion: *1 was never to revert back to the usual relative way of 
seeing separateness or individuality/ Again we have a state, not a transient episode, , 

We could multiply these examples endlessly. This unitive mystical state (UMS), 
either temporary or permanent, is a very common mystical phenomenon. It is clearly 
an evolution of the previous sense. First one continues to sense that one’s awareness i 
is expansive, field-like, and that the seif is experienced as larger, expanded beyond ] 
the usual boundaries. One feels oneself be ‘a part of something bigger’, which is ! 
to say, senses a lack of borders or a commonality between oneself and this expanse. 
Indeed, in Bernadette Roberts’ case, her sense of ‘something there’ followed and was '■ 
an evolution of her initial dualistic mystical state. But now this perceived expansion < 
of the self is experienced as none other than, permeating with and through, the things 
of the world. One’s boundaries become as if permeable, connected with the objects ■ 
of the world. The expanded self seems to be experienced as of the same metaphysical 
level, or of the same ‘stuff, as the world. Despite the grammatical peculiarities, ‘what 
I am is the seagull, and what the seagull is, /am*. 

From this fascinating phenomenon we may note several implications for our 
understanding of consciousness. 

1. The perceived ‘spaciousness’ of awareness suggests, I said above, that con¬ 
sciousness is like a field. These unitive experiences reaffirm this implication and 
suggest that such a field may not only transcend our own bodily limits, but 

C somehow may interpenetrate or connect both self and external objects. This is of 
course strikingly parallel to the physical energy fields and/or the quantum 
vacuum field said to reside at the basis of matter, for these too are both immanent 
within and also transcendent to any particular expression, a parallel that Fritjof 
Capra, Lawrence Domash and others have been quick to point out. 
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2. The perception of unity holds out the possibility that the field of awareness is 
common to all objects, and however implausibly, among all human beings as 
well. It indicates that my own consciousness may be somehow connected to a 
tree, the stars, a drizzle or a blade of grass and, paradoxically, to yours. Thus 
these unitive experiences point towards something like a primitive animism, 
Leibnitz’s panspsychism and Griffin’s suggestion of a pan-experientialism, that 
experience or some sort of consciousness may be ‘an ingredient throughout the 
universe, permeating all levels of being*. All this, however, opens up another 
Pandora’s box of peculiar questions: most obviously what might the conscious¬ 
ness be of a dog, flower, or even a stone? Does the claim of a perceived unity 
merely point to some ground of being, and not a consciousness that is in any 
sense self-reflective like our own consciousness? Or if you and I share conscious¬ 
ness, can I experience what you do? If not, why not? 

3. Not everyone who meditates encounters these sorts of unitive experiences. This 
suggests that some may be genetically or temperamentally predisposed to mys¬ 
tical ability; borrowing from Weber, the ‘mystically musical’. 

One might suggest that the mystic’s awareness is categorically different than 
other peoples’, i.e. th^f it is connected to the world in an ontologically deep way 
that the rest of ours is not. I find this unconvincing, since every mystic I have 
read says he or she began as an ‘ordinary’, i.e. non-mystical, person and only 
came to realize something of what he or she ‘had always been*. Whichever 
explanation we opt for, however, it is clear that there is some ability the mystics 
have been able to develop —through meditation or whatever — that most of us 
have not. 

Conclusions. 

Our three modalities of mystical experiences point clearly towards a distinction 
between awareness perse and the ordinary functional processes of sensation, percep¬ 
tion and thought. They suggest that awareness is not constructed out of the material 
processes of perception or perhaps the brain, but rather they suggest a distinction and 
/ or interaction between consciousness and the brain. Furthermore, they suggest that 
awareness may~ have a non-localizedrquasi-spatial character, much like a field. 
Finally they tend to suggest that this field may be transcendental to any one person 
or entity. 

I want to end by restating my earlier caveait. Phenomenology is not science. There 
can be many ways to explain any experience, mystical or otherwise, and we should 
explore all of them. But in the absence of compelling reasons to deny the suggestions 
of their reports, we would be wise to seriously examine the direction towards which 
the finger of mysticism points. If the validity of knowledge in the universities is 
indeed governed, as we like to claim, by the tests of evidence, openness and clarity, 
then we should not be too quick to throw out the baby swimming in the bathwater of 
mysticism. 
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